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ABSTRACT

For decades, American flutists have sought to identify specific traits that define their playing as a whole. While the “French School” has been characterized by a preoccupation with tone, a standard repertoire, and set of teaching materials written by Paris Conservatoire professors, no such definition can yet be set forth for the “American School.” This document provides a clear starting point for research into the what, where, why, and how of the “American Flute School” by first identifying who is associated with that school.

By tracing the lineage of transverse flute playing from teacher to student through the past 300 years, we may identify orchestral flutist, soloist, and teacher, Georges Barrère, as a primary influence upon American flute playing. Barrère and his students – and his students’ students – have taught approximately 91% of all living flutists in the United States today. Of that vast number, approximately 87% can trace their heritage (through one or more of their teachers) to Barrère student William Kincaid, renowned flutist of the Philadelphia Orchestra and pedagogue at the Curtis Institute of Music.

It is important to note that most modern musicians study with more than one teacher over the course of their career (usually between three and eight). By looking at the data from different perspectives, we can see a second important tradition of flute playing descend from Georges Laurent, principal flutist of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra and instructor at the New England Conservatory of Music, including approximately 59% of American flutists. A third tradition of flute playing in America (including roughly 55% of American flutists) descends from French flutist and pedagogue, Marcel Moyse, who taught summer classes in Vermont for several decades after a lengthy career in Paris. Each of these influential pedagogues graduated from the Paris Conservatoire, having studied with the distinguished master, Paul Taffanel.

A lengthy appendix of biographical information contains data for more than 8,000 flutists, obtained from a combination of primary and secondary source material, and will underpin numerous related studies as we continue to define the “American Flute School.”
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

For decades, American flutists have sought to identify specific traits that define their playing as a whole, with relatively little success. The so-called “French School” of flute playing, however, has distinct connections to a single professor and has been succinctly characterized by noted scholar Ardal Powell:

“The notion of the ‘French Flute School’ usually refers to a style of teaching and playing the instrument that originated with Claude Paul Taffanel (1844-1908) and his pupils at the Paris Conservatoire around the turn of the twentieth-century. In a second, less strict sense, the term also refers to a French-influenced style of flute-playing that became dominant in Europe and America as Conservatoire-trained players filled orchestral and teaching posts and as the recording industry carried their sound and style to all corners of the developed world. In that looser sense, we can easily list the style’s main attributes: the use of the French-style silver flute, a preoccupation with tone, a standard repertoire, and a set of teaching materials in which the Taffanel-Gaubert method and the tone development exercises of Marcel Moyse (1889-1984; Conservatoire 1906) hold a central place.”

While this recent assessment gives a definite context to the “French School,” it is (out of necessity) still quite vague. In the continuing quest to define the “American School,” we

---

2 Ann McCutchan hints at the controversy surrounding the “French School”: “It is] easily recognized but variously perceived, [as consisting of] finesse of tone and dynamics, a clear singing sound, an infinite color
hope to uncover similar markers for ourselves, allowing us to begin more fruitful conversations about the what, where, why, and how of flute playing in the United States. The present study provides a clear starting point for such discussion through statistical data that identify names and patterns of influence, as well as individual teachers who have most profoundly affected the nature of flute playing across the nation.

The purpose of this project has been to gather data on American flutists and their teachers, spanning as many generations as possible, and to organize these musicians into a “family tree.” The expectation was that the data would reveal whether there were common “families” among famous flute players and teachers – perhaps personal, perhaps national (e.g., French-American and German-American traditions) – or simply disparate sets of students and teachers.

Initial data, not limited to America, came from secondary sources. Early resources for this study include encyclopedias and biographical dictionaries such as the New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, Baker’s Biographical Dictionary, and François Fétis’s Biographie universelle des musiciens. A helpful specialized source has been Aldine K. Burks’s 1969 self-publication, Follow the Pipers: A Guide to Contemporary Flute Artists and Teachers. In this work, Ms. Burks lists the findings of her massive survey of professional American palette, and a spirited yet thoughtful interpretive personality dedicated to the composer’s intentions [rather than the performer’s virtuosity].” Ann McCutchan, Marcel Moyse: Voice of the Flute (Portland, OR: Amadeus Press, 1994), 47.

Footnote 2 cont’d] The Flutists’ Family Tree was conceived, in part, as a final project for a flute pedagogy course at The Ohio State University in January 1999. Christina Pelletier and I assembled a poster presentation of about 275 flutists that spanned nine generations of transverse playing. Each flutist’s name was written on a brightly colored leaf with broad lines connecting teacher and student; the result more closely resembled a spider plant than a tree!
band and orchestral players and college and university instructors of 1968-69. The largest portion of the book is devoted to an alphabetical listing of survey respondents with their professional and biographical data, including lists of both their teachers and students. Though the list of students contains only those who were also respondents to the survey, this source provides a wealth of insight and information into the professionally active flutists of the period just before the inception of the National Flute Association in 1972.

A vital organization of flute players and teachers, the National Flute Association has grown from a relatively small conference to one that encompasses 5,000 to 6,000 members annually from the United States and Canada as well as thirty to forty foreign countries. One of the association’s highlights is its annual convention, often featuring several hundred performers and presenters over a four-day period. The program booklets from each of these conventions include self-submitted biographies for most of the artists involved, which have been extraordinarily helpful both for learning about young musicians and tracing established flutists’ careers over time.

Still other profitable resources have included articles, interviews, and obituaries from *The Flutist Quarterly* (journal of the National Flute Association) and *Flute Talk* (monthly magazine published by The Instrumentalist Publishing Company). These periodicals provide biographical information about prominent flutists of the past three decades. Older periodicals such as *The Woodwind* and *The Flutist*, and *The Flute Worker* (a relatively short-lived broadsheet distributed by Emerson Musical Instruments) shed

---

4 The National Flute Association, Rosters of Membership, various years.
light on the previous generation, and Claude Dorgueille’s *The French Flute School: 1860-1950* helped link together as many as seven generations of flutists, following a chain from teacher to student beginning with Professor Paul Taffanel at the Paris Conservatoire in the 1890s.

The second step in data collection was directed toward individual flutists. An announcement of the project via the internet\(^5\) led to the immediate submission of nearly 1,000 flutist biographies via e-mail from the United States, Canada, Great Britain, Scotland, and Australia. I logged each entry and sent a reply to the respondent that included a personalized flutist lineage and sometimes follow-up questions about teachers mentioned in the submitted biography.

Each respondent was asked to provide the following information: birth date and location of birth, educational background, teaching and performance experience, present location, and present and former teachers. While many biographical entries may inordinately highlight a flutist’s study with famous flutists, this project hopes to eventually encourage a different attitude. By focusing on the nature of a student’s response to certain pedagogical techniques, or through analysis of recordings, scholars may eventually be able to identify how one’s playing is reflective or derivative (or not) of one’s teachers. Those flutists responding to the *Flutists’ Family Tree* project have been

---

\(^5\) The original internet announcement was posted to the 2,000+ members of the FLUTE-list e-mail group monitored by list-owner Larry Krantz, as well as to selected flutists around the globe, during the months of March and April, 1999.
asked to designate one “primary” teacher whose philosophies, pedagogies, tone, etc., have had the most profound impact upon them.\textsuperscript{6}

The study has, from its inception, been inclusive of flutists of all abilities: amateur and professional, young and old, erudite scholar, seasoned performer, and raw beginner.\textsuperscript{7}

It is surprising that the family tree includes a number of self-taught flutists, ranging from amateur musicians and woodwind doublers, to pivotal ancestors like Michel Blavet (1700-1768) and Charles Nicholson (1795-1837) whose experimentation with the instrument has shaped numerous generations of flute playing.

Further collection of individual flutist biographies has taken place at conventions of the National Flute Association, College Music Society, Central Ohio Flute Association, San Diego Flute Guild, and Flute Society of Washington (DC), at which the Flutists’ Family Tree project has been presented and/or displayed. Submissions obtained at these venues include new flutist entries, additions and corrections to prior web-based submissions, and a host of suggested sources of further information about flutists whose ancestry is not yet known to the project. In addition to mere data collection, each presentation has generated an increasingly broad-based interest and enthusiasm for the project.

\textsuperscript{6} Biographical information for flutists (see Appendix A) with source code “PS” lists first, the teacher designated as “primary,” followed by all other teachers named. The breadth and scope of the present document precludes more detailed analysis at the individual level. As future studies focus on individual pedagogues and their students, the quality of data available will be improved by dates (length and nature of study) and perhaps a summary of teaching and performance traits as perceived by both the student and the professional community.

\textsuperscript{7} Submissions received by January 1, 2003, are included in Appendix A, regardless of nationality, and include flutists from the United States and forty-nine countries around the world. Additions and corrections may be made at any time through the Flutists’ Family Tree website: \url{http://www.geocities.com/demifair}. 
Along with biographical submissions, many flutists have been inspired to include anecdotes of lesson or master class experiences. Some clearly illustrate the potential for the *Flutists’ Family Tree* to assist in defining pedagogical traits of specific teachers. A letter from Sarah Andrew of Arizona State University, who previously studied with Terri Sundberg, states: “Your ‘family’ tree sounds very interesting! My former teacher was a student of Jeanne Baxtresser and when I was able to play for Jeanne in a master class, she turned to my teacher and said ‘I hear my playing in your students.’ The lineage certainly is fascinating!”

A third approach to data collection has included the survey of hundreds of colleges and universities across the United States and Canada. Respondents from these schools have assisted by compiling rosters of past and present flute instructors, including dates of service where known. In specific instances where faculty members have figured prominently in the common ancestry of the “American School,” I have investigated further to obtain as much information as is publicly available about the school’s flute alumni. In several cases, this included compiling a comprehensive roster of flute students by year and sorted by instructor, but results vary with the condition of each institution’s archives. Virtually none of the schools’ alumni information is yet fully accessible in database form, even to institutional archivists.

Preliminary results grew evident even in the early stages of the data collection process. After a very small amount of research, it became apparent that flutists from
every state in the country – famous or not – could be connected to common musical ancestors.

As web-based biographical submissions were logged, I began to notice a discernable pattern, showing students from across the United States connecting through William Kincaid, long-time principal flutist of the Philadelphia Orchestra and professor at The Curtis Institute of Music, to the historical flutists of the Paris Conservatoire (as outlined in Chapter 2). This was the first verifiable evidence pointing to a single teacher from whom an “American School of Flute Playing” might actually have evolved.

As the project grew, I drew even more conclusive evidence about the origins of American flute playing. Kincaid’s teacher, Georges Barrère, along with two other highly influential French flutists – Georges Laurent and Marcel Moyse – jointly function as the roots of our present-day “American School.”9 It is interesting that all three studied at the famed Paris Conservatoire with Paul Taffanel before journeying to musical careers in the United States. Today’s living American flutists are able to trace their flute ancestry through one or more of their teachers to Taffanel (nearly without exception), through a cumulative total of thirteen or more musical generations back to Michel Blavet – one of the earliest players of the one-keyed transverse flute.

Current data (shown in Appendix B) includes extensive rosters of students for both Georges Barrère and Georges Laurent, as well as 163 students of Marcel Moyse.10

---

9 I owe a special debt of gratitude to Lois Rosow for pointing out the proverbial “forest” which was home to the Kincaid family “tree,” and to Claude Monteux and Nancy Andrew for correspondence about the nature and importance of Laurent and Moyse, respectively.
10 Though most of the Moyse students listed in Table 3.3 are American flutists, there are several who studied with him during his professorship at the Paris Conservatoire (e.g., Michel Debost, Andre Jaunet,
Of the 4360 flutists for whom an American-school ancestry is known, 3954 of these (approximately 91%) are Barrère descendant; 2576 (approximately 59%) are Laurent descendant; and 2387 (approximately 55%) are Moyse descendant. Of the 91% population who are Barrère descendant, an amazing 87% trace their ancestry through William Kincaid.

Two of Kincaid’s pupils have emerged with significant ranks of students of their own. Descendants of both Julius Baker and Joseph Mariano hold significant teaching and orchestral positions across the country, as well as having developed extraordinary solo careers. As one may easily discover by examining the roster of Kincaid students (see Appendix B), Baker and Mariano are not the only offspring to make a huge impact on the pedagogy of flute in America. However, their long-standing association with three of the nation’s foremost music schools (Juilliard and Curtis, and Eastman respectively) gave them a unique opportunity to work with very large numbers of highly advanced students (since these schools typically attract the most superior applicants) that others were not afforded. Flute pedagogues such as Clement Barone, Jr., Harold Bennett, Judith Bentley, Frances Blaisdell, Doriot Dwyer, Britton Johnson, John Krell, Betty Bang Mather, William Montgomery, George Ellers Morey, Jr., Donald Peck, James Pellerite, Maurice Sharp, Albert Tipton, Robert Willoughby, and John Wion have also been producing

[Footnote 10 cont’d] and Andre Prieur). This makes statistics somewhat difficult to calculate, especially in light of Debost’s immigration to the U.S. and Oberlin professorship since the late 1980s.

It is important to note that most modern musicians study with more than one teacher over the course of their careers (usually between three and eight). By looking at the data from different perspectives, it is possible to see the influence of multiple flutists reach beyond a total of 100%.

This percentage reflects 3414 Kincaid descendant flutists out of 3911 Barrère descendant flutists (roughly 87%). The percentage of Kincaid descendant flutists in the population at large (3414 out of 4312) is roughly 79%.
students of high caliber for decades. As the *Flutists’ Family Tree* becomes more and more complete, these branches (and many others) will expand into prominent limbs of their own accord.

Despite the clarity of these findings, many of the data are complex (as footnotes 9 and 10 illustrate). While exploring the implications of these complexities remains outside the scope of this study, it is useful to be aware of them.

A musician’s style may evolve slowly – or change dramatically – according to life experiences. British flutist Geoffrey Gilbert, for example, taught and performed in the leading institutions and orchestras of England for years before his study with Paris Conservatoire professor Rene LeRoy completely reformed his ideas on tone and articulation, and encouraged his switch from wooden flute to silver. Clearly, we should expect Gilbert’s students before and after his study with LeRoy to have received broadly divergent instruction. While the nature of the “British School” is well beyond the scope of the present document, it must eventually be taken into account in future “American School” studies since Gilbert immigrated to the United States in 1969 (for health reasons) and continued his remarkable teaching career here.

As Gilbert’s situation suggests, yet another difficulty in defining an “American School” is that not all its constituent players and teachers are even American. As world travel becomes faster, easier, and less expensive, and foreign study continues to be respected and cherished, a myriad of international influences come to bear upon flute playing in the United States.
Even when only American teachers are involved, the situation is complicated. The last three decades have seen a shift from musical study that remained with one master teacher to one which embraces many different teachers and teaching philosophies. It is thus extraordinarily rare for a flutist of today to have only one or two teachers; most list between three and eight. Imagine charting a family tree where each individual has five sets of parents, whose genealogical lines in turn converge and diverge through five other sets of parents for three or four generations before reaching a point of common ancestry. Moreover, nowadays more and more musicians choose smaller and smaller arenas of specialization. Paradoxically, this promotes a sense of community rather than isolation, as they learn from others in their chosen area of specialization. This study hopes to pinpoint the teacher(s) whose pedagogy and performance have had the most impact upon a flutist, and what, if any, traits are common among classmates. As mentioned above, the data collection process asked flutists to make a distinction between their most influential teachers and all others with whom they have studied.

Still, it is important to recognize the vast array of influences upon one’s musical education. Even more profoundly influential than multiple teachers (and confusing for the unsuspecting genealogist) has been the wide proliferation of recordings and the unforeseen effects of digitally enhanced performances upon modern-day audience expectations for flawless technical mastery. In short, the modern world is very different from 19th-century France, where the Conservatoire produced a unified and inbred community.
The ramifications of this study are numerous and far-reaching, and will inspire a complex and rich journey for all who seek to document their flute lineage. This document provides the background information and data necessary for that journey. The second and third chapters will discuss French-school influences and specific flutists who have had critical bearing upon flute playing in this country, namely Georges Barrère, Georges Laurent, and Marcel Moyse. Chapter four makes observations about the nature and distinctions of a Boston school of flute playing, while chapters five and six track the dissemination of Barrère descendants through the highly influential William Kincaid and two of his former pupils. A concluding chapter summarizes the findings of this document and suggests numerous related studies for the future. The lengthy appendices of biographical and ancestral information contain data for more than 8,000 flutists, obtained from a combination of primary and secondary source material.

It is my most fervent hope that the *Flutists’ Family Tree* will evolve into a resource for research into specific flutists, teachers, and characteristics that define the nature of flute performance in the United States, and inspire a greater sense of community between amateur and professional flutists worldwide.
CHAPTER 2

OUR HERITAGE FROM THE PARIS CONSERVATOIRE

If one begins with the flute studies of William Kincaid and traces back from student to teacher to determine the ancestry of the “American Flute School,” it takes only a single generation to link our tradition to the famous “French School” that is represented by the playing and teaching of the faculty and students of the Paris Conservatoire. Kincaid’s primary instruction came from Georges Barrère, a noted soloist, conductor, and teacher at the Institute of Musical Art in New York City, and a Conservatoire graduate. Along with Barrère, we also see prominent roots of the American School extending from Georges Laurent and Marcel Moyse, both fellow Conservatoire students. To more clearly understand the tradition of flute playing and teaching that these three ambassadors brought to the United States, it is helpful to examine the history and general practices of the Paris Conservatoire and its flute professors.

Founded in 1795 by decree of the national government, the new school was the product of a merger between the École royale de chant et déclamation lyrique and the Institut national de musique. Students were accepted by audition, proportioned equally among both sexes and among all departments (orchestral instruments, piano, organ,
voice, theory, solfege, and composition), in the ideal ratio of 600 students to 115 teachers.¹³

Six of these professors were apportioned to teach flute, but only five were specifically named on the first roster of instructors. It is difficult to ascertain whether a sixth was actually hired because several teachers were listed by surname only, and many without indication of instrument or subject. Of the five named flute teachers, three had previously served under the Conservatoire’s first director, Bernard Sarrette, in the band of the Garde nationale. Joining François Devienne, Antoine Hugot, and Jacques Schneitzhoeffer were the two remaining flute instructors, Johann Georg Wunderlich and Nicholas Duverger.

Through the past two centuries, the Conservatoire has employed a relatively small number of flute professors, though most have had lengthy tenures (see Table 2.1). It is important to note that all of these professors were themselves graduates of the Conservatoire, and that many are remembered as composers and method book authors as well as flutists. More than two-thirds of these influential teachers play a role in the ancestry of the American Flute School (see Figure 2.1).

Students of the Conservatoire were, and are, divided into classes based on age and talent, with the older and more talented typically joining the first class, while the younger students fill the second and third classes. Currently, students attend lessons as a group, where each takes his turn playing for the instructor. All may benefit from the critique

¹³ Theodore Lassabathie, *Histoire du Conservatoire impérial de musique et de déclamation* (Paris: Michel Levy Frères, 1860), 21-22. Though departments such as piano and voice may have had an equal division between male and female players, this does not seem to have been the case with flute students of the nineteenth and even early twentieth-centuries.
given and the added incentive for practice provided by the constant scrutiny of one’s peers. Though it is not certain when the “master class” model was first instituted, it has been used to great advantage by Paul Taffanel and his successors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professor</th>
<th>Dates of Service</th>
<th>Conservatoire Graduation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>François Devienne</td>
<td>1795-?</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antoine Hugot</td>
<td>1795-1803</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacques Schneitzhoeffer</td>
<td>1795-?</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johann Georg Wunderlich</td>
<td>1795-1816</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Duverger</td>
<td>1795-?</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Guillou</td>
<td>1816-1828</td>
<td>1815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Louis Tulou</td>
<td>1829-1860</td>
<td>1801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor Coche</td>
<td>1831-1841</td>
<td>1831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent-Joseph Dorus</td>
<td>1860-1868</td>
<td>1828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henri Altès</td>
<td>1868-1893</td>
<td>1842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Taffanel</td>
<td>1893-1908</td>
<td>1860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adolphe Hennebains</td>
<td>1901-1914</td>
<td>1880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leopold Lafleurance</td>
<td>1915-1919</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippe Gaubert</td>
<td>1919-1931</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcel Moyse</td>
<td>1932-40, 1946-51</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose Cortet</td>
<td>1949-?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaston Crunelle</td>
<td>1941-1969</td>
<td>1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean-Pierre Rampal</td>
<td>1969-1981</td>
<td>1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michel Debost</td>
<td>c1981-1989</td>
<td>1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alain Marion</td>
<td>?-1998</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pierre-Yves Artaud</td>
<td>?-present</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophie Cherrier</td>
<td>1998-present</td>
<td>1978</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Flute Professors of the Paris Conservatoire

In addition to the direct influence of teacher upon student, the flute professors of the Paris Conservatoire have had a lasting effect on the instruction, various technical
Figure 2.1: Heritage of the American Flute School
developments of the instrument, and the instrument’s repertoire. Early players François Devienne (1759-1803), Antoine Hugot (1761-1803), and Johann Georg Wunderlich (1755-1819) left us with treatises (written for their Conservatoire pupils) that now serve as primary source material for performance practice of the one-keyed transverse flute. While the Hugot and Wunderlich Méthode de flûte (Paris, 1804) and the Wunderlich Principes pour la flûte (Paris, c.1815) have fallen out of circulation,¹⁴ Devienne’s Méthode de flûte (Paris, 1795) has been frequently re-edited, revised, and enlarged. Table 2.2 below illustrates the various method books created by Paris Conservatoire professors.

The second way in which Paris Conservatoire professors have shaped the history of the flute has been through their various adoptions (or in some case, rejections) of instrument-makers’ advancements toward the modern flute. Transverse players in the 1700s performed on an instrument with a single key (D#), while as early as 1800 method books began appearing for a new (German) six-keyed flute. By 1806, J. Wragg’s Improved Flute Preceptor set forth instruction for an eight-keyed (also German) flute, and Benoit-Tranquille Berbiguier (a student of Wunderlich) produced his Méthode pour la flûte (Paris, c.1818) for the four-keyed flute.

Tulou played and taught the eight-keyed flute until his death in 1865, though the innovations of Theobald Boehm (inventor of the modern flute) began appearing as early as 1831. Dorus was an important French champion of the Boehm flute, reportedly

¹⁴ The former is a completion by Wunderlich of Hugot’s sketches for a method book that were left when Hugot died. A copy may be seen in the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C. Copies of both books are found in the Bibliothèque nationale in Paris.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title, Flute System</th>
<th>Publication Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>François Devienne</td>
<td>Méthode de flûte</td>
<td>Paris, 1795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antoine Hugot and Johann Georg Wunderlich</td>
<td>Méthode de flûte</td>
<td>Paris, 1804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johann Georg Wunderlich</td>
<td>Principes pour la flûte</td>
<td>Paris, c.1815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Louis Tulou</td>
<td>Méthode de flûte</td>
<td>Paris, 1835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor Coche</td>
<td>Méthode pour servir, Gordon</td>
<td>Paris, 1838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent-Joseph Dorus</td>
<td>L’Etude de la nouvelle flûte, Boehm</td>
<td>Paris, c.1840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henri Altès</td>
<td>Méthode grande pour la flûte, Boehm</td>
<td>Paris, 1880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Taffanel and Philippe Gaubert</td>
<td>Méthode complète de flûte</td>
<td>Paris, 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marçel Moyse</td>
<td>Enseignement complète de la flûte</td>
<td>Paris, n.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>René LeRoy</td>
<td>Traité de la flûte</td>
<td>Paris, 1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pierre-Yves Artaud</td>
<td>Méthode élémentaire de flûte</td>
<td>Paris, 1972</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Method Books by Paris Conservatoire Professors

practicing it in secret for more than two years before unveiling it in a public performance that “won the cause” for this new flute.\(^{15}\) In 1860, Dorus replaced Tulou at the

Conservatoire, and the Boehm flute was adopted there. Dorus also improved upon Boehm’s early attempts through his invention of a closed g#-key that circumvented many fingering difficulties. Years later, Taffanel would write of Dorus: “His invention of the G-sharp key removed the obstacle which, perhaps, could have run the Boehm flute aground, since the new fingering for this note revolutionized the habits of all the artists.” Dorus introduced the Boehm flute to the Conservatoire in 1860 when he was appointed Tulou’s successor.

Altès, another proponent of the Boehm flute, was appointed Conservatoire professor in 1868, and illustrates a third way in which Paris teachers have influenced numerous generations of players. Through composition, many of the flute professors have shaped our heritage, pushing for an instrument with greater powers of intonation and technical flexibility, shaping a generation of virtuosic flutists with their concours pieces written for the students’ annual examinations, and promoting the Boehm flute’s new capacities.

The one-keyed flute had been constrained by intonational difficulties when playing in tonalities beyond one or two sharps, while the four-, six-, and eight-keyed flutes had made only modest improvements in this regard. The new Boehm flute, however, was quite agile in flat-key tonalities and at least as adequate as the previous systems in sharp keys. As more and more players adopted the Boehm flute, compositional writing for the instrument began to utilize the strengths of this new system.

17 Taffanel and Fleury, 51.
Flutist and composer Lee Lattimore details the noticeable effects upon Altès’ *concours* pieces:

“These changes are seen in idiomatic choice of tonalities, and motivic construction of themes and passagework. Altès composed more in the flat keys than did Tulou, which resulted in more consistent use of the B-flat thumb lever and avoidance of E to F-sharp cross-fingerings. In this regard Altès’ compositional construction, particularly in passage-work, reflects a sensitivity to idiomatic and fluid patterns of fingering on the Boehm flute. His awareness would have been particularly keen to these aspects since he was a successful and talented convert to the new Boehm system. He also emphasized more varied and rapid articulation in his *solos* than did Tulou, particularly double-tonguing.”\(^{18}\)

Adrian Brett observed similar traits in Altès’ famous *Méthode de la Flûte*. Though the majority of the work deals with the acquisition of technical facility, Brett also found it prophetic that Altès wrote very clearly about his concepts of tone color and control, reflecting a change in compositional style from “flashy, brilliant solo” to works placing more tonal and expressive demands upon the flutist.\(^{19}\)

The annual examination mentioned above, known as the *Concours du Prix*, allows students a juried public performance opportunity. Generally, it is held in the summer months and students must attend classes for one academic year and pass a preliminary audition before participating. Contestants on each instrument are given the same piece to prepare, chosen by a committee of professors. In the Conservatoire’s early years, the flute work was commonly newly composed for the occasion by one of the flute professors, and distributed four weeks before the contest. Since 1876 there has been a sightreading component to the exam, and in recent years, the students have also had to

\(^{18}\) Lee Lattimore, “Metamorphosis of the Morceau de Concours for Flute of the Paris Conservatory, 1829-1900,” *Flutist Quarterly* 14, no. 2 (Spring 1989): 44.

\(^{19}\) Adrian Brett, “300 Years of the French Style,” *The Flute Worker* 1, no. 2 (November 1982): 5.
perform a solo from the Baroque or Classical period in addition to the contemporary work.

The *Concours du Prix* is judged by a group of eight or nine professors and distinguished musicians from outside the school, and is presided over by the director of the Conservatoire. A teacher may not sit on the jury for his own students. Prizes are awarded by majority vote from the casting of secret ballots. The *premier prix*, first prize, constitutes “graduation,” though students may leave without ever attaining this distinction. First and second prizes might consist of a monetary reward, musical instrument, or music, and might lead to various employment opportunities – due in part to the professional caliber of jury and audience members. Winners of the first and second *accesits*, honorable mentions, are rewarded with medals of silver or bronze.

American flute students and teachers (and other instrumentalists as well) may notice numerous associations between themselves and the Paris Conservatoire heritage, with which Barrère and Laurent were most familiar. In particular, the American use of the master class and juried performances are suggestive of this Paris heritage. We may also observe a number of method books published by flute professors, and growing recognition for flutist-composers.

In the early 1900s, Barrère and Laurent engaged students in private (i.e., one-on-one) lessons, though Laurent’s advanced pupils were taught in master class format. Moyse, through his summer sessions in Vermont, taught strictly through the master class. Though today we see the majority of American collegiate flute instruction taking place in private lessons, the master class is still an important venue for learning. Studio teachers
typically utilize the master class format for mock-performance opportunities for their students; these may be held on a weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly basis. Today’s master class is also a highly popular format for both amateur and professional summer workshops and convention program experiences.

The concept of juried performance has also been translated to American school systems, though usually these occur at the end of each term of study (rather than the conclusion of each school year) and are neither open to the public nor judged by members outside the school’s faculty. A further distinction of the American school jury performance is that the repertoire is typically drawn from all styles and composers, rather than works composed by the instructor specifically for the event.²⁰

Many prominent U.S. instructors have published method books, compiled from years of teaching experience, to serve the needs of both their own students and others (see Table 2.3). In contrast, the number of U.S. flutist-composers is fairly few, though several have achieved national recognition at various levels. Meredith Willson, best known for his Broadway hit Music Man, was a flute student of Barrère. Robert Dick, famous for challenging the compositional boundaries of flute music with various extended techniques, is an active lecturer at universities around the world. Both he and Gary Schocker, a pianist in addition to flutist-composer, perform and tour frequently as flute soloists. Finally, Katherine Hoover and Jennifer Higdon teach composition (at the

---

²⁰ As modern musicians often have very narrowly defined specializations, it would seem uncommon for most of these flute professors to consider themselves capable composers. On a national level, however, one may see the inclusion of newly-commissioned works (by leading composers) in final-round repertoire of the National Flute Association High School and Young Artist competitions.
Manhattan School and Curtis Institute respectively), perform regularly as flutists, and are frequently engaged as conductors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Institutional Affiliation</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publication Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emil Medicus</td>
<td></td>
<td>Systematic Flute Instruction</td>
<td>Asheville, NC: Author, 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ernest Wagner</td>
<td></td>
<td>Foundation to Flute Playing</td>
<td>New York: C. Fischer, new ed. c1918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Kincaid</td>
<td>Curtis Institute of Music</td>
<td>The Advanced Flutist (with Claire Polin)</td>
<td>Bryn Mawr: Elkan-Vogel, 1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Pellerite</td>
<td>Indiana University</td>
<td>A Modern Guide to Fingerings for the Flute</td>
<td>Bloomington, IN: Zalo, 1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Pellerite</td>
<td>Indiana University</td>
<td>Performance Methods for Flutists</td>
<td>Bloomington, IN: Zalo, 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger S. Stevens</td>
<td>University of California</td>
<td>Artistic Flute Technique and Study</td>
<td>Hollywood: Highland Music, c1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Dick</td>
<td>University of Iowa</td>
<td>The Other Flute</td>
<td>New York/London: Oxford, 1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger Mather</td>
<td>University of Iowa</td>
<td>The Art of Playing the Flute, 3 vols.</td>
<td>Iowa City: Romney Press, 1980-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Karen Clardy</td>
<td>North Texas State</td>
<td>Flute Fundamentals</td>
<td>Valley Forge, PA: European American Music Corp., 1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Karen Clardy</td>
<td>North Texas State</td>
<td>Flute Etudes Book</td>
<td>Valley Forge, PA: European American Music Corp., 1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walfrid Kujala</td>
<td>Northwestern University</td>
<td>The Flutist’s Progress</td>
<td>Winnetka, IL: Progress Press, 1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walfrid Kujala</td>
<td>Northwestern University</td>
<td>Flutist’s Vade Mecum</td>
<td>Evanston, IL: Progress Press, 1995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: Method Books by Flute Professors of the United States
We may see other examples of flutist-conductors (such as Keith Brion, Salvador Brotons, John Heiss, Claude Monteux, Keri-Lynn Wilson, and Ransom Wilson) that honor the legacy of Paul Taffanel, conductor of the Paris Opéra from 1890 to 1906.

One circumstance in which the American musical atmosphere has amplified a condition existing on a much smaller scale in Paris may be seen when flute teacher and student perform side-by-side in the orchestra. William Kincaid apprenticed in Barrère’s flute section of the New York Symphony, Joseph Mariano and many others joined Kincaid in the Philadelphia Orchestra, and numerous Mariano students supplemented the flute section of the Rochester Philharmonic. In France, a student might later join the ensemble of his teacher, but typically it was at a much later date.

American students have frequently succeeded their teachers upon orchestral retirement. Kincaid’s immediate successor, James Pellerite, studied with him at the Curtis Institute. Mariano’s replacement in Rochester (at both the symphony and the Eastman School of Music) was his pupil Bonita Boyd. Julius Baker’s prodigy, Jeanne Baxtresser, has assumed several of Baker’s roles during her career, including principal flute of the New York Philharmonic and instructor at Carnegie Mellon University and the Juilliard School of Music.

Clearly, there are more than mere ancestral connections between the Paris Conservatoire and its American offspring. One may guess, however, that some of these same relationships exist throughout England and Australia, and perhaps even Japan (owing to the translations of Moyse’s studies). The analogous journeys of our fellow flutists, however, remain to be seen in later studies.
CHAPTER 3

AMBASSADORS OF THE FRENCH FLUTE SCHOOL

Having explored flute textures within the larger tapestry of the Paris Conservatoire, we were able to identify many ways in which American flute students and teachers resemble their French forebears. Some may even liken William Kincaid’s immense pedagogical influence and mentoring to that of the cher maître Paul Taffanel, whose teaching inspired a deeply reverent following and dramatically changed the nature and level of flute playing within his country. Kincaid’s ancestral connection to Taffanel is through Georges Barrère (a noted soloist, conductor, and Kincaid’s teacher at the Institute of Musical Art in New York City), who studied with Taffanel during the latter’s very first years of employment at the Conservatoire.

While Barrère may be the most renowned and charismatic Conservatoire graduate to distinguish himself on American soil (arriving in 1905), he was decidedly not the first French flutist to exert a powerful influence in the United States. From 1887-96, Charles Molé performed with the Boston Symphony Orchestra, and was reputed to be a brilliant soloist as well as composer. Léon Jacquet bridged the years 1895-98, and then André Maquarre began as principal flutist of the Boston Symphony Orchestra in 1898. Maquarre was highly respected as conductor, pianist, and composer, as well as being a
brilliant flutist, giving the U.S. premiere of Claude Debussy’s *Prélude à l’Après Midi d’un Faun* under the direction of Georges Longy. His brother, Daniel, also performed with both the Boston (1903-09) and Philadelphia (1910-18) orchestras.

Boston’s next famed principal flutist was Georges Laurent, who held the position for 31 years (1918-49). Adrian Brett asserts that though Laurent was highly respected, he “arrived a little too late to make the impact his talents deserved.”21 By Laurent’s 1918 U.S. arrival, Barrère was already firmly established in the public eye as the premiere flute soloist in New York, and Kincaid was also starting out on his own notable career.

A third highly influential French flutist arrived in the United States just after Laurent concluded his tenure with the Boston Symphony. Marcel Moyse settled with his family in Brattleboro, Vermont in 1951, after a career as Paris Conservatoire professor and Paris Opéra Orchestra flutist was derailed by World War II. His summer workshops were both well attended and highly regarded. Let us now examine how these three most noteworthy ambassadors of the “French School” – Barrère, Laurent, and Moyse – came to make their mark in the New World.

**Georges Barrère**

Georges Barrère was born on October 31, 1876, in Bordeaux, France, and his family moved to Epernon, a small town outside of Paris, when he was three. He learned the tin whistle and fife at an early age, and later became a member of the Bataillons Scholaires, from which he received both military training and a musical instrument.

---

Barrère’s fife teacher introduced him to Léon Richaud, a member of the Lamoureaux Orchestra and professor at the Paris Conservatoire. When Barrère was 13, Richaud took him to audition for Henri Altès at the Conservatoire. Barrère audited classes the following year, and gained regular admission for study in October 1890.

By his own account, Barrère’s progress under Altès was poor. In 1892, he obtained the deuxième accesit, or second honorable mention, but did not advance to graduation the following year. When Altès retired in October 1893, Paul Taffanel became Barrère’s teacher. This is widely thought to be a turning point in Barrère’s life, as Taffanel became a very close mentor and supporter. Finally obtaining the first prize in 1895, Barrère stayed on an additional year to continue lessons with Taffanel, and to study composition with Xavier Leroux and Raoul Pugno.²²

Though Barrère’s ancestral connection (and in turn, William Kincaid’s) to Taffanel is irrefutable, it has been argued by Adrian Brett that aspects of Barrère’s playing and teaching were perhaps more reflective of Henri Altès. In particular, Brett notes that “Barrère’s playing on recordings is not a true reflection of Taffanel’s teaching in regard to the expressive use of vibrato in the tone.”²³ In Taffanel’s Méthode complète de flûte (Paris, 1923), the use of vibrato is expressly forbidden. Brett explains that this does not refer to vibrato as recognized today, but rather the “incessant shaking superimposed on the tone – a frenetic unchanging wobble” that characterized Barrère’s

---

playing (as well as that of many other French flutists at the time), which would be passed on to Kincaid in his formative years.\footnote{Brett goes on to say that in the 1930s or 1940s Kincaid worked seriously to solve the problem of this fast, persistent vibrato, but by a vastly different method from that used by other Taffanel students (such as Gaubert and Moyse as early as 1900-1910). On this point, Brett argues that Kincaid’s “American School” does not reflect the same expressive characteristics embraced by Taffanel’s other students.}

Over the next decade, Barrère launched his career in Paris. With the assistance of Paul Taffanel, he established the Société moderne des instruments à vent, recruiting top performers and convincing prominent composers to write music for woodwind ensemble. He performed with the Paris Opéra, Colonne, and Geneva Exposition orchestras, playing under conductors Doret, Chausson, Saint-Saëns, and Dalcroze. Through these ensembles he was able to play alongside renowned flutists Adolphe Hennebains, Leopold Lafleurance, and Philippe Gaubert, and also teach at Vincent D’Indy’s Schola Cantorum.

At age 29, Barrère accepted the invitation of conductor Walter Damrosch to perform as solo flutist with the New York Symphony Orchestra and teach at the Institute of Musical Art in 1905, for an annual salary of $2,000. He retained this post until 1928 when the Symphony was merged with the New York Philharmonic. According to Barrère biographer Nancy Toff, “It is not clear from the records whether Barrère was officially offered the opportunity to share the principal chair with John Amans, but it is well known that he refused to play second flute or even co-principal to anyone.”\footnote{Toff, “Monarch of the Flute,” 50.}

Barrère joined the newly formed Chautauqua Symphony in 1928 as principal flutist and assistant conductor, performing frequently as soloist. Perhaps the most remarked-upon aspect of Barrère’s career is the platinum flute upon which he played beginning in 1935. Its public debut took place on July 28 with the Chautauqua
Symphony Orchestra, and in February 1936, Barrère premiered Edgar Varèse’s *Density 21.5* (named for the density of platinum) at Carnegie Hall, giving the platinum flute a secure place in history.

Barrère’s own place in history is surely secured through his performance career, but has been amplified exponentially through his numerous successful students. In addition to those who studied with him at the Institute of Music and Art (which later became the Juilliard School of Music), he also had many private students in New York, Woodstock, and Chautauqua. His love for teaching is documented by Nancy Toff:

“I enjoy teaching because the art of the flute has such tremendous possibilities and I should like to see it reach its Parnassus before long. I want to train excellent flute players for all the leading orchestras so that composers listening will realize these possibilities and give the flute interesting things to do. There is something noble about the art of teaching, for it is an art in itself. To prepare something for the next generation is far more satisfying than the momentary thrill that accompanies a performance. Teaching should almost be a religion. That is my belief.”

Barrère’s noble aspirations certainly came to fruition in the generation of players noted in Table 3.1 below. These disciples of Barrère spread the legacy across the United States as they assumed orchestral positions in San Antonio, Detroit, Indianapolis, Cleveland, St. Louis, Philadelphia, Chicago, Minneapolis, and throughout New York itself.

William Kincaid, principal flutist of the Philadelphia Orchestra and professor at the Curtis Institute of Music for four decades, was by far the most dominant force in the further proliferation of this branch of the Flutists’ Family Tree. While some 91% of American flutists living today may trace their ancestry through one or more of their

---

26 Ibid., 55.
teachers to Georges Barrère, roughly 87% of them find that path through William Kincaid.
Table 3.1: Students of Georges Barrère

| Joseph Abrams | Doriot Anthony Dwyer |
| Albert Affeld | Ralph Dye |
| Pasquale Amerana | Charlotte Dykema |
| Chester Anderson | Karl Dykema |
| James Andrews | Bernard Elbaum |
| Louis Babst | Gwyneth Duane Emery |
| Frederick Baker | Anita Haines Foster |
| Samuel Baron | Exline |
| Harry John Baugh, Jr. | John Fabrizio |
| John Weston Bell | Rex Elton Fair |
| Bernard Birnbaum | Cecil Fattey |
| Frances Blaisdell | Frances E. Fitzgerald |
| Robert Bolles | George F. Ford |
| Israel Borouchoff | Eugene Foster |
| Joyce Thompson Bottje | Frohmann Foster |
| Will Gay Bottje | Sidney Foster |
| Joseph Henry Bove | Ruth Freeman-Gudeman |
| Ardelle Hookins Bowers | Ray Friendly (Ralph Freundlich) |
| Marion Jordan | Marjorie Broer |
| Bridgman | Gallagher |
| Anabel Hulme Brieff | Frederic Garinger |
| Lorna Wren Brittan | Norman Gifford |
| Paige Brook | Bernard Zion Goldberg |
| Elsie Brown | Stephen Gulbransen |
| Eleanor Allen Buck | Genevieve Hall |
| Walter Campbell | Don Hammond |
| Leo Cannon | Victor Harris |
| August Caputo | Mary Elizabeth Miles |
| Marie Mountain Clark | Haydu |
| Walter B. Coleman | Elias Hecht |
| Simone Condosta | F. William Heim |
| Violet Conklin | John Hein |
| Joanne Hertel Conviser | Mary Henderson |
| Carmine Coppola | Florentino Luciano |
| Ellen Daugherty | Herrera |
| Johnny Dee | Byron Hester |
| Julia Drumm Denecke | Homer H. Honeyman |
| David DeVol | James B. Hosmer |
| Valentine (Miss) Dike | Carl Blair Hutchings |
| Anthony DiLascia | Domenico Iasconi |
| E.A. Dobson | Mary Johns |
| Ruth Cubbage Dorsey | Victor Just |

Phillip Kaplan
Emmet Keller
John Kiburz, Jr.
John Kiburz, Sr.
William Kincaid
Harold Kittelplan
Rudolph Klenik
Marjorie Klughers
Robert Klump
John Koockogey
Clarence Kraum
William Kruskal
Gioia Labate
Alice Lambrix
G. Merritt Langdon
Elladean Foster Lebow
Edwin Lennig
Donald A. Lentz
Charles Lesh
Kate Levenson
Herbert Levy
Ernest Liegl
Arthur Lora
Quinto Maganini
Margaret Marsh
Mary Charlotte
McClung
Edward Victor Meyer
Alex Michetti
Paul Miller
Samuel Miller
Julius Modesti
Otto Monnard
Carl Wilbur Moore
Jean Klussman
Morehead
Carolyn Grant Morey
George Ellers Morey, Jr.
Alec Moroshan
Robert E. Morris
Harry H. Moskowitz
Adolph Muhlenthaler
Duncan Murphy

Continued
Georges Laurent

Born June 7, 1886, Georges Laurent studied the flute with Philippe Gaubert from 1897 and Paul Taffanel from 1900. He was a graduate of the Paris Conservatoire, and immigrated to the United States in 1918. Employed as principal flutist of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, he also taught at the New England Conservatory of Music from 1924 to 1933.
Laurent joined the Boston Symphony Orchestra in 1921, and had a very positive relationship with one of its conductors, Pierre Monteux. During Laurent’s three-decade tenure with the Boston Symphony, he performed thirty-six times as soloist with the orchestra. Most frequently performed were J.S. Bach’s *Suite in B Minor* and Brandenburg Concerto No. 5, followed by Arthur Foote’s *A Night Piece*, Charles Griffes’ *Poem*, and David Stanley Smith’s *Fête Galante*. Unfortunately, as Serge Koussevitsky took the baton, Laurent expressed more and more dissatisfaction with his position, and upon retirement from the orchestra in 1952, he reportedly stopped playing the flute.

Perhaps Laurent’s most visible contribution to the musical community (outside of the Boston Symphony and New England Conservatory positions) was his founding in 1921 of the Boston Flute Players’ Club. This loose organization, which performed one hundred chamber music concerts between 1921 and 1940, included many string and wind players of the Boston Symphony Orchestra in addition to leading Boston flutists. In fact, the organization might be more aptly characterized as a chamber music group than a flute club, for as its programs progressed, the flute weighed less and less heavily in repertoire selection. Also as time progressed, more newly-composed music was introduced at each concert. These premieres are indicated in the programs as “First Time,” “First Time in Boston,” and “First Time in America,” and include the works of such composers as Albert Roussel, Joseph Wagner, Arthur Honegger, and Jacques Ibert. Several women

---

27 Claude Monteux, son of Pierre Monteux, writes in an e-mail dated March 5, 2001, that Laurent “was generous enough to help me twice weekly – perhaps out of gratitude for my father – at no cost to me.”
28 Boston Symphony Orchestra Archives. Performance record card for Georges Laurent indicates thirty-six solo performances, though obituary (*Boston Traveler*, Friday, September 25, 1964) states thirty-four.
29 *Commemorative Record of the One Hundred Concerts given by the Boston Flute Players’ Club*. Boston Public Library, Music Department, M.475.324.
composers’ works were also featured in programs during the first six years, namely those of Mrs. H.H.A. Beach, Mabel W. Daniels, Edith R. Noyes, Margaret Starr McLain, and Henriette Renie.

Laurent’s playing has been characterized by Claude Monteux as possessing an “innate sense of honesty and expression,”30 and by Robert Willoughby31 and Adrian Brett32 as “instinctive” and “intuitive.” When recalling his lessons as a student of Laurent, Willoughby remembers most vividly the free vibrato and beautiful sound of his teacher.33 Being a descendant of both Kincaid and Laurent, Willoughby also characterizes the “old French style” embouchure as tighter than that advocated by Kincaid (and Kincaid’s student Joseph Mariano), who proposed more flexible jaw movement and cheek inflation.

For all his years in the United States, Laurent never mastered the ability to express himself well in English. Consequently his students tried to copy his sound without benefit of any analytical explanation.34 It is unclear whether the language barrier or Laurent’s own instinctive musicianship has been more responsible for his characterization as a “natural” player.

Laurent counts among his students James Pappoutsakis and Lois Schaefer, along with Harry Moskovitz and Robert Willoughby, who descend from both Kincaid and Laurent (see Table 3.2 below). Recorded evidence shows that Laurent’s playing more

33 Walker, 8.
closely follows the “French School” traditions taught by Paul Taffanel (as do Moyse’s recordings), while Barrère’s shows more influence of his early studies with Henri Altès, thus giving us two distinct schools of French influence here in the United States.\textsuperscript{35}

\textsuperscript{35} Ibid., 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theis Aitkin</th>
<th>Richard Hagen</th>
<th>Robert G. Niles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reginald Atkins</td>
<td>Henrietta Half</td>
<td>Bernard Nollman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar Anderson</td>
<td>Malcolm Hall</td>
<td>LaReine Otten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winifred Babcock</td>
<td>Dorothy Handy-Miller</td>
<td>James Pappoutsakis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aram Bedrossian</td>
<td>George Hanson</td>
<td>Dorothy Pollen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Benton</td>
<td>William B. Harris</td>
<td>Elizabeth Prince</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Beurlaguana</td>
<td>Priscilla Harteman</td>
<td>Jane Peters Rikhart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Biscoe</td>
<td>John Harrison Hicks</td>
<td>Douglas Royal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James P. Birtle</td>
<td>Charles Hill</td>
<td>Michel Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Briggs</td>
<td>Bernard Hoffman</td>
<td>Christine Russum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leila Burt</td>
<td>Sheila Hoskins</td>
<td>Lois A. Schaefer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Chambers</td>
<td>Charles Hubbard</td>
<td>Gretel Andrus Shanley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna Clanin</td>
<td>Nancy Mae Iden</td>
<td>Carol Schmidt/Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pauline Corner</td>
<td>Carlyle B. Johnson</td>
<td>Laura Schmidt/Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne Crebo</td>
<td>Phillip Kaplan</td>
<td>Wilbur Schraum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Denhaus</td>
<td>John Kennard</td>
<td>Martin Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pauline Dicks</td>
<td>Herbert Kibrick</td>
<td>Joseph Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Donohue</td>
<td>Miss King</td>
<td>Lena W. Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frances Snow Drinker</td>
<td>Richard Kole</td>
<td>Louis Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joyce Dunker</td>
<td>Edith Kongshoj</td>
<td>Patricia Stephenson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henrietta Duquette</td>
<td>Harry Kruger</td>
<td>John Stevens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doris Edwards</td>
<td>G. Merritt Langdon</td>
<td>Roger S. Stevens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorothy Elkind</td>
<td>Bonnie Lake</td>
<td>Bertha Tallon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur Ephross</td>
<td>Daniel Leary</td>
<td>Albin Tamosiunas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric I. Evans</td>
<td>Harriet Peacock LeJeune</td>
<td>Patten Thomson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertha F. Fallon</td>
<td>Anthony Linden</td>
<td>Arthur Tocy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faust D. Fiore</td>
<td>Robert Mackenzie</td>
<td>Laurent Torno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidney Flack</td>
<td>George P. Madsen</td>
<td>Wilmont Trumbull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Flemming</td>
<td>? Maines</td>
<td>Maude T. Wamberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice Fulton</td>
<td>Roger Mather</td>
<td>David Weir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard William Giese</td>
<td>John May</td>
<td>A. Dent Williamson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William H. Grass</td>
<td>Mildred Mitchell</td>
<td>Robert Willoughby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry Green</td>
<td>Claude Monteux</td>
<td>Anthony Wolf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Green</td>
<td>Theodore Mordoff</td>
<td>Betty Wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. ? Greenfield</td>
<td>George Ellers Morey, Jr.</td>
<td>Jane Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrtle Haff</td>
<td>Harry Moskovitz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Students of Georges Laurent
Marcel Moyse

Marcel Joseph Moyse was born May 17, 1889, in the village of St. Amour, France. He was adopted by Josephine Perretier after his mother died less than a week after his birth. Moyse lived with the Perretiers until he was seven, when his maternal grandparents took him to Besançon. Although Moyse began lessons on the silver flute, he did not pursue it seriously until moving to Paris at age 15 to live with his uncle (a cellist in the Lamoureux Orchestra). After one year of study with Adolphe Hennebains, Moyse was admitted to Taffanel’s class at the Paris Conservatoire. He earned the premier prix at the extraordinary age of 16, and began freelancing while continuing his studies with Hennebains, Taffanel, and also with Philippe Gaubert.

At the age of 18, he contracted a serious upper respiratory infection, possibly pleurisy or pneumonia, from which doctors gave him only a six-month life expectancy. With determination and resolve, Moyse rested and slowly rebuilt his strength, later winning principal flute appointments at both the Paris Opéra and Opéra comique, though he chose to play only with the latter to keep his summer schedule free.

His first three method books, Studies and Technical Exercises (1921), Daily Exercises (1922), and Scales and Arpeggios: 480 Exercises for Flute (1933) address issues of instrumental technique. We later witness a shift in Moyse’s priorities as De la Sonorité (1934), Twenty-Four Little Melodic Studies with Variations (1939), and Tone Development through Interpretation (1962) all focus on tone and interpretation.

In 1931, upon Gaubert’s retirement, Moyse assumed the position of flute professor at the Paris Conservatoire. The bulk of his recorded legacy comes to us from this time period, with earliest solo recordings dating from 1926 and ending around 1938.
Moyse’s career took a dramatic turn when the Nazis invaded Paris in 1940. He fled with his family to St. Amour, then taught at the Geneva Conservatory for a time. When he returned to Paris after the war, his former teaching and playing positions were no longer available, having been assigned to Gaston Crunelle. After two years of waiting, the Conservatoire established a class for him, alongside Crunelle, but this arrangement did not appeal to Moyse.

Leaving the Conservatoire in 1948, Moyse gave master classes in Europe, lived for a time in Argentina, and eventually relocated with his family to Brattleboro, Vermont, in 1951. His daughter-in-law, Blanche Honegger, and son, Louis, joined him in the Moyse Trio (flute, violin, piano), and helped establish the highly regarded Marlboro Music Festival.

While Moyse taught at Marlboro College, and for a time traveled to give lessons in Boston, New York, and Montreal, his performance career was essentially finished. His summer workshops in Brattleboro were attended by countless amateur and professional flutists. Of his teaching style, Ann McCutchan writes, “Some were intimidated by Moyse’s authoritative and increasingly pointed criticism; others were enthralled by his eloquent speech, his singing approach to playing, and his insistence that each player give every ounce of effort to musical expression.”

Many of his devoted students worked together to organize the Marcel Moyse Society in 1989, the year in which Moyse celebrated his one-hundredth birthday. This thriving society has developed an archive of rare materials, including letters,

---

photographs, audio tapes, and film footage, which is housed in the Lincoln Center
Library for the Performing Arts in New York City. In addition to its annual newsletter,
the group has also released two compact discs of historic Moyse recordings and an
interview of Moyse by Eleanor Lawrence on cassette.

Marcel Moyse’s contributions to the world of flute pedagogy are numerous and
pervasive. Through both his written material and legacy of flute students, his impact can
be felt across the United States and around the world, though his recorded legacy has
perhaps adversely affected the way modern students view Moyse as a flutist and
pedagogue.37

His earliest publications address issues of technique, while the later works focus
on beautiful tone and interpretive skills, for which he is primarily remembered today.
Part One of his De la Sonorité (1934) is one of the most famous tone exercises written for
the flute, consisting of melodic motion between subsequent half-steps throughout the
range of the flute. Through diligent and intelligent practice, the student may achieve
homogeneity of tone across these note pairs, through successively larger intervals, and
eventually throughout all registers.

The development of the embouchure, in order to obtain this homogeneity, is a
fundamental aspect of flute playing for Moyse. Former Moyse Society president and
Moyse student Eleanor Lawrence notes another important distinction for flutists of the
Moyse tradition. “Many people today think of the low register as their problem register,

37 Rachel Lynn Waddell, “Marcel Moyse Between Two Centuries: Examining Early Twentieth-Century
French Flute Performance Practice Through Recordings” (DMA diss., University of Nebraska-Lincoln,
2002), 84, 105-6. Ms. Waddell surmises that current students of the flute approach historical recordings
with modern expectations of flawless technique, precise pitch, and rhythmic precision, rather than an
appreciation of spontaneity and subtle nuance, which is more characteristic of the time period.
[but] both Boehm and Moyse thought that it was your basic register, that everything else
is hard."38 She goes on to illustrate how Moyse’s *Tone Development through
*Interpretation* carries this pedagogical principle to its readers:

So Moyse starts organizing this with the dynamic soft in the low register. And he
writes thirteen exercises on that. Then he expands it into loud. Then he does
diversified expression, all before he moves up into the rest of the flute. I think in
this way, the flutist’s tone develops, rather than forces its way into every
register.39

In addition to Moyse’s penchant for beautiful tone and musical expressiveness, his
students note that his repertoire choices were often made in an effort to help preserve
nineteenth-century performance practices for later generations. Catherine Hummel speaks
about Reichert’s *Fantaisie mélancolique*, which appears as No. 38 in *Tone Development*:

Several of Moyse’s students recall him working on this piece in classes, and note
that he was aware that his style of playing this (with rubato and great expression
through tone color and vibrato) was a nineteenth-century tradition of playing, and
would be soon lost. He charged his students with passing on this legacy.40

Alain Marion, quoted in Trevor Wye’s beautiful Moyse biography, speaks on Moyse’s
legacy from a French perspective, but one which we also share in America:

Moyse had a natural inquisitiveness into all the musical and technical processes
which go into making up the complete flute player. It was this gift, more than any
other, that contributed toward his phenomenal success as a musician. Taffanel,
Gaubert and Hennebains opened some doors for him, gave him insights into what
could be done to raise the flute from a pipe into an instrument of great expressive
beauty. One thing is strange; Moyse arrived after Taffanel, Hennebains and
Gaubert, and opened up for us the musical style of the nineteenth-century much
better than his teachers.41

38 Catherine Hummel, “Marcel Moyse and *Tone Development through Interpretation: A Study Guide*”
39 Ibid., 27.
40 Ibid., 70.
41 Trevor Wye, *Marcel Moyse: An Extraordinary Man*, ed. Angeleita Floyd (Cedar Falls, IA: Winzer Press,
1993), 54-55.
As Moyse felt the knowledge of nineteenth-century performance practice dwindle, he became more convinced of his own part in preserving this legacy for future generations. Through his recordings, method books, and students (see Table 3.3 below) this goal has been achieved.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Martha Aarons</th>
<th>Penelope Peterson Fischer</th>
<th>Camille Carlson Martin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dianne Aitken</td>
<td>John Francis</td>
<td>Patricia Jane Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Aitken</td>
<td>Priscilla Fritter</td>
<td>Judith Mendenhall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Jean Andrew</td>
<td>Melanie Cramer Fuller</td>
<td>Raymond Meylan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan Harbaugh Angus</td>
<td>James Galway</td>
<td>Susan Milan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akira Aoki</td>
<td>Steven R. Geibel</td>
<td>So-Ichi Minegishi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiroshi Aoki</td>
<td>Bernard Goldberg</td>
<td>William Montgomery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Apalian</td>
<td>Craig Goodman</td>
<td>Teddy N. Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lillian Stevens Armstrong</td>
<td></td>
<td>Carole Morgan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frances Lapp Averitt</td>
<td>Mara Lee Goosman</td>
<td>Harry H. Moskovitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Bennett</td>
<td>Brian Gordon</td>
<td>Claude Moyse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carl Bergner</td>
<td>Peter Lukas Graf</td>
<td>Louis Moyse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poul Birkeland</td>
<td>Pam Guidetti</td>
<td>Kathleen Faust Muscettolla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frances Blaisdell</td>
<td>Raymond Guiot</td>
<td>Kathleen Nester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Bogorad-Kogan</td>
<td>Ornulf Gulbransen</td>
<td>Emily Swartley Newbold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger Bourdin</td>
<td>Don Hammond</td>
<td>David Nicholson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Bowen</td>
<td>Wilda Heiss</td>
<td>Aurele Nicolet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judith Sherry Braude</td>
<td>Betty Austin Hensley</td>
<td>Christine Nield-Capoti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betsy Adler Brauer</td>
<td>Jacqueline Hofto</td>
<td>Lars Nilsson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Bernhardt Breedon</td>
<td></td>
<td>Carol Kniebusch Noe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian Brett</td>
<td>Camilla Hoitenga</td>
<td>Barli Nugent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zdenek Bruderhans</td>
<td>Priscilla Ochran Holt</td>
<td>Alex Ogle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joan Butterfield</td>
<td>James Hosmer</td>
<td>Per Oien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leone Buyse</td>
<td>Louis Huistana</td>
<td>Michael Parloff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joyce Catalfano</td>
<td>Andre Jaunet</td>
<td>Wendy Pender-Cudlip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Cedel</td>
<td>Harold Jones</td>
<td>Mary Louise Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Chugg</td>
<td>Larry Jordan</td>
<td>Christine Potter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claude David Cobert</td>
<td>Candace Keach</td>
<td>Gwen Powell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josef Cobert</td>
<td>Katherine Kemler</td>
<td>Maralyn Prestia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert F. Cole</td>
<td>P. Jean Kershaw-Cantor</td>
<td>Andre Prieur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edna Commerchero</td>
<td>Chang-Kook Kim</td>
<td>Beverly Joan Pugh-Corry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michel Debost</td>
<td>Conrad Klemm</td>
<td>Carl Lambert Riley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Morris DeJong</td>
<td>Karl Kraber</td>
<td>Mary Roberts-Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Delaney</td>
<td>Wendy Webb Kumer</td>
<td>Paula Robison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Doussard</td>
<td>Eleanor Baker Lawrence</td>
<td>Rebecca Carson Rogers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula Kelch Elliott</td>
<td>Karen Davidson Leech</td>
<td>Wendy Rolfe-Dunham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Endsley</td>
<td>Barbara Leibundguth</td>
<td>Helene Rosenblatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moshe Aron Epstein</td>
<td>Ernest Liegl</td>
<td>Jayn Siegel Rosenfeld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Eaton Etris</td>
<td>Peter Lloyd</td>
<td>Susan Rotholz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Fears</td>
<td>Kathryn Lukas</td>
<td>Gro Sandvik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Finks</td>
<td>Carl W. Lutes</td>
<td>Margaret Peggy Schecter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Georgetta Maiolo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.3: Students of Marcel Moyse**

Continued
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peter Schultz</th>
<th>Sara Stern</th>
<th>Nancy M. Vinson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joan Ramee Schwartzman</td>
<td>Glennis Metz Stout</td>
<td>Linda Wetherill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James C. Scott</td>
<td>Marianne Stucki</td>
<td>Brooks de Wetter-Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gretel Andrus Shanley</td>
<td>Henrik Svitzer</td>
<td>Timothy Wheater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Ann Shanley</td>
<td>Toshio Takahashi</td>
<td>Carol Wincenc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxine Schindler Shermit</td>
<td>Joanne L. Tanner</td>
<td>John Wion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzanne Shulman</td>
<td>Paul Taub</td>
<td>Trevor Wye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Singleton</td>
<td>Anne Thompson</td>
<td>Marjorie Yates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth L. Smith</td>
<td>? Toussaint</td>
<td>Henk Ykelenstam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurie Sokoloff</td>
<td>Rosalyn Trotter</td>
<td>Anne Diener Giles Zentner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose-Marie Soncini</td>
<td>Barry Tuckwell</td>
<td>Matthias Ziegler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Spencer</td>
<td>Sara Tutland</td>
<td>Laurel Zucker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabelle Chapuis Starr</td>
<td>Peggy Vagts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverly Stein</td>
<td>David Van Vactor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3 cont’d
CHAPTER 4

THE BOSTON SCHOOL

As the audiences of New York were captivated by both the artistry and showmanship of Georges Barrère, another subtler force was exerting itself in New England. The name “George Laurent” became synonymous with fine flute playing, owing to a warmth of tone that immediately ensnared the unsuspecting ears of Boston. Several generations of flutists would be nurtured by Laurent and his many influential students. The musical atmosphere of this northeastern city blossomed. Multiple music journals, publishers, and flute makers made Boston their home, and the combined influence of Laurent-descendant symphony players and a vital music industry wrought a distinctive environment in which to play and teach the flute.

For a period of seventy-two years, the flute section of the Boston Symphony Orchestra had only two different principal flutists (Laurent – 1918-52, and Doriot Anthony Dwyer – 1952-90) and six primary section members (James Pappoutsakis – 1937-78, Philip Kaplan – 1939-70, Paul Fried – 1970-83, Fenwick Smith – 1978-present, George Madsen, piccolo – 1935-65, and Lois Schaefer, piccolo – 1965-90). Four of the six section members were students of Laurent at the New England Conservatory of
Music, and as such were steeped in Laurentian concepts of tone and interpretation before they even entered this august orchestra. Of the other major U.S. orchestras (and related educational institutions), only one comes close to such inveteracy and single-teacher domination: Philadelphia and William Kincaid.

In colorful contrast to the sparseness of symphony flutists, the Boston music industry of the same period includes prominent publishers, a host of music journals, and some of the finest flute makers in the world. As Christine Merrick Ayars pointed out in 1937, “Music is largely dependent for its development on the preservation of its literature through printing and on progress in the making of the instruments by which it can be played.”

Boston businesses have risen admirably to both challenges.

Both Carl Fischer and G. Schirmer publishers have Boston connections dating to the late 1800s, as do the educational affiliates Silver, Burdett and DC Heath Companies. More recently, the French publishing house Alphonse Leduc purchased Robert King Music, which has become its prominent American distributor. Likewise, flutemakers Wm. S. Haynes and Verne Q. Powell have longstanding associations in the city, dating from c1888 and 1923 respectively. A third prestigious company, Brannen-Brothers Flutemakers, has continued to earn the respect of flutists throughout the world. In addition, a significant number of independent makers have set up shop recently, including Arista, Burkart-Phelan, Emanuel, Keefe, Lopatin, Nagahara, Martin Gordon, and Williams Flute Companies.

---

43 Ibid., 41-65.
44 Ibid., 215-219.
Though publishing and instrument-making have flourished for centuries, recording technology is only now approaching comparable levels. Boston area flutist Daniel Riley suggests that, in an era when students did not have instant access to compact discs or even the expensive long-playing records, symphony concerts were one of the few places to hear good flute playing in the city.\(^{45}\) Solo flute recitals in Boston did not become common until the late 1970s and 1980s (primarily through Paula Robison, Leone Buyse, and Fenwick Smith), though the Boston Flute Players’ Club programs contained a wealth of chamber music featuring flute. Laurent performed on each of the one hundred concerts, except four whose repertoire included no flute whatsoever.\(^{46}\) In the club’s first four years, other flutists beside Laurent were often featured, but throughout the remainder of its life, only George Madsen, a Laurent student, would appear with any frequency.\(^{47}\)

Laurent students teaching in Boston included the following: James Pappoutsakis teaching at New England Conservatory, Boston Conservatory, Wellesley College, Harvard, Radcliffe, Longy School of Music, and Brandeis University (reportedly teaching forty students annually in addition to Boston Symphony and Boston Pops commitments throughout his forty-year career); Lois Schaefer teaching at New England Conservatory and Boston Conservatory; Philip Kaplan teaching at New England Conservatory and Boston University; William Grass (a student of both Laurent and Pappoutsakis) teaching at New England Conservatory and Boston Conservatory; Claude

\(^{46}\) Concerts number 52, 65, 71, and 89 featured programs of string music.
\(^{47}\) Flutists Marion Jordan, Verne Q. Powell, Walter Knight, John E. MacKnight, Howard Worthington, Lawrence Turno, and Paul Bladet performed in one or more programs, 1921-1924. Gaston Bladet and James Pappoutsakis each performed once, in 1935 and 1938 respectively. George Madsen took part in programs in 1931, 1933, 1935, and 1936.
Monteux teaching at New England Conservatory; George Madsen teaching at Boston University; and Robert Willoughby who, returning to the Boston area after a lengthy career at Oberlin Conservatory, taught privately, commuted weekly to Peabody Conservatory, and currently teaches at the Longy School of Music.48

By mid-century, most players in Boston ensembles received their training from Laurent, or one of his students. Even before Laurent’s retirement in 1952, we see James Pappoutsakis assume a central teaching and performing role in Boston. Because the Boston Symphony Orchestra was not unionized until 1946, it was necessary for Pappoutsakis to resign from the Boston Musicians’ Protective Association in order to take this position.49 He first performed with the Boston Symphony in 1937, and later made a name for himself as first flutist of the Boston Pops series.

Pappoutsakis is described by students and colleagues alike as “kind,” “generous,” and “the perfect gentleman.” He is remembered for a tone filled with “rainbow colors” – radiant, centered and pure – that Lynne Priest Fitzpatrick remarks was “the unique Laurent quality never to be mistaken.” Despite his smoking addiction, whose effects would eventually lead to emphysema and the demise of his career, Lois Schaefer

---

48 Those symphony flutists active in the Boston Symphony Orchestra through 1990 (the year of Dwyer’s and Schaefer’s retirement) not descending from Laurent are Doriot Dwyer and Fenwick Smith (both graduates of Eastman studying with Joseph Mariano) and Paul Fried (a graduate of Juilliard studying with Julius Baker). Dwyer has taught at the Boston University and Smith teaches at the New England Conservatory.

49 Boston Symphony Orchestra Archives, resignation response, letter dated May 13, 1937.
remembers, “I used to marvel at his breath control all through those years and the way he was able to support a phrase and have a shining tone quality.”

Descending from a generation that did not openly discuss extended techniques, or even alternate fingerings for that matter, Pappoutsakis had a subtle yet profound impact on flute composition of his time. In a letter dated May 22, 1953, Walter Piston writes, “Dear Mr. Pappoutsakis, It was good of you to take the trouble to send me the fingerings of the high notes, especially in the midst of preparations for leaving on the tour. You may be sure I will continue to advise the young composers that they must be used with caution. I remember that Laurent used to deny that they even existed!”

Pappoutsakis taught an enormous load (see Table 4.1 for list of students) at multiple institutions throughout his career, with eighteen of his students winning Fulbright scholarships or other awards for international study. Upon his retirement in 1978, numerous present and former students established the James Pappoutsakis Memorial Fund, and after his 1979 death, friends, colleagues, and students decided to form an organization to stimulate outstanding young artists. Local flutists played a series of monthly concerts in 1980 to raise funds, and the first annual Pappoutsakis Flute Competition was held in 1981. Beginning in 1982, the Memorial Fund also commissioned a new work each year to be used in the competition’s final round.

---

51 Walter Piston to James Pappoutsakis, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 22 May 1953, Boston Symphony Orchestra Archives, Pappoutsakis Memorabilia, Professional Correspondence.
52 The James Pappoutsakis Flute Competition, 2002 brochure.
Alongside Laurent and Pappoutsakis, Lois Schaefer will also figure prominently in future Boston school studies. Flute professor at the New England Conservatory for thirty years,
Schaefer is in some ways an unsung heroine in orchestral history. When Doriot Anthony Dwyer was appointed principal flutist of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, she was hailed as the first woman to succeed to a principal desk position. Schaefer, however, had already been performing as assistant principal flutist with the Chicago Symphony. Upon her return to Boston, she would perform with the Boston Symphony Orchestra from 1965 through 1990, and continue the legacy and legend of Georges Laurent through her own teaching (see Table 4.2 below).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dominick Andranaco</th>
<th>Donald Hayward</th>
<th>Elissa Pohorily</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rosemary Bartlett</td>
<td>Robert Hirst</td>
<td>Muriel Powell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan Benson</td>
<td>Patricia Holden</td>
<td>Jane Peters Rikhart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Bird</td>
<td>Alycia Borella Hugo</td>
<td>Daniel Riley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Brandfoubrener</td>
<td>George Hull</td>
<td>Wendy Rolfe-Dunham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralph Chauverini</td>
<td>Rhea Jacobus</td>
<td>Betty Rosenbaum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jill Crawford</td>
<td>Catherine Melick Johnson</td>
<td>Sidney Rosenbaum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Cushing</td>
<td>Elizabeth Johnston</td>
<td>Robert Schenck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony D’Amico</td>
<td>Julianne Johnston</td>
<td>April Showers-Michaud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia Stachowski Decker</td>
<td>Harold Jones</td>
<td>Deborah Silverstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Drake</td>
<td>Candace Keach</td>
<td>Joan Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Dunn</td>
<td>Edith Kongshoj</td>
<td>John Spier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Koshgarian Dzapo</td>
<td>Susie Kuniyoshi</td>
<td>Dianne Estelle Spoto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanley Eames</td>
<td>Frederick Langenbach</td>
<td>Alfred Sweet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Edgell</td>
<td>William Lohman</td>
<td>Stephen Tanzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Louise Evans</td>
<td>Dick Loma</td>
<td>Elda Ann Tate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillary Feibel</td>
<td>Thomas MacCracken</td>
<td>Albert Vales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conrad Flake</td>
<td>John Maines</td>
<td>Laura Vincent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Folkers</td>
<td>Matthew Mazur</td>
<td>David Voss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent Francescone</td>
<td>Sally McCarty</td>
<td>Marny Low Warren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan E. Gippo</td>
<td>William McKnight</td>
<td>Elizabeth Watson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Kitzman Glauser</td>
<td>Robert Merrill</td>
<td>Alice Kogan Weinreb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur Green</td>
<td>Iva Milch</td>
<td>Peter Westergaard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Green</td>
<td>Daniel Miller</td>
<td>Adna Williamson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earl Griffith</td>
<td>Catherine Payne</td>
<td>Judith Wolper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrtle Haff</td>
<td>Richard Payne</td>
<td>Jane Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Hagen</td>
<td>Francis Perry</td>
<td>Anthony Zarba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Haines</td>
<td>Alexander Peterson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorothy Antoinette Handy-Miller</td>
<td>Elaine Phelps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nancy Pierce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Students of Lois Schaefer
CHAPTER 5

WILLIAM KINCAID: FATHER OF THE AMERICAN FLUTE SCHOOL

William Morris Kincaid was born in Minneapolis, Minnesota, on April 26, 1895. His family made several moves – first to Honolulu, Hawaii, when Kincaid was three years old; next to Charlotte, North Carolina, as his father’s health began to fail; and then to New York City after his father’s death in 1911. Though Kincaid began studying the piano when he was seven years old, and flute when he was eight, his early teachers are not noted in any biographical material.

Kincaid attended the Institute of Musical Art in New York City, where he was a pupil of Georges Barrère. He also studied piano as an undergraduate, but as time passed, his professional playing and touring schedule became too rigorous to allow sufficient practice time for both instruments. Held in high regard by the faculty, Kincaid was often asked to perform in classes and on special concerts. He received his diploma on June 1, 1914, and performed the Polonaise and Badinerie from J.S. Bach’s orchestral Suite in B Minor at the commencement ceremony in Aeolian Hall.53

Perhaps the most significant break for Kincaid was his appointment to the flute section of the New York Symphony Orchestra by conductor Walter Damrosch. From

1914 to 1918, Kincaid played alongside his teacher Barrère and pursued postgraduate work at the Institute. Progress toward the diploma was slow due to his blossoming performance career. Finally, even though he did not attend classes at all during 1917-18, he returned for the final examinations for the Flute Artist’s course. He passed skillfully and received the Artist’s diploma on June 3, 1918.

Before moving to Pennsylvania, where he would establish four-decade tenures with the Philadelphia Orchestra and Curtis Institute of Music, Kincaid also played with the New York Chamber Music Society and served for several months on the Board of Directors of the newly-formed New York Flute Club as second vice-president.

Upon Barrère’s recommendation, Leopold Stokowski offered the principal flute position to Kincaid mid-season in 1921, having been upset with the previous player’s rehearsal behavior. During the next 39 years, William Kincaid would become a focal point of the Philadelphia Orchestra. With the exception of 1928 and 1929, Kincaid was a featured soloist each year with the ensemble in addition to his responsibilities as principal flutist. Among the most performed solos of his career are the J.S. Bach Brandenburg Concertos and Suite in B Minor, Mozart concertos, Griffes Poem, Hanson Serenade, and Kennan Night Soliloquy. Artist record cards, notating dates of solo performances with the orchestra, indicate an amazing 215 concerts that featured William Kincaid as soloist during his tenure.

In the fall of 1924, Kincaid began his association with the Curtis Institute of Music, teaching anywhere from four to nine students per year (most years five). One

55 Philadelphia Orchestra Archives, “Artist Record Card, William Kincaid.”
Curtis student, Robert Cole, notes that in the years of his attendance (1941-42, 1946-49) “no flutist ever played a recital.” In fact, this was also true of the years preceding Cole’s entrance, and was a phenomenon common to music schools of the time. The flute had simply not made itself known yet as a viable instrument for solo recital. Throughout Kincaid’s Curtis teaching career, he made only three faculty recital appearances, each as part of a chamber music program.

The first chamber recital featuring Kincaid was held on May 7, 1930. The program included the Leclair *Sonate à trios*, and the Ravel *Sonatine en trio*, in which Kincaid was joined by Felix Salmond, cello, and Carlos Salzedo, harp. On December 13, 1932, the same trio again performed the Leclair *Sonate à trios*, and also a transcription by Salzedo of Debussy’s *Children’s Corner*. The last of these faculty appearances was part of an evening of J.S. Bach’s music, occurring on March 20, 1941, and featured the Brandenburg Concerto No. 5 in D Major.

Kincaid, like his forebear Barrère, was a proponent of new music, and numerous composers dedicated works to him. The published or manuscript scores of some of these compositions were bequeathed to the Curtis Institute library and include the 40 works listed below in Table 5.1. Also dedicated to the memory of Kincaid is the Aaron Copland *Duo for Flute and Piano*, commissioned by Kincaid’s students.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composer</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W. Alwyn</td>
<td>Divertimento for solo flute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.F. Bitter</td>
<td>For flute alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.H. Bové</td>
<td>“Concertino” and “Mélodie” (from Impressions of Negro Life)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Casadesus</td>
<td>Concerto, op. 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Chibeen</td>
<td>Concert etude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Cohn</td>
<td>Concerto for flute and orchestra, op. 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Dooner</td>
<td>Suite for flute and piano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.J. Frazer</td>
<td>Little Tune for flute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Edelson</td>
<td>Night Song</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Gillis</td>
<td>North Harris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Goosens</td>
<td>From the belfry of Bruges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Grant</td>
<td>Scherzo for flute and small orchestra, op. 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Huertas</td>
<td>Messeder Remel Maï a op. 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grb, 1956?</td>
<td>Sonata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Jacob</td>
<td>3 Inventions for flute and oboe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Jacob</td>
<td>Concerto for flute and string orchestra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Kouguell</td>
<td>Scherzino for flute and piano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. LaMonaca</td>
<td>Quartet for 3 flutes and alto flute in G (sol), op. 54 [also listed as “Scherzo Capriccioso for 3 grand flutes and alto flute in G (sol)”]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grieg – T. Lieurance</td>
<td>Nocturno for flute and piano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. Lieurance</td>
<td>Reverie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. McIntyre</td>
<td>Scherzo for flute and piano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.F. McKay</td>
<td>Sonatine for flute and piano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Morey</td>
<td>Passacaglia on B-A-C-H for flute solo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozart—J. Solum</td>
<td>3 Cadenzas for Mozart’s Concerto in G, for flute and orchestra, K.313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q. Maganini</td>
<td>Sérénade. A Flute in the Garden of Allah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q. Maganini</td>
<td>Phantasy Japonaise, op. 7, for flute and piano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Miyagi—M. Yoshida</td>
<td>Haru no Umi (A Seashore in Spring)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Michelet</td>
<td>Jennie’s dance, from the Pantomime The Happy Hipocrite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Montoliu</td>
<td>Habanera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Pietsch—McCathren</td>
<td>Woodland fantasy for flute and piano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Riegger</td>
<td>Suite for flute alone, op.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Rorem</td>
<td>Trio in 4 movements for flute, cello, and piano</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Compositions Dedicated to William Kincaid
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| Composer | Work | Orchestra
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H. Rudin</td>
<td>Poem for flute and piano</td>
<td>C. Salzedo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Stringfield</td>
<td>Pastoral scene for flute alone</td>
<td>L. Stringfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. Thomson</td>
<td>Serenade for flute and violin</td>
<td>E.F. Wagner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Woltmann</td>
<td>Poem for flute and orchestra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1 cont’d

As a teacher, Kincaid was respected and revered. Several of his students, including Robert Cole, Kenneth Scutt, John Krell, Harold Bennett, Burnett Atkinson, and Kenton Terry, would later join Kincaid in the flute section of the Philadelphia Orchestra. Kincaid’s immediate successor, James Pellerite, was a former student, and Pellerite’s successor, Murray Panitz, was a Kincaid “grand-student,” having studied with Joseph Mariano at the Eastman School of Music.

In an interview with the late John de Lancie, Director of the Curtis Institute of Music, Eleanor Lawrence comments on the enviable power Kincaid held to find employment for his graduates, and de Lancie responds:

“It was quite a bit different in those days than it is now. You must understand that in the ‘20s and in the ‘30s – American orchestras were just emerging on the scene. There were maybe four or five major orchestras. And the rest were not particularly important in the sense that they didn’t have the financial backing to provide the kind of living musicians were looking for. The wind sections, in the “minor league” orchestras in particular, were very uneven. For these orchestras it was not economically feasible to have a major 30-35 week season and pay substantial salaries that could draw some of the prominent players.

I believe it was The Curtis Institute that was responsible for the change that took place. Stokowski brought all of the Philadelphia men into the Institute to teach and began to turn out players of really extraordinary quality, like Mariano and Opava, who entered into the market where they were very much in demand.
because they were so good. They were young, they were good; they were better than anything around. So people just began turning to Bill Kincaid.”

De Lancie goes on to point out how a proliferation of music schools and affordable, commercial recordings has dramatically changed the quality of graduating students:

Now, it’s a different situation. You started off with one teacher who produced a number of outstanding pupils – so it’s like a family tree. It’s around to the point now where it’s not an exclusive club of just half a dozen great teachers. . . And then there’s another thing: the ability of the young people of today to hear great playing at will. When I grew up, if you wanted to hear something you had to hear it at a concert. There were so few records. None of us kids had the money to own a record collection. And even if you had the money to buy all the records that existed in the world, you’d probably have about 1/10 of 1 percent of the repertoire that is on the market now…There are young students coming into The Curtis Institute now that are better when they come in than a lot of us were when we left. Because they’ve had this background.”

At the end of the orchestral season each summer, the Kincaids went to their cottage on Little Sebago Lake, near Gray, Maine. The only access to the house was by boat. Robert Cole relates the story of summer lessons:

“If you drove up there and wanted to see the Kincaids you had to go to a certain house on the other side of the lake and ask the man to put up the flag. A few times a day Kincaid would look through his binoculars, and if he felt like it, come over in the boat to see what was up. For years, students would come and board in Gray. Two days a week he would drive his Cris Craft over and pick them up. They would take their lessons in turn, and practice or swim in the meantime. Then he would load them into his boat for the return trip.”

The listing of Kincaid students (see Table 5.2 below) includes all those recorded as such by the Curtis Institute of Music, as well as many private students, though it should by no means be taken as a comprehensive roster.

---

56 Eleanor Lawrence, “Interview with John de Lancie,” *Flutist Quarterly* 8, no. 4 (Summer 1983), 3.
57 Cole, 48.

56
One of the most oft-remarked pedagogical aspects of Kincaid’s teaching is the concept of note-groupings, whereby music leads to the beat, rather than away from it. For example, in a sixteenth-note passage, the grouping would start on the second sixteenth-note and lead through the third and fourth to its culmination on the next beat. Marcel Tabateau, principal oboist of the Philadelphia Orchestra, was an earlier proponent of this technique, which may be artfully employed by the musician for the mastery of technique, rhythm, and phrasing throughout a composition. Kincaid’s pedagogy is further detailed in *Kincaidiana: A Flute Player’s Notebook*, in which John Krell shares entries from his lesson notes with Kincaid.58

Though chapter six will focus primarily on the careers of two Kincaid students, Julius Baker and Joseph Mariano, a quick glance at the roster of his prestigious students reveals many prominent teachers and performers. Flutists such as Clement Barone, Jr., Harold Bennett, Judith Bentley, Frances Blaisdell, Doriot Dwyer, Britton Johnson, John Krell, Betty Bang Mather, William Montgomery, George Ellers Morey, Jr., Donald Peck, James Pellerite, Maurice Sharp, Albert Tipton, Robert Willoughby, John Wion and others have been producing students of high caliber for decades. As the *Flutists’ Family Tree* becomes more and more complete, these branches will evolve into noteworthy limbs of their own accord.

58 John Krell, *Kincaidiana: A Flute Player’s Notebook* (Culver City, CA: Trio Associates, 1973). This work was widely circulated amongst Curtis Institute students, often in the form of uncredited photocopies, before its subsequent publication.
Louis Ralph Abramson | Walter B. Coleman  
Gail V. Adams | David Colvig  
Patricia Ahmad | Kathleen Course  
Beverly Allison | Robert Etienne Cray  
Robert Ambs | Harriet Crossland  
Ralph Andrews | Catherin Curran  
Anthony Antonacci | Nancy Pallesen Dalley  
Ann Apalian | Susan Morris DeJong  
Burnett F. Atkinson | Louis DiFazio  
Julius Baker | George Drexler  
Clement Barone, Jr. | Philip Dunigan  
Harold Bennett | Paul Lustig Dunkel  
Joanne K. Bennett | Doriot Anthony Dwyer  
Joyce Bennett | Amos Eisenberg  
Judith Cook Bentley | Kenneth B. Emery  
Jacob Berg | Patricia Kirk Fawcett  
Milton George Bergey | Nicholas Fiore  
Emma Mary Bergson | Melvin Flood  
John Bitter | Eugene Foster  
Frances Blaisdell | Marilyn Laughlin Froehlich  
Levina M. Boehl | Patricia Denglér George  
Ardelle Hookins Bowers | Irvin E. Gilman  
Paul C. Boyer | Scott Goff  
Cornelia Lyons Brewster | Susan Goodfellow  
Myrna Brown | Lloyd Gowen  
Keith Bryan | Gary E. Gray  
Charlotte June S. Burgess | Don Griffis  
Richard J. Cameron, Jr. | Thomas Hageman  
Benjamin H. Carpenter | Sterling Hanson  
Deborah Carter | Cyril Haworth  
Joyce Catalfano | Mary Elizabeth Miles  
Ann Cherry | Haydu  
Robert F. Cole | Fred William Heim  

Table 5.2: Students of William Kincaid
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alden C. McKinley</th>
<th>Karlin Wiley Rhees</th>
<th>Kathie Sumrow-Volkman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dean Miller</td>
<td>Fiori Rizzo</td>
<td>Kenton F. Terry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleanor Mitchel-Roberts</td>
<td>Mel Rodon</td>
<td>Mark Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ervin Monroe</td>
<td>Jayn Siegel Rosenfeld</td>
<td>Albert Tipton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Montgomery</td>
<td>Edith Sagul</td>
<td>Richard Ernest Townsend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Ellers Morey, Jr.</td>
<td>Karen Ruth Schlemmer</td>
<td>Winifred Townsend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carole Morgan</td>
<td>Max Schoenfeld</td>
<td>Richard Trombley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fernando Morrone</td>
<td>Virginia McGann Schulze-</td>
<td>Carl Tucker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florence Meisels Nelson</td>
<td>Johnson</td>
<td>Sally Turner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Swartley Newbold</td>
<td>Kenneth E. Scutt</td>
<td>Frank Vercace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emil Opava</td>
<td>Elaine Kurtz Shaffer</td>
<td>Dick Wavrek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evelyn Parker</td>
<td>Gretel Andrus Shanley</td>
<td>Marianne Gruhn Weaver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Patrick</td>
<td>Maurice Sharp</td>
<td>Vendla KoljonenWeber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald Peck</td>
<td>Carla Shepley</td>
<td>Ruth Elizabeth Wehner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Pellerite</td>
<td>Gary A. Sigurdson</td>
<td>Theodore Wight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Perazzoli</td>
<td>Harold Skinner</td>
<td>David M. Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Polin</td>
<td>Felix Skowronek</td>
<td>Robert Willoughby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laudie D. Porter</td>
<td>Richard Donald Smith</td>
<td>Anton G. Winkler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward V. Powell</td>
<td>Robert Charles Snyder</td>
<td>John Wion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chester A. Quinley</td>
<td>Laurie Sokoloff</td>
<td>Carl Woempner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Rautenberg</td>
<td>John H. Solum</td>
<td>Ruth Wright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sally Rentschler-Curtis</td>
<td>Lee Trobaugh Steelman</td>
<td>Charles M. Wyatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Bither Reynolds</td>
<td>Glennis Metz Stout</td>
<td>Marjorie Yates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2 cont’d
The breadth of Kincaid’s legacy to present-day flutists is quickly shown through the careers of his students who have occupied prominent teaching and performing positions across the country. One concern that future pedagogical studies may address is the nature of these flutists’ study with Kincaid as compared to their studies with other masters (as many descend jointly from Barrère/Kincaid and Laurent, or Barrère/Kincaid and Moyse).

Three of the foremost American teaching positions were for many years held by two students of undisputed Kincaid lineage, however. Julius Baker has served as flute professor at Juilliard since 1954 and Curtis since 1980, and Joseph Mariano was enlisted as flute professor at Eastman from 1945-74. Their long-standing association with these schools has given them a unique opportunity to work with a large number of highly advanced students (chosen from among the country’s most superior applicants) in a way that others were not afforded. Let us now explore the careers and legacies of these two unique Kincaid descendants in order to further our understanding of the constituents of a Barrère-based American school of flute playing.
**Julius Baker**

Julius Baker was born in 1915 in Cleveland, Ohio, and studied flute with his father. Baker was accepted to the Curtis Institute of Music in 1933, but economic downturn closed the school’s doors to incoming freshman that year. Instead, Baker first attended the Eastman School of Music, studying with Italian flutist Leonardo de Lorenzo, before beginning studies with Kincaid when Curtis re-opened in 1934.

After graduation, he played second flute to Maurice Sharp with the Cleveland Orchestra, conducted by Artur Rodzinski. Upon the invitation of Fritz Reiner, whom Baker had played under at Curtis, he accepted the first of many appointments as principal flutist, this time with the Pittsburgh Symphony from 1941-43. Next, he would play for the CBS Symphony in New York City from 1943-51. One of Baker’s most famous recordings (the St. Saens’ *Carnival of the Animals* “Voliere”) is from this period under the direction of Castalanitz.

An avid ham-radio operator, Baker’s curiosity about electronics led to a decade of experimentation with recording. Indeed, from 1946 to 1951 he produced six albums on his own label, Oxford Recording Company (one of which was a solo piano release, the other five were flute). It was during this same time that Baker joined the famed Bach Aria Group in New York.

The CBS Symphony, a radio broadcasting orchestra, disbanded in 1951 as television began to displace radio in family entertainment. Baker took a one-year sabbatical from the Bach Aria Group to accept a principal position with the Chicago Symphony, and the following year commuted between the two. In 1953, he made the decision to return to the Bach Aria Group full time.
Now back in New York City, he was hired as flute instructor at the Juilliard School in 1954, teaching alongside Frederick Wilkins and Arthur Lora. Through this long-standing association, Baker would be in a position to teach some of the most advanced flute students in the nation. He also taught privately during these years and began a summer master class in California that would attract amateur and professional flutists from across the country, much like those of Marcel Moyse.

In 1963, Baker became the first foreign flutist to give a recital in Japan. Since this time, he has concertized widely in Japan and Korea, as well as Europe, attracting a number of Asian students to his flute studio.

When a principal flute opening with the New York Philharmonic was announced, upon the retirement of Barrère student John Wummer, Baker decided to audition. His colleague and friend, Mitch Miller, advised him to wait and make the Philharmonic management seek him out. Baker followed this recommendation, and was indeed approached directly with an offer. From 1965 to 1983, Baker performed with the orchestra under the direction of Zubin Mehta, Pierre Boulez, and Leonard Bernstein.

In 1980, Baker also began teaching at the Curtis Institute of Music, commuting between New York and Philadelphia. Upon his retirement from the New York Philharmonic in 1983, he passed the principal chair to Jeanne Baxtresser, who had been his student at Juilliard in the late 1960s. Baker devoted himself to promoting the flute through solo concerts and teaching around the world. He added students at Carnegie Hall.

---

Like her teacher and mentor, Baxtresser also taught at Juilliard (1986-2001), in addition to the symphony commitment.
Mellon Institute in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to his teaching schedule for a number of years in the 1990s, before passing that post to Baxtresser as well.

His summer workshops have moved to the campus of Western Connecticut University, to be closer to the family home in Brewster, New York, and now also feature a number of prominent Baker students as instructors. Today, at 87 years of age, Baker still serves on the faculties of Juilliard and Curtis, by both of which he is being conferred honorary Doctor of Musical Arts degrees this May. He has recorded for the RCA Victor, Columbia, Decca, Vanguard, Westminster, Vox Cum Laude, and VAI labels, in addition to his own Oxford Record Company and latest venture, Manhattan Flute Center.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Martha Aarons</td>
<td>Helen Campo</td>
<td>Paul Lustig Dunkel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patti Adams</td>
<td>Edward Cardone</td>
<td>Linda Fleckner Eagleson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myung-Joo Ahn</td>
<td>Robin A. Carlson</td>
<td>Amos Eisenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Allen</td>
<td>Tobias Lars Carron</td>
<td>Donna Elaine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Allen</td>
<td>Julie Carter</td>
<td>Cynthia Ellis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberto Almarza</td>
<td>Elizabeth Bruner</td>
<td>Janette Erickson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Ann Archer</td>
<td>Castelvecchi</td>
<td>Bruce Erskine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet Arms</td>
<td>Beatriz Castro</td>
<td>R. Lynne Ewing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanley Aronson</td>
<td>Ann Cecil-Sterman</td>
<td>Ruth Ewing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadine Asin</td>
<td>Dana Chalberg</td>
<td>Raymond Fabrizio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Pollock Ayres</td>
<td>Diana Butler Cherry</td>
<td>Patricia Farrell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don Bailey</td>
<td>Kenneth Chia</td>
<td>Kenneth E. Fears</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Baisley</td>
<td>Nakyung Choi</td>
<td>David Fedele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Baron</td>
<td>Sandra Church</td>
<td>Bart Feller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary B. Barto</td>
<td>Mary Karen Clardy</td>
<td>Elaine Fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lybi Bauer</td>
<td>Patricia Cloud-Kauffman</td>
<td>Mary Kay Fink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeanne Baxtresser</td>
<td>Mary Lee Cochran</td>
<td>Paul Fried</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Benson</td>
<td>Tadeu Coelho</td>
<td>Michele Frisch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judith Cook Bentley</td>
<td>Jennifer Conner</td>
<td>Marilyn Laughlin Froehlich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carl Bergner</td>
<td>Laura Conwesser</td>
<td>Judith Resnick Gaffney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Bloom</td>
<td>Alan Cox</td>
<td>David Gantsweg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randi Jean Bly</td>
<td>Robert Cram</td>
<td>Bianca Garcia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliet M. Bobrowsky</td>
<td>David Cramer</td>
<td>Bradley Garner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelley Bogausch-Webb</td>
<td>Patricia Creighton</td>
<td>Diana Gee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William S. Bomar</td>
<td>Lynn Nicole Cunningham</td>
<td>Laura George</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Bondurant</td>
<td>Thomas Curran</td>
<td>Patricia Dengler George</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia Bonny</td>
<td>Joan Carter Curtiss</td>
<td>Robert Gifford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel Borouchoff</td>
<td>Roslyn Cushman</td>
<td>Tyra Gilb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vieri Bottazzini</td>
<td>Donna Cutler</td>
<td>Laura Gilbert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teresa Bowers</td>
<td>Kristan Cybriwsky</td>
<td>Jan Gippo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randolph Bowman</td>
<td>Joseph D’Ambrose</td>
<td>Susan Glaser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judith Sherry Braude</td>
<td>Immanuel Davis</td>
<td>Lucille Goeres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Jean Breedon</td>
<td>Lisa N. Davis</td>
<td>Scott Goff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Breedon</td>
<td>Andrew J. Day</td>
<td>Laura Goldman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Brice</td>
<td>Susan Deaver</td>
<td>Diane Gold-Toulson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Briggs</td>
<td>Norman Dee</td>
<td>Susan Goodfellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sally Brink</td>
<td>Angelo DeMatteis</td>
<td>Erich Graf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith Brion</td>
<td>Robert Dick</td>
<td>Marco Granados-Diaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce Brown</td>
<td>David DiGiacobbe</td>
<td>Don Griffis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Lyn Butcher</td>
<td>Rochelle Draizar-Doepke</td>
<td>Viviana Guzman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torkill Bye</td>
<td>Sanford Drelinger</td>
<td>Barry Haines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Byrnes</td>
<td>Philip Dunigan</td>
<td>Jennifer Haley</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Students of Julius Baker

Continued
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kim Haley</th>
<th>Sung Kim</th>
<th>Laurel Ann Maurer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gordon Halligan</td>
<td>Sung Yoon Kim</td>
<td>Valorie Mays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Hambrecht</td>
<td>Sung Yun Kim</td>
<td>Katherine McClure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Hamilton</td>
<td>Linda Kirkpatrick</td>
<td>Katheryn McElrath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Hansen</td>
<td>Suzanne Kirton</td>
<td>Demarre L. McGill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gertrude Hartman</td>
<td>Mary Beth Kiss</td>
<td>Alden C. McKinley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Hayes</td>
<td>Phillip Klein</td>
<td>John McMurtery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regina H. Helcher</td>
<td>Melissa Knight</td>
<td>Margaret Meta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Williams Hill</td>
<td>Joan Koenig</td>
<td>Andrew Mikita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Hoeppner</td>
<td>Trix Kout</td>
<td>Janet Millard de Roldan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eunice L. Hofer</td>
<td>Abbe Krieger</td>
<td>Brian Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Hofto</td>
<td>Renee Krimsiier</td>
<td>Lynne Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camilla Hoitenga</td>
<td>Jun Kubo</td>
<td>Gigi Mitchell-Velasco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li-Chi Huang</td>
<td>Deborah Kuick</td>
<td>Emma Moon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeong-Eun Nadine Hur</td>
<td>Sherry L. H. Kujala</td>
<td>Pamela Mooney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Hurtado</td>
<td>Susan Kurian</td>
<td>Teddy N. Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidemi Ichiki</td>
<td>Lisa LaCross</td>
<td>Katherine Mueller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Mae Iden</td>
<td>Michael Laderman</td>
<td>Jeani Muhonen-Foster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rochelle Itzen</td>
<td>Constance G. Lane</td>
<td>Kanichi Nagahara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Dinger Jacobson</td>
<td>Hubert Laws</td>
<td>Miriam Lynn Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Jicha</td>
<td>Jennifer Lawson</td>
<td>Carol Neuleib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debra Johnson</td>
<td>In-Tiffany Lee</td>
<td>Karen Newman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Jones-Reus</td>
<td>Karen Davidson Leech</td>
<td>Leslie E. Newman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Jones</td>
<td>Lyon Leifer</td>
<td>Nili Merle Newman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Borst Jones</td>
<td>Martin Lerner</td>
<td>Barli Nugent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanita Hall Jones</td>
<td>Gerardo Levy</td>
<td>Patricia Nuss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Jordan</td>
<td>Mary Beth Lewandoski</td>
<td>John W. Oberbrunner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaine Jorgenson</td>
<td>Elaine Lewis</td>
<td>Alex Ogle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoomee Jung</td>
<td>Bonnie Lichter</td>
<td>James Ogle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Svjetlana Kabalin</td>
<td>Roberta Lindstrom</td>
<td>Per Oien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sue Ann Kahn</td>
<td>Carolyn Lloyd</td>
<td>Elizabeth Ostling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joy Kairies</td>
<td>Christine Locke</td>
<td>Anthony J. Pagano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trudy Kane</td>
<td>Andrea Kapell Loewy</td>
<td>Helba Pahl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyun-Jung Kang</td>
<td>Adele Zeitlin Lorraine</td>
<td>Overda Paige</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda Kann</td>
<td>Denise Lozano-Healey</td>
<td>Soo Hyun Paik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Kaplan</td>
<td>Jane Wadsworth Lyman</td>
<td>Pater Palasota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Kaplan</td>
<td>Kyril Magg</td>
<td>John Palumbo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula Kasica</td>
<td>Joseph Maggio</td>
<td>Louis Papachristos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fumiko Kawasaki</td>
<td>Timothy Malosh</td>
<td>Hyun Cheong Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Kemler</td>
<td>Elizabeth Mann</td>
<td>Min Sang Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie Herseth Kenote</td>
<td>Deirdre Manning</td>
<td>Soo Kyung Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Khaner</td>
<td>Linda Ann Marianiello</td>
<td>Brenda Patterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-Sung Kim</td>
<td>Juliet Marsat</td>
<td>Theresa Patton-Pope</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1 cont’d
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steven Paul</td>
<td>David Shostac</td>
<td>Julia Tunstall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin Peery</td>
<td>Benjamin Shwartz</td>
<td>Evelyn Tyrrell-Storer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffery Pelletier</td>
<td>Renee Siebert</td>
<td>Zachary Valenzuela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtis Pendleton-Caron</td>
<td>Barbara Siesel</td>
<td>David van de Bogart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trygve Peterson</td>
<td>Winnifred Andrew Simonetti</td>
<td>Carol I. Van Bronkhorst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marina Piccinini</td>
<td></td>
<td>Janet Houston Van Graas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elissa Pohorily</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Noele Poll</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elissa Poole</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Posses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynne Power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Menefee Price</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverly Joan Pugh-Corry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gretchen Pusch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Quinn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Ragusa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce Rankin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Ranti</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha Rearick</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Redcay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Weeks Redcay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mardee Reed-Ulmer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine H. Reijans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Robbins</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Robertello III</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula Robison</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie Roettges</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Royal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heidi Ruby-Kushious</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Russo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Rutter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda Sakofsky</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Strum Schecter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane Schick</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary Schocker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Shackelford</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greig Shearer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Shelly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Chip Shelton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha Sherwig</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nobutaka Shimizu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debra Shorrock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1 cont’d
Joseph Mariano

Born in 1911 in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Joseph Mariano began playing the flute at age twelve, when one was given to his father as payment for a job. His first lessons were with Victor Saudek, before attending Curtis to study with Kincaid and oboist Marcel Tabateau. Mariano received the Artist’s Diploma in 1933, and played for one season as principal flutist of the National Symphony Orchestra in Washington, D.C. He returned to Philadelphia, playing briefly beside his teacher as second flutist, until receiving the dual engagement as principal flutist of the Rochester Philharmonic and instructor at the Eastman School of Music in 1935.\(^{60}\)

While many of Mariano’s influential performances (reading sessions led by Eastman Director Howard Hanson and numerous Rochester Philharmonic concerts) have been recorded, only a relative few have ever seen public release or broadcast. This is in sharp contrast to the wealth of 78s, LPs, and CD releases afforded Julius Baker in his lifetime. In an attempt to share the artistry and eloquence of this under-heard pioneer of twentieth-century flute playing, the National Flute Association recently released the second volume of its historic recording series, dedicated to Joseph Mariano and featuring thirteen performances spanning thirty years (1939-69).

Through the venue of Eastman’s American Music Festivals, Mariano (like his forebears Taffanel and Barrère) had the opportunity to deeply affect how composers conceived of, and wrote for the flute. A former student, now teaching at the University of Idaho, Patricia Dengler George remarks:

---

“Mariano had a profound effect on the composers of America. His performances during the American Music Festivals... developed a truly American style of flute playing. It was especially interesting to watch Mariano work during these festivals. He would be performing music that no one had seen or heard, yet his performance would be of an artistic level that made you sure he had known the music for years.”61

In the preparation for the National Flute Association Mariano release, Boston Symphony flutist and former Mariano student Fenwick Smith, visited the Eastman Recorded Archives to hear live recordings of these sessions:

“The experience was fascinating, inspiring – and frustrating. Hanson’s Symposiums were basically reading sessions with open microphone, offering budding composers an opportunity to hear their music played by a professional orchestra, before a live audience. Over the years Mariano performed at least a dozen pieces, almost all for flute and string orchestra, under these conditions. He was always superbly prepared, but the efforts of the sight-reading orchestra often fell far below the standards expected by the modern listener.”62

Two of these works are featured on the CD (Gardner Read’s Threnody, and James Adair’s Concertino da Camera) and along with other, more standard repertoire (such as two J.S. Bach Sonatas, Charles Griffes’ Poem, and Kent Kennan’s Night Soliloquy), clearly demonstrate Mariano’s signature tone and impeccable technique.

Current Eastman School of Music instructor, and former Mariano student, Bonita Boyd speaks of her mentor’s commitment to integrity and professionalism:

“He taught without verbalizing it, that great things happen musically when you take chances, use your sound, and let the music speak for itself in beauty and

62 Joseph Mariano, liner notes.
simplicity of line. He is an artist of massive proportions who puts the music first, and who has, as do the greatest artists on any instrument, the strength of character and purpose not to opt for commercial success and fame before the values of mature artistic growth and individual expression, which make great music-making possible.”63

Mariano’s thirty-nine-year tenure at Eastman has shaped the careers of numerous members of today’s professional flute community. These include orchestral flutists, university professors, flute makers, and industry innovators (such as Shaul Ben-Meir, founder of Flute World, Inc.) spreading his legacy throughout the United States and into Canada.

Joseph Mariano remained with the Rochester Philharmonic through 1968, “despite overtures made to him by Fritz Reiner (Chicago Symphony) and Arturo Toscanini (NBC Symphony),”64 and continued teaching at Eastman until 1974. While still in good health today, his teaching and performing careers essentially concluded upon his retirement nearly three decades ago.

63 Kyril Magg, 93.  
64 Joseph Mariano, liner notes.
Table 6.2: Students of Joseph Mariano

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Helen Anderson</th>
<th>Simon B. Dratfield</th>
<th>Louise Gertsch Hill</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norma F. Anderson</td>
<td>Elizabeth A. Dubois</td>
<td>H. Jayne Hills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth A. Andrews</td>
<td>Doriot Anthony Dwyer</td>
<td>Katherine Hoover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan Harbaugh Angus</td>
<td>Donna Dymond</td>
<td>Jan C. Horn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth E. Ashmead</td>
<td>Deborah Eggekvist</td>
<td>Lois Hovemeyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William C. Atkinson, Jr.</td>
<td>Carl Ellenberger</td>
<td>Luella Hinkle Howard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Harbaugh Angus</td>
<td>Daniel M. Epstein</td>
<td>Barbara Howell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norma Baker</td>
<td>Earnest E. Etzweiler</td>
<td>Victoria Iannotta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren F. Beauman</td>
<td>Sally Hunt Fay</td>
<td>Nancy Mae Iden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaul Ben-Meir</td>
<td>Robin B. Fellows</td>
<td>Lawrence Ink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather A. Berkley</td>
<td>Janet Ferguson</td>
<td>Francine Berger Jacobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Berman</td>
<td>Katherine E. Fink</td>
<td>Gordon G. Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francile Bilyeu</td>
<td>Lynne Priest Fitzpatrick</td>
<td>Louise H. Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleanor V. Saabel Boda</td>
<td>Geraldine G. Freedman</td>
<td>Adah Toland Mosello Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles W. Bolen</td>
<td>Russell Friedewald</td>
<td>Beatrice Keram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will Gay Bottje</td>
<td>W. Everett Gates, Jr.</td>
<td>P. Jean Kershaw-Cantor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonita Boyd</td>
<td>Stanley D. Gauger</td>
<td>Nancy M. Kingsbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornelia Lyons Brewster</td>
<td>Patricia Dengler George</td>
<td>Robert E. Klein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul D. Brittan</td>
<td>Daniel J. Gerhard</td>
<td>Donna Klump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paige Brooke</td>
<td>Mary Gibbs</td>
<td>Robert Klump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrna Brown</td>
<td>David B. Gilbert</td>
<td>Toshiko Kohno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith Bryan</td>
<td>John Gillam</td>
<td>Mary Ann Rasmussen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joyce Marilyn Bryant</td>
<td>Diane Gold-Toulson</td>
<td>Krusenstjerna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte J. Burgess</td>
<td>Robert Goodberg</td>
<td>Gretchen I. Kryda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall Burlingame</td>
<td>Dottie Allman Gray</td>
<td>Gladys J. Kuehmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela T. Burr</td>
<td>Gary E. Gray</td>
<td>Bruce Kuhnke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damian Bursill-Hall</td>
<td>Sarah A. Green</td>
<td>Mrs. Bruce Kuhnke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sister M. Edwina Butler</td>
<td>Carol D. Greenfield</td>
<td>Steven Kujala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leon Buysen</td>
<td>Lucia C. Greer</td>
<td>Walfrid Kujala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward J. Callan</td>
<td>Barbara J. Grenoble</td>
<td>Janet LaCava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerald Carey</td>
<td>Laura Wolf Groshong</td>
<td>Judith Ann Lapple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leta N. Carson</td>
<td>Shelley Gruskin</td>
<td>Christabel Lauinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Bruner</td>
<td>Ralph R. Guenther</td>
<td>Judith A. Lawrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castelvecchi</td>
<td>Dianne G. Halliday</td>
<td>Naomi Lederman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joyce Catalfano</td>
<td>George Hambrecht</td>
<td>Susan Levitin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candace Channing</td>
<td>Janet Lowrance Hamilton</td>
<td>Kathryn Levy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Henry Clarke</td>
<td>Michael A. Hamilton</td>
<td>Warren Little</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gail Furman Coffee</td>
<td>Ingrid Hultgren Harrison</td>
<td>Andrea Kapell Loewy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter B. Coleman</td>
<td>Donald Hartman</td>
<td>Donald MacDonald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleanor Colwell</td>
<td>Nelson Hauenstein</td>
<td>Daniel H. Maki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mardele Combs</td>
<td>Randall Hester</td>
<td>Wallace Mann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia A. DerHovsepi</td>
<td>Martin Heylman</td>
<td>Mardele Marcellus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued
Linda K. McClusky | Judy Phillips | Parker Taylor
John C. McLaughlin | Carl Piarulli | John Thomas
Annmarie L. Miller | Louise Dickey Pinkow | Everett LeRoy Timm
Robert Mols | Lanny Pollet | Jeanne Anderson Timm
Sang-Woo Moon | Jane Edith Rasmussen | Joanna Tousey
Daniel Morgenstern | Ralph F. Rauch | Sally Turner
Roland Moritz | Margaret Weeks Redcay | Evelyn Tyrrell-Storer
Jeanne Motley | Frances Risdon (Boyd) | Marion Valaschek
Harold Mueller | Willis Ann Ross | Helen Valenza
Joan A. Mullhaupt | Albert Saurini | Carol Van Bronkhorst
Emily Swartley Newbold | Sandra L. Seefeld | Mary Louise Veremeychik
Erval J. Newcomer, Jr. | Gretel Andrus Shanley | James Bernard Walker
Janice No | Catherine Parsons Smith | Nancy Waring
John W. Oberbrunner | Christine Michelle Smith | Nancy Howe Webster
Martha G. Oestreich | Fenwick Smith | Janet Kristensen Weiss
Francine C. Pancost | Janice Morgan Smith | Linda Wetherill
Murray W. Panitz | Roger S. Stevens | Robert Willoughby
Nancy Desbrow Pease | Ann Dale Stierli | Ruth Wright
Glennda Dove Pellito | Glennis Metz Stout | Robert A. Wykes
Diane L. Peters | Marjorie Swanson | Marjorie Yates
Barbara E. Peterson | Philip J. Swanson | Priscilla Bailey Ykelenstam
Judith Phillips | Joanne L. Tanner | }

Table 6.2 cont’d
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

In an era that celebrates diversity, we often overlook broad commonalities in order to distinguish ourselves from one another. Though the more than 8,000 flutists comprised in this study have careers in every area from classical and jazz music to engineering, they are drawn together by a heritage of transverse flute playing and teaching that has been carried on for three centuries.

Today’s American flutists stem from one or more of three branches, each led by a prominent Frenchman. The Barrère branch is by far the biggest, including 91% of flutists with documented American-school ancestry. Laurent and Moyse follow with 59% and 55% of American-school players tracing ancestry through them. Owing to the cumulative nature of musical study with multiple teachers, flutists may trace ancestral roots through all three of these branches, perhaps melding them along the way into unique new performance and pedagogical styles. This is the case for roughly 39% of flutists whose lineage is documented in Appendix A.65

The most prominent American-born flute pedagogue was a member of the Barrère branch, having studied with this master teacher at the Institute of Musical Art. William

---

65 The ancestry of 1666 flutists appearing in Appendix A (out of the 4360 flutists with known American-school ancestry) descends jointly from Barrère, Laurent, and Moyse.
Kincaid then spent four decades teaching at the Curtis Institute of Music and performing with the Philadelphia Orchestra. His students went on to take top seats in nearly every American orchestra and assume teaching roles at colleges and universities throughout the country. Most noteworthy among these students were Julius Baker and Joseph Mariano, whose own students have distinguished themselves throughout North America and around the world. Other pedagogues such as Clement Barone, Jr., Harold Bennett, Judith Bentley, Frances Blaisdell, Doriot Dwyer, Britton Johnson, John Krell, Betty Bang Mather, William Montgomery, George Ellers Morey, Jr., Donald Peck, James Pellerite, Maurice Sharp, Albert Tipton, Robert Willoughby, and John Wion, to name only a few, have also been producing students of very high caliber. We will likely see each of these limbs develop into prominent branches as the Flutist's Family Tree continues to grow.

In response to Ardal Powell’s characterization of the “French School” (as noted in chapter 1), we may now draw certain parallels between the two nations’ approaches to the playing and teaching of flute. Whereas the dominant French pedagogues and players of the twentieth-century studied with Paris Conservatoire professor Paul Taffanel and his students, the equivalent American flutists can be traced (a generation later) to William Kincaid. The French-style silver flute (brought to this country by Barrère and Laurent) quickly won out over the wooden German-style flutes used previously, and the famed Taffanel-Gaubert method and the tone development exercises of Moyse have become standard tools for collegiate instruction.

As with the “French School,” difficulties exist in precisely defining aspects of tone and technique (not to mention the extremely elusive qualities of interpretation) for
an entire country’s flutists. It is this author’s opinion that such characteristics are best
discussed within the context of the playing and teaching of a single flutist. One must first
determine the many facets of an individual’s pedagogy and performance, how that
information is disseminated to students, and what (if any) impact is discernible through
analysis of the playing and teaching of those students over time. Only after such detailed
analysis has occurred, can we begin to make knowledgeable assessments about a national
style of instrumental music playing.

At that point, answers to numerous other questions will become clearer. Are there
similarities of circumstance between key musical pedagogues of a nation? Are specific
educational institutions or performance organizations more likely to promote the careers
of such teachers? What circumstances preceded the shift in U.S. culture from study with
one master teacher to receiving instruction from multiple teachers? Are there
ramifications for flutists seeking careers in music both before and after this shift, and is
this strictly a U.S. phenomenon, or has it affected musical study on a national scale? As
with any genealogy, the acquisition of knowledge often generates far more questions than
answers.

Sometimes, however, the answers appear before a question is even asked. Three
such conclusions make important statements about the evolution of instrumental music in
the twentieth-century United States. First, we witness a shift in the employment of
orchestral principals from foreign countries (namely Germany and France) to American-
born and trained flutists beginning around 1920 and lasting through the 1990s, when
foreign flutists Jacques Zoon (Boston Symphony Orchestra) and Mathieu Dufour
(Chicago Symphony Orchestra) win significant auditions in America. Second, the rise of the flute as a viable solo instrument (and the subsequent upsurge in number of fine flutists), has facilitated a change in collegiate level music instruction. Where once music departments would employ a single individual to teach all of the woodwind instruments (and perhaps all the winds), they now employ specialists for each instrument. Finally, because of the increased need for specialization in order to gain collegiate employment, a rising number of flutists seek advanced degrees, most frequently at different institutions from their undergraduate degrees. The increased number of teachers and musical influences upon a student leads to an eventual melting-pot where concepts of tone, technique, and interpretation are blended together from multiple “schools” of teaching and performing.

With the roots of our American flute school firmly established, the Flutists’ Family Tree is now in a position to provide numerous resources to its musical community. Through academic and professional conventions, the study has already been displayed in formats ranging from family-tree-style (see Figure 7.1) and single-teacher descendant (see Figure 7.2), to one which pinpoints career migration of single-teacher descendants on a map (see Figure 7.3). My most immediate goal is to engage specialists in the United Kingdom, Canada, and France to assist with compilation of data for these countries’ flutists, as their ancestry is most closely allied with that of the Americans.

---

66 I suspect the same statement may be true for other woodwind instruments as well. This shift begins in the late 1960s, and has various other ramifications. Most significant, perhaps, is that a majority of collegiate level flute instructors in the United States are employed as adjunct professors (often at more than one institution) and have little or no hope of achieving tenure.
Figure 7.1: International Flutists’ Family Tree, 2002 NFA Convention

Figure 7.2: Students and Descendants of Joseph Mariano
Figure 7.3: William Kincaid as Father of the American Flute School

For future research about individual flute teachers, the study provides ancestry as well as names of descendants who may be contacted for interview. One way this feature has already been used is by organizers of tributes to a specific teacher. An organizer may ask the Flutists’ Family Tree to forward information about an event to students/descendants, or may obtain a simple list of students.
Through a planned CD-Rom searchable database, the public will be able to sort data by any category – teachers, students, birth date, place of birth, performance ensembles, or allied professions (flute maker, conductor, composer, etc.) – or several at a time. The biographies also serve as an index for individuals appearing in the National Flute Association convention programs of the last 30 years, the Aldine Burks survey, and the John Wion and Larry Krantz orchestral flutist rosters. A future objective of the project is to cross-reference entries to a wider variety of informational material, including periodical references to individuals and any books or compositions routinely associated with the flutist.

For players of other instruments and singers, this study may serve as a model for ancestral and pedagogical research, while the software utilized in data collection and distribution could be easily adapted for such purpose. It is not unreasonable to hypothesize that similar confluences and large-scale common pedagogical ancestry might be found in other instrument families, especially the woodwinds.

Finally, for musicians of all sorts, the Flutists’ Family Tree sends a message that, regardless of our strengths or weaknesses, the number of hours per week we practice, the fame or obscurity of our teachers or students, the schools we attend, or the careers we have chosen, we are following a road that numerous other musicians have paved to make the language and spirit of music come to life.

---

67 Present data includes only the U.S. orchestras from Wion and Krantz’s listings.
68 This could include websites, articles and books written by or about the specific flutist, as well as methods and compositions authored, edited, or translated by, or dedicated to a specific flutist, and recordings featuring solo and ensemble work of the flutist. The Flutists’ Family Tree could thus become a starting point for flutist-related research, especially if employed in an easily-updateable electronic format.
APPENDIX A:

FLUTIST BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

Each complete entry includes the following information:

1. Full name including middle and maiden, any aliases including names from previous marriages (in parentheses), and “nickname.”

2. Flutist ancestral lineage. Indicates descent from three roots of American Flute School [Laurent (L), Moyse (M), Barrere (B)]. In the case of Barrere, it also indicates connections through Kincaid (k), Baker (b), and Mariano (m).

3. Source(s) of information (see references below).

4. Date and location of birth/death.

5. City, state, ZIP, or country in which most recent address is known by the project. [N.B., for entries whose sole source is the 1969 Burks publication, this material is quite dated.]

6. Secondary education (in italics). Includes degree(s) earned, institution (see abbreviations), and date of graduation (or attendance, if no degree was awarded). May sometimes include areas of concentration, such as theory or composition.

7. Listing of flute teachers.

8. Faculty affiliation. Includes institution name (see abbreviations) and dates of employment or period of known activity.

9. Orchestral affiliation. Includes ensemble name (see abbreviations), dates of service or period of known activity, and position(s) held. Does not include ensembles affiliated with colleges or universities. $p=$principal, $cp=$co-principal, $ap=$assistant or associate principal, $pc=$piccolo, $2=$2$^{nd}$ flute, $3=$3$^{rd}$ flute, $4=$4$^{th}$ flute, $ut=$utility flute, $ex=$extra flute, $sub=$substitute flute.
10. Additional comments. May highlight employment or service to the flute community, such as flutemakers or flute club presidents.

Sample entry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fair, Demetra Ann Baferos</th>
<th>L/M/B.k.b.m</th>
<th>[PS, NFA01]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Borst Jones, Melody Jones, Mimi Stillman, Twila McDonell, Joyce Catalfano, Richard Evans.</td>
<td>Ohio St U, TA, 1998-99; Delaware Valley Coll, 2002-.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source material

Biographical data has been obtained from a variety of sources, both primary and secondary, as well as through reasonably reliable input from members of the flute community. These sources are documented within each entry as follows:

A Flutist First initial and last name indicate a third party providing information to the Flutists’ Family Tree. Most are teachers, fellow students or colleagues of the flutist in question.

AB Biographical data (submitted by the named individual) appearing in Aldine K. Burks’ 1969 publication “Follow the Pipers.” Ms. Burks surveyed flutists from North American orchestras (of all size and caliber) and colleges and universities in 1968. This work is exciting because it highlights flutists active before the inception of the National Flute Association; however, there are numerous typographical errors such as misspelling and mis-alphabeticization of names. One must bear in mind that this labor of love was produced on a manual typewriter at the author’s own expense, and as such, should not be dismissed out of hand.


CFC## Biography (submitted by the named individual) appearing in the Chicago Flute Club festival booklet for the year indicated.

COFA## Biography (submitted by the named individual) appearing in the Central Ohio Flute Association festival booklet for the year indicated.

Coll Information submitted to the Flutists’ Family Tree by department chair, administrative assistant or flute professor of one or more colleges at which the flutist has taught.

Curt Student and faculty information obtained, courtesy of Curtis Institute of Music archivist Joanne Seiter. Includes faculty and student rosters for years 1924-1967, recital and commencement programs.


Eman Faculty information submitted to Flutists’ Family Tree by David Peter Coppen, Special Collections Archivist at the Sibley Music Library of the Eastman School of Music. Includes names and dates of employment for flute instructors.

FLMotW “FLUTE List Member of the Week,” web listing of flutist biography as featured on the FLUTE list e-mail group website.  
<http://users.uniserve.com/~lwk/fluteweb/featarch.htm>

FLUTE Information obtained from data in a public posting to the FLUTE list e-mail group, or the FLUTE REGISTER A-Z. Membership (free) required to access these postings.  
<http://users.uniserve.com/~lwk/wel2.htm>


Juil Flute student listing submitted to the Flutists’ Family Tree by Juilliard School of Music archivist Jeni Dahmus. Includes degree(s) earned, dates attended, and teacher with whom studied.

JW Web listing of historical orchestral principal flutists maintained by John Wion, longtime principal flutist of the New York Opera Orchestra. It attempts to include *principal flutists of major orchestras* of the world from inception to present. Information submitted through a variety of
sources including orchestral archivists and biographical listings. Mr. Wion deems those entries bearing dates of employment to be the most accurate and verifiable.

<http://hometown.aol.com/johnwion/orchestra.html>

**JWS**
Listing of Wion students compiled by Alicia DiDonato at the request of John Wion.

**KBJ**
Listing of Willoughby students from Oberlin compiled for Katherine Borst Jones on the occasion of his 80th birthday.

**LB**
Listing of Mariano students compiled by Leone Buyse, flute professor at Rice University, for 2001 tribute in honor of Mr. Mariano’s 90th birthday.

**LdL**

**LK**
Web listing of current orchestral flutists maintained by Larry Krantz, list-owner and moderator of FLUTE list e-mail group. It attempts to include all current orchestral flutists of the world, regardless of size or caliber of the ensemble. Information submitted through FLUTE list members and updated frequently. <http://www.users.uniserve.com/~lwk/sect.htm>

**NEC**
Student and faculty information obtained, courtesy of Jean Morrow and the Harriet M. Spaulding Music Library staff. Includes student rosters for Georges Laurent, James Pappoutsakis, and Lois Schaefer.

**NFA##**
Biography (submitted by the named individual) appearing in the National Flute Association convention program book for the year indicated.

**NG**

**NT**
Listing of Barrère students compiled by Nancy Toff, Barrère biographer and vice-president and editorial director at Oxford University Press.

**NY**
Orchestral information submitted to the Flutists’ Family Tree by Rich Wandel, Associate Archivist of the New York Philharmonic. Includes roster of performers in each of the New York Symphony Association ensembles for the years 1877 to 1928.
Orch Surv  Information submitted to the Flutists’ Family Tree by orchestral archivists.

PS  Personal submission of biographical material to the Flutists’ Family Tree, either by paper form or resume, e-mail, or website.

PS-F  Personal submission of biographical material to the Flutists’ Family Tree by a family member of the flutist.

RWS  Listing of Willoughby students compiled by Danielle Hundley at the request of Robert Willoughby.


Cross-referencing

Entries are cross-referenced to include all known aliases for an individual. It is possible that, with the nature of marriage and divorce, some entries may have inadvertently been keyed to a surname that is no longer appropriate. In such case, the author will graciously receive corrections and make updates as appropriate in subsequent publications of the Flutists’ Family Tree.

Contact information

Though many submissions to the Flutists’ Family Tree include specific contact information (address, phone, e-mail), these will not be printed in any publication of the project to retain privacy. Should the reader wish to contact a flutist mentioned herein, a forwarding service may be provided by the author at the reader’s expense. Requests may be submitted to <http://www.geocities.com/demifair>.
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?, Anthony
Georges Barrère. Los Angeles Phil, 1930s.

Aarons, Martha  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA85,97, LK, Juil]

Abalain, Eric  [LK]
Washington Symph, 2.

Abbott, Anna  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA01]
Plano, TX. Patricia Grubbs.

Abdalla, Laura  [see Voth, Laura Abdalla]

Abell, Chris  [NFA93]
Irish flute and whistle.

Abeln, Melissa Colgin  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00-01, LK]

Abney, Lynn  [AB, I68]
Abilene, TX 79603. Abilene Phil, c1968.

Abraham, Debbie  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]

Abrams, Joseph  B  [NT]
Georges Barrère.

Abramson, Edware  [R Nelson]

Abramson, Louis Ralph  B,k  [Curt]

Achilles, Michael  [C Peredo]

Ackerman, Barbara  [FLUTE]
Toronto, ON Canada. York U-Toronto.
Ackerman, Bob  
L/M/B,k,m  
[NFA79] 

Ackerman, Jennifer  
L/M/B,k  
[NFA83-84] 
(b. Cincinnati, OH?) Ann Marie Johnson.

Acosta, Jessica Hope Warren  
[see Warren-Acosta, Jessica Hope]

Acosta, Jose  
Buffalo Phil.

Acosta, Pablo  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA95,99] 
(b. PERU) Peru. U of Lima; Schola Cantorum. Jose Diaz, Cathy Collinge Herrera, Cesar Vivanco, Cesar Peredo.

Acuna, Alex  
H Alcazar

Adamcik, Harlan  
[Coll] 
San Antonio Coll, pre1984-94.

Adams, Amy  
L/B,k  
[NFA00] 
Nancy L. Selby Spidel.

Adams, Carl  
L/M/B  
[NFA89,96, Coll] 

Adams, Evelyn  
[AB] 

Adams, Gail V.  
B,k  
[C Mahan-Isenhower] 
Santa Rosa, CA 95405. William Kincaid.

Adams, Jane  
[AB] 
Terre Haute, IN 47807. Terre Haute Symph.

Adams, Janine May  
L/B,k,m  
[KBJ] 

Adams, Judy  
[see Hand, Judy Adams]

Adams, Kelly  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA96] 
(b. Sugar Land, TX?) Catherine LeGrand.
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Adams, Libby
Los Angeles, CA 90027. Immaculate Heart Coll, c1968. [AB]

Adams, Liselyn

Adams, Mary Kay
L/B,k,m [NFA91, L Kirkpatrick]
Bridgewater, VA 22812. DM, U of N Texas. Myrna Brown, George Ellers Morey, Jr. [AB]

Adams, Michelle
L/M/B,k [NFA84-85]
(b. Danville, VA?) N Carolina Sch of the Arts. Catherine McCune, Carol Kniebusch Noe. [AB]

Adams, Monty
B,k,m [NFA97, S Gutierrez]

Adams, Mrs. Harry
[NL Ewigleben]

Adams, Pam Holland
L/B,k [NFA92,01, LK]
Fort Worth, TX. BM, U of N Texas; MM, U of N Texas. George Ellers Morey, Jr. Fort Worth Symph, 2, 1990-. [AB]

Adams, Patti
L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA76-77,84-87,89,92,94-98, LK, Coll]
New Orleans, LA 70115. Louisiana St U; W Carolina U. William Bennett, Everett LeRoy Timm, Julius Baker, Alexander Armand Lesueur, Samuel Baron, Jeanne Timm. Loyola U, 1994-. Mexico City Phil Orch, cp; Baton Rouge Symph; Louisiana Phil Orch, ap/pc; Asheville Symph; New Orleans Symph, pc; New Orleans Opera. [AB]

Adamus, Betsy
[N Hunter]

Adashek, Aimee Sarah
Owings Mills, MD 21117. Peabody Cons. [Peabody]

Adcock, Don
Raleigh, NC 27602. Meredith Coll, c1968; Public Sch. [AB]

Adcock, Nicole
L/M/B,k,b,m [S Moser]
Susan Moser.

Adelman, Diane
Scranton, PA 18509. Scranton Phil. [AB]
Adeney, Richard  

Ader, Peter  

Adkins, Rebekah  
Seattle Pacific.  Rae Terpenning, Dorli McWayne.  

Adler, Betsy Sue  
[see Brauer, Betsy Adler]  

Adler, Reba Ann  

Adorjan, Andras  
Cologne Orch, pr; Baden-Baden Orch, pr; Stockholm Orch, pr; Munich Orch, pr.  

Adragna, Susan  
(b. 08/18/1952 - NY) Deland, FL 32720.  BM, Manhattan Sch of Mus; MAT, Rollins Coll; 
EdS, Stetson U.  Dorothy Tutt Lee, Jean Ohlsson (Rickman) West, Peter Lloyd.  Public 
Sch.  Sound Symph; Daytona Civic Orch.  

Adrian, Karen D.  
Fort Worth, TX 76109.  Harry Houdeshel, James J. Pellerite.  Texas Christian U.  Dallas 
Symph, c1972; Fort Worth Symph, cp/pc.  

Affeld, Albert  

Agnew, Molly  
(b. Brookfield, WI?) Cynthia Stevens.  

Aguilar, Julia Maria  

Ahl, Katrina  
Grace U, 1997-.  

Ahlgrim, Christine  
BS, U of Indianapolis.  Public Sch, 1995-.  

Ahlgrimm, Isolde  
[JC Bentley]  

Ahmad, Patricia  
[PS]  
Norristown, PA 19403.  William Kincaid.
Ahmad, Paula [D Reburn]

Ahn, Myung-Joo L/B,k,b [NFA91, Juil]

Aiba, Koichi M/B [NFA81, Juil]

Aiello-Gerber, Theresa B [AB, Juil]

Aitken, Dianne L/M/B,k,b [NFA95]

Aitken, Robert L/M/B,k,b [NFA77-79, 84, 91, 95, 01, AB, 168]

Aitken, Theis L [NEC]
Georges Laurent.

Aizaga, Eugenia L/M/B,k [NFA95]

Akao, Michiko [NFA86]
Japanese traditional bamboo flutes.

Akers, Susan [NFA98]

Akin, Jackie [LK]
Dallas, TX. Lewisville Lake Symph, pc.

Akins, Alice [E Frechette-Foster]
Carmel, IN 46032. BS (chem), Union Coll-Schenectady, NY; MS (chemistry), U of Massachusetts-Amherst; U of Cincinnati. Robert Cavally.
Akins, Lori  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA00,02, LK, Coll, KB Jones]
Dublin, OH 43017. Ohio St U. Katherine Borst Jones, Adah Toland Mosello Jones,
Overda Paige. Wittenberg U, 1982-; Cedarville U; Heidelberg Coll. Springfield (OH)
Symph; Ohio Valley Symph.

Akira, A.  [N Fukuhara]

Alancraig, Diane  [LK]
Los Angeles, CA 90068. Long Beach Symph, pc.

Albaugh, Patricia C.  B,k  [NFA00, H Sydow]
Peggy Munro Zeppenfeld.

Albee, Mary  [C Oliva]

Albert, Prince Consort  [AF]
(b. 1819; d. 1861) Benjamin Wells.

Albertos, Julio  M  [PS, LK]

Albinson, Patricia  [see Fawcett, Patricia Kirk Albinson]

Albrecht, Peg  [FLUTE]
U of Toronto.

Alcazar, Hugo  [NFA00]
Alex Acuna.

Alcazar, Tara  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA98]
Sharon Muller-Ho, Sarah Melby.

Alder, Steven, MD  [NFA92]

Alder, Susan B.  [AB]
New York, NY 10025.

Alexander, Adam  L/M/B,k,b,m  [S Stearns]
Susan Byrd Stearns.

Alexander, Janet  [see Milone, Janet Alexander]

Alexander, Kay  M/B,k,b,m  [PS]
(b. 06/11/1954 - Schenectady, NY) Kalamazoo, MI 49005. John W. Oberbrunner.
Alexander, Linda  
L/M/B,k,b  
Simsbury, CT 06070.  *U of Hartford*. John Wion.

Alexander, Lynne  
L  
*New England Cons*. James Pappoutsakis.

Alexander, Patty  
L/M/B,k,b  

Alexander, Susan  
[see Magg, Susan Alexander]

Alicot, Christine  
M  

Allain-Dupre, Philippe  
[barathold Kuijken. Baroque flutist.]  
[NFA98]

Allan, Beth Ellen  
[LK]  
Boulder Phil, pr.

Allan, Carol Sue  
[Salem, OR 97302. *BME, Brigham Young U.*]  
[NFA98]

Allard, Jill  
[Knoxville, TN 37205. Knoxvillle Symph.]  
[LK]

Allard, Joe  
[B.k]  
Edward V. Powell.  Not flute player?  
[A Michlin]

Allen, Angela  
B,k,b,m  

Allen, Beth  
L/B  

Allen, Catherine  
[Providence, RI 02903. Rhode Island Phil.]  
[AB]

Allen, Eleanor  
[see Buck, Eleanor Allen]
Allen, Janet
Manitou?, KY.

Allen, Jill

Allen, Linda

Allen, Lisa
**BM, Juilliard Sch, 1983; MM, Juilliard Sch, 1984.** Samuel Baron.

Allen, Marshall B.
New York, NY 10003.

Allen, Mary
**Juilliard Sch, 1941.** Ray (Ralph Freundlich) Friendly.

Allen, Nicola Frey
(b. 07/05/1969 - Zurich, Switzerland) Lewisville, TX 75067. **BME, Midwestern St U, 1993; MFA, Texas Woman's U, 1995.** Pamela Jackson Youngblood, Kathy Newhouse.

Allen, Oscar
Pittsburg, KS.

Allen, Pamela
[see Morris, Pamela Allen]

Allen, Sarah
**L/M/B.k,m**
Horsham, PA 19044. Nancy Etris.

Allen, Terie
Studied in St. Louis.

Alley, Janice
**M/B.k,m**
(b. Macomb, IL?) Gerald V. Carey.

Alleyne, Rupert
Brooklyn, NY 11233.
Allison, Beverly  
**L/M/B,k**  
[NFA85-86,89, LK]  

Allman, Dottie  
[see Gray, Dottie Allman]

Almarza, Alberto  
**M/B,k,b**  
[NFA01, J Hull]  

Almond, Rita  
**L/M/B,k,b,m**  
[NFA79,02]  
Euless, TX 76040.  *BM, U of New Mexico; MM, S Methodist U.* Claire Johnson, Frank Bowen, George Ellers Morey, Jr., Darlene R. Dugan, Patricia George.

Alston, Elisabeth  
[see Hayes, Elisabeth Alston]

Altès, Joseph Henri  
[AB]  

Altman, Leonore  
**B**  
[Juil]  

Alton, Hilary  
[AB]  
Williamstown, MA 01267.  Berkshire Symph, ex.

Altschuler, Leslie  
[AB]  
Oshkosh, WI 54901.  Oshkosh Symph

Altstaetter, Lucinda Hill  
[PS, Coll]  

Altuncu, Ekrem  
[PS]  
(b. 05/26/1979 - Izmit, Turkey) Turkey.

Alvarez, Lisa  
**L/M/B,k,b**  
[NFA85]  
*U of Hartford.* John Wion.

Alvarez, Marcelo  
**M**  
[PS, NFA00]  
Alvas, Hanns Gruszka [G Marcusson]

Alvas, Juho [G Marcusson]

Alwyn, William [NFA88]

Amadio, Henry Antonio [D Brookes]

Amadio, John [D Brookes]

Amano, Hideko L/B,k,m [S Levitin]
Susan Levitin.

Amans, John [JW]
New York Phil, pr, 1923-42.

Amato, Guiseppe [AB]
Hollywood, FL.

Amato, Nadir [AB]
West Haven, CT 06516.

Amato, Sal [Coll]

Ambler, Elizabeth [see Ruppe, Elizabeth Ambler]

Ambrose, Jane Perlis L [PS, NFA77-79, AB]

Ambs, Robert B,k [AB]
Amerana, Pasquale
Georges Barrère.

Amerina, Albert P.
Saint Louis Symph, pr, 1910-11.

Amoyal, Yair Israel
(b. Israel) Tel Aviv, Israel. Ela Shapira.

Amsler, Eva

Anami, Fumiko
Musashino Academia Musicae.

Ananias, Jose

Anastasia, Sophia
Montclair St U; Manhattan Sch of Mus. Haddonfield Symph Society, pc.

Ancillotti, Mario

Ancker, David
His primary teacher was not a flutist.

Anderegg, Cathy
Nekoosa, WI.

Anders, Katelyn
Gary Wiley, Dynell Fender.

Andersen, Carol
Davison, MI 48423.

Andersen, Dane R.

Andersen, Janice I.
BS (physical therapy), St Louis U.

Andersen, Renee
[see Tresko, Renee Andersen]
Andersen, Terry
[see Kallenberg, Terry Andersen]

Andersen, Vigo
(JW)
d. 01/29/1895 Chicago Symph, pr, 1891-95.

Anderson, Arpi C.  L/M/B,k,b,m
[PS, NFA00-01]

Anderson, Bond
[LK]
Albany (GA) Symph, 2.

Anderson, Carl Joachim
[AB]
(b. 04/29/1847 - Copenhagen, Denmark; d. 05/07/1909 - Copenhagen, Denmark) Christian Joachim Anderson. Royal Orch - Copenhagen; Berlin Phil, pr, 1881-91.

Anderson, Catherine
[NFA83]
(b. Lafayette, IN?) Harriet Coppoc.

Anderson, Chester
[B]
Juil

Anderson, Christian Joachim
[AF]
(b. Copenhagen, Denmark).

Anderson, Claudia  L/M/B,k,m
[NFA88-98,00-01]
Des Moines, IA 50322. BM, U of Michigan; Fulbright, Italy; DMA, U of Iowa, 1988? Thomas Nyfenger, Severino Gazzeloni, Keith W. Bryan, Karl Kraber, Geoffrey Gilbert, Betty Bang Mather. UC-Santa Barbara; U of Iowa, TA; Ithaca Coll; Grinnell Coll; U N Iowa. Orch del l'Opera del Teatro Massimo, pr; Cedar Rapids Symph, pc.

Anderson, Connie
[see Grantham, Connie Anderson]

Anderson, Deborah
[FLUTE]
Buena Vista Coll.

Anderson, Dennis
[S Potter]

Anderson, Donald L.
[Coll]
Keller, TX 76248. Peabody Cons.

Anderson, Eileen
[AB]
Anderson, Elizabeth
Fresno, CA 93704. [NFA92]

Anderson, Helen Woolston
B.k.m

Anderson, Ian
Performs with “Jethro Tull”. [NFA97]

Anderson, Janelle
B.k,b,m
Nora Kile. [N Kile]

Anderson, Jeanne
[see Timm, Jeanne Anderson]

Anderson, John M.
Fayette, MO 65248. BS, George Peabody Coll for Teachers; MA, George Peabody Coll for Teachers; Dipl, Juilliard Sch. Methodist Coll, c1968; Central Methodist College. [AB]

Anderson, Karen
Hays, KS 67601. [AB]

Anderson, Kylie
L/M/B,k,b,m
Girard, PA 16417. Brent Register. [PS, NFA00]

Anderson, Larry
B,k,m
Springfield, VA 22152. Toby Rotman. [PS]

Anderson, Lauren
M/B,k,b
Charlotte Day, Laurel Ann Maurer. [NFA98]

Anderson, Lisa
M/B,k
Joyce Bennett. [J Bennett]

Anderson, Mary H.
B,k,b,m
Essexville, MI 48732. Nelson Hauenstein, Albert N. Tipton, Paul A. Hockstad, Israel Borouchoff. Saginaw Valley St U, c1975-. Saginaw Symph, 2. Founder/director Delta Flute Choir. [NFA88-95,97-98,00, AB, LK, Coll]

Anderson, Marylen
Kansas City Civic Orch. [LK]

Anderson, Mason Bond
Fort Collins, CO 80521. Fort Collins Symph, ex. [AB]
**Anderson, Norma F. Brainard**  
B.k.m  
[NFA98-99, AB, LK, I68, Coll]  
Chattanooga Symph, pc, c1968-; Chattanooga Opera Orch.

---

**Anderson, Oscar**  
L  
[NEC]  
Georges Laurent.

---

**Anderson, Rachel**  
[LK]  
Boring, OR 97009. Vancouver Symph, pr.

---

**Anderson, Ruth**  
[AB]  
New York, NY 10014.

---

**Anderson, Shelly Ann**  
[AB]  
South Bend, IN. South Bend Symph, pc.

---

**Anderson, Stephanie**  
M/B.k,m  
[NEC, NFA81]  
DC. Toshiko Kohno, Carl Tucker.

---

**Anderson, Trudi**  
M/B.k,m  
[NFA90]  

---

**Andersson, Matti**  
[PS]  

---

**Andon, Sara**  
[LK, Coll]  
Glendale, CA 91203. U of Redlands, 1995-. San Bernardino Symph, 2; Redlands Symph, pr.

---

**Andranaco, Dominick**  
L  
[NEC]  
*New England Cons.* Lois Schaefer.

---

**Andreola, Katherine**  
L/M/B.k,b  
[NFA98]  
(b. Moorestown, NJ?) Beverly Joan Pugh-Corry, Mary Willinghanz.

---

**Andres, Rebecca Tryon (Magg)**  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA79,83-85,87,89-91,94-95,97-98,00]  
Andrew, Nancy Jean  L/M/B,k,m [PS, NFA85,89,92,95-96,98-99,01-02, RWS] Youngstown, OH 44512. BA/BM, U of New Mexico; MM, SUNY-Stony Brook; DMA, Peabody Cons. Robert Willoughby, Samuel Baron, Frank Bowen, Marcel Moyse, Thomas Nyfenger, William L. Montgomery. Youngstown St U; Virginia Commonwealth U. Warren Phil Orch; Annapolis Symph.

Andrew, Sarah [see Wilson, Sarah Andrew]

Andrew, Winnifred [see Simonetti, Winnifred Andrew]


Andrus, Dede L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA98] Provo, UT. CSU-Fullerton; Brigham Young U. Sherrie Parker, John Barcellonna, Erich Graf.
Andrus, Gretel                  [see Shanley, Gretel Yvonne Andrus]

Anfinson, Rollie                [T Collins]

Ang, Terry                      [D Tan]

Angevine, Patricia              L/M/B.k,m      [NFA84]

Angus, Jan Harbaugh             M/B,k,m        [PS, NFA98, LK, Coll]

Ansell, Bonney K. Rush          [NFA98]

Antas, Linda                    L/M/B,k,b,m    [NFA00]

Anthony, Doriot                 [see Dwyer, Doriot Anthony]

Antonacci, Anthony               B.k          [AB, I68, I72, A Lesueur]

Anway, Kim                      [AB]
                                  Clinton, NY.  Utica Symph, pc.

Aoki, Akira                     M            [NFA80,82,88,92]
                                  Tokyo, Japan.  Tokyo Nat'l Acad of Arts. Tadao Yamada, Tamotsu Ohata, Masao Yoshida, Marcel Moyse. Ueno Gakuen Coll; Masashino U of Mus; Ueno Gakuen Coll. Tokyo Phil Orch; Kyoto City Orch.

Aoki, Hiroshi                   M            [NFA76,88,90,92,95-96,00,02]

Apalian, Ann                    L/M/B.k       [AB]
                                  BS, Juilliard Sch; MM, Manhattan Sch of Mus. Byron Hester, William Kincaid, Marcel Moyse. Manhattan Sch of Mus, 1959-.

Apple, Cathie                   [LK]
                                  Las Vegas Phil, 2.
Apple, Katie
B.k,b
Jean Brand Hayes. [J Hayes]

Arai, Asaka
L/M/B,k,b
Naucalpan, 53910 Mexico. U of Hartford; MM, SUNY-Stony Brook; DMA, SUNY-Stony Brook. John Wion, Samuel Baron, Keith Underwood. [NFA97,02, JWS, J Wion]

Arakawa, Hiroshi

Aranoff-Duncan, Mari
L/M/B,k,m
San Jose, CA 95136. BA, CSU-Northridge. Norman Michea, Gretel Shanley, Victor Morosco. [NFA88]

Araujo, Savio
B.k
Conservatorio Dramatico e Musical de Tatui; MA, Queens Coll-CUNY. Keith Underwood. [K Underwood]

Archer, Hal
M/B,k
Hartsdale, NY 10530. Frances Blaisdell. [N Toff]

Archer, Mary Ann
L/B,k,b

Ardila, Juan Manuel
M/B

Argenziano, Jesse C.
L/M/B,k,b,m

Arista, Deanna Johnson
L/M/B,k,b,m

Arita, Masahiro
Toho Music Acad, 1972; Royal Cons-Brussels; Soloist Dipl, Royal Cons-Hague, 1977. Barthold Kuijken. Toho Music Acad. [NFA01]
Ariza, Jorge  M/B,k,b [G Dondi]
Gabriel Goni Dondi.

Arizpe, Marielena  [NFA88]
Mexico. Fine Arts Sch of Mus-Mexico City.

Arlington, Charles  [L Carlini]

Arma, Paul  [L Bulmer]

Armer, Robert J.  [AB]
Los Angeles, CA 90066. Compton Civic Symph, pr.

Armor, Kelly  L/B,k [PS, NFA81,00]

Arms, Isabel  [NEC]

Arms, Janet  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA83, LK, JWS, Juil]

Armstrong, Beth  L/M/B [NFA87,88]

Armstrong, Carolyn  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA79]
U of N Texas. George Ellers Morey, Jr., Pamela Jackson Youngblood, Rita Almond, Claire Johnson, Kareen Britt.

Armstrong, Donald  [D Mitchell]

Armstrong, Eleanor Duncan  B [NFA91-92,96,98,00,02, AB, Juil]

Armstrong, Jennifer  L/M/B,k,b,m [PS, NFA00]
Armstrong, Lillian Stevens  
M/B,k,m  
[NFA91,Coll]
Annapolis, MD 21401.  *BM, U of Michigan; MM, Cleveland Inst of Mus.*  
Nelson Hauenstein, Maurice Sharp, Britton Garrison Johnson, Marcel Moyse.  
Trinity Coll (DC), 1980s-90s.

Armstrong, Robin  
L/M/B.k,b  
[Coll, D Cherry]
Minneapolis, MN.  Diana Butler Cherry.  S Dakota St U, 1993-95.

Armstrong, Roger  
[Coll, D Cherry]
Cardiff, Wales.

Armstrong, Sue  
L/M/B.k,b  
[JWS]
John Wion.

Arnegard, Virginia Hicks  
[P Swanson]

Arnheim, Yossi  
[NFA97]
(b. 08/26/1955 - Tel Aviv, Israel)  
*Rubin Acad of Mus-Tel Aviv, 1980; Hochschule für Musik-Munich, 1983.*  
Uri Toeplitz, Paul Meisen.  
Rubin Acad of Mus-Tel Aviv.  
Israel Phil Orch, pr.

Arnold, Helene L.  
[AB]
Laurelton, NY 11413.

Arnold, Jean  
[NFA91]
Washington, DC.  *Shenandoah Cons; Rice U.*  
N Virginia Comm Coll.

Arnone, Francesca Marielena  
[L/M/B,k,b,m]  
[NFA99,01, LK, KBJ, Coll]
Pocatello, ID 83201.  *BM, Oberlin Coll, 1988; MM, San Francisco Cons; DMA, U of Miami.*  
Robert Willoughby, Julia Bogorad-Kogan, Timothy Day, Sandra Church, Christine Nield-Capoti.  
Idaho St U, 2001-.  
Palm Beach Opera Orch, pc; Southwest Florida Symph, pc; Florida Phil Orch; Florida West Coast Symph; Boise Phil, 2.

Aronovici-Davis, Susan L.  
[M]  
[NFA92]
(b. 05/04/1963 - Los Angeles, CA) Rome, GA 30165.  
*BM, San Francisco St U, 1986; MM, San Francisco St U, 1990; San Jose St U.*  
Isabelle Chapuis Starr.  
Public Sch. Rome Symph.

Aronowitz-Robertson, Jackie  
[L/M/B,k,m]  
[Coll, D Cherry]
Redlands, CA 92374.  Philip J. Swanson, Jim Walker.  
San Bernardino Valley Coll, 8 yrs.  
Inland Valley Symph, ap/pc.

Aronson, Stanley  
L/B,k,b  
[AB, I68, I72]
James Pappoutsakis, Julius Baker, John R. Wummer.  
U of Hartford, 1952-?.  
Hartford Symph, 1952-72+; Glenn Miller Orch, 1938; David Rose Orch, 1943-45.


Arseneault, Jennifer   L/M/B,k,b,m   [NFA00] Julie Stone, Susan Barna Ayoub.


Artinian, Arto   L/B,k,b,m   [NFA92, Juil] Juilliard Sch, prep; Eastman Sch of Mus; Queens Coll.  Stefan Pashev, Lisa Maron, Bradley Garner, Anne Harrow.


Asako, Tomoe   [NFA92]


Ash, Deborah Rebeck   M/B,k,b.m   [NFA97,00] Ann Arbor, MI 48103.  DMA, U of Michigan, 1999.  Leone Buyse, Fenwick Smith, Keith W. Bryan, Nelson Hauenstein, Ramona V. Dahlberg Pitts.  Plymouth Symph, pr; Ann Arbor Symph; Lansing Symph.

Ashlock, Jennifer   B,k,b,m   [NFA95] (b. TN?) Nora Kile.
Ashmead, Elizabeth E.  B,k,m  [LK, LB]

Ashton, Tamarah  [NFA80]
San Diego, CA 92115.  Lynette Blanchard.

Ashwell, Kim Tyler  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Asin, Nadine  B,k,b  [NFA77,88,00, Juil]

Askin, Margo  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]

Asplund, Bernt  [G Marcusson]

Assimakopoulos, Nina  M  [PS, Coll]
_Hochschule für Musik-Munich; BM, Indiana U._  Peter Lloyd, Paul Meisen.  Houghton Coll, 2001-.

Atherton, Virginia  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA92,01]

Atkins, Elaine  [see Harriss, Elaine Atkins]

Atkins, Reginald  L  [NEC]
Georges Laurent, James Pappoutsakis.

Atkinson, Burnett F.  B,k  [NFA77,79, AB, JW, Curt]
Redlands, CA.  *Curtis Inst of Mus, 1939*.  William Kincaid.  UC-Santa Barbara; Acad of the West; U of Redlands, 1967-68.  Chicago Symph, pc; Philadelphia Orch; Santa Barbara Symph; Minneapolis Symph, pr, 1951-52.

Atkinson, Joyce  [see Hanagan-Atkinson, Joyce]

Atkinson, William C., Jr.  B,k,m  [LB]
Vista, CA 92084.  Joseph A. Mariano.
Atwater, Lorinda  L/B,k,b,m  [NFA92,98]
BM, Brigham Young U. Monte Grutzmacher, Theodore Wight, Susan Goodfellow.

Atwood, Laura
Tucson, AZ. Amherst Coll; PhD, McGill U, compl?

Atys, ?

Atwoyry, Robert  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, LK, T Williams]

Augustsson, Jonas  M  [NFA87]
Gerhard Schaub. Goteborgs Symforlker, pr.

Auld, Carla
Wyckoff, NJ 07481.  [A Chang]

Ausmann, Anna  B,k,m  [NFA97]
(b. North Niles, IL?) Diane Holtje Willis.

Austen, Jill  B.k  [NFA96]

Austin, Betty  [see Hensley, Betty Austin]

Austin, Cathy  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA99]
Dunwoody, GA 30338. BM (voice), U of Tennessee-Knoxville; MM (voice), U of Tennessee-Knoxville. Jane Backstrom Kirchner, Katherine F. Farmer.

Austin, Jessica  [see Glendinning, Jessica Austin]

Austin, Teresa Ann  L/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Ausubel, Lauren  L/B,k,m  [NFA98]
Juilliard Sch, prep; BM/MM, Northwestern U; DMA, SUNY-Stony Brook, compl? Walfrid Kujala, Richard Graef.
Avallone, Julie L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA97]

Averill, Julie L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA96, JWS]

Averitt, Frances Eugenia Lapp M/B,k [PS, NFA87,89,91,94,98, LK, Coll]

Aversano, Lawrence [AB, Coll]

Avidan, Phyllis [see Louke, Phyllis Avidan]

Avinger, Ashley L/M/B,k,b,m [PS]

Avouris, Alice B,k,b,m [NFA86]
BM, Michigan St U; MM, Michigan St U. Alexander Murray, Israel Borouchoff, Paige Brooke.

Axelrod, Janet L/M/B,k,m [NFA88, SBFouse]

Axelrud, Renato [R Wolf]

Ayala, Nancy [LK]
Bakersfield, CA 93308. Bakersfield Symph, pr.

Ayoub, Susan Barna [see Barna Ayoub, Susan]

Ayres, Anna [see Smith, Anna Ayres]

Ayres, Rebecca Pollock L/M/B,k,b [PS]
Ayscue, Ronna
NJ. John R. Wummer.

Azoulay, Ronit

Baasch, Robert J.

Babbit, Myrna

Babcock, Winifred
Georges Laurent.

Babett, Pamela J.

Bable, Lisa Tillis

Babst, Louis

Bacchiocchi, Kristin
Schenectady, NY 12309. Wendy Mehne, Claudia Anderson, Mark Sparks, Martha Aarons. Schenectady Cty Comm Coll, 1999-.

Bacchus, Peter
BFA, SUNY-Purchase; MM (composition), Herbert H Lehman Coll-CUNY. Thomas Nyfenger, Keith Underwood.

Bachelder, Kimberly
[see Helton, Kimberly Bachelder]

Back, Laura Nan Hardy

Backhaus, Evelyn
Omaha, NE 68137. Omaha Symph, pr.
Backstrom, Jane  
[see Kirchner, Jane Backstrom]

Badami, Linda P.  M/B,k,m  [NFA88]  

Badollet, Frank  [JW]  
Pittsburgh Symph, founding 3yrs.

Baefsky, Laurie  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA98,00, LK, Coll]  

Baferos, Demetra "Demi"  [see Fair, Demetra Baferos "Demi"]

Bagin, Francis  [C Brandon]

Bagley, Diane  [NFA80]  
Auburn U. Bootsie Mayfield, Laurence Morgan.

Bahr, Jane Ann  B,k,m  [LB]  
Boyle, MS 38730. Joseph A. Mariano.

Bahr, Mrs. Edward  [AB, I68]  
Williamstown, MA 01267. Berkshire Symph, pc, c1968.

Bahrami, Justin  L/B,k,b,m  [NFA98,02]  

Baigent, Jennifer  [see White, Jennifer Baigent]

Bailey, Christine  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA01, LK]  
Buffalo, NY 14216. Cleveland Inst of Mus. Jeffrey Khaner, Joshua Smith, Martha Aarons, Mary Kay Fink, Carol Wincenc, Keith Underwood, Marina Piccinini. Buffalo Phil, pr, 1995-.

Bailey, Don  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA86,89,96,98-99,02]  

Bailey, Donald L.  M/B,k,m  [NFA91]  


Bailey, Priscilla  [see Ykelenstam, Priscilla Bailey]

Bailiff, Brittani  M/B,k,b,m  [NFA98]  Cindy Henderson.


Baines, Stanley  [J Wion]

Bainter, Rick  [NFA85]  Indiana U.

Bair, Margaret "Peggy"  [NFA02]  Bowie, MD 20715.  US Navy Band (DC), pr.

Baird, Peter  [G Fazakas]

Baird, Sarah  [see Fouse, Sarah Baird]


Baker, Carole  [see Martin, Carole Baker]

Baker, Donna
Rapides Symph, 2.  [LK]

Baker, Elaine  L/M/B,k,b [JWS]

Baker, Eleanor  [see Lawrence, Eleanor Baker]

Baker, Frederick  B  [NT, Juil]

Baker, Helen-Louise  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA01]
Susan Milan, Mary Karen Clardy, Alain Marion, David Butt.

Baker, James Earl  [AB, Coll]

Baker, Janet  [see Dubbs, Janet Baker]

Baker, JoDee  B,k  [PS]
Kathleen Course.

Baker, Julie  [see Martyn-Baker, Julie]


Baker, Kathy

Baker, Milton M.
Harrisburg, PA 17104.  [AB]

Baker, Norma  B,k,m  [LB]
Santa Clara, CA 95050.  Joseph A. Mariano.

Baker, Teresa  [orch survey]
Newark Symph, 1981-84.
Baldwin, Alexandra Molnar-Suhajda

BM, George Mason U.

Balik, Jan

Prague National Theatre Orch.

Balint, Janos


Ball, Eleanor "Elly"

B.k

Acton, MA 01720. Juilliard Sch; De Pauw U. Ruth Freeman Gudeman, Anne Bither Reynolds.

Ball, Roma

B


Ballard, Anne

L/M/B,k,b,m

(b. Phoenix, AZ?) Carol Mellis.

Ballin, Peter T.

BM, U of Miami. De Paul U. Jazz woodwind doubler.

Balogh, David R.

Miami Beach, FL. Miami Beach Symph

Baltz, Betsy

Phil Orch of Indianapolis.

Bambach, Jill

[see Felber, Jill Bambach]

Bamford, Carol Lynn

[see Ward-Bamford, Carol Lynn]

Bamonte, Wendy Karden

OR. Portland St U. Eugene Symph.

Bandy, Richard W.

L/M/B,k,b,m

(b. 05/19/1954 - Minneapolis, MN) Sioux Falls, SD 57104. BS (civil eng), U of Minnesota-Duluth, 1976. Amy Millikan Odland, Jennifer Lynn Pray Hall, Jennifer Hohn.

Bang, Betty

[see Mather, Betty Bang]

Bangle, Lynn

L/M/B,k

(b. Roanoke, VA?) Shari Barbour.


Bannister, Oliver [J Rayworth] Halle Orch, pr.

Bannon, Carmen L/B,k,b,m [NFA80] U of S Florida; U of Oklahoma; U of Michigan. Christine Michelle Smith, Martha Rearick, Keith W. Bryan.

Bante, Teri [NFA95] (b. Smyrna, TN?) Norma G. Rogers.


Barber, Jeannie [SE Linne]

Barber, Lisa L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA97] Central Michigan U. Carol Tallieu, Clement Barone, Jr., Joanna Cowan White.

Barbour, Shari L/M/B,k [L Waddell] Carol Kniebusch Noe.

Barcellona, John M/B,k,b [PS, NFA84-90,92-99,00-01] (b. 02/21/1947 - Los Angeles, CA) Huntington Beach, CA 92646. BM, U of Hartford; MA, CSU-Long Beach; DMA, USC. Harold Bennett, Carl Bergner, John R. Wummer. CSU-Long Beach, 1974-; CSU-Fullerton; Cerritos Coll. Peter Nero & Master Symph, pr; Pacific Symph, pr; Long Beach Symph.


Barclay, Chester [AB] Port Murray, NJ 07865.
Barhardt, Anne
[see Martinoli-Barhardt, Anne]

Barker, Naomi J. B.k.b [PS]

Barkhymer, Lyle Trees [AB]

Barklamb, Leslie [J Wion]

Barkstedt, Carol [see Horne, Carol Barkstedt]

Barlow, Jeremy [NFA85]
Trinity Coll of Mus-London; Accademia Chigiana; Royal Acad of Mus-London.

Barlow, Rebecca [NFA95]

Barna Ayoub, Susan L/B,k,b,m [PS, Coll]

Barnard, Kathryn [LK]
Peninsula Symph.

Barnard, Mary K. [S Barnard]

Barnard, Sarah [NFA98]
(b. AZ?) Mary K. Barnard.

Barnes, Amy Inman L/M/B.k,m [PS]

Barnes, Beth L/M/B.k,b,m [NFA91]
(b. Ellicott City, MD?) Marlee Lindon.

Barnes, Christina [see Bayes, Christina Barnes]
Barnes, Eleanor (Boot)  [AB, I68, J Irwin]

Barnes, Lesa
Port Angeles Symph.

Barnett, Bobby  [Juil]

Barnett, Mrs. Frankie  [AB]
Denver, CO.  Golden Symph

Barnett, Patricia Dunten  [AB, K Borkowski]
Ft. Wayne, IN.  [AB s.v. "Barrett, Patricia Dunten”]

Barnett, Wallace  [AB]
Decatur, IL 62522.  Millikin U, ww, c1968.

Baron, Deborah  [NFA99, LK, Juil, Coll, R Baker]

Baron, Samuel  [NFA76-80,82-87,89,93,96, AB, JW, Juil, Coll]

Barone, Jr., Clement  [NFA76,84,00, AB, JW, J Zook]

Barone, Sr., Clemente  [NT, E Butterfield]

Barquette, Murilo Moss  [NFA95]
Brazil.  BM, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro.  Celso Woltzenlogel.

Barraclaugh, Michelle  [LK]
York Symph.
Barradas, Huascar  
L/M/B,k,b  
[NFA00]  
Eulogio Gomes, Bernard Goldberg, Mirijam Nastasi, Robert Aitken, Michael Schneider, Peter Lukas Graf, Aurèle Nicolet.

Barreda, Amalia  
L/M/B,k,m  
[P Swanson]  
Philip J. Swanson.

Barrère, Georges  
[AB, JW, Juil, NY, N Toff]  
(b. 10/31/1876 - Bordeaux, France; d. 06/14/1944 - Kingston, NY) NY.  

Barrett, Amanda Kimbro  
[NFA02, Coll]  
Greenville, SC 29609.  Bob Jones U, 1980-.

Barrett, Rebecca  
[see Chen, Rebecca Barrett]

Barrett, William Lucas  
[AF]  
(b. 01/04/1847; d. 01/10/1927) Richard Shepherd Rockstro.  Royal Coll of Mus-London, 1883-?  Played an 8-key flute by Carte; later changed to 1867-system flute.

Barron, Charity Ann  
[b. Portville, NY?] Jo Lynn DeGolia.

Barron, Laura  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA00, LK]  

Barrows, Susan  
[see Morrissey, Susan Barrows]

Bartchy-Reinisch, Sue Ann  
L/B,k  
[PS, NFA91,00-01]  

Bartholomew, Charlotte  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA98]  

Bartholomew, Megan  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA98]  

Bartlett, Jo Anne Poole  
L/M  
[NFA90]  
Minneapolis, MN.  BM, Boston U.  James Pappoutsakis, Michel Debost.
Bartlett, Loren

Bartlett, Rosemary  L  [NEC]
New England Cons. Lois Schaefer.

Bartlett, Sarah  [see Cifani, Sarah Bartlett]

Barto, Mary B.  L/M/B,k,b  [PS]

Barton, Karl S.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA95,98,00-01]
(b. 1964 - Pittsburgh, PA) Tallahassee, FL 32308. BM, Duquesne U; MM, U of Akron; MM/DMA, Florida St U. Martin Lerner, Wendy Webb Kumer, George S. Pope, Charles Delaney. Thomas U.

Barton, Mark Q.  M/B,k  [AB, FLUTE]

Barton-Brown, Diane  [LK]
Houston, TX 77030. Houston Civic Symph, pr/pc.

Barwell, Nina  L/B  [NFA93,02, LK, V Jicha]
Watertown, MA 02472. BM, New England Cons; MM, SUNY-Stony Brook; Fulbright. James Pappoutsakis, Jean-Pierre Rampal, Samuel Baron. Tufts U; New England Cons, ext division; U of Wisconsin-Stevens Point; Ohio U. Nashua Symph, 2.

Barzenick, Walter  [AB]

Basham, Leelo  [LK]
Naples Phil.

Bass, Erica  B,k,b,m  [K Farmer]

Bass, Jeraldine  [L Lewis]
Louis W. Lewis.


Bath, Rebecca [see Schott, Rebecca Bath]


Bauer, Lybi  B,k,b [NFA76, I Simonsen-Davis] (b. Fort Lauderdale, FL?) Florida Atlantic U. Julius Baker, Geoffrey Gilbert.


Baughan, Charlene [see Romano, Charlene Baughan]

Bauman, Alice  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Bauman, Evan  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Bauman, Joan Marie  M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA 89-90,93-95,97]

Bauman, Laurie  M  [NFA76]
(b. Melbourne, FL?) Nancy Clew. Brevard Symph.

Bauman, Nancy  L/B,k  [PS]

Bauman, Stacy  [NFA98]

Baumgaertel, William  [JW]
Saint Louis Symph, pr, 1897-02.

Baumgarten, Jonathan  B  [Juil]

Baxter, Barbara  [orch survey]
Newark Symph, 1971-78.

Baxter, Elise  [see Moenning, Elise Baxter]

Baxter, Harry  [AB, N Toff]
[AB s.v. "Baxter, H"]

Baxtresser, Jeanne  M/B,k,b  [NFA86,93,97,99,02, AB, JW, I72, Juil, D Powell]
Bayes, Christina Barnes  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA02]

Bayley, Jonathan  M/B,k,b  [PS, Coll]

Bayliss, Gail  [AB]
Sarasota, FL 33578.  West Coast Symph.

Beach, Connie  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA99,01-02]
Indian Trail, NC 28079.  BM, U of Memphis; MM, U of Memphis.  Paul B. Eaheart, Murray W. Panitz, Bruce Erskine, Benoit Fromanger, Kathleen Chastain Debost, Jan E. Gippo.  Germantown Symph; Tupelo Symph; Memphis Symph; Charlotte Symph.

Beach, Susan  [Coll]
Des Moines Area Comm Coll, ww.  Oboist.

Beal, Ellen  [NFA95]

Beale, John  [AF]
(b. c1776; d. c1830) Johann Baptist Cramer.

Beaman, Teresa  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA88,92,95-99,00]
Fresno, CA 93740.  BA/MM, Yale U; DMA, SUNY-Stony Brook; Staatliche Hochschule für Musik-Stuttgart.  Thomas Nyfenger, Israel Borouchoff, Samuel Baron, Klaus Schochow, Alexander Murray, Robert Aitken, Andre Jaunet.  CSU-Fresno, 1986-.

Bean, Carole S.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA83,91,93,98,00,02, LK]

Beard, Christine Erlander  L/M/B,k,b  [PS, NFA02]
(b. 10/02/1971 - Chicago, IL) Leander, TX 78641.  BM, Arkansas St U, 1995; MM, U of Texas-Austin, 1998; DMA, U of Texas-Austin, compl? Karl Kraber, Joseph Bonner.
Beard, Elizabeth  
(b. 1982 - Baltimore, MD) *Columbus St U*. Deborah Scarazzo.  

**Beaucoudray, Marc**  

**Beauford, Janice**  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
Aubrey, TX 76227. *PhD, U of N Texas, compl?* Lee Lattimore, Mary Karen Clardy, Jim Walker, Terri Sundberg, Adah Toland Mosello Jones, Mark Sparks, Barthold Kuijken, Chris Krueger, Sandra Miller.  

**Beauman, Warren F.**  
B,k,m  
MI (Nov.-May) and Deland, FL. Joseph A. Mariano.  

**Beauregard, Lawrence**  
[A Papillon, Traversiere]  

**Beaverson, Karen**  
[see Claussen, Karen Beaverson]  

**Beazley, Janet**  
[C Chen]  

**Bebow, Sarah Marchuk**  
B,k  
(b. 01/13/1976 - Flint, MI) *U of Michigan-Flint*. Carol Andersen, Loretta Contino.  

**Beck, Clara**  
[see Mortiboy, Clara Beck]  

**Beck, Emma Mary**  
[see Bergson, Emma Mary Beck]  

**Becka, Karen**  
L/B,k,m  

**Becker, Annette**  
L/M/B,k,b  
(b. Adelphi, MD?) Kathleen Trahan.  

**Becker, Janet**  
L/M/B,k,b,m  

**Beckerman, John**  
Chicago, IL.
Beckett, Edward  
M  
Andre Prieur.  Guildhall Sch of Mus.

Beckler, Roberta  
L/M/B,k,b  
(b. 06/02/1947) Absecon, NJ 08201.  BA, Rowan U.  Patricia Stephenson.  Public Sch, 31yrs.

Beckman, Robert E.  
[AB]  
Lewisburg, PA.  AB, Pennsylvania St U; MA, Bucknell U.  Bucknell U, ww; Susquehanna U.

Beckwith, Walter G.  
[AB, LK, I68]  
Charleston, WV.  Charleston (WV) Symph, pc, c1968; Cherokee Symph.

Bednorz, Leslie  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
CA.  CSU-Fresno; U of the Pacific.  Teresa Beaman, Carol I. Bogen VanBronkhorst, Raymond Fabrizio.

Bedoian, Darlene  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
Fresno, CA.  BA, CSU-Fresno.  Shelly Hanson, Renee Grizzell, Janette Erickson.  Fresno Lyric Opera Orch.

Bedrossian, Aram J.  
[AB, NEC]  

Beeman, Naomi  
B,k,b  
(b. KS?) Sylvia Boyd, Tyra Gilb.

Beer, Hans  
[D Lozano]

Behrens, Joel  
L/B,k,m  

Beichl, Isabel  
[PS]  
Eleanor Roberts.

Beld, Kathleen  
L/M/B,k,b,m  

Belenchia, Giordana  
L/M/B,k,b  
U of Hartford.  John Wion.
Belenko, Steven  L/M/B.k  [NFA90-91,93]

Belford, Phebe  [AB]

Belke, Christian Gottlieb  [AF]
(b. 05/27/1796 – Altenburg, Prussia; d. 07/08/1875 – Altenburg, Prussia)  August Schrock.  Flutist, composer.

Belke, Gottfried  [AF]
Son of Christian Gottlieb Belke.

Bell, Alicia  B.k  [NFA00]
Barbara Ogar, JoDee Baker.

Bell, John Weston  B  [AB, NT]
(b. 1901 - Carbondale, PA) Elmhurst, NY 11373.  Georges Barrère, Clayton Lindsay, Meredith Willson, John R. Wummer.  New York Symph Band, pr; US Navy Band, pr, 5yrs; Goldman Band, pr; Sousa Band, pr/pc, 5 yrs.

Bell, Katie  L/M/B.k,m  [LP Fitzpatrick]
Lynne Priest Fitzpatrick.

Bell, Kenneth  M  [FLMotW]

Bell, Lori  [NFA88]
CA.  Jazz, classical.

Bell, Lynn Ann  [see Zimmerman-Bell, Lynn Ann]

Bell, Martha  [E Leohrlein]

Bell, Mary Holzer  L/M/B.k,m  [T Reed]

Bell, Sebastian  [H Lang, G Lees]
Gareth Morris.  Guildhall Sch of Mus; Royal Acad of Mus-London.
Bell, Susan  
L/M/B.k.b,m  
*BM, U of Cincinnati.* Kyril Magg.

Bell, Vicki  
Sacramento, CA 95818.

Bellon, Florence Bert  

Benedict, Robert A.  
Ridgefield, CT. Norwalk Symph.

Bengtson, Jan  
M  

Benke, Sandra  
Spring, TX 77380. Woodlands Symph.

Ben-Meir, Elizabeth Dowler  
B.k.m  

Ben-Meir, Shaul  
M/B,k.m  

Bennett, Ann  
[see Edwards, Ann Bennett]

Bennett, Arllys  
[see Filmer-Bennett, Arllys F.]

Bennett, Betty Shipman  
L/M/B,k.m  
*BS, U of N Carolina-Chapel Hill.* Lamar Stringfield, Ronald Lee Waln.

Bennett, Bob  
B  
*Cleveland Inst of Mus?* Meredith Willson. Public Sch; CSU-Fresno.

Bennett, Harold Marsh  
B.k  
Bennett, Joanne K. B,k  [AB, I68, J Wion]

Bennett, Joyce M/B,k  [PS]

Bennett, Margaret L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA98,02]
(b. Salt Lake City, UT?) Brigham Young U. April Diane Clayton.

Bennett, Michie M  [NFA94]

Bennett, William M  [NFA76,81,85,89,94,97,02, AB]

Bensing, Brian  [NFA02]
Concord, CA 94521. BA, Biola U; MA, San Jose St U.

Benson, Jan L/B  [NFA87-88, orch survey]

Benson, Jean M/B,k,b,m  [PS, Coll]

Benson, Karen L/B,k  [NFA83]
(b. Madison, NJ?) Virginia McGann Schulze-Johnson.

Benson, Laurie L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA89, FLMotW]

Benson, Ronda  [see Ford, Ronda Benson]

Bent, Jane M/B,k,m  [NFA91-92]
Bentley, Judith Cook   L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA83-88,93-98,02, AB, KBJ]

Benton, Thomas   L/B  [Juil, NEC]

Ben-Tovim, Atarah   [G Morris]

Benvenuto, Theresa   L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]
U of Hartford.  John Wion.

Ber, Andrea   [LK]
Northwest (IL) Symph.

Berbiguier, Benoit Tranquille   [AF]

Berdahl, Susan   L/B,k  [NFA90-92]

Berens, Kathleen   [see Rudolph, Kathleen Berens]

Berg, Barbara   [LK]
Helena Symph Society, pr.

Berg, Chuck   [NFA94]
KS.  Flute/sax doubler.

Berg, Jacob L.   B,k  [NFA76-79,82-84,86-87,89,92, AB, JW, I68, 172, Curt, Coll]
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Berg, Sarah  
M/B  
Cynthia Stevens.  

Berger, Diane  
M/B,k,m  
[NFA97]  
(b. Australia) BM, Sydney Cons of Mus; Indiana U. Peter Lloyd, Kathryn Lukas.  

Berger, Francine  
[see Jacobs, Francine Berger]  

Berger, Michele  
MA, CSU-Long Beach.  

Bergey, Milton George  
B,k  
[Curt]  

Bergh, Haakon  
[AB, S Nelson]  
Jules Furman.  

Bergin, Wendy  
L/B,k  
[PS, Coll]  
BM; MM, U of Houston; DMA, U of Houston. Patricia C. Bulber, Byron Hester, Samuel Baron, Harold Bennett. Prairie View A&M U, 1995-.  

Berglund, Donald H.  
M/B  
[AB, Juil]  

Bergman, Andre  
[172]  
Edmonton Symph, c1972.  

Bergner, Carl  
M/B,k,b  
[NFA96, AB, I68, 172, N Toff]  

Bergonzi, Jerry  
[M Kennedy]  

Bergquist, Ariane Nicole  
[see Lueth, Karen Bergquist]  
Syracuse U. Ridgefield Symph; Norwalk Symph.  

Bergquist, Karen  
[see Lueth, Karen Bergquist]  

Bergseth, Pauline  
B  
[Juil]  
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Bergson, Emma Mary Beck  B,k  [Curt]

Berk, Mary  [LK]
Haddonfield, NJ 08033. Phil Orch of S New Jersey.

Berkeley, Madeleine  [see Staunton, Madeleine Berkeley]

Berkenstock, Jean  B,k [NFA84,97, LK, V Jicha, Sublewski, C Hummel]
Evanston, IL 60201. Illinois Wesleyan U. Donald V. Peck. Roosevelt U. Chicago Lyric
Opera, pr; Grant Park Symph, pr; Atlanta Symph.

Berkes, Veronica  [L Gearhart]

Berkley, Heather A.  B,k,m  [LB]
Houston, TX 77024. Joseph A. Mariano.

Berkner, Jane  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA97-99,00,02, Coll]
Akron, OH 44303. George S. Pope, Geoffrey Gilbert, Jeffrey Khaner, Martha Aarons.
Ashland U, 1999-.

Berkstresser, Jean  [AB, I68]
Albuquerque, NM. Albuquerque Symph, c1968.

Berman, David  M/B,k,m  [AB]
Sarasota, FL 34243. Ernest Liegl, Emil Eck, Joseph A. Mariano, Albert N. Tipton.
Ithaca Coll, c1968; Michigan St U. Civic Orch of Chicago; Haifa Symph.

Berman, Ronit  [Traversiere]

Bernabe, Anne Parry  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA98]
BS (chemical eng), U of Utah. Trygve Peterson.

Bernhard, Barbara Jean  [see Breedon, Barbara Jean Bernhard]

Bernhard, Denise  [see Cooksey, Denise Bernhard]

Bernier, Jean-Sebastien  M  [A Papillon]
Andre Papillon.

Bernold, Philippe  [NFA93,95, Traversiere, C Bowie]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>L/M/B,k,b,m</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bernstein, Margaret Jean</td>
<td>L/B,k,m</td>
<td>Oberlin, 1986</td>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Willoughby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berrie, Justin</td>
<td>L/M/B,k,b,m</td>
<td>Solon, OH 44139.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Eastman Sch of Mus, compl?; (economics) U of Rochester. Bonita Boyd, William Hebert, Anne Harrow, Leone Buyse, Mark Sparks, Martha Aarons. New World Symph, sub.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berrios, Reyes</td>
<td>L/M/B,k,b,m</td>
<td>Denton, TX 76201.</td>
<td></td>
<td>BM, U of Central Florida; PhD. Nora Lee Garcia, Bernard Goldberg, Peter Kern. U of Central Florida, 1997-2000.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry, Anna</td>
<td>L/M/B,k,b,m</td>
<td>Marlee Lindon, Ali Ryerson.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jazz, classical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry, Carol</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mt. Rainier, MD.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry, Elisabeth Jayne</td>
<td>L/B,k,b</td>
<td>Juilliard Sch, prep; U of Cincinnati. Bradley Garner.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry, Roxann Seland (Davis)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Anchorage, AK 99517. Anchorage Symph, pr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bert, Florence</td>
<td></td>
<td>[see Bellon, Florence Bert]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertin, Adrienne</td>
<td>L/M/B,k,b,m</td>
<td>Julia Kurz Vasquez.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertolini, Donna</td>
<td></td>
<td>[see Carpenter-Bertolini, Donna M.]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertoluzzi, Pamela</td>
<td></td>
<td>[see Endsley, Pamela Bertoluzzi]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Besosa, Miguel</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>New England Cons. James Pappoutsakis.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beste, Carol Brown</td>
<td>L/B,k</td>
<td>BM, U of Iowa; MM, SUNY-Stony Brook. Betty Bang Mather, Ruth Nielson, Harold Bennett, Thomas Nyfenger, Samuel Baron. American Wind Symph; Cedar Rapids Symph; Delaware Symph, pr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betterton, Juli</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reno Phil.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Beurlagua?, Anthony  L  [NEC]  Georges Laurent.  [handwritten entry: last name uncertain]


Bierden, Emily  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA99]  U of Wisconsin-Madison.  Stephanie Jutt, Susan Barrows Morrissey, Laura Barron, Julia Bogorad-Kogan.


Billington, Robert  
L/B,k  [NFA82]  
BA, N Michigan U; MM, W Michigan U; DMA, U of Illinois-Champaign/Urbana, compl?  

Bilski, Bert  
[AB]  
New York, NY. West End Symph.

Bilyeu, Francile  
B,k,m  [Coll]  

Bimurzaeva, Dinara  
(NFA99)  

Binder, Phyllis  
[Coll]  
Lewis U, 1980s.

Binder, Shelley  
M/B  [NFA92,98-02]  

Bing, Paula  
[AB, SA Kahn]  
Takoma Park, MD.

Bingham, Debrah  
[LK]  
JCC Orch of Greater Washington.

Bingham, E. Edwin  
B,k  [NFA94]  

Bingham, Nancy  
[see Schneeloch-Bingham, Nancy]

Bingham, Tony  
[E Spell]  
England. Dealer only?

Binkowski, Daria  
L/B,k,b  [NFA98]  
Bloomfield, NJ 07003. Susan Deaver.

Binney, Jennifer  
M/B,k,m  [NFA92,94,98,01]  
Birce, Megan  L/M/B,k,m  [PS]
(b. 11/15/1984 - Rocky Mount, NC) Rocky Mount, NC 27804. Beth Ann Steinbrink
Kupsco.

Bird, Marie  [see Garritson, Marie Bird]

Bird, Robert  L  [NEC]
New England Cons. Lois Schaefer. [alternate listing: Richard?]  

Birgisdottir, Gundrun  M/B,k,b  [NFA99]
Iceland. Reykjavik Cons of Mus; Oslo Cons; Ecole Normale de Musique de Paris, 1979.
Manuela Wiesler, Per Oien, Fernand Caratgé, Raymond Guiot, Pierre-Yves Artaud.
Baroque flute.

Birke, Alice  [A Rich]

Birkeland, Poul  M  [AB, J Pritchard]

Birnbaum, Bernard  B,k  [AB, NT, I68, I72, E Hoover]
(b. LaCrosse, WI) San Antonio, TX 78207. Eastman Sch of Mus, att? Emil Opava,

Birrer, Fernando  [Juil]
Inst of Musical Arts, 1922.

Birtle, James P.  L  [NEC]
Georges Laurent.

Biscoe, Helen  L  [NEC]
Georges Laurent.

Biser, Rita Pollock  M/B,k,m  [PS]

Bishko, Markus  M/B,k  [NFA99]
Wasilla, AK 99687. BA, Northwestern U; MA, New England Cons. John Heiss, Hankus
Netsky, Abby Rabinovitz, Ran Blake, Joseph Maneri, George Russell, Paula Robinson.
Klezmer flutist, composer.

Bishop, Dyann  [LK]
Arlington, VA 22204. Georgetown Symph, pc.
Bishop, Greg           L/M/B,k [NFA82]

Bishop, Jean           [LK]
Lake Zurich, IL 60047.  Elgin Symph, pr.

Bishop, Ricky          [Coll]
NE Mississippi Comm Coll, 1979-81; NE Mississippi Comm Coll, Dir bands.

Bishop, Scott T.       [NFA92]

Bissing, Petrowitsch   [RE Fair]

Biteur, Catherine      [Traversieri]

Bither, Anne           [see Reynolds, Anne Bither]

Bitter, John           B,k [Curt]

Bitterman, Hannah      B,k,m [PS, NFA00]

Bitting, Edgar T.      [K Brion]
Harrisburg Symph, 1950.

Bjerregaard, Carl      [S Hess, D Reedy]
FL.  Florida St U; Public Sch; E Michigan U.

Bjornstad, Kay         [see Sahlin, Kay Bjornstad]

Black, Nellie          L/B,k [NFA98]
(b. Houston, TX?) Teresa Hrachový Grawunder.

Blackburn, Gregory     L/M/B,k,b,m [K Barnes, V Jicha]

Blackburn, Helen       L/B,k,b,m [NFA97.99-00]
Blackledge, Beth
Des Moines, IA 50322. Des Moines Symph, c1968. [AB, I68]

Bladet, Robert
[ST Stokes]

Bladzik, Jason
B,k [NFA97]
Donald V. Peck.

Blaine, Martha Todd
Brooklyn, NY 11215. [AB]

Blaisdell, Frances (Williams) M/B,k [NFA82,86-81-92,94, JW, Juil, N Toff]

Blake, Deborah B
BM, Juilliard Sch, 1991. Samuel Baron. [Juil]

Blake, Ran
[M Bishko]

Blakeman, Edward
U of Lancaster; Royal Coll of Mus-London. Royal Coll of Mus-London. BBC Radio 3 Program. [NFA84,86]

Blakey, Susan
[J Sleeper]

Blalock, Kristen Lara L/M/B,k [NFA90]
(b. Roanoke, VA?) Shari Barbour.

Blanchard, Ellen L/M/B,k,b,m [D Fair]
Katherine Borst Jones, Walfrid Kujala.

Blanchard, Genevieve [Traversiere]

Blanchard, Lynette [AB]

Blanchard, Richard B [NFA98]
Edwin Putnik.
Blanchett, Mary G.  
San Antonio Coll, 1994-.

Blanje, Jean  
[Coll]

Blank, Virginia  
[Coll]
Blanje, Jean  
[Coll]

Blanquet, Gaston  
[AB, Dorgeuille]
(b. 1877; d. 1962) Paris, France.  
Played gold Rudall-Carte flute.

Blaszycky, Bonnie  
[see Woodward, Bonnie Blaszycky]

Blau, Andreas  
[C Fleming, N Machinaga]

Blau, Juliet  
[B, k, m]  
[NFA80]
(b. Westport, CT?) Candace Channing.

Blavet, Michel  
[NG, AF]
(b. 03/13/1700, Besançon, France; d. 10/28/1768, Paris, France)  Paris Opera Orch.

Bledsoe, Helen  
[L/M/B, k, b, m]
(b. 1965 - Aiken, SC)  
BA, U of Pittsburgh; MM, Indiana U; Artist Dipl, Sweelinck Cons.
Bernard Goldberg, Peter Lloyd, Kathryn Lukas, Harrie Starreveld, Aurèle Nicolet, Robert Dick.  
U of Pittsburgh; Indiana U, TA.  Charleston (SC) Symph; Pittsburgh Civic Orch;  
Owensboro Symph.

Blessing, Sue  
[L/B, k]  
[PS, NFA99]
(b. 12/26/1948 - Jackson, MI) Lexington, MA 02421.  
n.d., Indiana U.  George Opperman, Harry Houdeshel.  Alto/contralto flute specialist..

Bliss, Lois  
[see Herbine, Lois Bliss]

Bliss, Marilyn  
[L/B, k]  
[NFA89,95,02]
(b. 1954 - Cedar Rapids, IA) Jackson Heights, NY 11372.  

Bloch, Heidi  
[M/B, k, m]  
[NFA76,77]
(b. Miami, FL?) U of Florida.  Sarah Baird Fouse, Christine Walder.

Blocki, Kathryn  
[L/M/B, k]  
[NFA00,02]
James J. Pellerite, Eric Hoover, Samuel Baron, Bernard Goldberg.
Blodgett, Megan  L/M/B.k,b,m  [LP Whatcott]
Lisa Poll Whatcott.

Bloom, David  B.k,b  [AB, Juil]
Broadcasting Corporation Symph.

Bloom, Peter S.  L/B.k,m  [NFA79,93]
Somerville, MA 02144.  BA (phil), Boston U; MM, New England Cons; Longy Sch of
Mus.  James Pappoutsakis, Robert Willoughby, Karlheinz Zoeller, Carol Hunt Eppele,
David Hart, Stephen Preston, Sandra Miller.  Northshore Phil.

Blose, Bridgett  L/B.k  [N Bauman]
Nancy Bauman.

Blough, Jeri  B.k,m  [D Mitchell]
Dwain M. Mitchell.

Blumberg, David C.  [FLUTE]
Bryn Mawr Coll, ww.

Blumenthal, Amy Rice (Young)  L/M/B.k.b,m  [PS, NFA82-83,85,88-94,96-02]
MM, U of Michigan, 1975.  Alden C. McKinley, Jean-Pierre Rampal, William Bennett,

Blunck, Victor  [JL Hall]

Bluteau, Denis  M  [Coll, KB Rudolph]
(b. 02/20/1964) Longueuil, QU Canada.  MM, U of Montreal.  Robert Langevin.  U of
Montreal, c1990-; McGill U.  Vancouver Symph, 2,1993-95; Montreal Symph, ap, 1995-.

Bly, Randi Jean  L/M/B.k,b  [NFA80]
Centreville, VA 20121.  Shenandoah Cons.  Harold Bennett, Julius Baker, Carol
Kniebusch Noe.  U of Richmond.  Richmond (VA) Symph.

Boalton, Vineeta  [see Schweitzer, Vineeta Boalton]

Boatright, Harvey E.  L/M/B.k,m  [NFA99, AB, I68, I72, B Jacobsen]
Dallas, TX 75220.  Colorado Coll; Denver U; MM, New England Cons.  Doriot Anthony
Dwyer, Frederick Baker, James J. Pellerite.  Dallas Symph, 1960-99+; Denver Symph;
Colorado Springs Symph; Springfield (MA) Symph.
Bobbitt, Nathaniel [NFA94]

Bobenhouse, Betsy L/M/B.k,b,m [PS]
(b. 12/03/1957 - Omaha, NE) Lincoln, NE 68510. MM, U of Nebraska-Lincoln. John Bailey, David van de Bogart, Julia Bogorad-Kogan.

Bobic, Karen M. B.k [W Mayhall]

Bobo, Ann B.k.m [LK, R Hester]
Lexington, MA 02421. Fenwick Smith. Springfield (MA) Symph, 2; Pro Arte Chamber Orch.

Bobrowsky, Juliet M. B.k,b [J Baker]
Julius Baker.

Bobzien,? [AB]

Boda, Eleanor V. Saabel B.k.m [NFA87]
Greenville, SC 29617. BM, Eastman Sch of Mus; Florida St U; W St Coll of Colorado. Joseph A. Mariano. Furman U. Greenville Symph.

Bodden, Bruce [LK]
Spokane Symph, pr.

Boddington, Joanna [P Dydnansky]

Boehl, Levina M. B.k [AB, Curt]

Boehm, Theobald [AF]
(b. 04/09/1794 – Munich; d. 11/25/1881 – Munich) Johann Nepomuk Capeller, Joseph Graz. Flutemaker, designer, and innovator.

Boenke, Heidi [NFA95]
Portland, OR. Oberlin Coll; U of Oregon.

Boettcher, Kendra L/M/B.k,b,m [PS]

Bogausch-Webb, Shelley B.k,b [PS]
(b. 10/24/1973 - NY) BS, Coll of St Rose; MSEd, Coll of St Rose. Julius Baker, Tor Shekerjian. Public Sch.
Bogen, Carol

[see Van Bronkhorst, Carol I. Bogen]

Boggio, Shelby

L/B,k

[b. 02/22/1945 - New York, NY] Santa Fe, NM 87501. BS, Mannes Coll of Mus; MM, Syracuse U; DMA, Boston U. John R. Wummer, Harold Bennett, James Pappoutsakis. Coll of St Rose; Coll of Santa Fe; Stonehill Coll.

Boggs, Martha Daniel

[AB]


Bogorad-Kogan, Julia

L/M/B,k,m

[PS, NFA84,89, LK, Coll]


Bohnet, Andra Cook

L/M/B,k,m

[PS, NFA94-95,99-02, LK, Coll, FLMotW]


Boissiere, Jean-Marc

[Traversiere]


Bok, Josef

[Z Bruderhans]

Prague Acad of Mus.

Boland, Amy

L/M/B,k,b,m

[NFA98]

U of Iowa. Tadeu Coelho, Anita Miller-Rieder, Betty Bang Mather, Janice Dockendorff Boland.

Boland, Janice Dockendorff

L/M/B,k,b,m

[PS, NFA79,86-87,89-98,00-01]


Bolander, Peggy

[AB]

Walla Walla, WA 99362.

Boldin, Deborah Anne

[Peabody]

Oak Creek, WI 53154. Peabody Cons.
Boldt, Amy

[see Miller, Amy Boldt]

Bolen, Charles W.  
M/B,k,m  [AB]
(b. 09/23/1923) Normal, IL 61761.  BME, Northwestern U; MM, Eastman Sch of Mus; PhD, Indiana U.  Ernest Liegl, Joseph A. Mariano.  U of Montana, c1968; E Illinois U; Ripon Coll.  Missoula Symph, pr.

Bolen, Deana  
B,k,b,m  [D Bolen]

Bolger, James  
L/M/B,k  [NFA76]

Bolles, Robert  
B  [NT, Juil]
Dipl, Juilliard Sch, 1931; Dipl, Juilliard Sch, 1932.  Georges Barrère, Arthur Lora.

Bollinger, Marjorie  
L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA99-00, JWS]
Everett, MA 02149.  John Wion, Martha Rearick.

Bolman, Paul  
[ R Dayton]

Bolton, David  
[AB, I68]
Longmont, CO.  Boulder Phil, pr, c1968.

Bomar, William S.  
B,k,b  [Baker]
Julius Baker.

Bonacorso, John  
[AB]
Toms River, NJ 08753.  Garden State Phil.

Bonaventura, Annick  
[Traversiere]

Bond, Corrie  
L/M/B,k,b  [PS]

Bond, Mrs. Bronwell  
[AB, I68]
Milton, WI.  Beloit-Janesville Symph, pc, c1968.

Bondi, Ardith  
M/B,k,b,m  [NFA89,96]
Bondurant, Kathleen   M/B,k,b,m   [NFA86]
Austin, TX 78767. BS, Ball St U; MS, New York U; PhD, New York U. Julius Baker, Gerardo Levy, James Galway.

Bondy, Charlsie Jane  L/M/B,k,b,m   [NFA01]
Houston, TX 77095. U of Houston. Kimberly Walter-Clark.

Bone, Terry J.  L/M/B,k,b,m   [NFA90]

Bone-Markwick, Amanda Lee  L/M/B,k,b,m   [NFA01]
Bloomington, IN 47404. BM (flute/french), Indiana U; MM, Indiana U. Joseph Bonner, Kathryn Lukas, Thomas J. Robertello III, Barbara Kallaur.

Bonner, Joseph  L/M/B,k   [NFA90]
Jonesboro, AR 72401. Harold Bennett, Byron Hester, Eric Hoover, John Harrison Hicks. Arkansas St U.

Bonney, Rebecca   [see Simon, Rebecca Bonney]

Bonnici, Michele  L/M/B,k,b,m   [PS]

Bonny, Cynthia  L/M/B,k,b,m   [NFA82]

Bonora, Paola   [Traversiere]

Bonsel, Adriaan  [AB]

Bontron, Florent   [Traversiere]

Boo, Georges  [AB]

Boodell, Mary Northcott  L/B,k,m   [LK, KBJ]
Book, Lisa  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA99,02, LK]
Haltom City, TX 76137.  Mary Karen Clardy, George Ellers Morey, Jr., Jean Weger Larson, Judith Mendenhall.  Fort Worth Civic Orch; New Phil Orch of Irving; Northeast Texas Symph, pc/2.

Booker, Lisa  
L/M/B,k,b  
[NFA88]
(b. San Francisco, CA) Teresa Beaman, Raymond Fabrizio.

Boon, Sonja  
M  
[NFA98]

Boone, Mary  
[LK]

Boone, Sarah  
[MB Norris]

Boonshaft, Martha  
L/M/B,k,b  
[JWS]

Boot, Eleanor  
[see Barnes, Eleanor (Boot)]

Bopp, ?  
[AB]
Paris, France.

Bordt, Marian  
[AB]

Borella, Alycia  
[see Hugo, Alycia Borella]

Boren, Michael Evans  
L/B,k,m  
[KBJ]

Borenstein, Johanna  
L/M/B,k,b  
[JWS]

Borgmann, Kathy  
L/M/B,k,m  
[FLMotW]
Indianapolis, IN.  Rebecca J. Price Arrensen.

Borkowski, Jennifer  
[LK]
Riverside Symphonia, pc; Princeton Symph, ex.
Borkowski, Kay Kaiser         L/B,k          [AB, Coll]  

Borling, Thomas Carling        [AB]  
(b. 06/27/1942 - Cleveland, OH) Atchison, KS 66002. BM, U of Dayton; MM, Indiana U. St Scholastica, composition/piano.

Borouchoff, Israel            B,k,b          [NFA76-80,84,86-87, AB, JW, I68, Juil, Coll]  

Borouchoff, Sharon            [G Griffore]  

Borst, Katherine              [see Jones, Katherine Borst]  

Boschee, Sharon               [Coll]  
Grand Forks, ND 58201. Valley City St U, 1997-98.

Bossart, Eugene               [B Wimunc-Pearson]  

Bost, Lisa                    [NFA97,01]  
(b. Lewistown, MT?) Lewistown, MT 59457. Lynette Larson.

Boston, Nikia                 L/B,k          [S Kamalidiin]  
Saïs Kamalidiin.

Bottazzini, Vieri             M/B,k,b          [PS]  

Botterbusch, Karen            M/B,k,m          [PS, LK]  

Bottje, Joyce Thompson        B          [NT, Juil]  
Bottje, Will Gay
B,k,m

Boucly, Philippe
[V Csillag]

Boudrot, Danielle
L/B,k,m

Boughey, Gloria
L

Boulton, John B.
B,k,m

Bourdin, Roger
M

Bourek, Arnost
studied in Prague.

Bourge, Maurice
[J Thomsen]

Bourne, Alan
[J Rayworth]

Bourne, S.?
[L Bulmer]

Bourquin, Joanne Ennis
La Quinta, CA 92253.

Boustany, Wissam
M

Bove, John
[I Gross]

Bove, Joseph Henry
B
Dipl, Juilliard Sch, 1923; Dipl, Juilliard Sch, 1925. Georges Barrère.

Bowen, Ashley
L/M/B
(b. Pittsburgh, PA?) Wendy Webb Kumer.
Bowen, Frank  M/B,k,m [NFA85-87,89,92, AB, I68]  

Bowen, Rhonda  [see Davenport, Rhonda Bowen]

Bower, Michelle  [NFA85]
Alice McGonigal.

Bower, Patricia  [AB]
Crestline, OH.  Mansfield Symph, c1968.

Bower, Timothy  [NFA01, LK]
Lowell, MA 01851.  BME, Central Michigan U; MM, Central Michigan U.  Melrose Symph, pc.

Bowers, Ardelle Hookins  B,k [NT, Curt, FQ W95-96]  

Bowers, Beth  [NFA81]  
(b. Lafayette, IN?) Harriet Coppoc.

Bowers, Sally W.  [NFA90-96, Coll, C Hummel]  
Winnetka, IL 60093.  BSME, Ohio St U; MM (woodwinds), Ohio St U.  Lake Forest Coll, c1986-.  North Suburban Symph of Lake Forest.

Bowers, Teresa  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA76,00]  

Bowie, Catherine  M/B,k [NFA91]  

Bowlin, Gail  L/B,k [NFA91]  

Bowman, Cheryl  M/B,k,b [NFA88]  
Bowman, Randolph  L/B,k,b  [NFA79,96, JW, LK]
Cincinnati, OH 45230. Julius Baker, James Pappoutsakis. U of Cincinnati; New England Cons, prep; Boston Cons; Brandeis U. Boston Symph; Boston Pops Orch; Cincinnati Symph, pr, 1990-.

Bowyer, Michael  [NFA02]
Arlington, VA 22204. Virginia Commonwealth U; George Mason U.

Boyd, Bonita  L/B,k,m  [NFA77-80,82-87,89-91,96,01, JW, I72, Eman]
(b. 08/01/19?? - Pittsburgh, PA) Rochester, NY 14622. BM, Eastman Sch of Mus. Roger S. Stevens, Joseph A. Mariano, Maurice Sharp. Eastman Sch of Mus, 1977-. Rochester Phil Orch, pr, 1971-84; Chautauqua Symph, pr, 1971-78; Aspen Fest Orch. NFA Past Pres.

Boyd, Cherie  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA90]
(b. St. Paul, MN?) Diane Johnson.

Boyd, Diane  [see Schultz, Diane Boyd]

Boyd, Dorothy  [orch survey]
Wilmington, DE 19808. Newark Symph, pc, 1992-95.

Boyd, Frances  [see Risdon, Frances (Boyd)]

Boyd, Kathleen  [LK]
Boston Phil, pr; Nashua Symph, pr.

Boyd, Linda  [C Hays]
New York, NY 10023.

Boyd, Louise  [AB]
Sarasota, FL 33578. West Coast Symph, pr.

Boyd, Natalie M.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00,02]
Laurel, MD 20724. Kim McCormick, Terri Sundberg.

Boyd, Rebecca  [see Wallen, Rebecca Boyd]

Boyd, Sylvia  [AB]
Topeka, KS 66610. Fort Wayne Phil, c1968.

Boyer, Claire  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA94]
(b. Houston, TX?) Catherine LeGrand.

Boykan, Constance  [S Zohn]

Boyle, Antares "Tara"  L/M/B.k,b  [NFA02]  U of Maryland-Coll Park. Kathleen Trahan.


Boyle, Kelly  [R Young]


Bradford, Melanie  [LK]  Little Orch Society of NY.

Bradley, Beverly Turner  B.k,m  [PS]  (b. 05/30/1934 - Atlanta, GA) Atlanta, GA 30328. BM, U of Cincinatti, 1956. Alfred Fenboque, Charles Bradley, Warren Little. Georgia St U, 2yrs. Atlanta Comm Orch; Band of Atlanta; Atlanta Pops Orch.


Brady, Sarah  L/B.k,m  [Longy]  Longy Sch of Mus. Robert Willoughby.

Bragg, Mrs. Jack  [AB]  Indianapolis, IN. Muncie Symph, c1968.

Brainard, Norma
[see Anderson, Norma F. Brainard]

Brakel, Lisa Elaine Smith  L/B,k,m  [PS]

Brallier, Kathryn  [LK]
Spokane Symph.

Braly, Jane  [AB]
Hastings, NE 68901. Hastings Symph, pr.

Bramblett, Jerry  L/B,k,m  [NFA91]
Whitewater, WI. Yale U; Columbia U-Teachers Coll; Boston U. Robert Willoughby. U of Wisconsin-Whitewater, piano.

Bramlett, Erin  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA99]
(b. Jasper, TN?) Janet Hale.

Bramwell, Janeen  [LK]
Federal Way Phil.

Branal, Herman  [AB]
Jackson Heights, NY 11372.

Branch, Charlene  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA82]
(b. Denver, CO?) Amy Rice Blumenthal.

Brand, Jean  [see Hayes, Jean Brand]

Brandao, Fernando  [NFA93,02]
Cambridge, MA 02139. BM, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiroa; MM, New England Cons; AD, Longy Sch of Mus. Berklee Coll of Mus; Longy Sch of Mus. Flutist, composer.

Brandfoubrener?, Martin  L  [NEC]
New England Cons. Lois Schaefer. [handwritten entry: last name unclear]

Brandon, Christophe  [NFA90]
Brandt, Michelle  [NFA90]
(b. Waterville, WA?) Beth Jensen.

Brandt, Rachelle  L/M/B,k,b,m  [JM Smith]
Janice Smith. Los Angeles Phil, public relations.

Brandt, Rhonda  [see Cummings, Rhonda Brandt]

Brandt, Robert  [AB]
Long Island, NY 11103.

Braniff, Paula  [see Hatcher, Paula Braniff]

Branning, Frances  [LK]
Corpus Christi, TX 78414. Corpus Christi Symph, 2.

Brannon, Carmen  [LK]
Florida West Coast Symph.

Brauchli, Bernard  [P Scherr]

Braude, Judith Sherry  M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Braude, Rachel  L/B,k,b  [NFA86, LK, Juil]
(b. Medford, NJ?) Juilliard Sch, prep? Bradley Garner. Portland Symph, pc/3; Atlantic Chamber Orch; Boston Phil, pc.

Brauer, Betsy Sue Adler  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, KBJ]

Brault, Jean-Guy  [Coll]
U of Ottawa, 1970-.

Braun, Alan  [AB, SA Kahn]
New York, NY 10028.

Braun, Barbara  [LK]
Lynchburg, VA 24502. Lynchburg Symph.
Braun, Eleanor
Willowdale, ON Canada. Hamilton Phil Orch, pc, c1968.

Braunstein, Betty
Duluth Symph, 3.

Braunstein, Bruce E.
Curtis Inst of Mus, 1975.

Breault-Mulvey, Vanessa  L/M/B,k,b,m [PS, NFA01]

Brebach, Raymond  L/M/B,k,m [PS]
(b. 12/19/1946 - Chicago, IL) Havertown, PA 19083. Thomas Howell, Michael Carl Stoune.

Brebnner, Ken  B,k [NFA82]
(b. Kent, WA?) Felix E. Skowronek.

Breckbill, Anita S.  L/M/B,k,m [NFA94]

Breckenridge, Lisa  [NFA97]
(b. Australia) BM.

Brecker, Mary Louise  [see Veremeychik, Mary Louise Brecker]

Breedon, Barbara Jean Bernhard  M/B,k,b [NFA77, AB, I72, Juil]

Breedon, Deborah  B,k,b [J Baker]
Julius Baker.

Breitag, Emily  M/B [PS]
(b. 07/04/1979) Sioux Falls, SD 57103. BME, Augustana Coll, att? Patricia Masek.

Breithaupt, Leela Srinivasan  L/B,k,m [RWS]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brennan, Christine</td>
<td></td>
<td>[NFA98] Kay West.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brentzel, Meg</td>
<td>L/M/B,k</td>
<td>[PS] (b. 09/29/1982 - Sherman, TX) Denison, TX 75020. Priscilla Ochran Holt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett, Adrian</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>[PS] Marcel Moyse.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Briggs, Barbara  [AB]

Briggs, Genevieve  [see Henry, Genevieve E. Briggs]

Briggs, Virginia  [NEC]
Georges Laurent.

Bright, Marilyn  [K Miller]

Brightbill, Elizabeth  M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA93,99,01, LK]

Briglia, Joseph  [AB]
Philadelphia, PA.

Brigliadoro, Marcella  M/B  [Peabody, G Fronzuto]

Brill, Claudia  M/B,k,m  [NFA99]
Gainesville, FL 32608.  BS (pharmacy), U of Florida.  Sarah Baird Fouse.

Brimhall, Jeremy  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]
U of Hartford.  John Wion.

Brink, Sara Grove "Sally"  L/B,k,b,m  [AB, I68, 172, KBJ, RWS]

Brion, Keith  B,k,b  [PS, NFA91, KB Jones]

Britt, Kareen  L/M/B  [PS, NFA01]
(b. 09/19/19?? - Chicago, IL) Dallas, TX 75233.  BM, U of Illinois-Champaign/Urbana; MM, U of Illinois-Champaign/Urbana.  Charles Delaney, Emil Eck, Ralph Johnson, Samuel Baron.  Georgia St U.  Dallas Opera Orch, pc/2, 1989-.

Brittan, Lorna Wren  B  [NT, Juil]
(b. 1915 - Orlando, CA) UC-Berkeley; Susquehanna U; Dipl, Juilliard Sch, 1937.  Georges Barrère.
Brittan, Paul D. B.k.m  [NFA76,87,01, LK, I72, Coll]

Britton, Judith E. L/M/B,k,b,m  [AB]

Broadbent, Jacqueline  [see Flowers, Jacqueline Broadbent]

Broadstock, Brenton  [S Cooke]

Brochot, Nicolas  [Traversiere]

Brock, William  [K Smith]

Brockman, Susan L. L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA91,95]

Brody, Cindy L/M/B,k  [RL Paluzzi]
Rebecca Lile Paluzzi.

Brody, Tod L/B,k,m  [PS, FL.MotW, FLUTE]

Broeckaert, Leopold  [JW]
Saint Louis Symph, pr, 1895; Saint Louis Symph, pr, 1902-04; Saint Louis Symph, pr, 1906-10.

Broer, Marjorie  [see Gallagher, Marjorie Broer]

Brokaw, Margaret Louis  [AB]
Kansas City, MO 64110. BA, Delta St U; BM, MO Valle; MM, Northwestern U. U of Missouri-Kansas City, c1968.
Brokaw, Roberta  L/B,k,m  [PS, NFA76-80,83,89-90, AB, Coll]

Brokmiller, Evgueny  [Md Rasull]
Singapore Symph.

Bromeisl, Hilary  L/M/B,k,m  [FLMotW]

Bromleigh, Richard  [Coll]

Bromley, Richard  [Coll E Spell]

Bronstein, Ena  [J Erickson]

Brooke, Arthur  [NEC, AF]

Brooke, Paige  B,k,m  [NFA82,86, NT, I68, I72]

Brookens, Richard  [C DeMeo]
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33304.

Brookes, Denise Pringle  M  [PS]
John Amadio, Geza Novak, Thomas Pinschof, Leslie Barklamb.

Brooks, Kristin  [see Weinhoffer, Kristin Brooks]

Brooks, Sharon Louise  L/B,k  [NFA94]
CA. MM, San Francisco Cons. Paul Ernest Renzi, Lloyd Gowen. Modesto Symph; Napa Valley Symph; Santa Cruz County Symph.

Broom, John  [AB]
Ft. Wayne, IN 46802. Fort Wayne Phil, pc, c1968.
Brors, Mrs. Daniel
W. Melbourne, FL. Brevard Symph, ex pc.

Brossa, Jean Firmin
Manchester Coll of Mus (England).

Brothers, Cathryn
Monroe, LA 71201. Monroe Symph.

Brothers, Nancy
Upland, CA 91786. West End Symph, pc, c1968.

Brotons, Salvador
(b. 1959 - Barcelona, Spain) *Barcelona Cons.* Barcelona Opera Orch, pr, 1977-85;

Brous, Elizabeth
Ambler, PA 19002. Peabody Cons.

Brouwer, Albert
Springfield (MA) Symph, pr.

Brown, Alison Jane
[see Sinoff, Alison Jane Brown (Freedy)]

Brown, Anne
Port Huron/Sarnia Int’l Symph.

Brown, Bruce
B.k.b

Brown, Carol
[see Beste, Carol Brown]

Brown, Carolyn
Conway, AR 72032. *Wartburg Coll; U of Kansas; U of Missouri-Kansas City; DMA, Eastman Sch of Mus.* U of Central Arkansas-Music. Arkansas Symph, pr; Conway Symph, pr.

Brown, Cornelia Kline
(b. Cleveland, OH) Deerfield, IL 60015. *BME, Northwestern U; MME, Northwestern U.*
American Cons, c1968; N Park U, 1962-68+. Chicago Lyric Opera, pr; North Carolina Symph; Florida Symph.

Brown, Deborah Lee
[see Ragsdale, Deborah Lee Brown]
Brown, Diane
[see Barton-Brown, Diane]

Brown, Elaine
[PS, Coll]
Liberty, MO 64068. William Jewell Coll, c1974-.

Brown, Elizabeth
B,k
[NFA88,92,00, Juil, B Garner]
Metropolitan Opera Orch; New Jersey Symph; Brooklyn Phil. Flutist, composer.

Brown, Elsie
B
[NT]
Georges Barrère.

Brown, Erica
M/B
[NFA02]
Cynthia Stevens.

Brown, Homer A.
[AB]

Brown, Jeanne
[LK]
Camellia Symph, 2.

Brown, Jessica
L/M/B,k,b,m
[NFA98]
Jeanie Pierce.

Brown, Julia
[NFA98]
Brenda Rossow.

Brown, Kay
[G Ribeiro]

Brown, Laura
L/M/B,k,b,m
[J Lander]
Campbellsville, KY. Jessica Lander.

Brown, Lori
L/M/B,k,b,m
[NFA00]
Stacey Steele.

Brown, Mary
[LK]
Grant Park Symph, 2.

Brown, Michelle
[K DeSarla]
Nashville, TN.

Brown, Morgan
[NFA00]
Portland, OR 97229.
Brown, Myrna  L/B,k,m  [NFA77-90, D Ragsdale]
(b. 07/04/1937 - Gridley, CA; d. 11/25/1990) BM, U of Utah; MM, U of N Texas; DMA, U of N Texas, c1981. Roger S. Stevens, William Kincaid, Joseph A. Mariano, John R. Wummer, George Ellers Morey, Jr., Geoffrey Gilbert, Eugene Foster. U of Texas-Arlington; Midwestern St U; U of N Texas. Utah Symph; Arkansas Orch Society; Wichita Falls Symph, pr. Exec Coor NFA.

Brown, Newell Kay  [NFA01, AB]

Brown, Pamela  [see Mason-Brown, Pamela]

Brown, Peter  [NFA91,93]
Peabody Cons; BM, Duquesne U. Pittsburgh Symph; Caracas Phil, cp.

Brown, Rachel  M  [NFA84,95]
Manchester U-England; Royal Northern Coll of Mus. Trevor Wye.

Brown, Rebecca  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Brown, Robert Harold  L/M/B,k,m  [AB]

Brown, Ruth  [see Mayer-Brown, Ruth]

Brown, Samuel  [AB]
New York, NY 10024.

Brown, Shannon  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA98]
Angela Fratturo.

Brown, Thomas  [W Halpin]
Rene LeRoy. Traveled from Dublin to Paris regularly for lessons.

Brown, Wesley A.  [PS]
Torrance, CA. BEE; MSEE. John W. Heitmann. Woodwind doubler: fl/ob/cl.

Browning, Amy  L/B,k,b  [NFA96]
Broz, Cindy Anne Strong  L/B,k,b  [PS, LK, FLMotW]
(b. 12/10/1960 - Salt Lake City, UT) Temecula, CA 92592.  BA, U of Utah, 1983; S Utah St U.  Jane Wadsworth Morrison Lyman, Michael Vance, Claude Monteux.  Inland Valley Symph, pr.

Bruckert, Odile  [Traversiere]

Bruckner, Doris  [see Edrington, Doris Bruckner]

Bruderhans, Zdenek  M  [PS, NFA79,97, AB]
(b. 07/29/1934 - Prague, Czech) Brighton, SA 05048 Australia.  Bacc, Academicke Gymnasium, 1952; Dipl, Prague Cons, 1957; MM, Prague Acad of Mus.  Frantisek Cech, Jan Balik, Josef Bok, Marcel Moyse.  Musicpedagogic Institut-Sweden; U of Adelaide-Australia.  Prague Radio Symph, pr; Basler Radio at Rotterdam Phil, pr.

Brueggen, Frans  [AB, E Spell]
Recorder, traverso.

Brugnoli, Guiseppe  [JW]
Metropolitan Opera Orch, pr, 1913-15+.

Brumberg, Ashley  M/B,k,m  [LJ Snell]
Lucille Johnston Snell.

Brunelle, Frederic  M  [A Papillon]
U of Laval.  Andre Papillon.

Bruner, Elizabeth  [see Castelvecchi, Elizabeth Bruner]

Bruner, Olga  [Coll]
W Maryland Coll, ?-1980.

Brunner, Linda  [LK]
Midcoast Symph.

Bruns, Peggy  [NFA88,97, M Paddle]

Brunski, Amy  [orch survey]
Newark Symph, 1991.
Bruskin, David  
BA, Boston U; MFA, New England Cons.  James Pappoutsakis.

Bryan, Harlan J.  
SW Assemblies of God U, 1999-.

Bryan, Keith W.  

Bryan, Kimberly  
Bensalem, PA 19020.  Nancy Etris, Kazuo Tokito.

Bryant, Joyce Marilyn  
Arden, NC 28704.  BSEd, Ohio U; MME, Florida St U.  Karl Witzler, Joseph A. Mariano.  St Andrews Presbyterian Coll, c1968; Flora MacDonald Coll.  Florence Symph; State Symph of Florida; Fayetteville Symph.

Bryant, Kelly  
Augusta Symph, 2.

Bryant, Linda  
Indiana St U; Florida St U.  Joyce Wilson, Charles Delaney, Geoffrey Gilbert.

Bryce, Pandora  
[SN Zeschin]

Bryington, Lisa Marie  
(b. Valrico, FL?) Valrico, FL 33594.  Martha Rearick.

Buchanan, Pam  
[NT]

Buchanan, Sarah  
Phyllis Hester.

Buchheim, A.  
Chicago Symph. pr, 1895-96.

Buchtel, Bonnie  
[see King, Bonnie Buchtel]

Buck, Eleanor Allen  
Georges Barrère.

Buck, Elizabeth  
Buckler, Christopher
Bk
(b. 04/20/1984 - Clinton, MD) Lake Ridge, VA 22192. Thomas Perazzoli, Janet Memoli.

Buckley, Beth Ross
[see Ross-Buckley, Beth]

Buckwalter, Susan Rote
L/M/B,k,b,m
[PS, NFA01-02]
(b. 05/13/1960 - Bellefonte, PA) Noblesville, IN 46060. BME, Indiana U. Thomas J. Robertello III, Virginia Atherton.

Buczynski, ?
[AB]

Budd, Rebekah
[NFA00]

Buddle, Linda
[AB]
Plattsburg, NY 12901.

Buerger, Julia
M/B,k,b,m
[NFA95]
Miami U. Sandra L. Seefeld.

Buffardin, Pierre Gabriel
[AF]
(b. 1690, Provence; d. 1768, Dresden) Dresden Royal Orch, pr.

Buffington, Barbara
[see Walker, Barbara Buffington]

Buffington, Monica
[orch survey]
Newark Symph, 1982-87.

Buffington, Sally Woodworth
L/B,k
[PS, NEC]

Bugg, Sue Ann Smith
[Coll]

Buglass, Elinor
[PS]

Bulber, Patricia C.
[AB, LK]
Lake Charles, LA 70601. BM, Louisiana St U; MM, Louisiana St U. McNeese St U, c1968. Lake Charles Symph, pr.

Bulbuk, Leslie
L/M/B,k,b,m
[PS, NFA91]
Bulger, Barbara [see Verdile, Barbara Bulger]

Bull, Catherine L/M/B,k,b [NFA95,99,02]

Bullard, Beth L/B,k,m [PS, Coll]

Bulman, Jean Murphy
Vernon, BC Canada. Okanagan Symph, pr, c1968.

Bulmer, Lynne Caroline [PS]

Bunch-Olson, Sandra [see Olson, Sandra Bunch]

Burdick, Christine M/B,k,b [PS]

Burger, Jilene [LK]
Idaho Falls Symph.

Burgess, Charlotte June S. L/B,k,m [NFA87]

Burgess, John [AB, I68, I72]

Burgess, Shelley B,k,b,m [NFA99]
Nora Kile.

Burgos, Gilles [Traversiere]
Burgstahler, Vicki McKay  L/B.k.m  [PS]

Burkall, Colleen  [see Lindquist, Colleen Burkall]

Burkart-Phelan, Lillian  L/M/B.k.b.m  [NFA89,91]

Burke, Chester  [LK]
Baltimore Chamber Orch.

Burke, Diane  [NFA95]
Coralville, IA 52241.  BM, Mankato St U.  Ruth Giles.  Mankato Symph, pr.

Burkhalter, Eddie  L/M/B.k.m  [M Stoune]

Burlet, Emmanuel  [Traversiere]

Burlingame, Linda J.  [AB]
Brockport, NY.

Burlingame, Marshall  B.k.m  [LB]
Waban, MA 02168.  Joseph A. Mariano.

Burmeister, Gretchen  L/M/B.k.m  [MWG Russell]
Marion Russell.

Burnau, John
BM, U of Kansas; MM, U of Kansas; PhD, U of Missouri-Columbia.  U of S Alabama, 1969+.

Burnett, Jean M.S.  [PS]

Burnett, Stacy  [LK]
Railroad, PA 17355.  York Symph.

Burns, Carla  [see Copeland-Burns, Carla]
Burns, Sherry
York, PA 17405. York Symph, pr, c1968.

Burr, Angela T. B,k,m [LB]
Spokane, WA 99205. Joseph A. Mariano.

Burr, Ellen Schimmel L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA88,00]

Burrell, Joni Canupp [L Back]
Rock Hill, SC.

Burris, Anne L/B,k [NFA79]
U of Iowa. Betty Bang Mather.

Burrock, Jan [AB]
St. Joseph, MN.

Burroughs, Kathy Lyman L/M/B,k,b,m [FLMotW]

Burrow, Emilie L/M/B,k,b,m [LP Whatcott]
Lisa Poll Whatcott.

Burrows, Don
Leslie Barklamb. Jazz.

Burrows, Norma [SS Huppert]
Houston, TX 77024. Texas Tech U, 1950s.

Burrows, Sally A. [AB]
Tampa, FL 33611. Tampa Phil, ex, c1968.

Burrs, Leslie B [PS, NFA83]

Bursill-Hall, Damian B,k,m [PS, NFA92,01, JW, LK]

Burt, Leila L [NEC]
Georges Laurent.
Burton, Jodi  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA97]
*Central Michigan U.* Pollee Slimm Lloyd, Joanna Cowan White.

Burton, Mark  
L/M/B,k,m  
[P Swanson]
Philip J. Swanson.

Burton, Mihoko Watanabe  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS, NFA98-02]

Busch, Maria  
[M King]
Orlando, FL 32808.

Bush, Grace (Lori)  
[G Ribeiro]

Bush, Lawrence  
L  
[NEC]
*New England Cons.* James Pappoutsakis.

Bush, Robert  
M/B,k,m  
[E Spell, B Herbert]

Bush, Susan  
B  
[NFA96, Jul]

Bushell, Garvin  
[L Waters]

Bushnell, Peter S.  
B,k  
[NFA99]

Busick, Lisa  
[see Johnson, Lisa Busick]

Busler, Karen  
[NFA01-02, LK]
Memphi, TN 38133. Memphis Symph, pr.

Busley, Beth  
[see Drewes, Beth Busley]

Butcher, Carol Lyn  
B,k,b,m  
[NFA76, Coll]
Butcher, Susan  
M/B,k,m  
[U of Wisconsin-Oshkosh. James L. Grine.]

Butin, Maryellen  
[see Delp, Maryellen Butin]

Butler, Diana  
[see Cherry, Diana Butler]

Butler, Rebecca  
Pottstown Symph.  
[LK]

Butler, Roland  
[D Mather, M Santarelli]

Butler, Sister M. Edwina  
B.k,m  
[LB]

Butt, David  
[J Oakes]

Butterfield, Emily  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[Columbus, OH 43215. DMA, Ohio St U. Katherine Borst Jones.]

Butterfield, Joan  
M  
Marcel Moyse.  

Buttram, Joe B.  
[AB]  

Butz, Margaret  
[Auburn U. Bootie Mayfield.]

Buvoltz, Nancy  
[AB]  
Fredonia, NY 14063.

Buyer, Meritt  
L/B.k  
[Holly N. Stackhouse-Sydow.]

Buyse, Leone  
M/B.k,m  
[PS, NFA83-87,91,93,95-01, 172, Coll]  
(b. 02/07/1947 - Oneida, NY) Houston, TX 77030.  BM, Eastman Sch of Mus, 1968;  
Paris Conservatoire. Joseph A. Mariano, Michel Deobost, David Berman, Jean-Pierre  
Rampal, Marcel Moyse. Rice U, 1997-; U of Michigan, 1993-97; Eastman Sch of Mus,  
1984; SUNY-Geneseo, pre1980. Boston Symph, pr, 1983-93; Boston Pops Orch, pr,  
1983-90; San Francisco Symph, ap, 1978-83; Rochester Phil Orch, pc/2, 1971-78.

Bye, Torkill  
M/B.k,b  
[AB, JW, I68]  
Andre Jaunet, Julius Baker, Jean-Pierre Rampal. San Antonio Symph, pr, 1967-70; Oslo  
Phil Orch; Norwegian Opera Orch.
Byer, Sharyn L.  
(PS, NFA99-00,02, LK)  
(b. 02/05/1948 - Miami, FL) Falls Church, VA 22046. *BM, U of Miami.* Orvid Eugene Johnson. Public Sch; Columbia Inst of Fine Arts. McLean Symph, pr; Georgetown Symph, pr.

Byerly, Ann  
L/B,k,m  
[NFA91]  

Bylsma, Ruth Hollebeek  
B,k,b  
[NFA79, LK]  

Byo, Jane  
L/M/B,k,b  
[JWS]  

Byrd, Debra  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[B Rives]  
Barbara Sunderland Rives.

Byrd, Susan  
[see Stearns, Susan Byrd]

Byrne, Mary Catherine Jett  
L/M/B,k,m  
[PS, NFA88,91,98,01, FLMotW]  

Byrne-Calvert, Sarah  
L/M/B,k,m  
[PS]  

Byrnes, Lisa  
M/B,k,b  
[LK, Curt, J Baker]  

Cabiness, Missy  
[Coll]  

Cadger, Amanda  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[K Scarbrough]  
Kathy Scarbrough.

Cagle, Rebecca  
[AB]  
Mobile, AL 36601. Mobile Symph, c1968.
Cahn, Richard E.  L/B,k  [AB]  
(b. 03/09/1943 - Brooklyn, NY) BA, Columbia U-Teachers Coll, 1965; Juilliard Sch; Manhattan Sch of Mus. Claude Monteux, Samuel Baron, Kenneth Schmidt, Mary Ann Monteux.

Cahn, Ruben  [NEC]  
Arthur Brooke.

Caillavet, Linda  [FLUTE]  
Beaumont, TX 77706. BS (med tech), Lamar U.

Caimotto, Michelle  [LK, Coll]  
Richmond, CA 94804. CSU-Hayward, 2000-. Oakland East Bay Symph.

Cain, Joan  [L Lancaster]  
La Mirada, CA 90638.

Caine, Eddie  B,k  [NFA88]  
Harold Bennett. National Orchl Assoc; Metropolitan Opera Orch.

Caine, Fern Ellis  B,k  [NFA88]  

Cairns, Cynthia  [see Mueller, Cynthia Cairns]

Caissie, Sarah  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]  
U of Hartford. John Wion.

Caizza, Nick  [M Marvuglio]

Cakmak, Emilija  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]  

Calceterra, Anne  [PS]  
(b. 04/30/1988 - Bremiton, WA) Missoula, MT 59803.

Caldemeyer, Pamela Reid  [LK]  
Hendersonville Symph, pr.

Caldrone, Albert  [AB]  

Calixto, Jenna L/B,k,b,m [V Potter] Dallas, TX 75244. Valerie Potter.

Callahan, Lorraine L/M/B,k.m [NFA98] Tucson, AZ 85750. MS (comp science), U of Arizona. Philip J. Swanson.

Callan, Edward J. B,k,m [AB] BM, Eastman Sch of Mus; Perf Dipl, Eastman Sch of Mus, 1937; MME, U of Wichita, 1954. Joseph A. Mariano. Wichita St U, c1968. Wichita Symph; Denver Symph; Central City Opera Orch.


Calloway, Karen [LK] Cleveland, GA 30528. Huntsville Symph, 3.

Calmoatto, Michelle L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA83] (b. San Francisco, CA) (prep) San Francisco Cons; BM, CSU-Hayward. Roberta Brokaw, Barbara Jean Bernhard Breeden.

Calthrop, Viola [see Owen, Viola Calthrop]

Calvert, Sarah [see Byrne-Calvert, Sarah]


Camblin, Mary [see Reed, Mary Camblin]
Cambron, Alissa  
M/B,k  
Amy Engelsdorfer.

Cameron, Ann  
[see Pearce, Ann Cameron]

Cameron, Elizabeth  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA97]
Lawrence U.  Ernestine Whitman, Susan Levitin, Nancy Fencl.

Cameron, Gail  
[see Schuring, Gail Pilling Cameron]

Cameron, Jr., Richard J.  
B,k  
[Curt]

Cameron, Kathy  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS, NFA00, Coll]

Cameron, Lee A.  
[LK]
Athens Symph, pr.

Cameron-Phillips, Robin  
[Coll]
Plattsburgh, NY.  Plattsburgh St U, 1981-.

Camp, Melissa  
[AB]
Norman, OK.

Campbell, Alicia  
[LK]
Winston-Salem Symph, 2.

Campbell, Jean  
B  
[Juil]
Juilliard Sch, 1940.  Arthur Lora.

Campbell, Laura  
[Coll]
Colgate U, 1988-.

Campbell, W. Fred  
[AB]
Largo, FL 33540.  Tampa Phil, pc, c1968.

Campbell, Walter  
B  
[Juil]
Inst of Musical Arts, 1925.  Georges Barrère.

Campise, Tony  
L/B,k  
[NFA82]
Byron Hester.  U of Houston, Dir, Jazz.
Campo, Helen  
B.k,b  
[NFA96, LK, C Hummel, J Baker]
Ronna Ayscue, Julius Baker. Houston Symph, act ap; New York Pops, Inc.; New York Chamber Symph; New York City Ballet; Eos Orch.

Campo, John  
B.k  
[NFA96]

Campolo, Anthony  
[AB]
Roselle Park, NJ.

Camus, Paul  
[Af]
(b. 01/20/1796 – Paris; d. 1850) Johann Georg Wunderlich, ? Parado.

Canales, Marisa  
L/B,k,m  
[NFA96]
Adeline Tomasone.

Candreva, Vanessa

Canestrelli, Kym  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA98]
(b. Phoenix, AZ?) Carol Mellis.

Cangro, Sue  
L/M/B,k,b  
[JWS]

Canillar, Marcel  
[B Fromanger]

Cannes, ?

Cannon, Amber  
M/B,k,b  
[NFA98]
(b. UT?) Laurel Ann Maurer.

Cannon, Leo  
B  
[NT]
Georges Barrère.

Cantin, Carolyn  
[NFA99]
(b. Boston, MA) BM, Hartwick Coll. Boston Symph, group sales.

Cantin, Catherine  
[Traversiere]

Cantin, Roger  
[AB]
Quebec, QU Canada. Quebec Symph, 1966-68+.

Cantini, Giampaolo  
[PS]
(b. 1957 - Italy) Washington, DC 20007.
Cantor, P. Jean [see Kershaw-Cantor, P. Jean]

Cantrell, Gail [AB]
Eastern, NM 88130.

Cantrick, Robert [Juil] B

Canupp, Joni [see Burrell, Joni Canupp]

Canzonieri, Sandra [see Kinzie-Canzonieri, Sandra]

Capeller, Johann Nepomuk [AF]
(b. 1776; d. 1825)

Capelli, Roberta Kneeland [JWS] L/M/B.k.b

Caplan, Laura [NFA92]

Caplan-Stonefield, Toby [PS, NFA88,92, AB] L/M/B.k.m
Westlake Village, CA 91362. USC; Drake U. Doriot Anthony Dwyer, Luella Hinkle Howard, Roger S. Stevens, Nathan E. Jones, George Drexler, Elise Baxter Moenning. Drake U; Public Sch; CSU-Northridge; CSU-Los Angeles. Los Angeles Phil, age 20; Glendale Symph; Valley Civic Orch.

Capobianco, Pat [AB]
Teaneck, NJ 07666.

Caponera, Janice [NFA02] L/B.k.b

Capoti, Christine [see Nield-Capoti, Christine]

Caputo, August [AB, NT] B
Cleveland, OH 44111. Georges Barrère.

Caracciolo, ? [AB]

Caratelli, Sebastian [AB, JW]

Caratgé, Fernand [AB, A Leseur, Dorgeuille]
Carbonneau, Gabrielle  
M/B,k,m  
Arlington, MA 02476. Marianne Gedigian.

Cardone, Edward  
B,k,b  
Julius Baker.

Cardus, Esteve  
B,k  
(b. 1976 - Terrassa (Barcelona) Catalonia) *Music Conservatori of Terrassa.* Josep Maria Llorens, Peter Bacchus.

Carella, Anthony  
B  
*Dipl, Juilliard Sch, 1952.* Arthur Lora.

Carey, Diana W.  
[Peabody]  
Madison, OH 44057. *Peabody Cons."

Carey, Gerald V.  
M/B,k,m  
[PS, NFA77-78,82-98, AB, LK]  

Carlini, Louis A.  
B,k,b  
[PS]  

Carlson, Anne K.  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA90,94,96]  

Carlson, Camille  
[see Martin, Camille Carlson]

Carlson, Clifford  
[AB]  
Havre, MT.

Carlson, Debra  
[see Stombres, Debra Carlson]

Carlson, George  
[AB]

Carlson, Lorraine  
[see Miller, Lorraine Carlson]
Carlson, Margaret Hopke
Williamsburg, VA 23185. *MM, Cleveland Inst of Mus.* Fort Wayne Phil; Norfolk Symph; Virginia Opera Orch.

Carlson, Marilyn Garbisch
L/B,k

Carlson, Mimi
L/M/B,k,m

Carlson, Robin A.
B,k,b
Julius Baker.

Carlson, Sydney Reed
L/M/B,k,m

Carlson, Tammi
FLUTE
S Suburban Coll.

Carlsson, Betty
L/B,k,b,m
Constance G. Lane.

Carlton, Midge
LK
JCC Orch of Greater Washington.

Carlucci, Joseph B.
AB
(b. 12/26/1924 - Port Chester, NY) Natchitoches, LA 71457. *BM, Yale U; DMA, Eastman Sch of Mus.* NW St U of Louisiana, c1968.

Carmi, Irad
M/B,k,b
(b. Israel) *Cleveland Inst of Mus.* Hanna Shapira, Uri Toepfritz, Uri Shoham, Jeffrey Khaner.

Carmody, Laurie
L/M/B,k,m
Lynne Priest Fitzpatrick.

Carmon, Lee
[NFA76]
(b. Athens, GA?) *U of Georgia.*

Carnall, Sandra
M/B,k,b,m
Julia Larson Mattern.
Carney, David [AB]

Caroli, Enzo [NFA96]
*Accademia Chigiana*. Pasquale Rispoli, Severino Gazzeloni.

Caron, Curtis [see Pendleton-Caron, Curt]

Carp, Gilbert [AB]
Converse Coll; Centenary Coll of Louisiana, c1968.

Carpenter, Benjamin H. [AB, I68]
(b. 04/05/1921 - Buckhannon, WV) *BS (chem), West Virginia Wesleyan; MS (chem eng), West Virginia U*. C.L. Kingsbury, William Kincaid. Charleston (WV) Symph, pr, c1968; Charleston Civic Chorus Orch; Charleston Light Opera Guild Orch.

Carpenter, Cynthia [NEC]
*New England Cons*. James Pappoutsakis.

Carpenter-Bertolini, Donna M. [PS]
(b. 11/01/1959 - Carlisle, PA) *BA, Curtis Inst of Mus; BS, W St Coll of Colorado*. Evelyn Parker.

Carrasqueira, Antonio Carlos [NFA97]
(b. Brazil) Sao Paulo, Brazil. Roger Bourdin, Christian Larde, Fernand Caratgé, James Galway, Joao Dias Carrasqueira.

Carrasqueira, Joao Dias [NFA97, W Rolfe]

Carrera Galarza, Luciano [NFA92,95]

Carrera, Luis Fernando [NFA95]

Carrico, Kathleen F. [PS]
(b. 06/30/1966 - San Angelo, CA) San Angelo, TX 76904. *BME, Texas Tech U; MM, U of Houston*. Byron Hester, Margaret Weeks Redcay, Michael Carl Stoune, Carol Darby. Angelo St U. San Angelo Symph.

Carrington, Karen [N Tietje]

Carroll, Claudia [Coll]
Carroll, Lindsay  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00]
Kathy O'Donnell, Nina Barwell, Jan Flickinger Vinci, John Payne.

Carroll, Rebecca L.  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA88]
Haddonfield Symph Society, pc.

Carron, Tobias Lars  B.k.b  [Juil]
_Juilliard Sch, 1984._ Julius Baker.

Carson, James  [W Tompson]
Queensland Symph, pr, 1949-72.

Carson, Leta N.  B,k,m  [NFA81]
Eastman; _BM, Texas Christian U; MM, Texas Christian U; PhD, Michigan St U_. Ralph
R. Guenther, Russell Friedewald, Joseph A. Mariano. Fairmont St Coll. Fort Worth
Symph; Fort Worth Opera Assoc.

Carson, Penny  B.k  [PS]
Kensington, MD 20895. Linda Jonas.

Carson, Rebecca  [see Rogers, Rebecca Carson]

Carte, Richard  [AF, G Morris]
(b. 02/23/1808 – Silchester, Hampshire, England; d. 1891) George Rudall, Charles
Nicholson.

Carter, Deborah  M/B,k  [NFA79,83, Curt, T Terranella]

Carter, Dennis  L/B,k,m  [NFA02]
_BM, Wayne St Coll_. Ervin Monroe.

Carter, Elise  [NFA02]
_BM, U of Wisconsin-Madison_. Garden State Phil.

Carter, Joan  [see Curts, Joan Carter]

Carter, Jonna  [see Newcomb-Carter, Jonna]

Carter, Julie  B,k,b  [Juil]
Carter, Laura [K Miller]

Cartwright, Sylvia T. [Curt]
*Curtis Inst of Mus, 1977.*

Carucci, James J. [AB]
Lyndhurst, NJ.

Carver, Frank [AB, I68]
Albany (NY) Symph, pr, c1968.

Carville, Elizabeth [C Monteux]
*L* *New England Cons.* Claude Monteux.

Carvyeschi, Jorge [J Albertos]

Case, Victor [AB, I68, I72]
Seattle, WA. Seattle Symph, c1968-72+.

Cashore, Mary [AB]

Casillas, Josue [NFA86, LK]
*L/M/B,k,b* *BM, Cleveland Inst of Mus; Dipl, Cleveland Inst of Mus.* Maurice Sharp, Martha Aarons. Houston Grand Opera Orch, pr.

Caso, Pietro [AB]
Brooklyn, NY.

Cassano, Rhonda [NFA87,93-95,00, LK]

Cassel, ? [AB]

Cassidy, Carolyn [LK]
Kokomo Symph, pr.

Castagner, Jacques [P David, Dorgeuille]
*1st prize, Paris Conservatoire, 1944.* Gaston Crunelle.

Castell, David [NFA79]
Claire Johnson.
Casteller, Delphine  [Traversiere]

Castelvecchi, Elizabeth Bruner  L/B,k,b,m  [NFA87, AB, I68, I72]
BM, Eastman Sch of Mus; Perf Dipl, Eastman Sch of Mus; Indiana U. Joseph A. Mariano, Wallace Mann, Julius Baker, Murray W. Panitz, James J. Pellerite. Virginia St U; William and Mary Coll; Virginia Commonwealth U. Cincinnati Symph, c1968-72+; Richmond (VA) Symph.

Castle, Anne  [see Weaver, Anne Castle]

Castro, Beatriz  B,k,b  [Juil]

Catalano, Ron  B,k,b  [NFA88, C Tudman]
(b. Pomona, CA) BA, CSU-Fresno?; Chaffey Coll. Cathi Graves Tudman. Saxophonist, flutist.

Catalfano, Joyce  M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA81,87, AB, I68]

Catana, Susan  [LK]
Gulf Coast Symph, 2.

Cates, Dianne  [LK]
Scottsdale Symph, pr.

Catherine, Prakriti  [see Thompson, Prakriti Catherine]

Catron, Gail Berndt  [RK Werner]

Cauble, Mary  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA79]

Caudill, Deborah  [Coll]

Cavalli, Vincent  L  [AB, NEC, I68]
Cavally, Joan
Cincinnati, OH. (flute/voice) U of Cincinnati. Robert Cavally. U of Cincinnati, c1968; U of Dayton; N Kentucky U.

Cavally, Robert

Cavalski, Alex
Arthur Brooke.

Cavanah, Frankie
L/M/B,k,b,m
Christina Smith, Kelly Via, Celia Neville.

Cavazos, Amy
M/B,k,m

Cavender, George R.
Ann Arbor, MI 48105. BS; MM. U of Michigan, winds.

Cavey, Christine
L/M/B,k,b
(b. 10/27/1984) Eldersburg, MD 21784. Linda Kirkpatrick.

Cazden, Roger
U of Kentucky; U of Louisville.

Cech, Frantisek
Josef Bok. Prague Cons. Czech Phil, pr.

Cecil-Sterman, Ann
B,k,b
Keith Underwood, Mardi McSullea, Jean-Pierre Rampal, Julius Baker.

Cedel, Deborah
M/B,k

Cela, Orlando
M/B,k,b

Celarier, Edward
Rockville, MD 20854.
Cella, Lisa Marie  L/B,k,m  [RWS]

Celmer, Sally Ann  [see Hart, Sally Ann Celmer]

Cenci, Dante  B  [AB, Juil]

Cerasani, Janis W.  [AB]
New York, NY 10023.

Cervantes, William  [AB]
New York, NY 10023.

Chabitch, Michele  L/B,k,m  [M Walker]
Christine Michelle Smith.

Chacko, Rachel  [NFA97]
(b. Ames, IA?) Mary Peterson.

Chadima, Joanne  L/B,k  [NFA99, LK, Coll, T Chadima]
Cornell Coll. Cedar Rapids Symph.

Chadima, Tamara  L/M/B,k,b  [PS]
(b. 07/22/1976 - IA) Redondo Beach, CA 90277. BM, San Jose St U, 1999; MA, U of

Chaffe, Barbara  L/B,k,m  [NFA88, LK, Curt]
Juilliard Sch; Manhattan Sch of Mus; Curtis Inst of Mus, 1979. Murray W. Panitz, David
Colvig. San Francisco Ballet Orch, pr.

Chalberg, Dana  B,k,b  [Juil, J Baker]

Chambers, Barbara  L  [NEC]
Georges Laurent.

Chambers, Colin
Royal Liverpool Phil, pr.

Chambers, Heather  [Coll]
Richmond, KY. Cumberland Coll, 1993.
Chan, Sandra  M/B,k,b,m  [PS]
Shaul Ben-Meir, JoAnne Perrone, Alice Avouris.

Chan, Sheri  L/M/B,k,b,m  [D Fair]
Demetra Baferos Fair, Melody Jones.

Chandlee, Evan G.  [AB]
New York, NY 10010.

Chandler, Beth  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA92-93,95,98,00,02]

Chandler, Jeanie  [LK]
Marin Symph, pr.

Chandrasekhar, Sikkil Mala  [NFA99]
(b. South India) Indian bamboo fl.

Chang, Aileen  [NFA02]
(b. Wayne, NJ?) Carla Auld.

Chang, Eva  L/M/B,k,m  [PS]
(b. 11/05/1977 - Taipei, Taiwan) Richmond, VA 23233.  *BS (bus adm), U of N Carolina-Chapel Hill, 1999.* Rebecca B. Swann, Brooks de Wetter-Smith.

Chang, Harvey Haw  [NFA00]
Bethesda, MD 20817.

Chang, Jeannie  [LK]
Midcoast Symph.

Chang, Jonathan  L/B,k,b  [NFA97-98]
*Juilliard Sch, prep.* Bradley Garner.

Chang, Lucy Shin-Wen  [Peabody]
Taipei, Taiwan.  *Peabody Cons.*

Channing, Candace  B,k,m  [LB]
Fairfield, CT 06430.  *Eastman Sch of Mus.* Joseph A. Mariano.

Channing, Simon  M  [J Robinson]
Peter Lloyd.
Chao, Barbara Davis  

Chapen, Cleon  
B,k,m  
[NFA81]  

Chapman, Mary Leathers  
M/B,k,b  
[NFA89, LK]  

Chapman, Paul  
[L Bulmer]  

Chappell, Jeffrey  
[Curtis Inst of Mus; Peabody Cons.  Goucher Coll.  

Chappell, Shari  
[L Brakel]  

Chapuis, Isabelle  
[see Starr, Isabelle Chapuis]  

Chaput, Nancy  

Chaput, Ruth Ann  
Caseyville, IL.  Alton Symph, pr, c1968.  

Charles, Virginia  
Evergreen, CO 80493.  

Charmatz, Rita  
B  
[Juil]  

Charney, Karen  
B,k,b  
[NFA99-00]  
Thomas Nyfenger, Samuel Baron, Trudy Kane, Sandra Miller.  

Charos, Diana  
L/M/B,k,b  
[NFA86,01, JWS, Juil]  

Chasman, Diane  
L/B,k,m  
[AB]  
USC.  Roger S. Stevens.  
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Chastain Debost, Kathleen
M/B

Chastain, Charlotte
[NFA99]

Chastain, Victoria
[see DeLano, Victoria Chastain]

Chatoux, Frederic
[Traversiere]
*1st prize, Paris Conservatoire, 1988.* Alain Marion.

Chatterton, Linda
L/M/B,k,m
[AB, Coll]

Chaurasia, Hariprasad
[A Rabinovitz]
India.

Chaussé, Elizabeth
L/M/B,k,b,m
[Coll]

Chaulitis, Lisa
L/B,k,m
[J Behrens]
Joel Behrens.

Chauverini, Ralph
L
[NEC]
*New England Cons.* Lois Schaefer.

Chavez, Yvonne
[see Hansbrough, Yvonne Chavez]

Cheek, James
[AB]
Wichita, KS 67213.

Cheesman, Sybil
[LK, Coll]
Jackson, MS. *Mississippi Coll, 1988-.* Mississippi Symph, pr.

Chen, Chiwei
L/M/B,k,m
[NFA94,96]
*USC.* Jim Walker, Man-Nong Fan, Mary Louise Poor, Fay Roberts, Janet Beazley.
Chen, Eirene  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA91]
(b. Greensboro, NC?) Linda S. Cykert.

Chen, Rebecca Barrett  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA02]
Brecksville, OH.  BM, Cleveland Inst of Mus.  Jacqueline Hofto, Maurice Sharp, William Hebert.

Chen, Ya-Chen  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA88]
Hsio-Wen Wang, Howard Niu.

Cheneour, Paul  L/M/B,k,m  [PS]
(b. 04/19/1952 - Southsea, UK) Guildhall Sch of Mus.  Rainer Schuelein.  Jazz.

Chenery, Peter  B  [Juil]

Cheng, I-Jung  B,k,b  [Juil, R Pagan]
Juilliard Sch.  Bonnie Lichter.

Chenoweth, Marianne  L/M/B,k,m  [LK]
Springfield (OH) Symph, pr.

Chenoweth, Robert  B  [AB]

Cheonis, Nick  L/M/B,k,m  [Juil]
Juilliard Sch.  Carol Wincenc.

Cheramy, Michelle  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA00, Coll]

Chermiset, Valerie  L/M/B,k,m  [Traversiere]

Cherrier, Sophie  L/M/B,k,m  [Traversiere]

Cherry, Ann  L/B,k,m  [FLMotW]
Cherry, Diana Butler  L/M/B,k,b  [PS, AB]

Chesis, Linda  M/B,k  [NFA80-81,85-86,93,96, Coll, Traversiere]

Cheskin, Louis  [AB, I68]
Buffalo Phil, c1968; Amherst Symph, pr, c1968.

Cheslek, Diana C.  [NFA00]

Chester, Jaimie  [LK]
Civic Orch of Chicago.

Chesterby, Beverly  L/M/B,k,m  [P Swanson]
Dewy, AZ 86314. Philip J. Swanson.

Chevalier, Colette  [AB]
Montreal, QU Canada.

Chi, Sue  [Juil]
Juilliard Sch.

Chia, Kenneth T.  M/B,k,b  [NFA93]
(b. NY?) Jamaica Estates, NY 11423. Laurel Ann Maurer, Julius Baker.

Chiaki, Kumiko  [NFA92]

Chien, Alice  [see Lu, Alice Chien]

Chiles, JoAnne Loring  [AB]
Fayetteville, AR.

Chin, Leslie Ann  L/B,k,m  [KBJ, RWS]

Chinery, Beth  [LK]
Schenectady Symph, pr.
Chisholm, Rose Marie
U of N Texas. [NFA01]

Chivers, Lee Ann
L/M/B,k,m [NFA02]
BM, U of Redlands; MM, U of Redlands; DMA, U of Arizona. Philip J. Swanson, Damian Bursill-Hall.

Cho, Lucy
L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA97-98, Juil]

Choate, Jim
G C Wallace St U, c1991-. [Coll]

Choi, Haeyoun
L/B,k,b [NFA96-99]

Choi, Nakyung
M/B,k,b [Curt, J Baker]
Curtis Inst of Mus. Julius Baker, Jeffrey Khaner.

Choi, Soo Wook
M/B,k,b [PS]
Cape Ann Symph, 2.

Choi, Yoo
L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA94]
Juilliard Sch.

Choice, Ginger
B,k,m [NFA99]
Atlanta, GA. Beverly Bradley, Charles Bradley, Margery Macey.

Choomack, Ann
L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA94]
Tyra Gilb, Trygve Peterson.

Chou, Barbara
L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA94]
Sun Cities Symph, pr.

Chovan, John D.
M/B,k,b,m [PS]
(b. 09/14/1958 - Canton, OH) Columbus, OH. BS, Ohio St U, 1980; BSEE (eng), Ohio St U, 1982; MSc/PhD, Ohio St U, 1984/90. Adah Toland Mosello Jones, Linda Hershey.

Christaferson, Caroline
L/B,k,b,m [G Langguth]
Gayle Langguth.

Christensen, Caity
L/M/B,k,b,m [LP Whatcott]
Lisa Poll Whatcott.
Christensen, Heather  M/B  [NFA83]
(b. Sioux Falls, SD?) Patricia Masek.

Christensen, Karen  [AB, I68]

Christensen, Nancy  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA86]
(b. Garden City, NJ?) Alex Ogle.

Christian, Sue  [J Dobrenz]

Christiansen, April  [LK]
Timberline Symph, pc/3.

Christiansen, Toke Lund  [J Thornsen]

Christianson, A. Bert  [Coll]

Christie, Carolyn  M/B,k,b  [KB Rudolph]

Christie, James L.  [Curt]
Curtis Inst of Mus, 1968.

Chu, Melissa  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA98]
Steven P. Finley.

Chugg, Richard "Dick"  M  [Denise Brookes]
Marcel Moyse. Victorian Symph, pr; Melbourne Symph, pr.

Chung, Erica  [NFA01]
(b. Houston, TX?)

Chung, Ke-Hsing Kaye  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, RWS]
(b. 01/06/1974 - Taiwan) Columbia, MD 21044. MM, Peabody Cons, 1999; DMA, U of Maryland-Coll Park. William L. Montgomery, Robert Willoughby, Mark Sparks, Timothy Day.

Chung, Linda  [Juil]
Juilliard Sch.

Chung, Myung  B  [Juil]
Church, Mildred          B,k                  [W Mayhall]
Walter S. Mayhall.

Church, Sandra          B,k,b                  [NFA91,94-95, LK, Juil]

Church, Virginia        L/M/B,k,b,m            [PS, NFA99,02]
(b. 02/28/1960 - Rochester, NY) Rocky Hill, CT 06076.  Eleanor Lawrence, Helen
Valenza, Diane W. Gold-Toulson, Phillip Kaplan, Patricia Hornberger Harper.

Churchfield, Camille    L/M/B,k,m              [NFA82, Coll]
BA (psych), U of Redlands.  Roger S. Stevens, Paul Ernest Renzi, William Bennett.  U of
British Columbia, 1980-; Vancouver Acad of Mus.  Vancouver Symph, pr, 1976-82+;
Riverside County Phil, pr; San Bernardino Symph, pr.

Churchill, Alan         [AB]
Auburn, ME.

Cifaldi, Susan          [NFA91]

Cifani, Sarah Bartlett  M/B,k,b,m              [PS]
(b. 02/21/1948 - Paris, IL) Evanston, IL 60201.  BME, Northwestern U, 1970; MME,
Public Sch.

Cilluffo, Theresa       L/B,k,b,m               [G Langguth]
Gayle Langguth.

Cima, Cynara            L/M/B,k,m               [J Stodd]
Janet Stodd.

Cimoszko, Grzegorz     [M Sobala]

Cipriano, Marjorie      M/B                    [AB]
Ft. Wayne, IN 46807.  BEd.  Emil Eck, Edward Metzenger, Josef Cobert.  Fort Wayne
Phil, pr; Savannah Symph, pr.

Cira, Patricia          [LK]
Glens Falls Symph.

Cisneros, Carina        L/M/B,k,b               [NFA01]
U of Texas-San Antonio.  Berlinda Lopez, Rita Linard.
Cisneros, Lisa  
[see Targonski-Cisneros, Lisa]

Ciufoletti, Amy  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
Kate Prouty.  
[K Prouty]

Claire, Robert  
Baroque flute.  
[K Lueth]

Clancy, Jeanine  
L/M/B,k  
Pontiac, MI 48341. Julie Stone.  
[NFA00]

Clanin, Doris  
L  
Georges Laurent. [handwritten entry: possibly Donna]  
[NEC]

Clap, Betty Foskett  
L/B,k,m  
[KBJ, Juil]

Clappe, Costa  
Cleveland Orch, pr, 1918-19.  
[JW]

Clardy, Mary Karen  
L/B,k,b,m  
Denton, TX 76205.  BM/MM, Catholic U of America; W Texas St U; DMA, U of N Texas, 1980. Wallace Mann, Britton Garrison Johnson, Gary Garner, Julius Baker, Walfrid Kujala, George Ellers Morey, Jr., Alain Marion. U of N Texas; U of Texas-Austin; Public Sch. Midland-Odessa Symph; Dallas Symph, alto fl.  
[NFA78,82-83,85,87-89,91-95,97-98,00]

Clarey, Lindsay  
Juilliard Sch.  
[Juil]

Clark, Anna  
[see Davidson, Anna Lisa Clark]

Clark, Carmen  
LaGrange, IL 60525. West Suburban Symph, c1968.  
[AB]

Clark, Charles Edward  
Toronto, ON Canada. Peabody Cons.  
[Peabody]

Clark, Darlene  
L/B,k,b,m  
[PS]

Clark, Glenn  
Pasadena, CA 91103. Pasadena Symph, ex, c1968.  
[AB]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Location/Institution</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Roles/Instruments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clark, Kimberly</td>
<td></td>
<td>[see Walter-Clark, Kimberly]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark, Louise</td>
<td>Terre Haute, IN 47809. Terre Haute Symph, pc, c1968.</td>
<td>[AB]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark, Marie Mountain</td>
<td>Georges Barrère.</td>
<td>[NT]</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark, Michelle</td>
<td>DMA, U of NC - Chapel Hill. Lois Wilt, Brooks de Wetter-Smith, Joanna Bassett.</td>
<td>[W Knox]</td>
<td>L/M/B,k,m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark, Nancy</td>
<td></td>
<td>[J Morgenstern, K Prinz]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark, Paula</td>
<td>Wausau Symph.</td>
<td>[LK]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark, Sarah</td>
<td>Deborah Silverstein.</td>
<td>[NFA00]</td>
<td>L/M/B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarke, Donna</td>
<td>Beach Cities Symph, 2.</td>
<td>[LK]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarke, Harold</td>
<td>Covent Garden Orch.</td>
<td>[N Nourse]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarke, Heather</td>
<td>Long Beach Symph, pr.</td>
<td>[LK]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarke, Ian</td>
<td>Simon Hunt, Averil Williams, Kathryn Lukas. Guildhall Sch of Mus. Flutist, composer.</td>
<td>[NFA01]</td>
<td>M/B,k,m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarke, Kathleen Henry</td>
<td></td>
<td>[AB, Coll]</td>
<td>B,k,m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Claussen, Karen Beaverson  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA97]
(b. 03/06/1963 - Paw Paw, MI)  BM, Bowling Green St U; Grad, U of Massachusetts-Amherst, 1985.  Judith Bentley, Marjorie Szor.

Clawson, Kristin  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA98]
Brigham Young U.  Elizabeth Ruppe.

Clawson, Patricia  [AB]
Martin, MI 49070.  Kalamazoo Symph, ex, c1968.

Clay, Gloria  [see Dalgety, Gloria Clay]

Clay, Marian  L/M/B,k  [AB, Coll]

Clayton, April Diane  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA91,96-97,01, Juil, Coll]

Claytor, Avril  L/M/B,k,b,m  [D Fair, I Harrison]

Cleary, Christine  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Cleary, Susan  [see Honold-Cleary, Susan]

Clemans, Holly Oswald  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA90-91,97,00-02, JWS]
Canton, MI 48187.  BME, U of Hartford; MM, U of Michigan; ED (music therapy), W Michigan U.  Judith Bentley, Geoffrey Gilbert, John Wion.

Clemen, Bettine  [see Ware, Bettine Clemen]

Clements, Abby  M/B,k  [J Bennett]
Joyce Bennett.

Clement, Barbara Lee (Perry)  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA92,94-96,98, LK]
Boston, MA.  BM, U of Wyoming; MM, Louisiana St U.  William Bennett, Samuel Baron, Murray W. Panitz, Ransom Wilson.  Quincy (MA) Symph; Melrose Symph.
Clements, Kay L/B,k,m [Coll, V Jicha]

Cleveland, Jeffrey [NFA76]
(b. Seabrook, MD)

Clew, Nancy Colburn M [PS, NFA86,88-95,97,99-00,02, AB, I68]
Melbourne, FL 32940. Kansas St Coll; Rollins Coll; Columbia U. Geoffrey Gilbert,
Florida Fl Assoc.

Clifford, Edward [LK]
Grand Rapids Symph.

Clinton, John [AF]
(b. 1810, Ireland; d. 1864) Royal Acad of Mus-London. Italian Opera Orch, pr.

Clinton, Kerry L/M/B,k,b,m [PS, NFA02]
(b. 12/15/1974 - Philadelphia, PA) Glen Burnie, MD 21061. BM, Temple U. Kazuo
Tokito, Thomas J. Robertello III. Philadelphia Musical Acad, 1994-96. US Army Band,
(Field Band); Indianapolis Symph, sub; Evansville Phil Orch; Haddonfield Symph
Society.

Clobes, Crystal [Coll]
Hutchinson, KS 67501. Central Christian Coll, 2000-.

Clore, Isabel L [NEC]

Cloud, Megan L/B,k,b [NFA01-02]
(b. Germantown, TN?) Ruth Ann Miller McClain. [alternate spelling: Meghan]

Cloud-Kauffman, Patricia L/M/B,k,b,m [LK, K Vinson]
Anne Diener Giles Zentner, Jim Walker, Julius Baker. San Bernardino Symph, pr.

Cloutour, Claudine [Traversiere]
Paris Conservatoire. Jean-Pierre Rampal, Alain Marion.

Coady, Jill [see Smith, Jill Coady]

Coan, Megan L/M/B,k,b,m [V Breault-Mulvey]
Vanessa Breault-Mulvey.
Cobb, Barrett  L/B,k,m  [KBJ]

Cobert, Claude David-Kahan  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA93]
Boston, MA. MM, Yale U; Artist Dipl, Konservatorium und Musikhochschule-Zurich.
Jeanne Baxtresser, Julia Bogorad-Kogan, Doriot Anthony Dwyer, Andre Jaunet, Judith
Mendenhall, Louis Moyse, Marcel Moyse, Nora Shulman, Ransom Wilson.

Cobert, Josef  M  [AB]
Marcel Moyse.

Coble, Deborah  [LK, D Spoto]
Syracuse Symph, pr.

Coche, Victor Jean Baptiste  [AF]

Cochran, Debbie  [AB]
Knoxville, TN 37902. Kingsport Symph, c1968.

Cochran, Derek  [NFA98]
Julie Henning.

Cochran, Mary Lee  B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA01]

Cochrane, Roberta  L/M/B,k  [NFA80]
James Madison U. Carol Kniebusch Noe.

Code, Belinda  [FLUTE]
Sackville, NB Canada. Mount Allison U.

Codrescu, Carol  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA93,97-98,00,02]
Boulder, CO 80303. BM, Baylor U; MM, New England Cons; Guildhall Sch of Mus.
Helen Ann Shanley, Peter S. Bloom, Stephen Preston, Nancy Hadden.

Cody, Elizabeth  [NFA87-88]
(b. Ames, IA?) Mary Peterson.

Coelho, Jose  [T Coelho]
Coelho, Tadeu  L/B,k,b  [PS, NFA93,95,97,99-02]

Coen, John  [AB]
New York, NY 10034.

Coffee, Curtis Webb  L/B,k,m  [NFA90, AB, KBJ]

Coffee, Gail Furman  L/B,k,m  [NFA87,90,92, LK]
Spokane, WA 99203. BM, Eastman Sch of Mus; MM, Boston U. Joseph A. Mariano, James Pappoutsakis. Whitworth Coll; Gonzaga U. American Wind Symph; Spokane Symph, 2/pc.

Coffey, Frank  [LK]
Lynchburg Symph, pc.

Coffey, Jan  [AB]
Tulsa, OK 74104. Tulsa Phil, c1968.

Coffin, Lynda  [S Swindell]
Birmingham (England) Symph, pr.

Coffinger, Maralin  [LK]
Scottsdale Comm Orch, pr.

Coffman, Ashley R.  [AB]

Cogrove-Davies, Annie  M/B,k  [J Bennett]
Joyce Bennett.

Cohan, George Jeffrey  M/B,k  [NFA82, E Celarier]
BM/BA, U of Washington; MM, SUNY-Stony Brook. Felix E. Skowronek, Samuel Baron, Michel Debost, Maxence Larrieu. U of N Iowa.

Cohen, Barbara  [orch survey]
Newark Symph, 1993-94.
Cohen, Charles
Brooklyn, NY 10006.

Cohen, Denise R.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA91,93, JWS, Juil]
Juilliard Sch, prep; Eastman Sch of Mus.  John Wion, Bonita Boyd, Bonnie Lichter.

Cohen, Jack  [EW Schauer]

Cohen, Sheryl  B.k,m  [NFA87,91-92,95-99, AB, LK]
(b. 09/22/19??) Tuscaloosa, AL 35401.  BM, U of Michigan; MM, U of Michigan; DM, Florida St U.  Albert N. Tipton, Nelson Hauenstein, Alain Marion, Jean-Pierre Rampal.  U of Alabama-Tuscaloosa.  Toledo Symph, pr; Tuscaloosa Symph, pr.

Cohen, Wendy  L/B,k,b,m  [NFA97,99, LK]
BME, U of S Carolina; U of Cincinnati.  Constance G. Lane, Bradley Garner.  Augusta Symph, pr; South Carolina Phil, pr; Greenville Symph.

Cohn, Susan  [see Stockhammer, Susan Martha Cohn]

Colbert, Charles L.  [AB]

Colbert, Claude  [LK]
Cape Symph, pr.

Colbun, Nancy  [see Clew, Nancy Colbun]

Colby, Carolyn  [see Dow, Carolyn B. Colby]

Cole, Diana  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA02]
Kathleen Trahan.

Cole, Edgar  [Juil]
Juilliard Sch, 1931.

Cole, Gordon  M/B.k  [PS, NFA79, LK, Coll]

Cole, Jan  [T Milne]
Jean-Pierre Rampal.  St Thomas U; Sam Houston St U.
Cole, Kris  
(b. Las Vegas, NV?) Mary Walters.

Cole, Mrs. Steve Houston  
Tahlequah, OK 74464.

Cole, Naida M.  
Toronto, ON Canada.  *Peabody Cons.*

Cole, Richard  
P Zent

Cole, Robert F.  
M/B,k  
[NFA76-80,82-85,87,96, AB, I68, Curt]  
Madison, WI 53705.  *BM/Art Dipl, Curtis Inst of Mus, 1949; Pennsylvania St U-St Coll; Temple U.*  

Cole, Susan  
[orch survey]  
Newark Symph, 1969-72.

Coleman, Gene R.  
L/M/B,k,b  
[AB]  
(b. 05/13/1943 - Brooklyn, NY) *Juilliard Sch.*  
Harold Jones, John T. Jackson.

Coleman, Heather Hall  
[NFA99]  
BA, Arkansas St U; MM, U of Memphis; DMA, U of Memphis, compl?

Coleman, Janice  
B,k,m  
[NFA79,87,89, LK, I72]  

Coleman, Malcolm  
L/B,k  
[NFA attendee]  
McAllen, TX 78501.  George Ellers Morey, Jr., David Vornholt.

Coleman, Robert Lloyd  
B,k,m  
[AB]  
(b. 08/31/1937 - St. Louis, MO) *BME, Eastman Sch of Mus.*  

Coleman, Walter Barton  
B,k,m  
[AB, NT, Eman, Curt]  
*Curtis, 1930; BA, Swarthmore Coll; MM, U of Texas-Austin; DMA, Eastman Sch of Mus, 1958.*  
Joseph A. Mariano, William Kincaid, Georges Barrère.  U of N Iowa, c1968; U of Texas-Austin; Eastman Sch of Mus, 1956-59.  Waterloo-Cedar Falls Symph, pr vcl.

Coles, Samuel  
[NFA88, Traversiere]  
Alain Marion.

Colgin, Melissa  [see Abeln, Melissa Colgin]


Collette, William Marcel "Buddy"  [NFA77,88,92]  CSU-Los Angeles; CSU-Fullerton; Loyola Marymount U.  Composer, woodwind teacher (fl/cl/sax).


Collinge, Cathy  [see Herrara, Cathy Collinge]


Collins, Kelly  [NFA89]  (b. South Burlington, VT?) Stephanie Solt.

Collins, Kim  [see DeLuccio, Kim Collins]


Collins, Teresa F.  M/B,k,b,m  [PS]  (b. 09/28/1952 - Springfield, OH) Virginia Beach, VA 23462.  BM, Georgia St U; MM, Georgia St U; PhD, New York U.  Anne McFarland, Gerardo Levy, Rollie Anfinson.  Central Texas Coll.  US Army Band, 26yrs.
Colman, Jane  L  [FLMotW]
David Tickton.

Colquhoun, Michael  L/B,k,b,m  [NFA88,91-92,94,02]

Coltman, John W.  [AB]
Pittsburgh, PA. Pittsburgh Fl Club Vice Pres., c1968.

Colum, Dan  [LK]
Racine Symph.

Colvig, David  B,k  [AB, I68, I72, Curt]

Colvin, Stacy  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA85]
Shari Barbour, Trygve Peterson.

Colwell, Eleanor  B,k,m  [LB]

Coma, Jennifer  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA93-94]
BM, U of N Texas; MM, New England Cons; Royal Coll of Mus-London. Fenwick Smith, Mary Karen Clardy, Susan Milan.

Combs, Mardele  B,k,m  [AB, I68, I72, P Swanson]

Combs, Wayne  [AB]
Springfield, IL. Springfield (IL) Symph, pc, c1968.

Commerchero, Edna Simonds  L/M  [AB, NEC, J Pritchard,]

Comparone, Linda  L  [NEC]

Comrie, Cathy  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00]
Ernestine Whitman, Robert Goodberg, Peter Middleton, Patricia Spencer.
Concus, Marian  M/B,k,m [NFA95]
San Francisco, CA. Paris Conservatoire; New England Cons. Michel Debost, Fenwick Smith. Fremont Symph, pc; Santa Cruz County Symph, pc.

Condosta, Simone  B [NT]
Georges Barrère.

Conger-Hatch, Lesley  [LK]
Festival City Symph, pr.

Conklin, Violet A.B.  B [NT, Juil]

Conley, Lisa  L/M/B,k,b [JWS]
U of Hartford. John Wion.

Conlon, Paula  [NFA01]
U of Oklahoma, ethno. Native American flute player.

Conner, Jennifer  M/B,k,b [NFA00, LK, Juil]

Conner, Martha  L/M/B,k,b,m [PS]
(b. 06/21/1947) Wichita Falls, TX 76308. BM, Midwestern St U; Ed Cert, U of N Texas, 1997. Pamela Jackson Youngblood, Andrea Redcay.

Conners, Kelly  L/B [NFA00]
Krista Wagner, Deidre McGuire.

Connor, Daniel E.  [AB]
Kalamazoo, MI 49004. Kalamazoo Symph, c1968.

Connor, Thomas  [AB]
Kalamazoo, MI 49004. Kalamazoo Symph, c1968.

Conover, Sherry  L/M/B,k,m [NFA02]

Conover, Ashleigh  L/M/B,k,b,m [A Loewy]
Andrea Kapell Loewy.

Conrad, Judy  L/B,k,m [NFA79,86,89,95,98, AB]
Conti, Marzio  M  [NFA93, Traversiere]
*Paris Conservatoire; Cons of Padua*. Alain Marion, Conrad Klemm, Clementine Hoogendoorn Scimone.

Contino, Loretta  B,k  [PS, NFA77-79,98-99,02]

Controulis, Emily  [see Skala, Emily Controulis]

Converse, Barbara  [AB]
Hays, KS 67601.

Conviser, Joanne Hertel  B  [NT]
Georges Barrère.

Conwesser, Laura  B,k,b  [AB, LK, Juil]

Cook, Andra  [see Bohnet, Andra Cook]

Cook, Barbara  [AB]
University City, MO 63130. Saint Louis Symph, pr, c1968.

Cook, Corrie  [LK]
Vancouver Symph, 2.

Cook, Darren  [NFA89, LK]
(b. Gladstone, OR?) Marcy Lohman. Vancouver Symph, pc/3.

Cook, Diana  B  [Juil]

Cook, Jennifer  [NFA91]
(b. Herndon, VA?) Norma Radoff.

Cook, Judith  [see Bentley, Judith Cook]

Cook, Katherine  [M Paddle]
U of Colorado-Boulder.
Cook, Kathleen
M/B,k
[NFA85,92-93]
BM, Morningside Coll; MM, U of Wisconsin-Madison; DMA, U of Wisconsin-Madison.
Robert F. Cole, Jay O'Leary. Luther Coll; E Illinois U, c1993; U of Wyoming.

Cook, Laurel
Salt Lake City, UT 84111. Utah Symph, pc, c1968.

Cook, Margaret
M
[NFA82,96]
San Jose St U, 1978. Isabelle Chapuis Starr, Alain Marion.

Cook, Rebecca
[S Jones]

Cook, Scott Daniel
L/M/B,k,b,m
[NFA88-89]
(b. Mason, OH?) Rebecca Tryon Andres, Ann Hambrecht.

Cooke, Samantha
[NFA00]
Brenton Broadstock, Graeme Gerrad, Jeff Pressing.

Cooksey, Denise Bernhard
M/B,k,m
[NFA01, LK]
Charles Delaney, Roberta Gillette. Peoria Symph, 2.

Cooksey, Lynne MacMorran
L/B,k
[PS, Coll]
(b. 11/10/1948 - Evanston, IL) Coventryville, PA 19465. BM, S Methodist U, 1970; MM, Manhattan Sch of Mus, 1973. John R. Wummer, David Vornholt, George Ellers Morey, Jr. Hastings Coll; Kearney St Coll; U of N Texas; SW Missouri St U. Spoleto Fest Orch; Dallas Symph; Delaware Symph; Fort Worth Symph; Opera Delaware.

Coolidge, Karlin Wiley
[see Rhees, Karlin Wiley (Coolidge)]

Cooper, Alysia
L/M/B,k,b,m
[PS]

Cooper, Charlene
[see Moore-Cooper, Charlene]

Cooper, Connie
[AB]
Tempe, AZ 85281.

Cooper, Jessica R.
[see Harris, Jessica R. Cooper]

Cooper, Laura
L/M/B,k,b
[NFA81]
(b. Burke, VA?) James Madison U. Randi Jean Bly.
Cooper, Richard  [AB]
Brooklyn, NY 11235.

Copeland-Burns, Carla  [LK]
Greensboro Symph, pc.

Coplen, Kim  [LK]
Carmel Symph.

Coppoc, Harriet  [LK]
Lafayette Symph, pr.

Coppola, Anne Tilson  [NFA91, LK]
BM, Bradley U. McLean Orch.

Coppola, Carmine  [AB, JW, NT, Juil]

Core, Genette  [AB]
Indianapolis, IN 46227.

Corey, Blaine  [AB]
(b. 1950 - TX) Houston, TX. Brown U. Louis Cheskin, David Colvig, Cecil Fattey.

Corey, Caroline G.  [AB]
Vancouver, BC Canada.

Corkins, Megan  M/B,k,b  [C Hummel]
Catherine Hummel.

Corliss, Ardyth  [see Scott, Ardyth Corliss]

Cormier, Karen  L/B,k,m  [NFA81-82]
(b. Oakland, ME?) Jean Rosenblum.

Cornell, Martha Miller  L/B,k,m  [NFA84, LK]

Cornell, Saul Charles  M/B,k,m  [AB]
BS, SUNY-Fredonia; MM, Manhattan Sch of Mus. Donald H. Hartman, Harold Bennett, Thomas Perazzoli, Robert Mols.
Corner?, Pauline
Georges Laurent. [handwritten entry: last name unclear]

Cornils, Margaret "Peg" L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA00-02]

Coronata, Elizabeth L/B,k [LK, T Brody]

Corpier, Betty [AB]
Denton, TX 76203. Fort Worth Symph, pc, c1968.

Corral, Jose B [NFA79,86,89,96,98,02, LK]

Corry, Beverly [see Pugh-Corry, Beverly Joan]

Cortet, Roger [Dorgeuille]

Corton, Monica L/M/B,k,b [JWS]

Cortvriendt, Vincent [HC Porto]

Costita, Hector [RZ Wolf]

Cothran, Tiffany [see McClain, Tiffany Cothran]

Coticone, Geralyn M/B,k,m [NFA93, LK, N Raphael, W Rolfe]

Cottin, Gilles [Traversiere]

Couch, Deborah Ann [PS]
(b. 1950 - Covington, KY) BA, Morehead St U; MA, W Kentucky U. Bill George. Public Sch.

Councell, Martha L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA00, LK]
Leone Buyse, Michel Debost, Greig Shearer, Kathleen Goll-Wilson, Elizabeth Knowles. Civic Orch of Chicago.
Counselman, Julie
Fort Smith Symph, pc/3.

Countryman, Colleen Marie  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA91-93,96-97]

Course, Kathleen  B,k  [JD Baker]
William Kincaid.

Courtney, Sheila  [Coll]
IL. Lewis U, 7yrs c1992.

Covert, Kelly Jepson  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA97]

Cowan, Joanna  [see White, Joanna Cowan]

Cowens, Kathleen  L/B,k,m  [PS, LK]

Cowles, Nicolas V.  L  [NFA00]
Stephanie Jutt.

Cox, Alan  B,k,b  [LK, Juil, Coll]

Cox, Cecil  [S Swindell]

Cox, Cheryl  L/B,k  [NFA00]
Nancy L. Selby Spidel, Sylvia Greenfield.

Cox, Elizabeth  [LK]
Walla Walla Symph, pc.

Cox, Gretchen Gruber  [orch survey]
Newark Symph, 1965-78.

Cox, Katherine  [NFA02]
(b. Fairbanks, AK) Dorli McWayne.
Cox, Mary Lou  
Middlebury, VT.  Vermont Symph, c1968.  

Cox, Patrick  

Cox, Peggy  
(b. Orange, TX?) Barbara Sunderland Rives.  

Cox, Sarah  

Coy, K. Farrell  
Shepherd Coll.  

Coyle, Grady  
BA, U of N Texas; MM (organ), S Methodist U; DMA, U of Illinois-Champaign/Urbana.  
George Ellers Morey, Jr., Charles Delaney.  Past Pres. TX Fl Club.  

Crafton, Lurie  
Tish Dunn.  

Craig, Brenda  
[see Reinicke, Brenda Craig]  

Cram, Robert  

Cramer, David M.  

Cramer, Johann Baptist  
(b. 1771; d. 1858) His teacher was not a flutist.  

Cramer, Melanie  
[see Fuller, Melanie Cramer]  

Crane, Cynthia  

Crane, Mandy  
(b. Millbourne, NJ?) Katherine Menefee Price.  

Craver, Norman G.  
Glendore, CA 91741.  Peabody Cons.  
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Crawford, Amanda  B,k  [J Woosley]
Jodiene M. Griffin Woosley.

Crawford, Barry J.  L/M/B,k,b  [PS]

Crawford, Beverly  M  [D Fair]
Pittsburgh, PA.  Robert Langevin.

Crawford, Cynthia  L  [NEC]

Crawford, Ellen  [LK]
Peninsula Symph, pr.

Crawford, Jan  [AB]
Canton, MS 39046.  Jackson (TN) Symph, pc, c1968.

Crawford, Jennifer  L/M/B,k  [NFA00]
Julie Stone.

Crawford, Jill  L/B,k,b  [NFA95]

Crawford, Margaret  [F Griffin]
Victor McMahon, Jean-Pierre Rampal, Hans Maria Kneihis.

Cray, Robert Etienne  B,k  [Curt]

Crebo, Wayne M.  L  [AB, NEC]

Creeden, Cinnamon  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA89,97]
(b. Trumball, CT?) BA, Oberlin Coll.  Adrianne Greenbaum, Michel Debost.  Jazz.

Creighton, Patricia  M/B,k,b  [NFA95]
Crisafulli, Linda Tatman  L/B,k,m  [PS]

Crisafulli, Rebecca Ann  L/B,k,m  [LT Crisafulli]
Linda Tatman Crisafulli.  Civic Orch of Chicago.

Crisanti, Jan  [LK]
Fort Worth Symph, pr.

Criss, Beverly  L/B,k,m  [NFA83]

Criss, Shelley  [LK]
Terre Haute Symph.

Cristina, Sue  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]

Crocker, Bridgett  [see Emerson, Bridgett Andrea Crocker]

Crocker, Conrad  [AB, I68, I72]

Crocker, Llynnelle  [AB]
Santa Rosa, CA.  Santa Rosa Symph, c1968.

Crockett, Barbara  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA84,89]
BA, Ohio St U; MA, Ohio St U.  Donald E. McGinnis, Bernard Goldberg.  Columbus (OH) Symph, pc, 13yrs.

Crockett, Charlotte  [AB]
Monroe, LA 71201.  Monroe Symph, pr, c1968.

Cromm, ?  [AB]

Crone, Betsy  [G Miller]

Cronin, Robert  B,k,m  [NFA97-99,01, LK]

Cross, Ambre  L/M/B,k,b,m  [J Sleeper]  Jennifer Sleeper.

Cross, Debra Wendells  L/M  [NFA83,96,98,02, LK, Coll]  New England Cons.  James Pappoutsakis, Michel Debost.  William and Mary Coll; Old Dominion U, 1983-.  Virginia Phil, pr; Virginia Opera Orch, pr; Virginia Symph, pr.


Crouch, Joyce  [AB]  Omaha, NE 68164.  Omaha Symph, pc, c1968.

Crow, Lisa  [NFA88]  (b. Carlsbad, CA?) Eleanor Tibbals.


Crowder, Jessica  L/M/B,k,m  [PS]  Strongville, OH.  Baldwin-Wallace Coll.  Mary Holzer Bell, Deidre McGuire, Holly B. Michalke.


Crumm, K.  [K Oshiro]

Crumpler, Andrea  L/B,k,m  [NFA90]  (b. Colbert, WA?) Gail Furman Coffee.

Crutcher, Marla
Francis Fuge. Louisville Orch, c1972+.

Cruz, Courtney M/B,k,b,m [NFA96]
(b. Montgomery, IL?) Carlyn Lloyd.

Csalog, Benedek [NFA95,97]
(b. Hungary) Leipzig, Germany. Akademia Ferenc Liszt de Budapest, 1987; Royal Cons-

Csik, Erzseber [Traversiere]
Rampal, Alain Marion.

Csillag, Veronique [P Csillag]
Edouard Deuez, Philippe Boucly, Pierre-Yves Artaud.

Ctibor, Amy Christine L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA01]
BM, Oberlin Coll; MM, U of N Texas; DMA, U of N Texas, compl? Michel Debost,
Kathleen Chastain Debost, Mary Karen Clardy.

Cubbage, Ruth [see Dorsey, Ruth Cubbage]

Cubbin, David
Leslie Barklamb. Elder Conservatorium; U of Adelaide-Australia.

Cucia, Ann L/M/B,k,b [JWS]

Cudlip, Wendy [see Pender-Cudlip, Wendy]

Cuffel, Betsy L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA93]
BM, U of Iowa; MM, UC-Santa Barbara. Janice Dockendorff Boland, Betty Bang
Mather, Claudia Anderson, Jill Felber.

Cullen, Leslie B [Juil]

Cummings, Rhonda Brandt L/M/B,k,b,m [PS]
(b. 11/07/1964 - Bellingham) Kenmore, WA 98028. BM, W Washington U, 1987; BME,
Cummings, Susan  [see Todenhoft, Susan Cummings]

Cumlindo, Viviana  [LK]
National Repertory Orch.

Cunliffe, Joseph M.  B.k,m  [NFA91,97,02]

Cunningham, Albert  [A Floyd]
Liverpool Coll of Mus.

Cunningham, Jean  [AB, Coll]
Oakland, CA 94611.  CSU-Hayward, pre1970.  Oakland East Bay Symph, pr, c1968.

Cunningham, Lynn Nicole  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA96, LK]
West Point, NY.  BM, U of Wisconsin-Madison; MM, Arizona St U.  Julius Baker,
Samuel Baron, William Bennett, Robert F. Cole, Eric Hoover, Thomas Nyfenger.
Greater Newburgh Symph, 2.

Cunningham, Mary  [see Neumann, Mary Cunningham]

Cunningham, Melodie  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA89, LK]
BME, Texas Tech U; MM, Texas Tech U.  Michael Carl Stoune.  Public Sch.  Clear Lake
Symph, pr.

Curentont, Julietta  L/M/B,k,b,m  [M DeLaCerda]
Maria Luisa DeLa Cerda, Jeanne Baxtresser, Carol Wincenc.

Curran, Catherine  B.k  [AB, C Hummel]

Curran, John  [LK]
Rhode Island Phil, 2.

Curran, Thomas E.  B.k,b  [AB, Juil]
Baron, Julius Baker.  [Degree/date discrepancies]

Curry, Shannon  [AB]
Ontario, ON Canada.  Windsor Symph, c1968.

Curtis, Sally  [see Rentschler-Curt, Sally J.]

Cusack, Caitlin  M/B,k  [NFA80]  (b. Dover, NH?) Peggy Vagts.


Cutler, Rebecca  L/M/B,k,m  [J Stodd]  Janet Stodd.


Cyr, Mariselda Z.  [NFA01]  *U of Texas-San Antonio.*

Czapor, Elzbieta  [B Glinka]

Dade, Alice K.  B,k,b  [NFA97-98]  (b. Hopkinsville, KY) Tyra Gilb.


Dahlberg, Ramona V.  [see Pitts, Ramona V. Dahlberg]
Dahlen, Laura Kristin  M/B,k,m  [J Catalfano]
West Virginia U.  Joyce Catalfano.

Dahake, Julie T. Grevsmuehl  M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA00]

Dahlstet, Katherine  [S Dahlstet]

Dahlstet, Sarah  [NFA02]
(b. UT)  Katherine Dahlstet.

Daihl, Leighann  M/B,k,b  [C Hummel]
Catherine Hummel.

Dalager, Holly  [Coll]
BM; MM.  Riverland Comm Coll, 2000-.

Dale, Ann  [FE Caine]

Dale, Virginia Carol  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA97,99,02, LK, Coll]

Daley, Nancy  [NFA78]

Dalgety, Gloria Clay  [KBJ]
Oberlin, 1949.

Dalley, Nancy Pallesen  B,k  [AB, LK, Curt]

Dalton, Richard  M/B,k,m  [NFA91]

Dalvit, Lewis  [AB]

Daly, Margaret  [Coll]
D'Ambrose, Joseph B,k,b [AB, Juil]

Dame, Jennifer Lynn [NFA96]
BA, U of Maryland-Baltimore City; MM, Arizona St U.

D'Amico, Anthony "Tony" L [NEC]
New England Cons. Lois Schaefer.

Dampt, Amy [PS]
Mesa, AZ 85213. Etienne Voisin.

D'Andrea, Cynthia M [LK]
Knoxville Symph, pc.

Danfelt, Lewis S. [AB]
(b. 06/03/1920 - Chambersburg, PA) Kirksville, MO 63501. NE Missouri St Coll, c1968.

Daniel, Kathryn Hutchins L/M/B,k,m [PS, NFA01]

Daniel, Leslie L/M/B,k,m [NFA02]
Kathryn Hutchins Daniel.

Daniel, Martha [see Boggs, Martha Daniel]

Daniels, Monica L. [NFA00-01, LK]
Sharon Hartlein. New Mexico Symph, 3; Santa Fe Symph, pr; Chamber Orch of Albuquerque, pr.

Daniels, Trudy [see Whitford, Trudy Daniels]

Dankert, Scott L/M/B,k,m [NFA96,98]

Dankowski, Amy L/M/B,k,b [JWS]
U of Hartford. John Wion.

Dann, Ruth [AB]
Lincoln, NE. Lincoln Symph, c1968.
Dannatt, Raphael  

Danner, Mackenzie  
(L/M/B,k,b,m) [PS, NFA97]  

Danner, Rebecca  
[see Remley, Rebecca Danner]

Dannessa, Karen  
Her teacher played clarinet.

Daoust, Lise  
[Coll, Traversiere]  
Jean-Pierre Rampal, Alain Marion. U of Montreal, 1980-.

Darby, Carol  
[Coll]  
Howard Payne U, 1993-98.

Darkow, Colleen L.  
(L/B,k,m) [NFA91, Peabody]  

Darling, Rachel  
[see Remley, Rebecca Danner]  
Kay W. Lloyd.

Darst, Norma  
[see Firszt, Norma Darst]

Dasinger, Sally  
[LK]  
Bismarck-Mandan Symph.

daSylvia Heit, Joan  
[K Oh]

Daughtery, Ellen  

Daughton, Jennifer J.  
[Peabody]  
Webster, NY 14580. Peabody Cons.

D'Auria, Amy  
[b. Natick, MA?] Suzanne Stumpf.

Dauser, Helen  
[AB, C Lindquist]  
Holland, MI 49423. Hope Coll, c1968.
Davenport, K.J.  

Davenport, Rhonda Bowen  L/M/B,k,m  
Philip J. Swanson.

David, Philippe

Davidoff, Lynn

Davidson, Anna Lisa Clark  M  

Davidson, Janet  L/M/B,k,m  

Davidson, Karen  
[see Leech, Karen Davidson]

Davies, Annie  
[see Cogrove-Davies, Annie]

Davies, Kristen

Davies, Paul  
Guildhall Sch of Mus.

Davies, Phillipa  
Guildhall Sch of Mus.

Davila, Patricia  L/M/B,k,b,m  

Davilla, Milton
Florida Atlantic U, c1988-94.

Davis, Barbara  
[see Chao, Barbara Davis]

Davis, Brian Lee  L/B,k,m  
(b. 1974 - Flossmoore, IL?) Susan Levitin.

Davis, Cherie  L/M/B,k,b,m  
(b. Worthington, OH?) Katherine Borst Jones.
Davis, Christie  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA95]
Leonard Garrison.

Davis, Elizabeth  L/M/B,k,b [NFA00]
Nina Barwell, Jeanne Baxtresser.

Davis, Emily  L/M/B,k,m [C Trager]
Wheaton Coll; U of N Carolina-Chapel Hill. Brooks de Wetter-Smith.

Davis, Immanuel L.  B,k,b [Juil, Coll]

Davis, Irene
[see Simonsen-Davis, Irene]

Davis, Jennifer  L/B,k,b [PS]

Davis, Jill
[see Maurer-Davis, Jill]

Davis, John E.  B,k [PS]

Davis, Kathy  B,k [PS, FLMotW]

Davis, Lisa N.  L/B,k,b,m [Curt, J Baker]

Davis, Martha J.  [AB, LK]
Midland, TX 79701. Midland-Odessa Symph, pc, c1968-.

Davis, Martin M.  L/M/B,k,m [NFA98]
BM, Susquehanna U; MM, U of Akron, compl? Mary Hannigan, George S. Pope.

Davis, Michael Jerome  [NFA91-95]
BM, USC; MM, Eastman Sch of Mus; EdD, Columbia U-Teachers Coll. Iowa St U, c1988-93+.

Davis, Michelle  [LK]
Redwood Symph.
Davis, Paulie Inslee  L/B,k,m  [PS, AB, FLMotW]
(b. 10/15/1946 - Oneida, NY) Glendale, CA 91201.  BM, USC, 1969; Portland St U.
Louise DiTullio, Roger S. Stevens, Burnett F. Atkinson, Roland Moritz, Eli C. Miles,

Davis, Richard  M  [NFA83]

Davis, Roxann Selland  [see Berry, Roxann Selland (Davis)]

Davis, Sharon  [see Gratto, Sharon Davis]

Davis, Sharon (2)  [LK]
Austin Civic Orch, pr.

Davis, Susan  B,k,b,m  [Coll, N Kile]
Nora Kile.  Virginia Commonwealth U, 1996-.

Davis, Susan L.  [see Aronovici-Davis, Susan L.]

Davison, Stephanie  [LK]
Pikes Peak Phil.

Dawkins, Arthur  [S Kamalidiin]

Dawn, Muriel  [FT article]
Geoffrey Gilbert.

Dawson, Anne Marie Pilarski  L/B,k,m  [PS, LK]
(b. Schenectady, NY) South Bend, IN 46617.  BM, SUNY-Fredonia; MM, Indiana U.
James J. Pellerite, Walfrid Kujala, Robert Willoughby.  U of Notre Dame, prep; St
Mary's Coll.  South Bend Symph, pc/3; Kalamazoo Symph, pc/3; Elkhart Symph, pr;
Southwest Michigan Symph, pc/3; South Bend Symph, Dir Ed.

Day, Andrew J.  B,k,b  [NFA97, J Baker]
Australia.  Julius Baker, Johanna Selleck, Alan Hardy.

Day, Charlotte  [L Anderson]

Day, Erica  [see Swagler, Erica Day]

Day, Gordon  [AB]
Toronto Symph.
Day, Robin [see McKee, Robin Day]

Day, Timothy  
L/B,k,m  
[NFA78,87-89,92,01, AB, JW, KBJ, Coll]  
*Oberlin Coll, 1974.* Robert Willoughby, Bonnie Lake. San Francisco Cons, 1987-; Peabody Cons; Towson U. Baltimore Symph, pr, 1978-87; Minnesota Orch, pr, c1987; San Francisco Symph; California Symph; York Symph, c1968.

Dayton, Rhondda J.  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS, NFA88,90,92,95,97,99, LK]  
(b. 12/14/1955 - Chicago, IL) Westlake Village, CA 91362. BA *theatre*, *Bethel Coll.* Robert Henry, Mary Roberts-Wilson, Paul Bolman, Diane Chasman, David Stock, Gretel Shanley. Beach Cities Symph, pr; Moorpark Symph, pr.

Deal, Jen  
L/M/B.k.m  
[NFA00]  
Nancy Etris.

Deal, Karen Lynne  
M/B.k.m  
[NFA94]  
*BM; MM (conducting); DMA, Peabody Cons, compl?* Gwen C. Powell.

Dean, Robert  
[AB]  

Dearing, Gail Powell  
[PS, LK]  
Los Angeles, CA 90065. Claremont Symph.

Deatly, Tess  
L/M/B.k,b,m  
[J Tripp]  
Judy Tripp.

Deaver, Susan  
L/B.k,b  
[NFA96, A Crumb, C Hummel]  

deBarbadillo, Christine  
[orch survey]  
Newark Symph, pc, 1986-88.

deBeer, Nicole  
[FLMotW]  
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Inventor, writer, amateur flutist.

Debiec, Jennifer [see Lawson, Jennifer Debiec]

Debikey, Natalie  
L/M/B,k,b  
[PS, NFA96,98, LK]  
DeBlieux, Lynda

DeBoeser, Catherine

Debost, Michel M

deBruijn, Cor

Decker, Cynthia Stachowski "Cindy" L/M/B,k

Decker, Hillary
Scottsdale Symph, 2.

Decker, James R.

Decker, Robert

Dee, Johnny B
Juilliard Sch, 1940. Georges Barrère.

Dee, Norman B,k,b

DeFilippo, Mandy Jennifer L/B,k,b

Defrancesco, Edmund

deFreitas, Anna Maria
Eldersburg, MD 21784. Peabody Cons.

DeGolia, Jo Lynn

DeGooyer, Sue
Miami-Dade Comm Coll-Kendall, 1996-.
DeGrasse, Feodora
[see Steward, Feodora DeGrasse]

DeHaan, Susan
[LK, FLUTE]
NW Coll-Orange City. Northwest Iowa Symph.

Dehen, Ann Book

Deifik, David
[L/B,k,m]
[NFA99]
Oberlin Coll. Florence Meisels Nelson, Susan Fries.

DeJong, Edward
Wilhelm Haake.

DeJong, Jacques
Wilhelm Haake.

DeJong, Nanette
[L/M/B,k,b]
[NFA87,94]

DeJong, Susan Morris (Hedling)
[M/B,k]
[PS, NFA90,94,95,97-98,02, AB, Curt]

DeJongh, Kathryn
[L/M/B,k,b,m]
[NFA86,89,98,00, LK]

Del Prete, Linda
B
[Juil]

DeLa Cerda, Maria Luisa
[L/M/B,k,b,m]
[PS, NFA02]

delaBretonne, Beverly
[Coll]
DeLaCruz, Vivian [see Stanley, Vivian DeLaCruz]

Delahey, Ann L/M/B,k [NFA82]
(b. Saskatoon, Canada) Randi Nelson.

Delander, Arian [R Katzin]
Wilmette, IL.

Delaney, Camille L/M/B,k,b [PS]

Delaney, Charles M/B [NFA76,78-80,82-89,92,95-96,98, AB]
U of Cincinnati; BS (pre-med), Davidson Coll; MM, U of Colorado-Boulder. Marcel Moyse, Lamar Stringfield, Rex Elton Fair, Edmund De Francesco, Alfred Fenboque. Florida St U, 1976-89+; U of Illinois-Champaign/Urbana, c1952-76; U of N Carolina-Chapel Hill; Earlham Coll. Tallahassee Symph, pr; Springfield (MO) Symph; Albany (GA) Symph, Mus Dir. NFA Past Pres.

Delaney, Leslie [LK]
Anchorage Symph, 2.

DeLaney, Sue [S Hansen]

Delangle, Georges [Dorgeuille]
(b. 1889) 1st prize, Paris Conservatoire, 1903. Paul Taftanel.

DeLano, Victoria Chastain L/M/B,k,b,m [PS, NFA95,98-99]

Delaval, Chrystel [Traversiere]

Delius, Nikolaus [H Lehtinen]
Georg Muller. Staatliche Hochschule für Musik-Freiburg, 1959-.

Delk, Janelle [LK]
Independence Symph, pc.

Dell, Kathy [LK]
Columbus (IN) Symph, pr.
Della Fera, Mary
Newark Symph, 1976-78.

DelliPriscoli, Matthew  M/B,k  [J Bennett]
Joyce Bennett.

Delnoye, Raymond  [PS, L Nelsen]
(b. 1940 - Heerlen (Limburg)) *Hochschule für Musik-Aachen*. Wilhelm Hermann?.
Brabants Cons. Netherlands Chamber Orch, pr; Rotterdam Phil, pr, 1957-c87.

DeLong, Melissa  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00]
Stacey Steele.

DeLorenzo, Leonardo  [JW, Eman, NY]
(b. 08/29/1875 - Viggiano, Pot., Italy; d. 07/27/1962 - Santa Barbara, CA) Giacomo
Nigro, Alfonso Pagnotti. Eastman Sch of Mus, 1924-35. New York Symph, 1912-13;
Los Angeles Phil, pr, 1921-22; Rochester Phil Orch, pr, 1923-35; Minnesota Orch, pr,
1915-19; NY Phil; NY Symph; LA Phil; LA Symph. [death date also found as July 29]

Delp, Maryellen Butin  L/B,k,m  [AB, I68, KBJ]

DeLuccio, Kim Collins  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA98, LK, JWS, J Thow]
Hartford, prep. New Britain Symph, pr; Waterbury Symph, pr.

DelVecchio, Andrea  [AB]
Coral Gables, FL.

Demangos, Tracey  L/M/B,k,b,m  [P Hester]
Phyllis Hester.

DeMart, Jean  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA93]
Boston, MA. Doriot Anthony Dwyer, William L. Montgomery, Judith Bentley. Clark U,
c1993; Coll of the Holy Cross, c1993.

DeMatteis, Angelo  B,k,b  [AB]

DeMatteis, John  [AB]

DeMattia, Catherine Questel  B,k,m  [R DeMattia]
Walfrid Kujala.
DeMattia, Raymond  L/B,k,m  [PS, AB, I68]
(b. 10/24/1925 - Steubenville, OH) BS, Kent St U; MA, Columbia U-Teachers Coll.

DeMeo, Cathi  L/M/B,k,b  [PS]

Demersseman, Jules  [AF]
(b. 1833, Holland; d. 1864, Paris, France) Paris Conservatoire. Jean Marie Tulou.

Demeur, Jule Alexandre  [AF]

Demigne, Jean-Michel  [Traversiere]

DeMilita, Vincent  [JW]
Houston Symph, pr, 1934.

Demmler, Fritz  [AB]

Demourioux, Isabelle  [Traversiere]

Demsey, Karen  [NFA00,02]
MM, Eastman Sch of Mus; DMA, Rutgers The St U-Camden. William Paterson U of New Jersey.

Demutti, Oly  [G Ribeiro]

Denbaum, Wendy  [see Heckler-Denbaum, Wendy]

Denecke, Julia Drumm  B  [AB, NT, I68, Juil]

Denekas, Maralyn  [see Prestia, Maralyn (Denekas)]
Dengler, Patricia  
[see George, Patricia Imogene Dengler]

Denham/Denhaus?, Margaret  
L  
Georges Laurent. [handwritten entry: last name unclear]  
[NEC]

Denman, Edna  
Valley Symph.  
[LK]

Denning, Rhoda Ellisabeth  
L/M/B,k,m  
Nancy Shortridge Sowers.  
[NFA98]

Dennis, John  
[AB, I68, I72]

Denti, Emil  
New York, NY 10024.  
[AB]

Denton, Karen Hawthorne  
L/M/B,k,b  
[NFA98]

DeOliviera, Kira  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
Shelley Collins, Susan Norton-Scott.  
[NFA98]

DePaul, Grace  
[see Johnson, Grace DePaul]

DePetro, Jessica  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
(pre-veterinary) Arizona St U. Trygve Peterson, Philip J. Swanson, Lisa Tharp.  
[NFA98]

DeRaad, Kara  
[see Santos, Kara DeRaad]

DeRoldan, Janet Millard  
[see Millard de Roldan, Janet]

DeRaad, Kara  
[see Santos, Kara DeRaad]

DeRoldan, Janet Millard  
[see Millard de Roldan, Janet]
DeRoque, Kristie  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA98]
  Brigham Young U. Carolyn Brown, Elizabeth Ruppe.

D'Errico, Theresa Dovydaitis  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA98-00, W Rolfe]
  Boston, MA. Wendy Rolfe-Dunham.

Derwinger, Helen  B  [Juil]
  Juilliard Sch. Samuel Baron.

Desantis, Jen  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00]
  Stacey Steele.

DeSarla, Kelly  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA89]
  (b. Murfreesboro, TN?) Dennette Derby McDermott, Michelle Brown.

Desbrow, Nancy  [see Pease, Nancy Desbrow]

Deschamps, Pierre  [Dorgeuille]

Deschler, Christine  L/M/B,k,b,m  [JWS]
  Paul S. Gray, John Wion.

DeSimone, Lawrence  [JB Flowers]

DeSimone, Pamela  [see Romeo, Pamela DeSimone]

Desorgher, Simon  [NFA87]
  Royal Coll of Mus-London. Christopher Hyde-Smith.

Deuez, Edouard  [V Csillag]

Devienne, Francois  [MGG, NG, AF]
  (b. 01/31/1759 - Joinville, Haute-Marne; d. 09/05/1803 - asylum in Charenton) Félix Rault.
  Paris Conservatoire, 1795-? Flutists, bassoonist, method book author, composer.

Devine, Barbara Ann  L/M/B,k  [NFA91,94]

Devizia, Tania M.  L/B,k,b,m  [NFA02]
  BS, West Chester U; MM, U of the Arts. David M. Cramer.
DeVoe, Jacqueline  
[S VanEven]

DeVol, David  
B  
*Dipl, Juilliard Sch, 1940.* Georges Barrère.

[NT, Juil]

DeVore, Patricia  
Huntington, WV.  
[AB]

deVries, Hendrick  
(b. 1883; d. 1957)  
[L Humphreys]

Dew, Susan  
B.k  
(b. Portland, OR?) *U of Colorado-Boulder.* Alexa Still.  
[NFA01]

Dewig, Karen  
M/B.k.m  
Albuquerque, NM. *U of New Mexico; U of Illinois-Champaign/Urbana.* Frank Bowen.  
Portland St U.  
[NFA91-92,99, Coll]

DeWitt, David  
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601. Hudson Valley Phil, c1968.  
[AB]

DeWitt, Ray  

D'Hollander, Berten  
[NFA92]

Dias, Odette Ernest  
(b. Paris, France) *1st prize, Paris Conservatoire.*  
[NFA02]

Diaz, Adan  
*CSU-Fullerton.*  
[NFA88]

Diaz, Jose  
[P Acosta]

DiBlasio, Denis  
*BA, Glassboro St Coll, comp; MM, U of Miami.* Temple U, jazz; Glassboro St Coll, jazz.  
[NFA90]

Dick, Heather  
L/M/B.k,b,m  
Kyle Dzapo.  
[K Dzapo]

Dick, Paulyne?  
L  
Georges Laurent. [handwritten entries: Pauline Dicks?]  
[NEC]


Dickerson, Natalie  B,k,b,m  [K Farmer] Katherine F. Farmer.

Dickert, Ruth  [see Katzin-Kilpatrick, Ruth M. Dickert]

Dickey, Louise  [see Pinkow, Louise Dickey]

Dickey, Virginia  [T Eisenhauer]

Dickinson, Laura  [LK] Olympia Symph, pr.

Dickman, Sara  [LK] Civic Orch of Chicago.


DiDonato, Alicia  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS] Stoneham, MA 02180. John Wion, Fenwick Smith. New World Symph.

Diebel, Jennifer  B.k.m  [NFA00] Lauren Rongo, Laura Shetler-Witczak.

Diebold, Joanne  [LK] Northbrook Symph, pc.

Diener, Anne  [see Zentner, Anne Diener Giles]

Diener, Elizabeth  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00] Kathryn DeJongh, George S. Pope.
Diener, Kathryn
Eastman Sch of Mus; Northwestern U; Royal Northern Coll of Mus. US Marine Band, 1984-91+.

Diener, Thomas W.
Winston-Salem, NC 27108. BME, Murray St U; MA, Appalachian St U; Indiana U. Salem Coll, c1968.

Diepca, Ralph
(d. pre-1968) Brooklyn, NY 10021.

Diesl, Laura
L/M/B,k,b
(b. Medford, NJ?) Beverly Joan Pugh-Corry.

Dietrich, Carl Leo

Dietrich, Robert L.

Dietrick, Kathleen
University Park, PA 16802.

DiFazio, Louis

DiFiore, John
Valley City St U, 1993-.

DiGiacobbe, David
M/B,k,b

Dike, Valentine
B
Juilliard Sch, 1933. Georges Barrère.

Dikeman, George Philip
L/M/B,k,m

DiLascia, Anthony
B
Georges Barrère, Arthur Lora.
Dill, Regina Ott

Dillon, Roberto
(b. 1973 - Genoa, Italy) E. Parodi, O. Maffeis.

Dillon, Virginia
Pullman, WA 99163.

Dilly, Karen
Newark Symph, pc, 1984-86.

Dimaano, Georgia
L/B,k,m [NFA attendee]
Ray Kauffman, Edith Overly, Joel Behrens.

DiMarco, ?
St Scholastica.

DiMartino, Lydia
[M Johnson]

DiNardo, Dominic
L [NEC]

Dines, Judith Ann
L/B,k,m [NFA97, LK, RWS]

Dinner, Rose-Marie
[see Jacobson, Barbara Dinger]

Dingfelder, Ingrid
[LK]
Jackson Hole Symph.

Dingledine, Ladonna
L/B,k,m [NFA01, AB]
Muncie, IN. BS, Ball St U; MA, Ball St U. Charles Hubbard, William Wittig, James J. Pellerite. Muncie Symph, 2, c1968-.

Dinner, Rose-Marie
Juilliard Sch, 1953.

Dionne, Aubrie
L/B,k,m [Longy]
Longy Sch of Mus. Robert Willoughby.

Dior, Jennifer
[LK]
Charlotte Symph.
DiPierro, Katherine  
[see Isles, Katherine DiPierro]

Dirks, Barbara  
Silver Spring, MD.  [AB]

Dirksmeyer, Paul D.  
Baton Rouge, LA 70803.  MA. Louisiana St U, c1968.  [AB]

DiSanto, Cindy King  
W. Brookfield, MA 01585.  U of Hartford.  John Wion.  [JWS]

Dise, Deborah  
Virginia Beach Symph, 2.  [LK]

DiSevo, Oreste  
New York, NY 10031.  [AB]

Disharoon, Tammy M.  
Texas Tech U.  Lisa Garner Santa.  [NFA02]

Dissman, Louise DiTullio  
[see DiTullio, Louise (Dissman)]

DiTiberio, Lisa Sharrard  
St. Louis, MO.  BM, Michigan St U; MM (musicology), Northwestern U.  Walfrid Kujala, Charles E. Osborn, Alexander Murray, Israel Borouchoff, Ervin Monroe.  St. Louis Phil, pr.  [NFA87,89, LK]

Ditkoff, Beth  
[C M Greenfield]

Dittmer, Timothy  
Catherine Hummel.  [C Hummel]

DiTullio, Louise (Dissman)  
Haakon Bergh, Arthur Gleghorn, Roger S. Stevens.  USC, c1968.  California Chamber Symph, pr/pc, c1968; Pasadena Symph, pr; San Fernando Valley Symph; Los Angeles Phil, pc; Santa Monica, Pacific Symph pr.  [NFA77,79-82,85-86, 88,92, AB, LK, I68]

Ditzel, Julie Williams  
Greater Newburgh Symph, pr.  [LK]

Dixon, Carrie  
Nancy L. Selby Spidel.  [NFA00]
Dixon, Darla  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA96-02]

Dixon, Karen  [LK]
Palm Beach Opera Orch, pr.

Dixon, Louise  [LK, C May]
Chicago Symph, 2.

Dixon, Mary Sue  [AB]
Springfield, MO. Independence Symph, c1968.

Dobbs, Teryl  [J Batcheller]

Dobbs, Wendell  L/M/B  [PS, NFA91,93-98,02]

Dobrenz, Jennifer  [NFA91]
(b. WI?) Sue Christian.

Dobson, E. A.  B  [NT]
Georges Barrère.

Dobson-Jackson, Pam  [LK]
Galveston Symph, pc.

Doche, Victor  [P George]
San Antonio Symph, pr.

Dockendorff, Janice  [see Boland, Janice Dockendorff]

Dockendorff, Mary Margaret  L/B,k  [NFA77-79, AB]

Doebler, Paul E.  B  [PS, NFA85.87-88, LK, Juil]
Doell, Linda

Doepke, Rochelle
[see Draizer-Doepke, Rochelle]

Doerksen, Nancy
Winnipeg Symph, pr, c1972+

Doerrie, Peggy
BME, Cornell Coll; MFA, U of Minnesota-Duluth. Minnetonka Symph.

Dohn, Robert
[M Dockendorff]

Dolas, Margo
L/M/B,k,b,m
Christina Smith.

Dolau, Ann
L/M/B,k,b,m
Janice Smith.

Dolbeer, Robert Clifton
(b. 05/14/1925 - South India) BSEd, Wittenberg U; BM, Wittenberg U; MM, Northwestern U. Robert Cavally. Wittenberg U, c1960-81. Springfield (OH) Symph; Springfield (OH) Civic Opera Co.

Doll, Sarah
[AB]
Lawrence, KS.

Dollard, Luellyn K. North
L/B,k,b,m

Dollinger, Alain
[Traversiere]

Dolphy, Eric
[L McNeill]

Dolzikov, ?
[O Khudyakov]

Dombourian-Eby, Zartouhi "Zart"
B,k,m
Dombrower, Teri Mason  M/B,k,b,m  [NFA88]  
CSU-Fullerton.  Anne Diener Giles Zentner, Mary Ellen Trefrey.  Long Beach Symph;  
Rio Hondo Symph.

Dominik, Shirley  [A Bohnet]  

Dominowski, Patricia  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00]  
Peter Lloyd, Geoffrey Gilbert, Albert N. Tipton, Susan J. Glaser.

Domzalski, Marsha  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA81]  
(b. Fairfax, VA?) Randi Jean Bly.

Donaldson, David  [orch survey]  
Newark Symph, 1982.

Dondi, Gabriel Goni  M/B,k,b  [PS, NFA00]  
(b. 01/09/1968 - San Jose, Costa Rica) San Jose, Costa Rica.  BM, New World Sch of the  
Arts.  James Galway, William Bennett, Christine Nield-Capoti, Gro Sandvik, Wolfgang  
Schulz, Dieter Flury, Samuel Baron, Julia Bogorad.  Nat'l Inst of Costa Rica.  National  
Symph of Costa Rica.

Donjon, Johannes  [AF]  
(b. 1839; d. c1912)

Donner, Ann  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA00]  
Gerald V. Carey, Samuel Baron, James Pappoutsakis, Fritz Demmler.

Donohue, Charles W.  L  [AB, NEC]  
San Diego, CA 92109.  New England Cons, 1940-41.  Georges Laurent.

Donovetsky, ?  [AB]  
New York, NY 10025.

Donze, Tina  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA97,00]  
Lauren Rongo, Joanna Cowan White.

Dooley, Ellen Marie  [Peabody]  
Baltimore, MD 21202.  Peabody Cons.

Doran, Matt H.  [NFA82,88,98,00, AB]  
(b. Newport, KY) BM, USC; DMA, USC.  Archie Wade, Jr., Jules Furman, William E.  
Hullinger, Ary vanLeeuwen.  Mt St Mary's Coll-Emmitsburg, composition, 29yrs; Del  
Mar Coll; Ball St U.  Composer.
Doria, Linda
[see Jacobs-Doria, Linda]

Dorigo, Felix
M
André Jaunet.

Dormer, Lisa
L/M/B,k
[see Jacobs-Dormer, Linda]
BM, Boston Cons. William H. Grass, Maralyn (Denekas) Prestia. Southwest Florida Symph, pr.

Dorneev, Alexander
[see Jacobs-Dorneev, Alexander]

Dorough, Aralee
L/B,k,m
[PS, NFA92,97-98,01, JW, LK, KBJ, Coll]

Dorrill, Ellen
L/M/B,k,b,m
(b. Hixson, TN?) Janet Hale.

Dorsey, Kristina
L/M/B,k,b,m
[PS, NFA02]
Mannassas, VA, VA. Rebecca Jeffreys.

Dorsey, Ruth Cubbage
B

Dorsey, Sandi
L/M/B,k,b,m
Martha Rearick, Charlet Snell, Karen Yonovitz.

Dorus, Vincent-Joseph

Dos Santos, Glaicy Kelly
L/M/B,k,b,m
[PS, NFA00]

Doser, Janet
[see Kinmonth, Janet M. Doser]

Doty, Donna
[see Bath, Donna Swarts Doty]

Doubek, Theodore
L/M/B,k,m
[PS, NFA02]
Doughty, Linda Sue   [see Lasansky, Linda Sue Doughty]

Douglas, Betty L/M/B,k,b,m   [PS, NFA95-96, LK]

Douglas, Laura [see Jessen, Laura Douglas]

Douglas, Paul M.   [Coll]

Dourado, Oscar N. [NFA92]

Doussard, Jean M   [JM Bauman, Dorgeuille]

Dove, Glennda [see Pellito, Glennda Dove]

Dovydaitis, Theresa [see D’Errico, Theresa Dovydaitis]

Dow, Carolyn B. Colby L/B   [NFA83,88]

Dowd, Sylvia [AB]
New Orleans, LA. New Orleans Orch, pc, c1968.

Dowdall, William B,k   [W Mayhall]
Maurice Sharp, Walter S. Mayhall.

Dowler, Elizabeth [see Ben-Meir, Elizabeth Dowler]

Downing, Elizabeth Anne "Liz" L/M/B,k   [PS, LK]

Downs, J.W. [JP Rampal]
Jean-Pierre Rampal.

Doyle, Kerri L/M/B,k,m   [NFA90, W Halpin]
(b. Sayville, NY?) Laura Gustavsen.
Doyle, Susan
William Halpin. RTE Concert Orch.

Doyle, Tracey
Camellia Symph, pr; Solano Comm Symph, pr.

Draeger, Christin M

Dragga, Nicholas Cooper L/M/B,k,b,m
Anna Whitlock Henry.

Draizar-Doepke, Rochelle L/M/B,k,b,m

Drake, Kenneth L
New England Cons. Lois Schaefer.

Drake, Stephanie L/M/B,k,b,m
(b. Charleston, IL?) Diane Boyd Schultz.

Drant, Kelly

Dratfield, Simon B. B,k,m

Drelinger, Sanford B,k,b
Arthur Lora, Julius Baker.

Drew, Darlene M/B,k,m
(b. Detroit, MI) Chicago, IL. Northwestern U; Florida St U; Guildhall Sch of Mus. Shaul Ben-Meir, Walfried Kujala, Charles Delaney, Peter Lloyd. Elgin Symph.

Drewes, Beth Busley
Milwaukee, WI 53218. Waukesha Symph, pr, c1968.

Drews, Beth Ann
Milwaukee, WI 53208.

Drews, Elsbeth M/B,k,b,m
(b. WI?) Carol Meves.
Drexler, George  B.k  [AB, JW, NT, I68, Curt]

Drexler, Jonathan  B.k.m  [P Standaart]
(d. c1999) Yale U. Thomas Nyfenger, Luella Hinkle Howard, George Drexler.

Drickman, Johanna  B.k.m  [NFA76]

Drinker, Frances Snow  L  [AB, I68, NEC, Coll]

Dronge, Joy  B  [Juil]

Drosendahl, Ann  [NFA98]

Drouet, Louis Francois Philippe  [AF]
(b. 1792 - Amsterdam, The Netherlands; d. 09/30/1873 - Bern, Switzerland)

Druckenmiller, William  L/B  [Juil]
BS, Juilliard Sch, 1948. Frederick Wilkins.

Drumm, Julia  [see Denecke, Julia Drumm]

D'Sylva, Marisa Romilda  L/B,k,m  [KBJ]

Duane, Gwyneth  [see Emery, Gwyneth Duane]

Duane, Jennifer  [NFA88]
Suzuki.

Dubbs, Janet Baker  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA81]
BM, Cleveland Inst of Mus, 1979; U of Akron. George S. Pope, Maurice Sharp, Trudy Kane, Claude Monteux.

Dubois, Elizabeth A.  B.k.m  [LB]
Mount Uniacke, NS Canada. Joseph A. Mariano.
Duby, Debbie  [see Hyde-Duby, Debbie]

Duce, Judy  [see Grant-Duce, Judy]

Duchemin, Andre-Giles  [J St.Jules]

Duchenes, Mario  [AB]

Duckett, Cynthia  [see Paxton, Cynthia Duckett]

Duckham, William  [NEC]
*New England Cons.* James Pappoutsakis.

Duckles, Lawrence  [AB]
Berkeley, CA 94703. Oakland East Bay Symph, pc, c1968.

Ducrot, Sabine  [Traversiere]
*Paris Conservatoire*. Alain Marion.

Duell, Miriam  [AB]
Fayetteville, AR.

Duerden, Brea  [NFA98]
M/B,k,b,m
Cindy Henderson.

Duffy, Amy  [see Hail, Amy Duffy]

Duffy, Caitlin  [NFA98, JWS]
L/M/B,k,b
*U of Hartford*. John Wion, Janet Koza.

Duffy, Sandy  [see Norman, Sandy Duffy]

Duffy, Suzanne  [NFA96]
L/M/B,k,m
NY. *BM, Northwestern U; MM, Indiana U*. Walfrid Kujala, Peter Lloyd, Carol Wincenc, Samuel Baron, Keith Underwood. Indiana U; SUNY-Stony Brook, TA.

Dufour, Mathieu  [JW, LK]
Chicago Symph, pr, 1999-.

Dufrene, F.  [AB, Dorgeuille]

Dufseth, Jessica  [LK]
Winona Symph, pc.
Dugan, Darlene R.  
B,k,m  
[NFA92,96-01, AB, I68]  

Duhaime, Ricky  
[Coll]  

Duke, Jimmie  
[AB]  
Fayetteville, AR.

Dulon, Frederich Ludvig  
[AF]  
(b. 08/14/1769 - Oranienburg, Potsdam; d. 07/07/1826 - Wurzburg) Augustin Neuff. Blind flutist, composer.

Dumstre, Lisa  
L/M/B,k  
[NFA89]  
Houston, TX.  Baylor U.  Helen Ann Shanley.  Waco Symph; Houston Civic Symph; Galveston Symph.

Duncan, Danny Joe  
B,k,m  
[AB]  

Duncan, Eleanor  
[see Armstrong, Eleanor Duncan]

Duncan, Julie  
[see Thornton, Julie Duncan]

Duncan, Mari  
[see Aranoff-Duncan, Mari]

Duncan, Roma  
[LK]  
Ann Arbor Symph, pc.

Dundon, Judith  
[NFA00]

Dunham, Dorothy  
[see Mora, Dorothy Dunham]

Dunham, Wendy  
[see Rolfe-Dunham, Wendy]

Dunigan, Nicolette  
[Coll]  

Dunigan, Philip  
B,k,b  
[NFA78,81,91-92, AB, R Baker]  
Dunigan, Walter  B  [Juil]

Dunkel, Paul Lustig  B,k,b  [NFA86-87,99, AB, JW, LK, I68, Coll, I Simonsen-Davis]
Symph, c1968; Brooklyn Phil; New York City Ballet, pr, 1999-.

Dunker, Joyce  L  [NEC]
Georges Laurent.

Dunkerley, Patricia  M  [A Prieur]
Andre Prieur.

Dunn, Alfred  [AB]
Fort Myers, FL 33901.  Fort Myers Symph, pr, c1968.

Dunn, Ann M.  B,k  [NFA87-88,90-92,94]
Colorado Springs, CO.  BME, Colorado St U; MME, Wichita St U.  Maurice Sharp,
Albert N. Tipton.  Fort Collins Symph, c1968.  Founder Pikes Peak Fl Choir.

Dunn, Howard  [Coll]
Williams Baptist Coll, 1996-.

Dunn, Robert  L  [NEC]
New England Cons.  Lois Schaefer.

Dunn, Tish  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Dunnivant, Jessica  M/B,k  [PS]
(b. 09/15/1976 - Pulaski, TN) Adelphi, MD 20783.  BM, Middle Tennessee St U, 1998;
Delaney.  Florida St U, TA; Public Sch.

Dunnell, Rebecca  [Coll]
Sweet Briar Coll, 1999-; Lynchburg Coll; Randolph-Macon Coll; Hollins U.

Dunning, Brian  M  [NFA99]
Berklee Coll of Mus.  James Galway.

Dunning, Ruth  [see Royer, Ruth Dunning]
Dunsby, Virginia [PS] M

Dunten, Patricia [see Barnett, Patricia Dunten]

Dunten, Mrs. R.C. [AB, I68]
Swannanoa, NC. Asheville Symph, c1968.

Dunwood, William [C Fleming, P Lyttle]

Dupont, Jean-Francois [Traversiere]

DuPres, Hilary [A Murray]
Gareth Morris, Alexander Murray.

Duquette, Henrietta L [NEC]
Georges Laurent.

Duran, Elena L/M/B,k [NFA86,95,98]

Durand, Guy [AB]
Key Largo, FL.

Durand-Racamato, Clair [NFA92,99, LK]
BME, New England Cons; MS, U of Bridgeport. Trenton St Coll. Delaware Valley Phil; Greater Trenton Symph.

Durbin, Jane L/M/B,k,m [NFA91,97]
Wichita St U. John Harrison Hicks, William Bennett, Janet Ferguson. Austin Symph, 2.

Durdin, Fabienne [FLMotW]

Durkin, Martha [R Kenny]

Durman, Tabitha M/B,k [A Engelsdorfer]
Amy Engelsdorfer.
Dusevic, Tanya K.  L/M/B,k,m [NFA94,97]
(b. Canada) BM, U of Calgary; MM, Juilliard Sch, compl? Philippa Fullerton, Carol Wincenc.

Dustin, Jeanne A.  [AB]
Plattsburg, NY 12901.

Dutton, Christine  [orch survey]
Newark Symph, 1970.

Duvall, Barbara  [see Baker, Barbara Duvall]

Duxbury, Mary Lowney  L/M/B.k [NFA82]

Dwyer, Doriot Anthony  M/B,k,m [NFA80,88,93,01, AB, JW, NT, 168, 172]

Dyck, Sarah  [NFA92]

Dydnansky, Patricia  L/M/B,k,b,m [PS, Coll]

Dye, Ralph  B [Juil]

Dyer, Kathleen  L/M/B,k,b,m [PS, NFA93, LK]

Dykema, Charlotte  B [NT]
Georges Barrère.

Dykema, Karl  B [Juil]

Dykes, Brenda  [H Lang]

Dykes, Diana  [see Pusey, Diana Dykes]
Dymond, Donna  B,k,m  [LB]
N. Potomac, MD 20878. Joseph A. Mariano.

Dzapo, Kyle Koshgarian  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA90, 97-98,01-02, LK, Coll]

Eacker, Anna  [AB]
Walla Walla, WA 99362. Walla Walla Symph, c1968.

Eade, Theresa  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA98]
BM, Central Washington U; MM, Arizona St U. Trygve Peterson.

Eady-Jones, Shakyra  [LK]
Cadillac Area Symph.

Eagle, David  [NFA90, Coll]

Eagle, Elaine  B,k  [NFA90, Coll, L Wistrom]

Eagleson, Linda Fleckner  L/B,k,b  [NFA91,02]
James Pappoutsakis, Julius Baker.

Eaheart, Paul B.  B  [RA McClain]
Emil Eck.

Ealum, Pegge Jastrimsky  M/B,k,m  [SB Fouse]
Sarah Baird Fouse.

Eames, Patricia  [LK]
Bangor Symph.

Eames, Stanley  L  [NEC]
New England Cons. Lois Schaefer.

Eanes, Kent H.  [AB]
New York, NY 10024.

Earley, Katlin  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]
U of Hartford. John Wion.
Earnhart, Heather Taylor      L/M/B,k,m      [PS]

Easley, Tabatha              M/B,k,b      [NFA00]
Dorli McWayne, John Barcellona.

East, Britt                 B.k,m      [PS, NFA98]

Eaton, David                [A Powell]
Boston Symph?.

Eaton, Nancy                [see Etris, Nancy Edella Eaton]

Eberenz, Susan              B,k      [NFA91]
BA (theory), Hunter Coll-CUNY; MA/MA (2), Hunter Coll-CUNY, hist/per; MAEd, Herbert H Lehman Coll-CUNY. Harold Bennett. Flute repair and restoration.

Eberhart, Barbara           L/M/B,k      [S Schwoebel]
Sandy Schwoebel.

Eberhart, Marlene           [LK]
Fort Wayne Phil, act pr.

Eberlein, Dwana F.          L/M/B,k,m      [PS, Coll]

Ebert, Lawrence             L/M/B,k      [L Benson]
Maurice Sharp, Bernard Goldberg.

Eby, Zartouhi "Zart"       [see Dombourian-Eby, Zartouhi "Zart"]

Echols, Jennifer            B,k,m      [NFA84, LK]
(b. Fort Lauderdale, FL?) Parker Taylor, Alexander Murray. New Britain Symph, 2.

Eck, Emil                   B      [AB, G Powell, N Toff]
BM, Cologne Cons. John R. Wummer. composition, 1956-63; Northwestern U; Chicago Cons Coll, c1968. Chicago Symph, 1923-52; New York City Opera Orch; Cologne Orch; Cassel Orch.
Eckenberger, Pamela
South Bend, IN. South Bend Symph, c1968.

Eckenhoff, Meghann  L/M/B.k,b,m  [PS]
(b. 03/08/1979 - Chicago, IL) BM, Eastman Sch of Mus, att? Bonita Boyd, Pam Guidetti, Brian Gordon, Lois Bliss Herbine, Anne Harrow.

Eckers, Christine  [see Moore, Christine Eckers]

Eckers, Roger  [CE Moore]

Eckles, Becky S.
Albany (GA) Symph, pr.  [LK]

Eckroth, Loran  [Coll]
U of Mary, 25yrs.

Eddy, Barbara  [see Hart, Barbara Eddy]

Edelstein, Joan E.  M/B.k,b  [NFA96]

Edey, Jocelyn  L/B.k,m  [RWS]

Edgar, Caryl  [AB]

Edge, Peter
Leslie Barklamb. Melbourne Symph.

Edgell, David  L  [NEC]
New England Cons. Lois Schaefer.

Edmonson, Amy Laura  M/B.k,m  [NFA91]

Edrington, Doris Bruckner  L/B.k,m  [NFA77,80]
Edwards, Ann Bennett  
(b. 05/08/19?? - Billings, MT) Vestavia Hills, AL 35226.  
Margaret Lund "Maggie" Schuberg, Millie Marsh, Jenny Knapp.  
U of Great Falls, 1993-96.  
Great Falls Symph, pr, 1993-96.

Edwards, Catherine  
St. Louis Phil, pc.

Edwards, Doris  
Georges Laurent.

Edwards, Harriet  
[see Crossland, Harriet Edwards]

Edwards, Harve  
Claremont Symph, pc, c1968.

Edwards, John L.  
Oklahoma City U.  Flutist, organist.

Edwards, Lee  
Alain Marion.

Edwards, Tacy  
(b. 08/28/1948 - Lawrence, KS) BM, U of Kansas, 1970.  
Harold Bennett, John B.  
Boulton, Claude Monteux, Max Waite, Albert N. Tipton, Maurice Sharp, Bernard Goldberg.  
Coll of Charleston.  
Charleston (SC) Symph, pc; Hudson Valley Phil, pr.

Edwards, Tami  
(b. Tucson, AZ) Patricia Watrous.

Egekvist, Deborah  
Greensboro, NC 27401.  
BM, Lawrence U; MM, Eastman Sch of Mus; DM, Florida St U.  
Joseph A. Mariano.  
U of N Carolina-Greensboro; Marshall U; U of Oklahoma.  
Greensboro Symph, 2.

Eggemeyer, Kim  

Eggington, Katie  
[see Jones, Katie Eggington]

Egner, Glenn Michael  
BM, Juilliard Sch, 1974; MM, Juilliard Sch, 1975.  
Arthur Lora.

Ehle, Heide  
BM.  
Suzuki.
Ehlers, Alice [L Lewis]

Eichlar, Ralph [AB]

Eichman, Genevieve M. "Ginna" L/B,k,m [NFA87,91, LK, RWS]

Eilam-Amzallag, Avi [NFA95]
Rubin Acad of Mus-Tel Aviv. Flutist, composer, conductor.

Eilon, Raalnam [S Levy]
(b. Israel)

Eirick, Ellen [A Granato]

Eischeid, Susan [NFA00]

Eisenberg, Amos B,k,b [G Fazakas, J Baker, N Barker]

Eisenhauer, Tamara L/M/B,k [NFA00]
Julie Stone, Virginia Dickey, Janet Rutter.

Eisler, Wendy [AB]
QU Canada. Quebec Symph, pc, 1966-68+.

Eklund, Elizabeth [orch survey]
Newark Symph, 1993-95.

Elaine, Donna L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA91,99]
BM, Chapman U; MM, Chapman U; Academie Internationale d'Ete. Louise DiTullio, Arthur Hoberman, Jean-Pierre Rampal, Maxence Larrieu, Alain Marion, Andras Adorjan, Julius Baker.

Elardo, Beth [D Reeve]

Elbaum, Bernard B [NT, Juil]
Juilliard Sch, 1942. Georges Barrère.

Eldridge, Becky L/M/ [NFA98]
Elias, Judy  [AJ Jolley, T Lang]

Eliasson, Betty  [orch survey]
Newark Symph, 1967-68.

Elkind, Dorothy  L  [NEC]
Georges Laurent, James Pappoutsakis.

Elkrem, Jeanne  [J Grady]

Ellberger, Markus  [AB]
Jackson Heights, NY.

Ellenberger, Carl  B,k,m  [LB]

Ellerbroek, Clay  [LK]
San Diego Symph, 2.

Elliot, Harold  [AB]
St. Cloud, MN.

Elliot, Marie  L/M/B,k,b,m  [T Williams]
Trey Williams.

Elliot, Jane  L/B,k,m  [AB]

Elliot, Merrilee  [PS, LK, Coll]
Transylvania U, 1985-. Lexington Phil Orch.

Elliot, Paula Kelch  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA80.89-91, NEC, AB, KBJ]
(b. 06/05/1938 - Joliet, IL) Brantford, ON Canada. BM, Oberlin Coll, 1960; MM, New England Cons; BA, McMaster U. James Pappoutsakis, Robert Willoughby, James Galway, Marcel Moyse, Jean-Pierre Rampal, Geoffrey Gilbert, Peter Lloyd. McMaster U; Hamline U; U of Manitoba; New England Cons, prep. Hamilton Phil Orch, pr, 1969-; Winnipeg Symph, pr; CBC Orch Winnipeg, pr; St Paul Chamber Orch, pr.

Elliotte, Beverly  [see Vance, Beverly Elliotte]

Ellis, ?  [AB]
Ellis, Cynthia
  L/M/B,k,b,m                  [PS, NFA00-01, LK]
(b. 12/03/1958 - Santa Monica, CA) Brea, CA 92821.  
Patricia Garside, Sylvia Greenfield, Jim Walker, Louise DiTullio, 
Jan E. Gippo, Julius Baker, Thomas Nyfenger.  Bida Coll; CSU-Fullerton; Pomona Coll.  
Pacific Symph, pc; Opera Pacific Orch, pr.

Ellis, Kitty
  L/M/B,k                   [NFA83]
(b. Portland, TX?) Kim Sosa.

Ellison-Wolfson, Greer
  L/B,k,m                  [PS, NFA83,96, KBJ]
(b. 04/11/1953 - WV) Palo Alto, CA 94306.  
BM, Oberlin Coll, 1974; MM, U of Michigan; Dipl, Royal Cons-Hague.  
SUNY-New Paltz; Vassar Coll; Indiana St U; Lewis & Clark Coll.  
Philharmonia Baroque Orch; California Symph; Portland Baroque Orch.

Ellsworth, Vivian Harmer
  [A Frost]

Ellzey, Pamela
  L/M/B,k,m                [NFA99, LK]
  Baylor U; USC.  Helen Ann Shanley, Brooks de Wetter-Smith, Roger S. Stevens.  
  Shreveport Symph; Raleigh Symph; Long Beach Symph; Fresno Phil, 2.

Elwell, Herbert
[AB]

Elwood, Josie
[NFA92]

Emerson, Bridgett Andrea Crocker
  L/M/B,k,b,m            [PS]
(b. 05/25/1974 - Alexandria, VA) Lovettsville, VA 20180.  
BM, Shenandoah U, 1997; MM, Bowling Green St U, ?
  Judith Bentley, Frances Lapp Averitt.

Emery, Brooke
  [NFA95]
  Jazz.

Emery, Gwyneth Duane
  B                  [NT, Juil]
  Juilliard Sch.  Georges Barrère.

Emery, Kenneth B.
  B.k                [AB, Curt]

Emilio, Valorie
  [LK]
  Rogue Valley Symph.

Emme, Beth
  L/M/B,k,b,m         [K Dzapo]
  Kyle Dzapo.
Emmons, Margarita  [NFA76]
(b. Savannah, GA?)

Emond, Annelie  [see Metrakos, Annelie Emond]

Emrich, Elizabeth Anne  [Peabody]
La Mesa, CA 91941. Peabody Cons.

Endsley, Pamela Bertoluzzi  L/M/B  [NFA79,85,88, AB, LK, I68, I72, E Hoover]
Denver, CO. Duquesne U. Bernard Goldberg, Marcel Moyse. Denver (CO) Symph, 1966, pr c1972; Wheeling Symph, pr; Pittsburgh Symph, ex.

Eng, Goh Tiong  [Md Rasul]
Singapore Symph.

Engelsdorfer, Amy  M/B,k  [PS]

Engleman, Howard  [AB, I68]
Los Angeles, CA 90049. Brentwood Symph, c1968.

Engley, Karen  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA97]
Central Michigan U. Marjorie Farmer, Joanna Cowan White, Jeff Zook.

Ennis, Joanne  [see Bourquin, Joanne Ennis]

Ennis, Lynn  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA88]
Los Angeles, CA. BME, Susquehanna U; MA, New York U. Eleanor Lawrence, Paige Brooke, Gerardo Levy, David Shostac.

Entrekin, Gayle  [LK]
Mississippi Symph, 2.

Ephross, Arthur  L  [NFA77-79,83,85-86,94,01]

Epistola, Anna Clare  [AB]
Sarasota, FL 33578. Florida West Coast Symph, pc, c1968.
Epperson, Eugenia "Genie"  L/B,k,m  [NFA89, AB, I68]
Baton Rouge, LA.  Louisiana St U; New England Cons.  Everett LeRoy Timm, James
Pappoutsakis.  Houston Ballet Symph, pr; Houston Grand Opera Orch, pr; Baton Rouge
Symph, pc, c1968; Springfield (MA) Symph, pc.

Epple, Carol Hunt  [P Bloom, P Nichols]

Eppstein, Fred  [AB]
Sioux City, IA 51103.  Sioux City Symph, c1968.

Epstein, Daniel M., MD  L/B,k,m  [NFA87]
Cambridge, MA 02138.  Eastman Sch of Mus; MD, Case Western Reserve U; Yale U.
Joseph A. Mariano, Thomas Nyfenger, William Hebert, Maurice Sharp.  Cleveland Inst
of Mus; Holy Cross Coll.

Epstein, Moshe Aron  M  [NFA95,97]
Rubin Acad of Mus-Tel Aviv, 1975; Artist Dipl, Rubin Acad of Mus-Tel Aviv, 1976.  Uri
Toeplitz, Marcel Moyse, Aurèle Nicolet.  Rubin Acad of Mus-Tel Aviv.  Flutist,
conductor.

Erazo, Jamil  [NFA95]
(b. Ecuador) Ecuador.  BA, Nat'l Cons "Salvador Bustamante".

Erich, Pamela  [E Sawyer]

Erickson, Elizabeth  [AB]
Provo, UT 84601.

Erickson, Janette  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA88, LK, R Baker, R Gilstrap]
Fresno, CA.  BA, CSU-Fresno; MA, CSU-Fresno.  Russell S. Howland, Julius Baker,
Lloyd Gowen, Raymond Fabrizio, Jean-Pierre Rampal, Doriot Anthony Dwyer.  Fresno
Pacific Coll.  Fresno Phil, pr; Fresno Lyric Opera Orch.

Erickson, Laura  [LK]
Cadillac Area Symph.

Erickson, Robert  [BC Lam]

Ericson, John  [LK]
Northwest Iowa Symph, pr.

Erisman, Sally  [AB]
Olmstead Falls, OH.  Lakeside Symph, pr, c1968.
Erlander, Christine  
[see Beard, Christine Erlander]

Ernest, Edna  
Fort Myers, FL 33901. Fort Myers Symph, c1968.

Ernest, Odette  
[see Dias, Odette Ernest]

Ernst, Roy  
Detroit, MI 48202. Wayne St Coll, c1968.

Errett, Marilyn  
Sacramento, CA 95819.

Erskine, Bruce  
L/B,k,b  
[PS, NFA90,95-97,99-02]  

Ertell, Christine  
M/B,k,b  
[LK]  
Jeanne Baxtresser. Richmond (VA) Symph, pc/2.

Ertl, Marilyn  
Marshfield, WI 54449.

Escuer, Alejandro  
L/B,k,b  
[NFA96,98]  
Mexico City, Mexico. BA; MA, Sweelinck Cons; PhD, New York U. Brenda Sakofsky, Marielena Arizpe, Koos Verheul, Robert Dick, Carlo Morena, Keith Underwood.

Eselson, Lauren  
L/B,k,m  
[NFA83]  

Esposito, Nicole  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA95,02]  

Esselmann, Sr. M. Ann  
LaCrosse, WI 54601. BM, MacPhail Sch of Mus; San Francisco St U. Viterbo Coll, c1968.

Estrin, Harvey  
Woodwind doubler.
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Estrin-Perlman, Nancy  B.k  [NFA97,01]

Ethridge, Becky  B  [NFA79]
Claire Johnson.

Etienne, David  [Dorgeuille]

Etievant, Dominique  [NFA92-93]

Etler, Alvin  [Coll]

Etris, Nancy Edella Eaton  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA00]

Etsenberg, Dorothy  [AB]

Etter, Robin Poor  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA78,95, KBJ, orch surv]

Ettner, Barbara  [NFA98]
BM, Calif Lutheran U.

Etzel, Leslie G.  [NFA98, LK]
Scottsdale Comm Orch, pc/2.

Etzweiler, Ernest E.  B,k,m  [LB]
Walpole, ME 04573. Joseph A. Mariano.

Eubanks, Sara  L/M/B,k,h,m  [NFA01]
(b. Tyler, TX?) Sue Ann Smith Bugg, Diane Boyd Schultz.

Eugley, Allison Tess  L/B  [NFA00]
Carolyn B. Colby Dow.

Eustache, Jean-Pierre  [PS, AB]
Eustache, Pedro [J Ardila]

Evangelista, Lisa M/B.k,m [NFA79]
(b. Rochester, NY?) Jan Angus.

Evans, Carol [B Lake]

Evans, Colin
Victor McMahon. Sydney Symph, pr.

Evans, Eric I. L [AB, J Schober]
Harrisburg, PA. Andre Maquarre, Georges Laurent. Buffalo Phil, pr; Sousa Band, pc; NBC Symph.

Evans, George N. [JW]
Houston Symph, pr, 1913-?

Evans, Jeannette [AB]
Hays, KS 67601.

Evans, Katharine [Juil]
Juilliard Sch.

Evans, Kenneth [AB]
Colorado St U, c1968.

Evans, Lakedra L/B.k [S Kamalidiin]
Saïs Kamalidiin.

Evans, Laura L/M/B.k,b,m [NFA99]

Evans, Nancy Louise L [NEC]
New England Cons. Lois Schaefer.

Evans, Richard L/M/B.k,m [D Fair]
Beverly, WV. Kay Borkowski, Mary Ann Rasmussen Krusenstijerna, Carol Kniebusch Noe, Joyce Catalfano. Public Sch.

Evatt, Emily [LK]
Conway Symph.

Evenson, Sharon [AB]
Decatur, IL 62522. Millikin U, c1968.
Evers, Jean
Los Angeles, CA 90049. Brentwood Symph, c1968.

Eversmeyer, Alex
(b. Pittsburgh, PA?) Wendy Webb Kumer.

Ewigleben, Ruth Leak

Ewing, Ann
Paris Conservatoire; U of Illinois-Champaign/Urbana. Harold Bennett, Fernand Caratgé, Alain Marion, Raymond Guiot, Alexander Murray.

Ewing, Dorothy
Tulsa, OK 74114. Tulsa Phil, pc, c1968.

Ewing, Mindy
Columbus (OH) Symph, pc.

Ewing, R. Lynne

Ewing, Ruth
Julius Baker.

Exline, Anita Haines Foster

Ezbicki, Kristin
(b. Framingham, MA?) Daniel Riley.

Faber, Nancy
BM, Michigan St U; MFA, Bard Coll. Flutist, composer.

Fabrique, Martha

Fabrizio, John
Fabrizio, Raymond  
B,k,b  
[R Gilstrap, B Ayres]  

Fachko, Kay  
M/B,k,m  

Fagan, Leslie  
Wisconsin Chamber Orch.

Fair, Demetra Baferos  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA01]  

Fair, Rex Elton  
B  
[AB, NT]  

Fairbanks, Ann  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS, NFA80,83-84,86-87,89-97,01]  
(b. 05/09/1942 - Oak Park, IL) Houston, TX 77030. BM, Oberlin Coll, 1964; MAT, Yale U, 1965; DMA, Ohio St U, 1975. Robert Willoughby, Donald V. Peck, Charles Delaney, Kyril Magg, Ernest Liegl, Emil Eck, Gretel Shanley, David Gilbert, Thomas Howell. Sam Houston St U; Ohio Wesleyan U; Wake Forest U; U of St Thomas; Ohio St U. Winston-Salem Symph; Civic Orch of Chicago; Champaign-Urbana Symph; Beaumont Symph.

Fajardo, Jose  
New York, NY 10032.

Fajardo, Raoul  
Pasadena City Coll.

Fako, Laura  
Joseph Kainz.  
[NFA86,95]

Falby, Bruce  
New Philharmonia Orch, pr.  
[LK]

Fall, Winifred  
[S Zeitlin]

Fallon, Bertha F.  
L  
Georges Laurent.  
[NEC]
Falvo, A. Joseph
Hendersonville, NC. Asheville Symph, pr/pc c1968.

Fan, Man-Nong
Taiwan Natl' Acad of the Arts, 1965; Boston U, 1974. Doriot Anthony Dwyer. Taiwan Nat'l Acad of the Arts. Taiwan Provincial Orch, pr; Wha Kung Orch, pr; Taiwan National Defense Orch, pr.

Farace, Deborah Gatts
Taiwan Nat'l Acad of the Arts. Taiwan Provincial Orch, pr; Wha Kung Orch, pr; Taiwan National Defense Orch, pr.

Farley, Nancy
[see Harrison, Nancy Farley]

Farley, Suzanne
Indianapolis Chamber Orch, 2.

Farmer, Gerald
BM, U of Massachusetts-Lowell; MM, U of Oregon; DMA, U of Oregon; Boston U; Oberlin; Int'l Center for Mus Ed (Germany). St U of W Georgia.

Farmer, Katherine F.
(b. 03/17/19?? - Atlanta, GA) Lilburn, GA 30047. BA, U of S Florida, 1967. Martha Rearick, Fay Schmacker. Georgia Perimeter Coll; Clayton St Coll; W Georgia Coll; Emory U. DeKalb Symph, pr. Director Fl Choir of Atlanta.

Farmer, Marjorie

Farmer, Todd
[A Colley, J Richerson]

Farney, Elizabeth

Farnsworth, Rachel
Brigham Young U. Elizabeth Ruppe, Ralph Laycock, Barbara Shpack, Elaine Jorgenson, Vivian Harmer Ellsworth.

Farny, Ethel
[A Jayakumar, N Rinaldi]

Farrar, Carol
U of N Texas; Yale U; American U. ? Frische, George Ellers Morey, Jr., Mark Thomas. Past Pres. TX Fl Club.
Farrell, Patricia  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA88,94, LK]  
CA.  *BM, USC; CSU-Long Beach.*  Julius Baker, James Galway, Jean-Pierre Rampal, Anne Diener Giles Zentner, Susan Greenberg, Miles F. Zentner.  Long Beach Symph; San Francisco Opera Orch, 2.

**Farrenc, Jacques Hippolyte Aristide**  
(AF)  
(b. 04/09/1794, Marseilles, France; d. 01/31/1865, Paris, France) Benoit Tranquille Berbiguier.  Paris Opera Orch, 2.

**Farrenc, Louis?**

**Farrington, Annette**  
L/M/B,k  
[PS]  

**Farris, David**  
Lake Charles Symph, 2.

**Farver, Jill**  
B.k.m  
[NFA83-84]  
(*flute/math*)  *U of Kansas.* John B. Boulton.

**Faskianos, Irina**  
M/B,k  
[NFA83-84]  
(b. Concord, NH?) Peggy Vagts.

**Fattey, Cecil**  
B  
[AB, NT, Juil]  

**Faulhaber, Charles**  
[J Piper]

**Faulkner, Jacqueline**  
L/B.k,m  
[NFA86]  

**Faust, Kathleen**  
[see Muscettola, Kathleen Faust]

**Faust, Michael**  
M  
[NFA98,01]  
Cacilie Lamerichs, Karlheinz Zoeller, Aurèle Nicolet.  Hamburg Phil Orch, pr.

**Favre, Jocelyne**  
[Traversiere]  

**Fawcett, Patricia Kirk Albinson**  
B,k  
[Curt]  
Fay, Julie  [LK]
Northwest (WA) Symph.

Fay, Sally Hunt  B.k.m  [LB]
Webster, NY 14580. Joseph A. Mariano.

Fayer, Anton  [JW, NY]
New York Symph, pr, 1904-05; Detroit Symph, pr, 1920-21; New York Phil, pr, 1911-20; Pittsburgh Symph, pr, 1906-11.

Faz, Amanda Livezey  [PS]

Fazakas, Gyorgy Sandor  B.k.b  [PS]

Fears, Kenneth E.  L/M/B,k,b  [AB]
BM, U of N Texas; MM, U of N Texas; MM, Yale U. George Ellers Morey, Jr., Julius Baker, Marcel Moyse. Westport Sch of Mus; Neighborhood Sch of Mus. pr; Bridgeport Symph; New Haven Symph.

Feasel, Richard McDowell  [AB]
DeLand, FL 32720. BM, Stetson U; MA, Stetson U. Stetson U, 1946-68+.

Feddern, Otto G.  [AB, I68]
Louisville, KY 40222. Louisville Orch, pc, c1968.

Fedele, David A.  M/B.k.b  [Juil, Curt, J Baker]

Fedoriouk, Alexander  [NFA02]
(b. Kolomyia, Ukraine) Kiev Cons.

Fedoruk, Brenda  L/M/B.k.m  [PS, Coll, KBRudolph]
Fegley-Pavlak, Andrea Leigh  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA99,02]  
BM, U of Tulsa; MM, U of N Texas; MM (musicology), U of N Texas, compl?  Mary Karen Clardy, Leonard Garrison.

Fehler, Cyndi Pennington  L/M/B,k,m  [PS]  
(b. 05/23/1967 - Riverside, CA) Yucaipa, CA 92399.  AA, San Bernardino Valley Coll.  Jackie Aronowitz-Robertson, Dennis Robertson.

Fehn, Pauline  
Evansville, IN.

Feibel, Hillary  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA86,89,93, LK]  

Feierabend, Christine  B  [Juil]  

Feigenbaum, Karen  [orch survey]  
Newark Symph, 1994-95.

Feitelson, Rachel  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]  
U of Hartford.  John Wion.

Felber, Jill Bambach  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA82,91-95,97-01]  
Santa Barbara, CA.  BM, U of Michigan; MM, Bowling Green St U.  Judith Bentley, James Galway.  UC-Santa Barbara; Ohio U.

Feldman, Betsy  B,k  [NFA94,96,99]  
St. Louis, MO.  BA, SUNY-Stony Brook; MM, Arizona St U.  Jacob L. Berg, Samuel Baron.

Feldman, Lawrence  B,k  [NFA96,AB]  

Feller, Bart N.  B,k,b  [NFA86,91,96,00,02, LK, Curt, Coll, J Baker]  
Fellows, Robin B.  B.k,m  [PS, NFA87,89-93,95-97,99-01, LK, J Schober]
(b. 06/21/1949) Whitewater, WI 53190.  MM, Cleveland Inst of Mus; DM, Northwestern U.
Knoxville Symph; Lake Forest Symph Assoc; Civic Orch of Chicago; Lake Forest Symph Assoc.; Wisconsin Chamber Orch, pr.

Felmlee, Jerry  [N Mulholland]

Felsinger, Carol  [orch survey]
Newark Symph, 1967-68.

Fenboque, Alfred  [AB, JW]
(b. Canado; d. c1963) Ary vanLeeuwen?.  U of Cincinnati.  Cincinnati Symph, pr, ?-1959; Toronto Symph.

Fencl, Nancy  M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA97]
Gerald V. Carey.

Fendelson, Ann  [J McKinney]

Fender, Dynell  [K Anders]

Feneley, Jennifer  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA97]
Midland Symph, pr.

Fenlason, Ann Marie  L/B,k  [NFA85]

Fenley, J. Franklin  PhD, U of Illinois-Champaign/Urbana.  ? Central Missouri St U, 1971-.

Fenlon, Damienne  B,k,b,m  [NFA89]
(b. State College, PA?) Diane W. Gold-Toulson.

Ferguson, Janet  B.k,m  [NFA77,85-87,90-94, JW, LK, L Maurer]
Eastman Sch of Mus; Northwestern U.  Walfrid Kujala, Joseph A. Mariano, Frank Horsfall.  U of Texas-San Antonio.  Los Angeles Phil, cp, 1985-; San Antonio Symph, pr, c1974-84; San Antonio Opera Orch.

Ferguson, Mary  L/B,k,b,m  [NFA81]
(b. Eastlake, OH?) Nancy Mae Iden.
Ferguson, Mary Kay  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA93,95,00, LK]  
*U of Cincinnati; U of Akron.* Sally Cole-Tucker, George S. Pope, Martha Aarons, Jack Wellbaum, William Hebert. Akron Symph, 2; Cleveland Chamber Symph.

Ferneau, Kathy  
[NFA98]  
Urbandale, IA. *BM, Drake U.*

Ferrandis, Jean  
[S Kim]

Ferrel, Evelyn  
[AB]  
Spokane, WA 99201. Spokane Symph, c1968.

Ferrone, Len  
[NFA98]  
Tucson, AZ. Alto/bass flutist.

Fessenden, Jeanne  
L/M/B,k,b  
[NFA01]  
*BM, Rutgers The St U-Camden.* Robert Dick, Trevor Wye.

Fessendern, Barbara  
[AB]  
Phoenix, AZ 85021. Phoenix Symph, pr, c1968.

Fiedler, Karen  
[NFA76]  
Carbondale, IL. *St Cloud St U; S Illinois U-Carbondale.*

Field, Alice  
[see Perry, Alice Field]

Field, Jacquelyn  
[see Starr, Jacquelyn Field]

Field, Janeen  
[see Shigley, Janeen Field]

Field, Noreen  
L/B,k,m  
[NFA77]  

Fielder, Alex  
[AB, I68, D Griffis]  
Dallas, TX 75240. Dallas Symph, pr, c1968. [alternate spelling: Fiedler]

Fielder, Jaime  
L/M/B,k,m  
[NFA00]  
Julie Stone, Kim Savoy, Shelly Rouse-Freitag, Nancy Waring.

Fieldman, Hali A.  
[Peabody]  
Kansas City, MO 64110. *Peabody Cons.*

Fields, Alexander Poe  
[Coll]  
Bob Jones U, 1970-.
Fields, Betsy  L/M/B.k.b.m [PS]

Fields, Matthew H. [NFA02]
(b. 1961 - Milwaukee, WI) Ann Arbor, MI. Oberlin Coll; U of Michigan.

Fike, Mary [LK]
Greenwich Symph.

Fike, Mildred [AB]
Independence, MO 64050. Independence Symph, ex, c1968.

Filmer-Bennett, Arllys F. [Peabody]
Eastsound, WA 98245. Peabody Cons.

Finch, Jessica Lynn [NFA01-02]
Margaret Hopke Carlson.

Fine, Elaine B.k.b [Juil]

Finegold, Michael George L/M/B.k,m [AB, FLUTE]
(b. 12/06/1940 - Brooklyn, NY) BA, Brooklyn Coll-CUNY, 1964; MM, Yale U, 1968;
MMA, Potsdam St Teacher's Coll. Samuel Baron, Mel Rodon, James Politis, Marion
Symph; Bridgeport Symph; Waterbury Symph.

Fineman, Elizabeth [NFA98]
Joanna Heim.

Fink, Katherine E. L/M/B.k,m [NFA80,96, LK]
Valley Cottage, NY 10989. Cert, Eastman Sch of Mus; MM, SUNY-Stony Brook. Joseph
A. Mariano, Samuel Baron, James Galway, Walfrid Kujala, Murray W. Panitz. Brooklyn
Opera Society, pr; Brooklyn Phil, pr; New York Pops, Inc.; Eos Orch, pr.

Fink, Mary Katherine “Mary Kay” L/M/B.k,b.m [NFA81,85-88,95,97,02, LK, Juil]
Willoughby, Robert F. Cole, Robert Mueller, Robert Goodberg, Hanoch Tel-Oren,
Alexander Murray, Julius Baker, Paula Robison, Timothy Day, Robert Dick. U of
Wisconsin-Madison, 1988-. Cleveland Orch, ap/pc; New Jersey Symph, 2/pc, 1986-;

Fink, Seymour
Finke, Vicki
Bartlesville, OK 74003.

Finks, Ellen M/B,k,m [L Herbine]
Walfrid Kujala, Marcel Moyse.

Finley, Laura L/M/B,k,m [K Nagahara]
Philip J. Swanson.

Finley, Steven P. L/M/B,k,m [NFA88,92-93,99,02, RWS]
Boston, MA 02116. **BM, Peabody Cons; Artist Dipl, Peabody Cons.** Robert
Willoughby, Britton Garrison Johnson, Bernard Goldberg, Doriot Anthony Dwyer, Paul
A. Hockstad. Caracas Phil, pr.

Finnegan, Sharilynn [see Horhota, Sharilynn Finnegan]

Finney, Shannon L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA93,95,97,02, LK]
SD. **BM, Northwestern U; MM, Northwestern U.** Walfrid Kujala, Karla Warnke Flygare,
Mary T. Klingelhoffer Stolper. South Dakota Symph; New World Symph; Kansas City
Symph, ap.

Finnigan, Mary M.
Chicago, IL. **BME, Lawrence U; MM, Indiana U.** Triton Coll.

Fiocca, Diane McCloskey L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA94-00]
William Hebert, Peter Lloyd, Carol Wincenc, Kathryn Lukas, Kyril Magg, Katherine
Borst Jones. Kent St U.

Fiore, Faust D. L [NEC]
Georges Laurent, James Pappoutsakis.

Fiore, Joseph
Cleveland Orch, pr, 1919.

Fiore, Nicholas B,k [AB, I68, I72, A Lesueur]

First, Maralyn [LK]
Olympia Symph, ap.

Firszt, Norma Darst L/B,k [AB, COFA94, Coll]
Lima, OH 45805. Domenic Trovarelli, Donald McGinnis, Robert Cavally, Howard
[Harold?] Skinner. Ohio Northern U, 1969-76; Heidelberg Coll. Lima Symph, pr,
c1968.
Fischer, Penelope Peterson      L/M/B,k,m  [NFA76-81,84-97,00-01, LK]
Ann Arbor, MI.  BM, U of Iowa; MM, U of Michigan; DMA, U of Maryland-Coll Park.
William L. Montgomery, Marcel Moyse, Harvey D. Sollberger, Betty Bang Mather,
Jean-Pierre Rampal, Murray W. Panitz, Wallace Mann, Nelson Hauenstein, Emil Opava,
Emil Niosi, Roger Mather.  E Michigan U, 1987-; N Virginia Comm Coll; Mt Vernon
Coll.  Ann Arbor Symph, pr.  NFA Past Pres.

Fischer, Robert              [M Murphy]

Fish, C. Christine         L/B,k   [NFA93,96]
Boston, MA.  New England Cons, ext div; BM, Boston Cons.  William H. Grass, Keith
Underwood.

Fishbein, Miriam Rose       [AB]
Brooklyn, NY 11203.

Fishel, Kiyoko             L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Fisher, Barbara          B,k   [T Miller]
Walter S. Mayhall, Norman Kobal.  Public Sch.

Fisher, Jane               L   [NEC]

Fisher, Judy             [C Jones]

Fisher, Shelby           [LK]
Marin Symph, 3.

Fitch, Tina              [A Konopinski]

Fitzgerald, Francis      B   [AB, NT, I72]

Fitzhugh, Howard S.    [AB]
Baltimore, MD 21234.  Gettysburg Symph, pr, c1968.

Fitzpatrick, Lynne Priest  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA98, NEC]
(b. 08/05/1942 - Gr. Barrington, MA) Bowie, MD 20715.  BM, Eastman Sch of Mus,
Pappoutsakis, Aurèle Nicolet.  Williams Coll; Berkshire Comm Coll.  tch priv schools in
The Hague, Holland, Puerto Rico.
Fitzsimmons, Magdalena M. [Peabody]
Meridale, NY 13806. Peabody Cons.

Flack, Sidney L [NEC]
Georges Laurent, James Pappoutsakis.

Flackbert, Clyde L/B,k,m [NFA96,98]
AZ. Massachusetts Inst of Tech. Judy Conrad.

Flair, Haley L/M/B,k,b,m [PS]

Flake, Conrad L [NEC]
New England Cons. Lois Schaefer.

Flanders, Katharine [see Mukherji, Katharine Flanders]

Flanigan, Laura B [NFA84]
(b. New Lenox, IL?) Mary Louise Poor.

Flanigan, Ruth Ann B [NFA86]
BS, U of Illinois-Champaign/Urbana. Alexander Murray, Mary Louise Poor.

Flax, Alice [AB, I68]

Fleckner, Linda [see Eagleson, Linda Fleckner]

Fleischer, Bernie [NFA88]

Fleisher, James Faris [AB]
(b. 01/23/1935) Kansas St Teacher's Coll, clar, c1968.

Fleming, Beatrice [AB]
Fresno, CA 93726. Fresno Phil, c1968.

Fleming, Colin M [NFA80,95-96]

Fleming, Orville [CP Smith]
U of Nevada-Reno, ?-1969.
Fleming, Robert

Flemming, Amy
Georges Laurent.

Flemming, Jeanne
Amityville, NY 11701. South Shore Symph, pr, c1968.

Flentge, John
(b. Corpus Christi, TX?) Hyla Bean Lott.

Fletcher, Neville

Fleury, Louis
(b. 05/24/1878 - Lyons, France; d. 06/11/1925 - Paris, France) 1st prize, Paris Conservatoire, 1900. Paul Taffanel.

Flickinger, Jan
[see Vinci, Jan Flickinger]

Flight, Charisa
Columbus (IN) Symph.

Flisrand, Ann

Flood, Melvin

Flor, Lila
Germania Symph, 2.

Flowers, Jacqueline Broadbent
(b. 03/13/1939 - PA) Hot Springs, AR 71901. Columbia Pacific U; MA (nursing), MusCouns; PhD, Sonoma St U. Lawrence DeSimone, Bernard Goldberg, Ethan Stang, Richard Trombley, John H. Solum. Ouachita Baptist U. South Arkansas Symph; Pine Bluff Symph.

Flowers, Julie
[see Hesse, Julie Flowers]

Floyd, Sharon [FLMotW] WA.

Flum, Kathryn Leslie [NFA97] Barbara Tristano.

Flumerfelt, Florence [LK] Cayuga Chamber Orch.


Flygare, Karla Warnke L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA78,83,86,89,92,98, Coll, J Bailey] San Francisco Cons; Northwestern U; DMA, Northwestern U, compl? Walfrid Kujala, Barbara Jean Bernhard Breedon, Merrill Jordan, Scott Goff. W Washington U; U of Puget Sound. Seattle Symph; Northwest Chamber Orch, pr; Seattle Symph, sub?

Fogg, Cheryl [N Tietje] WA.


Follmer, Amber [NFA98]

Follows, Kathy [LK] Cherokee Symph.
Font, Shelly [see Warren-Font, Shelly]


Ford, Carolyn [see Lloyd, Carlyn]


Ford, George F. B [AB, NT] (b. 11/06/1895 - Naugatuck, CT) Georges Barrère. Sousa Band; Paul Whiteman Orch; Shep Field's New Music; New York Paramount Theater.


Ford, Robert J. [PS, Coll] Brandon U, 1974-.

Ford, Ronda Benson L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA99,02] John Bailey, Kyril Magg, Sharon Elaine Lebsack, Alexander Murray, Max Schoenfeld, Bootsie Mayfield, Carolyn Brown. Missouri W St Coll; Park Coll.

Fore, Jane H. L/M/B,k,b,m [PS] (b. 05/22/1954 - Mankato, MN) Plano, TX. Mankato St U. Ruth Giles, Adele Zeitlin Lorraine.

Foreman, Clint L/B,k,b,m [NFA00] Mary Karen Clardy.

Foreman, Sally [see Humphries, Sally Foreman]

Foreman, Sasha M/B,k [J Bennett] Joyce Bennett.

Formas, Chrissa  M/B,k,m  [NFA97]
(b. St. Charles, IL?) Lynne Green.

Forsberg, Allison  [NFA00]

Forsberg, Melanie  [NFA00]

Forsgren, Thomas  B  [PS]
(b. 02/07/1942 - Indianapolis, IN) Niles, MI 49120. Francis Fitzgerald.

Forster, Dieter  [NFA87]
(b. 1954 - Cologne, Germany) *Cologne Acad of Mus.* Karl Heinz Ulrich.

Forstman, Valerie  [see Pettys, Valerie Forstman]

Forsyth, Jessica  L/M/B  [NFA86]
Magdalena Gonzalez.

Fortner, Phyllis Perry  [NFA88]
*Juilliard Sch; U of Michigan; MA, CSU-Fresno.* Grand Rapids Symph, pr.

Foskett, Betty  [see Clap, Betty Foskett]

Foss, Cynthia  [I72]
San Antonio Symph, c1972.

Foster, Anita  [see Exline, Anita Haines Foster]

Foster, Diana  [AB]
LaGrange, IL 60525. West Suburban Symph, c1968.

Foster, Erinn  [see Frechet-Foster, Erinn]

Foster, Eugene  B,k  [AB, JW, NT, I68, Juil, LA Maurer]

Foster, Frohmann  B  [NT, Juil]
*Inst of Musical Arts, 1921.* Georges Barrère.

Foster, Gary  L/B,k,m  [NFA85,92]
*BM, U of Kansas.* Roger S. Stevens. U of Missouri-Kansas City, visit. Jazz, woodwind doubler.

Foster, Jeani  [see Muhonen-Foster, Jeani]
Foster, Linda  
Evansville Phil Orch, 2.  

Foster, Sidney  
Georges Barrère.  

Foster, William  
Sinclair Comm Coll, 1974-.  

Fotescu, Deirdre Z.  
(b. 07/22/1952 - Glen Cove, Long Island, NY) Gunnison, CO 81230.  
Meagan Meisenbach, Byron Hester, Jan Cole, Gwen C. Powell, Maralyn (Denekas) Prestia.  
W St Coll of Colorado.  

Foty, Nadine  
Joyce Bennett.  

Fourcassie, Florence  
Alain Marion.  

Fournier, Serge  
Toledo, OH 43604.  
Paris Conservatoire.  
Toledo Symph, Cond, c1968.  

Fouse, Sarah Baird  
(b. 10/13/1935 - Gary, IN) Gainesville, FL 32653.  
BM, U of Michigan; MM, U of Kentucky.  
Nelson Hauenstein, John Kiburz, Jr., Donald McCathren, Dorothy Tarr, Alfred Fenboque, Robert Cavally, Aurèle Nicolet.  
Lexington Phil Orch, pr; Gainesville Symph, pr.  
Founder Florida Fl Club.  

Fowler, Chris  
Dennette Derby McDermott, Andrea Kapell Loewy.  

Fox, Arlene  
Walnut Creek, CA 94529.  
Richmond (VA) Symph, c1968.  

Fox, Deborah  
Alton Symph, pc.  

Fox, Nora  
Pontiac, MI.  
Pontiac-Oakland Symph, pr, c1968.  

Foxall, Simon  

Fracht, Albert  
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Francescone, Vincent  L  [NEC]

Francis, Bertram W.  [AB]

Francis, John  M  [AB]
Marcel Moyse.

Francois, Jean  [C Brandon]

Frandsen, Sharon  [NFA92]

Frank, Kathy  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA82]
(b. Renton, WA?) Rich Breitstein.

Frank, Sarah  L/M/B,k,b  [PS]

Frankel, Alexis  M/B,k  [PS]

Frankel, Leslie  [LK]
Greater Bridgeport Symph.

Frankford, Gillian  L/B,k,m  [NFA90]
(b. Mechanicsburg, PA?) Joel Behrens.

Franklin, A. David  [AB]
Rock Hill, SC 29730. BA, Florida St U; MA, Florida St U; PhD, Florida St U. Winthrop U, c1968.

Frankosky, Melissa  [LK]
Holland Symph.

Franks, Brooks  [AB]

Franks, Debra  [NFA97,99]
Boston, MA. Pine Bluff Symph.
Franks, Linda  
Symph of Southeast Texas, 2.  

Frank-Williams, Dianne  
L/M/B,k,b,m  

Fransella, Albert  
(b. 03/17/1865/7 - Amsterdam, The Netherlands; d. 03/07/1935 - London, England?)  
Jacques DeJong.  Queen's Hall Orch.  

Fraser, Celeste Johnson  
L/B,k,m  

Fraser, Christiane  
[KBJ]  

Fraser, Elizabeth  
L/M/B,k,m  
Brenda Fedoruk.  

Fratturo, Angela  
L/M/B,k,b  

Frazee, W.J.  
[AB]  

Frazier, Jordan  
[NFA96]  
Manhattan Sch of Mus.  Donald Palma.  

Frechette-Foster, Erinn  
L/B,k,b,m  

Frederick the Great, King of Prussia  
(b. 01/24/1712 – Berlin; d. 08/17/1786 – Sans-Souci) Johann Joachim Quantz.  

Fredstrom, O'Ann, MD  
L/M/B,k,m  
[NFA92-93]  

Freedman, Deborah  
[orch survey]  
Newark Symph, 1991.  

Freedman, Geraldine G.  
B,k,m  
[SAR]  
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Freedy, Alison Jane Brown  [see Sincoff, Alison Jane Brown (Freedy)]

Freeland, Andrea  [NFA82]
(b. Orcutt, CA) Alice McGonigal.

Freeman, Heather  L/B  [NFA88]
(b. NY?) Jan Benson.

Freeman, Michelle  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA84]
Richard L. Soule.

Freeman, Ruth  [see Gudeman, Ruth Freeman]

Freeman, Telejo  [L Lewis]
William E. Hullinger.

Freemann, Veronica  M/B,k,m  [NFA99]

Freitag, Shelly  [see Rouse-Freitag, Shelly]

French, Kim  L/B,k,b,m  [NFA86]
_A Florida St U; Cologne Cons; DMA, U of N Texas, compl_? Albert N. Tipton, Mary Karen Clardy. Coll of Charleston; Iowa St U. Charleston (SC) Symph.

French, Mary Ann  [J Holland]

Frenz, Hanz  [S Scott]
Berlin Opera Orch.

Freundlich, Ralph  [see Friendly, Ray]

Frey, Nicola  [see Allen, Nicola Frey]

Fried, Milton  [P Fried]

Fried, Paul  M/B,k,b  [NFA80,88,93,96,01, AB, LK, 172, Juil]

Friedewald, Russell  B,k,m  [AB, E Ben-Meir]
(b. 1919; d. 1996) Joseph A. Mariano. Michigan St U.
Friedhoff, Amanda  L/M/B,k,b,m [PS]  
(b. 07/28/1981 - Cincinnati, OH) West Chester, OH 45069. BM, Ohio U, compl?  
Bradley Garner, Rebecca Tryon Andres, Alison Brown (Freydey) Sincoff.

Friedland, Peggy  B  [Juil]  

Friedlander, Susan  
Suzuki, past VP NY Fl Club.

Friedlander, Timothy Paul  M/B,k,m [PS]  

Friedman, Eva  M/B,k,m [NFA01]  

Friedlander, Susan  L/M/B,k,b,m [PS, NFA96]  
Suzuki, past VP NY Fl Club.

Frieko, Julie  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA00]  
Stacey Steele.

Friedhofer, Ray (Ralph Freundlich)  B  [AB, NT, Juil]  

Fries, Connie  [AB]  
Quincy, IL. Quincy (IL) Symph and Muddy River Opera, pc, c1968.

Fries, Susan  [AB]  
Detroit Concert Band, pr, 1967-?

Friesbaastad, Lise  [see Slack, Lise Friesbaastad]

Frioux, Kristen L.  L/M/B,k,b,m [PS, NFA97]  

Frisch, Michele  L/B,k,b [NFA90, LK]  

Frischberg, Ellen  [Peabody]  
Matawan, NJ 07747. Peabody Cons.
Frische, ?

Fritter, Priscilla "Thelma"  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA80,91, KBJ]

Fritz, Wendy Diane  
[see Willis, Wendy Diane Fritz]

Froehlich, Marilyn Laughlin  L/B,k,b  [PS, NFA95, AB, Juil]

Fromanger, Benoit  M  [NFA90, Traversiere]

Frosch, Robert  
Juilliard Sch, 1944.

Frossard, Diane  [Traversiere]

Frost, Amy  
Vivian Harmer Ellsworth.

Frost, Karen  [LK]
Skokie Valley Symph.

Frost, Nan  L  [C Monteux]
Claude Monteux.

Fruehwald, Robert  [NFA01]
U of Louisville; Calif Inst of the Arts; Washington U.  Francis Fuge, Janice Tipton.  SE Missouri St U.

Fry, Laura  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA78]
(b. Wilmington, DE?) Virginia Atherton.

Fry, Sara  L/M/B,k,b,m  [S Moser]
Susan Moser.
Fu, Alyssa           L/M/B.k,b,m            [NFA98]
(b. Phoenix, AZ?) Carol Mellis.

Fu, Shan-Hsien       [NFA88]
U of Chinese Culture.

Fuchs, Kim           [LK]
Peoria Symph. pc.

Fudala, Cynthia      [see Tenny-Fudala, Cynthia]

Fuge, Francis        [NFA76, AB, I68, I72, Coll]
Louisville, KY. U of Cincinnati; Milan Cons; Hochschule für Musik-Munich. Alfred
Fenboque, ? Keleve, Conrad Crocker, Edgar Bitting?. U of Louisville, 29yrs -c1998; S
Baptist Theol Sem. Louisville Orch, pr, c30yrs.

Fuhrman, William     [AB]
Washington, DC. National Gallery Orch, pc, c1968.

Fujii, Kaori         [NFA95]
(b. Tokyo, Japan) Akiko Mimami.

Fujisawa, Hitomi     [NFA92]

Fujisiro, Mio        [NFA92]

Fukuda, Haruhiko     [NFA88]
Kyoto Municipal U of Fine Arts and Music. K. Ito.

Fukuhara, Nobuo      [NFA88]

Fukuyama, Julia      [NFA02]
(b. McLean, VA?) Sharyn L. Byer.

Fulker, Euie         [AB, I68]

Fuller, Karen        L/M/B.k,m            [AI Barnes]
Carol Wincenc.

Fuller, Melanie Cramer M/B.k [NFA95]
Ecole Normale de Musique de Paris; BM, Florida St U; MM, SUNY-Stony Brook.
Fernard Caratgé, Marcel Moyse, Albert N. Tipton, Samuel Baron. Suzuki.
Fullerton, Philippa  [PS]

Fullmer, Suzanne  [AB]
Portales, NM 88130.

Fulton, Alice  [P Mancuso]
Georges Laurent.

Fulton, John M.  [AB]
Glen Cove, NY. George F. Ford.

Fumet, ?  [AB]

Funaro, Vincent  [AB]
Brooklyn, NY 10020.

Funderburke, Bonnie Jo  [AB, I68]
Charlotte, NC 28207. Charlotte Symph, c1968.

Funston, Lisa  [see Mahoney, Lisa Funston]

Furman, Gail  [see Coffee, Gail Furman]

Furman, Jules  [AB, JW]
USC. Los Angeles Phil, pr, 1929-34. [alternate listing: Julius]

Furstenau, Anton Bernhard  [AF]
(b. 10/20/1792 - Munster, Westphalia; d. 11/18/1852 - Dresden) Kaspar Furstenau.

Furstenau, Kaspar  [AF]
(b. 02/26/1772 - Munster, Westphalia; d. 05/11/1819 - Oldenburg) Oldenburg Court Orch, 1794-1811.

Furstenau, Moritz  [AF]
(b. 07/26/1824 - Dresden; d. 03/25/1889 - Dresden) Theobald Boehm, Anton Bernhard Furstenau. Dresden Cons, 1855.

Gabriel, Kathleen  [B,k, NFA76]
Gabriel, Sean  
L/B,k  
[NFA00,02, LK] 
William Hebert, James J. Pellerite.  Cleveland St U.  Erie Phil Orch, 2; Cleveland Chamber Symph, pr.

Gabrielski, Johann Wilhelm  
[AF, H Lehtinen] 
(b. 05/27/1791 or 1795? - Berlin; d. 09/18/1845 or 1846?) August Schrock.

Gabrielski, Julius  
[AF, H Lehtinen] 
(b. 12/04/1806 - Berlin; d. 1878) Johann Wilhelm Gabrielski.

Gaffney, Elizabeth  
[see Petco, Elizabeth Gaffney]

Gaffney, Judith Resnick  
B,k,b  
[AB, Juil, J Baker] 

Gafni, Laurie  
B  
[Juil] 

Gai, James  
[Coll] 
N St U, 1974-85.

Gajewska, Elzbieta  
[J Turska] 
Acad of Mus-Warsaw.  Jean-Pierre Rampal, Alain Marion.

Galante, Emilio  
[NFA97, FLMotW] 

Galarza, Luciano  
[see Carrera Galarza, Luciano]

Galbraith, Ann  
L/M/B,k,m  
[NFA95] 
(b. Ann Arbor, MI?) USC.  Julie Stone, Jim Walker.

Galbraith, Janet  
[see Mackay-Galbraith, Janet]

Gallagher, Isabel Samuels  
L/M/B,k,m  
BM, Manhattan Sch of Mus; MM, Manhattan Sch of Mus.  Frederick Wilkins, Frances Blaisdell, Paige Brooke, John R. Wummer.  Cornish Sch of Allied Arts; Vanier Coll; Cornell U.  Seattle Symph, pc; Seattle Opera Orch, pc.

Gallagher, Katharine "Katie"  
L/M/B,k,m  
[NFA90-91] 
(b. Tacoma, WA?) Rich Breitstein.

Gallagher, Marjorie Broer  
B  
[NT, Juil] 
Juilliard Sch, 1944.  Georges Barrère.
Gallego, Julia

Gallimore, Judith

Gallo, Lauren
U of Hartford. John Wion.

Gallois, Patrick

Galvez, ?

Galway, James

Galway, Jeanne Cinnante
BM, Mannes Coll of Mus. Mannes Coll of Mus.

Gandrup, Kimberly
Lisa Garner Santa, Melissa Colgin Abeln. Lubbock Symph.

Gano, Rosemary

Gant, Judy R.
New York, NY 10024.

Gantenberg, Heinrich
(b. 1823; d. 1910) Julius Gabrielski.

Gantsweg, David L.

Gantt, Pierre

Garbisch, Marilyn
[see Carlson, Marilyn Garbisch]
Garcia, Andrea  
(b. Arlington, TX?)

Garcia, Bianca  
M/B,k,b  
\[NFA02, Curt, J Baker\]  
*Curtis Inst of Mus.* Julius Baker, Jeffrey Khaner.

Garcia, Jose  
\[R Sanchez\]

Garcia, Nora Lee  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
\[PS, NFA95,98,02\]  
(b. 04/28/1969 - San Juan, Puerto Rico) Orlando, FL 32828.  
*BM, Cons-Puerto Rico; MA, Brooklyn Coll-CUNY; DMA, U of Miami.* Bernard Goldberg, Michel Debost, Peter Kern, James Galway, Mary Karen Clardy.  
U of Central Florida.  Miami Chamber Symph, pr.

Gardner, Janet  
\[see Maestre, Janet Gardner\]

Garf, Louis  
\[AB\]  
Brooklyn, NY 11212.

Garinger, Frederic  
B  
\[Juil\]  

Garland, Lisa  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
\[NFA98, LK\]  
(b. Vashon, WA)  
*BM, Arizona St U.* Trygve Peterson, Jeannie Peeples Hill.  
Civic Orch of Chicago.

Garland, Precia  
\[LK\]  
Cadillac Area Symph.

Garland, Rebecca  
\[NFA98\]  
Heather Kent.

Garner, Bradley  
L/B,k,b  
\[PS, NFA79-80,91,93,96-98, Juil, FLMotW\]  
(b. 03/16/1956 - Lubbock, TX) Cincinnati, OH.  
*BM, W Texas St U; MM, W Texas St U; DMA, Juilliard Sch, 1982.* Julius Baker, Gary Garner, Sally Turk.  
U of Cincinnati; Juilliard Sch, prep; Queens Coll.  
Amarillo Symph, pr.

Garner, Gary  
\[AB, Coll, B Garner\]  
*BS, Texas Tech U; MM, USC; DMA, USC.*  
Amarillo Symph, pr; Lubbock Symph, pr.  
Band Dir, Lubbock, TX.

Garner, Lisa  
\[see Santa, Lisa Garner\]

Garnett, Rod  
\[NFA92,02\]  
Garr, Carolyn

Garrett, Marilyn
Yates City, IL. Knox-Galesburg Symph, c1968.

Garrison, Karen
DMA, Florida St U. Auburn U, 1983-.

Garrison, Leonard  L/M/B,k,b,m

Garrison, Mary Stelter  L/M/B,k,m

Garritson, Marie Bird  M/B,k

Garry, Betsy Jennifer  L/M/B,k,b
Baltimore, MD 21202. Peabody Cons. John Wion.

Garside, Patricia  L/B,k,m
Bradbury, CA 91010. USC. Roger S. Stevens. Pasadena Symph, pr, c1968; Phil Society of Orange County, pr, c1968.

Garstang, Adrienne  L/M/B,k,b,m
(b. 03/16/1973) Kansas City, MO 64131. BM, U of Missouri-Kansas City; MM, U of Michigan. Leone Buyse, Jeff Zook, Mary Posses, Barbara Nicholson.

Gartin, Robert
Detroit, MI 48214. Detroit Women's Symph, pc, c1968.

Gartner, Jochen  M

Gartshore, Donelda
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Garver, Marion  
L/M/B,k,m  [NFA97,01]
*BFA, Calif Inst of Tech; San Diego St Coll. Rachel Rudich, Steven Kujala, John Fonville. Flutist, composer, jazz, classical.

Garvin, Jane M.  
L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Garzneok, George  
[M Heller]

Garzuly, Anna  
M/B,k,b  [NFA95]

Gasiorowski, Marla  
[LK]
Livingston Symph, pr/pc.

Gately, Douglas  
[Coll]
Mary Washington Coll, 1998-.

Gates, Marcia  
[LK, L Newman]
Hudson Valley Phil, pr.

Gates, Susan  
[KR Perone]

Gates, W. Everett, Jr.  
B,k,m  [LB]

Gattis, Deborah  
[see Farace, Deborah Gatts]

Gattis, DiAnne L.  
L/M/B,k,m  [PS-F]

Gattis, Marion  
[see Russell, Marion Widowson Gatts]

Gaubert, Jerome  
[Traversiere]

Gaubert, Philippe  
[AB]
Gauger, Stanley D. B,k,m [LB]
Agawam, MA 01001. Joseph A. Mariano.

Gault, Jan B,k,b [NFA78,83]

Gauthier, Herman [Coll]

Gay, Kathy [see Wadenpfuhl-Gay]

Gay, Marvin L/B,k,m [AB]

Gaz, Denise L/B [NFA98]
(b. Boston, MA?) Nina Barwell.

Gazelle, Yves [P Verhoyen]

Gazzeloni, Severino [AB]
(b. 1919 - Italy; d. 1992) Arrigo Tassinari. Accademia Chigiana. RAI Orch, pr.

Gdalman, Cynthia [LK]
South Bend Symph, pc.

Gearhardt, Lindsay L/M/B,k,m [NFA94-95,99]
(b. Iowa City, IA?) BM, U of Colorado-Boulder, compl? Claudia Anderson, Veronica Berkes, Alexa Still. [alternate spelling: Gearhart]

Geary, J.L. [AF]

Gebauer, Etienne-Francois [AF]

Gebauer, Michel Joseph [AF]

Gedigian, Marianne M/B,k,m [NFA88-90,93]
BM, Boston U. Doriot Anthony Dwyer, Leone Buyse, Clement Barone, Jr., Donna Olkowski. Colorado Phil, pr; Naples Phil, pr.
Gee, Diana  B.k.b  [PS, NFA88,92,94]

Gehret, Ann  [see Weiser, Ann Gehret]

Geibel, Christy  L/M/B.k,b,m  [PS, NFA00]
(b. 04/12/1979 - PA) Butler, PA 16001.  Slippery Rock U.  Stacey Steele, Michele Bonnici.

Geibel, Steven R.  M/B.k  [PS, NFA87,89-90,94,00]

Geier, Barbara Mullens  [LK]
Claremont Symph, pr.

Geinopolos, Georgianne  L/M/B.k,b,m  [NFA79]

Geissler, Danielle  L/B.k,m  [KBJ]

Gelia, Janet  [AB]
Fredonia, NY 14063.

Geller, Margaret  M/B.k,b  [Juil]

Gelman-Peck, Stephanie  M  [NFA87]
MM, San Jose St U.  Isabelle Chapuis Starr.  Cabrillo Coll.  Santa Cruz County Symph, cp.

Geltz, Carol  L/M/B.k,b,m  [PS]
(b. 06/??/1970 - NJ) Fairfax, VA 22030.  BS, James Madison U.  Carol Kniebusch Noe, Barbara Heitz, Rebecca Jeffreys, Felix Rubino, Mary Kay Adams.

Gemus, James  [AB]
Kings Park, NY.
Genewein, Claire  
Pamela Stahel, Ugo Storni, Philippe Racine.

Genovese, Judith Ann  
[see Lapple, Judith Ann Genovese]

George, Bill  
[DA Couch]  
Robert Cavally. Public Sch. Trumpet player, flutist.

George, Laura  
M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA83,86,96, AB, Coll]  

George, Marvin, Jr.  
[AB]  
Fayetteville, AR.

George, Patricia Imogene Dengler  
M/B,k,b,m  
[PS, NFA84,87,98,01, LK, Eman]  

George, Raymond  
[AB]  

Georgell, Holly  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA85]  
Gregory Blackburn.

George-Simmons, Rita  
[NFA00]

Gerace, Emily  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS, NFA02]  
(b. 02/17/1977) Dearborn, MI 48126. BM, Shenandoah Cons; MM, Ball St U. Julia Larson Mattern, Frances Lapp Averitt, Ronna Ayscue, Claude Monteux. New World Symph, sub; Muncie Symph.

Gerarden, Claire  

Gerhard, Daniel J.  
B.k,m  
[LB, LK]  

Germain, Lise  
[Coll, V Dunsby]  
Alain Marion, Gail Grimstead-Michaud. U of Ottawa, c1989-.
German, Gretchen Gibney  L/M/B,k,m  [M Jenkins]
Philip J. Swanson, E. Morgan Jenkins.

Gerova, Ginka  [see Ortega, Ginka Gerova]

Gerrad, Graeme  [S Cooke]

Gerry, David  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA96,02, Coll]

Gerschefski, Penelope Roberts  L/M/B,k,m  [AB]

Gershunoff, Aaron  [AB]
Studio City, CA 91604.

Gertsch, Louise "Buzzy"  [see Hill, Louise Gertsch "Buzzy"]

Getchell, Joyce  L  [NEC]

Gettel, Cortland  L/B,k,m  [KBJ]

G'froerer, Joanna  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA95]

Ghattas, Tammy  [NFA98]
(b. Boston, MA?) Susan Jackson.

Ghignatti, Amedeo  [AB]
Flushing 67, LI, NY.

Gholam, Sara  L/M/B,k,b,m  [S Moser]
Susan Moser.

Giampietro, Dom  [AB]
Brooklyn, NY.
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Giannini, Christine R.  [PS]
(b. 11/21/1969 - Columbus, KS) Dallas, TX 75248.  
BME, Pittsburg St U, 1994; MM (music therapy), Texas Woman's U, 1996.  
Karen Dannessa, Michael Sullivan, Pamela Jackson Youngblood.

Giannini, Prospero  [AB]
San Remo, Imperia Italy.

Giannini, Tula  [NFA81,86-87]
B,k  
BM; MM, Manhattan Sch of Mus; PhD, Bryn Mawr Coll.  
George Drexler.  U of N Carolina-Chapel Hill; City Coll-CUNY; Manhattan Sch of Mus.  
New Jersey Symph, pr; Norfolk Symph, pr; North Carolina Symph, pr.

Giat, Jacqueline Winston  [AB]
Forest Hills, NY 11375.

Giaux, Baudoin  [Traversiere, HC Porto]
Alain Marion.

Gibbs, Mary  [LB, NEC]
L/B,k,m  
Joseph A. Mariano, James Pappoutsakis.

Gibbs, Sophia  [NFA94]
B,k,m  
Randall Hester.

Gibney, Gretchen  [see German, Gretchen Gibney]

Gibson, Deborah Beth Graham  [PS]
L/M/B,k,m  
(b. 10/03/1961 - Effingham, IL) Worthington, OH.  
BS, U of Maryland-Coll Park, 1987; MA, Ohio St U, 1996.  

Gibson, Don  [PS, AB, Coll, KB Jones]
L/M/B  
(b. 02/18/1948 – Butler, PA) BM, Duquesne U, 1972; MM, Duquesne U, 1973; PhD (theory), Florida St U, 1983.  
Bernard Goldberg, John Wummer, Murray Panitz, Marcel Moyse.  
US Navy Band (DC), 1965-69; Greensboro Symph, c1973-84; Winston-Salem Symph, c1976.

Gibson, Holly  [AB, I68]
Giese, Barbara  
Hays, KS 67601.

Giese, Richard William  
L  
[NEC, A Tyler, JB White]  

Gifford, Guy  
[T Bone]

Gifford, Karen Jeanne  
[NFA85]  
*BM, USC, 1983; MM, Northwestern U, 1984; DMA, U of Wisconsin-Madison, compl?*

Gifford, Norman  
[B]  
[Dipl, Juilliard Sch, 1935. Georges Barrère.]

Gifford, Robert R.  
M/B,k,b  
[PS]  

Gilad, Carol Krinitz  
M/B,k  
[PS]  

Gilb, Tyra  
B,k,b  
[NFA96-98, LK, Jul]  

Gilbert, Cy  
L/M/B,k,m  
[NFA99,01]  
Boston, MA. *Central Washington U.* Hal Ott.

Gilbert, David B.  
B,k,m  
[NFA84, AB]  

Gilbert, Debbie  
M/B,k,m  
[PS, NFA88-89,91,93-96]  

Gilbert, Jon  [V Dunsby] 

Virginia Dunsby.

Gilbert, Laura  [NFA93, LK, Juil] 


Gilbert, Mary-Anne  [NFA02] (b. NY?) Florence Flumerfelt.

Gilbert, Rebecca  [NFA98,02, JW, LK] 


Gilbert, Shelley  [NFA80-81] 


Gilbertson, Carole  [AB] 

Lexington, KY 40504. Lexington Phil Orch, pc, c1968.

Gilbrech, Wendy  [see Widder, Wendy Gilbrech]

Gilchrest, Suzanne  [Coll] 

New York U.

Giles, Anne  [see Zentner, Anne Diener Giles]

Giles, Ruth  [AB, Coll, J Fore] 

*BME, U of Louisville.* Francis Fuge. Gustavus Adolphus Coll, 1969-.

Gilfry, John W.  [AB] 

Gilkey, Mary Carolyn  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA97-98]  
*BM, De Pauw U; MM, Manhattan Sch of Mus.* Mary Roberts-Wilson, Roberta Brokaw, Emil J. Niosi, Harold Bennett.

Gill, Carolyn  [see Wells, Carolyn Gill]  

Gill, Sarah  [J Herrick]  

Gillam, John  B.k.m  [PS]  

Gillespie, Beverley  [AB]  
Spokane, WA 99201. Spokane Symph, c1968.

Gillespie, Jr. James E.  [AB]  

Gillespie, Nancy  [AB, I68]  

Gillet, Nancy  [see Neidlinger, Nancy Gillet]  

Gillette, Roberta  M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA99-00]  
Marlborough, MA 01752. *BA.* Donald H. Berglund, Shaul Ben-Meir. Public Sch. Port Elizabeth Symph, pr; Prince Alfred Guards Band; Montgomery County (MD) Symph.

Gilley, Diane  [Coll]  

Gilliam, Dona  [NFA95,97]  
*BM, Louisiana St U; MM, U of Kentucky; JD, U of Kentucky.* James Madison U.

Gilligan, Erin  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA95,00]  
Kathleen Chastain Debost, Gail Verbarg-Maile, Ann Hambrecht, George Hambrecht, Kathryn DeJongh, Jack Wellbaum, Mary Kay Fink.

Gilliland, Janee  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA96-99,01]  
Davenport, IA. Catherine D. Papish, Janet Stodd.

Gillio, Susan  M/B,k,m  [PS]  
(b. 04/21/1966) Oglesby, IL 61348. *BA, W Illinois U; MA, W Illinois U.* Gerald V. Carey. Peoria Symph, 1yr; Quad City Symph, 2.
Gillon, Alison  
M  [NFA95-96,99]  
New England Cons; Paris; Georgia St U.  Michel Debost.

Gilman, Irvin E.  
L/B,k,m  [AB, KBJ, J Wion]  

Gilpin, Shirley  
L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA90-92]  

Gilstrap, Ronda  
M/B,k,b  [PS, Coll]  

Gimenes, Marila Gabriela  
[LK]  
Conway Symph.

Gingras, Ulric  
[NY]  
New York Phil, 1905-06.

Ginstling, Asya  
B,k,b  [Juil, R Pagan]  

Gippo, Jan E.  
L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA87,89-92,94,96-98,00, LK, I72]  

Girard, Keith  
[I72]  
Toronto Symph, c1972.

Giraud, Isabelle  
[Traversiere]  

Giroux, Paul  
[B Logen]  
Everett, WA.

Girton, Judith  
[see Phillips, Judith Girton]
Given, Ellen [N Rinaldi]

Gladics, Istvan [AB]
Kansas City, MO 64110. BM, Cons-Kansas City; DM, Sterling Coll.


Glasgow, Cynthia L/M/B,k [NFA80] Rebecca Lile Paluzzi.

Glass, Philip [Peabody]
New York, NY 10012. Peabody Cons.

Glass, Willy [AB]

Glaub, Donna [J Slater]


Gleghorn, Arthur [AB]
Immaculate Heart Coll, c1968. Glendale Symph, pr.


Glendinning, Jessica Austin L/M/B,k,b [PS] (b. 10/01/1979 - Harrisonburg, VA) Monterey, VA 24465. BME, James Madison U, compl? Beth Chandler, Carol Kniebusch Noe, Debbie Stephenson.
Glennon, Barbara

Glinka, Beata Iwona
(b. 1971 - Kwidzyn, Poland) Elzbieta Czapor, Krzysztof Langman, Peter Lukas Graf.

Glover, Becky
(Charles Delaney.

Glueck, Mary
*PhD, U of Alaska-Fairbanks.* Civic Orch of Tucson.

Gnecco, Jeannine
Mid-Texas Symph.

Goacher, Stephen
(b. 1946 - Anderson, IN) Brownwood, TX 76801. *UC-Los Angeles; Texas Christian U; Indiana U.* James J. Pellerite, Rebecca Tryon Andres. Kansas St U; N Kentucky U; Stephen F Austin St U; Howard Payne U, 2000-. Woodwind doubler.

Gobbetti-Hoffman, Cheryl
Robert Mols. SUNY-Buffalo. Buffalo Phil.

Goble, Mary
*BME, U of Colorado-Boulder; MM, U of N Colorado.* Wally Smith, Alden C. McKinley, Sylvia Greenfield.

Gochnour, Ralph
Salt Lake City, UT 84108. Salt Lake City Symph, c1968-72+.

Goddard, Christopher
(b. Iowa City, IA?) Claudia Anderson.

Godfrey, Thomas
Pittsburgh, PA 15218. *Peabody Cons.* Westmoreland Symph, pr.

Goebel, Arthur

Goehringer, Julie
*BM, CSU-Fresno, 1988.* Teresa Beaman, Doriot Anthony Dwyer, Leone Buyse, Raymond Fabrizio.
Goeres, Lucille  B.k,b  [NFA87, LK, Juil]  

Goff, Scott  L/M/B.k.b,m  [NFA82,89, AB, LK, I68, I72, Juil]  

Gold, Cathy  [Coll]  
U of Akron, 1976-77.

Gold, Julius

Goldberg, Bernard Zion  L/M/B  [NFA76-79,81,84,87,89-92,94,96, AB, JW]  

Goldberg, Sasha  [NFA98]  
Dana Schaul-Yoder.

Goldfarb, Ivy  [AB]  
Merrick, LI, NY. Massapequa Symph, c1968.

Goldman, Aaron  [LK]  
Orlando Phil, pr.

Goldman, Laura  B.k,b  [J Baker]  
Julius Baker.

Goldman, Leslie  [see Maaser, Leslie Goldman]

Goldring, Victor  [FE Caine]

Goldsmith, George G.  [AB]  
Cleveland, OH 44122.

Goldstein, Alan A.  [Peabody]  
Seattle, WA 98112. Peabody Cons.

Goldstein, Francie  M/B.k,b  [NFA76]  
(b. CA) Stetson U; Eastman Sch of Mus. Geoffrey Gilbert, Samuel Baron, James Galway, Albert N. Tipton, David Shostac.
Goldstein, Joanna  
L/B,k,m  
[Longy]  
*Longy Sch of Mus.* Robert Willoughby.

Goldstein, Roni S.  
Brooklyn, NY 11214.  
[AB]

Gold-Toulson, Diane W.  
B.k,b,m  
[NFA87-98, LK]  
*Eastman Sch of Mus; Columbia U-Teachers Coll.* Joseph A. Mariano, Albert N. Tipton, Julius Baker. Bucknell U; Juniata Coll; York Coll of Pennsylvania. Altoona Symph, pr; York Symph, pr.

Goldwater, Judy  
Calif Lutheran U. Santa Barbara Symph; Santa Monica Symph.  
[NFA92,97]

Goll-Wilson, Kathleen  
L/M/B,k,m  
[NFA88,90-91,93,97, V Jicha]  
*Indiana U; Paris Conservatoire.* Walfrid Kujala, Jean-Pierre Rampal, James J. Pellerite, Roger Bourdin, Donald V. Peck. Wheaton Coll; De Paul U.

Gomes, Eulogio  
[H Barradas]

Goni, Gabriel  
[see Dondi, Gabriel Goni]

Gonsalves, Maria C.  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA98,02]  
*Peabody Cons; (anthropology) Johns Hopkins U.* Emily Skala, Robert Willoughby, Colin St.Martin, Chris Norman.

Gonzalez, Abraham  
M/B,k,b  
[NFA01]  

Gonzalez, Eugene  
[D Youngblood]

Gonzalez, Magdalena  
L/M/B  
[NFA90-91, W Rolfe]  
Bernard Goldberg.

Good, Catherine  
San Diego, CA 92105.  *Peabody Cons.*  
[Peabody]

Goodberg, Robert  
M/B,k,m  
[PS, NFA77-78,84-85,88,01, Coll]  

Goode, Elizabeth  
M/B,k,b  
[NFA00]  
Thomas Nyfenger, Judith Mendenhall. Valdosta St U.
Goode, Jennifer  L/M/B,k,m  [Juil]
Juilliard Sch. Philip J. Swanson.

Gooden, Elizabeth  [AB]
Damascus, AR.

Goodfellow, Susan  L/B,k,b,m  [NFA86,92-93,01, Juil]

Goodfriend-Koven, Diva  [LK]
American Ballet Theater, ap/pc; American Symph, pc; Westchester Phil, pc.

Goodman, Claire  [PS]
Mint Hill, NC 28227.

Goodman, Craig  M/B,k  [PS, NFA91,94,97]

Goodman, James M.  [AB]
Ruston, LA 71270. Louisiana Polytechnic Inst, c1968.

Goodman, Kimberlee  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA00]

Goodman, Lindsey J.  M/B,k  [PS]

Goodnight, Sheryl  [Coll]
TX. Temple Comm Coll.

Goodwillie, Carol  L/B,k,m  [KBJ]

Goodwin, Liz  M  [NFA97-99,01, FLMotW]
Goodwin, Mary  
B.k  
BME. Melanie Winans.  

Goodwine, Dana  
Pianist?  

Goosman, Jack  
L/M/B  
Duquesne U. Bernard Goldberg, Marcel Moyse. Flutemaker.  

Goosman, Mara Lee  
M  
Marcel Moyse.  

Goral, Michel  
Paris Conservatoire. Alain Marion.  

Gordon, Beth Ann  
L/M/B,k,b  
( b. 02/24/1986 - Melbourn, FL) Mt. Airy, MD 21771. Linda Kirkpatrick.  

Gordon, Brian  
L/M/B,k,m  
BM, Indiana U. Walfrid Kujala, Marcel Moyse, William Hebert. Phoenix Symph, ap/pc, 1981-.  

Gordon, Marc  
Chicago, IL 60613. Civic Orch of Chicago, pr, c1968.  

Gordon, Michael  
M/B,k,m  
Marianne Gedigian.  

Gordon, Sheena  
M  

Gordon, Tammy  
M/B,k,b,m  
Katrina King. Flutist, clarinetist.  

Gordon, William  
(AF)  
(b. 1791; d. c1839) Louis Francois Philippe Drouet.  

Gorglione, Barbara  
Fredonia, NY 14063.  

Gort, Jayne  
Holland Symph, pr.  
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Gorvin, ? [AB]

Gosman, Gabriella  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA83]
(b. Toledo, OH?) Judith Bentley.

Goss, Amy [A Young]

Goss, John [AB]
Monroe, LA 71201. Monroe Symph, c1968.

Goto, Harumi  M [NFA88]
Masashino U of Mus. Yasukazu Uemura.

Gotschall, Rachel  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA98]
(b. Phoenix, AZ?) Carol Mellis.

Gott, Tammy  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA82]
(b. Denver, CO) Amy Rice Blumenthal.

Gottlieb, Donald  L/B [NFA89, LK, Coll]

Gottry, Amy  L/M/B,k,m [P Swanson]
Philip J. Swanson.

Goudey, Jacqueline  M/B,k [AB, I72]

Gouveia, Mara [NFA98]
(b. Sacramento, CA?)

Gowan, Sue  L/M/B,k,b [JWS]

Gowans, David J. [AB]
Murray, KY. BSEd, Wayne St Coll; MSEd, Wayne St Coll. Murray St U, ww, 1947-68+. Jackson (TN) Symph, bsn, c1968; Owensboro Symph, pr bsn.

Gowen, Lloyd  L/B,k [NFA77, 172, Curt]
Daly City, CA. Curtis Inst of Mus, 1954. William Kincaid, Merrill Jordan. San Francisco Cons. San Francisco Symph, pc, 1972-99; Baltimore Symph; San Francisco Opera Orch; National Symph; Buffalo Phil.
Gower, William T. [S Lebsack]
Colorado St U; U of N Colorado; U of S Mississippi.

Gowland, Kevin [D Oliver]

Graber, Paula [LK]
West Hollywood Orch.

Grabowski, Rose L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA00, FLUTE]
Douglas Worthen, Leonid (Leonard?) Mironovich.

Graciet, Maryse [Traversiere]

Grad, Brenda [see Levy, Brenda Grad]

Grady, Jennifer L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA98-01]
Janette Erickson, Louise Moon, Jeanne Elkrem. Flutist, composer.

Grady, Scott L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA95]

Graef, Richard Keith L/B,k,m [NFA84, AB, LK, I68, I72, KBJ]

Graef, Victoria [see Jicha, Victoria Poullette (Graef)]

Graf, Erich B,k,b,m [PS, NFA82,85,90, AB, JW, LK, Juil, Coll]

Graf, Jennifer L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA00]
Julie Stone, Holly Oswald Clemans.

Graf, Peter Lukas M [NFA99, S Nelson, O Cihelka, Dorgeuille]
Grafe, Marc  
BA, Pomona Coll; MFA, Mills Coll. Warner Pacific Coll.

Gragey, Mary Beth  
[S Cutshaw]

Graham, David  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
(b. PA?) Stacey Steele.

Graham, Deborah  
[see Gibson, Deborah Beth Graham]

Graham, Jane  
Murietta, GA. Public Sch, english.

Graham, Julia Smith  
Phoenix, AZ. Christina Steffen Millhouse.

Graham, Kim  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
Joanna Cowan White, Rebecca Meador.

Graham, Leslie  
L/M/B,k,b,m  

Graham, Miriam Spiro  
L/M/B,k,b  

Graham, Stacey  
[see Steele, Stacey Graham]

Graham, Susan Marie  
[see Hahn-Graham, Susan Marie]

Graitzer, Murray  
San Francisco, CA. San Francisco Symph, pr, 1948-57.

Gramaize, Gilles  
[Traversiere]  

Grambling, Constance  
Shreveport, LA 71105. Shreveport Symph, pr, c1968.

Grammatis, Yannis  
Granados, Marco

M/B,k,b [NFA93,95,97,00, Juil]


Granato, Andrea

M/B,k,b [NFA91]


Grannell, Janis

L/M/B,k,m [PS]


Grant, Allison

[Coll]

The King's U Coll, 1987-88.

Grant, Archie M.

[AB]

Hoboken, NJ.

Grant, Carolyn

[see Morey, Carolyn Grant]

Grant, Evelyn

M [W Halpin]


Grant, John

[FLUTE]

Royal Scottish Acad of Mus.

Grant, Willie

[AB]

Bronx, NY 10457.

Grant, Winona Richards

B [PS]

Anthony ?

Grant-Duce, Judy

L/M/B,k,m [NFA93]

Boston, MA. BM (flute), U of N Carolina-Chapel Hill; BA (math), U of N Carolina-Chapel Hill; MM (flute), Boston U. Brooks de Wetter-Smith, Leone Buyse. U of Massachusetts-Boston.

Grantham, Connie Anderson

L/B,k,b,m [T Williams]

Constance G. Lane.

Grant-Lawrence, Earl

[NFA00]
Grass, William H.   L/B,k  [NFA79, AB, NEC, Coll]
(b. 07/02/1926 - IN) BM, New England Cons, c1952; MM, New England Cons; De Pauw U.  Albert N. Tipton, Georges Laurent, James Pappoutsakis, Francis Fitzgerald.  New England Cons, c1968; Boston Cons, c1968; Smith Coll, 1957-62; Massachusetts St Coll-Lowell.  Worcester Symph, pr; Boston Ballet Orch; Boston Symph, ex.

Gratto, Sharon Davis   L/B,k,m  [PS, NFA98]

Gratton, Erik  [LK]
Nashville Symph, pr.

Gratton, Valerie  [Traversiere]
Paris Conservatoire.  Alain Marion.

Grauwels, Marc  [NFA93,02]

Graves, Cathi  [see Tudman, Cathi Graves]

Graves, Jr., William Lester  [AB]
(b. 08/26/1915 - Terry, MS) Columbus, MS 39701.  BS, NW Missouri St U; MME, Drake U; EdD, U of Colorado-Boulder.

Grawunder, Teresa Hrachovy  L/B,k  [PS]
(b. 09/22/1951 - Houston, TX) Houston, TX 77008.  BM, U of Houston, 1975; MM, U of Houston, 1977.  Byron Hester, Geoffrey Gilbert.  Houston Baptist U.  Houston Ballet Symph, pr; Houston Symph, sub; American Pops Orch.

Gray, Dottie Allman  B,k,m  [LB]

Gray, Elizabeth "Libby"  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]
(b. 05/20/1972 - Laredo, TX) BM, U of Washington, 1994; MM, Northwestern U, 1997.  Janeen Field Shigley, Zart Dombourian-Eby, Walfrid Kujala, Felix E. Skowronek, Richard R. Hahn, Aralee Dorough, Scott Goff.  Bellevue Phil Orch; South Dakota Symph; Orch Seattle; Civic Light Opera; SD Symph, pr?.
Gray, Gary E.  
B,k,m  
[NFA77, AB, I72]  

Gray, Heather  
[K Parsons]

Gray, Johanna Hansen  
M/B  
[PS, Coll]  

Gray, Paul S.  
B,k,m  
[PS, NFA93,96-97,99-00,02, AB]  

Gray, Robin  
L/M/B.k  
[NFA98]  
Tucson, AZ.  BS (comm), James Madison U.  Carol Kniebusch Noe.

Gray, Sophia  
[see Martinez-Gray, Sophia]

Graybell, Lynn  
[J Williams]

Graz, Joseph  
His teacher was a composer.  [not a flutist?]

Grden, Michelle  
[LK]  
Columbia Symph.

Greaves, Lesley  
[see Oakes, Lesley Greaves]

Greeley, Martha S.  
[NFA92]

Green, Alaina  
M/B,k  
[A Engelsdorfer]  
Amy Engelsdorfer.

Green, Arthur  
L  
[NEC]  
New England Cons.  Lois Schaefer.

Green, Bill  
[LJ Snyder]  
Los Angeles, CA.
Green, Elissa Ann  
L/B,k,m  
[RWS, Juil] 
Huntington, NY 11743.  *Peabody Cons; Juilliard Sch.*  Robert Willoughby.

Green, Elissa Zipp  
B,k  
[PS, LK, M Thomas] 

Green, George  
L  
[NEC] 
New England Cons.  Lois Schaefer.

Green, Harlan  
B,k,b  
[AB, I68, I72, J Baker] 

Green, Harry  
L  
[NEC] 
Georges Laurent.

Green, Lynne  
M/B,k,m  
[PS] 

Green, Rhondes  
[AB] 
San Bernardino, CA 92405.  San Bernardino Symph, c1968.

Green, Robert  
L  
[NEC] 
Georges Laurent.

Green, Sarah A.  
B,k,m  
[LB] 
Ottawa, ON Canada.  Joseph A. Mariano.

Green, Stanley Donald  
[AB] 
(b. 01/14/1928 - Brooklyn, NY) Stillwater, OK 74074. Oklahoma St U, clar, c1968.

Greenbaum, Adrianne  
L/B,k,m  
[PS, NFA84-85,91-93,02, LK, KBJ, Coll] 

Greenberg, Avi  
L/M/B,k,b  
[JWS] 
*U of Hartford.*  John Wion.

Greenberg, Gerald  
B  
[Juil] 
Greenberg, Susan  [NFA82,86,92, LK]  
MA, UC-Los Angeles. Calif Inst of the Arts. Los Angeles Chamber Orch, 2; Glendale Symph; California Chamber Symph; New York City Opera Orch; NY Phil.

Greene, Casandra  L/M/B,k,b,m  [SR Buckwalter]  
Susan Rote Buckwalter.

Greene, Linda  [LK]  
Albany (NY) Symph, 2.

Greene, Nelba Marquez  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]  
U of Hartford. John Wion.

Greenfield, Carol D.  B,k,m  [NFA90]  
West Springfield, MA 01089. Joseph A. Mariano.

Greenfield, Melissa Tague  B,k,b  [PS]  

Greenfield, Mrs.  L  [NEC]  
Georges Laurent.

Greenfield, Sylvia  L/B,k  [NFA94-95,97,00, AB]  

Greenhoe, Glenda  [LK]  
Milwaukee Symph.

Greer, Lucia C.  B,k,m  [LB]  
Houston, TX 77025. Joseph A. Mariano.

Gregg, Leslie D.  L/M/B,k  [PS]  

Gregoire, Jean-Loup  [Traversiere]  

Gregory, Charles  [AB]
Gregory, Crystal  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]
(b. 02/16/1983 - Nashville, TN) Smyrna, TN 37167.  Tish Dunn.

Greisman, Adriana Mandel  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA91-92,97]

Greiss, Renate
Staatliche Hochschule für Musik-Freiburg.

Grendahl, Kathleen
[see Joyce-Grendahl, Kathleen]

Grenfell, Julia  B,k,m  [D Fair, A Still]

Grenier, Victoria
[see Jicha, Victoria Poullette (Graef)]

Grenoble, Barbara J.  B.k.m  [LB]

Greve, Laura  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA00]
Philip Dikeman.

Grevsmuehl, Julie  [see Dahlke, Julie T. Grevsmuel]

Griewahn, Karen  [see Betz-Griewahn, Karen A.]

Griffeth, Theresa  [J Sleeper]

Griffin, Angela  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]
Simsbury, CT 06070.  U of Hartford.  John Wion.

Griffin, Frances  [PS]

Griffin, Jodiene  [see Woosley, Jodiene M. Griffin]

Griffin, Keith  [PS, FLUTE]
Griffin, Mariellen

Griffis, Don
L/B,k,b

Griffith, Betty
see Polk, Betty Griffith

Griffith, Earl
L
New England Cons. Lois Schaefer. [alternate spelling: Griffiths]

Griffith, Frederick

Griffore, Gail
L/M/B,k,b,m
Sharon Borouchoff, Michael Carl Stoune, Clement Barone, Jr., Ruben Lopez-Perez.

Griffy, Laura
B,k
Elizabeth J. McGraw.

Griglak, Marcia
see Hankle, Marcia Griglak

Grimes, Carolyn
L/B,k,m

Grimes, Hobart
Chicago, IL 60604. De Paul U, c1968.

Grimes, Rebecca
B,k,m
(b. TX?) Jenifer McKenzie.

Griminelli, Andrea
Paris Conservatoire. Alain Marion.

Grimm, Susan
L/B,k,m
(b. 03/09/1958 - Star Lake, NY) Saranac Lake, NY 12983. BA, SUNY-Potsdam; MLS, Eastman Sch of Mus; MLS, SUNY-Geneseo. Donald MacDonald, Chris Norman, Grey Larsen, Stephen Preston, R. Carlos Nakai.

Grimmer, Patricia Ann
B
Canyon Lake, TX 78133. Domenico Iasconi.
Grimstead-Michaud, Gail [V Dunsby, A Pappilon]

Grine, James L. [NFA77-79,89,92, AB, Coll]

Grinstead, Jill [NFA99]
GA. U of Georgia. Public Sch.

Grizzell, Renee [C Tudman]

Grobman, Norma [see Rodgers, Norma Grobman]

Groch, Alice Sheppard [AB]

Gropp, Uwe [FLUTE]
Auckland U.

Grodzicki, Daniel [NFA98-99, LK]

Gronning, Kathleen [R Sackstein]

Grosbaum, Genevieve [AB]
Grand Rapids, MI 49506.

Grose, Lynn [NFA88]
(b. Burlington, NC?) LuAnn Roth Liston.

Grosenbaugh, Page [see Rowe, Page Grosenbaugh]

Groshong, Laura Wolf [NFA87, AB]

Gross, Claire [NFA88]
(b. Longwood, FL?) W Illinois U, att? Sandra B. Olson, Gerald V. Carey.
Gross, Iris  [NFA88]
Santa Monica, CA. John Bove, Patricia Valley Kendel, Eleanor Barnes, Marge Veleta, Arthur Hoberman.

Gross, Melody  [Juil]

Grossman, Gni  [Peabody]
Wayne, PA 19087. Peabody Cons.

Grosz, Stephanie  [NFA79]
(b. Dallas, TX?) Claire Johnson.

Groth, Daniel  [AB]

Grothe, Lisa Marie  [NFA91]

Grout, Susan Montgomery  [D Powell]
Edward V. Powell.

Grove, Sara  [see Brink, Sara Grove “Sally”]

Groyon, Jenni M.  [NFA93-94]
(b. Topeka, KS?) Sylvia Boyd.

Grubbe, Diane  [PS]

Grubbs, Lynn  [see Kroncke, Lynn Grubbs]

Grubbs, Patricia  [NFA90]

Grube, Sue  [LK]
Virginia Beach Symph, pc/3.

Gruber, Gretchen  [see Cox, Gretchen Gruber]

Gruhn, Marianne  [see Weaver, Marianne Gruhn]

Gruneis, Claire  [Juil]
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Gruskin, Shelley
B,k.m [NFA78,90, AB]

Grutzmacher, Monte
[L Atwater]

Grycky, Eileen
L/B,k.m [NFA99, LK, orch survey]

Gudeman, Ruth Freeman
B [AB, NT, Juil]
(b. Cleveland, OH; d. 04/20/2003) BM, Oberlin Coll; PG Dipl, Juilliard Sch, 1940. Georges Barrère. Juilliard Sch, prep, 1955-76. Massapequa Symph, pr; Orch da Camera, pr; Pro Arte Symph, pr.

Guenther, Ralph R.
B,k,m [AB]

Guerriere, Rocco A.
[NY]
New York Phil, 1910-11.

Guertin, Paige
L/B,k.m [NFA77-83]

Guetter, Max
[JW]
Minnesota Orch, pr, 1905-09.

Gugler, Deneice [see Schow, Deneice Gugler]

Guibbert, Danielle [Traversiere]

Guidetti, Pam
L/M/B,k [LK, Coll]

Guidi, Peter [FLMotW]

Guidot, Pascale [Traversiere]
Guiliano, Christina  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS]  
(b. 09/16/1978) Anaheim, CA 92806.  
*BM, CSU-Fullerton, 2001.*  
Cynthia Ellis, Sophia Martinez-Gray, Pamela Hodges Jones.  

Guillou, Joseph  
[AF]  
(b. 12/04/1787 - Paris, France; d. 09/1853) *1st prize, Paris Conservatoire, 1815.*  
Francois Devienne, Johann Georg Wunderlich.  
*Paris Conservatoire, 1816-28.*  

Guimaraes, Vera  
[S Halcomb]  

Guimond, Claire  
[M Putterman]  
McGill U.  

Guilhot, Raymond  
M  
[NFA96,99, V Dunsby, L Asbjornsen, Dorgeuille]  
(b. 1930 - Roubaix, France) *1st prize, Paris Conservatoire, 1947.*  
Marcel Moyse.  
*Paris Conservatoire, 15yrs; Accademia del Flauto.  Paris Opera Orch, pr, 1954-84?*  

Guitry, Amy  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[KB Jones]  
*DMA, Ohio St U, compl?  Katherine Borst Jones, Beth Owen.*  

Guird, Marta  
[J Kallhed]  

Gulbransen, Ornulf  
M  
[J G’froerer]  
Marcel Moyse.  

Gulbransen, Stephen  
B  
[Juil]  
*Juilliard Sch, 1930.  Georges Barrère.*  

Gullint, Tracy  
L/M/B  
[PS]  
(b. 03/11/1981 - Youngstown, OH) Lowellville, OH 44436.  
*BA, Westminster Choir Coll, comp?  Lisa Hughes, Mike Oleska, David Tessmer.*  

Gundersen, Sally  
[LK]  
Midcoast Symph.  

Gunderson, Deborah  
[B Vosskuhler]  

Gunnels, Monique  
[LK]  
Columbus (GA) Symph, 2.  

Gunnerson, Jared  
[NFA88]  
(b. Salt Lake City, UT?) Karen Perkins.  

Gunter, Jane  
[see Clark, Jane Gunter]
Gunter, Jo Ann  [NFA81]  
*BA, S Illinois U-Carbondale; MM, S Illinois U-Carbondale.* Charlotte Chamber Orch; Charlotte Pops Orch; Columbia Phil Orch, pr.

Gunter, Vanessa  [NFA97]  
*BM, U of S Mississippi; MM, U of S Mississippi; DMA, SUNY-Stony Brook, compl?* Samuel Baron, Sandra Church, Judith Mendenhall, Sharon Lebsack. U of S Mississippi; SUNY-Stony Brook. Gulf Coast Symph, pr; Meridian Symph, pc/2; Mobile Opera Orch.

Gustafson, Christine  [NFA95-96, Coll]  
*L/M/B.k*  
*BM, Indiana U; Artist Dipl; DMA, U of Texas-Austin.* James J. Pellerite, Wolfgang Schulz, Karl Kraber. E Carolina U, 1993-.

Gustafsson, Hanna Catharina  [NFA01]  
*B,k*  
Patricia Ahmad.

Gustavsen, Laura  [NFA86,89-90,96]  
*L/M/B.k,m*  

Gustin, Denis-Pierre  [Traversiere]  
*1st prize, Paris Conservatoire, 1992.* Alain Marion.

Guthrie, Kris  [NFA97]  
*BM; USC; MM, Rice U; DMA, Rice U, compl?*

Gutierrez, Marylinda  [LK]  
Santa Fe Comm Orch.

Gutierrez, Shanna Pranaitis  [PS]  
*L/B.k,m*  

Guzman, Viviana E.  [NFA95,98, Jul]  
*M/B.k,b*  

Gwilt, David  [BC Lam]

Gygi, Kristen  [NFA97-98]  
Gyps, Françoise

Haake, Wilhelm
Moritz Furstenau. Leipzig Gewandhaus Orch.

Haas, Eric
B, k [NFA93]
Wheaton Coll; New England Cons; Tufts U. Sandra Miller, John Tyson. Recorder.

Haaser, Steven
B, k [PS, FLMotW]

Hackett, Jennifer
L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA00]
Mary Hannigan, Rhian Kenny, Robert Langevin, George S. Pope, Mary Kay Ferguson.

Hackman, Rebecca
L/B,k,m [NFA91]
(b. Baltimore, MD?) Sara (Landgren) Nichols.

Hackney, Pamala
[LK]
Houston Ballet Symph, pc.

Hadden, Melissa
L/M/B,k,b [NFA84]
Jacqueline Hofto, Diana Butler Cherry.

Hadden, Nancy
[NFA92,00]
BM, Ohio Wesleyan U; MA (music hist), Pennsylvania St U; PhD, Washington U, compl? Guildhall Sch of Mus, renaissance.

Hadjati, Katayoon
[LK]
Mesa Symph Assoc., 2.

Hadley, Henry

Hadley, Lynne
[P Youngblood]

Hadrill, Phillip
[S Bara Ayoub]

Haedrich, Nina
[Coll]
Humboldt St U, 2000-.

Haedrich, Walter
[AB]
Haemmel, Kate
[see Steinbeck, Kate Haemmel]

Haeseler, Isabelle
[AB]
Raleigh, NC 27602. BS, Lebanon Valley Coll; MSM, Union Theological Sem; U of N Carolina-Chapel Hill. Meredith Coll, 1956-68+; Public Sch.

Haff/Half?, Myrtle
[L]
[NEC]
Georges Laurent, Lois Schaefer, James Pappoutsakis. [handwritten entry: last name uncertain]

Hage, Lindsay
[L/M/B,k,b,m]
[NEC]
Julie Stone, Jeff Zook, Carol Tallieu.

Hageman, Thomas
[B,k]
[NFA77-78, Curt]

Hagen, Richard
[L]
[NEC]
Georges Laurent, Lois Schaefer.

Hager, Alfred
[PS, NFA96,98-00,02, Coll]
FL. Public Sch.

Hahn, Deanna R.
[L/M/B,k,m]
[PS, NFA96,98-00,02, Coll]

Hahn, Ewald
[M/M/B,k,m]
[JW]
Metropolitan Opera Orch, pr, 1935-38. [alternate spelling: Haun]

Hahn, Josephine
[AB]
Vermillion, SD 57069.

Hahn, Mark
[AB]
U of Kansas, c1968.

Hahn, Nora R.
[L/B,k]
[NFA99,01]
Houston, TX. Byron Hester.

Hahn, Richard R.
[M/B,k]
[NFA76-85,87-89,91-92,94,96-99, Coll]

Hahn-Graham, Susan Marie
[L/B,k,m]
[RWS]
Haid, Karen  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA95-96,98]
BM, Boston U; MM, Boston U; DM, Florida St U, compl?  
Charles Delaney, Louis Moyse, Thomas Nyfenger, Maurice Sharp, James Pappoutsakis, Alan Cox, Anne Diener  
Giles Zentner.  Virginia Commonwealth U.  Richmond (VA) Symph, pc.

Hail, Amy Duffy  
Robert Cavally.  
[NFA00]

Haines, Anita  
[see Exline, Anita Haines Foster]

Haines, Barry  
B,k,b  
[Juil]

Haines, John  
L  
[NEC]
New England Cons.  Lois Schaefer.

Haire, Matt  
L/M/B,k,b  
[NFA83]
(b. Auburn, AL?) Nancy M. Vinson.

Haisten, Melissa  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA95]
BM; MM; DMA, Louisiana St U, compl?  

Halbeisen, Johanna  
[AB]
Detroit, MI 48221.  Detroit Women's Symph, ex, c1968.

Halcomb, Stephanie  
[PS]
(b. FL) FL.  Vera Guimaraes.

Hale, Alison  
L/B,k,m  
[NFA93, LK, SA Kahn, W Rolfe]
Brattleboro, VT.  Adrienne Greenbaum, Thomas Nyfenger.  Bennington Coll; Bates Coll, c1993; U of S Maine, c1993.  Portland Symph, 2; Atlantic Chamber Orch.

Hale, Anne  
[AB, Coll]
Bowling Green, KY.  W Kentucky U, c1960-; Public Sch.

Hale, Barbara  
[AB]
Kansas City, MO 64119.  Independence Symph, pr, c1968.

Hale, Cheryl Roberts  
[Coll]
Hale, Janet  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS, NFA99,01, LK, N Kile]  
(b. 01/18/1950 - TN) Soddy, TN 37379.  
BM; MM, U of Tennessee-Knoxville.  
Judith Bentley, Warren Little.  
U of Tennessee-Chattanooga, 28yrs.  
Chattanooga Symph, pr, c1976-.  

Hales, Julia C.  
L/M/B,k  
[NFA93]  
(b. Roanoke, VA?) Shari Barbour.  

Haley, Jennifer  
B,k,b  
[PS]  
(b. 08/29/1968 - Flushing, NY) Great River, NY 11739.  
Allison Hubbard, Harold Bennett, Julius Baker.  

Haley, Kim  
B,k,b  
[Juil, J Baker]  
Arthur Lora, Julius Baker.  

Haley, Kristen  
[LK]  
Eugene Symph, pr LOA.  

Haley, Tanya  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA99]  
BM, U of Colorado-Boulder, compl?  
Greg LaLiberte, Maralyn (Denekas) Prestia, Alexa Still.  

Half, Henrietta  
L  
[NEC]  
Georges Laurent.  
[same as Henrietta Duquette?]  

Halgren, Laurie  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA98]  
(chemical engineering) Brigham Young U.  
Elizabeth Ruppe, Maralyn (Denekas) Prestia, 
Pamela Bertoluzzi Endsley.  

Hall, Carl  
B,k,b,m  
[PS, NFA89,99,01-02, LK, Coll]  
(b. 06/14/1951 - Mulberry, FL) Atlanta, GA 30316.  
Martha Rearick.  
Emory U, 1984--; 
U of Central Florida, 1978-81; 
U of Tampa, 1971-81.  
Atlanta Symph, pc/3, 1984--; 
Gulf Coast Symph, 2, 1970-75; pc, 1975-78; 
pr 1978-84; 
Santa Fe Opera Orch, pc, summer 1982-84; 
Florida Orch, pr.  
GCS-2nd 70-75,pc 75-78,pr 78-84.  

Hall, Cheryl  
[LK]  
Fairfax Symph.  

Hall, Doris S.  
[Coll]  
Alabama A&M U, 1975-.  

Hall, Gene Meyer  
L/M/B,k  
[AB]  
(b. 03/29/1925 - Wausau, WI) Emil Pagano, Maurice Sharp, Bernard Goldberg.  
Rollins Coll, c1968.  
Central Florida Comm Orch, pr; 
Cleveland Phil Orch, pr; 
Allentown Symph Assoc, pc; 
Wilkinsburg Symph, pr.; 
Cleveland Women's Symph, pc.
Hall, Genevieve  
B  
Dipl, Juilliard Sch, 1943.  Georges Barrère.

Hall, Heather  
[see Coleman, Heather Hall]

Hall, Jacquelyn  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS]  

Hall, Jennifer Lynn Pray  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS, Coll]  

Hall, Malcolm  
L  
[NEC]  
Georges Laurent.

Hall, Marilyn  
[AB, I68]  
Columbus, OH 43215.  Columbus (OH) Symph, ex, c1968.

Hall, Melissa  
L/M/B,k  
[NFA00]  
Julie Stone.

Hall, Rebecca  
L/M/B,k  
[NFA89,92]  
(b. Roanoke, VA?) Shari Barbour.

Hall, Teresa  
[see Mizukami-Hall, Teresa]

Hall, Vanita  
[see Jones, Vanita Hall]

Halladay, Laura  
L/B,k,m  
[NFA88]  
BA, CSU-Northridge.  Roger S. Stevens.

Halliday, Dianne G.  
B,k,m  
[LB]  

Halligan, Gordon Reuben  
B,k,b  
[Juil]  

Hallin, Lisa  
M/B,k,m  
[NFA84]  
(b. St. Charles, IL?) Lynne Green.

Hallman, Hopkins B.  
[AB]  
Springhill, LA 71075.  Shreveport Symph, pc, c1968.
Halpin, Ardin
Doris Keogh.

Halpin, William [PS]

Halt, Janet [AB]

Hambelton, Patrice Pomeroy [J Kurz]
Alain Marion.

Hambrecht, Ann B,k,b,m [N Kile]
Robert Cavally, George Hambrecht.

Hambrecht, George B,k,b,m [NFA76,77,79,98, AB, JW, I68, I72]

Hambrecht, Henry [G Hambrecht]

Hambrick, Jennifer Mary L/B,k,m [NFA87,89]

Hamff, Nancy C. B,k,m [PS]
(b. 07/06/1953 - Kingsville, TX) Charlotte, NC 28262. BA (math), Texas A&M U; MS (math), Texas A&M U. Danny Joe Duncan, Johnnie Beth Smithen.

Hamilton, Amy L/B,k,m [PS, NFA82,89,02, Coll]

Hamilton, Gerald Lee

Hamilton, James C. B,k,b [AB, I68, I72, Juil, C Rugolo]
Hamilton, Janet Lowrance     B,k,m  [LB]
Billings, MO 65610. Joseph A. Mariano.

Hamilton, Michael A.     B,k,m  [LB]

Hamm, Laura     B,k,m  [PS]

Hammann, Sandra  [NFA91-92]
BS, Lock Haven U; MA, Pennsylvania St U. Catherine DeBoeser, Timothy Running, Sue Malin.

Hammargren, Linda  [AB, I68]

Hammerling, Peggy  [LK]
Bismarck-Mandan Symph.

Hammond, Don     M/B  [AB]

Hammond, Elizabeth  [AB]
Tampa, FL. Tampa Phil, ex, c1968.

Hammond, June  [Coll]
DM (bassoon), Florida St U. St Leo Coll.

Hampe, ?  [AB]

Hampton, Amanda     M/B,k  [A Engelsdorfer]
Amy Engelsdorfer.

Han, Douglas     L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA01]
Ithaca Coll. Wendy Mehne.

Han, Ki-Sei  [S Kim]

Hanagan-Atkinson, Joyce  [A Jowers]

Hancock, Cathy (Perin)     L/M/B,k,m  [NFA92,94-00, LK]

Hancock, George  [LK]
Shreveport Symph.
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Hancock, Steven  L/B,k,m  [NFA79]  
*Columbus St U; U of Iowa.* Betty Bang Mather, Natalie Kruger.

Hand, Judy Adams  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA89,91,94-95,97,01, LK]  

Handelsman, Alan  [NFA98]  
Performance coach.

Handman, Judith  [AB]  
Sacramento, CA 95816.  Sacramento Symph, pc, c1968.

Handy-Miller, Dorothy Antoinette  L/B  [NFA91, AB, NEC]  

Hanes, Caroline  L/M/B,k  [NFA95]  
(b. VA?) Shari Barbour.

Hanes, Whitney  L/M/B,k  [NFA93,96]  
(b. Roanoke, VA?) Shari Barbour.

Hanford, Margaret  [AB, I68]  
Pittsfield, MA 01201.  Berkshire Symph, pr, c1968.

Hankey, Peter  [FLUTE]  

Hankle, Marcia Griglak  L/B,k,m  [KBJ]  

Hann, Eugenie  [AB]  
Berea, OH 44071.

Hannigan, Mary  [LK, Coll]  
Dickinson Coll, 2000-.  Harrisburg Symph, 2.

Hansard, Amy  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA88]  
(b. Fresno, CA?) CA.  Janette Erickson.
Hansbrough, Yvonne Chavez  M/B,k  [PS, NFA94-95,97,99, Coll]
(b. 09/13/1960 - NM) Albany, NY 12208.  BME, New Mexico St U; MM, U of Arizona; DM, Florida St U.  Susan West, Jean-Louis Kashy, Charles Delaney.  Middle Tennessee St U, 1990-99; New Mexico St U; Coll of St Rose.  Huntsville Symph; Nashville Symph; Albany (NY) Symph; Las Cruces Symph.

Hansen, Amy E.  L/M/B,k,b  [PS]
(b. 11/24/1981 - Chicago, IL) Hudson, OH 44236.  U of Akron; Ohio St U.  George S. Pope, Katherine Borst Jones, Julie Micheletti.

Hansen, Christine  L/B,k,b,m  [NFA99]

Hansen, Dionne Marie  [see Jackson, Dionne Marie Hansen]

Hansen, Ehrling  [AB, 168, Coll, P George]
Peoria, IL.  William Kincaid.  Bradley U, 1968-75; Sam Houston St U, c1968.  Houston Symph, pc, c1968, Amarillo Symph, pr.  [alternate spelling: Sterling Hanson]

Hansen, Johanna  [see Gray, Johanna Hansen]

Hansen, Kaj  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA96]

Hansen, Krista  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00]
Joanna Cowan White, Shari Schmidt.

Hansen, Lisa  B,k,b  [LK, Juil]

Hansen, Polly  B,k,m  [NFA87,97]
BM, De Paul U; MM, Illinois St U.  Donald V. Peck, Mardele Marcellus, Max Schoenfeld.  Past editor Flute Talk.

Hansen, Sally  B  [NFA98]
BA (french), Chatham Coll.  Lillian Porter, Jack Wellbaum, Sue DeLaney.

Hansen, Sarah  B  [NFA98]
(b. Bountiful, UT?) Nancy Toone.
Hanson, George  L  [NEC]
Georges Laurent.

Hanson, Sara Beth  [LK, M Lyons]
Baton Rouge Symph, pr.

Hanson, Shelly  [D Bedoian]
DMA.

Happ, Susannah Marie  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00]
Diane Boyd Schultz.

Happe, Catherine  M/B,k  [J Bennett]
Joyce Bennett.

Haraldsdottir, Ashildur  B,k  [NFA96, Jul]

Harbach, Mrs. Allen B.  [AB, I68]
Melbourne, FL. Brevard Symph, pr, c1968.

Harbaugh, Jan  [see Angus, Jan Harbaugh]

Harders, Jobst  [NFA95,98]
(baroque flute) Utrecht Cons. Marten Root.

Hardesty, Kay Wolford  L/M/B,k,m  [AB, I68]

Harding, Maria K.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA89,95, LK]
(b. Lubbock, TX?) Margaret Weeks Redcay. Lubbock Symph, 2; Omaha Symph, pr.

Hardy, Alan  [A Day]

Hardy, Courtney  L/B,k,m  [NFA77]
USC. Paul Ernest Renzi, Roger S. Stevens.

Hardy, John F.  [AB]

Hardy, Laura  [see Back, Laura Nan Hardy]

Hargis, Ellen  [NFA93]
Hari, Hiroshi

Harkins, H. James
Loretta Contino.

Harley, Jennifer
[see Parker-Harley, Jennifer]

Harling, Jean

Harman, Maria

Harman, Susan E.
BME, Shenandoah Cons; MEd, Towson U; MS (library science), Shippensburg St Coll. Theodore Lapina, Christine Michelle Smith, Sara (Landgren) Nichols. Public Sch, 5yrs.

Harmer, Vivian
[see Ellsworth, Vivian Harmer]

Harmeyer, Frances
Waterbury Symph, 2.

Harner, Margaret M.
Harrisburg Symph, 1950.

Harnett, Marie

Harnsberger, Ann

Harper, Patricia Hornberger

Harpster, Michelle
Bradley Garner.

Harrell, Jennifer
Phyllis Hester.
Harrell, Patricia
Redwood Symph. [LK]

Harrigill, Melissa  L/M/B,k,b [NFA99]
(b. Montgomery, AL?) Nancy M. Vinson.

Harrington, Michael  L/B,k,m [NFA77]

Harrington, Paul R.  B,k,m [PS, NFA97]
Francis Fuge, Wallace Mann. U of Louisville, prep. Louisville Orch, sub; Boston
Symph, sub. Flutemaker.

Harris, Alicia L.
Houston Civic Symph. [LK]

Harris, Ashleigh  L/M/B,k,b [C Bond]
Corrie Bond.

Harris, Daniel
Maquette Kuper. [NFA98]

Harris, Debora  M/B,k,m [NFA88,98,01]
BM, Bradley U; MM, Florida St U; DM (composition?), Florida St U. Charles Delaney,
Nancy Neidlinger, Walfrid Kujala, Geoffrey Gilbert, William Bennett. Wausau Cons;
Valdosta St U; Moorhead St U, c1989-. Fargo-Moorhead Symph, pr.

Harris, Debra  B,k,b [NFA86]

Harris, Jessica R. Cooper  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA93,99]
(b. Lilbum, GA?) Lilbum, GA. BME, U of Georgia. Katherine F. Farmer, Julie Stone.
Public Sch. DeKalb Symph.

Harris, Katie  B,k,b,m [NFA00]
Anne Martinoli-Barhardt.

Harris, LeRoy W.
New York, NY 10030. [AB]

Harris, Lisa  L/M/B,k,b [JWS]
U of Hartford. John Wion.
Harris, M. Catherine
Victoria Coll.

Harris, Marilyn
[Coll]

Harris, Marry
[L/M/B,k,b]
[Saco, ME 04072. *U of Hartford.* John Wion.]

Harris, Sue
[Coll]
Potomac St Coll of WVU.

Harris, Susan E.
[AB, LK]
Jackson Heights, NY 11372. Orlando Phil, pc.

Harris, Victor
[B]
[AB, NT, Juil]

Harriss, Elaine Atkins
[L/B,k,m]
[PS]
Harrow, Anne

L/B,k,m  [NFA01]
NY.  *BM, Eastman Sch of Mus; MM, Eastman Sch of Mus.*  Bonita Boyd, Thomas Nyfenger.  Eastman Sch of Mus, flute/chamber music.  Florida West Coast Symph, pr; Rochester Phil Orch; Savannah Symph; Buffalo Phil.

Harsanyi, Nicholas G.

[AB]

Harsh, Ashley Mishelle

L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA01]
(b. Pittsburgh, PA?) Rhian Kenny.

Harshbarger, Dottie

L/M/B,k,m  [NFA98]
Phoenix, AZ.  Nancy Shortridge Sowers.

Hart, Ann

[AB]
Kansas City, MO 64127.  Independence Symph, pc, c1968.

Hart, Barbara Eddy

L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA90-91]
*Sarah Lawrence Coll.*  James Pappoutsakis, Gerardo Levy.

Hart, David

[NFA78,86, W Rolfe]
*BM, New England Cons.*  New England Cons; Columbia U-Teachers Coll; Queens Coll.

Hart, Kathy

[M Lehman]

Hart, Peggy

[orch survey]
Newark Symph, 1965-68.

Hart, Sally Ann Celmer

B,k  [PS, Juil, FLUTE]
(b. 1942 - Cleveland, OH)  *BA, Case Western Reserve U; MS, Juilliard Sch, 1966; MBA, U Rochester.*  Maurice Sharp, Arthur Lora, Harold Bennett, Samuel Baron.  Suzuki, Pandora Bryce.

Hartai, ?

[AB]

Harteman, Priscilla

L  [NEC]
Georges Laurent.  [handwritten entry, alternate spellings: Pricillia Hartenson]

Harten, Ruth

[LK]
Idaho State Civic Symph, pc.

Hartig, Lynda

[E Kutz]
Hartlein, Sharon  [AB]
Midland, MI 48640.  Midland Symph, c1968.

Hartley, Denis  [A Powell]
Royal Manchester Sch of Mus.

Hartman, Donald H.  M/B,k,m  [AB, Juil, R Horne]
Juilliard;  BME, U of Nebraska-Lincoln;  MME, Northwestern U;  DMA, Eastman Sch of
Mus.  Ernest Liegl, Donald A. Lentz, Arthur Lora, Joseph A. Mariano.  SUNY-Fredonia,
c1968.  Erie Phil Orch.

Hartman, Gertrude  B,k,b  [J Baker]
Julius Baker.

Hartman, Jane  [orch survey]
Newark Symph, 1965.

Hartshorn, Dorothy Jean  [D Lozano]

Hartstack, Alicia  L/M/B,k,b,m  [S Moser]
Susan Moser.

Hartwick, Dayna  [AB]
Detroit, MI 48205.  Toledo Symph, pc, c1968.

Harvatin, Carole  [see Lindner, Carole Harvatin]

Harvey, Cynthia  L  [NEC]

Harvey, Patricia D.  L/B,k,m  [NFA82,85, AB]
El Segundo, CA 90245.  BME, U of Denver;  MM, USC;  MD, Case Western Reserve U.

Harwood, Andrew  [Coll]
Trinity Coll (DC), 2000-.

Harzer, Albert  [JW]
Detroit Symph, pr, 1923-25.

Hashimoto, Keiichiro  [NFA85]
(b. Japan)  PhD (biochemistry).

Hashimoto, Kumiko  [NFA92]
Hassan, Lorrie
Quincy (MA) Symph.

Hastings, Susan
Newark Symph, 1968-69.

Haston, Melissa
Gainesville Symph, pc.

Hatch, Lesley
[see Conger-Hatch, Lesley]

Hatchel, Linda
Abilene, TX 79603. Abilene Phil, c1968.

Hatcher, Paula Braniff
B,k

Hatherly, Virginia
Whittier, CA 90606. Rio Hondo Symph, pr, c1968.

Hatsuda, Shigeko
[NFA92]

Hauenstein, Nelson
B,k,m
BM; MM. Joseph A. Mariano. U of Michigan, c1968.

Haupt, Eckart
[Dresden, Germany. Dresden Cons. Dresden Cons. Staatskapell Dresden, pr; Dresden Philharmonie, pr.]

Hauser, Rachel
B,k,b,m
Katherine F. Farmer.

Hausknecht
[see Whipple, Jean Hausknecht]

Haustein, Ashley
L/M/B,k,b,m
(b. 02/21/1989 - Tacoma, WA) Burke, VA 22015. Charlene Baughan Romano.

Hawker, Ann
Austin, TX.

Hawkins, Marlee
L/B,k,b,m
Brigham Young U. Theodore Wight, Susan Goodfellow, Erich Graf.

Hawkridge, Fred
Hawley, Alexandra Williams  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA88,92-93]  

Hawley, Pamela  L/M/B,k,m  [A Hawley]  
Alexandra Williams Hawley.

Haworth, Cyril  B,k  [A Still]  

Haworth, M.J.  L/M/B,k,m  [PS]  

Haworth-Liu, Natalie  B,k,b  [PS]  

Hawthorne, Karen  [see Denton, Karen Hawthorne]

Hay, Katherine  B  [Juil]  

Hayashi, Ririko  [M Maruyama]

Hayasi, Hikaru  NFA99  
(b. 1931 - Tokyo, Japan) Hisatada Odaka, Tomojiro Ikeuchi.

Haydu, Mary Elizabeth Miles  B,k  [NT, Juil]  

Hayes, Catherine  L/B,k,b,m  [RWS, Curt, J Baker]  

Hayes, Elizabeth ?  L/B,k,m  [Longy]  
Longy Sch of Mus. Robert Willoughby.

Hayes, Geneva  [AB]  
Hutchinson, KS 67501. Hutchinson Symph, pr, c1968.

Hayes, Jean Brand  B,k,b  [PS]  
Hayes, Joseph
*New England Cons.* Raymond Orr.

Hayes, Kay
[J Woosley]

Hayes, Rita J.
Asheville Symph.

Hayes, Susan Nanette
B,k
[NFA02, Peabody, M Jenkins]
Silver Spring, MD 20904. *Peabody Cons; Northwestern U.* Britton Garrison Johnson.
Prince George’s Phil Orch, pr.

Hayes, Sylvia Carol
M/B,k,m
[SB Fouse]
*U of Florida.* Sarah Baird Fouse.

Haynes-Isadore, Jennifer
[LK]
Mobius Ensemble, pr.

Hays, Beth
[NFA80]
Florence Flumerfelt.

Hays, Catherine Hunter
L/M/B,k,b,m
[NFA90, Curt]

Hays, Charlotte
M/B,k
[J Bennett]
Joyce Bennett.

Hays, Elisabeth Alston
L/M/B,k,b,m
[NFA93,96]
[alternate spelling: Hayes]

Hayward, Donald
L
[NEC]
*New England Cons.* Lois Schaefer.

Hazel, Jennifer
[NFA99]

Hazelzet, Wilbert
[P Jacobson]
Vancouver, BC Canada. Baroque flute.

Hazzen, Alison
[NFA98]

Hazilla, Nicholas
[AB]
Binghamton, NY 13901.
Healey, Denise [see Lozano-Healey, Denise]

Healy, Brian L/M/B,k,b [JWS]
Amherst, MA 01002. U of Hartford. John Wion.

Heard, John M. [AB]

Heath, Dave M [NFA87]

Heath, Jimmy [C Shelton]

Heath, Susan L [NFA98, LK]

Heaton, Shannon L/M/B,k,m [NFA97]
Walfrid Kujala, Richard Graef, Mary T. Klingelhoffer Stolper.

Hebert, Floyd [LK]
Albany (NY) Symph, pr.

Hebert, Marc L/M/B,k,b,m [V Breault-Mulvey]
Vanessa Breault-Mulvey.

Hebert, William L/B [NFA85,95,00, AB, I68, I72, Juil]

Hecht, Elias B [NT]
Georges Barrère.

Hecht, ? [AB]

Heckler-Denbaum, Wendy B [AB, Juil]

Hedges, William S. [AB, I68, I72]
St. Paul, MN. Minneapolis Symph, c1968-72+.

Hedling, Susan Morris [see DeJong, Susan Morris (Hedling)]
Hedrick, Ginger  L/M/B,k  [PS, NFA96,99-00, LK]  

Hedrick, Jasmine Loomis  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA02]  
U of Oregon; N Arizona U. Philip J. Swanson.

Hedrick, Susan "Sue"  L  [NEC]  

Hedrick, Wayne  L/M/B,k  [NFA00, FLMotW]  

Hedsmen, Suzanne  L/B,k,b,m  [AB]  
Boston, MA. Nancy Mae Iden.

Hedstrom, Sherry Danise  [Peabody]  
Baltimore, MD 21229. Peabody Cons.

Heglvik, Robin  [R Weil]  

Heidelberg, Henry  [NY]  
New York Phil, 1911-12.

Heila, Daniel  [NFA80]  
Florence Flumerfelt.

Heilman, Amber Leigh  L/B,k  [PS]  
(b. 06/08/1977 - Denton, TX) Collinsville, TX 76233. Faith Christian Acad, 1995; (music therapy) Texas Woman's U. Pamela Jackson Youngblood.

Heilman, Erica  [NFA86]  
Stephanie Solt.

Heim, Annette B.  [LK]  
Mobile Symph, pc/3.

Heim, Fred William  B,k  [AB, I68, 172, Curt]  
Heim, Joanna

Heimbach, Kathy
Greenville, NC 27834.

Hein, John
Dipl, Juilliard Sch, 1943. Georges Barrère.

Heindl, Edward
Boston Symph, pr, 1881-87.

Heinemeier, Evelyn
Joyce Bennett.

Heinmets, Karen

Heinrich, Lisa
(b. 11/22/1979 - Middleburg Hts., OH) BM, Bowling Green St U? Mary Catherine Jones, Deidre McGuire.

Heinrichs, Sandy
CSU-Fresno. Teresa Beaman.

Heins, C. Paul

Heinzmann, Hans-Joachim

Heiss, Beth
(b. Rochester, NY?) Rebecca Gilbert.

Heiss, John

Heiss, Laura
New England Cons. Randolph Bowman, John Heiss, James Riley?
Heiss, Wilda M. L/M/B,k [PS, NFA97-98,02, AB]

Heistand, Dan [Coll]

Heit, Joan [see daSylva Heit, Joan]

Heitmann, John W. [NFA77, W Brown]
(b. c1937) CSU-Northridge; SUNY-Buffalo. CSU-Northridge. Buffalo Phil; Los Angeles Phil; Israel Phil Orch. [not a flutist?]

Heitz, Barbara [C Geltz]

Helasvuo, Mikael M [H Lehtinen]
Aurèle Nicolet, Juho Alvas.

Helcher, Regina H. L/M/B,k,b,m [PS, NFA81,84-86,91,99-00,02, LK]

Helgeson, Jan L/M/B,k,m [NFA97,00, LK]

Helin, Matti [J Lentsius]

Hellberger, Heinz-Peter [S Haaser]
Worgl, Austria. Cons of Innsbruck.

Heller, Deborah M/B,k [NFA95, LK]

Heller, Marian L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA97]
Wendy Rolfe-Dunham, Matt Marvuglio, George Garzneok. Jazz, flutist, saxophonist.
Helm, Imogene  [NFA98]  
Peabody; Eastman; BA (eng); MEd (eng), U of Arizona. Pima Comm Coll, writing.

Helm, Kenneth  [AB, I68, I72]  
Vancouver, BC Canada. Vancouver Symph, pr. c1968-72+.

Helmer, Carl  [P Swanson]  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
BM, Idaho St U; MM, N Arizona U. Patricia George, Philip J. Swanson.

Helton, Kimberly Bachelder  [NFA99,02, LK, Coll]  
DMA, U of Iowa. Grinnell Coll; Drake U, visit. Cedar Rapids Symph, pc.

Hemingway, Stacey  [NFA97]  
M/B,k,m  
(b. St. Charles, IL?) Lynne Green.

Hempton, Janet

Henchman, Karen  [see Merry, Karen Henchman]

Henderson, Cindy  [B Duerden]

Henderson, Cindy  [NFA98]  
M/B,k,b,m  

Henderson, Mary  [NT]  
B  
Georges Barrère.

Henderson, Stacey  [LK]  
Fort Bend Symph, 2.

Hendren, Ann  [LK]  
Shoals Symph, pr.

Hendrich, Robin M.  [NFA02, NEC]  
L/B,k  

Hendricks, Cindy  [see Silver, Cindy Hendricks]

Hendricks, Frank  [E Winkler]  
Belgium.

Hendrix, Selinde  [NFA84]  
L/B,k  
(b. Tubingen, West Germany) Kay Borkowski.
Heneghan, Joan  
L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA95]  

Hennebains, Adolphe  
[Dorgeuille]  

Henneberg, Paul  
[JW, NY]  
New York Symph, pr, 1897-98; New York Phil, pr, 1908-09.

Hennen, Nancy  
[NFA02]  
Thunder Bay, ON Canada.  Suzuki.

Hennessy, Lisa M.  
L/M/B,k,b  [NFA93, LK]  
BA, U of Houston; MM, New England Cons.  Paula Robison, Byron Hester.  Portland Symph, pr; Boston Modern Orch Project.

Henning, Julie  
[D Cochran]

Henrick, William  
[NY]  

Henry, Anna Whitlock  
L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA02]  

Henry, Dawn  
M/B,k,b,m  [J Larson Mattern]  
Julia Larson Mattern.

Henry, Doris  
[AB]  
Long Beach, CA 90814.  Phil Soc of Orange County, pc, c1968.

Henry, Genevieve E. Briggs  
L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA93-95,98]  

Henry, Kathleen  
[see Clarke, Kathleen Henry]

Henry, Nancy  
[LK]  
Fort Collins Symph, pc/alt.

Henry, Robert  
[R Dayton]  
Rolling Meadow, IL.
Hensley, Betty Austin  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA81,86,94,99-00, AB]

Hensley, Carolyn  [AB]
Tyler, TX 75701.  East Texas Symph, pc, c1968.

Hensley, Jasper  [LK]
Charlotte Civic Orch, pc.

Hensley, Kristin  L/B,k,m  [NFA97]
(b. Baltimore, MD?) Sara (Landgren) Nichols.

Henze, Sheryl A.  [NFA93,96,99, Curt]

Hepner, Lissa  [see Wildman, Lissa Hepner]

Hepokoski, Julie  [AB]
Bemidji, MN 56601.  Bemidji Symph, pr, c1968.

Herbener, Wendy  [see Mehne, Wendy Herbener]

Herbert, William M.  B,k  [PS]

Herbine, Lois Bliss  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA83,00]

Herby, Martha  B,k  [NFA94, LK, L Brakel, M Grafe]

Hereth, Laura  [NFA84]
(b. Hixson, TN?) Cadek Cons.

Heriche, Robert  [AB, Dorgeuille]
Ist prize, Paris Conservatoire, 1921.  Philippe Gaubert.  Lamoureux Orch.  [AB entry is mis-alphabetized]
Heritage, Amy Packard  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA90,94,96-98]  
*Shenandoah Cons; Indiana U.* Carol Wincenc, Peter Lloyd, Kathryn Lukas.  U of Toledo.

Herman, Colleen  L/M/B,k.m  [PS]  

Hermann, Wilhelm  [R Delnoye]  

Hermes, Wendy  L/M/B,k,m  [Longy]  
*Longy Sch of Mus.* Jan Angus, Robert Willoughby.

Hernandez, Ana M.  L/B,k,m  [RWS]  

Hernandez, Edgardo  L/B,k,b,m  [PS]  

Herndon, Joan  [LK]  
Springfield (OH) Symph.

Herrera, Cathy Collinge  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA83,87,90,92-93,95, Coll]  

Herrera, Florentino Luciano  B  [NT, Juil]  

Herrick, Jennifer  L/M/B,k,b  [PS]  

Herseth, Marie  [see Kenote, Marie Herseth]

Hersh, Amy  [LK]  
Hudson Valley Phil.

Hershberger, James  [NFA90]  
(b. Veedersburg, IN?) Joyce Wilson.
Hershey, Linda

Hershman-Tcherepnin, Suellen  L/B [H Rosenblatt, W Rolfe, LK]  
SUNY-Stony Brook. Samuel Baron, Phillip Kaplan. Pro Arte Chamber Orch.

Hertel, Joanne  [see Conviser, Joanne Hertel]

Hertel, Lynne A.  L/B,k,m [PS, NFA99-00]  

Hess, Carol  [L Rudy]

Hess, Lynette Lauree  M/B,k,m [NFA90,93]  

Hess, Sarah  L/M/B,k,m [PS]  

Hess, Tena  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA77]  

Hesse, Julie Flowers  M/B,k,b [PS]  

Hester, Byron  L/B,k [AB, JW, NT, I68, I72, Juil, Curt]  

Hester, Carol  [LK]  
La Crosse Symph, pr.

Hester, Phyllis  L/M/B,k,b,m [PS, Coll]  

Hester, Randall  B,k,m [PS, NFA87,00-01, LK]  
Hetrick, Shawna
Kay West.

Heukeshoven, Janet
DMA. St Mary's U of Minnesota, 1990-.

Heyboer, Jill  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA96,02, LK, E Hoover]
BA, Luther Coll; MM, Arizona St U; DMA, Michigan St U, compl? Eric Hoover, Richard Sherman, Brian Gordon, Leslie Goldman Maaser, Kathleen Cook. SW Missouri St U; Alma Coll. Traverse Symph; Springfield (MO) Symph, pr.

Heyboer, Paul

Heylman, Martin  B,k,m [AB, JW, I68, I72]

Hibbritts, Gina  L/M/B.k [PS]

Hickernell, Cyrus  [NFA attendee]
(b. Shaefferstown, PA; deceased - Shaefferstown, PA)

Hickey, Mary  L/M/B,k,m [NFA97]
Northwestern U. Walfrid Kujala, Thomas Nyfenger, Jean Berkenstock, Penelope Peterson Fischer. De Paul U.

Hickox, Julee  [LK]
Roanoke Symph, pc; Lynchburg Symph. [alternate spelling: Hicox]

Hicks, David  [NEC]

Hicks, John Harrison  L/B,k [AB, JW, I68, Curt, NEC]

Hicks, Roger  L/B,k,b,m [NFA97]

Hicks, Virginia  [see Arnegard, Virginia Hicks]
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Hicks-Kimmey, Elizabeth
Jefferson Symph, pr.

Hidalgo, Sandi
[see Nossett-Hidalgo, Sandi]

Hieken, Donna
[JC Swetnam]

Hiestand, Daniel
B,k
Kenton F. Terry.

Higbee, Dale

Higbee, Dana
Signature Symph, pr.

Higdon, Jennifer
L/M/B,k,b,m
[PS, NFA91,95-97,00-02]

Higdon, Patricia
[NFA00]

Higginbotham, Margaret
[LK]
Wausau Symph.

Higgins, Dan
[NFA92]

Higgins, Nellie
B

Hill, Betsy
L/M/B,k,m
[NFA91,01]
U of Maryland-Baltimore City; Florida St U. Gail Pilling Cameron Schuring, Charles Delaney.

Hill, Bill
[Coll]

Hill, Carroll
[AB]
Fayetteville, NC 28305. Fayetteville Symph, pr. c1968.

Hill, Caryl
L/M/B,k,m
[NFA76]
(b. Claymont, DE) Virginia Atherton.
Hill, Charles    L
Georges Laurent.

Hill, Christy    L/M/B,k,b,m
*Brigham Young U-Hawaii.* Elizabeth Ruppe, Helen Blackburn.

Hill, Cindy    L/B,k,m
(b. Littleton, CO?) Beverly Criss.

Hill, Jeannie Peeples   [LK, L Garland]
Northwest Sinfonietta, 2.

Hill, Joanna   [AB]
Indianapolis, IN 46227. Indianapolis Civic Orch, pr, c1968.

Hill, Julie Williams    L/M/B,k,b,m
*BM, Vanderbilt U.* Jane Backstrom Kirchner, Julius Baker. US Army Band, West Point.

Hill, Kate   M

Hill, Kathleen M.    L/M/B,k,m
Philip J. Swanson.

Hill, Kelly   [LK]
Adrian Symph.

Hill, Louise Gertsch "Buzzy"    B,k,m
Silver Spring, MD 20910. Joseph A. Mariano. Public Sch, 20yrs.

Hill, Lucinda   [see Alstaetter, Lucinda Hill]

Hill, Marie   L
*New England Cons.* James Pappoutsakis.

Hill, Pamela   [NFA97]
*BM, U of Michigan; MM, Wayne St Coll.* Metropolitan Opera Orch; Detroit Symph.

Hill, Rodney   [M Stoune]
*U of Cincinnati; DMA, MI?1974.* E Michigan U.

Hill, Sandy   [NFA99]
Hill, Vernon  [W Tompson]
James Carson. U of Melbourne; Victorian Coll of the Arts; Royal Acad of Mus-London;
Shanghai Cons. Melbourne Symph, pr, 10+yrs; London Symph, guest pr; BBC Symph,
Guest pr; Sydney Symph, Guest pr.

Hill, William  [AB]
Tempe, AZ 85281. BM, Colorado St U; AB, Colorado St U; AM, Colorado St U.
Arizona St U, c1968.

Hillam, Jennifer  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA98]
(b. Blackfoot, ID) Brigham Young U. Patricia George, Elizabeth Ruppe.

Hilliard, Marvel  [AB]
Reseda, CA 91335. COTA Symph, pc, c1968.

Hilliard, Rosemary  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA02]
Sally Cole-Tucker.

Hillman, Sandra  [see Pahl, Sandra Hillman]

Hills, H. Jayne  B,k,m  [LB]
Columbus, OH 43228. Joseph A. Mariano.

Hills, Richard L.  [AB]
Columbus, MO 65201. PhD, U of Iowa. U of Missouri-Columbia, c1968.

Hillston, Denise  L/M/B,k,b,m  [B Rives]
Barbara Sunderland Rives.

Hilton, Lewis  [AB]
St. Louis, MO 63130. Ohio St U; Johns Hopkins U; BA, Iowa St U; MA, Columbia U-

Himmel, Carrie  M/B,k,b  [S Cutshaw]
Shannon Cutshaw.

Hinata, Kaoru  [NFA86]
Hanes Hines.

Hindbaugh, Rebekah  L/M/B,k  [NFA00]
Julie Stone.

Hines, Hanes  [K Hinata]
Hinkle, Ellen
Florida St U; U of N Texas. Geoffrey Gilbert. Campbell U; Rollins Coll. Past Pres. FL Fl Assoc.

Hinkle, Luella
[see Howard, Luella Hinkle]

Hinman, Janice
M/B,k,m
W Illinois U. Gerald V. Carey. Milligan Coll, 1998-.

Hinman, Susan
L/M/B,k
Julie Stone.

Hinojosa, Franklin
[A Rodriguez]

Hinton, Daniel
Bronx, NY 10456.

Hinton, Keith D.
L/B,k,m

Hintz, Sharon
[orch survey]
Newark Symph, pr, 1982-93.

Hintze, Hannah
L/M/B,k
(b. Lancaster, MA?) April Showers Michaud.

Hirata, Ryn
[PS]
(b. 12/16/1961 - Tokyo, Japan) Gaithersburg, MD 20879. MS (science). Naoki Takagi.

Hirose, Ryohei
[NFA82]

Hirsh, Harry Strange
B,k

Hirshberg, Jane
M/B,k,m
U of Massachusetts-Amherst; Berklee Coll of Mus; Florida St U. Joanne L. Tanner.

Hirst, Michael
[K Smith]

Hirst, Robert
L
New England Cons. Lois Schaefer. [alternate spelling: Hurst]

Hirth, Marsha
[see Rullman, Marsha Hirth]
Hiscocks, Joanne
Norwalk Symph.

Hitchcock, Marilyn
Wichita, KS 67213.

Hite, David Leroy

Hlasten, Phyllis
Westerville, OH 43801. Columbus (OH) Symph, pc, c1968.

Ho, Sharon
[see Muller-Ho, Sharon]

Hoag, Michelle
Walla Walla Symph.

Hobbs, Julie
Skokie Valley Symph.

Hoberman, Arthur

Hoberman, Cynthia
Ardelle Womack, Arthur Hoberman, Gretel Shanley.

Hochain, Frederic

Hockstad, Paul A.

Hodge, Stephanie

Hodges, Heather Johnston
(b. 11/13/1947 - Cleveland, OH) Riverside, CA 92506. BA, UC-Riverside, 1969; MEd, UC-Riverside, 1970. Patricia Garside, Mary Kovolowicz, Geoffrey Gilbert, Adrian Brett, Frances Blaisdell. Public Sch, 1990-.
Hodges, Pamela  
[see Jones, Pamela Hodges]

Hodges, Woodrow J.  

Hodgin, Jo  
L/M/B,k  

Hodgson, Eleanor  
M/B,k  
Joyce Bennett.

Hoemann, Katherine  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
Eastman Sch of Mus; USC. Bonita Boyd, Roger S. Stevens, Miles F. Zentner, Jim Walker. Santa Barbara Symph, pc; Ventura County Symph, pc.

Hoeppner, Susan Catherine  
B,k,b  
[NFA02, brochure]  

Hoeprich, Leanne  
L/M/B,k,m  
Philip J. Swanson.

Hoever, ?  
[AB]

Hofer, Ann-Marie  
[E Romanello]

Hofer, Eunice L.  
L/B,k,b  
BA, Post Coll-Long Island U. Susan Deaver, Harold Bennett, Julius Baker.

Hoff, Anne  
L/M/B,k,m  
[PS]  

Hoffman, ?  
[AB]

Hoffman, Bernard  
L  
[NEC]  
Georges Laurent.

Hoffman, Cheryl  
[see Gobbetti-Hoffman, Cheryl]
Hoffman, Elizabeth  

Hoffman, Emily  
(b. Greenwich, CT?)

Hoffman, Henry W.  

Hoffman, Jane  

Hoffman, Judy Shiyomura  
[A Davidson]

Hoffman, Sally  
Illinois St U.  ed-W Morris.

Hoffman, Sandra  
U of Regina, 1965-.  Baton Rouge Symph; Wheeling Symph; Portland Symph; Regina Symph, pr.

Hoffman, Sheri Beth  

Hoffmann, Holly  

Hoffmeister, Suzanne  
Pan American Symph, pr.

Hofto, Jacqueline  
Hogstrom, Bertil K.                          [LK]
Pottstown Symph, pc.

Hohenthaner, Alice                          [AB]
Yankton, SD 57078.

Hohmeyer, Wendy                            [PS]
(b. 1943) Midland, MI 48640. BEd, Wayne St U, 1966. Laurence L. Teal, Ervin
Monroe, Irvin E. Gilman, Clement Barone, Jr. Detroit Symph, sub; Michigan Opera
Theater; Warren Symph; Rochester (MN) Symph; Detroit Symp Civic Orch.

Hohn, Jennifer                             [R Bandy]
U of S Dakota.

Hoi, Lee Kee                               [Md Rasull]
Singapore Symph.

Hoitenga, Camilla (Sytsma)                 [NFA79,87,92, R Jeffreys]
M/B,k,b,m
Calvin Coll; U of Illinois-Champaign/Urbana, ?; DMA, U of Illinois-
Champaign/Urbana. Darlene R. Dugan, Alexander Murray, Peter Lloyd, Marcel Moyse,

Holck, Ingrid                              [J Baker]
B,k,b
Julius Baker.

Holcombe, Wilford "Bill"                   [NFA92,96-97,99-02, Juil]
B
(b. 11/09/1924 - Trenton, NJ) Trenton, NJ 08628. Juilliard Sch, 1945; BM, U of
MGM New York Orch; Tommy Dorsey Band.

Holdcroft, Althea                          [NFA01]
L/M/B,k,b,m
Los Angeles, CA. MM, USC; DMA, USC. Roger S. Stevens, Anne Diener Giles
Zentner. Vanguard U.

Holden, Orilla-Anne                        [AB, Juil]
B

Holden, Patricia                           [NEC]
L
New England Cons. Lois Schaefer.

Holistein, Lonna Beth                      [AB]
Pittsburgh, PA 15213.
Holl, Preston  
Lois Wynn, Thomas Perazzoli.

Holl, Sally L.  
(b. Houston, TX?) Catherine LeGrand.

Holl, Sally L.  
(b. Houston, TX?) Catherine LeGrand.

Holland, Linda  
Laurel Zucker, Jill Felber.

Holland, Pam  
[see Adams, Pam Holland]

Hollander, Genie  
[L Wagner]

Hollard, Marilyn  
Muncie, IN. Muncie Symph, pc, c1968.

Holle, Klaus  
Hamburg Phil Orch, pr, 1954.

Hollebeek, Ruth  
[see Bylsma, Ruth Hollebeek]

Holler, Elizabeth  
[see Ransom, Elizabeth Holler]

Holley, Kathleen  
Fort Worth Civic Orch.  
[LK]

Hollingsworth, Jeneen  
[see Holland Jeneen Hollingsworth]

Hollis, J. Warner  
(b. 1862; d. 09/1926) Oluf Svendsen, John Radcliff.

Hollister, Patricia  
Pullman, WA 99163.  
[AB]

Holly, Megan  
(b. AZ?) Mary Lollis.  
[NFA98]

Holm, Carolyn  
DMA (Alex Tech), S Baptist Theol Sem.  
[Coll]
Holmer, Nancy [FLMotW]  
(b. 1950 - Humansville, MO) MO. Mostly self-taught.

Holmes, Alicia [LK]  
Conway Symph.

Holmes, Carol [AB]  
Long Beach, CA 90815. Long Beach Comm Orch, c1968.

Holmes, Dorea [AB]  
Snyder, NY 14226. Orchard Oak Symph, pc, c1968.

Holmes, Jan [LK]  
Riverside Symphonia, pr.

Holmstedt, Erik [AB]

Holroyd, Vanessa [NFA02, Longy]  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
BA, Yale U; Artist Dipl, Longy Sch of Mus; MM, McGill U. Robert Willoughby, Timothy Hutchins, Michael Parloff, Ransom Wilson.

Holst, Agnes [? Stewart]

Holstein, Sarah A. [NFA90]  
L/M/B,k,m  
(b. Iowa City, IA?) Claudia Anderson, Margaret Linnan Kegel.

Holt, Eileen [NFA98]  
Riverside County Phil, pr; San Bernardino Symph.

Holt, Ina Mae [C Tudman]

Holt, Janet [AB]  
Pittsburgh, PA 15213.

Holt, Priscilla Ochran [PS, NFA89,01, Coll]  
L/M/B,k  

Holt, Rachel [NFA86-87]  
M  
Royal Northern Coll of Mus. Kate Hill, Trevor Wye.
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Holtje, Diane  [see Willis, Diane Holtje]

Holtz, Carla  B,k,b,m  [NFA97]
Chicago, IL.  (jazz) Roosevelt U.  Lyon Leifer, Jean Berkenstock.

Holtz, Leo  [AB]
New York, NY.

Holvik, J.A.  [AB]
Concordia Coll-?

Holzer, Mary  [see Bell, Mary Holzer]

Honey, Albert  [A Brett]
Fernard Caratgé.

Honeyman, Homer H.  B  [NT, Juil]

Honner, Derek  [N Honner]

Honold-Cleary, Susan  [LK]
Phil Orch of Southern New Jersey, pr.

Honorat, Carine  [Traversiere]
Paris Conservatoire.  Alain Marion.

Hood, Marsha  [K Love]

Hood, Stephanie  [LK]
Charlotte Civic Orch.

Hoogheem, Jean  [AB]
Chicago, IL 60605.  American Cons, c1968.

Hoogstraten, Evelien  [S Tomasek]

Hooker, Jennifer  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA99,02]

Hookins, Ardelle  [see Bowers, Ardelle Hookins]

Hooper, Ethel  [AB]
Cambridge, MA 02139.  Springfield (MA) Symph, c1968.
Hooper, Sally  
*Louisiana St U.*  

Hoover, Eric  
L/M/B,k  
[NFA78-79,82-87,89,92-00, JW, I72, D Gibson]  

Hoover, Katherine  
B,k,m  
[PS, NFA83,85-88,90,92-94,96-98,00-02, AB, Juil]  
New York, NY 10025.  *Perf Cert, Eastman Sch of Mus; Manhattan Sch of Mus.*  

Hopf, Judith  
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730.  Robert Cavally.

Hopke, Margaret  
[see Carlson, Margaret Hopke]

Hopkins, Barbara  
L/M/B,k,b  
[PS, NFA82,98-99, LK, JWS, Coll]  
Thomas Nyfenger, Samuel Baron, John Wion.  U of Connecticut.  Hartford Symph, ap; Northeastern Pennsylvania Phil.

Hopkins, Cynthia  
L/B,k,b,m  
[LK, Coll, T Williams]  

Hoppe, Saskia  
Mannheim, Germany.  

[FLUTE]

Horak, Sally  
[LK]  
Shreveport Symph, pr.

Horch, Albert  
[I72]  
Winnipeg Symph, c1972.

Horhota, Sharilynn Finnegan  
L/M/B,k,b  
[JWS]  
Ocala, FL 34470.  *U of Hartford.*  
John Wion.

Horn, Jan C.  
B,k,m  
[NFA87]  
Riverside, CA 92506.  *BM, Eastman Sch of Mus; MS (psychology), Yeshiva U; PhD (human behavior).*  
Joseph A. Mariano.
Horn, Paul  
L/B,k,m  
[NFA98, AB]  
BM, Oberlin Coll; MM, Manhattan Sch of Mus.  
Frederick Wilkins, Robert Willoughby.  
Jazz.

Hornberger, Patricia  
[see Harper, Patricia Hornberger]

Horne, Alan  
L/M/B,k,m  
[NFA76]  
(b. Bogart, GA?) Ronald Lee Waln.

Horne, Carol Barkstedt  
[Athens Symph.]

Horne, Robin Mason  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS, Coll]  
(b. 06/22/1954 - Rochester, NY) Ft. Walton Beach, FL.  
BM, SUNY-Fredonia, 1976.  
Donald H. Hartman, Adah Toland Mosello Jones, Andra Cook Bohnet.  
Okaloosa-Walton Comm Coll.  
Northwest Florida Symph, pr.

Horowitz, Michael  
L/B,k,m  
[KBJ]  
Robert Willoughby.

Horowitz, Nancy  
[Athens Symph.]

Horsfall, Frank  
U of Washington.  
[AB]

Horton, Jannell  
[B Palos-Tuley]

Horvath, Julia  
New York, NY 10021.  
[AB]

Horwitz, Alexander  
B,k  
[L Contino]  
Loretta Contino.

Horwitz, Liz  
BM, Colby Coll.  
[NFA99]

Hosier, Michelle  
[orch survey]  
Newark Symph, 1981.

Hoskins, Sheila  
L  
[NEC]  
Georges Laurent.
Hosmer, James  M/B,k  [NFA78,80,83,86-87, AB, NT, I68, I72, Jul]
(b. 05/27/1911 - Johnstown, PA) BS (econ), U of Pennsylvania, 1932; MAME, Columbia U-Teachers Coll, 1937; Dipl, Juilliard Sch, 1937. Georges Barrère, W.J. Frazee, William Kincaid, Marcel Moyse. Indianapolis Symph, pr, 1937-42; Radio City Music Hall Orch; Metropolitan Opera Orch, 2, 1946-76; Chautauqua Symph, 2/pc.

Hospelhorn, Emma  B,k,m  [NFA97]
(b. New Trier, IL?) Diane Holtje Willis.

Hosten, Kevin  B  [Juil]

Hostetler, Darlene  [LK]
Kokomo Symph, 2.

Hostvedt, Anna  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA86]
(b. New York, NY?) Alex Ogle.

Houdeshel, Harry  L/B,k  [AB, brochure, FT, B Kupsco]

Houghton, Julie  L/M/B,k  [NFA91]
(b. Roanoke, VA?) Shari Barbour.

Houseman, Terri  [LK]
Vallejo Symph, pr.

Housten, Cheryl  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA02]
Ithaca Coll. Wendy Mehne.

Houston, David B.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA92-93,96]
Boston, MA. BFA, SUNY-Purchase; MM, Indiana U. Carol Wincenc, Judith Mendenhall, Peter Lloyd, Harold Bennett. Indiana U.

Houston, Janet  [see VanGraas, Janet Houston]

Houston, Patricia  L  [NEC]

Houston, Thomas  L/B,k  [NFA82-83,89]
MM, Florida St U; DM, Florida St U. Ruth Meckert, Frederick Wilkins, Albert N. Tipton, Harold Bennett, Geoffrey Gilbert. Stephen F Austin St U. East Texas Symph, pr.
Hovan, Rebecca  L/B,k,b,m  [NFA85,01, Coll]  

Hovemeyer, Lois  B,k,m  [LB] 
Raymond, NH 03077. Joseph A. Mariano.

Hovis, Joni  [LK] 
Muncie Symph, pc.

Howard, Ann  [see Thompson, Ann Howard]

Howard, Linda D.  [NFA01] 
MI. Public Sch. Warren Symph, pc.

Howard, Luella Hinkle  B,k,m  [LB]  
(b. 1916 - Lemoyne, PA) Los Angeles, CA 90066. *MM, Eastman Sch of Mus; Artist Dipl, Eastman Sch of Mus.* Joseph A. Mariano. 20th Century Fox Orch.

Howard, Sandra  M/B,k  [NFA95,98,00]  
Samuel Baron, Richard Bromley, Thomas Nyfenger, Michel Debost.

Howard, Sarah  [LK]  
Oak Ridge Symph, pr.

Howard, Susan  [AB]  
S. Orange, NJ 07079.

Howder, Carrie  B,k,m  [NFA98]  
*BME, Arizona St U.*

Howe, Nancy  [see Webster, Nancy Howe]

Howell, Barbara  B,k,m  [LB]  

Howell, Mary D.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, AB, Coll]  

Howell, Susan  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA98]  
(b. Phoenix, AZ?) Carol Mellis.

Howells, Christine [see Pfund, Christine Howells]


Hoyas, Gaspar L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA95-97,00] Raymond Guiot, Paula Robison, Mary Karen Clardy, Karen Yonovitz. Orchestre Symphonique et Lyrique de Nancy, pr.

Hoyer, Carolyn B,k [NFA79] St. Louis, MO. Vena Tipton, Max Waite, Janet Scott.

Hrachovy, Teresa [see Grawunder, Teresa Hrachovy]

Hrasko, Joseph [C Brandon]


Hsieh, Irene M/B,k,b [C Hummel] Catherine Hummel.

Hsu, Yilien B [PS] (b. 08/12/1968 - Taiwan) *MA, Queens Coll, 1995; DMA, City Coll-CUNY, compl?* Samuel Baron.

Hu, Sabrina L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA95] (b. Sugar Land, TX?) Catherine LeGrand.

Huang, Jessica L/M/B,k,m [NFA93-94,01] (b. Koashsiung, Taiwan?) Candace Palmberg.

Huang, Li-Chi M/B,k,b [NFA02, Curt, J Baker] *Curtis Inst of Mus, 2000; U of Cincinnati*. Julius Baker, Jeffrey Khaner.
Huang, Minn-Shenn  L/B,k,m  [RWS]

Hubbard, Allison  [J Haley]

Hubbard, Charles  L  [NEC, L Dingedine]

Hubbard, Mary Ann  [N Hunter]

Huckabay, Deidre  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]
(b. 09/15/1985 - Lubbock, TX) Andrews, TX 79714. HS - 04. Margaret Weeks Redcay, Martha J. Davis.

Huckabay, Georgia  [NFA80]
BM, U of S Mississippi; MM, U of S Mississippi. Louisiana Tech U. [not a flutist?]

Hudson, Barbara  [AB]
Farmingdale, NY 11735. South Shore Symph, c1968.

Hudson, Betsy  [see Traba, Betsy Hudson]

Hudson, Eli  [S Nelson, N Toff]

Hudson, Kimberly  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA02]
Texas Tech U. Lisa Garner Santa, Byron Hester, Sydney Reed Carlson.

Huebscher, Joy  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Huegel, Natalie  [NFA00]

Huff, Robert  [LK]
Knox-Galesburg Symph.

Huff, Roberta  [LK]
Waterloo-Cedar Falls Symph, pr.

Hug, Julia  [AB]
Washington, DC.
Huggins, Julie  L/B,k,b,m  [W Morris]

Hughes, Amy  L/B,k,m  [NFA85,90]

Hughes, Heather  [see Schmidt, Heather Hughes]

Hughes, Holly  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]
U of Hartford. John Wion.

Hughes, Lisa  [T Gullint]

Hugo, Alycia Borella  L/B  [PS, NFA91,93-96,97, LK, Coll]

Hugot, Antoine  [AF]

Huistana, Louis  M  [B Kanter]
Los Angeles, CA. Marcel Moyse.

Hulbert, Don  L/B,k,b,m  [NFA96]
New York, NY. BM, Queens Coll. Samuel Baron, Harold Bennett, Robert Dick, Christopher Krueger, Sandra Miller, Janet See, John H. Solum, Patricia Spencer, Carol Wincenc.

Hull, George  L  [NEC]
New England Cons. Lois Schaefer.

Hull, Jessica  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA02]

Hullinger, William E.  [AB, S Nelson, L Lewis]
(b. 06/09/1888 - Clinton, IA) Herman Wiesenbach, Harry Baxter?, Frank Badollet, Leonardo DeLorenzo. USC. Los Angeles Phil, 2. Founding member LA Fl Club.

Hulme, Anabel  [see Breiff, Anabel Hulme]
Hulsey, Elizabeth  
L/M/B,k,b,m
Heidi M. Ruby-Kushious, Melody Jones.

Hultgren, Ingrid  
[see Harrison, Ingrid Hultgren]

Humber, Dolores  
[S Gutierrez]

Hume, Catherine  
B 

Hummel, Catherine  
M/B,k,b  
[PS, NFA97-98]

Hummel, George  

Hummer, Jane  
[LK]
Midcoast Symph.

Humphrey, Carol Patty  
L/M/B,k,m  
[NFA97]

Humphreys, Lee Volckhausen  
B,k  
[PS]

Humphreys, Paula  
[LK, Coll]

Humphries, Sally Foreman  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA98]

Hundley, Danielle  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS, Longy]

Hung, Min-Pao  
L/M/B,k,m  
[NFA00]
Julie Stone, Glennis Stout.
Hunt, Erin  M/B,k,m  [NFA98]
(b. Penfield, NY?) Jan Angus.

Hunt, Jennifer  L/M/B,k  [PS]
(b. Cheverly, MD) Goshen, KY 40026. BM, Catholic U of America; MA (musicology), Catholic U of America; MLS, Catholic U of America. Leslie L. Hunt, Susan Sheldon.

Hunt, Jr., Lamar  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA94]

Hunt, Leslie L.  L/M/B,k  [PS]

Hunt, Martha Lee
Baltimore, MD 21202. Peabody Cons.

Hunt, Mary Tardif  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]

Hunt, Mildred  [see Wummer, Mildred Hunt]

Hunt, Sally  [see Fay, Sally Hunt]

Hunt, Simon  [NFA95]

Hunteler, Konrad  M  [NFA95]

Hunter, Amy  [NFA00]

Hunter, Mrs. R.A.  [AB]
Jackson, MS 39216. Jackson (TN) Symph, ex, c1968.

Hunter, Nicole  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA97,00]
Mary Ann Hubbard, Betsy Adamus, Joanna Cowan White.

Huntington, Ellen  [LK]
Quad City Symph.
Huppert, Susanna Self  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA88,97-98,00, LK]
Charlotte Symph, pr; Peninsula Music Festival Orch, pr.

Hur, Jeong-Eun Nadine  
M/B,k,b  
[LK, Juil, R Pagan, J Baker]
Knoxville Symph, pr.

Hurst, Thomas  
B,k,m  
[AB, I68, I72, D Wagoner]

Hurt, Andrea Louise  
[Peabody]
Allen, TX 75002.  *Peabody Cons.*

Hurt, Tracey  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[D Fair]
(b. Ashville, OH) Ashville, OH.  *Ohio St U.*  Demetra Baferos Fair, Katherine Borst Jones.

Hurtado, Patrick  
B,k,b  
[Juil]

Hurwitz, Sue  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA99-00]
*U of Central Florida.*  Nancy Clew, Douglas Worthen.

Hutchens, Mark  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA01]
*N Carolina Sch of the Arts; De Paul U; U of Minnesota-Duluth.*  Philip Dunigan, Mary T. Klingelhoffer Stolper, Susan Thomas, Julia Bogorad-Kogan, Mindy Kaufman.

Hutchings, Carl Blair  
B  
[NT, Juil]
*Dipl, Inst of Musical Arts, 1927.*  Georges Barrère.

Hutchins, Kathryn  
[see Daniel, Kathryn Hutchins]

Hutchins, Timothy  
M/B,k,b  
[NFA82, R Kenny]

Hutchinson, Carolyn Krys  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA96, LK]
TX.  *BME (voice), U of Wyoming; BM (flute), U of Wyoming; MM, U of Alabama-Tuscaloosa.*  Katherine Kemler, Sheryl Cohen, Mary Karen Clardy, Jean Weger Larson, Aralee Dorough.  Fort Bend Symph, pr.

Hutchinson, Jean Leslie  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS]
Hutchinson, Kieran Brooks  L/B,k,m  [NFA01]
(b. Waterville, ME?) Jean Rosenblum.

Hutchinson, Paula  [see Nelson, Paula (Hutchinson)]

Huth, Linda  [K Fishel]

Hyatt, Aaron  [Coll]
W Carolina U, ?-1968. Woodwind instructor.

Hyde, Emma  M/B,k  [J Bennett]
Joyce Bennett.

Hyde, Janet  [AB]
Walla Walla, WA 99362. Walla Walla Symph, pr, c1968.

Hyde-Duby, Debbie  [NFA00]

Hyde-Smith, Christopher  [D Posnock]

Hykkonen, Beverly  [see Rajnes, Beverly Hykkonen]

Hynek, Marguerite  B,k  [Curt]
Curtis Inst of Mus, 1940. William Kincaid.

Hyun, Grace  [Juil]
Juilliard Sch.

Ialacci, Anna  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA97]

Iannelli, Alfredo  [S Martin]

Iannotta, Victoria  B,k,m  [LB]
Joseph A. Mariano.

Iasconi, Domenico  B  [JW, NT, P Grimmer]
(b. Italy; deceased) Georges Barrère. National Symph, pr, 1930-34. [alternate spelling: Iascone]

Ichiki, Hidemi (Ebina?)  B,k,b  [Juil]

Ide, Evelyn  [NEC]
Arthur Brooke.
Ide, Hal        L/M/B,k,m [NFA98]  
Iowa City, IA. Jane Walker, Claudia Anderson, John Wheeler.

Iden, Nancy Mae L/B,k,b,m [AB]  
S. Euclid, OH 44121. Maurice Sharp, Julius Baker, Georges Laurent, Joseph A. Mariano, William Kincaid. Cleveland Phil Orch; Cleveland Women's Symph; Montreal Women's Symph; Opera Co of Philadelphia.

Igarashi, Tomoko L/M/B,k,b [JWS]  

Iglesias, Humberto [AB]  
New York, NY 10029.

Iida, Hiraku Iida Seiji L/B,k,m [RWS]  

Ikeuchi, Tomojiro [H Hayasi]  

Indermuhle, Heidi  

Inglis, Adrienne L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA91,01]  
BM, Lewis & Clark Coll; MM, U of Texas-Austin; BS (chemical eng). Scott Goff, Karl Kraber. SW U.

Inglisia, Tren Alford [M Lyons]  

Ink, Lawrence L/M/B,k,m [NFA77-78,80-81,85,87,91,02, LK]  

Ink, Margaret B,k,m [AB, I68, VH Jones]  

Inman, Amy [see Barnes, Amy Inman]  

Inman, Lonni M/B,k,m [NFA81]  

Innes, Linda L/M/B,k,b,m [PS]  
Inslee, Paulie

[see Davis, Paulie Inslee]

Insull, Bonnie

[J Benson]

Invienzione, John

[L Carlini]

Iovieno, Kathy  B.k

[J Pelletier, J Benson]

Thomas Nyfenger.

Irvin, Wade

[Coll]

NE Mississippi Comm Coll, 1981-86; U of Mississippi, bsn/sax.

Isaacson, Peter

[Coll]


Isadore, Jennifer

[see Haynes-Isadore, Jennifer]

Isenberg, Philip

[Coll]

St Mary's Coll, 1985-99.

Isenhower, Cindi

[see Mahan-Isenhower, Cindi]

Iserman, Beth

[NFA92]

Islas, Ruben

[F Ramirez]

Isles, Katherine DiPierro

[LK]

Danbury Symph, pr.

Ito, Eiko

[AB, I68, I72]

Norfolk, VA 23508. Buffalo Phil, c1972+; Norfolk Symph, pr, c1968.

Ito, K.

[H Fukuda]

Ito, Yuri  M/B.k

[NFA96]

New York, NY.  BA, Stanford U; MM, Yale U. Thomas Nyfenger, Samuel Baron,

Frances Blaisdell.

Ittzes, Gergely

[NFA99]

Akademia Ferenc Liszt de Budapest.

Itzen, Rochelle  B.k,b

[NFA96]

Ivens, Jr., Gordon C.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA97,00-01]

Iwama, Yumiko  M  [NFA81]

Iwamoto, Trisha  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA88-89]
(b. Las Vegas, NV?) Marci Banks.

Iwasaki, Norio  [NFA88]

Izzo, Amanda  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]
U of Hartford. John Wion.

Jackley, Marion  [AB]
Orange, NJ 07017.

Jackson, Clifford C.  [AB]
Somers, NY 10589. Chappaqua Chamber Orch, pc, c1968.

Jackson, Dionne  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA88,93,95-96, LK, Juil, Traversiere, J Baker]

Jackson, John T.  [AB]
New York, NY 10023.

Jackson, Jr., James E.  [AB]
New York, NY 10009.

Jackson, Mary  [see Socall, Mary Jackson]

Jackson, Natalie  M/B,k,b,m  [NFA98]
(b. UT?) Cindy Henderson, Laurel Ann Maurer.

Jackson, Pam  [see Dobson-Jackson, Pam]

Jackson, Pamela  [see Youngblood, Pamela Jackson]

Jackson, Sarah  [Coll]
U of British Columbia, 1998-.
Jackson, Susan  
Concord Orch, pr.  

Jacob, Allison  
Schenectady Symph.  

Jacobs, Francine Berger  
B,k,m  
Woodland Hls, CA 91367. Joseph A. Mariano. Santa Barbara Symph, pr; Chamber Orch of South Bay, pr; Rochester Phil Orch, c1972.  

Jacobs, Mary Ellen  
Hartford, CT 06105. Hartford Symph, pr, c1968-72+.  

Jacobs-Doria, Linda  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
WA. BA, U of Oregon; MM (flute/conduct), Central Washington U. Richard Trombley, Hal Ott. Public Sch, 15yrs; Central Washington U. Mid-Columbia Symph, pr, 1985-.  

Jacobsen, David  
B,k,m  

Jacobson, Barbara Dinger  
L/M/B,k,b,m  

Jacobson, Paul  
L/M/B,k,m  
St Olaf Coll; MM (composition), Union Theological Sem; Columbia U-Teachers Coll. Donald H. Berglund, Sandra Miller, Robert Willoughby, Christopher Krueger, Wilbert Hazelzet. Concordia Coll?- Recorder.  

Jacobson, Sheri  
L/M/B,k,b  

Jacobus, Joanna  
B,k,b,m  

Jacobus, Rhea  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
SC. Ball St U; New England Cons; Pennsylvania St U. Louis Moyse, Paul C. Boyer, Lois Schaefer, Karen A. Moratz. Clemson U; Furman U. Muncie Symph, pr; Anderson Symph, pr; Marion Phil Orch, pr; Spartansburg Symph, pr.  
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Jacquemin, Olivia  M/B,k  [PS, J Bennett]  

Jacquet, Leon  [JW]  
(d. 1898) Boston Symph, pr, 1896-98.

Jaeger, Liz  L/B,k  [PS]  

Jakeways, Robin  [FLMotW]  

Jalas, Tapio  M  [M Debost]  
Michel Debost. Grandson of Sibelius.

James, Judy L.  [NFA89,91]  
BM, U of Akron; MM, Baylor U. Tar River Orch Soc.

James, Kirsten G. McNamara  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA94, LK]  

James, Kortney  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA98, P Petri]  

James, Mary Frances  [RK Webb]

James, William Nelson  
(b. active 1820-40; d. active 1820-40) Charles Nicholson.

Jammal, Fayez  M  [FLMotW]  
(b. 02/14/1968 - Beirut, Lebanon) Lebanon. Nabil Mroue, Wissam Boustany.

Jamner, Margaret  [LK]  
Louisville Orch, 2.

Jamsa, Martha  [NFA90, Coll, A Odland, D Cherry]  
Edina, MN.  U of Michigan. S Dakota St U, 1995-98. South Dakota Symph, ?

Janes, Tia  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]  
(b. 03/23/1977 - Landstuhl, Germany) Iowa City, IA. Tadeu Coelho, Matthew Krejci, Sandy Duffy Norman.
Janin, Stefanie  
Juilliard Sch.

Janiszewski, Karyn  
L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA90]
BM, U of Wisconsin-Oshkosh; MM, U of Cincinnati; DMA, U of Cincinnati, compl?
Patricia A. DerHovseopian, Karen Yonovitz, James L. Grine, Janet Millard de Roldan, 
Kyril Magg, George Hambrecht.

Janosik, Tomas  
M  [NFA99,01]

Janotta, Roger  
[M Marvuglio]

Jansen, Kristen  
(b. Xenia, OH?) Marianne Richard.  
[NFA90]

Janson, Anne  
L/M/B,k,b  [Coll, JWS]
Shelburne, VT 05482. John Wion. Middlebury Coll, c1990-.

Janson, Selmar  
[P Scherr]

Janyssek, Amy  
L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA91]
(b. Houston, TX?) Catherine LeGrand.

Jara, Nancy Luther  
L/B,k,m  [KBJ]

Jarrett, Caroline  
L/M/B,k,b,m  [T Williams]
Trey Williams.

Jasina, Christie  
Central Michigan U.  
[NFA97,00]

Jastrimsky, Pegge  
[see Ealum, Pegge Jastrimsky]

Jaunet, Andre  
M  [AB, Dorgeuille]
(b. 1911; d. 1988) Zurich, Switzerland. 1st prize, Paris Conservatoire, 1931. Marcel 
Moyse, Philippe Gaubert. Tonhalle Orch, pr, c1968; Zurich Chamber Orch, pr.

Jayakumar, Archana  
[b. MA?] Ethel Farny.  
[NFA98]

Jayne, Nancy  
(b. 1911) Appleton, WI 54911. Lawrence Symph, c1968.  
[AB]
Jayne, Vanessa  
L/M/B,k,m  
[PS]  
(b. 05/03/1976 - Royal Oak, MI)  
*BM, U of Illinois-Champaign/Urbana, 1999.*  
Alexander Murray, Philip Dikeman, Margret Stefansdottir, Barbara Ogar.  
Public Sch.

Jaynes, Kathy  
[see Master, Kathy (Jaynes)]

Jefferson, Gregory  
L/M/B,k,m  
[NFA93]  
(b. Los Angeles, CA?) Jim Walker.

Jeffreys, Rebecca  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS, NFA00,02]  
(b. 12/07/1966 - Glens Fall, NY) Woodbridge, VA 22193.  
*BM, SUNY-Potsdam, 1989; MM, Catholic U of America, 1993.*  
Kenneth Andrews, Camilla (Sytsma) Hoitenga, Kazuo Tokito.

Jelbart, Dorothy  
[J Wion]  
Leslie Barklamb.

Jelle, Lisa  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA00, LK, Coll]  
Leone Buyse, Walfrid Kujala, Anne Diener Giles Zentner, Karl Kraber, Maralyn (Denekas) Prestia.  
Middle Tennessee St U, 2001-.  
Fort Wayne Phil, act 2; Austin Symph, 2.

Jenei, ?  
[AB]

Jeney, ?  
[AB]

Jenkin, Jerry  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS]  
(b. 11/22/1932 - MI) Bellbrook, OH 45305.  
*BSEE; MBA.*  
Theresa Wacker.

Jenkins, Ann  
[orch survey]

Jenkins, Bonnie  
[E Perryman]

Jenkins, E. Morgan  
L/M/B,k,m  
[PS, Coll]  
(b. 08/17/1958 - Hagerstown, MD) Hagerstown, MD 21742.  
Britton Garrison Johnson, Timothy Day, Bonnie Lake, Carol Kniebusch Noe.  
Hagerstown Comm Coll, 1989-; Shepherd Coll.  
Millbrook Orch, pc.

Jenkins-Jones, Morgan  
[see Jenkins, E. Morgan]

Jenkyns, Rachel  
M/B,k,b  
[Juil]  
*BM, Juilliard Sch, 1993.*  
Jeanne Baxtresser.
Jennings, Christina  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS, NFA93,98,00, Juil]  

Jennings, Marjory  
[AB, LK]  
Odessa, TX 79760. Midland-Odessa Symph, pr, c1968-.

Jensen, Allen  
[JW]  
Utah Symph, pr, 1947.

Jensen, Anne  
[orch surv]  

Jensen, Beth  
[NFA92-93]  
Wenatchee Valley Symph, pr.

Jensen, Thomas  
[NFA90]  
Jean-Pierre Rampal.

Jepson, Kelly  
[see Covert, Kelly Jepson]

Jerde, Thomas  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[FLMotW]  

Jeremy, Sr. M.  
[AB]  

Jerome, Jr., Richard W.  
L  
[NFA79, AB]  

Jerome, Nancy C.  
L  
[NFA79, AB]  
(b. Summit, NJ) Boston, MA. James Pappoutsakis, Barbara Litchfield. Wellesley Coll; Pine Manor Jr Coll; Middlebury Coll?. Springfield (MA) Symph; Boston Women's Orch; Boston Opera Orch; Boston Symph, pc.

Jerz, Donna  
[LK]  
Clear Lake Symph.

Jesperson, Gilbert  
[AB]  

Jessen, Laura Douglas  
[M Long, E Moulton]
Jessen, Wolf E.
(b. 1915 - Austin, TX) BA, U of Texas-Austin. Austin Symph.

Jessup, Charles
Kansas City Civic Orch.

Jeter, Harold W. B
(b. 1907; d. 01/11/1986) Emil Eck. Peoria Symph; Peoria Municipal Band.

Jett, Mary Catherine
[see Byrne, Mary Catherine Jett]

Jewell, Joyce
M/B,k,b
(b. Racine, WI?) Barbara Suetholz.

Jewett, Allison
L/M/B,k,m
Philip J. Swanson.

Jicha, Victoria Poullette (Graef) L/M/B,k,b,m

Jim, Jerome
L/B,k,b,m
Valerie Potter.

Jin, Sha
L/M/B
[NFA02] (b. Murrysville, PA?) Daniel Parasky.

Joachim, Garry C.
New York, NY 10019.

Joachim, Nathalie
L/M/B,k
Jayn Siegel Rosenfeld.

Joehnk, Emil L.
Delray Beach, FL 33444.

Johanning, Tatiana L/B,k,m

John, Suzanne
[j Tsai]
Johns, Lana  M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA95,98, Coll]

Johns, Mary  B  [NT, Juil]
_Juilliard Sch, 1939_. Georges Barrère.

Johns, Trisha R.  [Peabody]
_Nashville, TN 37204_.  _Peabody Cons._

Johnsen, Diane  [AB]
_Toms River, NJ 08753_.  Garden State Phil, ex, c1968.

Johnsen, Erica  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA94]
(b. Lincoln, NE?) John Bailey.

Johnsen, Kristina  L/M/B,k,m  [P Swanson]
Philip J. Swanson.

Johnson, Alyce M.  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA93,99]
(b. Southboro, MA?) _U of N Carolina-Chapel Hill; MM, Eastman Sch of Mus_. Joanna Heim, Brooks de Wetter-Smith, Bonita Boyd, Daniel Riley.

Johnson, Ann Marie (McGee)  L/M/B,k  [NFA76]

Johnson, Britton Garrison  B,k  [AB, JW, I68, I72, Curt, M Jenkins, L Hunt]

Johnson, Carlyle B.  L  [NEC]
Georges Laurent.

Johnson, Catherine Melick  L/M/B,k  [NFA93-95,98, LK]

Johnson, Celeste  [see Fraser, Celeste Johnson]

Johnson, Cindi  [NFA82]
(b. Seattle, WA?) Linda Kraft.

Johnson, Claire  B  [NFA79,92,94,96,01, Coll]
_Juilliard Sch_.  Arthur Lora?.  _S Methodist U; E Texas St U; U of Houston_.  Radio City Music Hall Orch; Corpus Christi Symph, pc/pr; Alameda Symph.
Johnson, Clyde
U of Minnesota-Morris, 1961-76.

Johnson, Craig  L/M/B  [S Nelson]
*Duquesne U.* Bernard Goldberg.

Johnson, Deanna  [see Arista, Deanna Johnson]

Johnson, Deborah  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA98-02, Coll]

Johnson, Debra  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA92,94]

Johnson, Derek A.  L/M/B,k,b  [PS, NFA02]

Johnson, Diane  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA90]

Johnson, Eileen  [K Ultis]

Johnson, Fran  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA99]
Amy K. Porter.

Johnson, Gordon G.  B,k,m  [LB]
Minneapolis, MN 55405. Joseph A. Mariano.

Johnson, Grace DePaul  [Peabody]
Lancaster, MA 01523. *Peabody Cons.*

Johnson, Heather  [AB, I68]

Johnson, Jean  [LK]
Bakersfield Symph, pc.

Johnson, Jennifer  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA85]
Janet Stodd, Nancy M. Vinson.
Johnson, Jessica  
L/M/B,k,m  
[NFA02]  
BFA, U of Michigan; MM, Eastman Sch of Mus; DMA, U of Wisconsin-Madison.  
Stephanie Jutt, Leone Buyse, Bonita Boyd.

Johnson, Jessica  
L/B.k  
[S Kamalidiin]  
Saïs Kamalidiin.

Johnson, Jo Ann  
L/B,k,m  
[NFA95, Coll]  
Charlotte, SC.  BA, S Illinois U-Carbondale; MM, S Illinois U-Carbondale.  Will Gay  
Bottje, Irene Newcomb Maddox, Jean-Pierre Rampal, Maxence Larrieu.  Columbia Coll,  
1987-89.  Belleville Phil Orch; Charlotte Chamber Orch; Columbia Phil Orch, pr;  
Winston-Salem Symph, pr.

Johnson, Judith  
DMA, U of Missouri-Kansas City.  William Jewell Coll.

Johnson, Judy  
[LK]  
Port Angeles Symph.

Johnson, Julie  
[see Sarver, Julie Johnson]

Johnson, Karen  
L/M/B,k,b  
[NFA83]  

Johnson, Karen L.  
L/M/B,k,b  
[NFA91]  
(b. Annandale, VA?) Randi Jean Bly.

Johnson, Kate  
[LK, Coll]  
Bellevue Comm Coll, 1998-.  Federal Way Phil.

Johnson, Kathy  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA01]  
BME, U of N Texas; MME, U of N Texas.  Gerald V. Carey, Mary Karen Clardy.  Public  
Sch, 15yrs.  Dallas Wind Symph, 18yrs.

Johnson, Lisa Busick  
L/B.k  
[PS]  
(b. 01/05/1961 - Edward's AFB, CA) BA, New Mexico St U, 1982; Texas Woman's U.  
Susan West, Pamela Jackson Youngblood.  Flower Mound Chamber Orch, pr; Enid-  
Phillips Symph, 2.

Johnson, Lisa L.  
L/M/B.k,b  
[NFA95, M Barto]  
(b. NY) DMA, CUNY-Graduate Center, 1992.  Mary B. Barto.  Clarion U of Penn, Jazz,  
woodwind doubler.
Johnson, Louise H.  B,k,m  [NFA87, Eman]
Spencer, IN 47460.  BM/MM, Eastman Sch of Mus; Ohio St U; Otterbein Coll.  Joseph A. Mariano.  Eastman Sch of Mus, 1944-46; Shorter Coll; Shenandoah Cons; Public Sch.

Johnson, Maria  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Johnson, Mary  [AB, I68]
Casper, WY.  Casper Civic Symph, pr, c1968.

Johnson, Orvid Eugene  [AB]

Johnson, Ralph  L  [AB, I72, NEC]

Johnson, Rose  L/M/B,k,m  [P Swanson]
Philip J. Swanson.

Johnson, Susan  [AB]
Provo, UT 84601.

Johnson, Virginia  [see Schulze-Johnson, Virginia McGann]

Johnston, Barbara  [AB]
S. Euclid, OH.  Lakeside Symph, pc, c1968.

Johnston, Constance  B  [Juil]

Johnston, Elizabeth  L  [NEC]

Johnston, Heather  [see Hodges, Heather Johnston]

Johnston, Julianne  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA89]
New England Cons; U of S Carolina.  Constance G. Lane, Lois Schaefer, James Pappoutsakis, Mary Louise Poor, Geoffrey Gilbert.  Augusta Symph, pr.

Johnston, Katherine  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA95,97]
Johnston, Lucille
[see Snell, Lucille Johnston]

Johnston, Susan M/B [NFA90]
(b. Waukesha, WI?) Cynthia Stevens.

Jolley, Amy Joy L/M/B,k,b,m [PS]

Jolley, Erin L/M/B,k,m [P Swanson]
Philip J. Swanson.

Jonas, Beth L/M/B,k,b [NFA78]
(b. Bellmore, NY?) John Wion.

Jonas, Earl Albert [AB]

Jonas, Linda Scheffer Schroeder? B,k [Curt]

Jones, Adah Toland Mosello M/B,k,b,m [PS, NFA87,91-95,97-01]
(b. 11/13/1949 - Rochester, NY) Wimberley, TX 78676. BM, Eastman Sch of Mus, 1971; MM, Eastman Sch of Mus, 1972; DA, Ball St U. Joseph A. Mariano, Paul C. Boyer, Patricia George, Jean-Pierre Rampal. SW Texas St U; SUNY-Fredonia; Ohio St U. Austin Lyric Opera Orch, pr; San Antonio Symph; Austin Symph; Austin Lyric Opera Orch.

Jones, Angela P. B,k,b [Juil]

Jones, Caryl L/M/B,k,b,m [PS]

Jones, David [B MacDougall]

Jones, Derek M [PS]

Jones, Donna [AB]
Kankakee, IL.

Jones, Frank [PS]
Eugene Orner.
Jones, Gay Randall  L/B,k  [AB]
(b. 05/07/1941 - Davenport, IA) BA, U of Iowa. Betty Bang Mather. Arkansas Polytechnic Coll, c1968.

Jones, Gwyn  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Jones, Harold  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA77,85-86,96, AB, I68, Jul]

Jones, Katherine Borst  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA79,84,86-87,89,91-01, AB, LK, I68]

Jones, Katie Eggington  [PS]
(b. 08/29/1971 - Hemel Hempstead) Toronto, ON Canada. Alison Myles.

Jones, Kimberly Ann  M/B  [NFA87]
(b. Naperville, IL?) Mary Louise Poor.

Jones, Kirsten  [see Winter-Jones, Kirsten]

Jones, Lorraine  [NFA99]
Armstrong Atlantic St U; Georgia Southern U. Savannah Symph, pc.

Jones, Margaret  [AB]
Santa Rosa, CA. Santa Rosa Symph, pc, c1968.

Jones, Mary Catherine "Katie"  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA99, Coll, FLUTE]

Jones, Melanie  L/B,k,m  [NFA82]
(b. Colbert, WA) Gail Furman Coffee.
Jones, Melody  
L/B,k,m  
[D Fair]  

Jones, Michael S.  
L/M/B,k,m  
[PS]  

Jones, Morgan  
[see Jenkins, E. Morgan]

Jones, Michael S.  
L/M/B,k,m  
[PS]  

Jones, Morgan  
[see Jenkins, E. Morgan]

Jones, Nathan E.  

Jones, Pamela Hodges  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS]  

Jones, Rachel  
L/B,k,m  
[NFA88]  
(b. Moses Lake, WA?) Curtis Webb Coffee.

Jones, Richard  
USAF Academy, CO. Colorado Springs Symph, c1968.

Jones, Morgan  
[see Jenkins, E. Morgan]

Jones, Nathan E.  
[AB, 168]  

Jones, Pamela Hodges  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS]  

Jones, Rachel  
L/B,k,m  
[NFA88]  
(b. Moses Lake, WA?) Curtis Webb Coffee.

Jones, Richard  
USAF Academy, CO. Colorado Springs Symph, c1968.

Jones, Sara  
[see Stout, Sara Jones]

Jones, Sarah  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA99]  
Brigham Young U-Hawaii. Elizabeth Ruppe, Lynette Lewis, Rebecca Cook.

Jones, Shakyra  
[see Eady-Jones, Shakyra]

Jones, Vanita Hall  
B,k,b,m  
[PS, NFA01-02]  

Jones, William James  
L/B,k,m  
[AB]  

Jones, William James  
L/B,k,m  
[AB]  

Joray, Jennifer Oliver  
B,k  
[PS]  
Jordan, Jennifer Ann  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
*U of Cincinnati.* Rebecca Tryon Andres, Jack Wellbaum.

Jordan, Kent  
*Eastman Sch of Mus.*

Jordan, Larry  
M/B,k,b  
*BA (ecology); MMA (flute).* Thomas Nvfenger, Marcel Moyse, Paul A. Hockstad, Julius Baker. Miami Phil, cp; Akron Symph, pr; Cleveland Phil Orch, pr.

Jordan, Marion  
[see Bridgman, Marion Jordan]

Jordan, Merrill  
L/B,k  
(b. 1905 - Oakland, CA) Anthony Linden, William Kincaid. UC-Berkeley, c1968. San Francisco Symph; San Francisco Opera Orch; National Symph; NBC Symph; CBS Symph.

Jordan, Paula  
[see Bridgman, Marion Jordan]

Jordheim, Suzanne  
L/M/B,k,b,m  

Jorgensen, Karin  
[orch survey]  
Newark Symph, 1989.

Jorgenson, Elaine  
B,k,b  

Joseph, Karen  
[Bronx Symph.]

Joslyn, Kathy  
[Sioux Falls, SD. Sioux Falls Symph, c1968.]

Jost, Lauren  
B,k  
*(music/biology) U of Colorado-Boulder.* Alexa Still.

Jovanovic, Ljubisa  
[Cakmak]
Jowers, Alexia Michelle  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
BM, U of Miami, 1993.  
Christine Nield-Capoti, Jeani Muhonen-Foster, Joyce Hanagan-Atkinson.  
Brevard Symph; Treasure Coast Symph; West Palm Beach Symph.

Joy, Amy  
[see Jolley, Amy Joy]

Joyce, Janice  
M  
BM, U of Georgia; MM, St U of W Georgia.  
Trevor Wye, Clare Southworth.

Joyce, Jennifer  
L/B,k,b,m  
(b. Sumter, SC?) Constance G. Lane.

Joyce, Margaret  
[Moorpark Symph, pc/2.

Joyce-Grendahl, Kathleen  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
DMA, U of Arizona, 1996;  
PhD (ethnomusicology), Kent St U, compl?  
Walter S. Mayhall, George S. Pope, Jean-Louis Kashy, Jeffrey Khaner, R. Carlos Nakai.

Judge, Terra  
M  
Toshio Takahashi.

Judkins, Karen  
L/M/B,k,m  
BM, Oberlin Coll, 1988; MM, SUNY-Stony Brook; DMA, SUNY-Stony Brook.  
Robert Willoughby, Julia Bogorad-Kogan, Samuel Baron, Keith Underwood.

Judy, Stephanie  
[NFA97]

Juhos, Joseph  
[L Sims]

Cleveland Inst of Mus.

Julien, Heidi Janine  
L/B,k,m  
Robert Willoughby.

Jun, So Yeon  
[NFA91]

(b. Seoul, Korea?)

Jung, Yoomee  
B,k,b  
Julius Baker.

Juntilla, Valerie  
L/M/B,k,m  
Springfield, VA. BM, Arizona St U.  
Toshiko Kohno, Eric Hoover, Joyce Marilyn Bryant.
Jurick, Melissa  
L/M/B,k,m  
[PS]  
**BM, U of Houston.** Sydney Reed Carlson, Byron Hester.

Jurkovic, Milos  
[PS]  
[T Janosik]

Jurkovich, Diane  
[PS]  
[NFA00]

Just, Victor  
B  
[AB, JW, I68, I72, NT, Juil]  

Justinus, Anita  
L/B.k  
[PS]  
[NFA00]  
Holly N. Stackhouse-Sydow.

Justus, Jan  
[PS]  
[see Ratliff, Jan Justus]

Justus, Shirley  
L  
[AB, JW, I68, I72, NT, Juil]  
[PS]  
[NFA00]  
Curtis Inst of Mus, 1950s?; **S Methodist U.** Del Mar Coll.

Jutt, Stephanie  
L  
[PS]  
[NFA91,93,95,97,01-02, LK]  

Kabalin, Svjetlana  
B,k,b  
[PS]  

Kacos, Rachel  
L  
[PS]  
[NFA91,93,95,97,01-02, LK]  
[see Werner, Rachel Kacos]

Kaenzig, Deanna  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS]  
[NFA82]  

Kahan, Sharon  
L  
[PS]  
[NFA82]  
U of W Ontario, 1992-.

Kahler, Darren  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS]  
[NFA91]  

Kahn, Sue Ann  
B,k,b  
[PS, NFA83,85-87,89-94,96,00-02]  
Kahn, Sue Saltzman
New York, NY 10003.

Kahn, Susan

Kainz, Joseph
[AB]

Kairies, Joy

Kaiser, Eugene

Kaiser, Kay
[see Borkowski, Kay Kaiser]

Kakuske, Tina Pease
[NFA93,99-00, LK]

Kalish, Alfred

Kalivoda, Karen Lynn
Columbia, MD 21045. Peabody Cons.

Kallaur, Barbara
[NFA96,01]

Kallenberg, Terry Andersen
[Bremerton S Assoc, pr; Anchorage Symph.

Kallhed, Joakim
[Dipl, Gotheburg U, 1990. Tatiana Nicolaieva, Marta Gulas.

Kallie, Donna
[K Parsons]

Kamalidiin, Saïs
[L/B,k]

Kanaya, Edward
Honolulu, HI. Honolulu Symph, c1969.
Kander, Gretchen  [I72, T Kay]
Montreal Symph, c1972.

Kane, Gertrude "Trudy"  [NFA80,86,96, AB, JW, LK, Juil, J Baker]

Kaner, Ellen  [NFA01-02, Coll]
Yale U; E Carolina U; Florida St U. U of Mississippi, 1986-91.

Kang, Hyun-Jung  [Juil]

Kang, Jung-Wan  [Juil]

Kani, Robin  [NFA76, Juil]

Kann, Brenda  [AB, J Baker]
Julius Baker.

Kanogera, Tammi  [orch survey]
Newark Symph, 1989.

Kantenwein, Karin  [NFA98]
(b. CA?) Rachel Rudich.

Kanter, Ben  [PS]
Los Angeles, CA. Louis Huistana.

Kantner, Christopher  [LK, Coll]

Kantola, Timo  [H Lehtinen]
Rovaniemi, Finland.

Kapell, Andrea  [see Loewy, Andrea Kapell]

Kaplan, Andrea  [Curt, J Baker]
Curtis Inst of Mus. Julius Baker, Jeffrey Khaner.
Kaplan, Jessica
Shannah Otis, Elizabeth Singleton.

Kaplan, Phillip

Kaplan, Susan
Julius Baker.

Kaplan, William

Kaplanek, Barbara

Karakaian, Edward
Syracuse Symph, c1972.

Karbley, Janeanne

Kardane, Deborah J.
(b. Doylestown, PA?) Lynne MacMorran Cooksey.

Karden, Wendy
[see Bamonte, Wendy Karden]

Karinen, Judy
Santa Monica Symph.

Kark, Pieter R. A., MD
*BA, Oxford U; MD, Harvard U.* John W. Oberbrunner, Ralph Johnson, Stanley Savant.

Karlsgodt, Anne
Julia Kurz Vasquez.

Karr, Jo Beth
Springfield (MO) Symph, pc.

Karr, Kathleen
*BM, Northwestern U; MM, SUNY-Stony Brook.* Francis Fuge.  Indiana U-South Bend; Bellarmine Coll; U of Louisville, 1998-.  Owensboro Symph; Louisville Orch, pr.

Kartoz, Judith Michael
Kasckow, Ruth [NFA88,92]
(b. Baltimore, MD?) BA, Goucher Coll; MFA, Calif Inst of the Arts. Suzuki.

Kash, Tracy L/B,k,b,m [NFA91-92,94]
U of N Texas. Mary Karen Clardy, Ervin Monroe.

Kashy, Jean-Louis B,k [NFA77,82,87,89,92, AB, I68, I72, Curt, Coll]
Tucson, AZ. BM, Curtis Inst of Mus, 1960; MA, Oklahoma City U. William Kincaid. U of Arizona, 1975-89+; U of Oklahoma; Public Sch; Cons-Puerto Rico, 1974-75. Oklahoma City Phil Orch, pr, c1968-77+; Puerto Rico Symph, pr; Houston Symph; Tucson Symph, pr.

Kasica, Paula M/B,k,b,m [PS, NFA97,01]
(b. 02/18/1951 - Spring Valley, IL) St. Louis, MO 63011. BM. Jacob L. Berg, Gerald V. Carey, Julius Baker. Webster U. Saint Louis Symph, ex.

Kast, Jay V. [NFA99-00]
Boston, MA. BM, Ashland U. Flutist, conductor.

Kasuga, Aki L/M/B,k,b [M Barto]
Mary B. Barto.

Kates, Phil [Coll]
Humboldt St U, 1967-94.

Kato, Chikako [NFA82]
Musashino Academia Musicae.

Kato, Motoaki [K Kikuchi]

Kats, Marianne [AB]
Hays, KS 67601.

Katz, Isidor [AB]
Bronx, NY 10051.

Katz, Laura L/B,k,m [PS]
(b. 03/24/1979 - Boston, MA) Newton, MA 02458. BA, Vassar Coll, att? John H. Solum, Danielle Boudrot, Nina Barwell.

Katz, Norman [CL Keith]

Katz, Steve [AB]
Jazz.
Katzin-Kilpatrick, Ruth M. Dickert Gillaspy  [PS]
Durango, CO 81301. Arian Delander. North Shore Concert Band; San Juan Symph.

Kaufeldt, Eje  [M Andersson]

Kauffman, Kathy  L/B,k  [NFA79]
Carol Farrar.

Kauffman, Patricia  [see Cloud-Kauffman, Patricia]

Kauffman, Ray  L/B,k  [AB]

Kaufman, Mindy  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA86, LK]
Eastman Sch of Mus. Walfrid Kujala, James Galway, Bonita Boyd. New York Phil, pc, c1979-.

Kautzky, ?  [AB]

Kawaguchi, K.  [N Mizukoshi]

Kawasaki, Fumiko  B,k,b  [Juil]

Kawasaki, Masura  [Y Uemura]

Kay, Tomas  L/B  [NFA95]

Kayler, Christine  [see Smith-Kayler, Christine Ann]

Keach, Candace  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA94-96]

Kean, Kristen  [M Lyons]

Kean, Sr., Henry E.  [AB]
Hempstead, LI, NY. Leo Holtz. US Navy Band (Virgin Islands).

Keaster, Michelle  [LK]
Adrian Symph, pc.
Kechley, Anthea  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]
U of Hartford. John Wion.

Kechley, Jerilee  [Coll]
U of N Carolina-Wilmington, 1979-86.

Keck, Martha  [AB]
Shreveport, LA 71105. Shreveport Symph, ex, c1968.

Keeble, Jonathan  L/B,k,m  [PS, NFA97,01]
(b. 07/03/1968 - Iowa City, IA) Stillwater, OK 74078. BM, Northwestern U; MM, Eastman Sch of Mus; DMA, Eastman Sch of Mus. Bonita Boyd, Walfrid Kujala, Frances Risdon. Oklahoma St U.

Keefe, James J.  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA89,92,00]

Keeler, Karen  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA02]

Keeney, Jennifer  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA83]
U of Michigan. Judith Bentley, Clement Barone, Jr., Kathleen Course.

Keetbaas, Dirk  [AB]
(b. 1921) Flutist, composer.

Kegel, Abigail  L/B,k  [ML Kegel]
Margaret Linnan Kegel.

Kegel, Margaret Linnan  L/B,k  [PS, NFA88,91-92,]
(b. 03/22/1960 - Cedar Rapids, IA) Hiawatha, IA 52233. BM, U of Iowa, 1982; MFA, U of Iowa, 1985. Betty Bang Mather, Roger Mather, Joanne Chadima. Mount Mercy Coll; Grinnell Coll; U of Iowa, TA. Cedar Rapids Symph; Quad City Symph.

Keh, Sarah  [NFA96]
Manhattan Sch of Mus, prep. Bonnie Kim.

Keh-Ming, Lin  [NFA87]
Shanghai Cons. Hang Zohn-Je, Ying Zhen-Shu, Arnost Bourek. Shanghai Cons.

Keiger, Betty  [AB, I68]
Arlington, VA. Arlington Symph, c1968.
Keith, Cynthia Louise  
M/B,k,m  

Keith, Kristopher  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[Ohio St U.  Katherine Borst Jones.]

Keith, Mary Ann R.  
L/M/B,k,b,m  

Kelch, Paula  
[see Elliott, Paula Kelch]

Keleve, ?

Keller, Cynthia (King)  
[FLUTE, K Becka]

Keller, Dianna  
L/B,k  
[Holly N. Stackhouse-Sydow.]

Keller, Emmet  
B  
*[Inst of Musical Arts, 1911*.  Georges Barrère.]

Keller, Mary  
[Portland Symph, c1972+]

Keller, Melissa  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[b. Fresno, CA?) Janette Erickson.]

Kelley, Clarence L.  
[AB]

Kelley, Angela  
*M/Indiana U.*

Kelly, Cynthia  
M/B,k,b,m  
[Anne Diener Giles Zentner.]

Kelly, Sayard  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[Greensburg, KY 42743.  Jessica Lander.]

Kelsch, Christina  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[S. Portland, ME 04106.  *MM, Bowling Green St U*.  Judith Bentley.]
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Kelsey, Melissa  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA98] (b. AZ?) Shelley Collins, Susan Norton-Scott, Kimberlee Goodman.


Kemme-Mahler, Carla  [N Lion]

Kemp, Amy  L/B,k,m  [NFA94,96] (b. St. Charles, IL?) Susan Levitin.


Kendal, Jessica Leigh  L/B,k,b,m  [A Vidmar] Amelia Ronis Vidmar.

Kendall, Jane  [NFA76] (b. Cobb County, GA?)


Kendrick, Lida Louise "Bootsie"  [see Mayfield, Lida Louise Kendrick "Bootsie"]

Kennedy, Mary  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NA00]  
Alison Hale, Ken Radnofsky, Thomas Nyfenger, John Wion, Jerry Bergonzi, Jackie McLean.

Kennedy, Tom  
L/B.k  
[Coll]  
James J. Pellerite. Wittenberg U, 1991-.

Kenney, Michelle  
[NFA97]

Kenny, Rhian  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS, LK]  

Kenote, Marie Herseth  
B,k,b  
[PS, NFA96, Jul, Coll]  

Kent, Heather  
[RG]  

Kenway-Rigdon, Nancy  
L/M/B,k,b  
[JWS]  

Keogh, Doris  
[WH]  
Port Huron, MI. Anne Brown.

Kepler, Ann  

Keptner, P. Rubenstein  
[JW]  

Keram, Beatrice  
B.k,m  
[AB, Jul]  

Kerchner, Ann  
[FLMotW]  
Port Huron, MI. Anne Brown.

Kerfoot, Joan  
[AB]  
Sacramento, CA 95821. Sacramento Symph, ex, c1968.

Kerian, Kristi  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA85]  
Jeani Muhonen-Foster.
Kern, Christelle                   B                   [Juil]
*Juilliard Sch, 1939.*  Arthur Lora.

Kern, Peter                      B,k                   [AB, Curt, Coll, R Berrios]
U of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 1974-75; Cons-Puerto Rico, 1966-c95.  Puerto Rico Symph, pr.

Kern, Ronald                     [AB]
Whitesboro, NY.  Utica Symph, c1968.

Kern, Sharette                   [Peabody]
Baltimore, MD 21228.  *Peabody Cons.*

Kershaw-Cantor, P. Jean          M/B,k,m                 [NFA86, AB]
Nashville Symph, pr; Florida Symph, pr; Radio City Music Hall Orch.

Kesner, Lori                     L/M/B,k,b,m             [NFA00-02]
*DMA, U of Cincinnati, compl?*  Wendy Mehne, Bradley Garner.

Kesselman, Prema                 [NFA97-99]
Karen Lundgren.

Kestenberg, Abe                  [FLUTE]
McGill U.

Kester, Kyra                     [LK]
Canton Symph, 2.

Ketchum-Lawrence, Janet L.       L/B,k,m                 [NFA80,83, Curt]
San Francisco?, CA.  *Curtis Inst of Mus, 1972.*  Murray W. Panitz.  Dominican Coll of
San Rafael.  San Francisco Ballet Orch, pr.

Keevern, Erin                    M/B,k,b,m                [NFA98]
(b. Phoenix, AZ?) Katrina King.

Kevra, Karen                     [NFA02]

Keyes, Sherry                    [NFA95,97-98]
FL.  *BME, Stetson U; MME, U of Central Florida.*  Geoffrey Gilbert.  Past Pres. FL Fl
Assoc.
Keys, Sandy  L/B,k  [PS]

Kezer, Linn  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]
VA. Rebecca Jeffreys.

Khalsa, Amar Singh  [NFA87]
*BM, U of Oregon.* Clarinetist, flutist.

Khaner, Jeffrey  M/B,k,b  [NFA97,00, JW, LK, Juil]
Cleveland Orch, pr, 1982-90; Philadelphia Orch, pr, 1990-.

Khudyakov, Oleg  [PS]

Kibel, Ashley  [NFA98]
(b. AZ?) Kim Nelson.

Kibler, Lea  L/B,k  [NFA76,80,95, LK]

Kibrick, Herbert  L  [NEC]
Georges Laurent.

Kiburz, Jr., John  B  [AB, NT, Juil]
*Dipl, Juilliard Sch, 1936.* Georges Barrère. Saint Louis Symph, pc.

Kiburz, Sr., John  B  [JW, NT]
Georges Barrère. Saint Louis Symph, pr, 1904-06; Saint Louis Symph, pr, 1912-31.

Kidd, Amber  [LK]
Virginia Beach Symph, pr.

Kiec, Michelle  [Coll]
*DMA.* U of Mary.

Kielty, Mary Jane  L  [NEC]
*New England Cons.* James Pappoutsakis.

Kiesel, Becky  [L Parkinson]
Enid-Phillips Symph.
Kikuchi, Kanae [NFA96-97]

Kikuchi, Kenji L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA98]

Kilbane, Caroline [NFA00]

Kilborne, Frances L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA80]
Diane Schick.

Kile, Nora B,k,b,m [PS, NFA85,89,93,97-00, LK]

Kilian, Kathy M [E Spirawk]
Oberlin Coll. Michel Debost.

Killian, Carolyn L/B,k,b [NFA01]

Killman, Eileen [see Schoeler-Killman, Eileen]

Kilpatrick, Ruth [see Katzin-Kilpatrick, Ruth M. Dickert]

Kim, Andrea S. L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA92-93]
(b. Houston, TX?) Catherine LeGrand.

Kim, Bonnie [S Keh]

Kim, Boyoung L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA02]

Kim, Chang-Kook M [NFA80]
Masao Yoshida, Andre Jaunet, Hans-Peter Schmitz, Marcel Moyse. Staatsoper Hannover, pr.

Kim, Heayoung L/M/B,k,b [JWS]
U of Hartford. John Wion.

Kim, Heesoo L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA98-99]
(b. Palo Alto, CA?) Laurie Benson.
Kim, Hyeyoung  
Seoul, Korea. *Peabody Cons.*

Kim, Inha  
*Juilliard Sch.*

Kim, In-Sung  
L/B,k,b,m  
*Peabody*  
*Juilliard Sch.*  
*Baker, Bonnie Lichter, Sheridan Stokes, Walfrid Kujala.*

Kim, Jean  
*Juilliard Sch.*

Kim, Jeannie  
B,k,b  
*Juilliard Sch, prep.*  
Bonnie Lichter.

Kim, Lida  
*L Russ*

Kim, Mike  
L/B,k,m  
*Juilliard Sch.*  
(b. Homewood, IL?) Susan Levitin.

Kim, Sonya  
(NFA83)  
*Manhattan Sch of Mus.*

Kim, Soo  
*Juilliard Sch.*

Kim, Soo Yun  
L/B,k,b  
*Juilliard Sch.*  
(b. Korea) Ki-Sei Han, Soyoun Lee, Bradley Garner.

Kim, Soo-Young  
B,k,b  
*Juilliard Sch.*  

Kim, Su-Joung  
Seoul, Korea. *Peabody Cons.*

Kim, Sung  
B,k,b  
*Juilliard Sch.*  
Julius Baker.

Kim, Sung Yoon  
B,k,b  
Julius Baker.

Kim, Sunghi  
L/M/B,k,b  
*Peabody*  
*Juilliard Sch.*  
*BM, Juilliard Sch, 1994.*  
*Julius Baker.*  
*U of Hartford.*  
John Wion.
Kim, SungYun  B.k,b  [Juil]
*BM, Juilliard Sch, 1993.* Julius Baker.

Kim, Ta Yeon  [NFA01-02]
(b. Korea) Sara Andon, Soyoung Lee.

Kim, Young-min  [Juil]
*Juilliard Sch.*

Kimball, Hillary  [LK]
Arkansas Symph, pc/3.

Kimball, Phebe Ann  [LK]
Rogue Valley Symph, cp.

Kimber, Barbara  L/M/B.k,b,m  [PS, LK]
(b. 10/23/1971 - Syracuse, NY) Evansville, IN 47715. Mark Sparks, Leone Buyse, Charles Delaney, Beatrice Keram. U of Evansville. Evansville Phil Orch, pr; Owensboro Symph, pr; Alabama Symph, 2.

Kimbro, Amanda  [see Barrett, Amanda Kimbro]

Kimmey, Elizabeth  [see Hicks-Kimmey, Elizabeth]

Kincaid, William Morris  B  [AB, JW, NT, Juil, NY]

Kinder, Elisha  [FLMotW]
(b. 1983) Joannes Roose.

Kindig, Jessie  [NFA99]
(b. Seattle, WA?) Pamela Ryker.

King, (Miss)  L  [NEC]
Georges Laurent.

King, Amy  L/M/B.k,m  [NFA87, Coll]

King, Betsy  L/M/B.k,m  [NFA85]
King, Bonnie Buchtel  [AB]  

King, Cindy  [see DiSanto, Cindy King]

King, Cynthia  [see Keller, Cynthia (King)]

King, Jennifer  L/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA92,98,00]  

King, Katrina  M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA98, LK]  

King, Mary Oren  [J Sprinkle]

King, Melissa Marie  [NFA99]  
(b. Orlando, FL?) Maria Busch.

King, Michael  [AB]  

King, Patricia Lynn  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA92,98]  
Brigham Young U. Elizabeth Ruppe, Rosalina R. Sackstein.

King, Rachel  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA01-02]  

King, Tussy  B,k,b,m  [NFA98]  

Kingma, Eva  [NFA91,94-95]  

Kingsbury, C.L.  [AB]  

Kingsbury, Nancy Mackey  L/B,k,m  [NFA87]  
Walpole, MA 02081. BM, Eastman Sch of Mus; MM, Boston Cons. Joseph A. Mariano, Phillip Kaplan.
Kinkade, Jill  [NFA98]
(b. Phoenix, AZ?)

Kinmonth, Janet M. Doser  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA81,88-89,92,95,97,02, LK, KBJ]
(b. MI) Boston, MA. Oberlin Coll, 1982; Bowling Green St U. Robert Willoughby,
Kathleen Course, Clement Barone, Jr., Judith Bentley. Concord Orch, pc; Boston Phil.
Flutemaker.

Kinney, Angela  [see McBrearty, Angela S. Kinney]

Kinney, Kaylyn  L/B,k,m  [RWS]

Kinner, Carol  B  [Juil]

Kinsella, Anne  M  [A Prieur]
Andre Prieur.

Kinzie-Canzonieri, Sandra  [L Jaeger]

Kipp, Natasha  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA94]
Ann Fairbanks.

Kirby, Christine Lerch  L/M/B,k,m  [PS]
(b. 04/01/1962 - Chicago, IL) Falls Church, VA 22043. BSW, U of Illinois-
Ott.

Kirchhoff, Eric  [Traversiere]

Kirchhoff, Patrice  [Traversiere]

Kirchner, Jane Backstrom  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA02]
(b. 09/06/1945 - Knoxville, TN) Nashville, TN 37212. BME, George Peabody Coll for
Teachers; MME, George Peabody Coll for Teachers; EdS, George Peabody Coll for
Teachers. Judith Bentley, Marion Valasek. Vanderbilt U; Middle Tennessee St U;
Peabody Cons. Nashville Symph.

Kirk, Patricia  [see Fawcett, Patricia Kirk Albinson]

Kirk, Roland  [AB]
Blind jazz musician.
Kirk, Tammy Sue  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA98, FLMotW]  
(b. Herrin, IL?) St. Louis, MO.  
*BM, De Pauw U; MM, Webster U; DMA, S Illinois U-Carbondale, compl?*  
Illinois Symph, sub; Paducah Symph, sub.

Kirk, Vallie  
Topeka, KS.  
Washburn U, c1968.

Kirkendoll, Kara  
L/B,k,b  
[PS, NFA96,01, LK]  
(b. Arlington Heights, IL) Dallas, TX 75206.  
Bradley Garner, Claire Johnson, Jean Weger Larson.  
Dallas Symph, 2.

Kirkpatrick, Linda  
L/M/B,k,b  
[PS, NFA79,91,02, Coll]  
(b. 11/23/1956 - Boston, MA) Westminster, MD 21157.  
Elizabethtown Coll, 1989-98; W Maryland Coll, 1980-.  
Dallas Symph, 1979-80; Manchester Symph; Bridgeport Symph.

Kirschner, ?  
[AB]

Kirton, Suzanne  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA93, LK, Juil]  
*BM, Florida St U; MM, Boston Cons; Dipl, Juilliard Sch, 1981/91.*  
Naples Phil.

Kiss, Mary Beth  
L/M/B,k,b  
[NFA77,79]  
*MM, U of Maryland-Coll Park, compl?*  
Samuel Baron, Harold Bennett, Harry H. Moskovitz, William L. Montgomery, Julius Baker.  
Public Sch.

Kitamura, Kaoru  
[NFA88]  
*Staatliche Hochschule für Musik-Mannheim.*  
Joachim Starke.

Kitazawa, Naoko  
[NFA92]

Kitchen, Alfred  
[AB]  
Havertown, PA.  
Landsdowne Symph, ex, c1968.

Kitt, Arthur  
[AB]  
Chicago, IL.

Kittelplan, Harold  
B  
[NT]  
Georges Barrère.
Kitterman, Martha H.  [LK, Coll]

Kitts, Kathleen  B,k,m  [NFA78, orch survey]
(b. Wilmington, DE?) Diane Holtje Willis.

Kitzman, Katherine  [see Glauser, Katherine Kitzman]

Kjeldsen, Treese  [NFA88,92,98]
*Portland St U.* Founder Rose City Fl Choir.

Klauda, Lynn  [LK]
Redwood Symph.

Klee, David  [P Trudell]

Klegg, Christine  B,k,b  [NFA86]
(b. South Orange, NJ?) Svjetlana Kabalin.

Klein, Phillip  B,k,b  [Juil]

Klein, Robert E.  B,k,m  [AB]

Kleinmann, Rebecca  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA00, C Goodman]
Kathryn Lukas, Jennifer Dior, Mark Thomas, Wissam Boustany, Kate Hill, Donald V. Peck, Irene Newcomb Maddox.

Klement, Miloslav  [AB]

Klemm, Conrad  M  [M Conti]
Marcel Moyse.

Klenik, Rudolph  B  [NT]
Georges Barrère.

Klick, Susan  M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA79,81,91-92]
Kliwer, Christy  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00]
Darlene R. Dugan, Jeff Zook.

Kline, Barbara  [AB]
Hays, KS 67601.

Kline, Cornelia  [see Brown, Cornelia Kline]

Kline, Everis  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00]
Barbara Dinger Jacobson.

Klingelhoffer, Mary  [see Stolper, Mary T. Klingelhoffer]

Klingler, Carol  [see Light, Carol Klingler]

Klipp, Barbara  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA97]

Klug, Howard  [C Tudman, E Hoover]
CSU-Fresno; Indiana U, dep't chair? [clarinet, not flutist?]

Klugers, Marjorie  B  [NT]
Georges Barrère.

Klump, Donna  B,k,m  [AB]

Klump, Robert  B,k,m  [AB, NT]

Klun, Jean  [AB]
Duluth, MN 55803. Duluth-Superior Symph, pr, c1968.

Klune, Anna  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]
U of Hartford. John Wion.

Klussman, Jean  [see Morehead, Jean Klussman]

Kmoch, Nicole  L/M/B,k,m  [P Swanson]
Philip J. Swanson.

Knapp, Jenny  [AB Edwards]
Kneeland, Roberta
[see Capelli, Roberta Kneeland]

Kneihs, Hans Maria
[AB]
Recorder.

Kniebusch, Carol
[see Noe, Carol Kniebusch]

Kniffen, Vickie
M/B,k,b,m
[NFA98]
Shannah Otis, Elizabeth Singleton.

Knight, Melissa
M/B,k,b
[NFA95]

Knight, Norman
P Fullerton
Gareth Morris.

Knoebel, Lynnea
L/M/B,k,b,m
[P Hester]
Phyllis Hester.

Knoles, Carol Ann Woodbury
L/M/B,k,m
[PS, SB Fouse]

Knott, Marian
R Weil

Knouse, Nola Reed
[Coll]
BA, Wake Forest U; MA, Eastman Sch of Mus; PhD, Eastman Sch of Mus. Salem Coll, 1983-93.

Knowles, Elizabeth
[M Councell]

Knox, Walter
L/M/B,k,b,m
[PS]

Knudsen, Heidi
[LK]
Festival City Symph, 2.

Knuth, Ann
B
[NFA02, LK]
Ko, Elizabeth  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA97]
BA (math), Brown U; MM, De Paul U. Mary T. Klingelhofer Stolper, Donna Milanovich, Peter Middleton, Mary Hickey, Susan Thomas.

Kobal, Norman  [B Fisher]
Cleveland, OH.

Koch, Elizabeth  [Coll]
The King's U Coll, 1996, 1999-.

Koch, Ingrid  [EH Ransom]
Hochschule für Musik-Hamburg.

Koch, Tiffany  [PS]

Kocher, Tobi-Ann Luthringer  [Peabody]
Wayland, MA 01778. Peabody Cons.

Koclanes, Theodore A.  [AB]
Schaumburg, IL 60172. Chicago Businessmen's Orch, c1968.

Kocman, Frank  [J Kocman]

Kocman, Jan  L/M/B,k  [PS, Coll]

Kodner-Wenzel, Andrea  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA90]

Koehler, Amy Alison  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA97-98]
(b. 05/27/1980 - Dhahran, Saudi Arabia) Sealy, TX 77474. BM, U of Houston? Kimberly Walter-Clark, Cynthia Meyers.

Koenig, Joan  M/B,k,b  [Juil]

Koenig, Kriten  [LK]
Cadillac Area Symph.
Koenig, Laura  
*UC-Los Angeles; U of San Diego; DMA, U of Iowa, compl?*  

Koffman, Kara  
Vallejo Symph.  

Koffman, Moe  
*B.k*  
[Toronto (CP) obit]  
(b. c1929 - Toronto, ON, Canada; d. 03/28/2001) Toronto, ON Canada. Harold Bennett. Jazz (fl/sax/cl).  

Kofler, Michael  
[T Janosik]  

Kogan, Alice  
[see Weinreb, Alice Kogan]  

Koharski, Marjorie  
*M/B.k,b*  
[PS]  
Frances Blaisdell, Forrest Walter, Albert Lyford, Margaret Peggy Schecter.  Monmouth Coll-IL.  Monmouth Symph.  

Kohl, Stacy  
*BME, Central Michigan U, 1994.*  
Public Sch.  

Kohler, Ernesto  
[AF]  
(b. 12/04/1849 - Modena, Italy; d. 05/17/1907 - St. Petersburg) Joseph Kohler.  Court Orch of Duke of Modena, pr; St Petersburg Imperial Opera, 30yrs.  Flutist, composer.  

Kohler, Joseph  
[AF]  
Court Orch of Duke of Modena, pr.  

Kohler, Joyanne  
*M/B.k,b*  
[NFA91]  
*Lawrence U.*  
Ernestine Whitman.  

Kohno, Toshiko  
*M/B.k,m*  
[NFA78,82,84,91, JW, LK, J Schober]  
Joseph A. Mariano, Jacob L. Berg, Thomas Perazzoli, Doriot Anthony Dwyer, Robert Mols.  McGill U.  
National Symph, pr, 1978-; Buffalo Phil, 3yrs; Montreal Symph, ap, 2yrs.  

Kohns, Penny  
*MA, U of Massachusetts-Lowell, 1996.*  

Kohz, Heidi  
[see Williams, Heidi Kohz]  

Koide, Shinya  
[N Nozu]
Koidin, Julie L/M/B,k,b,m [PS, NFA97,02]

Koizumi, Ryo
Masao Yoshida.

Koizumi, Takeshi [Y Iwama, Y Yamagata]

Kolding, Sally B [Juil]

Kole, Richard L [NEC]
Georges Laurent, James Pappoutsakis.

Koljonen, Vendla [see Weber, Vendla Kolhonen]

Kolz, Ernst [AB]
(b. 1929) recorder.

Koncelik, Denise R. L/B,k [PS, NFA01]
(b. 08/08/1963 - Wisconsin Rapids, WI) BM, Midwestern St U, 1989; MA, Texas Woman's U, ? Pamela Jackson Youngblood. Midwestern St U.

Kondo, Keichi [Traversiere]

Kondritz, Gerlinda Jill L/M/B,k,m [NFA90]
(b. West Frankfort, IL?) Sandra B. Olson.

Kongshoj, Edith L [AB, NEC]

Konopinski, Ann L/M/B,k,b,m [FLMotW]
(b. Tulsa, OK?) Auburn Hills, MI. (engineering) U of Dayton. Tina Fitch, Rebecca Tryon Andres, Diane Gilley.

Konstantin, Arlene [AB]
Brooklyn, NY 10025.

Koockogey, John B [NT, Juil]
Kopelman, Felicia  
L/B  
(b. Randolph, MA) Suellen Hershman-Tcherepnin.

Kopf, Sally G.  
Walla Walla, WA 99362. Peabody Cons.

Kopicki, Karen  
Austin Civic Orch.

Koppel, Lisa  
L/B,k,m  

Korb, Marcia  
[R Roberts]

Koregelos, Angela  
L/B,k,m  
[NFA87-89,92,94,99]  
New England Cons. Alain Marion, James Pappoutsakis, Lloyd Gowen, Gary E. Gray. Mills Coll; Holy Names Coll. Oakland East Bay Symph, pr; San Francisco Opera Orch.

Koren, Gayle  
Baton Rouge Symph, pc.

Korneyev, Alexander  
[NFA93, AB]  

Kortum, James  
B,k  
[W Tompson]  
Donald V. Peck.

Kosack, Alicia J.  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS]  

Koshtgarian, Kyle  
[see Dzapo, Kyle Koshtgarian]

Koshirsky, Michael  
[B Saba]

Kossenko, Alexis  
[Traversiere]  

Koster, Beth  
[ RK Werner]

Kostur, Laura  
Santa Fe Symph.
Kouloukis, Nicholas

Kout, Trix
L/B,k,b [NFA80,83,87,93, S Buffington]

Kovacs, Lorant [J Balint]

Kovich, Julie
L/B,k,m [PS]

Kovner, Edgar [AB, I68]
Norfolk, VA 23510. Norfolk Symph, c1968. [alternate spelling: Kovenr]

Kovolowicz, Mary [H Hodges]
Geoffrey Gilbert.

Kowalski, Lucy
L/M/B,k.m [NFA96-97,99-00,02]
Woodstock, GA. Ronald Lee Waln, Warren Little.

Koza, Janet [C Duffy]

Kramer, Marian [G Miller]
Krantz, James Karl
Conyers, GA 30094. Peabody Cons.

Krantz, Larry William B.k.b

Krapohl, Sara [P Grubbs]

Krash, Jessica M/B.k

Kraum, Clarence B

Kraus, Greta [D Aitken]

Krause, Sr., Christian Gottlob
(b. 1747; d. 1829) J.Jos.Frd. Lindner.

Krebs Threatte, Linda [see Threatte, Linda Krebs]

Kreft, Anne [C Burdick]

Krejci, Matthew L/B.k

Krell, John C. B.k

Kremer, Barbara M/B.k.m
Roger Martin.

Kreuger, Meri [Coll]

Krieger, Abbe L/B.k.b.m
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Kriewall, Judy Washburn  B,k,m  [NFA89,98, LK, R Cummings]  
BM, Northwestern U; MM, Northwestern U. Walfrid Kujala, Donald V. Peck. Civic Orch of Chicago, pc/pr; Seattle Symph, 2/pc, 1979-.

Krigbaum, Karen L.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA96]  
BM, Ohio St U; MM, U of Cincinnati, compl? Bradley Garner, Katherine Borst Jones.

Krigelsk, Meagen  L/M/B,k,m  [C Herman]  
Colleen Herman.

Kriimsier, Renee Jeanne  B,k,b  [NFA98, Juil]  

Krinitz, Carol  
[see Gilad, Carol Krinitz]

Kristensen, Janet  
[see Weiss, Janet Kristensen]

Kriz, Karen  L/B,k  [PS]  
(b. 08/?/1953 - Deacatur, IN) Colleyville, TX. BME, N Illinois U; MA, Texas Woman's U. Melissa Arthur, Pamela Jackson Youngblood.

Kroeker, Susan  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]  

Kroll, Judith A.  
[AB]  

Kroncke, Lynn Grubbs  M/B,k  [PS]  

Krueger, Christopher  B,k  [PS, NFA87,90,95,00-01, LK, Coll, W Mayhall]  

Krueger, Linda  B  [LK]  
Paul E. Doebler. Owensboro Symph, ap/pc.

Krueger, Otto  
[AB]  
Detroit, MI.
Kruells, George
Juilliard Sch, 1941.  Arthur Lora.

Krueger?, Harry  
Georges Laurent, James Pappoutsakis.  [handwritten entry, possibly Kruger]

Kruger, Natalie  L/B,k,m  [PS, LK, Coll]

Krumel, Karl
Midland, MI 48640.  Midland Symph, pc/ob, c1968.

Kruper, Beth  [J Williams]

Krusenstijerna, Mary Ann Rasmussen  B,k,m  [NFA87,90, AB]

Kruskal, William  B  [Juil]

Kruzansky, Deborah  [Traversiere]
Paris Conservatoire.  Jean-Pierre Rampal, Alain Marion.

Kryda, Gretchen I.  B,k,m  [LB]

Krysl, Carolyn  [see Hutchinson, Carolyn Krysl]

Ku, Yu Na  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]

Kubo, Jun  L/B,k,b  [NFA92,93-94,01-02, Juil]

Kucharski, Kathrin  [LK]
Columbia Symph.

Kudo, Shigenori  [NFA81, Traversiere]
Kudriashov, Oleg

Kuehmann, Gladys J.  B.k.m  [LB]
Gilbert, AZ 85234. Joseph A. Mariano.

Kuehmann, Karen  [NFA00, Coll]
Bob Jones U, 1976-.

Kuei, Man-Ling  [CJ Tsai]

Kuenzel, Adam  L/B.k.m  [NFA82,92,96,00, JW, LK, KBJ, Coll]

Kuenzel, Jane Sara  L/M/B.k.m  [NFA79, KBJ, Juil]

Kuenzel, Tina M.  L/M/B,k.b.m  [T Peterson]
*BM, Truman St U; MM, Arizona St U,* ? Trygve Peterson.

Kugai, Tetsuo  [Traversiere]
*2nd prize, Paris Conservatoire, 1975.* Jean-Pierre Rampal, Alain Marion.

Kuhlau, Friedrich  [AF]
(b. 12/11/1786, Hanover; d. 03/12/1832, Copenhagen) Flutist, composer.

Kuhn, Eveline  L/B.k.m  [NFA01]

Kuhn, Nicki  [NFA02]
Pittsburgh, PA.  *BFA, Carnegie Mellon U.*

Kuhnke, Bruce  B.k.m  [AB]

Kuhnke, Mrs. Bruce  B.k.m  [LB]
Temperance, MI 48182. Joseph A. Mariano.

Kuick, Deborah  B.k.b  [Juil]
Kuijken, Barthold  
Franz Vester.

Kuipers, Darlynn  
Grand Rapids, MI 49506.

Kujala, Sherry L. H.  
L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA91-97]
Evanston, IL.  
BM, Baylor U; MM, Northwestern U; MBA, Northwestern U.  
Helen Ann Shanley, Walfrid Kujala, Donald V. Peck, Julius Baker.  
Northwest (IL) Symph, pr; Civic Orch of Chicago, Fl/pc.

Kujala, Steven  
M/B,k,m  [NFA79,85,90-92,94,97-98,00,02]
Valencia, CA 91354.  Eastman Sch of Mus.  
Walfrid Kujala, Joseph A. Mariano, James Galway.  
Jazz.

Kujala, Walfrid  
B,k,m  [NFA77,79,81,84,87-92,94-98,00,02, AB, I68, I72, Coll]
(b. 02/19/1925 - Warren, OH) Evanston, IL 60202.  
BM, Eastman Sch of Mus; MM, 
Eastman Sch of Mus.  
Joseph A. Mariano, Parker Taylor.  
Northwestern U, c1968-;  
Eastman Sch of Mus, 1952-55, 1974-76; Rice U, visit, 1996-97.  
Chicago Symph, pc, c1968-2002; Rochester Phil Orch.  
NFA Past Pres.

Kujat, Margo  
L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, LK]
(b. 08/22/1959 - Arlington, VA) Herndon, VA 20170.  
BM, U of Cincinnati, 1981;  
Doriot Anthony Dwyer, Thomas Perazzoli, Lois Wynn, Kyril Magg,  
Jack Wellbaum.  
Public Sch.  
McLean Orch; Arlington/Fairfax Symph, sub.

Kuk, Jenn  
L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]
U of Hartford.  John Wion.

Kuleba, Frank  
B  [Juil]

Kumer, Wendy Webb  
L/M/B  [PS, NFA88,95,00,02]
Bernard Goldberg, Marcel Moyse, Maralyn (Denekas) Prestia, Marion Turner.  
Duquesne U, 1980-.

Kung, Caroline C.  
M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA97,99, LK]
(b. 07/05/1979) Rice U.  Leone Buyse, Donna Clarke, Damian Bursill-Hall.  
National Repertory Orch.

Kuni, Bobbie  
[NFA98]
(b. Phoenix, AZ?) Christina Steffen Millhouse.
Kuniyoshi, Susie  L/M/B.k.m [PS, NFA90, Coll]

Kuntz, Jill  M/B.k.m [R Martin]
Roger Martin.

Kunz, Charlotte Anne  L/B.k.b,m [NFA95]
(b. Austin, TX) Lexington, KY. BM, Howard Payne U; MM, U of N Texas; Post Grad work, Northwestern U. Walfrid Kujala, Mary Karen Clardy, Bradley Garner. Lexington Phil Orch, sub; Irving Symph Assoc; East Texas Symph.

Kuo, Jean  L/B.k [NFA97]
Rachel Rudich.

Kuper, Glenda  [AB]
Vermillion, SD 57069. Sioux City Symph, ex, c1968.

Kuper, Maquette  [E Lowry]

Kupsco, Beth Ann Steinbrink  L/M/B.k.m [PS, NFA94-95]

Kurian, Susan  B.k,b [Juil]

Kurth, Jr., Charles  [JW, NY]
New York Phil, pc, 1888-91; New York Phil, pr, 1900-08; New York Symph, 1888-03. NYPhil, pc, 1888-91.

Kurtz, Elaine  [see Shaffer, Elaine Kurtz]

Kurtz, Julie  L/B.k.m [PS]

Kurtz, Linda  [AB]

Kury, Gernet  [AB]
Vienna, Austria. Vienna Tonkuenstler-Orchester, alt pr, c1968.
Kurz, Julia
[see Vasquez, Julia Kurz]

Kurz, Ralph Otto
Ozone Park, LI, NY.
[AB]

Kushick, Marilyn Massler
MM, Queens Coll.

Kushious, Heidi Ruby
[see Ruby-Kushious, Heidi]

Kushner, Eugene
L/B
[AB, Juil]

Kuskin, Anton
New York, NY 10024. *BM, Manhattan Sch of Mus; MME, Manhattan Sch of Mus*. U of
Connecticut, c1968; W Connecticut St U.
[AB]

Kuster, Helga
Almaty, Kazakstan.
[NFA98]

Kutkowski, Gina
L/M/B,k,b
(b. NY?) Judith Mendenhall, Susan Deaver, Helen Campo.
[NFA88]

Kutz, Elizabeth
L/B,k
(b. 04/22/1954 - Jackson, MI) Arlington, TX 76011. *BA, Spring Arbor Coll, 1976; MM,
U of Houston, 1998*. Byron Hester, Lynda Hartig. 20yrs. Clear Lake Symph;
Binghamton Phil.
[PS]

Kvam, Karla
L/M/B,k,m
Jim Walker, Robert Langevin.
[NFA00]

Kwon, Grace
L/M/B,k,b
(b. Auburn, AL?) Nancy M. Vinson.
[NFA89]

Kyle, John
New York Phil, pr, 1842-50.
[JW]

Kyler, Karen
Flagstaff, AZ 86001. Flagstaff Symph, c1968.
[AB]

Kyne, Nadia
L/M/B,k,m
Brenda Fedoruk.
[B Fedoruk]

Kyriakou, Basil
B,k,m
Walfrid Kujala.
[W Kujala]
La Cava, Janet  B,k,m  [LB]
George Town, TX 78628. Joseph A. Mariano.

Labate, Gioia  B  [NT, Juil]

LaBerge, Anne  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA83,86,88,90,92,95,98,00,02, S Schwoebel]

LaBrie, Kate  L/M/B,k,m  [P Preusch]
Peggy L. Preusch.

Laccassagne, Ralph  L/M/B,k,m  [AB]
(d. c1967) New Orleans, LA 70118. Loyola U.

Lachenauer, Miriam  L/M/B,k,m  [LK]
Ridgewood Symph, pr.

Lacky, Desiree  L/M/B,k,b,m  [J Lander]
Greensburg, KY 42743. Jessica Lander.

LaCroix, Earon  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA97,00]
Central Michigan U. Joanna Cowan White.

LaCross, Lisa  B,k,b  [NFA98,01]

Lacy, Ed  L/B,k  [FLMotW]

Lad, Elizabeth  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA88]
(b. Amarillo, TX?) BM, W Texas St U; MM, U of Cincinnati, compl? Kyriel Magg, Sally Turk.

Ladd, Ian  B,k,b  [NFA89]
(b. Morristown, NJ?) Katherine Menefee Price.

Laderman, Michael  B,k,b  [NFA96,02, R Azoulay]
BFA, SUNY-Purchase; MM, SUNY-Stony Brook; DMA, SUNY-Stony Brook. Samuel Baron, Thomas Nyfenger, Keith Underwood, Sandra Miller, Julius Baker, Trudy Kane.
Laederich, Amelia  L/M/B,k,b  [PS]  
(b. 08/02/1976 - San Jose, CA) Iowa City, IA 52246.  BM, San Jose St U; MA, U of Iowa.  
Tadeu Coelho, Isabelle Chapuis Starr, Ina Mae Holt.

LaFave, Alan  [Coll, D Cherry]  
Northern St U, 1994-99.  [clarinetist, not flutist?]

Laflamme, Christiane  [PS, Coll]  

Lafleurance, Leopold Jean Baptiste  

LaFrenz, Beth  L/M/B,k,b  [PS, NFA00-02]  

Lagerquist, John  B  [NFA91,95-96, LK, FLMotW]  

Lahou, Jean François Joseph  [AF]  
(b. c1800 - Lille, Belgium; d. 01/12/1847) Paris Cons, 1818.  Brussels Cons, c1833-42.

Lahti, Hanna  [AB]  
Southfield, MI 48075.  Detroit Women's Symph, pr, c1968.

Lahti, Linda  [LK]  
DuPage Symph.

Lai, Yiju  [orch survey]  
Newark Symph, 1990-91.

Laidlaw, Robert  [Juil]  
Juilliard Sch, 1942.

Lain, Jennifer  [NFA92]  

Laird, Joy Thomas  [NFA92]  

Laitman, Lori  [NFA91]  
Yale U.  Flutist, composer.
Lake, Bonnie  L/B,k,m  [PS, NFA91,00, AB, LK, I72, KBJ]

Lake, Laurie  B,k,m  [NFA93, LK]

Lakes, Laura  [see Walter-Lakes, Laura]

LaLiberte, Greg  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA85,97,00, Coll]

Lam, Bun-Ching  [NFA99]
(b. Macau?) BA.  David Gwilt, Robert Erickson, Roger Reynolds, Pauline Oliveros.

Lamb, Leslie  [LK]
Colorado Springs Symph, 2.

Lamberson, Tip  L/B  [NFA82]
Iowa St U.  Laurent Torno.  Flutemaker.

Lambert, Barbara  [LK]
Richmond (IN) Symph, pc.

Lambert, Patty  L/M/B,k,b  [PS]

Lambrix, Alice  B  [Juil]

Lamerichs, Cacilie  [M Faust]

Lamkin, Linda Landeros  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA96]

LaMonaca, Joseph  [E Butterfield]
Philadelphia Orch, 2.
Lampert, Judith H. [LK]
Asheville Symph.

Lampo, Valerie Simosko [NFA91-94]
L/M/B,k
BA (business admin), U of N Carolina-Chapel Hill. Bernard Goldberg, Maurice Sharp. Clayton St Coll; Winthrop U. Charlotte Symph, pr, 1974-94+; Youngstown Symph, ap; Atlanta Symph, ut.

Lamson, Elizabeth [AB]

Lan, Pei-Chi [NFA88]
M/B,k,b,m
Catholic Fu Jen U. Hsio-Wen Wang, Hsiao-Hwa Niu.

Lancaster, Linda [NFA93-98, Coll]
L/M/B,k,b,m
BM (flute/educ), Chapman U; MA, CSU-Long Beach; DMA, U of Missouri-Kansas City, compl? Mary Posses, Joan Cain, Arthur Hoberman, John Barcellona, Roger S. Stevens, Anne Diener Giles Zentner. S Baptist Theol Sem; Missouri S St Coll.

Lancaster, Margaret [NFA96]
Flutist, actress.

Lanciani, Jodi L. [NFA93]
L/M/B,k
April Showers Michaud.

Lancon, Melanie [LK]
National Repertory Orch; Civic Orch of Chicago.

Landau, Esther [KBJ]
L/B,k,m

Landell, Jonathon A. [NFA83,88-92,94,96,00, NEC, FLMotW]
L

Landen, Alexis [JWS]
L/M/B,k,b

Lander, Jessica [PS]
L/M/B,k,b,m
Landerdahl, Kay
Casper, WY. Casper Civic Symph, c1968.

Landeros, Linda
[see Lamkin, Linda Landeros]

Landgren, Sara
[see Nichols, Sara (Landgren)]

Landmeyer, Catherine
[see Wentland-Landmeyer, Cahterine]

Landress, Donna
[LK]
Sound Symph.

Landrey, Lynn
[see Palmer, Lynn Landrey]

Landt, Barbara
[orch survey]
Newark Symph, 1970-80.

Landt, Eleanor
[see Wohlsen, Eleanor Landt]

Lane, Constance G. L/B,k,b,m
[PS, NFA01]

Lane, John L/B,k,b
[NFA94-96]

Lane, Kathleen
[see Reynonds, Kathleen Lane]

Lane, Tim L/M/B,k
[NFA96,98, H Bromeisl]

Laney, Anne Whaley M/B,k,m
[NFA84,87, LK]
(b. Alton, IL) Cary, NC 27513. W Illinois U; De Paul U. Gerald V. Carey, Donald V. Peck. Civic Orch of Chicago, pr, 1981-83; Chicago Symph, ex; Canton Symph, pr; North Carolina Symph, pr.

Lang, Hannah L/B,k,m
[FLMotW]

Lang, Tara L/B,k,b,m
[PS]
Judy Elias, Nancy Mae Iden.
Langdon, G. Merritt  L/B  [NT, Juil, NEC]

Langenbach, Frederick  L  [NEC]
New England Cons. Lois Schaefer.

Langevin, Robert  M  [JW, LK, Juil, Coll, NY Press Rel]

Langguth, Gayle  L/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA00]

Langlet, Pascal  [Traversiere]

Langlois, Nathalie  [Traversiere]

Langman, Krzysztof

Langone, Frank  B  [AB, Juil, R Gilstrap]

Lankford, Amanda W.  [FLUTE]
Ft. Monroe, VA.

Lanno, Cathy  B,k,m  [NFA99]
BM, Washington St U. James Maines, Frances Risdon.

Lantz, Elizabeth  [G Miller]

Lanxner, Wendy  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA78]
(b. Silver Springs, MD?) Kathleen Trahan.

Lapina, Theodore  [AB, S Harman]
Winchester, VA 22601. BM, West Virginia U; MM, Catholic U of America; Grad work, Catholic U of America. Shenandoah Cons, c1968.
Lapinski, Joseph Edward  B,k,m  [AB]

Lapp, Frances  [see Averitt, Frances Eugenia Lapp]

Lapple, Judith Ann Genovese  B,k,m  [NFA91]
Fairfax Station, VA 22039. Joseph A. Mariano.

LaRayne, Grace  L/M/B,k  [PS]

Larde, Christian  [AB, Dorgeuille]

LaRose, Andrea  L/M/B.k,m  [NFA99]
BME, U of Massachusetts-Amherst; MM (composition), Boston Cons. Joanne L. Tanner, Daniel Riley, Marianne Gedigian.

Larrieu, Maxence  [NFA92, AB]
Joseph Rampal, Gaston Crunelle. Geneve Conservatoire; Lyons Cons. Lamoureux Orch, 12yrs; Paris Opera Orch, pr.

Larry, Robert  B  [Juil]

Larsen, Beth  [NFA95, LK]
Orlando, FL. BM, Florida St U; MM, U of Cincinnati. U of Central Florida. Southwest Florida Symph, pc/2; Palm Beach Opera Orch, 2.

Larsen, Diane K.  [LK]
Glens Falls Symph.

Larsen, Grey  [S Grimm]

Larsen, Kirsten  M/B,k,b,m  [NFA87, LK]
Jacqueline Hofto, Anne Diener Giles Zentner. Louisiana Phil Orch, 2.
Larsen, William "Bill"  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA95, LK]  

Larson Mattern, Julia  M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA92-02, LK, Coll]  

Larson, Anne  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA89]  

Larson, Cathy  
[NFA92] 

Larson, Danelle  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA91]  
Janet Stodd. 

Larson, Jean Weger  L/B,k  [NFA99,01, LK, I72, Coll, L Wildman]  
BM, U of Texas-Austin; MM, U of Texas-Austin.  Jean-Pierre Rampal, John Harrison Hicks, James Pappoutsakis.  S Methodist U. Dallas Symph, pr, 1971-. 

Larson, Laura  M/B,k  [PS, NFA76-77,88,90,93,95-97,01-02, LK]  

Larson, Lorelei  L/B,k,m  [NFA77]  
(b. Temple City, CA) Sheridan Stokes, Luella Hinkle Howard. 

Larson, Lynette  
[L Bost] 

Larson, Rhonda  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA85-86,89,93,96,01]  

Laruccia, Dominic  
[PI Davis]

Lashinsky, Philip  B [Juil]
Dipl, Juilliard Sch, 1941. Arthur Lora.

Lasota, Jim  L/M/B,k,b,m [FLMotW]
CA. Adele Zeitlin Lorraine. Torrance Symph, Fl/pc.

Lasser, Lynn  [NFA86]

Laszewski, Ronald  [NFA87]
U of Illinois-Champaign/Urbana, physics.

Lateef, Yusef A.  [AB]
Teaneck, NJ. Jazz.

Lathrop, Glenda  [I72]
Milwaukee Symph, c1972+.

Lattimore, Lee  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA88,96,99-01]
DMA, U of N Texas. Mary Karen Clardy, Deborah Baron, Gretel Shanley, Frances K Shelly, David Hart, Sandra Miller, Thomas Nyfenger.

Lau, Frederick  M [NFA86, Coll]

Laucella, Nicola  [JW]
Metropolitan Opera Orch, pr, 1918-35; New York Phil, pr, 1909-11.

Lauf, Melvin  [NFA02]
Flutist, composer.

Laughlin, Marilyn  [see Froehlich, Marilyn Laughlin]

Lauinger, Christabel Linville  B,k,m [LB, I Harrison]
Laurent, Georges  [AB, JW, C Monteux, Dorgeuille]

Lauridsen, Morten  [D Lozano]

Laurie, Mary  B.k.m  [NFA91-97]

Lauron, Ildefonso Torres  L  [AB, NEC]

Lavaillotte, Lucien  [AB, Dorgeuille]

Lavalle, Gayle  [orch survey]
Newark Symph, 1970.

Lavignolle, Michel  [Traversiere]

LaVorgna, David James  L/B.k.m  [NFA91]
Bonnie Lake.

Lawler, Zara  L/M/B.k,m  [Juil]

Lawrence, Barbara Steinberg  L/B.k,m  [KBJ]

Lawrence, Earl  [see Grant-Lawrence, Earl]

Lawrence, Eleanor Baker  L/M/B.k  [NFA76-84,86,89-93,96, AB, NEC, N Toff]  [cont’d: NY Times obit, FLUTE]  (b. 11/19/1936 - Boston, MA; d. 01/16/2001 - Manhattan, NY) AB, Radcliffe Coll; MA, New England Cons. Marcel Moyse, James Pappoutsakis, William Kincaid, Harold Bennett. Manhattan Sch of Mus. Radio City Music Hall Orch, pc; American Symph; Brooklyn Phil; New York Phil; Metropolitan Opera Orch. Past Pres. NY Fl Club, Moyse Soc.

Lawrence, Janet  [see Ketchum-Lawrence, Janet]
Lawrence, Judith A.  B,k,m  [LB]
Chicago, IL 60615. Joseph A. Mariano.

Lawrence, Lisa  M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Laws, Hubert  B,k,b  [NFA76, AB, Juil]

Lawson, Alesia  L/M/B,k  [NFA99]
(b. Goshen, IN?) Kathryn Blocki.

Lawson, Jennifer  B,k,b  [LK, Juil]

Lawson, Jennifer Debiec  [LK]
Richmond (VA) Symph, pc/3.

Lawton, Gene A.  [AB]
Ocala, FL 32670.

Laycock, Linda  [AB]
Provo, UT 84601.

Laycock, Ralph  [R Farnsworth]

Layton, Roxanne  B,k  [NFA93]
Christopher Krueger, Paul Leenhouts, Marion Verbruggen. Recorder.

Lazzari, Mary Ann  L/B,k,m  [CPSmith, LK]

Lazzaro, Joanne I.  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA89,92,96-98]

Le, Theresa  M/B  [NFA91]
(b. McLean, VA?) Norma Radoff, Kathleen Chastain Debost, Michel Debost.
Le, Zu-Feng [NFA02, Peabody]
Shanghai, China. Peabody Cons; Shanghai Cons, 1965.

Leach, Courtney M/B,k,b,m [J Larson Mattern]
Julia Larson Mattern.

Leach, Lindsay L/M/B,k,b [PS, NFA02]

Leadbitter, Robyn Pugh L/B,k,b,m [Coll, T Williams]
Constance G. Lane. Columbia Coll, 1997-.

Leak, Ruth [see Ewigleben, Ruth Leak]

Leake, Craig L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA00]
Barbara Dinger Jacobson, Cindy Wagman, Nancy Clew.

Leake, Erika Inge M/B,k,b,m [NFA92,94,99]

Leary, Daniel L [NEC]
Georges Laurent. [alternate spelling: Lary]

Leathers, Mary [see Chapman, Mary Leathers]

Leavell, Mary L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA00]
Stephanie Jutt, Katherine Borst Jones, Peter Lloyd, Carol Wincenc, Ernestine Whitman, Robert Karl Webb.

LeBec, Dolores [LK]
Main Line Symph.

Lebedev, Ilia [Traversiere]
Paris Conservatoire. Alain Marion.

Lebow, Elladean B [NT, Juil]

LeBow, Kassey S. L/B,k,b,m [NFA01]
U of New Mexico. Valerie Potter, Jenny Paulson, Tadeu Coelho, Katie Tomicek.
Lebsack, Sharon Elaine  
(b. 1942 - Sterling, CO) BA/BM, Colorado St U; MA, Colorado St U.  William T. Gower, Kenneth Evans, Loren Bartlett, Aurèle Nicolet.  U of S Mississippi, 1966-.  Greeley Phil; Gulf Coast Opera Orch; American Wind Symph.

LeClair, Diane  
Miami Beach, FL.  Miami Beach Symph, pc, c1968.

Lederman, Naomi  
Rochester, NY.  Joseph A. Mariano, Gerald V. Carey.

Ledesma, Leticia  
[T Austin]

Lee, Cassandra  
BS, U of Tennessee-Chattanooga; MM, Northwestern U.  Vanderbilt U, 1981-.  Nashville Symph, 1979-.  [not flutist?]

Lee, Chris  
[F Lim]

Lee, Christine  
(b. Sacramento, CA?) Vicki Bell.

Lee, Dorothy Tutt  

Lee, Eliot  
(b. Phoenix, AZ?) Wayne St Coll; (woodwinds) Indiana U.  Clement Barone, Jr.

Lee, Haejin  

Lee, Hee-Jeong  
(b. Korea) Lynne A. Hertel.

Lee, Heidi  
[JW Moon]

Lee, Hye-Kyung  
[S Kim]

Lee, Hyun-Ju  
(b. Korea) Tyra Gilb.

Lee, In-Tiffany  
Lee, Jeong Seon  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA00]
Jim Walker, Gary Woodward.

Lee, Jiyoung  [Peabody]
Seoul, Korea. *Peabody Cons.*

Lee, Joo-hee  L/M/B,k,b,m  [Juil, Traversiere, R Pagan]
Alain Marion, Carol Wincenc, Ransom Wilson.

Lee, Kyung-Mi  B,k,b  [Juil]

Lee, Melissa  [see Underhill-Lee, Melissa]

Lee, Roy H.  [AB]
Bronx, NY 10456.

Lee, Sharon  [LK, Juil]
*Juilliard Sch.* Fairfax Symph, pc.

Lee, Soyoung  L/B,k,m  [KBJ, Juil]
*Juilliard Sch; Oberlin, 1990.* Robert Willoughby.

Lee, Tiffany  L/B,k,b  [NFA93-95]
(b. Dobbs Ferry, NY?) Bradley Garner.

Lee, Wong Sing  [D Tan]

Leech, Karen Davidson  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA94,98-00, LK, Coll, orch survey]

Leek, Frances  [AB, Coll]

Lees, Gordon M.  [PS]
Aberdeen, England.

Lefevre, Colette  [LK]
Opera Co of Philadelphia, ut.
Leffard, Ann  
Pensacola Symph, pr.

LeGall, Annick  

Legant, Ellen  
L/M/B,k,m  
BME, U of New Mexico; MM, USC. Charles Delaney, Frank Bowen, Roger S. Stevens. Public Sch.

Legene, Eva  

LeGrand, Catherine  
L/M/B,k,b,m  

Leguay, Marina  

Lehman, Linda  
Berea, OH 44017.

Lehman, Marsha  
L/M/B.k  
Kathy Hart, Catina Wise-Topash.

Lehrer, Jim  
M/B,k,b,m  
(b. 11/11/1952 - Los Angeles, CA) Los Angeles, CA 90069. BA, UC-Los Angeles; JD, SW Univ. Anne Diener Giles Zentner.

Lehtinen, Hannu T.  
M  

Lehtinen, Ilari  
M  
(b. 02/23/1947 - Helsinki, Finland) 20100 Turku, Finland. Aurèle Nicolet, Michele Orlando. 25yrs. Turku Phil Orch, pr.

Leibundguth, Barbara  
L/M/B,k,m  
Northwestern U. Marcel Moyse, Susan Levitin, Walfrid Kujala, Maurice Sharp. U of Nebraska-Omaha, 1977-. Omaha Symph, pr, 1976-; San Francisco Symph, act ap, 1983-84; Minnesota Orch, cp.
Leiderman, Judith
Teaneck, NJ.  [AB]

Leifer, Lyon  B,k,b,m  [NFA89,97, AB, LK, Juil]

Leigh, Lorrie
Newark Symph, 1990.  [orch survey]

Leighty, Marsha  M/B,k,b,m  [NFA76]
Gerald V. Carey, Alexander Murray, Walfrid Kujala, Paul Lustig Dunkel, James Galway.

Leinbach, Harold  M/B,k,b  [FLMotW]

Leiser, Alissa

Leiser, Karen  [NFA92]

Leist, Cleora  [B Logan]

Leitzke, Susan  M/B,k,m  [NFA85]

LeJeune, Harriet West Peacock  L  [AB, NEC]

Lemone, John  [D Brookes]

Lenaghan, Alice  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA97-98,00-02, LK]

Lenicheck, Elaine  B,k  [NFA85, AB, 168, 172]
Lennig, Edwin  
Detroit, MI. Georges Barrère.

Lennox, Jennifer  
Phyllis Hester.

Leno, Harold Lloyd  

Lentsius, Janika  

Lentz, Donald A.  

Leohrlein, Evelyn  
Martha Bell, Britton Garrison Johnson, Robert Bush. Huntsville Symph, pr.

Leonard, Gillian  

Leonard, Jesse  
Joyce Bennett.

Leone, Raphael  
Vienna, Austria. Vienna Phil.

Leonhard, Chris  
Madison, WI 53703. Waukesha Symph, ex, c1968.

Lequia, Virginia  

Leroy, Nancy Powell  
LeRoy, Rene  [AB, JW, Dorgeuille]  
(b. 03/04/1898 - Maisons-Laffitte, France; d. 01/03/1985 - near Paris, France) 1st prize, 
Paris Conservatoire, 1918. Adolphe Hennebains, Leopold Jean Baptiste Lafleurance, 

Lesh, Charles
[Juil]
Inst of Musical Arts, 1924. Georges Barrère.

Lessard, Anick  [K Malek]

Lesueur, Alexander Armand  L/B,k,m  [PS, AB, Coll]
(b. 07/28/1923 - Holdenville, OK) BM, U of N Texas, 1949; MM, U of N Texas, 1950; 
MM/DMA, U of Michigan, 1960?/67. Vena Tipton, George Ellers Morey, Jr., William 
Kincaid, Nelson Hauenstein. Morehead St U, 1959-65; Florida St U, 1965-68; W 

Lettie, Ronda  [see Ory-Lettie, Ronda]

Leung, Carlanna  [FLUTE]
Weston, FL.

Leven, Sharon  [Coll]
Kean Coll of New Jersey, 1998-.

Levenson, Kate  B  [Juil]

Leventhal, Fay  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA94]
Bill Green, Danilo Lozano. Jazz, woodwind doubler.

Lever, Brena C.  [Peabody]
Takoma Park, MD 20915. Peabody Cons.

Levernier, Amy  M/B  [NFA82]
(b. Prairie View, IL) Mary Louise Poor.

Levi, Kathy  [LK]
Winston-Salem Symph, pr.

Levin, Irving  [AB]
Rego Park, NY 11374.

Levin, Jennifer  L/B,k,m  [KBJ]
Levine, Althea  B,k  [NFA98]  
Phoenix, AZ.  MM.  Genevieve Hall, John C. Krell, Andrew Lolya.  Teaneck Symph; New Jersey Symph; Tucson Symph.

Levine, Barbara  [AB]  
Stanford, CA.  Peninsula Symph, pr, c1968.

Levine, John Braverman  [NFA02]  
MD; MBH.  Amateur flutist, healthcare professional.

Levine, Julius  [T O'Connor]  

Levine, Sidney  [AB]  
Gordon Day.  Windsor Symph.

Levine, Sylvia  B  [Juil]  

Levings, Tara  [see Yaney, Tara Levings]  

Levitt, Albert  [AB]  
Yonkers, NY.

Levy, Brenda Grad "Bonnie"  L/B,k  [PS]  

Levy, Gerardo  M/B,k,b,m  [NFA86,88, AB, LK, I68, Coll]  

Levy, Herbert  B  [NFA86-87,89-90, AB, NT]  

Levy, Kathryn  B,k,m  [LB]  
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Levy, Ralph W. [AB]
Pueblo, CO 81005. BA, Colorado St U; MA, Colorado St U. S Colorado St Coll, 1957-68+.

Levy, Robert [AB]

Levy, Shelly B [NFA99]
(b. Jerusalem, Israel) Raalnam Eilon, Hanoch Tel-Oren.

Lewandoski, Mary Beth B.k.b [J Baker]
Julius Baker.

Lewis, Anne [NFA90]
(b. Houghton, MI?) Joan Luehrs.

Lewis, Elaine B.k.b [J Baker]
Julius Baker.

Lewis, Erica L/B.k.m [NFA87]
(b. St. Louis, MO) Oberlin Coll. John Rautenberg.

Lewis, Harold [AB]

Lewis, Julie [FLUTE]
Del Mar Coll.

Lewis, Lis McNamara [PS]

Lewis, Louis W. [PS, NFA89,92,95]

Lewis, Lynette L/M/B.k.b.m [NFA98]

Lewis, Stanley I. [Peabody]
Durham, NC 27705. Peabody Cons.
Lewis, Ward

Li, Ming
L/M/B,k,m [NFA95]

Li, Ying A.
M/B,k,m [R Martin]
Roger Martin.

Libouban, Jacques
[Traversiere]

Lichtenstein, Alfred
[AB]
(b. 03/30/1901 - Koenigsberg, Prussia) Emil Prill, Philippe Gaubert. Cons Hollander; Cons Scharwenka; Conservatoire Tiegermann.

Lichter, Bonnie
B,k,b [AB, Juil, Coll]

Lichtmann, Margaret
[Coll]
U of Mississippi, 1980-86.

Lidral, Frank Wayne
[AB]

Lieberknecht, Andrea
West Germany. [NFA02]

Liegl, Ernest
M/B [AB, JW, NT]
(b. 05/03/1900 - Austria; d. 07/14/1993 - Evanston, IL) Leonardo DeLorenzo, Georges Barrère, Marcel Moyse. Northwestern U. Minneapolis Symph, pc, 1920-28; Chicago Symph, 1928-44, 1953-57; Chicago Symph, pr.

Light, Carol Klingler
B,k [AB, Curt]

Likar, Amy
L/M/B,k,b,m [PS, NFA99,01, Coll]
Lile, Rebecca  
[see Paluzzi, Rebecca Lile]

Lile, Sherry  
B.k  
[NFA90]  
_BM, St Louis U; MM, St Louis U._ Jacob L. Berg. Springfield (IL) Symph, pr; Illinois Chamber Symph, pr; Cedar Rapids Symph, pr.

Lilienstein, Julia  
M/B.k  
[J Bennett]

Lilley, Colin  
[D Oliver]

Lim, Flora  
B.k,b  
[NFA97]  
_U of Toronto, 1995._Susan Catherine Hoeppner, Peg Albrecht, Chris Lee.

Lin, Wen-Yuan  
[NFA92,94]

Lin, Yi-Chi  
(b. Taiwan)  
[NFA88]

Lin, Yi-Chuan  
(b. Taiwan)  
[NFA88]

Lin, Yi-Chun  
B.k,m  
[W Kujala]

Linard, Rita  
L/M/B,k,b  
[NFA78,91,94,97-98,00-01, LK, Coll]  

Lince, Richard E.  
[LK]  
Olympia Chamber Orch, pr.

Lind, Loren  
[LK, L Wistrom]  
Philadelphia Orch, 2, c1970-.

Lind, Teresa  
[NFA99]

Linde, Erling H.  
B  
[AB]  
Linde, Hans-Martin [NFA01, AB, W Tompson]

Lindeblad, Nels [Traversiere]

Lindelar, Virginia L. [AB]
Brookline, MA 02146.

Linden, Anthony L [AB, JW, N Toff]
(d. c1963) Georges Laurent. San Francisco Symph, pr, 1920-34; Minneapolis Symph; Los Angeles Phil, pr, 1934-44.

Lindner, Carole Harvatin L/M/B,k,b [JWS]
U of Hartford. John Wion.

Lindner, J.Jos.Frd. [AF, H Lehtinen]
(b. 1730; d. 1790) Johann Joachim Quantz.

Lindon, Marlee L/M/B,k,b,m [PS, NFA89,91,93,99,02, LK]

Lindon, Melissa L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA89,91, M Lindon]
MM, Boston U; Dipl, S Methodist U, compl? Marianne Gedigian, Marlee Lindon, Emily Skala.

Lindquist, Colleen Burkall B,k,m [NFA88]
(b. Muskegon, MI?) BA, Trinity Coll (IL). Helen Dauser, Elaine Oldberg, Howard Klug.

Lindsay, Clayton [AB]
US Marine Band, pr.

Lindsey, Alicia R. L/B [PS]

Lindstrom, Roberta B,k,b [AB]
Lines, Patricia  [AB]
Pullman, WA 99163.

Lingard, Joseph  [A Floyd]
Royal Northern Coll of Mus.

Linnan, Margaret  [see Kegel, Margaret Linnan]

Linne, Sarah Elsa  [NFA89]
(b. Pensacola, FL?) Jeannie Barber.

Linville, Christabel  [see Lauinger, Christabel Linville]

Lion, Na'ama  B.k  [NFA93,95]

Lipa, Natalie  L/M/B,k,b,m  [K Prouty]
Kate Prouty.

Lipinski, Page  [K Riddle]

Lippow, Elizabeth  [NFA90]
(b. Highland Park, IL?) Sally W. Bowers.

Lissauer, John H.  [AB]
Hauppauge, NY 11788.

List, George  B  [Juil, Coll]

Liston, LuAnn Roth  L/M/B,k,m  [M Russel]
Burlington, NC. Marion Russell.

Litchfield, Barbara  [AB]

Little, Joseph P.  [AB, I68]

Little, Warren  B.k,m  [NFA76, AB, JW, I68, I72, A Lesueur]
(d. 2002) Atlanta, GA 30328. U of Georgia; Eastman Sch of Mus; Curtis Inst of Mus.
Littlefield, Jamie  
L/M/B,k,m  
[PS]  
(b. 06/07/1976 - Warren, PA) Woodbridge, VA 22192.  
Carl Adams, Gretel Shanley.

Littlefield, John Herrick  
L  
[C Monteux]  
Claude Monteux.

Littley, Paul Baker  
[L]  
[Coll]  

Liu, Chao-Che  
[Traversiere]  
Alain Marion.

Liu, Natalie  
[see Haworth-Liu, Natalie]

Liva, Jennifer  
[see Shaw-Liva, Jennifer]

Livant, Debra  
[see Nakos, Debra Livant]

Livezey, Amanda  
[see Faz, Amanda Livezey]

Livingston, David  
[AB]  
Bowling Green, KY 42101.  MA, U of Kentucky.  
W Kentucky U, ww, 1965-68+.

Livingston, Larry  
[AB]  
Luther Coll, c1968.

Lizak, Jessica  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA99-00, LK]  
Fenwick Smith, Leone Buyse, Jeff Zook, Nina Barwell.  
New England Phil, cp.

Llorens, Josep Maria  
[E Cardus]

Lloyd, Carlyn  
M/B,k,b,m  
[PS, NFA89,95,97,99-01]  
(b. 09/02/19?? - Villa Park, IL) Aurora, IL 60506.  
Gerald V. Carey, Mary T. Klingelhofer Stolper, Julius Baker.

Lloyd, Charles  
[AB]  
(b. 1938 - Memphis, TN) MA, USC.  
Composer, saxophonist, flutist.

Lloyd, Kay W.  
[NFA97,00, Coll]  
BME, Hastings Coll; MM, Wichita St U.  
Colorado Christian U, 2001-.  
Longmont Symph, pr.
Lloyd, Peter  M

Lloyd, Pollee Slimm  B

Lloyd-Ford, Carlyn
[see Lloyd, Carlyn]

Lockart, Carol
New West Symph.

[LK]

Locke, Christine Anne  B,k,b

[Juil]

Locke, Lizabeth
Whittier, CA 90601. Rio Hondo Symph, ex, c1968.

[AB]

Locke, Rachel  M/B,k
Joyce Bennett.

[J Bennett]

Lockett, Bonnie
Vallejo Symph, pc; Santa Rosa Symph, pc.

[LK]

Lockner, Gretchen
[see Zoeckler, Gretchen Lockner]

Lockwood, Alan
[E Buglass]

Lockwood, Heather  L/M/B,k,m
BM, USC. Gary Woodward, Roger S. Stevens, Jim Walker.

[PS]

Loeb, Diana  L/M/B,k,b,m

Lodeon, David

[Traversiere]

Loehrlein, Evelyn
Huntsville Symph, pr.

[LK]
Loewe, Susan  
L/M/B,k,m  

Loewy, Andrea Kapell  
L/M/B,k,b,m  

Loffer, Dorothy  
[NFA00]

Lofgren, Jeanine  

Loftus, Susan  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA93,95]  U of N Iowa; (arts admin) U of Wisconsin-Madison.  Angeleita Stevens Floyd, Cathy Collinge Herrera.

Logan, Brian K.  
L/M/B,k,b,m  

Logemann, Pat  
[AB]  Greenville, NC 27834.

Logen, Barbara  
L/M/B,k,m  

Loggins, Allison M.  
L/M/B,k,b  

Lohman, Marcy  
[D Cook]

Lohman, William  
L  

Lohse, Heidi Lynn  
[NFA99]  (b. Dixon, CA?) Maquette Kuper.
Lollis, Mary

Lolya, Andrew B [AB, JW, Jul]

Loma, Dick L [NEC]
New England Cons. Lois Schaefer.

Lombardo, Ricky [NFA86,02]
Princeton, NJ. Millikin U; Glassboro St Coll.

Long, Andre [LK]
Las Vegas Phil, pc.

Long, Andy Chia Qi [PS]

Long, Carol [NFA98]

Long, Julie Renee L/M/B.k,b,m [NFA00,02]
CA. BM, Cleveland Inst of Mus; MM, USC; DMA, USC. Jim Walker, Anne Diener Giles Zentner, Martha Aarons, David Shostac. Dakota Valley Civic Orch.

Long, Melissa [NFA85]
Laura Douglas Jessen.

Long, Robin [see Tryon, Robin Long]

Long, Rufus [HT Earnhart]

Lonkevich, David B.k,b [NFA02]

Loomis, Jasmine [see Hedrick, Jasmine Loomis]

Loosley, Micheya [LK]
Solano Comm Symph.

Lopatin, Leonard E. B.k [PS, NFA91,93,98-00, Jul]
Lopes, Jose Ananias Souza  
M  
[PS]  

Lopez, Belisario  
[AB]  
New York, NY 10023.

Lopez, Berlinda  
[C Cisneros]

Lopez, Kitty  
B  
[NFA01]  

Lopez-Perez, Ruben  
B,k,b  
[NFA86, Coll]  

LoPresto, Janet  
[PS]  
(b. 05/30/1965 - Pittsburgh, PA) Saline, MI 48176.  BS, E Michigan U; MA, E Michigan U; PhD, U of Michigan.  Rodney Hill.

Lora, Arthur  
B  
[AB, JW, NT, Juil]  

Lorand, Veronique  
[Traversiere]  

Lorber, Mary Martha  
L/B,k,m  
[KBJ]  

Lord, Joseph  
[AB]  
Columbus, OH 43210.  Ohio St U, ww, c1968.  Columbus (OH) Symph, pr cl, c1968.

Lord, Suzanne  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS, NFA97-02, Coll, FLMotW]  

Lorimier, Kimberly  
B  
[NFA88]  
*U of Michigan.  Clement Barone, Jr.
Loring, Angela Walker  L/M/B,k,b,m [K Dzapo]
Kyle Dzapo.

Loring, Eric  L/M/B,k,b,m [K Dzapo]
Kyle Dzapo.

Loring, JoAnne  [see Chiles, JoAnne Loring]

Lorraine, Adele Zeitlin  L/M/B,k,b,m [AB, LK, I68]
Julius Baker, Sidney Zeitlin. Minnesota Orch, ap/pc; Seattle Symph, pc, c1968.

Lorraine, Cherry  L/B,k [NFA78]

Loschen, Jane  [NFA95]
U of Illinois-Champaign/Urbana; USC. Cerritos Coll. Philharmonia New Mexico, pr.

Loti, Kathy  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA96]
McNeese St U. Catherine LeGrand.

Lott, Hyla Bean  [J Flentge]

Louis, Margaret  [see Brokaw, Margaret Louis]

Louke, Phyllis Avidan  B,k [PS, NFA93-02, FLMotW]
(b. 03/21/1954 - Los Angeles, CA) Beaverton, OR 97007. BA, UC-Santa Barbara.
Burnett F. Atkinson. Oregon Symphonic Band.

Loupatchev, Denis  [Traversiere]

Louvion, Sarah  [Traversiere]
Paris Conservatoire. Alain Marion.

Lovasich, Robert  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA78]
Eastman Sch of Mus. Paul S. Gray, Murray W. Panitz, James Galway, Paul Lustig
Dunkel, Bonita Boyd.

Lovato, Gustavo  [NFA95]
(b. Ecuador) Quito, Ecuador. Nat'l Cons-Ecuador; (exchange student) U of Alabama-

Love, Katelyn  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA99]
Marsha Hood, Christina Smith.
Lovecchio, Judith  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA95]

Lovely, Megan  [see Windsor-Lovely, Megan]

Loven, Kristi  [Coll]

Lovik, Mendy  [LK]
Tulare County Symph.

Low, Marny  [see Warren, Marny Low]

Lowe, Margaret  [NFA02]

Lowery, Katie  L/M/B  [PS, NFA02]

Lowney, Mary  [see Duxbury, Mary Lowney]

Lowrance, Janet  [see Hamilton, Janet Lowrance]

Lowry, Elisabeth  [NFA88]
(b. Davis, CA?) Maquette Kuper.

Lowry, Robert  [AB, D Cherry]

Lowther, Teri  [NFA88]
(b. Owasso, OK?) Gwen C. Powell.

Lozano, Danilo  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA88]

Lozano-Healey, Denise  B,k,b  [LB]

Lu, Alice Chien  [NFA92]
Luce, Brian Arzy  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA97-99,01, Coll]  

Lucia, Kara  L/M/B,k,b,m  [V Breault-Mulvey]  
Vanessa Breault-Mulvey.

Lucia, Melissa  [LK]  
Gainesville Symph.

Luciani, Gina  M/B,k,b,m  [NFA98]  
Cindy Henderson, Laurel Ann Maurer.

Luck, Becky  B.k  [NFA85]  
BA, SUNY-Stony Brook; Rice U. Samuel Baron, Albert N. Tipton.

Lucke, Lou Ann  [AB]  

Luckey, Norma Jean  L/M/B,k,m  [P Swanson]  
Philip J. Swanson.

Ludemann, Benny  [W vHulst]  
Flutist and guitarist

Ludwig, Alex  

Ludwig, Dale  [NFA89]  
Louisiana St U; Yale U. U of Missouri-Kansas City; U of S Florida; Louisiana St U.

Lueck, Joan  [AB]  
Marshfield, WI 54449.

Luehrs, Joan  [NFA90]  

Lueth, Karen Bergquist  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA84,99]  
(b. Anchorage, AK?) PhD, Stanford U. Roxann Seland (Davis) Berry, Myrna Brown, Walfrid Kujala, Samuel Baron, Betty Bang Mather, Frances Blaisdell.

Lukas, Kathryn  M/B,k,m  [NFA76-77,87,92,94,96,00]  
(b. Chicago, IL) De Paul U. William Bennett, Donald V. Peck, Jean-Pierre Rampal, Marcel Moyse, Geoffrey Gilbert, Walfrid Kujala. Guildhall Sch of Mus; Indiana U. Civic Orch of Chicago; Chicago Symph, ex; Santa Fe Opera Orch, pr; Birmingham Symph - England, Guest pr.


Luker, Julie [LK, R Valente] San Antonio Symph, ap/pc.


Lund, Margaret [see Schuberg, Margaret Lund]


Lundgren, Karen

Lundgren, Sara B.k.m [NFA85-87] (b. Olympia, WA?) Zart Dombourian-Eby.

Lundstrom, Francea
Marin Symph; San Jose Symph, 1980.


Lunsford, Tiffany B,k,b,m [K Farmer] Katherine F. Farmer.
Lunte, Sandra  L/M/B.k,b,m [NFA91,97-00,02, Coll]  Katherine Borst Jones. U of Louisiana-Monroe, 1995-.


Lusk, Mary F.  [AB]  Huntington, WV.

Lusk, William D.  [AB]  Huntington, WV.


Luther, Nancy  [see Jara, Nancy Luther]

Luthringer, Tobi-Ann  [see Kocher, Tobi-Ann Luthringer]


Lyford, Albert  [M Koharski]

Lyman, Jane Wadsworth Morrison  B,k,b  [NFA98, C Broz]
Salt Lake City, UT. Julius Baker, Eugene Foster. U of Utah. Utah Symph; Caracas Phil, cp.

Lyman, Kathy  [see Burroughs, Kathy Lyman]

Lynch, Hilary  L/M/B,k,b,m  [LK, Juil]

Lynden, Pat  [L Goodwin]

Lynip, Meredith  L  [NEC]

Lynn, Diane  L/B,k,m  [PS]
Charlene Moore-Cooper.

Lynn, Kathie Stewart  [NFA00]

Lynn, Michael  [NFA79,85,00-01]
Indiana U; BS, Oakland U. Oakland U; U of Michigan; Oberlin Coll. Recorder.

Lyon, Peggy  [NFA85]
BSME, U of Houston. Houston Symph, alt pr; Wichita Falls Symph, cp; Houston Grand Opera Orch.

Lyons, Cornelia Ruth  [see Brewster, Cornelia Ruth Lyons]

Lyons, Judith  L  [NEC]

Lyons, Marcia Meyer  L/B,k,m  [PS]

Lyttle, J. Paul  M  [NFA87]
(b. Dundonald, Northern Ireland) Colin Fleming, William Dunwoody.

Maaser, Leslie Goldman  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA88,00,02, Coll]
MacCanello, Nicole  
(b. Las Vegas, NV?) Mary Walters.  

MacCracken, Thomas  
L/B,k,m  
PhD (musicology), U of Chicago, m'logy.  Lois Schaefer, David Hart, Robert Willoughby.  

MacDonald, Amanda  
M/B,k  
Joyce Bennett.  

MacDonald, Donald  
B,k,m  
(b. Irondequoit, NY) Wilmington, NY 12977.  BA, Eastman Sch of Mus; BM, Eastman Sch of Mus; MSEd, SUNY.  William Kincaid, Frank W. Schrader, Joseph A. Mariano, Leonardo DeLorenzo.  SUNY-Potsdam, c1968-85; Eastman Sch of Mus, 1940-47; Trinity U; U of Texas-Austin.  San Antonio Symph, active 1948; Buffalo Phil, pr; Rochester Phil Orch; US Army Band.  

Macdonald, Ellen  
(b. 1943 - Flint, MI?) Decorah, IA.  Luther Coll, computer.  

MacDonald, Janice  
L/M/B,k,b,m  

MacDonald, Paige  

MacDougall, Benjamin  
M  

Macey, Margery  
[NFA99]  

Machenzi, Julie  
[Coll]  
UC-Berkeley.  

Machinaga, Nozomu  
M  

Mack, Candace  
Juilliard Sch.  

Mack, Catherine  
M/B,k,b,m  
Sandra L. Seefeld.  
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Mackay-Galbraith, Janet  L/B,k,m

Macken, Anne
William Halpin.  RTE Concert Orch, pc.

MacKenzie, Laura
Irish/Scottish flutist.

Mackenzie, Robert  L
Georges Laurent.  [alternate spelling: McKenzie]

Mackert, Linda  [see Miller, Linda Mackert]

Mackey, Nancy  [see Kingsbury, Nancy Mackey]

Mackie, Douglas  [Durdin]
U of Tasmania.  Tasmanian Symph, pr.

MacKinnon, Peter R.  B,k

MacLachlan, Patricia P.  B
Geneva, IL.  Emil Eck.

Maclagan, Susan  M
Canada.  Louis Moyse, Geoffrey Gilbert.

Maclary, Rachel  L/B,k
Lynne MacMorran Cooksey.

MacMorran, Lynne  [see Cooksey, Lynne MacMorran]

Macomber, Mary  L

Madden, Joanie  [NFA00]

Maddox, Irene Newcomb  L/B,k
[NFA77-78, 80-87, 89-92, 94, AB, I68, Coll]
Madison, Sonya  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
Janet Hale.  

Madonna, Louis  
Queens Village, LI, NY.  

Madsen, George P.  
L  
[AB, I68, NEC]  

Maeda, Yuko  
M  
[NFA88]  
*Musashino Academia Musicae; Academie Internationale d'Ete.*  Raymond Guiot, Alain Marion, Andras Adorjan.  

Maestre, Janet Gardner  
L/M/B,k,m  
[PS, AB, Coll]  

Maffei, O. 

Magalhaes, Raquel  
[Traversiere]  
*Paris Conservatoire.*  Alain Marion.  

Maganini, Quinto  
B  
[AB, NT, NY]  

Magg, Kyril  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA76-79,82-85,87,92,96,98,00-01, LK]  

Magg, Rebecca  
[see Andres, Rebecca Tryon (Magg)]  

Magg, Susan Alexander  
[NFA96,98,00, LK]  
Mt St Joseph Coll; Wright St U; Marshall U.  Northern Kentucky Symph, pr, c1996; South Bend Symph, act pr; Cincinnati Chamber Orch, 2.  

Maggio, Joseph  
L/B,k,b  
[AB, Juil]  
Maggs, Patricia  L/M/B,k,m  [P Swanson]
Philip J. Swanson.

Magruder, Samra  [LK]
Independence Symph.

Mahan-Isenhower, Cynthia "Cindi"  L/B,k,m  [PS, NFA01]

Mahler, Carla  [see Kemme-Mahler, Carla]

Mahon, Hannah  M/B,k  [J Bennett]
Joyce Bennett.

Mahoney, Brenda  [S Potter]

Mahoney, Lisa Funston  [NFA98-99,02]
Marietta, GA.  BM, Ball St U; MM, Notre Dame Coll; Post Grad work, De Paul U. DeKalb Symph.

Maile, Gail  [see Verbarg-Maile, Gail]

Mainardi, Enrico  [M Stucki]

Maines, James  [C Lanno]

Maines, John  L  [NEC]
Georges Laurent, Lois Schaefer.

Maing, Joo  [NFA95]

Mains, Ronda M.  M/B,k,b  [PS, NFA98, LK]

Maiolo, Georgetta  L/M/B  [LK]
Bernard Goldberg, Marcel Moyse.  Binghamton Phil, pr.
Maisel, Julie M. M/B,k,b,m [PS, NFA02, LK, Coll]

Majka, Anne L/M/B,k,b [JWS]
Cape May Court House, NJ 08210. U of Hartford. John Wion.

Major, Jean-Paul [R Langevin]
Montreal Cons.

Makeever, Sue [see Calebaugh-Makeever, Sue]

Maki, Daniel H. B,k,m [Eman]

Maki, Mariko L/B,k,m [NFA93]

Malbon, Hailey L/M/B,k,b,m [PS]
(b. 03/15/1984) Stony Brook, NY 11790. Dorothy Tutt Lee, Jan Angus, Susan Deaver. HS.

Malek, Katherine [PS]
(b. 03/18/1980 - Montreal, Quebec, Canada) Lennoxville, QU Canada. U of Bishops. Anick Lessard.

Malin, Sue [S Hammann]

Malinowski, Kathy L/B,k [NFA00]
Holly N. Stackhouse-Sydow.

Malitz, Mary [P Pearce]

Malley, Jr., James P. L/B [PS]

Malloch, Timothy [M Putterman]

Mallory, Adrienne M. [NFA97]
(french) Central Michigan U.
Malloy, Amy  L/M/B,k,b,m [C Cleary]
Christine Cleary.

Malmgren, Sven
Pitea, Framnas Sweden.

Malone, Ollie  L/M/B,k,b,m [FLMotW]
Plano, TX. (comm/psych) William Jewell Coll; MEd (hearing impair), U of Kansas; PhD (adult development), Texas A&M U; MDiv. Laura Walter-Lakes, Diane Gilley, Terri Sundberg.

Maloney, Nancy  L/M/B.k,b [NFA88]
BA, St Olaf Coll; MM, New England Cons. Geoffrey Gilbert, Jeanne Baxtresser, James Pappoutsakis. Stetson U.

Maloof, Alison  L/M/B,k,b,m [PS]
b. 06/03/1981 - Peoria, IL) Peoria, IL 61614. Vanderbilt U, att? Jane Backstrom Kirchner, Denise Bernhard Cooksey, Kyle Dzapo. Central Illinois Concert Orch.

Malosh, Timothy  B.k,b [Juil]

Malycke, Steven  [AB]

Mancuso, Pauline  L/B,k,b [PS]
U of Hartford. Stanley Aronson, Alice Fulton.

Mandat, Olise  L/B.k [J Slater]
George Ellers Morey, Jr.

Mandel, Adriana  [see Greisman, Adriana Mandel]

Mandelbaum, Pamela  [NFA98]
(b. Las Vegas, NV?) Sherrie Parker.

Mandry, Heather Lynn  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA95]

Maneri, Joseph  [M Bishko]

Mangelly, Chris  [AB, I68]
Augusta, GA 30906. Augusta Symph, pc, c1968.
Manhoff, Conrad

Mann, Elizabeth  B,k,b  [C VanNess]

Mann, Herbie  [AB]
New York, NY 10024.

Mann, Mary Kay
Newark Symph, 1972.

Mann, Patricia S.  B,k  [AB]

Mann, Rochelle  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA92,98, Coll]
(b. 10/10/1953 - Ann Arbor, MI) Durango, CO 81301. BME, Indiana U; MS, Indiana U; DMA, Arizona St U. James J. Pellerite, Nelson Hauenstein, Eric Hoover. Fort Lewis Coll, 1985-. San Juan Symph, pr; Santa Fe Symph; Aurora Symph; Albuquerque Symph. Kodaly specialist.

Mann, Wallace  B,k,m  [AB, JW, I72, LB]

Mannarelli, Julie  L/M/B,k,b,m  [K Dzapo]
Kyle Dzapo.

Mannchen, Edgar  [J Piper]

Manner, John E.  [N Spidel]

Manning, Deirdre  M/B,k,b  [NFA86-89,93]

Manning, Judy  [NFA99]

Manning, Stephanie  [NFA98]
(b. Phoenix, AZ?) Kay West.

Manning, Susan  [AB]
Hays, KS 67601.
Manning, William
Iowa City, IA 52240. U of Iowa. U of Iowa, TA.

Mansfield, Gwyndolyn L.
Leonia, NJ 07605.

Mansnerus, Ilpo
M
Aurèle Nicolet, Juho Alvas. Sibelius Academie.

Mansure, Victor
L/M/B,k,m
Philip J. Swanson.

Maquarre, André
[AB, JW, N Toff, C Pierre', Dorgeuille]

Maquarre, Daniel
[JW, Dorgeuille, NY]

Maragliano, Leah
[AB]
Sound Symph, pc.

Marcel, Dominique
[Traversiere]

Marcellus, Mardele
B,k,m
[Eman, V Jicha]

Marchaud, Claire
[A Papillon]
Gail Grimstead-Michaud.

Marchuk, Sarah
[see Bebow, Sarah Marchuk]

Marcomtel, Lynda
L/M/B,k,b,m
[B Rives]
Barbara Sunderland Rives.

Marcune, Jo Raquel
[AB]
Provo, UT 84601.
Marcusson, Goran  
M  
[PS, NFA87,90,93,95,97,00]  

Margulies, Elisheva  
L/M/B,k,m  
[J Oakes]  
Joyce Oakes, Lorri Newman.

Marianiello, Linda Ann  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA90,93,96-99]  

Mariano, Joseph A.  
B,k  
[AB, JW, Eman, Curt, L Buyse]  

Mariano, Tom  
[D Worthen]

Marinaccie, Donna  
[AB]  
Providence, RI 02903.  Rhode Island Phil, apprentice, 1968.

Marinelli, Dana  
[Juil]  
*Juilliard Sch.*

Marino, Lisa  
L/B,k,b  
[NFA97-98, Juil]  
*Juilliard Sch, prep.* Bradley Garner.

Marinone, Claudio  
[Traversiere]  

Marion, ?  
[G Miller]

Marion, Alain  

Mark, Janet  
[K Armor]

Markert-Schild, Debra C.  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA89,96, LK]  
*BFA; MA, SUNY-Stony Brook.* Sue Ann Kahn, Harold Bennett, Joan Ramee Schwartzman, Samuel Baron.  Public Sch.  Sound Symph, pr.

Markham, Claudia Annette  
[Hollywood, CA 90028.  *Peabody Cons.*  
[Peabody]
Marks, Elizabeth  
(b. Ithaca, NY?) Florence Flumerfelt.

Markson, Virginia  
[U of Toronto.]

Markwick, Amanda Bone  
[see Bone-Markwick, Amanda]

Marlowe, William  
[Washington Symph, ap/pc.]

Maron, Lisa  
[Queens Coll.]

Marquez, Martin  
[C Lorraine]

Marquez, Nelba  
[see Greene, Nelba Marquez]

Marrell, Sharon  
[L/M/B,k,b,m, Bowling Green St U. Judith Bentley.]

Marroquin, Onan  
[L/M/B,k,m, Trinidad. Saïs Kamalidiin, Lynne Priest Fitzpatrick.]

Marrs, Leslie  
[L/M/B,k,b,m, Deborah Eggekvist, Mark Sparks, Charles Delaney, Francile Bilyeu, Timothy Day, Carol Kniebusch Noe.]

Marsat, Juliet  

Marseau, Ferdinand  
[AB, Lamoureux Orch.]

Marsh, Kathy  
[LK, Santa Barbara Symph, pc.]

Marsh, Margaret  

Marsh, Millie  
[AB Edwards]

Marsh, Shawn  
[B,k,m, U of Illinois-Champaign/Urbana, 1986; Louisiana St U. Loretta Contino, Albert Saurini, Alexander Murray.]
Marshall, Cindy
Idaho State Civic Symph, 2.

Marshall, Elizabeth L/M/B,k,m [NFA92,95]
BM, San Francisco Cons; MM, U of Michigan, compl? Leone Buyse, Paul Ernest Renzi, Linda Lukas, Julie McKenzie.

Marshall, Joan L/B,k [NFA98]
Phoenix, AZ. Eugene Foster, Edwin Putnik, James J. Pellerite.

Marsten, Jessica Claire [Peabody]
Brooklyn, NY 11231. Peabody Cons.

Martin, ? [AB]

Martin, Andree L/M/B,k,b,m [PS, Coll]
Samuel Baron, Tara Helen O'Connor, Carol Wincenc. Columbus St U, 2001-.

Martin, Audrey B,k [PS]
Edith "Edie" Overly.

Martin, Brice B [Juil]

Martin, Brooke L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA97]
(b. Souderton, PA?) Veronica Mascaro.

Martin, Bryony L/M/B,k,b,m [A Henry]
Anna Whitlock Henry.

Martin, Camille Carlson L/M/B,k,m [J Walker]
BM, Concordia Coll-? Jim Walker, Jean-Pierre Rampal, Marcel Moyse. Eastern Sierra Symph; Ridgecrest Comm Orch; Mankato Symph.

Martin, Carole Baker [S Sisson]

Martin, Cynthia L/B,k,m [NFA98-99]

Martin, Isabelle [Traversiere]
Paris Conservatoire. Alain Marion.

Martin, James [Coll]
Morehead St U, ?-1972; Miami U, 1972-76. Lexington Phil Orch.
Martin, Jennifer

Martin, Jim

Martin, John
M/B,k,b

Martin, Karla
Tempe Symph, pc.

Martin, Marya
B,k
[NFA81,91, P Standaart]
Yale U.  Thomas Nyfenger.

Martin, Melissa
[NFA97]
Central Michigan U.

Martin, Morgana
[NFA98-99]
(b. Las Vegas, NV?) Mary Walters.

Martin, Patricia Jane
M/B,k,m
Greenville, NC 27834.  BM, U of Michigan; AMLS, U of Michigan.  Samuel Baron, Nelson Hauenstein, Marcel Moyse, Frances Blaisdell.  E Carolina U, c1968.  Toledo Symph; North Carolina Symph; Santa Fe Opera Orch; Honolulu Symph, c1972; Royal Winnipeg Ballet; Am Wind Symph.

Martin, Roger
M/B,k,m
[PS, NFA95,99-00]

Martin, Ruth
[NFA00]
Kankakee, IL.

Martin, Sarah
[A Colley]

Martin, Saul
[PS]

Martin, Susan
L/B,k,m
[NFA86]
(b. Toronto, ON, Canada) Eastman Sch of Mus.  Bonita Boyd.
Martin, Teri

BM, Wayne St U. William Tyndale Coll.

Martinelli, Julianne

L/M/B,k,b,m [PS]
(b. 05/04/1974 - Takoma Park, MD) Rockville, MD 20852. BS, Indiana U of Pennsylvania, 1996; Mktg. Vanita Hall Jones, Timothy Paul Friedlander, Linda Fleckner Eagleson, Michel Debost.

Martinez y Marco, Maria Magdalena [Traversiere]

Martinez, Lori

Martinez, Mary Ann [LK]
Santa Fe Comm Orch.

Martinez, Merrick L/M/B,k [NFA98]
Catherine Melick Johnson.

Martinez-Gray, Sophia

Martinioli-Barhardt, Anne B,k,b,m [VH Jones]

Martins, Gareth L/M/B,k,m [NFA91]

Marttley, Heather L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA80]
James Madison U. Carol Kniebusch Noe, Carol D. Greenfield, Randi Jean Bly.

Martyn-Baker, Julie [LK]
Greater Newburgh Symph, pc/3.

Maruyama, Masaaki [NFA89]

Marvuglio, Matt L/B,k [PS, NFA89,93,00-01]

Marwick, Amanda Lee [see Bone-Marwick, Amanda Lee]
Mascaro, Veronica  L/M/B.k.b.m  [NFA96,99-02]
Robert Stallman, Michel Debo, John Rautenberg, David M. Cramer, Emily Swartley
Newbold, Jeanne Scheneman.

Masche, Jennifer Louise  [Peabody]
Baltimore, MD 21202. Peabody Cons.

Masek, Patricia  M/B  [PS, AB, LK]
Symph, 2; Sioux Falls Symph, pr, c1968.

Maska, Lisa  B  [NFA79]
(b. Richardson, TX?) Claire Johnson.

Mason, Kelly  L/M/B.k.b.m  [M Conner]
Martha Conner.

Mason, Myers  [AB, I68]
Melbourne, FL. Brevard Symph, c1968.

Mason, Robin  [see Horne, Robin Mason]

Mason, Russell Green  [see Horne, Robin Mason]
(b. 1906 - Rock Falls, IL) De Paul U. Westchester Phil, Cond.

Mason, Teri  [see Dombrower, Teri Mason]

Mason-Brown, Pamela  [LK]
Tucson Symph, pc.

Massler, Marilyn  [see Kushick, Marilyn Massler]

Master, Kathy (Jaynes)  [Coll]
Dickinson Coll.

Mastrobuoni, Louis O.  [AB]
New York, NY 10023.

Maters, Barbara  [LK]
Stockton Symph, pc/3.
Mather, Betty Bang  
L/B,k  
[NFA76,78-79,82,85-95,97, AB] 
(b. 1927 - Emporia, KS) Iowa City, IA 52240.  *BM, Oberlin Coll; MA, Columbia U*-
*Teachers Coll; Juilliard Sch.*  Arthur Lora, Gaston Crunelle, H. Henry Zlotnik, Harry
Peters, William Kincaid, Jean-Pierre Rampal, Gustav Scheck, Roger Mather.  U of Iowa,

Mather, Diana  
L/B,k  
[PS]  
(b. 04/04/1953 - Galveston, TX) League City, TX 77573.  *BME, U of Houston, 1976.*
Byron Hester, Roland Butler.  Public Sch.

Mather, Peggy  
L/M/B,k,m  
[NFA96]  
NY.  Paul Ernest Renzi, Lloyd Gowen, Frances Blaisdell, Cheryl Gobbetti-Hoffman.

Mather, Roger  
L/B,k  
[NFA79,83,87,89,91,95]  
*(science)* Cambridge U; *Massachusetts Inst of Tech.*  Georges Laurent, James
Pappoutsakis, Fernand Caratgé, Lucien Lavaillotte, Betty Bang Mather.  U of Iowa.

Mathieu, Colleen  
L/M/B,k,m  
[NFA02]  
Oberlin Coll.  Michel Debost, Kathleen Chastain Debost, Walfrid Kujala, William
Hebert.

Mathiesen, I.K.  
[AB]  
Copenhagen, Denmark.  Recorder.

Mathis, Gwendolyn  
L/M/B  
[NFA98]  
(b. Pittsburgh, PA?) Wendy Webb Kumer.

Matibag, Joanne  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS]  
(b. 12/02/1978 - GUAM) San Diego, CA 92129.  Claude Monteux, Cynthia Ellis.  US
Marine Band.

Matsui, Akiko  
[NFA92]

Matsuyama, Katsuko  
[NFA88,92]  
Japan.

Mattern, Joseph  
[AB]  
Marinette, WI.  Green Bay Symph, pc, c1968.

Mattern, Julia  
[see Larson Mattern, Julia]

Matthews, Karen  
[NFA97]  
*BME, E Michigan U.*
Matthews, Sarah M/B,k.m [NFA98]
(b. St. Charles, IL?) Lynne Green.

Matthews, William M/B,k.m [NFA98]

Mattice, Mikey L/B,k.m [NFA02]
(b. Arlington, VA?) Lynne A. Hertel.

Matuz, Istvan M/B,k.m [NFA88]

Matz, William B [AB, Juil]

Maudsley, Dona [AB]
Sacramento, CA 95819.

Maugue, Anne [Traversiere]

Maurer, Andrea L/M/B,k.b,m [NFA91]

Maurer, Laurel Ann M/B,k.b [PS, NFA93,95-98,00]

Maurer, Louis [AB]
(b. 1832 - Germany)

Maurer, Ruth [AB]

Maurer-Davis, Jill [NFA92]

Maxfield, Caitlin M/B,k.b.m [NFA98]
(b. Salt Lake City, UT?) Cindy Henderson.

Maxfield, Cory B,k.b,m [NFA98]
Maxson, Trish
Main Line Symph.

May, Carolyn Riedell  L/M/B.k,b,m  [NFA90]

May, John  L  [I72, NEC, M Grafe]

May, Rebecca
*Furman U.* CPA.

Mayberry, Jill  [B Walden]

Mayer-Brown, Ruth  L/M/B.k,b,m  [PS]

Mayfield, Lida Louise Kendrick "Bootsie"  [PS, NFA95, Coll]

Mayfield, Lynette  [AB]
Berea, OH 44017.

Mayger, Graham  [S McCarthy, C Rees]

Mayhall, Walter S.  B,k  [PS, AB]
Maurice Sharp, Louis W. Lewis, Herbert Elwell, Leonard Shure. Youngstown St U, c1968; Westminster Choir Coll, c1968. Youngstown Symph, pr; Cleveland Orch; Kansas City Symph. [often mispelled: Meyhall]

Mayhand, Cindy  [J McKinney]

Mays, Valorie  B,k,b  [AB, Juil]

Mazur, Emily Tepper  L/M/B.k,b,m  [J Zook]
Judith Bentley, Frances Blaisdell.

Mazur, Matthew  L  [NEC]
*New England Cons.* Lois Schaefer.
McArthur, Lisa R.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA01-02]

McBrearty, Angela S. Kinney  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA01, Coll]

McBride, Mary  L/M/B,k,m  [PS]

McCafferty, Elisabeth  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA95,98]
(b. Moline, IL?) U of Cincinnati.  Catherine D. Papish, Randolph Bowman.

McCaffrey, Sarah  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA98]
(b. MN?) Claudia Anderson.

McCalla, Molly

McCarthy, Lisa Marie  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

McCarthy, Margaret
Newark Symph, 1972.

McCarthy, Matt  B  [NFA98]
(b. Hillsborough, CA?) Jonathan Baumgarten.

McCarthy, Sinead
 Welsh Coll of Mus and Drama.  John Burgess, Graham Mayger.

McCartt, Erin  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00]
Stacey Steele.

McCarty, Paul E.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA88]
Janette Erickson.

McCarty, Sally  L  [NEC]
New England Cons.  Lois Schaefer.
McCaskill, Mizzy [NFA95,97]  
BME, Ithaca Coll; MM, U of Kentucky; DM, U of Kentucky. Frostburg St U; Shenandoah Cons.

McCathren, Donald [AB]  
Hobart, IN. Public Sch.

McClain, Floyd A. [AB]  
Yankton, SD 57078. BA, NW St U of Louisiana; BM, New England Cons; BM/MM, American Cons. Yankton Coll, theory/ww, 1956-68.

McClain, Meredith L/B,k,m [KBJ]  

McClain, Ruth Ann Miller L/B,k,b [PS, NFA94,98,00-02]  

McClain, Tiffany Cothran L/M/B,k,b,m [PS]  
(b. 08/25/1969 - Ft. Worth, TX) BM, Hardin-Simmons U. Janis Grannell, Pamela Jackson Youngblood, Martha Daniel Boggs, Helen Blackburn. Public Sch.

McCleary, ? [M Robbins]  

McCleary, Diana Swanson L/B,k,m [AB, KBJ]  

McCleary, Elizabeth L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA96,98]  

McCleng, Julie E. L/M/B,k,b,m [PS, NFA96,98]  

McClung, Mary Charlotte B [NT]  
Georges Barrère.
McClure, Katherine L/M/B,k,b,m [LK, Chicago Fl Club bio]

McClusky, Linda K. B,k,m [LB]

McComas, Angela L/M/B,k,b,m [PS, LK]

McConnell, Lory Elisabeth L/B,k,m [RWS]

McCormick, Kim L/B,k,b,m [NFA95,98,02]
Florida St U; DMA, U of N Texas. Albert N. Tipton, Mary Karen Clardy. U of Tampa; U of S Florida; Iowa St U; Coll of Charleston. Charleston (SC) Symph, pr.

McCormick, Sidney [AB]
Hays, KS 67601.

McCoul, Kimberly [see Risinger, Kimberly McCoul]

McCracken, Ann M. L/M/B,k,m [PS]

McCredie, Emily L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA00]
Stacey Steele.

McCullers, Howard L/M/B,k,b.m [J Tripp]
Judy Tripp.

McCune, Catherine [M Adams]
Roanoke, VA.

McCusker, Stephanie Stang M/B,k,b [NFA91, LK]
Paula Robison. Washington Opera, ap/2.

McCutcheon, Kim L/B,k,b,m [NFA01]
McDaniel, Jerry
[H Schnizlein]

McDaniel, Phyllis
[NFA82,86]
Past Pres. Seattle Fl Soc.

McDavid, Jane
[Coll]
Bellevue Comm Coll, 1995-.

McDermott, Dennette Derby
[PS, NFA93-99, LK]
L/M/B,k,b,m

McDermott, Kelly
[K Rubinoff]

McDonagh, Eimear
[C O'Connell]
Doris Keogh. Hong Kong Symph, pr.

McDonald, Charlotte
[AB]
Fort Smith, AR. Fort Smith Symph, c1968.

McDonald, June
[Coll]
DMA. NW Missouri St U, 1984-2002.

McDonell, Twila
[NFA95-97]
L/B,k,m

McDonnell, Susan Norell
[R Mains]

McDougall, Amy Elizabeth
[RWS]

McDougall, Ewen
[J Rayworth]
Richmondshire Orch. Flutemaker.

McDuff, Lisha
[NFA79,84]
L/B,k,m

McEldowney, John
[AB]
McElrath, Katheryn  B,k,b  [NFA94,99, LK, Juil]

McFall, Phyllis C.  [NFA82, AB]
Sacramento, CA 95819. BS, UC-Los Angeles; MS (health), U of Washington. W
Washington U. Sacramento Symph, pr; Santa Barbara Symph, pr.

McFarland, Anne  [SD Norman]
Atlanta Symph, 2.

McFarlin, Amanda  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA01]
(b. Houston, TX?) Kimberly Walter-Clark.

McGann, Virginia  [see Schulze-Johnson, Virginia McGann]

McGarr, Helen  M/B,k,b  [NFA98]

McGee, Ann Marie Johnson  [see Johnson, Ann Marie (McGee)]

McGee, Mackenzie  L/M/B,k,b,m  [K Dzapo]
Kyle Dzapo.

McGegan, Nicholas  [C Bull]

McGhee, Andy  [M Marvuglio, W Rolfe]
Saxophonist. [not flutist?]

McGhee, Betty Powell  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA91,02]
Washington, DC. BME, Texas Tech U; MM, Texas Tech U. Margaret Weeks Redcay,
Michael Carl Stoune. Public Sch, 6yrs. US Navy Band, Fl/pc, 1986-.

McGhee, Leslie Neighbor  [Peabody]
Marion, MA 02738. Peabody Cons.

McGhee, Lorna  M  [PS, NFA00, Coll]
(b. 01/11/1972 - Kilwinning, Scotland) Vancouver, BC Canada. Advanced Dipl, Royal
Acad of Mus-London; Teaching Dipl, Royal Acad of Mus-London. William Bennett,
David Nicholson. U of Michigan; U of British Columbia, 2000-. London BBC Symph,
cp.

McGill, Demarre L.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA92,97, LK, Juil, J Baker]
BM, Curtis Inst of Mus, 1996; MM, Juilliard Sch, 1999. Susan Levitin, Julius Baker,
Jeffrey Khaner. Florida Orch, pr.
McGinn, Susan  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA81, LK]

McGinnis, Donald E.  L/B,k,m  [NFA00, AB]
Columbus, OH.  Maurice Sharp, Robert Cavally, Betty Bang Mather, Robert Willoughby, Ralph Johnson.  Ohio St U, c1968.  Columbus (OH) Symph, pr.

McGinty, Anne  L/M/B  [NFA76]
Duquesne U.  Bernard Goldberg.  Trinity Coll; Duquesne U.

McGlinchey, Elizabeth  L/B  [NFA00]
Nina Barwell.

McGonigal, Alice  [NFA82,88, LK]
BA/BM, CSU-Northridge.  CSU-Northridge, quintet.  San Luis Obispo Symph, pr.

McGough, Abby  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]
U of Hartford.  John Wion.

McGough, Edward  [AB]
IN.  Indiana U.

McGovern, Christine  [NFA98]
(b. Phoenix, AZ?)

McGovern, Michelle  M/B,k,m  [NFA97]
BM, Roosevelt U; MM, Roosevelt U.  Mary T. Klingelhoffer Stolper, Jean Berkenstock, Alexander Murray.

McGowan, Ellen  L/B,k  [PS]

McGowan, Ned  [NFA95]
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.  Cleveland Inst of Mus; San Francisco Cons.

McGraw, Elizabeth J.  B,k  [AB, LK, 168]
Madison, WI 53705.  BME, Drake U; MM, Northwestern U.  Emil Eck, Nathan E. Jones, Albert N. Tipton, Donald V. Peck, William Kincaid.  Drake U, 1968-?; U of New Mexico.  Des Moines Symph, pr, c1968; Civic Orch of Chicago; Albuquerque Symph; Milwaukee Symph, 2; Sun Cities Symph, 2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sex/DOB/Location</th>
<th>Institution/Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McGuinness, Megan</td>
<td>M/B, k,m</td>
<td>Lucille Johnston Snell.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McHenry, Carla</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McHenry, Jill</td>
<td></td>
<td>(b. Lafayette, IN?) Harriet Coppoc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McHugh, Marcia Mary</td>
<td>L/B,k,m</td>
<td>Boulder City, NV 89005. <em>Peabody Cons.</em> Robert Willoughby.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McIlwain, Glenn A.</td>
<td>L/B,k</td>
<td>(b. 10/10/1926 - Houston, TX) Suwannee, FL 32692. <em>BS, U of Houston, 1950.</em> Helen Elaine Kurtz Shaffer, William Kincaid, George Ellers Morey, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McIntosh, Kathy</td>
<td></td>
<td>Miami, FL. Miami Beach Symph, c1968.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKay, Emily H.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKay, James</td>
<td></td>
<td><em>BS, Jacksonville U.</em> Public Sch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKay, Vicki</td>
<td></td>
<td>[see Burgstahler, Vicki McKay]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKee Day, Robin</td>
<td>L/B,k,m</td>
<td><em>Oberlin Coll, 1976.</em> Robert Willoughby. Towson U. San Francisco Symph, ap; Baltimore Symph, ap; Richmond (VA) Symph, pc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKenna, Chris</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKenna, Thomas</td>
<td></td>
<td>[orch survey]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKenzie, Diana</td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Brigham Young U-Hawaii.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
McKenzie, Jenifer
B,k,m
[NFA01] BM, CSU-Fullerton; MM, Cleveland Inst of Mus. Maurice Sharp, Luella Hinkle Howard. CSU-Fullerton; Texas Woman's U; Texas A&M U. Xalapa Symph, cp; Dallas Opera Orch.

McKenzie, Julie
San Francisco Opera Orch, pr; San Francisco Ballet Orch.

McKeon, Annie
[J McMurtery]

McKibben, Donna
L

McKinley, Alden C.
B,k,b

McKinnell, Susan
[LK] Mobile Symph, pc/2.

McKinney, Jamie
L/M/B,k,b,m

McKinney, Katherine Susan
[NFA99] (b. OR?) Marcy Lohman.

McKnight, Sarah Price
L/B,k,m

McKnight, William
L

McLain, Virginia

McLamb, Victoria
[Coll] U of N Carolina-Wilmington, 1987-.

McLarin, Lyn
B,k,b
McLaughlin, Christopher  [AB, Curt]

McLaughlin, John C.  [LB]
Iowa City, IA 52245. Joseph A. Mariano.

McLaughlin, Linda  [AB]
Flagstaff, AZ 86001. Flagstaff Symph, pr, c1968.

McLean, Jackie  [M Kennedy]

McLean, Nancy  [see Suniewick, Nancy L. McLean]

McLish, Patricia  [LK]
Duluth Symph, 2.

McMahon, Kathie  [NFA98]
Mesa, AZ. *BME, N Arizona U; MM, Arizona St U*.

McMahon, Victor  [F Griffin]
(b. 1903; d. 1992) John Amadio. U of New South Wales; Macquarie U.

McMichael, Sharon L.  [Peabody]
Virginia Beach, VA 23455. *Peabody Cons*.

McMurtery, John  [NFA00, J Baker]
L/M/B,k,b.m
Bart N. Feller, Hal Ott, Annie McKeon, Julius Baker.

McNab, Stephanie  [LK]
San Francisco Opera Orch, pc/3; Long Beach Symph; Buffalo Phil, pc.

McNally, Marion  [AB]

McNamara, Kirsten G.  [see James, Kirsten G. McNamara]

McNamara, Lis  [see Lewis, Lis McNamara]

McNeil, Sallia  [E Sawyer]

McNeill, Lloyd  [NFA86]
L/M/B,k,b
McNutt, Elizabeth L/M/B,k [NFA87,00] (b. Indianapolis, IN) St Louis U. Harvey D. Sollberger, John Fonville, Jacob L. Berg, Alice Akins.


McQuerrey, Alicia Dawn L/B,k,b [NFA91,97, LK] Bradley Garner. St Paul Chamber Orch.


McRae, Donna [NFA92]

McSullea, Mardi


McVinney, Barry M/B,k,b [NFA82] (b. Irvington, NY) MM, U of Nebraska-Lincoln; DMA, U of Texas-Austin. Torkill Bye, David van de Bogart.


Meacham, John [J Sprinkle]

Meade, Jennifer  L/M/B  [NFA96]
(b. Pittsburgh, PA?) Wendy Webb Kumer.

Meador, Anne  L/M/B,k  [NFA86]
(b. Roanoke, VA?) Shari Barbour.

Meador, Rebecca  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA97,02]

Measel, Jane Stansbury  L/B,k,m  [NFA86-91]
BS, Ohio St U; MA, Ohio St U. Robert Cavally, Donald E. McGinnis, Felix E. Skowronek, Jack Wellbaum. NW Coll. Bellevue Phil Orch, pr.

Mechling, Annette  L/M/B.k,m  [P Swanson]
Philip J. Swanson.

Meckert, Ruth  [AB]
U of Evansville.

Medicus, Emil  [NFA76]

Medsgar, Herbert  [E Schultz]

Meehan, Sarah Ellen  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA99]

Meeks, Teresa  [NFA91]
BME, E Carolina U; MLS, U of Maryland-Coll Park. McLean Symph, 7yrs.

Mehne, Wendy Herbener  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA85-86,90,92,94-02, LK]

Meidel, Natalie Rothermel  L/M/B  [S Nelson]
Bernard Goldberg.

Meidlinger, Sarah  [LK]
Wartburg Symph.
Meidt, Joseph

Meier, Hans
[Coll]

Meier, Steven
N St U, 1999-.
[Coll]

Meisels, Florence
[see Nelson, Florence Meisels]

Meisen, Paul
[N Assimakopoulos]

Meisenbach, Meagan
L/B,k
MM, U of Texas-Austin. Jean-Pierre Rampal, John Harrison Hicks. U Texas, TA.
[NFA89]

Meisenheimer, Cheryl
Eastman; E Washington U; Arizona St U; DMA, U of Washington. Spokane Symph; Phoenix Symph.
[NFA99-02]

Meisner, Connie
[J Powers]

Melby, Sarah
[T Alcazar]

Melcher, Patricia
M/B,k,m
IL. BM, W Illinois U. Gerald V. Carey. Lake Forest Symph Assoc, personnel mgr.
[NFA91]

Mellick, Catherine
[see Johnson, Catherine Melick]

Melinkovich, Janel
[b. Cheyenne, WY?] Sarah Wacker, Rod Garnett.
[NFA96]

Melkon, Sarita
Juilliard Sch.
[Juil]

Melle, David
Bowling Green, OH 43402. BS, Bowling Green St U; MFA, U of Iowa. Bowling Green St U, flute/clar, 1967-?
[AB]

Mellem, Amanda
L/B,k
[b. Cedar Rapids, IA?] Margaret Linnan Kegel.
[NFA02]

Mellis, Aaron
L/M/B,k,b,m
[b. Phoenix, AZ?] Mark Mellis, Carol Mellis.
[NFA98]
Mellis, Carol  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
AZ. Trygve Peterson, Eric Hoover, Geoffrey Gilbert.  

Mellis, Mark  
fl/sax/comp/pn.  

Mellis, Rachel  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
(b. Phoenix, AZ?) Carol Mellis.  

Mellor, Nancy  
[orch survey]  
Media, PA. Newark Symph, 1979-83; Landsdowne Symph, ex, c1968.  

Melloy, Katherine  
L/B.k  
Margaret Linnan Kegel.  

Melton-Shutt, Amy  
[PS]  

Memoli, Janet  
[C Buckler]  

Mena, Jonathan  
M/B,k,b  
Gabriel Goni Dondi.  

Mencer, Rebekah  
[see Rummel, Rebekah Mencer]  

Menczel, Adi  
M/B,k,b  

Mendelshon, Mortimer L.  
[AB]  
Drexel Hill, PA. Landsdowne Symph, c1968.  

Mendenhall, Judith  
M/B,k,b  
[NFA84,86-87,89,96, LK]  
[cont’d C Hummel, W Rolfe, LA Maurer] (b. Minneapolis, MN) New England Cons. Paula Robison, Marcel Moyse. SUNY-Purchase; U of N Texas; San Diego St Coll; Mannes Coll of Mus. New York Chamber Symph, pr; American Ballet Theater, pr.  

Menefee, Katherine  
[see Price, Katherine Menefee]  

Menke, Juris  
L  

Menna, Jenny  
[Coll]  
Frostburg St U, 2000-.  
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Mennone, Michael

Mentch, Nancy  L/M/B,k  [NFA96]
NJ. BA, Fairleigh Dickinson U; MA, Montclair St U. Albert N. Tipton, Harold Bennett, Eleanor Lawrence, Samuel Baron.

Mentning, Jan
U of Victoria, c1965-69. Victoria Symph Society, pr.

Mentzer, Holly  M/B,k,b  [Juil]

Mershige, Danielle  B,k  [NFA02]
(b. Alexandria, VA?) Susan Nanette Hayes.

Mercer, Calvin

Merrill, J. Tyson  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]
(b. 08/07/1945 - Texas City, TX) PsyD. Heidi M. Ruby-Kushious, Diane Gilley.

Merrill, Jennifer  B,k  [NFA99]

Merrill, Robert  L  [NEC]
New England Cons. Lois Schaefer.

Merry, Jan  [M Debost]

Merry, Karen Henchman  [NFA98, LK]
San Marcos Symph, pc.

Meschko, Julie  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA93,97]
BME, U of N Colorado. Amy Rice Blumenthal, Marianne Gedigian, Martha Miller.

Mesko, Sarah  L/M/B,k,b  [J Flowers]
Jacqueline Broadbent Flowers.

Mess, ?  [AB]

Messerly, Sarah  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA89]

Messinger, Sarah  [NFA98]
Dana Goodwine. Flutist, pianist.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Initials</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Positions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metlicka, Scott</td>
<td></td>
<td>[LK]</td>
<td>Elgin Symph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metroka, Nancy</td>
<td></td>
<td>[L Herbine]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metsopulos, Andrea</td>
<td>[see Brachfeld-Metsopulos, Andrea]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metz, Glennis</td>
<td></td>
<td>[see Stout, Glennis Metz]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metzger, Brandy</td>
<td></td>
<td>[LK]</td>
<td>Cadillac Area Symph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metzger, Marcia</td>
<td></td>
<td>[NFA90-91]</td>
<td>BME, Illinois St U; MM (ww pedagogy), Ohio St U. Mankato Symph; Civic Orch of Minneapolis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meves, Carol</td>
<td>M/B,k,b,m</td>
<td>[PS, NFA94-95,97,00, LK]</td>
<td>(b. Milwaukee, WI) Milwaukee, WI 53208. BM, U of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 1980? Robert Miller, Robert Goodberg, Janet Millard de Roldan, Israel Borouchoff. Kenosha Symph, pr; Green Bay Symph, pc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyer, Eldrich</td>
<td></td>
<td>[C VanBronkhorst]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyer, Gene</td>
<td></td>
<td>[see Hall, Gene Meyer]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyer, Joanne</td>
<td>M/B,k,b,m</td>
<td>[NFA98, LK]</td>
<td>(b. Shrewsbury, MA) BM, Boston U; MM, McGill U. Doriot Anthony Dwyer, Timothy Hutchins, Peter Lloyd. E Carolina U. Virginia Symph, 3; Vermont Symph, pr.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Meyer, Joyce  
Walla Walla, WA 99362. Walla Walla Symph, c1968.

Meyer, Kathy  

Meyer, Kenton T.  

Meyer, Marcia  
[see Lyons, Marcia Meyer]

Meyers, Cynthia  
L/M/B,k,b  [NFA94,98, LA Maurer]  
(b. Somerset, PA) Houston, TX. BFA, Carnegie Mellon U; MM, Cleveland Inst of Mus.  
Jeffrey Khaner, William Hebert. Houston Symph, pc; Omaha Symph, pr, 9yrs. [alternate spelling: Myers]

Meyers, Kristi  
L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA98-99]  

Meyers, Kzandra  
[L Evans]

Meylan, Raymond  
M  [AB, Dorgeuille]  

Mezzadri, Danilo  
[LK]  
Jackson (MI) Symph.

Miceli, Jennifer  
L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]  

Michael, Judith  
[see Kartoz, Judith Michael]

Michael, Pam  
[AB]  
Detroit, MI 48235. Detroit Women's Symph, ex, c1968.

Michaels, Amy  
L/B,k,m  [NFA87,91]  
Kathleen Cowens.

Michaels-Watt, Amy  
L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA95]  

Michalik, Satanislaw  
[G Olkiewicz]

Michalke, Holly B.  
[J Crowder]  
Public Sch. MS Band, Roehm MS, Berea, OH.
Michaud, Emily [NFA00]

Michaud, Gail Grimstead [see Grimstead-Michaud, Gail]

Michea, Norman [M Aranoff-Duncan]

Micheletti, Julie L/B,k,m [A Hansen, ML Kegel]
_U of Iowa, 1980s_ Raymond DeMattia, Maurice Sharp, Betty Bang Mather, Roger Mather, Jacob L. Berg.

Michetti, Alex B [NT]
Georges Barrère.

Michlin, Adam B.k [PS]
Victor Morosco.

Michot, Berengere [Traversiere]

Middleton, Peter [NFA77,79,83,89, CFC02]
N Illinois U; San Diego St Coll.

Mielens, Melissa Allegra M/B,k,b,m [NFA93,96, LK]

Mielke, Marcia [NFA98]
Williams Bay, WI. _BME, U of Massachusetts-Lowell._

Mienel, Carl

Miglowiec, Aleksandra L/M/B,k,b [PS]
(b. Poland) CT. Barbara Hopkins.

Mikita, Andrew B.k,b [AB, Juil]

Milan, Susan M [NFA91,93,96,98]
Geoffrey Gilbert, John Francis, Marcel Moyse. Guildhall Sch of Mus; Royal Coll of Mus-London. Bournemouth Symph; Royal Phil Orch - Stockholm, 1974-?

Milanovich, Donna M [NFA91,93,95,97,00]
Milburn, David Allen  

Milch, Iva  
L/B  

Milenkovic, Zoricka  
[Traversiere]  

Miles, Eli C.  
[PI Davis]

Miles, Mary Elizabeth  
[see Haydu, Mary Elizabeth Miles]

Miles, Nancy H.H.  
Seattle, WA 98103.  *Peabody Cons.*

Millard de Roldan, Janet  
B,k,b  
[NFA77-78,82,95, AB, JW, 168, Juil]  

Millard, Charles  
B,k  
Harold Bennett.

Miller, Adrienne  
M/B,k,m  
[JH Angus]  
Jan Angus.

Miller, Alice  
B  

Miller, Amy Boldt  
[Z Dombourian-Eby]

Miller, Annmarie L.  
B,k,m  
[LB]  

Miller, Brian LaVerne  
L/B,k,b,m  
[NFA92, KBJ, Juil]  
*Juilliard Sch; Oberlin, 1986.* Robert Willoughby, Keith Underwood, Julius Baker, Trudy Kane, Thomas Nyfenger.
Miller, Carol
Des Moines, IA 50311. Des Moines Symph, pc, c1968.

Miller, Daniel  L
*New England Cons.* Lois Schaefer.

Miller, Danielle  L/M/B,k,b,m
Susan Moser.

Miller, Dean H.  L/B,k,m  [NFA89, AB, LK, I72, Curt, Coll]
QU Canada. *Dipl, Curtis Inst of Mus, 1963; Vienna Acad of Mus.* William Kincaid, Robert Willoughby. Loyola U, 1970s?; Ball St U; U of Laval. L'Orch symphonique de Quebec, pr; New Orleans Orch, c1972; Santa Fe Opera Orch, pr, 4yrs; Louisiana Phil Orch, pr.

Miller, Dorothy Antoinette  [see Handy-Miller, Dorothy Antoinette]

Miller, Doug  L/M/B,k,b  [PS, Coll]
*BM, McGill U; MM, U of Toronto.* Jeanne Baxtresser, Timothy Hutchins, Robert Aitken. Brock U.

Miller, Gretchen  [PS]
Roanoke, VA 24018. *BA, Guilford Coll; MS (counseling), Radford U.* ? Marion, Marian Kramer, Elizabeth Lantz, Betsy Crone.

Miller, Joseph  [NEC]
Arthur Brooke.

Miller, Julianna  L/B,k  [NFA89-90]
(b. Westwood, TX?) Patricia Ann Grimmer, Meagan Meisenbach.

Miller, Katherine L.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]
(b. 04/16/1982 - Pittsburgh, PA) David Tessmer, Marilyn Bright, Rebekah Mencer Rummel, Roxanne Stevenson, Alicia Snee, Kristopher Keith, Mary Leavell, Laura Carter.

Miller, Katie  L/M/B,k,m  [LK]
Peggy L. Preusch. Georgetown Symph.

Miller, Linda Mackert  L/B,k,m  [NFA01]
*BME, U of Michigan; MM, U of Michigan; BM (Dalcroze), Cleveland Inst of Mus.* John Stavash, William Hebert, Keith W. Bryan, Maurice Sharp. Dalcroze.

Miller, Lindsey  L/B,k  [NFA00]
Holly N. Stackhouse-Sydow.
Miller, Lorraine Carlson  
Wichita Symph, pc.  [LK]

Miller, Lynne  
B,k,b  
Dipl, Juilliard Sch, 1966. Julius Baker.  [Juil]

Miller, Marian  
San Bernardino, CA 92405. San Bernardino Symph, c1968.  [AB]

Miller, Marilyn  
(b. Russell, KS?) Hays, KS 67601.  [AB]

Miller, Mark  
BA; MFA, Calif Inst of the Arts. Flutist, saxophonist.  [NFA97]

Miller, Martha  
[see Cornell, Martha Miller]

Miller, Mary  
L/B,k,b,m  

Miller, Pamela A.  
L/B,k,m  
(b. 04/29/19?? - Dayton, OH) Glen Ellyn, IL 60137. Chicago Musical Coll; Roosevelt U. Joanne K. Bennett, Walfrid Kujala, Richard Graef, Ralph Johnson.  [PS]

Miller, Paul  
B  
Inst of Musical Arts, 1922. Georges Barrère.  [NT, Juil]

Miller, Regina  
[PS]  

Miller, Robert  
[C Meves]

Miller, Ruth Ann  
[see McClain, Ruth Ann Miller]

Miller, Samuel  
B  
Juilliard Sch, 1941. Georges Barrère.  [NT, Juil]

Miller, Sandra Naomi  
B,k  
BM, Curtis Inst of Mus, 1971; N Carolina Sch of the Arts. John C. Krell. SUNY-Purchase; New England Cons; Mannes Coll of Mus. New York City Ballet, pr; American Symph, pr.  [NFA78,83,86,90-91,93,95-96,01, Curt]
Miller, Stacey
Newark Symph, pc, 1993.

Miller, Tamela L/B.k [PS]
(b. 11/30/1945 - Ft. Riley, KS) Bedford, TX 76021. MA, Texas Woman's U. Pamela Jackson Youngblood.

Miller, Tessa [LK]
Jackson (MI) Symph.

Miller, Thomas M. B.k [PS]

Miller, Virginia L/M/B,k,b,m [PS]

Millet, Gisele [Coll]
U of Montreal, c1980-.

Millhouse, Christina Steffen [J Graham]

Millier, Linda [AB]
Norman, OK.

Millikan, Amy [see Odland, Amy Millikan]

Million, Elizabeth [AB]
Fredonia, NY 14063.

Milliren, Gregory L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA02]

Milliron, Kathleen L/M/B,k,b,m [B Owen]
Beth Owen.

Mills, Patti [B Wiehe]

Milne, David [Coll]
U of Wisconsin-River Falls, 1990-.
Milne, Trish
Sam Houston St U, late 70s. Jan Cole.

Milone, Janet Alexander [L Lewis]

Mimami, Akiko [K Fujii]

Mimura, Sonoko [C Goodman]

Min, Bo-Ra [NFA02]

Mindem, Vivian [NFA80]

Minegishi, So-Ichi [NFA77,80, 88]
Ririko Hayashi, Marcel Moyse. Toho Music Acad; Tokyo Nat'l Acad of Arts. New Japan Phil, pr.

Miner, Caren [NFA78]

Ming, Zhang Yung [A Long]
Chinese flutist.

Minichbach, Emil [AB]
Reading, PA. Reading Symph, pc, c1968.

Mink, Debby [NFA98]
(b. AZ?) Jeanie Pierce.

Minnich, Leslie [JWS]
Joel Behrens, John Wion.

Mintener, Linda M. [PS]

Mironovitch, Leonard [D Zayets]

Miska, Rene [LK, Coll]
Rhodes Coll. Naples Phil.
Missal, Sara Ann


Misurell-Mitchell, Janice
L/B,k,m

Mitchell, Alison
M
Sydney, Australia. Thomas Pinschof, Peter Lukas Graf. Sydney Symph, ap.

Mitchell, Barbara

Mitchell, Dwain M.
B,k,m

Mitchell, Janet
L/M/B,k,b
U of Hartford. John Wion.

Mitchell, Janice

Mitchell, Karen

Austin, TX. BM, U of Michigan. Founder, Director Rocky Mount Fl Choir (NC).

Mitchell, Mary
L/M/B,k,m
Philip J. Swanson.

Mitchell, Melissa

Mitchell, Mildred
L
Georges Laurent.

Mitchell, Nicole
Chicago St U, 2001-.

Mitchell, Stephen A., MD
Austin, TX. U of Michigan; MD, U of Michigan. Singer, amateur flutist.

Mitchell-Velasco, Gigi
L/M/B,k,b,m
Mitchel-Roberts, Eleanor  B,k  [Curt]
*Curtis Inst of Mus, 1942.* William Kincaid.

Mix, Mary  [NFA88]
(b. LaCosta, CA?) Eleanor Tibbals.

Miyamoto, A.  [K Oshiro]

Miyazaki, Nobuko  L/M/B,k,b  [PS]

Mizak, Kelley  L/M/B,k,b  [L Leach]
Lindsay Leach.

Mizukami-Hall, Teresa  [LK]
Tacoma Symph, pr.

Mizukoshi, Noriko  M  [NFA88]

Mochida, Hiroshi  [NFA88]

Mochizuke, Shirley  [see Yamamoto, Shirley Mochizuke]

Modesti, Julius  B  [NT, Juil]

Moe, Karla  [NFA96]
New York, NY. *BA, St Olaf Coll; MM, Manhattan Sch of Mus.* New York City Opera Orch; American Symph; Colonial Symph; Long Island Phil.

Moen, Harvey  [Coll, D Cherry]
(deceased) N St U, ww, 1940-78. Clarinetist.

Moenning, Elise Baxter  [T Caplan-Stonefield]

Mohring, Hans-Jurgen  [AB]
Paris, France.

Mok, Jessica  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00]
Jim Walker, Carol Wincenc, Anne Diener Giles Zentner.
Mole, Charles  [JW, NY]
(d. 01/08/1905) New York Symph, pr, 1903-05; Boston Symph, pr, 1887-95; Saint Louis Symph, pr, 1896?

Molendyk, Janis  M/B,k,b,m  [NFA88]
CSU-Long Beach; USC; San Francisco Cons. John Barcellona, Anne Diener Giles Zentner, Roland Moritz. Beach Cities Symph.

Moller, Polly  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]
(b. 11/08/1967 - Walnut Creek, CA) Mountain View, CA. BM, San Francisco St U; MA, UC-Santa Cruz. Jehudit Wunderman, Mimi Carlson, Paul Ernest Renzi, Linda Lukas, Robert Dick.

Mollick, Jessica  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00]
Deidre McGuire, Elizabeth Hulsey.

Mollnow, Kelly  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Molnar, Connie  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA84]
Bowling Green St U; Baylor U. Helen Ann Shanley, Judith Bentley.

Molnar-Suhajda, Alexandra  [see Baldwin, Alexandra Molnar-Suhajda]

Mols, Robert  B,k,m  [NFA94, AB, I68, J Schober]
Buffalo, NY 14221. Perf Cert, Eastman Sch of Mus; PhD, Eastman Sch of Mus. Joseph A. Mariano. SUNY-Buffalo, c1955-95?; U of Texas-Austin. Buffalo Phil, pr, c1968; Cheektowoga Comm Symph, Cond. [AB s.v. "Brecker, Mary Louise"].

Molumby, Nicole  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA91-92,95]
(b. Cedar Rapids, IA?) Janice Dockendorff Boland.

Mombaerts, Gui  [B Wimunc-Pearson]

Monks, George  [AF]
(b. c1870; d. 08/11/1928) William Lucas Barrett, A.P. Vivian.

Monnard, Otto  B  [NT]
Georges Barrère.

Monnig, Dorothy  [see Sauser-Monnig, Dorothy]

Monson, Patricia M/B,k,b [NFA91-92,98,01] MA. BM, Eastman Sch of Mus; Yale U. Judith Mendehall.

Monterrain, Elisabeth [NFA96]

Monteux, Claude L [PS, NFA86,98, AB, Coll] (b. 10/15/1920 - Brookline, MA) San Diego, CA. New England Cons. Georges Laurent. New England Cons; Vassar Coll, 1960s; Peabody Cons; San Diego St Coll. Hudson Valley Phil, Cond; Kansas City Phil.


Montgomery, Susan [see Grout, Susan Montgomery]

Montgomery, Tammi [LK] Mid-Columbia Symph, 2.


Moon, Jung-Won

Moon, Louise

Moon, Myung Ja

Moon, Rocksun

Moon, Sang-Woo
(b. 02/24/1988 - Korea) Gaithersburg, MD 20878. Donna Dymond, Joseph A. Mariano.

Mooney, Pamela
Sidney Zeitlin, James Pappoutsakis, Julius Baker. Seattle Symph, 19yrs (active 1972); Seattle Opera Orch.

Moor, Weyert
Cleveland Orch, pr, 1919-31.

Moore, Amy
(b. Bowling Green, OH) Silver Spring, MD. BA/BM, Bowling Green St U; MA/MM, Pennsylvania St U. Judith Bentley, Eleanor Duncan Armstrong.

Moore, Anne S.

Moore, Barbara
Long Beach, CA 90807. Long Beach Symph, pr, c1968.

Moore, Carl Wilbur
Montville, NJ. Juilliard Sch, 1933. Georges Barrère.

Moore, Christine Eckers

Moore, Deborah Jean
(b. Marshfield, MO?) Kathleen Cowens.

Moore, Diana
Joanna Cowan White.

Moore, Elaine

Moore, Gretchen
[see Weaver, Gretchen Moore]
Moore, J. Robert [AB]
Fort Worth, TX 76105. BME, U of Tulsa; MM, U of Tulsa; (sax) Paris Conservatoire. Texas Wesleyan Coll, 1964-68+.

Moore, Jeannette [LK]
Flagstaff Symph, Fl/pc.

Moore, Jennifer [NFA90]

Moore, Judy Williams [PS, NFA91-95,97-01]

Moore, Julianna [NFA89,91,94-95,00, Coll]
MM, Florida St U; DMA, U of Iowa, compl? Charles Delaney, Karl Kraber, Betty Bang Mather, Roger Mather. Truman St U, 1989-; Grinnell Coll; NE Missouri St U, 1989-.

Moore, Kathy [LK]
Northwest Iowa Symph, pc.

Moore, Margaret [NFA89]
(b. Lawrence, KS?) John B. Boulton.

Moore, Sandra [see Wacha, Sandra Jo Moore]

Moore, Sherry [I72]
Portland (OR) Symph, c1972.

Moore, Stephanie [J Armstrong]

Moore, Teddy N. [AB]
Portland, OR 97201. BA; MA. Marcel Moyse, Julius Baker. Portland St U, 1960-68+. Portland Opera Assoc, pr; Portland Symph, pr.

Moore-Cooper, Charlene [D Lynn]
Oberlin Coll. Robert Willoughby.

Mora, Dorothy Dunham [Peabody]
Washington, DC 20024. Peabody Cons.

Moragues, Michel [Traversiere]
Paris Conservatoire. Jean-Pierre Rampal, Alain Marion.
Morales, Le Anne  [PS]

Morales, Manuel  M  [NFA01]

Moran, Charlotte  [PS]
(b. c1986) Lompoc, CA. Alice McGonigal.

Moratz, Karen A.  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA91,96,98,01, LK, Coll, FLMotW]

Mordoff, Theodore  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA85,96, AB]

Mordosky, Lana Jean  L/B,k,m  [NFA90-91]
Joel Behrens.

Morehead, Jean Klussman  B  [AB, NT]

Morel, Judith  [AB]
Newport, RI.

Morena, Carlo  [A Escuer]

Moreno, Diane  L/B,k  [S Yeamans]
Byron Hester.

Morey, Carolyn Grant  B  [NT, Juil]
*Dipl, Juilliard Sch, 1942.* Georges Barrère.

Morey, Gail  [see Paine, Gail Morey]

Morey, Jr., George Ellers  L/B,k  [NFA76-79; FQ W95-96, AB, NT, Curt, NEC]

Morgan, Carole  L/M/B,k  [NFA97]
*BM, U of Houston.* Byron Hester, William Kincaid, Marcel Moyse. Yale U. Houston Symph; Opera Co of Philadelphia.
Morgan, Janice
[see Smith, Janice Morgan]

Morgan, Jessica  M/B.k [PS]
Rebecca Bonney Simon.

Morgan, Laurence  [AB]

Morgan, Pamela  [LK]
Adrian Symph.

Morgen, Conrad K.  [PS]

Morgenstern, Daniel  B.k.m [AB, LB]

Morgenstern, Julia  [NFA87]
Nancy Clark.

Mori, Andrea  [PS, Coll]
Regis Coll, 1993-.

Morii, Ai  L/M/B.k.b.m [PS]
(b. 05/06/1977 - Tokushima, Japan) (music/nuclear eng) Pennsylvania St U. Eleanor Duncan Armstrong, Mary-Christine Stingley, Emily H. McKay.

Morikawa, Michiyo  [Traversiere]

Moritz, Roland  B.k.m [AB, LB, I68, I72]

Morley, Frances  [J Thompson]
NE.

Moroney, Darron  [D Sloan]

Morosco, Victor  B.k [A Michlin]
Harold Bennett, Joe Allard.

Moroshan, Alec  B [Juil]
Inst of Musical Arts, 1925. Georges Barrère.
Morre, Stephanie
*Central Michigan U.*

Morrey, Bridget
Indian River Comm Coll.

**Morrill, Brenda**
*L*
*New England Cons.* James Pappoutsakis.

**Morris, Amy**
*L/B,k.m*
*BM, U of Iowa; MM, Northwestern U.* Walfrid Kujala, Betty Bang Mather, Roger Mather. Cedar Rapids Symph, 2; American Wind Symph; Minnesota Opera Orch, 2.

**Morris, Bill**
*U of Manchester.* Halle Orch, pc.

**Morris, Charles**

**Morris, Debra Thayer**
Danbury Symph, pc/3.

**Morris, Dick**
*S Illinois U-Carbondale, 1948-49.*

**Morris, Emily**
*L/M/B,k,b,m*
*Brigham Young U-Hawaii.* Elizabeth Ruppe, Susan Goodfellow.

**Morris, Gareth**

**Morris, Pamela Allen**
*L/M/B,k,b,m*
*U of Cincinnati; MM, U of Missouri-Kansas City.* Mary Posses, Janice Coleman, Kyriel Magg.

**Morris, Patricia**

**Morris, Robert Evans**
*B*

**Morris, Susan**
[see DeJong, Susan Morris (Hedling)]
Morris, William “Bill” L/M/B,k,b,m [PS]

Morrison, Jane [see Lyman, Jane Wadsworth Morrison]

Morrison, Ralph [LK]
Akron Symph, pc/3.

Morrissey, Diane L/M/B,k [NFA00]
Julie Stone, Sue Rutkowski.

Morrissey, Susan Barrows L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA90]
MN. Drake U. Sidney Zeitlin, Nathan E. Jones.

Morrone, Fernando B,k [AB, I68, I72, Curt, E Butterfield]

Morsch, Karen L/B,k,m [NFA98]

Morse, Richard [W Montgomery]

Mortiboy, Clara Beck [L Mintener]

Mortimore, Stephanie B,k,m [LK, F Smith]
Fenwick Smith. Metropolitan Opera Orch, pc.

Morvay, Deborah [NFA00]

Moryl, John [Juil]
Juilliard Sch.

Mosby, Ann Page [AB]
Canton, MI 39046. Jackson (MI) Symph, ex, c1968.

Moseley, William O'Rear M/B [AB, Coll]

Mosello, Adah [see Jones, Adah Toland Mosello]
Moser, Susan  L/M/B.k.b.m  [PS]

Moskovitz, Fran  L/B.k.b  [NFA98]
AZ. MM, SUNY-Stony Brook. Samuel Baron, Thomas Nyfenger, Robert Dick. Civic Orch of Tucson.

Moskovitz, Harry H.  L/M/B  [PS-F, AB, JW, NT, Juil]

Moskovitz, Libushe  L/M/B  [NFA95]

Mossey, Allison  [see Ponzi, Allison Mossey]

Most, Sam  [NFA92, AB]
Encino, CA.

Motley, Jeanne  M/B.k.b.m  [NFA99]
Ball St U; MM, U of Georgia. Patricia George, Joseph A. Mariano, Paul C. Boyer, Jean-Pierre Rampal. Public Sch.

Mott, Susan  B.k  [NFA91, LK]
Hagerstown, MD. BS, Frostburg St U; Peabody Cons. Britton Garrison Johnson. Maryland Symph.

Moulden, Marlene  [AB, I68]
Casper, WY. Casper Civic Symph, pc, c1968.

Moulinet, Jean-Michel  [Traversiere]

Moulton, Elizabeth  [NFA85]
Laura Douglas Jessen.

Moulton, Marie  [LK, T Brody]
Chicago Lyric Opera.
Mountain, Marie
[see Clark, Marie Mountain]

Mower, Mike
[PS, NFA95-98,00,02]

Moxness, Paul
[Coll]
N St U, 1989-94.

Moy, Teresa
L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA88]
(b. Baraboo, WI?) Wendy Mehne.

Moyer, Martha
[AB]
Alton, IL.  Alton Symph, ex, c1968.

Moyse, Claude
M  [NFA76,85]
Altamount, NY.  Marlboro Coll; Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst.  Louis Moyse, Marcel Moyse.

Moyse, Louis
M  [NFA76-78,80,85-86,88-89,02, AB, Dorgeuille]
(b. 08/14/1912 - Scheveningen) 1st prize, Paris Conservatoire, 1932.  Marcel Moyse, Philippe Gaubert, Paul Taffanel.  Paris Conservatoire; Marlboro Coll; Windham Coll; U of Toronto.

Moyse, Marcel
[AB, Dorgeuille]

Mrazek, Kim
[LK]
Corpus Christi Symph, pc/3.

Mrour, Nabil
[F Jammal]
tchs at nat'l cons in Lebanon.

Mueller, Abigail
M/B,k,b  [NFA99]
(b. Townsend, MA?) Rebecca Carson Rogers.

Mueller, Cynthia Cairns
[PS]
(b. 06/13/1961 - Chicago, IL) BS (ind psych), N Arizona U.  Christiane Fraser, Laurel Schroder.

Mueller, Harold
B,k,m  [NFA87, AB]
New Orleans, LA.  Cert, Eastman Sch of Mus; BM/MM, U of Michigan; PhD (musicology), U of Rochester.  Edwin Lennig, John R. Wummer, Joseph A. Mariano.  Eastman Sch of Mus; U of Minnesota-Duluth; Austin Coll; Marietta Coll.  New Orleans Orch; Rochester Phil Orch.
Mueller, Katherine  B.k.b [Juil] 
*Juilliard Sch, 1978.* Julius Baker, Samuel Baron.

Mueller, Robert [MK Fink]

Muggli, Mark [AB] 
Collegeville, MN 56321. *St Johns U.*

Muhlenharter, Adolph  B [NT, Juil] 

Muhonen-Foster, Jeani  L/M/B.k,b,m [NFA85,98, JW, LK, Coll] 
*USC, Manhattan Sch of Mus.* Marilyn Shotola, Luella Hinkle Howard, Louise DiTullio, David Shostac, Anne Diener Giles Zentner, Andrew Lolya, Julius Baker. Colorado Coll, 1984-94; U of Denver, c1985. Colorado Springs Symph, pr; Gulf Coast Symph, pr; Milwaukee Symph, pr, 1996-.

Mukherji, Katharine Flanders  L/M/B,k,b [PS]  

Mulholland, Nancy L. Murray  B.k,m [PS, NFA93-95, AB, LK]  

Mullen, Jimmy [AB] 
Jackson, MS 39206. Jackson (TN) Symph, ex, c1968.

Mullens, Barbara [see Geier, Barbara Mullens]

Muller, Georg [H Lehtinen]  
(b. 1882; d. 1956) Emil Prill.

Muller-Ho, Sharon "Shari"  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA93, LK] 
*BM, U of Montana; Arizona St U; W Michigan U.* Debra Shorrock, Eric Hoover, Charles E. Osborn, Christine Michelle Smith. Orch Seattle/Seattle Chamber Singers; Northwest (WA) Symph, pr.

Mullhaupt, Joan A.  B.k,m [LB] 

Mullins, Angela Renee  L/B.k,m [RWS] 
Mullins, Cheri  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA02]  
Wendy Diane Fritz Willis.

Mulvey, Vanessa  [see Breault-Mulvey, Vanessa]

Munclinger, Milan  [AB]  
Conductor, flutist.

Mungo, John  [AB, H Rosenblatt]  
Lindenhurst, NY 11757. South Shore Symph, c1968.

Muñoz, Mary Ann  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA99]  
BM, Ohio St U; MM, West Virginia U, compl? June Warhoftig, Katherine Borst Jones, Joyce Catalfano. Westerville Civic Symph, pc/3.

Munro, Anne N.  B,k  [KF Coy]  
(b. Shepherdstown, WV) Frostburg St U; BA, Shepherd Coll; W Maryland Coll; U of Maryland-Coll Park. Britton Garrison Johnson, K. Farrell Coy. Public Sch. Millbrook Orch; Maryland Symph; Potomac Symph.

Munro, Peggy  [see Zeppenfeld, Peggy Munro]

Murchie, Robert  [AB, R Bigio]  

Murillo, Rodolfo  L/M/B,k  [NFA98]  

Murima?, Jeanne  [C Nowell]

Murphey, Mary Lynn  B,k,m  [NFA95]  
(b. OK?) Parthena Owens.

Murphy, Amanda  [LK, Coll]  
NE Mississippi Comm Coll, 1995-. Tupelo Symph, 2.

Murphy, Duncan  B  [NT, Juil]  
Juilliard Sch, 1942. Georges Barrère.

Murphy, Estelle  [AB, I68]  
Baton Rouge, LA. Baton Rouge Symph, c1968. [alternate spelling: Murphey]
Murphy, Jean  [see Bulman, Jean Murphy]

Murphy, Megan C.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]
(b. 12/10/1979 - Redmond, WA)  Columbus St U.  Stephanie Rea, Natalie Kruger, Robert Fischer, Elizabeth Goode.

Murray, Alexander Douglass  [PS, NFA76,78-82,86-87,90-91,93-94,97, AB, LK]

Murray, Nancy  [see Mulholland, Nancy L. Murray]

Musayelyan, Yulia  L/B  [NFA98,00]
Nina Barwell.

Musayev, Lina  L/B,k,b  [NFA00]
Bradley Garner.

Muscettolla, Kathleen Faust  L/M/B  [PS]

Myers, Kathy  [AB]
University Park, PA 16802.

Myers, Susan  [see Peterson, Susan Myers]

Mylecreaine, Kathleen  L/B  [NFA02]
U of Utah.  William Hebert.

Myles, Alison  [KE Jones]

Nabors, Stacey  [see Zeschin, Stacey Nabors]

Nagahara, Kanichi  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA02]
Julius Baker, Laura Finley.  Flutemaker.

Nagaosa, Jiro  [NFA88]
Nagoya U of Arts.  Board of Dir. Japan Fl Assoc.

Nagelbach, Emily L/B,k,m [NFA01]
Amy Hamilton.

Nagem, Paul [LK, Coll]
Colorado Coll, 1994-. Colorado Springs Symph, pr.

Nagendran, Lee L/M/B,k,b [NFA85]
Nancy M. Vinson.

Nahoum, Jean-Christophe [Traversiere]

Nakai, R. Carlos [NFA88,98, E Hoover]
Tulsa, OK. Native American flute player. Self-taught.

Nakamura, Miyako [NFA92]

Nakamura, Noriko [NFA02]

Nakamura, Sandra [B Pak]

Nakano, Mari M/B,k,m [NFA82]
Boston U. Doriot Anthony Dwyer. Tokyo Nat'l Acad of Arts.

Nakatani, Yukiko [NFA92]

Nakayama, Toshiko [NFA92]

Nakos, Debra Livant [Peabody]
Annapolis, MD 21401. Peabody Cons.

Nambu, Yasuka L/B,k,b [NFA97,99, Juil]

Nanzetta, Virginia M/B [AB, P Standaart]
Naranjo, Jose Antonio [R Sanchez]

Narcowich, Linda [LK]
Brazos Valley Symph, pc.

Nardeau, Martial M [NFA99]
Iceland. Raymond Pauchet, Fernand Caratgé, Roger Bourdin. Reykjavik Cons of Mus.

Nash, Corinna L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA97]
(b. Spring, TX?) Kimberly Walter-Clark.

Nassus, Thomas J. [NEC]
Arthur Brooke.

Nastasi, Mirijam [H Barradas]

Nausbaum, Nora [see Tremblay, Nora Nausbaum]

Nazarian, Anahid L/B,k,m [NFA77]

Nazzi, Christine B [AB, N Toff]

Nazzi, Michael [C Nazzi]

Neal, Barbara L/M/B,k,m [PS]

Neal, Megan L/M/B [NFA97-99]
(b. Pittsburgh, PA?) Wendy Webb Kumer.

Neau, Linda [AB]
(b. Kenosha, WI?) Appleton, WI 54911. Lawrence Symph, c1968.

Nedrud, Chrissie L/M/B,k [NFA98]
Catina Wise-Topash.

Nedrud, Sonja M/B,k,b,m [NFA98]
Shannah Otis, Elizabeth Singleton.
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Needham, Vincent [AF]
(b. 04/15/1856; d. 10/14/1916) Jean Firmin Brossa. Liverpool Coll of Mus. Hallé Orch, pr.

Needleman, Jennie [NFA89]

Negro, Catherine L/M/B,k,b [JWS]

Negro, Marie L/M/B,k,b [JWS]

Neidhardt, Evelyn B [Juil]
Dipl, Juilliard Sch, 1932. Arthur Lora.

Neidlinger, Nancy (Gillet) M/B [Coll]

Neighbor, Leslie [see McGhee, Leslie Neighbor]

Neilsen, Claire [LK]
Eastern Connecticut Symph.

Neitzert, George H. B [NT, Juil]

Nelee, Carol [D Powers]

Nelis, Erin L/B,k,m [NFA94]
(b. Baltimore, MD?) Sara (Landgren) Nichols.

Nelms, Elizabeth "Betsy" L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA85,97,00, Coll]

Nelsen, Lisa L/M/B,k [PS, FLMotW]
Nelson, Amy Catherine  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA90,93,95]

Nelson, Beth  Eastman Sch of Mus; U of Cincinnati.  [T Reed]


Nelson, Florence Meisels  L/B,k,m  [NFA80,85-88, AB, KBJ]
Jamaica, NY 11435. BM, Oberlin Coll, 1963; MM, MME, Manhattan Sch of Mus.
Maurice Sharp, William Hebert, Robert Willoughby, William Kincaid, Harold Bennett.
Hofstra U. New York City Opera Orch, Fl/pc; Metropolitan Opera Orch; Brooklyn Phil;
New York Pops, Inc.

Nelson, Gerda  [AB]
Green Bay, WI 54301. Green Bay Symph, pr, c1968.

Nelson, Kim  [A Kibel]

Nelson, Lavila  Cherokee Symph.  [LK]

Nelson, Miriam Lynn  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, J Baker]
(b. 11/29/19?? - New York, NY) Somerset, NJ 08873. BA, Rutgers The St U-Camden;
MM, Temple U; Post Grad work, Juilliard Sch. Murray W. Panitz, John R. Wummer,
James C. Scott, Julius Baker.

Nelson, Nancy K.  Inland Valley Symph, 2.  [LK]

Nelson, Pamela Ruth  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]
Beverly delaBretonne, Albert Saurini, Gary A. Sigurdson, Philip Dunigan, John Kiburz,
Jr., Jacob L. Berg, Jan E. Gippo. Maryville Coll; Meredith Coll, 1977-; West Chester U.
North Carolina Symph, Sub 2/pc.

Nelson, Paula (Hutchinson)  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA92]
(b. 10/31/1967 - Easton, MD) King of Prussia, PA. BA, U of Maryland-Coll Park, 1989;
Montgomery, Linda Kirkpatrick, Kathleen Chastain Debost, Jim Walker. West Chester U;
Immaculata Coll.
Nelson, Randi  L/M/B,k
U of Saskatchewan; BM, James Madison U.  Edware Abramson, Carol Kniebusch Noe.
U of Saskatchewan.  Saskatoon Symph, pr.

Nelson, Susan  L/B,k
Salzburg, Austria.  Kay Borkowski.  [AB]

Nelson, Susan (2)  L/M/B,k,m
(b. 06/16/1958 - Iowa City, IA) Bemidji, MN 56601.  BA, Chatham Coll, 1980; MFA, U

Nelson, William  [JW]
Minnesota Orch, pr, 1903-05.

Neptune, John Kaizan  [NFA88]
(b. CA) Shakuhachi master.

Nerini, Francois  [Traversiere]
Paris Conservatoire.  Jean-Pierre Rampal, Alain Marion.

Nessi, Celine  [Traversiere]

Nester, Kathleen  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA96, LK]
BA, City Coll-CUNY; MM, Manhattan Sch of Mus.  Ransom Wilson, Robert Dick,
Eleanor Lawrence, Marcel Moyse, Renee Siebert, Keith Underwood.  Rutgers The St U-
Camden.  New Jersey Symph, 2.

Nesvig, Sonja  L/B,k,b  [NFA01-02]

Netland, Karin  L  [NFA85]
Susan Heath.

Netsky, Hankus  [M Bishko]

Nettel, Tom  [AB]
Sacramento, CA 95819.

Neuff, Augustin  [AF]
(active 1781) Johann Joachim Quantz.

Neuhaus, Margaret  M/B  [NFA85-87,89-91,97]
BM, Duke U; MM, American Cons; DMA, American Cons.  Earl A. Slocum, Charles
Delaney, Mary Louise Poor.  North Shore Concert Band.
Neuhauser, John

Neuleib, Carol  B,k,b  [NFA94, LK]
Symph, pr.

Neumann, Mary  B,k  [NFA99-00]
_BS, Case Western Reserve U; MM, Cleveland Inst of Mus._ Maurice Sharp, Helmut
Zangerle, Werner Tripp.

Neumann, Michael  M  [FLUTE]

Neumann, Pam  [NFA98, LK]
AZ. Scottsdale Symph, pc/3.

Neville, Celia  [F Cavanah]

Newberry, Beverly  L  [NEC]
_New England Cons._ James Pappoutsakis.

Newbold, Emily Swartley (Trefz)  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA87]
_Eastman Sch of Mus; DMA._ Joseph A. Mariano, William Kincaid, Murray W. Panitz,
Marcel Moyse. West Chester U. Reading Symph, pr.

Newbold, Robert  L/M/B,k  [NFA81]
_(math) Stanford U; BA, SUNY-Stony Brook; MM, Yale U, compl?_ Thomas Nyfenger,
Samuel Baron, Karl Kraber, Merrill Jordan, Frances Blaisdell.

Newbrough, Stacey  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA90,95]
_U of N Texas._ Margaret Linnan Kegel, Jacob L. Berg, Kathleen Chastain Deboist, Mary
Karen Clardy, Terri Sundberg.

Newburger, Elsa Shodoff  L/B,k,m  [KBJ]

Newcomb, Irene  [see Maddox, Irene Newcomb]

Newcomb-Carter, Jonna  L/M/B,k,b  [PS]
_(b. 06/30/1965 - Boise, ID)_ Santa Monica, CA 90405. _U of Colorado-Boulder, 1983-89._
Karen Yonovitz, Rod Garnett, Pat Peterson, Gordon Reuben Halligan.

Newcomer, Erval J., Jr.  B,k,m  [LB]
Newhall, Elaine
Columbia Symph, pr.

Newhall, Rebecca Grace
L/M/B,k

Newhouse, Kathy
[NF Allen]

Newman, Karen
B,k,b
[PS, LK]
BA, Yale U; MM, Manhattan Sch of Mus.  Thomas Nyfenger, Julius Baker, Trudy Kane.

Newman, Leslie E.
B,k,b
[Juil, Coll, J Baker]

Newman, Lori
L/M/B,k,b,m
[NF97]

Newman, Lorri
L/M/B,k
[NA86]
Elizabeth Anne Downing.

Newman, Nili Merle
L/M/B,k,b,m
[NA96, Curt, J Baker]

Newman, Thomas
Greenville, NC 27834.

Newton, James
L/M/B,k.m
[NA91]

Ngan, Melissa
L/B,k,m
[NA02, LK]

Nicholas, Regina
L/M/B,k
[NA00]
Julie Stone.

Nichols, Alvita
M/B,k,m
[LJ Snell]
Lucille Johnston Snell.

Nichols, Cory
B,k
[NA02]
Susan Nanette Hayes.
Nichols, Edith [see Walker, Edith Nichols]

Nichols, Elizabeth [AB]
Muncie, IN. Muncie Symph, alto fl, c1968.

Nichols, Ervin [S McGinn]

Nichols, Holly L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA87,91,02, LK]
(b. Philo, OH?) Katherine Borst Jones, Linda Lukas. US Air Force Band, Golden West; Santa Cruz County Symph; Marin Symph, pc/2; Vallejo Symph.

Nichols, Lisa L/M/B,k,b [JWS]

Nichols, Pamela J. [NFA99]
Boston, MA. BME, U of Massachusetts-Lowell; Longy Sch of Mus. Virginia Lequia, Carol Hunt Epple.

Nichols, Sara (Landgren) L/B,k,m [NFA92,02, Mainly Mozart]

Nicholson, Barbara [A Garstang]

Nicholson, Charles [AF]

Nicholson, David M [PS]

Nicholson, Harriet L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA88]

Nicholson, Hilary Rae L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA88]

Nickasch, Katherine [AB]
Fredonia, NY 14063.
Nicola, Mazzanti
Scuola di musica "G Verdi".

Nicolaieva, Tatiana

Nicolet, Aurèle

Nidel, Susan
[see Palma-Nidel, Susan]

Niedermayr, Joseph
Vienna, Austria.

Nield-Capoti, Christine

Nielsen, ?

Nielsen, Linda
Green Bay Symph, 2.

Nielson, Ruth
[CB Beste]

Niessner, Madelyn
Phil Orch of Southern New Jersey.

Nieves, Richard
New York, NY 10028.

Nigro, Giacomo
[deLorenzo]

Nigro, Mary
[see Poor, Mary Louise Nigro]

Nijyo, Itsuko
[NFA92]

Niles, Robert G.
Georges Laurent.

Nilsson, Lars

Nipper, Matt L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA95,98] U of N Iowa. Angeleita Stevens Floyd, Eldred Spell, Trevor Wye, Robert Bush.

Nishikawa, Kohei Toho Music Acad. [NFA88]

Nishio, Makiko [NFA92]

Nissly, Marybelle (deceased) First woman to lead an army band (PA).

Nitchman, Jennifer L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA95,00-01, LK] Alice Kogan Weinreb, Stephanie Jutt, Wendy Mehne, Peggy Vagts. Terre Haute Symph, pc.

Niu, Howard [YC Chen, CY Tsai]

Niu, Hsiao-Hwa M/B,k,b,m [NFA88] Coll of Chinese Culture. Man-Nong Fan, Julius Baker. Founder Taipei Fl Ens. [same as Howard Niu?]

No, Janice B,k,m [PS] (b. 06/08/1987 - MS) Gaithersburg, MD 20878. Donna Dymond, Joseph A. Mariano.

Noack, Gerard [HC Porto]


Noak, ? [AB]

Noble, Susanella [H Leinbach]

Noell, Beverly  
L/M/B,k,b  
[PS, NFA88]  

Noguchi, Ryu  
[PS, NFA82]  
Toho Music Acad; Ueno Gakuen Coll. Yomiuri Nippon Symph, pr.

Nolan, Denise  
[Coll, J Benson]  
Bonnie Insull. Franklin Pierce Coll, c1985-.

Nolan, Laura  
[PS, NFA00]  
Karen Robbins.

Nolan, Patrick  
M  
[PS]  

Nolde, Clarissa  
M/B.k,b  
[NFA84, Juil]  

Nollman, Bernard  
L  
[NEC]  
Georges Laurent.

Norbrett, Keith  
L/M/B  
[NFA88]  
Wendy Webb Kumer.

Norder, Marcia  
[LK]  
Austin Civic Orch, pc.

Nordquist, Alice  
L/B,k,m  
[A Dorough]  
Aralee Dorough.

Nordstrom, Patricia  
[PS, NFA99]  
Early music specialist.

Norell, Susan  
[see McDonnell, Susan Norell]

Norman, Christopher Mark  
L/B,k,m  
[NFA86,96,02, Peabody]  

Norman, Sandy Duffy  
L/M/B,k,m  
[PS, NFA98,00]  
Norris, John
Georges Barrère.

Norris, Mary Beth  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA94]

Norris, Richard N., MD  B,k  [NFA89,91]
Samuel Baron, Christopher Krueger. New England Cons, performance med.

North, Charles K.
New York Phil; Detroit Symph, pr, 1919-20.

North, Luellyn K.  [see Dollard, Luellyn K. North]

North, Patricia  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]
(b. 06/25/1956 - Port Huron, MI) Cincinnati, OH 45219. BM, U of Cincinnati. Alexander Murray, Rochelle Draizar-Doepke.

Northcott, Mary  [see Boodel, Mary Northcott]

Northcut, Jennifer  [LK]
Dayton Phil Orch, 2.

Northe, Sharon  [NFA00]

Northrop, Mildred  [see Wiseman, Mildred Northrop]

Norton, Barbara  [NFA93]
BM, U of Texas-Austin; MA, Duke U; PhD, Duke U. Flutist, baroque flute, recorder.

Norton, Candace  [LK]
Hendersonville Symph.

Norton, Laurie  L/B  [NFA83]
Deidre McGuire. Ashland Symph.

Norton, Winifred  [AB]
Claremont, CA. Claremont Symph, pr, c1968.

Norton-Scott, Susan  L/M/B,k,b,m  [B Williams]
Arizona St U; SUNY-Potsdam. Trygve Peterson, Donald MacDonald.

Norwood, Warren Ross  B  [NT, Juil]
Nossett-Hidalgo, Sandi
Chamber Orch of Albuquerque.

Novufflard, ?

Nourse, Nancy  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA88,95,98-01]
(b. 05/27/1952 - Picton, Ontario, Canada) Toronto, ON Canada.  BM/BE, Queens U, 1974/75; MM, SUNY-Potsdam, 1981; PhD, U of Illinois-Champaign/Urbana, compl? Alexander Murray, Donald MacDonald, Harold Clarke, Laurie Sanderson, Paula Kelch Elliott, Jean-Guy Brault, Donelda Gartshore.

Novak, Deborah  L/M/B  [NFA97]

Novak, Geza  [DP Brookes]

Novak, Mary  [see Sand, Mary Novak]

Novak, Patti  [see Seaman-Novak, Patti]

Novak, Susan Sibley  [AB]
Mobile, AL 36609. Mobile Symph, pc, c1968.

Nover, Michelle  B.k  [NFA99-00]
Thomas Nyfenger.

Novotny, Linda  [NFA87]
(b. Anchorage, AK?) Roxann Seland (Davis) Berry.

Novy, Tara  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA98-99]
(b. 08/03/1972 - IA) Cedar Rapids, IA 52402.  BM, U of Iowa, 1994; MM, U of Iowa, ? Betty Bang Mather, Janice Dockendorff Boland, Tadeu Coelho.

Nowak, Frank  [M Veremeychik]

Nowell, Catherine  [PS, NFA98, LK]

Nozu, Naoyuki  M  [NFA89,91-92]
Toho Music Acad; Royal Acad of Mus-London.  William Bennett, Geoffrey Gilbert, Shinya Koide.
Nugent, Barli
M/B.k,b [NFA93, Jul]
BM, Juilliard Sch, 1976; MM, Juilliard Sch, 1977; DMA, SUNY-Stony Brook, compl?
Julius Baker, Samuel Baron, Harold Bennett, Marcel Moyse.

Nugent, Laurence [NFA00]

Nurgaliev, Erkat
[D Bimurzaeva]

Nurmi, Heather L/M/B.k,h,m [NFA97]
Central Michigan U. Carol Andersen, Kim Jeanette Teal, Joanna Cowan White.

Nuss, Patricia B,k,b [Coll, L Bable]
(b. IA?) Mt. Vernon, GA. BM, U of Iowa; MM, U of Cincinnati. Julius Baker. Troy St U; W Georgia Coll; Brewton-Parker Coll, ww; S Georgia Coll; Middle Georgia Coll-Dublin. Montgomery Symph, pr.

Nussbaum, Rebecca [NFA02]
Philadelphia, PA.

Nyberg, John [AB]
Roseville, MN. U of Minnesota-Duluth, c1967+.

Nyfenger, Thomas B,k [NFA78,91, AB, Coll]
(b. 1936; d. 1990) New York, NY 10024. BM, Cleveland Inst of Mus; MM, Cleveland Inst of Mus; Dipl, Cleveland Inst of Mus. Maurice Sharp. Yale U, 1967-90; Vassar Coll, c1967-69; SUNY-Purchase; Rutgers The St U-Camden; Sarah Lawrence; Manhattan Sch of Mus; Mannes Sch of Mus; Oberlin Cons. Pro Arte Symph, pr; Indianapolis Symph, pc, 1961-63?; New York City Ballet.

Oakes, Joyce L/B,k,m [PS, NFA02]

Oakes, Lesley Greaves M/B,k [NT, Jul]

Oakes, Mervin [AB]
Norwood, NJ.

Oakes, Nancy [AB]
Fort Collins, CO 80521. Fort Collins Symph, ex, c1968.

Oakford, Renee B,k,b [NFA87]
Manhattan Sch of Mus. Trudy Kane.

Oberg, Howard [F Griffin] Margaret Crawford.


O'Bryan, Mamie Jo [LK] Santa Fe Comm Orch.

Ochi, Maki L/M/B,k [NFA00] Julie Stone.

Ochran, Priscilla [see Holt, Priscilla Ochran]


O'Connor, Sharon [LK] Pacific Symph.


Odaka, Hisatada [H Hayasi]

O'Donnell, Heather  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA94]  (b. Fenelton, PA?) Stacey Steele.

O'Donnell, Kathy  [L Carroll]


Offermans, Wil  The Netherlands.  [NFA02]

Ogar, Barbara  B,k  [NFA95,97-99,01]  BA, Wayne St Coll.  Clement Barone, Jr.

Ogle, Alex  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA02, AB, S Nelson]  New York, NY.  Marcel Moyse, Douglas Royal, James Pappoutsakis, Julius Baker, Harold Bennett, Keith Underwood.  Amherst Coll; Dartmouth Coll; Mt Holyoke Coll.


Oh, Kathryn  [NFA94]  (b. Ellicott City, MD?) Joan daSylva Heit.

O'Hare, Theresa  M/B,k,b,m  [NFA83-84]  (b. Bettendorf, IA?) Gerald V. Carey, Jacqueline Hofto, Walter Haedrich.

Ohlin, Kristin  [NFA99]  BFA, U of Massachusetts-Lowell, compl?

Ohlsson, Jean  [see West, Jean Ohlsson (Rickman)]

Okamoto, Michael [PS]

O'Keefe, Brad [Peabody]
Baltimore, MD 21220. Peabody Cons.

Olday, Paula [LK]
Valley Symph.

Oldberg, Elaine B,k,m [AB, I68]

Older, Julia
BM, U of Michigan; Cons of Arrigo Boito. Nashua Symph.

O'Leary, Jay [K Cook, P Vagts]

Oler, Christine Lee B,k [NFA98]

Oleska, Mike [T Gullint]

Oleskiewicz, Mary B,k [NFA98, 01, W Mayhall]

Oliva, Christina L/M/B,k,m [NFA88]
(b. Yakima, WA?) Hal Ott, Marti Uecker, Mary Albee.

Oliver, David L/M/B,k,m [FLMotW]

Oliver, Jennifer [see Joray, Jennifer Oliver]

Oliver, Meredith [NFA88]
(b. Vista, CA?) Eleanor Tibbals.

Oliveros, Pauline [BC Lam]

Olkiewicz, Grzegorz [NFA96]
Olkowski, Donna [M Gedigian]

Olsen, Lesley [NFA86]
*M*, *U of Illinois-Champaign/Urbana.*

Olsen, Torin L/M/B [NFA97]
(b. Pittsburgh, PA?) Wendy Webb Kumer.

Olson, Cori M/B,k,b,m [NFA98]
Shannah Otis, Elizabeth "Sam" Singleton.

Olson, George [AB]
Chicago, IL. American Cons, c1968. Chicago Symph.

Olson, Janelle [LK]
Tucson Symph, pr.

Olson, Jeanne [LK]
Central Wisconsin Symph, pc.

Olson, Rebecca L/M/B,k,m [NFA92,99]

Olson, Rollin B [PS]
Baltimore, MD. Willis R. Olson.

Olson, Sandra Bunch L/M/B,k,m [NFA86-96,99, Chicago FlClub02]

Olson, Willis R. B [PS-F, AB]

O'Malley, Sarah [LK]
Waterloo-Cedar Falls Symph.

O'Neill, Danyell L/B,k [S Kamalidiin]
Saïs Kamalidiin.

O'Neill, Jill [LK]
Traverse Symph.
Onishi, Helen
Hamilton, ON Canada. Hamilton Phil Orch, c1968.

Onnie, Janet
Cambridge, MA 02138.

Onodera, Margot [see Rydall, Margot (Onodera)]

Opava, Emil B.k

Opipery, Paulette L/M/B
(b. Pittsburgh, PA?) Wendy Webb Kumer.

Opitz, Martin
New York, NY 10023.

Oppe, Sarah B.k.b.m
Nora Kile.

Opperman, George B

Orbovich, Donna L/M/B,k,b,m

Ordman, Lana

Oren, Mary [see King, Mary Oren]

Orenstein, Martin B

Orihara, Misako [NFA92]

Orlando, Michele [I Lehtinen]

Orme, Sara [see Weisz, Sara Orme]
Ormiston, Catherine  L/M/B,k,b,m  [M Ubaldi]
Margaret Ubaldi.

Ormond, Judith  [LK, Coll, Peabody]

Orner, Eugene  [F Jones]
*Eastman Sch of Mus*.  U of N Texas.  Philadelphia Orch, bsn, 1940-50s?

Ornetti, Jean  [C Gilad]

Ornoy, Avichai  M/B  [NFA90]
(b. Jerusalem, Israel?) Jerusalem, Israel.  Moshe Aron Epstein, Uri Toeplitz, Samuel Baron, Alain Marion.

Ornstein, Leo  [C Tucker]

Orozco, Teresa  [see Petersen, Teresa Orozco]

Orr, Raymond  [NEC]
Arthur Brooke.

Orr, Rita  [AB, I68]

Orsay, Paul K.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Orsinger, Amy  [NFA95-96, LK]

Ortega, Ginka Gerova  L/B,k,m  [KBJ]

Ortega, Nancy  [see Stizza-Ortega, Nancy]

Ortiz, Sarah  L/M/B,k,b,m  [P Swanson]
Philip J. Swanson.

Orton, Allison  M/B,k,b,m  [NFA98]
(b. UT?) Cindy Henderson.
Orwig, Evie  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
Joanna Cowan White.  

[Traversiere]
Ory, Isabelle  

Ory-Lettie, Ronda  
M/B  
[NFA93]
Annapolis, MD.  BME, Auburn U; MM, Florida St U.  Charles Delaney.

Osborn, Charles E.  
[AB]

Osborn, Michael  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA97]
BM, Butler U; MM, Ball St U, compl?  Julia Larson Mattern, Loretta Contino, Karen A.  Moratz, Kathryn Lukas.

Osborne, Sarah  
M/B,k,m  
[LJ Snell]
Lucille Johnston Snell.

Oschavkova, Lydia  
[Sofia (Bulgaria) Acad.  Sofia (Bulgaria) Acad.  Sofia Phil Orch, pr.]

O'Shea, Anna Belle  
[NFA92,97]
Northwest Indiana Symph, pr.

O'Shei, Jainie  
[LK]
Jackson Hole Symph.

Oshiro, Keiji  
[NFA88]
Elizabeth U; Saarlandische Musik Hochschule.  H. Takimoto, A. Miyamoto, K. Crumm, R. Steage.

Ossola, Alex  
M/B,k  
[J Bennett]
Joyce Bennett.

Osteraas, Nancy  
L/M/B,k  
[RL Paluzzi]
Rebecca Lile Paluzzi.

Ostergren, Jacqueline  
[LK]
Newton Symph, pc.

Ostling, Elizabeth Anne  
M/B,k,b  
[LK, Juil, Curt, J Baker]
O'Sullivan, Mary Beth
Newark Symph, 1970-71.

Oswald, Holly [see Clemans, Holly Oswald]

Otis, Shannah [J Kaplan]

Ott, Hal L/M/B,k,m [NFA87-88,92,95,99,01, Coll]

Ott, Regina [see Dill, Regina Ott]

Otten, LaReine L [NEC]
Georges Laurent.

Ottenbreit, Allison L/M/B,k [PS]

Otto, Barbara [AB]

Ouimet, Jacqueline L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA90]
Miami U; U of Glasgow. Sandra L. Seefeld, Irene Voss, Donald E. McGinnis, Katherine Borst Jones.

Oun, Jaan [J Lentsius]

Overly, Edith "Edie" B,k [PS, A Martin]
Lititz, PA. Kenton F. Terry.

Overman, Jean [see Whiton, Jean Overman]

Overmier, Juliana L/M/B,k,m [NFA94,01]

Owada, Yoko [NFA82, Traversiere]
Owen, Beth  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA00]  
(b. 12/02/1947 - Columbus, OH) Columbus, OH.  MA, Ohio St U, 1979; MM, Ohio St U, 1983.  Adah Toland Mosello Jones, Overda Paige, Donald E. McGinnis, Robert Willoughby, Janice Misurell-Mitchell.  36yrs; Ohio St U, collegium. Ramstein Chamber Music Society; Heidelberg Theater Orch; Metropolitan Chamber Orch.

Owen, Marie  [AB, LK]  
New York, NY 10024.  New York City Ballet, pc/2.

Owen, Sean  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA00]  

Owen, Viola Calthrop  [C Rees]  

Owens, Mary  [AB]  
Waco, TX.  Waco Symph, pr, c1968.

Owens, Parthena  B.k.m  [NFA01, LK, ML Murphey]  
Oklahoma City U; Northwestern U.  Geneva Hayes, Eleanor Duncan Armstrong, Barbara Davis Chao, Walfrid Kujala.  Oklahoma City Phil Orch, 2.

Owens, Steve  L/M/B,k,m  [FLMotW]  
Margaret Pritchet, Tacy Edwards.

Owsley, Rachel  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA81]  
(b. Auburn, AL?) Nancy M. Vinson.

Oxley, Terry A.  [Coll]  

Paarmann, Laura  L/B,k,m  [NFA88]  
BA, U of Iowa; MA, U of Iowa.  Betty Bang Mather, Gerald V. Carey.  Public Sch.  Quad City Symph, 2.

Pace, Pam  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA87]  
SW Texas St U.  Margaret Weeks Redcay.

Pacetti, Mariano  [Coll, L Bable]  
BME, Cleveland St U.  St U of W Georgia, ww, 1990-.  Saxophonist.

Pachey, Martin  [AB]  
Ashland, OH 44805.  BME, U of Denver; MA, U of Denver; Grad work, U of Toledo.  Ashland U, Dir, c1968.
Packard, Amy  [see Heritage, Amy Packard]

Packard, Nancy  L  [NEC]
*New England Cons.* James Pappoutsakis.

Packer, ?  [A Brooke]

Padilla, Lee  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA01]
Hal Ott.

Pagan, Robert  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA95, Juil]
*BM, Juilliard Sch, 1999.* Carol Wincenc.

Pagano, Anthony J.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [AB, Coll?]

Pagano, Emil  [AB, Coll?]
East Meadow, NY.

Page, Ann  [see Mosby, Ann Page]

Page, Christine  L/B,k  [NFA86]
(b. Madison, NJ?) Virginia McGann Schulze-Johnson.

Pagnotti, Alfonso  [L deLorenzo]

Pahl, Helba  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA97]

Pahl, Sandra Hillman  M/B  [JH Gray]
Mary Louise Poor.

Pahud, Emmanuel  M  [NFA91,96, Traversiere, M Debost]

Paige, Bruno  [Coll]
Paige, Overda  M/B.k,b   [NFA81]
*U of Cincinnati; Eastman Sch of Mus.* Robert Cavally, Julius Baker, James Galway. 
Ohio St U; Wilmington Coll; Pennsylvania St U. Dayton Phil Orch; Springfield (OH) Symph; Cincinnati Symph, sub; Pittsburgh Symph, sub.

Paik, Soo Hyun  B,k,b   [Juil, J Baker]

Paine, Gail Morey  L/M/B.k,m   [MWG Russell]
Marion Widowson Gatts Russell.

Paks, Brigette  [NFA87]
*Massachusetts Inst of Tech.* Sandra Nakamura, Arthur Hoberman, Mary Palchak.

Palasota, Peter  B.k,b   [Juil]

Palattella, Chris  [NFA00]

Palchak, Mary  [Coll]
Irvine Valley Coll, c1991-; Saddleback Coll, c1991-.

Pallen, Vincent  [AB]
New York, NY 10014.

Pallesen, Nancy  [see Dalley, Nancy Pallesen]

Palma, Donald  [J Frazier]
Manhattan Sch of Mus.

Palma-Nidel, Susan  [NFA92, LK]

Palmberg, Candace  L/M/B.k,m   [NFA88, Coll]

Palmer, Lynn Landrey  [NFA92,94-95]

Palmer, Rae  [see Terpenning, Rae Palmer]

Palmer, Rebecca  L/M/B.k,b,m   [NFA98]
(b. UT?) Lynette Lewis.
Palochak, Christine  B.k.m  [PS]
(b. 01/10/1947 - Bath, NY) BS, SUNY-Potsdam; MS, SUNY-Potsdam. Donald MacDonald.

Palos-Tuley, Belen  M  [NFA86]
(b. Corpus Christi, TX) Corpus Christi St U; Texas Coll of Arts and Industries. Jannell Horton, Shirley Justus, Jochen Gartner.

Palumbo, John C.  B.k,b  [Juil]

Paluzzi, Earl  [RL Paluzzi]

Paluzzi, Rebecca Lile  L/M/B,k  [PS, NFA91-93,95-96,98,01-02]

Pamperin, Francile  L/M/B,k,b,m  [A Henry]
Anna Whitlock Henry.

Panattoni, Gina  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA01]
U of Toronto. Heide Ehle, Paul Taub, Susan Catherine Hoeppner.

Pancost, Francine C. Ross  B.k,m  [LB]
Glendale, CA 91206. Joseph A. Mariano.

Panel, Melanie  [Traversiere]
Paris Conservatoire. Alain Marion.

Panet-Raymond, Francine  [AB]
Canada.

Panfili, Lauren  L/M/B,k,b  [PS]

Panitch, Jill I.  [LK]
Schenectady Symph, pc.
Panitz, Murray W.  L/B,k,m  [AB, JW, I68, I72, LB]  
(b. Mount Rainier, MD; d. 04/??/1989)  
*BM, Eastman Sch of Mus*;  
*MM, Manhattan Sch of Mus*.  
Joseph A. Mariano, Frederick Wilkins.  

Pantke, Dawn  M/B,k  [MC York]  
Susan McQuinn.

Papachristos, Louis  B,k,b  [Juil, J Baker]  
*Juilliard Sch*.  
Julius Baker.

Papillon, Andre  M  [PS, Traversiere, V Dunsby]  
(b. 09/28/1960 - La Mesa, CA)  
Sainte-Foy, QU Canada.  
2nd prize, *Paris Conservatoire*, 1982;  
Gail Grimstead-Michaud, Raymond Guiot, Alain Marion, Robert Langevin.  
Laval U.

Papish, Catherine D.  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA90-91,94]  
*Illinois Wesleyan U*;  
*Augustana Coll*.  
Janet Stodd, Walter Haedrich.

Pappas, Andrew  [AB]  
Cloquet, MN 55720.  
Duluth-Superior Symph, c1968.

Pappoutsakis, James  L  [AB, I68, I72, NEC]  
(b. 1911; d. 1979) Brookline, MA.  
*Boston U*; *New England Cons*;  
*Longy Sch of Mus*.  
Georges Laurent.  
Boston Cons, c1968; Boston U, c1968; New England Cons, c1968.  
Boston Symph, 2, 1937-78; Boston Pops Orch, c30yrs.

Parado, ?  [AF]  
(active 1813-20, Portugal)

Parasky, Daniel  L/M/B  [NFA97-98]  
(b. Pittsburgh, PA?) Wendy Webb Kumer.

Paratley, Richard  [LK]  
Bronx Symph, pr.

Parcells, Natalie  [see Willett, Natalie Parcells]

Park, Hyun Cheong  B,k,b  [Juil]  
*Juilliard Sch*.  
Julius Baker.

Park, Hyun Jung  [NFA90]  
(b. Seoul, Korea?) Seoul, Korea.  
Myung Ja Moon.
Park, Jae
L/M/B,k,b
Angela Fratturo.  [NFA96]

Park, Jee
Juilliard Sch.  [Juil]

Park, Kim
U of Missouri-Kansas City.  Producer, composer, jazz (sax/fl/pn).  [NFA94]

Park, Kyoung Hee
Monterey Symph, pc.  [LK]

Park, Min Sang
M/B,k,b

Park, Soo Kyung
M/B,k,b

Parker, Bill
Fullerton Coll.  [NFA90]

Parker, Brooks
Seattle, WA.  [AB]

Parker, Catharine
L
New England Cons.  James Pappoutsakis.  [NEC]

Parker, Elsie
St Louis U, c1991-.  [Coll]

Parker, Evelyn
L/M/B,k,m
William Kincaid, Philip J. Swanson.  [D? Carpenter-Bertolini]

Parker, Janice
M/B,k,b,m
BM; MM/MME, Emporia St U.  Janet Millard de Roldan, Ernestine Whitman, John B. Boulton.  Emporia St U.  [NFA98]

Parker, Kristine
L/M/B,k,b,m

Parker, Sherrie
BM, CSU-Fullerton, 1977.  Fullerton Coll; Rancho Santiago Coll.  [NFA88]
Parker, Suzanne
M/B,k,m
Glennis Stout.

Parker-Harley, Jennifer
L/M/B,k,b,m
[PS, NFA92,94,98,01, LK]

Parkins, Leroy
L
[NEC]

Parkinson, Janice
[AB]
Berea, OH 44017.

Parkinson, Laura
[b. Enid, OK?] Becky Kiesel.

Parks, Rosemary Pilling
L/M/B,k,m
[PS]

Parlman, Deborah
[AB]
Simsbury, CT.

Parloff, Michael
M/B,k
[NFA78,86,96,00, JW, LK, Juil]

Parnickey, Lori Smith
L/B,k
[PS, LK]

Parodi, E.
[R Dillon]

Parodi, Leonardo "Gigio"
[NFA00]

Parran, J.D.
L/M/B,k,b
[NFA86-87]
*BM (clarinet), Webster U; MM, Washington U.* Janet Scott, Andrew Lolya, Hal Archer, Robert Dick.

Parry, Anne
[see Bernabe, Anne Parry]
Parsons, Catherine
[see Smith, Catherin Parsons]

Parsons, Kimberly J.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00]
Donna Kallie, Heather Gray, Joanna Cowan White.

Partain, Katie
[see Patterson, Katie Partain]

Paschedag, Theodore  [TS Kirk]

Pascul, Elissa  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA89, Coll]

Pashev, Stefan  [A Artinian]
Bulgaria.

Passelande, Roseline  [Traversiere]

Patchook, Mischa  [AB]
Brooklyn, NY 10024.

Patero, ?  [AB]

Patillo, Greg  [NFA95]
(b. Seattle, WA?) Pam Pressley.

Patrick, Robert  B,k  [NFA76, AB, I68, I72, Curt]

Patrone, James  B  [NT, Juil]

Patrone, Joseph

Patterson, Andy J.  [AB]
Belton, TX. Mary Hardin-Baylor Coll, c1968.

Patterson, Brenda  B,k,b,m  [Juil]

Patterson, Katie Partain  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Patterson, Marcella [see Taylor, Marcella G. Patterson]

Patton-Pope, Theresa B,k,b [LK, Juil] 

Patty, Carol [NFA78] 
(b. Raleigh, NC?)

Paubon, Pierre [D Verrroust]

Pauchet, Raymond [M Nardeau]

Paul, Steven B,k,b [Juil] 

Paull, Jennifer L/B,k [LS Parnickey] 
Lori Smith Parnickey.

Pauwels, Rebecca L/M/B,k,m [NFA99] 

Pauwels, Rebecca L/M/B,k,m [NFA99] 

Pauwels, Rebecca L/M/B,k,m [NFA99] 

Pawalka, Andrea [see Fegley-Pawlak, Andrea]

Pavnik, Tina L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA98] 
(b. AZ?) N Arizona U. Jennifer Reagen, Carol Mellis.
Pawlicki, Ashley Elizabeth [PS]

Paxinos, Kristin L/B,k,m [S Levitin]
Susan Levitin.

Paxton, Cynthia Duckett L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA91,01]
Dallas, TX. BME, Henderson St U; MM, U of N Texas. Mary Karen Clardy, Wendy Mehne, David Etienne, Trevor Wye. Pine Bluff Symph, pr; Dallas Wind Symph; South Arkansas Symph.

Payne, Catherine L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA99-00, LK]

Payne, John [L Carroll]

Payne, Martha Sue [AB]
Little Rock, AR.

Payne, Richard L [NEC]
New England Cons. Lois Schaefer.

Payne, Sarah M/B.k,b [NFA96]
Yale U. Ransom Wilson, Linda Chesis, Philip Dunigan.

Payne, September [Coll]
San Diego Mesa Coll, 2001-02.

Payne, Sheila [AB]
Redwood City, CA. Peninsula Symph, pc, c1968.

Payne, Tereasa L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA98, LK]

Paynter, Tom [NFA91]

Paziouros, Barbara B.k,m [NFA90]
(b. Skokie, IL?) Diane Holtje Willis.

Pazmandy, ? [AB]
Peacock, Harriet
[see LeJeune, Harriet West Peacock]

Pearce, Ann Cameron  B.k  [PS, NFA99,02]
(b. 05/20/1945 - Corpus Christi, TX) Raleigh, NC 27612.  BA, U of N Carolina-Chapel Hill, 1967; Duke U.  Mark Thomas, Earl A. Slocum.  St Mary's Sch.  Co-founder Raleigh Area Fl Assoc.

Pearce, Judith
Princeton U, 1990-.

Pearce, Phyllis  L/M/B.k  [NFA79]
Arizona St U.  Eric Hoover, Edwin Putnik, Jose Corral, Robert Fleming, Mary Malitz.

Pearl, Kelli
Shoals Symph, 2.

Pearson, Barbara  [see Wimunc-Pearson, Barbara]

Pearson, Carin  L/M/B.k,b,m  [LK, FLUTE]

Pearson, Holly  [orch survey]

Pearson, Lea  L/M/B.k,b,m  [PS, NFA00]
(b. 10/?/1951) Columbus, OH 43224.  DMA, Ohio St U.  Frances Blaisdell, Adrianne Greenbaum, William Wittig, Doriot Anthony Dwyer, Liisa Ruoho, Katherine Borst Jones, Elinor Preble.

Pearson, Mary Beth  [AB]

Pease, Nancy Desbrow  B.k,m  [LB]

Pease, Tina  [see Kakuske, Tina Pease]

Peck, Carole  [LK]
Jackson Hole Symph.

Peck, Donald V.  B.k  [NFA76-78,81-84,94,97,02, AB, JW,168, I72, Curt]
Peck, Karen  
B.k.b,m  
(NFA81)
(b. Ft. Oglethorpe, GA?) Nora Kile.

Peck, Mary E. Spalding  
[AB]
New Orleans, LA 70115.

Peck, Stephanie  
[see Gelman-Peck, Stephanie]

Peckmore, Judith I.  
[Peabody]
Lincroft, NJ 07738.  Peabody Cons.

Pecover, Joan  
[AB, I68, I72]
Edmonton, AB Canada.  Edmonton Symph, c1968-72+.

Pederson, Carolyn  
[NFA87]

Pedretti, Stephanie  
[NFA89]
(b. West Lafayette, IN?) Harriet Coppoc.  Michigan St U; U of Michigan-Flint.

Pedrini, Jamie  
[LK, Coll]
Pasadena City Coll, 1998-.  Santa Barbara Symph, 2; Chamber Orch of South Bay, 2.

Peek, Linda  
[LK]
Cadillac Area Symph.

Peebles, Jeannie  
[see Hill, Jeannie Peebles]

Peer, Elizabeth  
[AB]
Van Buren, AR.  Fort Smith Symph, pr, c1968.

Peerles, Liz  
[J Rayworth]

Peery, Robin  
B.k,b  
(Juil)

Peiffer, Bernard  
[AB]
Jazz.

Pekol, Marilyn  
[LK]
Wausau Symph, pc.

Pelinka, Stacey  
[LK]
Santa Rosa Symph.
Pell, Susan
Fayetteville, NC 28305. Fayetteville Symph, pc, c1968.

Peller, Robin B.k [NFA98, LK]
Samuel Baron, Thomas Nyfenger. Indianapolis Symph, 2; Toledo Symph.

Pellerite, James J. L/B.k [NFA76,78-79,82-84,87, AB, JW, Juil]
NM. Juilliard Sch, 1948; Curtis Inst of Mus. William Kincaid, Frederick Wilkins.
Indiana U, c1959-. Philadelphia Orch, pr, 1960-61; Indianapolis Symph, pr; Detroit
Symph, pr; Puerto Rico Symph, pr. Pres. Zalo Publications.

Pelletier, Alexis [LK]
Phil Orch of Southern New Jersey.

Pelletier, Christina L/M/B.k,b,m [D Fair]
Columbus, OH. Ohio St U. Katherine Borst Jones.

Pelletier, Jeffery L/M/B.k,b,m [PS, NFA98]
(b. 05/01/1971 - Lewiston, ME) San Ramon, CA 94583. Bates Coll; U of Hartford, ??
Kathy Iovieno, Deirdre Manning, Alison Hale, Joan Carter Curtiss, Julius Baker, Carl
Bergner, Laurel Zucker.

Pelletier, Jennifer [LK]
Wausau Symph.

Pellito, Glennda Dove B.k,m [NFA81,87, Coll, NFA attendee]
Rochester, NY 14609. Eastman Sch of Mus; Royal Coll of Mus-London. Joseph A.
Mariano, John Francis. SUNY-Brockport; SUNY-Geneseo, 1980-; Nazareth Coll.

Pemberton, Phyllis T. L/B.k,m [NFA91-92,94-98,00]
Murray W. Panitz, John R. Wummer. NFA Exec Dir.

Pement, Mary [LK]
Independence Symph.

Pender-Cudlip, Wendy L/M/B.k [NFA02]
U of Hartford. James Pappoutsakis, Eleanor Lawrence, Marcel Moyse, Jean-Pierre
Rampal, William Bennett.

Pendleton-Caron, Curtis B.k,b [Juil, Coll]

Pennington, Cyndi [see Fehler, Cyndi Pennington]
Pennington, Rick  L/M/B,k,m [PS]

Penshorn, George [A Ephross]

Pepin, ? [AB]

Peranto, Judy [AB]
Milwaukee, WI 53219. Waukesha Symph, ex, c1968.

Perazzoli, Thomas  B,k [NFA78,91, AB, LK, I68, I72]

Percival, Samuel

Perea, Christine  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA01-02]

Peredo, Cesar [NFA95,00]
Michael Achilles, Arthur Hoberman.

Pereksta, Linda H.  L/M/B,k,m [NFA95-96,98-99,01, LK, Peabody]

Perez, Marine [Traversiere]

Perez, Ruben [see Lopez-Perez, Ruben]

Perich, Deanna [see Popielarz, Deanna Perich]

Perin, Cathy [see Hancock, Cathy (Perin)]

Perino, Eric Robert  B,k,m [NFA97]
Diane Holtje Willis.

Perkes, Tallon Sterling  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA79,83,86-88,96,98, JW, LK]
BM, Eastman Sch of Mus. Fritz Baker, Bonita Boyd, Damian Bursill-Hall, Anne Diener Giles Zentner, Sylvia Greenfield, Jim Walker, Janet Ferguson. San Antonio Symph, pr, 1984-; Rochester Phil Orch; Pacific Symph, ex; San Diego Chamber Orch, pr.
Perkins, Carol [R King]

Perkins, Karen [NFA87-88,98]
Salt Lake City, UT. *BM, Utah St U; (french/literature) Brigham Young U.* Nels Lindeblad.

Perlis, Jane [see Ambrose, Jane Perlis]

Perlis, John [AB]
New York, NY 10017.

Perlman, Nancy [see Estrin-Perlman, Nancy]

Perlove, Nina L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA99-00]
Bradley Garner, Jack Wellbaum, Alain Marion, Sophie Cherrier, Keith W. Bryan, Leone Buyse, Nancy Waring.

Perone, Karen Roll B,k,m [PS]

Perpall, Belinda [NFA99]
Lawrenceville, GA.

Perrin, Noelle M [NFA96]
Tarrytown, NY. *BM, U of N Carolina-Greensboro; MM, Manhattan Sch of Mus.* Alain Marion, Trevor Wye.

Perrone, JoAnne [S Chan]

Perrotin, Valerie [Traversiere]

Perry, Alice Field [AB]
Wichita, KS 67204.

Perry, Barbara [see Clement, Barbara Lee (Perry)]

Perry, Brian [LK]
Lewisville Lake Symph.

Perry, Chester B [Juil]
Perry, Francis  
_L_  [NEC]  
_New England Cons._  Lois Schaefer.

Perry, Phyllis  
[see Fortner, Phyllis Perry]

Perry, William Wade  
_L/B,k_  [AB]  

Perryman, Emily  
_L/M/B,k,b,m_  [PS]  

Persons, Diane  
_L/M/B,k,b,m_  [NFA85]  
Miriam Lynn Nelson.

Pestik, Laurel  
[PS]  
(b. Merritt Island, FL?)

Petco, Elizabeth Gaffney  
[W Halpin]  
Doris Keogh.  RTE Concert Orch, pr.

Peters, Diane L.  
_B,k,m_  [LB]  

Peters, Emily  
_L/M/B,k,b,m_  [NFA02]  
(b. Manassas, VA?) Rebecca Jeffreys.

Peters, Harry  
[AB]  
Oberlin Coll.

Peters, Jane  
[see Rikhart, Jane Peters]

Peters, Kenneth  
[L Gregg]

Petersen, Connie  
[LK]  
DuPage Symph.

Petersen, Marianne  
[AB]  
Evanston, IL.  Civic Orch of Chicago, pr, c1968.

Petersen, Marna  
[L Kirkpatrick]
Petersen, Nils  
(Denmark)  

Petersen, Teresa Orozco  
Monterey Symph.  

Peterson, Alexander  
L  
*New England Cons.* Lois Schaefer.  

Peterson, Barbara E.  
B,k,m  
Cleveland Heights, OH 44121. Joseph A. Mariano.  

Peterson, Guy R.  

Peterson, Kate Shirley  
*BAA (child dev), Central Michigan U, 1996.*  

Peterson, Lindsey  
L/B,k,b  
*BA, Seattle Pacific.* Rae Terpenning, Sara Williams, Robin A. Carlson.  

Peterson, Margaret A.  
B,k,m  
Walfrid Kujala, Arthur Kitt, Oscar Werner.  

Peterson, Mary  
Des Moines Symph, 2.  

Peterson, Melinda  
[see Wilson, Melinda Peterson]  

Peterson, Michelle  
[LK]  
Northeast Texas Symph.  

Peterson, Pat  
[J Newcomb-Carter]  

Peterson, Penelope  
[see Fischer, Penelope Peterson]  

Peterson, Sue  
B,k,b,m  
*BA/BME, U of Kansas.* John B. Boulton, James C. Hamilton.  

Peterson, Suellen  
[LK]  
Jefferson Symph, 2.  

Peterson, Susan Myers  
[LK]  
Fort Collins Symph, pr.  
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Peterson, Trygve  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA84-85,91,94-99, Juil, Coll]  

Petkoff, Carl  [AB]  
Illinois Wesleyan U.

Petree, Grace  L/M/B  [PS, NFA87,89,94-97]  
(b. 11/17/1949 - Pittsburgh, PA) Duquesne U.  Geoffrey Gilbert, Bernard Goldberg.  Florida Symph; Florida Space Coast Phil.  Founder Orlando Fl Club; Exec Dir. Florida Fl Assoc.

Petree, Jean  B  [Juil]  

Petree, Jill  [Coll]  
Humboldt St U.

Petree, John Alexander  B  [AB, NT, Juil]  

Petro, Katie  M/B  [PS]  

Petroni, Russell L.  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA98]  

Petroski, Martin  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]  
(b. 02/13/1969 - Wilkes-Barre, PA) Reading, PA 19604.  Paul Fried, Murray W. Panitz, Loren Lind.

Petrucci, Gian-Luca  [NFA84,91]  
Oro Petrucci, Severino Gazzeloni.  Parma Cons.

Petrucci, Oro  [NFA84]  

Petruzzelli, Gerardo  L  [NEC]  
Pettit, Megan
North Arkansas Symph Society, pc/3.

Pettway, B. Keith
L/M/B.k
(b. 05/06/1941) Cleveland, MS 38733. BM, NE Louisiana U, 1963; MM, NE Louisiana U, 1965; DMA, U of S Mississippi. William Bennett, James J. Pellerite. Temple Comm Coll, 1yr; Baylor U, 2yrs; U of N Colorado, 1yr; Delta St U, 22yrs.

Pettys, Valerie Forstman
L/B.k,m

Pevarnik, Carrie
[see Swing, Carrie Pevarnik]

Pfaffle, Cathy L.
[NFA00]

Pfeifer, Augustin?
New York Phil, 1910-11.

Pfersmann, ?
Vienna State Opera Orch.

Pflueger, Bethany
L/M/B.k,b,m
Baylor U; Capital U; DM, Northwestern U, compl? Martha Aarons, Helen Ann Shanley, Katherine Borst Jones, Walfrid Kujala. NW Missouri St U; Kenyon Coll; Capital U; Truman St U, 1984-89.

Pflueger, Sara
L/M/B.k,b,m
(b. Loudonville, OH?) Katherine Borst Jones.

Pflughoeft, Mark
Hobart, IN 46342.

Pfund, Christine Howells
B
Georges Barrère.

Phelan, Lillian
[see Burkart-Phelan, Lillian]

Phelps, Elaine
L/M/B.k
Phelps, Elizabeth
(b. Naperville, IL?) Susan Levitin.

Phelps, Susan VanBuren

Pherigo, Lyra
[see Pringle-Pherigo, Lyra]

Philby, Lisa
[see Waters, Lisa Philby]

Phillip, Sara Beth

Phillips, Bernard

Phillips, Harry
Potsdam, NY 13676. BS, SUNY-Potsdam; MM, U of Michigan; MusAD, Boston U. SUNY-Potsdam, ww.

Phillips, Helen

Phillips, Judith Girton
Ross, CA 94957. BM, Oberlin Coll, 1956; MA, San Francisco St U; Eastman Sch of Mus. Robert Willoughby, Joseph A. Mariano, Merrill Jordan, Roger S. Stevens, Albert N. Tipton, Isabelle Chapuis Starr. Detroit Women's Symph; Sacramento Symph; Marin Symph. Founder Bay Fl Club.

Phillips, Judy
Midland, MI 48640. Midland Symph, pr, c1968.

Phillips, Katherine

Phillips, Marjorie
Camellia Symph, 4.

Phillips, Monica
Ronald Phillips.

Phillips, Robin
[see Cameron-Phillips, Robin]
Phillips, Ronald
[M Phillips]

Phillips, Sarah
L/M/B,k
[NFA00]
Julie Stone.

Phillipson, Barbara
L/M/B,k,m
[PS, NFA91-92,95,97,00-01]

Phillis, Suzanne
[NFA94]
Rock Island, IL. BAME, St Ambrose Coll.

Philpott, Laura
L/M/B,k,m
[PS]
(b. 06/30/1949 - Atlanta, GA) Conyers, GA 30094. BM, Georgia St U, 1971. Marion Valasek, Kareen Britt, Charles Bradley.

Piarulli, Carl
B.k,m
[LB]

Piazza, Cynthia
[orch survey]
Newark Symph, 1976-77.

Piccinini, Marina
B.k,b
[NFA02, Juil, Coll, J Baker]

Piccolo, Anthony
[AB, I68]
Kenmore, NY 14217. Amherst Symph, pc, c1968.

Piccuci, Yalanda
[L Burrs, A Zoloth]

Pickens, Elizabeth
L/M/B.k
[NFA98]
Scottsdale, AZ. James Madison U. Carol Kniebusch Noe. Scottsdale Symph, pc.

Pidkivka, Andrei
[NFA02]
(b. Ukraine) Pittsburgh, PA.

Pieffer, Liane
[see Rockley, Liane Pieffer]

Piekarski, Jame
[NFA02]

Pierce, Jeanie
L/M/B,k,b,m
[NFA98, LK]
Pierce, Mary  
L/B,k,m  
(b. Colorado Springs, CO?) Beverly Criss.

Pierce, Nancy  
L  
New England Cons.  Lois Schaefer.

Pierce, Nick  
Composer, arranger.

Pierlot, Pascale  

Pierlot, Philippe  

Pierre, Isabelle  
Paris Conservatoire.  Alain Marion.

Pigion, Laura  
(b. Beaumont, TX?) Kathy Wadenpfuhl-Gay.

Pike, Ellie  
Chattanooga, TN.  Chattanooga Symph, ex, c1968.

Pike, Lois Adele  
Cambridge, MA 02138.

Pilarski, Anne Marie  
[see Dawson, Anne Marie Pilarski]

Pilling, Gail  
[see Schuring, Gail Pilling Cameron]

Pilling, Rosemary  
[see Parks, Rosemary Pilling]

Pineda, Kim  

Pineda, Raimundo  
Flutist, composer.

Pinkow, Louise Dickey  
B,k,m  
Pino, David James  [AB]
Austin, TX 78703. BM, Michigan St U; MM, Michigan St U. SW Texas St U, ww, c1968. Clarinetist.

Pinschof, Thomas  [PS, NFA82]
M

Pintner, Heidi  [Coll]
CSU-Chico, 1991-.

Piper, Judith M.  [PS]
(b. 1934 - Sheboygan, WI) Spring Valley, CA 91977. Charles Faulhaber, Edgar Mannchen.

Pippin, Elaine  [Juil]
B

Pirie, Bretta  [NFA82,84-85]
(b. Fairbanks, AK) Dorli McWayne.

Pisendel, Johann Georg  [AF]
(b. 12/26/1687 - Karlsburg; d. 11/25/1755 - Dresden)

Pishny, Patricia  [Coll]
Colorado Coll, 1978-84.

Pittman, Caroline  [NFA76,79,81,89-90,97]
L/M/B.k.m

Pitts, Ramona V. Dahlberg  [AB, Juil]

Pivet, Debra  [see Reuter-Pivetta, Debra L.]

Pizzuto-Sauve, Jeanne  [LK]
Binghamton Phil.

Platonov, Nikolai  [O Kudriashov]
Platz, Russell H. [AB]
Wheaton, IL 60187. AB, U of N Iowa; AM, Iowa. Wheaton Coll, 1950-68+.

Plays, Jean-Bernard [Traversiere]

Pledger, Elizabeth A. [AB]
New York, NY 10029.

Plowe, Jay [AB, JW]
(b. 1870; d. 1943) Los Angeles, CA. Carl Joachim Anderson, Emil Prill. Los Angeles Phil, pr, 1919-21; Los Angeles Symph.

Plummer, Rosamund M [NFA97]

Plute, Theodore Melvin [AB]

Poehler, Lori [LK]
Wartburg Symph, pc.

Pohl, G. [K Yamamoto]

Pohlers, ? [AB]

Pohorily, Elissa L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA98, Curt, J Baker]
Curtis Inst of Mus. Julius Baker, Jeffrey Khaner, Barbara Davis Chao, Lois Schaefer, Janet Ferguson.

Polak, Simon [NFA01+others?]
Traverso, flutemaker.

Polin, Claire B,k [NFA88]
(b. 1924; d. 1995) Temple U; Juilliard Sch; PhD, Philadelphia Cons. William Kincaid. Rutgers The St U-Camden.

Politis, Andrea J. [PS-F]

Politis, James B [PS-F, AB, JW, I68, I72, N Toff]
Polk, Betty Griffith  
M/B,k,m 
[U of Kentucky. Sarah Baird Fouse.

Poll, Lisa Noele  
L/M/B,k,b,m 

Pollen, Dorothy  
L 
[NEC]

Pollet, Lanny  
L/B,k,m 
[PS, Coll]

Pollock, Rebecca  
[see Ayres, Rebecca Pollock]

Pollock, Rita  
[see Biser, Rita Pollock]

Pomeroy, Patrice  
[see Hambelton, Patrice Pomeroy]

Ponack, Peg  
M/B,k 

Pond, Amanda  
[LK]

Poniatowski, Pegy  
[NFA00]

Ponton, Julian  
[NFA95]

Ponzi, Allison Mossey  
L/M/B,k,b 
[U of Hartford. John Wion.

Poole, Elissa  
B,k,b 
[Juil]

Poole, Jo Anne  
[see Bartlett, Jo Anne Poole]

Poor, Mary Louise Nigro  
M/B [PS, NFA76,79-82,88-91,92,94-01, AB, Coll] 
Poor, Robin
[see Etter, Robin Poor]

Pope, George S.  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA80,87,90-92,94-02]

Pope, Theresa
[see Patton-Pope, Theresa]

Popielarz, Deanna Perich  L/B,k,m  [NFA94,97,00, LK]
Clement Barone, Jr., Ervin Monroe, Robert Patrick.  Germania Symph, pc.

Poppoon, Jennifer Jean  L/B,k,m  [KBJ]

Porporra, Lisa  [NFA96]
BM, Manhattan Sch of Mus; MM, Manhattan Sch of Mus.

Port, Donna  [Coll]
Concordia U, 2001-.

Porter, Amy K.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA87,90,94,96,98-99, Juil]

Porter, Ann  [J Lander]
Campbellsville U.

Porter, Dale  [L Lewis]
William E. Hullinger.

Porter, Laudie D.  B,k  [NFA81]

Porter, Lillian  B  [NFA98]

Porter, Rebecca  L/M/B,k,b,m  [S Stearns]
Susan Byrd Stearns.

Portner, Elizabeth  [Juil]
Juilliard Sch.
Porto, Heriberto Cavalcante  M  [PS]  

Posella, Leonard  B  [AB, JW, NT, Juil]  

Posey, Kelly  [LK]  
Shoals Symph, 2.

Posey, Phil  [Coll, D Cherry]  
*BM, Florida St U; MM, Eastman Sch of Mus.*  William Jewell Coll, pre1974-.  Bassoonist.

Posnock, Dilshad  M/B,k,b  [PS, NFA02]  

Possell, George Roscoe  B  [AB, JW, NT, Juil, NY]  

Possell, Sarah Lillian  B  [AB, NT, Juil]  

Posses, Mary  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA87,91,94,97,00]  
Thomas Nyfenger, Samuel Baron, Julius Baker, Erich Graf, Karl Kraber, Frank Bowen.  U of Missouri-Kansas City.  Orch of Santa Fe, pr; Kansas City Phil; Stamford Symph, pr, 1976-.  Co-founder, Kansas City Fl Assoc.

Potamianos, Madelene  [LK]  
Civic Orch of Chicago.

Pototzniak, Adriana  L/B,k,m  [A Dorough]  
Aralee Dorough.

Potter, Alison Jennifer  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA94-95,02, RWS]  

Potter, Carole  [AB]  
Riverside, CA 92504.  West End Symph, pr, c1968.
Potter, Christine  
M/B,k,m  
[PS, NFA85,88-90,92,94,96-97,99-02, L Lasansky]  
Boulder, CO 80304.  BM, U of New Mexico; MM, U of New Mexico; DM, SUNY-Stony Brook.  Frank Bowen, Marcel Moyse, William Bennett, Samuel Baron.  U of Wyoming; Oklahoma St U; U of Colorado-Denver.  Orquesta Siffonico del Estado de Mexico, cp. Alto/bass flute specialist.

Potter, Mary Ellen  
B,k,b,m  
[PS, NFA95]  

Potter, Sara  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS, NFA97]  
(music/spanish) Central Michigan U.  Dennis Anderson, Brenda Mahoney, Carol Andersen, Joanna Cowan White.

Potter, Valerie  
L/B.k,b.m  
[PS, NFA84,86,90,00, LK]  

Potts, Albert  
L  
[NEC]  

Poulette, Victoria  
[see Jicha, Victoria Poulette (Graef)]

Poulteau, ?  
[AB]

Pounds, Dwight  
W Kentucky U, c1960-.

Povich, Anna  
[PS, NFA86,90-92,94-98,00-02]  

Powell, Betty  
[see McGhee, Betty Powell]

Powell, Christina  
L/B.k,m  
[V Burgstahler]  
Vicki McKay Burgstahler.
Powell, Edward V.  

Powell, Gail  
[see Dearing, Gail Powell]

Powell, Gwen C.  
M/B,k,m  
[NFA76,78-79,82,85-86,88-99, Coll]  
Northwestern U; Arizona St U; U of New Mexico. Edwin Putnik, Emil Eck, Frances Blaisdell, Frank Bowen, Marcel Moyse. U of Arizona, 1998-; Oral Roberts U; Oklahoma St U; Tulsa U; Phillips U. Albuquerque Symph, pr; Chicago Little Symph; Phoenix Symph; Oklahoma Sinfonia and Tulsa Pops, pr. NFA Past Pres.

Powell, Hiram C.  
[Coll]  
Bethune-Cookman Coll, ww, 1983-85, 1989-.

Powell, Muriel  
L  
[NEC]  
New England Cons. Lois Schaefer.

Powell, Nancy  
[see Leroy, Nancy Powell]

Powell, Patricia  
[see Zirkle, Patricia Powell]

Powell, Rebecca  
L/B,k,b  
[NFA91,01]  

Powell, Verne Q.  
[PS-F]  
(deceased) Boston, MA. Flutemaker.

Power, Lynne  
B,k,b  
[PSA98]  
CA. Joan Carter Curtiss, Julius Baker.

Powers, Deborah  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS]  

Powers, Diana  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS, NFA97,02, Longy]  
(b. 08/17/1976) Glen Burnie, MD 21061. BM, Ohio St U; MM, Longy Sch of Mus. Robert Willoughby, Katherine Borst Jones. US Army Field Band; Mansfield Symph; Brockton Symph.

Powers, Juli  
B,k  
[PS]  
Pranaitis, Shanna  
[see Gutierrez, Shanna Pranaitis]

Prand, Francis J.  
B  
[NT]  
Georges Barrère.

Prath, Roberta  
Niagara Falls, NY. Niagara Falls Phil, c1968.  
[AB]

Prather, Belva  
[BT Reeds]

Pratt, Sam  
Utah Symph, pr, 1948-51.  
[JW]

Pray, Jennifer Lynn  
[see Hall, Jennifer Lynn Pray]

Preble, Elinor  
M/B,k,m  
[AB]  

Predmore, Mary  
[PS, NFA99-00]  
Simi Valley, CA 93065. John May.

Pressing, Jeff  
[S Cooke]

Pressley, Pam  
[G Patillo]

Prestia, Maralyn (Denekas)  
L/M/B  
[NFA76-78,85,87-90,94,98]  
Duquesne U. Bernard Goldberg, Marcel Moyse, Ross Prestia, William Bennett. Denver Symph, 2, 1974-89+; Colorado Phil.

Prestia, Ross  
[NFA76,78-79,81-86]  
(d. 2001?) St Vincent Coll. St Vincent Coll; Public Sch. Westmoreland Symph, Cond.

Prestia-Schaub, Kathryn  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS, NFA97,00,02]  

Preston, Alice  
B,k,m  
[PS]  

Preston, Stephen  
[NFA81-82, J Boland]  
Guildhall Sch of Mus. Geoffrey Gilbert, John Francis.
Preusch, Peggy L.  
L/M/B,k,m  
[PS]  

Prevost, Thomas  
[Traversiere]  

Price, Bruce P.  
B  
[NT]  
Georges Barrère.

Price, Katherine Menefee  
B,k,b  
[NFA96, J Baker]  
Stetson U; Juilliard Sch.  Julius Baker.

Price, Rebecca  
[see Arrensen, Rebecca J. Price]

Price, Sarah  
[see McKnight, Sarah Price]

Prichard, Benson  
[AB, I68, I72]  
East Point, GA 30044.  Atlanta Symph. pc, c1968-72+

Priegel, Lyn Saracino  
BM (music hist), U of Illinois-Champaign/Urbana.  Harold Sharp.

Prien, Indra  
L/M/B,k  
[NFA89]  

Priest, Lynne  
[see Fitzpatrick, Lynne Priest]

Prieur, Andre  
M  
[Dorgeuille]  
1st prize, Paris Conservatoire, 1940.  Marcel Moyse.

Prill, Emil  
[AB, R Delnoye, H Lehtinen]  
(b. 05/10/1867 - Stettin, Germany; d. 02/28/1940 - Berlin, Germany) Germany.  Hochschule für Musik-Berlin.  Heinrich Gantenberg.  Hochschule für Musik-Berlin, 1903+.  Hamburg Phil Orch, pr; Berlin Royal Opera House Orch.

Prince, Elizabeth  
L  
[NEC]  
Georges Laurent.

Pring, Elizabeth  
M  
[T Pinschof]  
Sydney, Australia.  Thomas Pinschof.  Sydney Opera Orch, pr.
Pringle, Denise
[see Brookes, Denise Pringle]

Pringle, Joan  M/B,k,m  [NFA76]
Ann Dale Stierli, Sarah Baird Fouse.

Pringle-Pherigo, Lyra  L/M/B,k.m  [NFA84,86,94]
Phoenix Symph, ex; Civic Orch of Chicago.

Prins, Jan  [A deQuant]

Prinz, Kathryn A.  B,k,b  [NFA96-97]
BA, Bethany Coll; MBA, Fordham U. James C. Hamilton, Nancy Clark, Nadine Asin,
Albert N. Tipton.

Pritchard, Jerrold  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA77,87,96, FLMotW]
(b. 03/24/1941) San Bernardino, CA. BA, CSU-Sacramento, 1964; MA, CSU-
Zeitlin, Felix E. Skowronek, Merrill Jordan. CSU-San Bernardino, 1983-; U of N Iowa,

Pritchard, Robert  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA89-90,94-95, LK, Coll]
(b. 10/17/1944 - St. Petersburg, FL) BM, Florida St U, 1966; MM, Duquesne U, 1971;
Pappoutsakis. Morehead St U, 1972-. Lexington Phil Orch, pr, 1980-.

Pritchett, Margaret  L  [S Owens]
Claude Monteux.

Pritchett, Sandra  [AB]
Indianapolis, IN 46227. Indianapolis Civic Orch, c1968.

Probst, Molly  [NFA86]
(b. York Co., PA) Janeanne Karbley.

Procopio, Mary  [NFA98]
BM, SUNY-Potsdam; MM, Michigan St U, compl?

Procopio, Melissa  [NFA98]
(b. AZ?) Susan Akers.

Prouty, Erin L.  [LK]
Beach Cities Symph, pc.
Proudy, Kate

Prus, Jessica
Rhian Kenny.

Pruzan, Irene
U of Arizona; USC. Roger S. Stevens, Anne Diener Giles Zentner. St Paul Chamber Orch, ex.

Pucci, ?
[AB]

Pugh, Robyn
[see Leadbitter, Robyn Pugh]

Pugh, Russell

Pugh-Corry, Beverly Joan

Pullo, Tracey
Joel Behrens.

Purcell, Gretchen
Jean Rosenblum.

Purpura, Karen

Purswell, Patrick

Pusch, Gretchen
Boston U. Julius Baker, James Pappoutsakis. Rutgers The St U-Camden, 1998-.

Pusey, Diana Dykes
[NFA92]
Putnik, Edwin  \[NFA76-77, AB\]  

Puterman, Mikhaila  \[NFA96\]  

Puyans, Emilio  \[JW\]  
San Francisco Symph, pr, ?-1920.

Pyle, Susan  \[AB\]  
Orchard Park, NY 14127.  Orchard Oak Symph, ex, c1968.

Pyrah, Barb  \[LK\]  
Manchester Symph.

Quail, Jane  \[LK\]  
L/B,k  
Ruth Dunning Royer.  South Dakota Symph, pc/3.

Qualtrough, Susan  \[NEC\]  
\[L\]  

Quam, Dori  \[Coll\]  
S Dakota St U, 2000-.

Quant, Abbie de  \[PS?\]  

Quant, Edward  \[I68\]  
Asheville Symph, c1968.

Quantz, Johann Joachim  \[AF\]  
(b. 01/30/1697 - Oberscheden, Hanover, Germany; d. 07/12/1773 - Potsdam) Pierre Gabriel Buffardin, Johann Georg Pisendel.

Quensel, Alfred  \[JW\]  

Quesnel, Laura Leigh  \[Peabody\]  
Ellicott City, MD 21043.  Peabody Cons.
Questel, Catherine

[see DeMattia, Catherine Questel]

Quinlan, Gerald

B


Quinley, Chester A.

B.k


Quinn, Kevin

B.k,b


Rabinov, Paul

L/B.k,m


Rabinovitz, Abby

M/B.k


Racamato, Clair

[see Durand-Racamato, Clair]

Racine, Philippe

[see C Genewein]

Radant, Jacque Cook

B.k.m

(b. 1931 - IA) Bettendorf, IA. BM, U of Kansas. Mark Hahn, Nelson Hauenstein.

Radcliff, John

AF

(b. 12/06/1842, Liverpool; d. 03/03/1917) Samuel Percival. Trinity Coll of Mus-London, 1881-1917.

Radin, Beverly

B

New York, NY. Samuel Baron.

Radnofsky, Ken

[M Kennedy]

Radoczy, Tao

L/M/B.k,m

Philip J. Swanson.

Radoff, Norma

[J Cook]

Radon, Gail

Arlington, VA.
Radon, James
Arlington, VA.

Rady, Jane
L/M/B,k,b
*U of Hartford.* John Wion.

Raetz, Mary
[NFA00]

Rafferty, Mary
[NFA00]

Ragsdale, Deborah Lee Brown
L/B,k.m
Myrna Brown, Clement Barone, Jr., George Ellers Morey, Jr.

Ragsdale, Kay
[T Paynter]

Ragusa, Sandra
L/M/B,k,b,m
[PS, NFA95-96, Coll, V Freyer]
*USC.* Roger S. Stevens, Julius Baker, Jeanne Baxtresser, Patricia Garside. Pasadena City Coll, 1990-2001; Public Sch, 15yrs; Calif Polytechnic St U. Flutist, conductor.

Rainer, Barbara
[AB]
Eastchester, NY. Westchester Phil, c1968.

Rainey, Myra
L/M/B,k.b.m
[PS]

Rainey, Thomas
[A Schlehr]

Rains, Jerry
[Coll]
NE Mississippi Comm Coll, 1986-95; NE Mississippi Comm Coll, head Fine Arts.

Rairigh, Max

Rajnes, Beverly Hykkonen
[Peabody]
Bowie, MD 20715. *Peabody Cons.*

Rakel, Laura
L/M/B,k.b.m
[NFA99,01, A Henry]
Anna Whitlock Henry, Rita Linard.

Ramachandran, Sylvia
L/B,k
[NFA89]
(b. DE?) Lynne MacMorran Cooksey.

Ramee, Joan
[see Schwartzman, Joan Ramee]
Ramirez, Fransisco
(b. Mexico) Ruben Islas.  

Rampal, Jean-Pierre  

Rampal, Joseph  

Ramsay, Linda  
B,k,b,m  
Katherine F. Farmer.

Ramsdell, Carol  
Walla Walla, WA 99362. Mid-Columbia Symph, c1968.

Ramsey, Bob  
Point Loma Nazarene Coll, 1984-97.

Ramsey, Kristi  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
*BME, U of N Colorado; MM, U of Wyoming.* Katherine Kemler, Wally Smith. Public Sch.

Ranck, John  
L/M/B,k,b  
Boston, MA. *DMA, Manhattan Sch of Mus.* Samuel Baron, Thomas Nyfenger, Bernard Goldberg, Robert Dick.

Randall, Gay  
[see Jones, Gay Randall]

Ranevsky, Eugenio Kundert  
*BM, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro.* Celso Woltzenlogel.

Rangel, Danielle Laura  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
(b. Bellingham, WA?) Karla Warnke Flygare.

Ranheim, Judith A.  
L/B,k  
MN. *Luther Coll; MA, U of Iowa.* Emil Eck, Sterling Hanson, Emil J. Niosi, Betty Bang Mather. Past Pres. Upper Midwest Fl Assoc.

Rankin, Bruce  
B,k,b  
Julius Baker.
Ransom, Catherine    L/M/B,k,b,m    [NFA88,91,93,95,98, LK, Juil, S DeJong] 

Ransom, Elizabeth Holler    B,k,b    [PS] 

Ransom, Lisa    [LK] 
Winston-Salem Symph, pc. 

Ranti, Julie    B,k,b    [Juil] 
_BM, Juilliard Sch, 1982._ Samuel Baron, Julius Baker. 

Rapfogel, Morty    B    [NFA77, AB, NT] 
Fort Worth, TX 76133. Georges Barrère. Fort Worth Opera Assoc; Fort Worth Symph, c1968. [alternate spelling: Marty] 

Raphael, Nan    L/M/B,k,b,m    [NFA91,97-98,00,02, FLMotW] 

Raposo, Jessica Ann    L/M/B,k,b,m    [PS] 
(b. 01/15/1978 - Stamford, CT) _BM, U of Michigan, 2000._ Amy K. Porter, Adrianne Greenbaum, Leone Buyse, Fenwick Smith. 

Raptakis, Kleon    B    [AB, Juil] 

Rasmussen, Jane Edith    B,k,m    [AB] 

Rasmussen, Mary Ann    [see Krusenstijerna, Mary Ann Rasmussen] 

Rasull, Mohammad    [PS] 
Goh Tiong Eng.
Rateau, Rene
(JW, Dorgeuille, S Nelson)

Rathkey, Richard
Tempe, AZ 85281.

Ratliff, Jan Justus
L/B,k
[NFA77-78]
MM (composition?), U of Texas-Austin. John Harrison Hicks, Shirley Justus.

Rauch, Dorothy
[AB]
Fayetteville, NC 28305. Fayetteville Symph, c1968.

Rauch, Kirstin
L/B,k,m
[S Swilley]
Wanda Sue Swilley.

Rauch, Ralph F.
B,k,m
[AB]

Rault, Félix
(AF)
(b. 1736, Bordeaux, France; d. 1800+) Michel Blavet.

Rausch, Phyllis
[AB]
Placentia, CA 92670. Phil Society of Orange County, c1968; Pasadena Symph, c1968.

Rauscher, Donald J.
L/B
[AB]
New York, NY 10029. Frederick Wilkins. Manhattan Sch of Mus, 1952-68+.

Raushebault, Elise
[H Bitterman]

Rautenberg, John
L/B,k,m
[NFA85,97, AB, LK, I68, I72]

Rauttenbacher, Josef

Ravez, Pascal
[Traversiere]

Rawdon, Katherine
L/M/B,k,b,m
[NFA90,94]
Rawley, Dennis  B.k  [PS]

Raybourn, Elizabeth  [LK]
Fort Smith Symph, pr; North Arkansas Symph Society, pc/2.

Rayneau, Christel  [Traversiere]

Rayner, Maria  M  [NFA85]
Royal Northern Coll of Mus.  Kate Hill, Trevor Wye.

Rayworth, John N.  M  [FLMotW, FLUTE]

Rea, Stephanie  L/M/B.k  [NFA96,02]
E Tennessee St U; MM, Florida St U; DMA, Florida St U, compl?  Charles Delaney, Rebecca Lile Paluzzi, Toshio Takahashi.

Reachmack, John  [AB]

Read, Lisa  [see Vanarsdel, Lisa Read]

Readel, Shelley  [NFA00]

Readus, Caen  [see Thomason-Readus, Caen]

Reagan, Whitney  L/M/B.k  [NFA02]
Rebecca Lile Paluzzi.

Reagen, Jennifer  [T Pavnik]

Real, Nicolas  L/M/B.k,b,m  [NFA98-99,02, LK, R Sanchez]
BM, U Inst of Musical Studies (IUDEM); Central Michigan U.  Joanna Cowan White.  Midland Symph, 2.

Real, Valerie  [Traversiere]

Ream, Amy  L/M/B  [PS, NFA01]
(b. 09/05/1984 - Pittsburgh, PA) Pittsburgh, PA 15234.  Wendy Webb Kumer.


Rebeck, Deborah  [see Ash, Deborah Rebeck]

Reburn, Denise  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA00] Linda Ann Marianiello, Diane Holtje Willis, Joan Sparks, Eileen Grycky, Paula Ahmad.


Redcay, Margaret Weeks  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA02, AB, LK] (b. 1936 - Durham, NC) Lubbock, TX 79412. BM, Eastman Sch of Mus; MM, Texas Tech U. Joseph A. Mariano, Michael Carl Stoune, Charles Delaney, Julius Baker. Texas Tech U, c1968; Furman U; Baylor U. Lubbock Symph, pr.


Rediske, Michelle  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA00] Stacey Steele.

Redman, Carol  [NFA92]


Redmon, Debbie  [LK] Fort Bend Symph, pc.

Redwine, Margareta  [AB] Santa Rosa, CA 95404. Santa Rosa Symph, act 1968.

Reed, Cynthia  [LK] Brazos Valley Symph.
Reed, Mary Camblin  L/B,k  [PS, AB, LK]
Whittier, CA 90603. Rex Elton Fair, William T. Gower, Elizabeth Coronata. Rio Hondo Symph, act 1968; San Jose Opera Orch, 2.

Reed, Nola  [see Knouse, Nola Reed]

Reed, Sherryl  [LK]
Bowling Green Chamber Orch.

Reed, Sydney  [see Carlson, Sydney Reed]

Reed, Thomas  L/M/B,k,m  [Coll]

Reeder, Vernon  [AB]
Ashland, OH 44805. BM, Oberlin Coll; MA, Case Western Reserve U; Grad work, Case Western Reserve U. Ashland U, c1968.

Reeds, Betsy Thurman  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA88,97,99-01, LK]
(b. 07/02/1965 - Madison, WI) Tonawanda, NY 14150. BM, SW Missouri St U, 1987. Jacob L. Berg, Kathleen Cowens, Patrice Pomeroy Hambelton, Vicki McKay Burgstahler, Belva Prather, Roger Martin. Missouri S St Coll; Crowder Coll; Daemen Coll. Springfield (MO) Symph; Buffalo Phil, 2.

Reed-Ulmer, Mardee  M/B,k,b  [NFA92-93]
BM, E Carolina U. Frances Blaisdell, Julius Baker, Thomas Nyfenger, Marie Bird Garritson, Keith Underwood. New Jersey Symph, pr; Monmouth Symph, pr.

Reedy, Deena  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA01]

Rees, Carla  L/M/B,k,b  [PS]

Rees, William Mercur  L/B  [AB, Jul]
TX. Juilliard Sch, 1951; MM, Northwestern U. Frederick Wilkins. E Texas St U. Orchard Oak Symph, c1968.
Reetz, Katherine [see Riddle, Katherine E. Reetz]

Reeve, Deanne L/M/B,k,b,m [PS]
(b. 08/17/1980 - Cleveland, OH) Broadview Hts, OH 44147. Mt Union Coll. Rebecca Tryon Andres, Beth Elardo.

Reeves, Nancy J. L/M/B,k,b [NFA88]
CSU-Fresno; Iowa St U. Teresa Beaman, Mary Peterson.

Refell, ? [A Nazarian]

Regan, Erin M/B,k,b,m [NFA97]

Regan, Jennifer L/M/B,k,m [NFA94,98]
Philip J. Swanson.

Regan, Michelle L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA02]

Register, Brent L/M/B,k,b,m [PS, NFA94-95,97]
Diane W. Gold-Toulson, Mary B. Barto.

Rehfeldt, Philip [Coll]

Reibman, Morton B [NT]
Georges Barrère.

Reichert, Mattheiu-Andre [S Nelson]
(b. 1830 - Maestricht; d. 1880) Brussels Cons, 1847. Jules Demeur.

Reid, Anne [LK]
Abilene Phil, pr.

Reid, Marilyn L [NEC]

Reid, Pamela [see Caldemeyer, Pamela Reid]

Reider, Linda [AB]
Troy, MI. Pontiac-Oakland Symph, c1968.
Reighley, Kimberley
Delaware Symph, pc.

Reijans, Catherine H. M/B,k,b [Curt, J Baker]

Reijns, Piet [SA Reinisch]

Reily, James [Coll]

Reiner, Donna [NFA98]
*BM (theory/music hist); *MEd (adult educ). N Arizona U.

Reinhardt, Doris Underwood L/B,k,m [PS]

Reinicke, Brenda Craig L/M/B,k [PS]

Reinisch, Sue Ann Bartchy [see Bartchy-Reinisch, Sue Ann]

Reinke, Virginia L/B,k [E McGowan]
Merrill Jordan.

Reiss, Rebecca M/B,k,b [NFA87]
Jacqueline Hofto.

Rejto, Nika [NFA88]
Jazz.

Remley, Rebecca Danner L/B,k,b,m [PS, Coll]

Renggli, Felix [NFA95]
Basilea's Cons.

Rennie, Marcaill [see Wells, Marcaill Rennie]
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Rentner, Patricia L.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA94,97,00]
Jean-Pierre Rampal, Adah Toland Mosello Jones, Kyriel Magg, Donald E. McGinnis.

Rentschler-Curtis, Sally J.  B,k  [Curt, J Jemph]

Renzetti, Maria  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA87]
Ohio St U. Randall Hester, Katherine Borst Jones.

Renzi, Paul Ernest  B  [NFA77,92,00, AB, JW, LK, I68, I72, Coll]
(b. 02/25/1925 - New York, NY) San Francisco, CA 94127. Juilliard Sch; Queens Coll.
John R. Wummer. San Francisco St U, 1962-91; Stanford U; Mills Coll. San Francisco

Resende, Wilson  [F Tomimura]

Reskin, David  [LK]
West Hollywood Orch.

Resnick, Judith  [see Gaffney, Judith Resnick]

Resnick, Robert  [AB, Coll]
Carbondale, IL 62901. BM, Roosevelt U; MM, Wichita St U. S Illinois U-Carbondale,
1949-71. Clarinetist, flutist.

Retey, Stephane  M  [NFA91]

Reuter-Pivetta, Debra L.  B,k,b  [NFA90,98, LK, Coll, FLUTE]
BM, N Carolina Sch of the Arts. Philip Dunigan. Salem Coll, 1993-. Greensboro
Symph, pr; Western Piedmont Symph, pr.

Revelli, William D.  [AB]
Ann Arbor, MI 48105. DM. U of Michigan.

Reville, Emmanuelle  M  [NFA88]
(b. Strasbourg, Austria) 1st prize, Paris Conservatoire, 1986. Andre Salm, Michel
Debost.

Revis-Taylor, Angela Lynn  [Peabody]
Baltimore, MD 21202. Peabody Cons.

Reynolds, Ann Tuthill  [Coll]
Rhodes Coll.
Reynolds, Anne Bither
B,k

Reynolds, Iris
B,k
Felix E. Skowronek. Seattle Symph; Bellevue Phil Orch.

Reynolds, James
B
Georges Barrère.

Reynolds, Julie
L/M/B,k,b,m

Reynolds, Karen

Reynolds, Roger

Reynolds, Susan
L/M/B,k,b,m

Reynolds, Kathleen Lane
Santa Rosa Symph, pr.

Reznicek, Hans
Vienna, Austria. Vienna State Opera Orch.

Rhees, Karlin Wiley (Coolidge)
B,k

Rhoades, Kelly L.

Rhum, Delia

Rhyne, Jennifer Lynn
L/M/B,k,m
(b. 03/17/1974 - Gastonia, NC) Coram, NY 11727. BM, Oberlin Coll; MM, U of Michigan; DMA, SUNY-Stony Brook. Kathleen Chastain Debost, Michel Debost, Lorna McGhee, Carol Wincenc.

Rian, Heidi
Cambridge, MA 02138.
Ribeiro, Glauber   L/M/B,k,m  [PS]  (b. 02/01/1965 - Rio de Janeiro, Brazil) Carol Stream, IL 60188. Oly Demutti, Kay Brown, Grace (Lori) Bush, Kathleen Goll-Wilson.

Ribera, Ida   [D Verroust]


Ricci, Jennifer   [LK]  Butte Symph.

Rice Blumenthal, Amy   [see Rice-Blumenthal, Amy (Young)]


Rich, Amy Sue   L/M/B,k,m  [P Swanson]

Rich, Angela   L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA99]

Rich, Eugenia   [see Zukerman, Eugenia Rich]

Richan, Bonnie   [LK]  San Luis Obispo Symph.

Richard, Marianne   [K Jansen]


Richards, Mary  L/M/B,k,m [NFA98]
*BM, Brigham Young U; MM, U of N Carolina-Chapel Hill.* Brooks de Wetter-Smith.

Richards, Pamela [AB]
Delray Beach, FL.

Richards, Winona [see Grant, Winona Richards]

Richardson, Angela Nicole  L/B [NFA00]
Donald Gottlieb.

Richardson, E.M. [NEC]
Arthur Brooke.

Richardson, Janet [FLUTE]
Royal Scottish Acad of Mus.

Richardson, Joseph [AF]

Richardson, Susan  B,k,m [NFA76]
(b. College Park, GA) Beverly Bradley.

Richardson, Tex  B,k [AB]

Richerson, Jade  L/M/B,k,b,m [PS]

Richman, Helen  B,k,b [NFA90]
(b. Martinsville, VA) *N Carolina Sch of the Arts.* Philip Dunigan.

Richmond, Leslie Marie [NFA02]
(b. Beaverton, OR?) Rosemary Wood.

Richter, Julia [LK]
Elgin Symph.

Richter, Thomas  [NFA91,94,96]
Richter, Werner
(b. 1924 – Jahnsbach, Erzgebirge) [NFA89]

Rickman, Jean Ohlsson
[see West, Jean Ohlsson (Rickman)]

Ricks, Deborah
Grand Junction Symph, pc. [LK]

Ridd, Laurel
U of Manitoba, 1996-. [Coll]

Riddle, Katherine E. Reetz
L/M/B,k

Riddle, Kelley
(b. Spring, TX?) Alison Young, Page Lipinski. [NFA95]

Ridenour, Sarah
(b. Ithaca, NY?) Florence Flumerfelt. [NFA02]

Ridings, Amy
L/B,k,m

Ridley, Karen
Newark Symph, 1967. [orch survey]

Riedell, Carolyn
[see May, Carolyn Riedell]

Rieder, Anita Miller
L/B,k,m

Riegle, Stephanie
Pensacola Symph, 2. [LK]

Ries, George Anne
U of Portland, 1989-. [Coll]

Riessberger, Helmut
(b. 1922 - Vienna, Austria) Vienna, Austria. American Cons; MM, MSEd, Northwestern U; Vandercook Coll of Mus. Camillo Wanausek, Gaston Crunelle. Austrian Tonkuenstler-Orchester, pr. [AB]
Riethmuller, Ruthie  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA02]
Westminster Coll. Rhian Kenny.

Rietzel, Frederick [JW, NY]
New York Phil, pr, 1850-83.

Rifkind, Herbert R. (b. 1909 - Chicago, IL) Chicago, IL. Public Sch.

Rigdon, Nancy [see Kenway-Rigdon, Nancy]

Riggle, Cheryl [LK]
Phil Orch of Indianapolis.

Riggs, Carol [see Spackey, Carol Riggs]

Riggs, Vicki [LK]
New West Symph.

Rigler, Jane B.k.m [NFA88,93]
(b. Los Angeles, CA?) BM, Northwestern U; MA, U of San Diego; PhD, U of San Diego. Walfrid Kujala, Pierre-Yves Artaud.

Rikhart, Jane Peters L [NEC]
Georges Laurent, Lois Schaefer.

Riley, Carl Lambert M/B,k,b [NFA95,98-00]
Richard Harrison, David Shostac, Marcel Moyse.

Riley, Daniel L/B [PS, NFA02, AB, M Stillman]

Riley, Fred [Coll]
Potomac St Coll of WVU. Mineral Co Band.

Riley, James [L Heiss]
BM, Wittenberg U; MM, U of Cincinnati; DM, Eastman Sch of Mus. Miami U; Wilmington Coll. Cincinnati Little Symph, Dir.

Riley, Matthew L/B,k,m [NFA85]
Jean Rosenblum.

Rinaldi, Nancy [LK]
Kalamazoo Symph, 2.
Rinaldi, Nicola  L/B,k,m [NFA00]
Ellen Given, Ethel Farny, Bonnie Lake.

Rinehart, Cindy  L/M/B,K,m [P Swanson]
Philip J. Swanson.

Ripley, Karen  L/B,k,m [KBJ]

Ripley, Kathy  L/M/B,K,m [P Swanson]
Philip J. Swanson.

Risdon, Frances (Boyd)  B,k,m [NFA82, AB, I68, Coll, J Keeble]
Spokane, WA 99203. *BME, Oklahoma City U; MM, U of Colorado-*?

Risinger, Kimberly McCoul  L/M/B,k,m [PS, NFA97,00]
William L. Montgomery, Max Schoenfeld, George S. Pope. Illinois St U. Springfield (MO) Symp, pr.

Risley, Lois  [AB]
S Methodist U.

Rispoli, Pasquale  [AB, E Caroli]
Venice, Italy.

Ritsko-Warren, Amy  [LK]
Georgetown Symp.

Rives, Barbara Sunderland  L/M/B,k,b.m [PS]

Rives, Marcia  [see Straughn, Marcia Rives]

Rives, Mary  [NFA95]
*BM, U of Alabama-Birmingham; MM (composition), U of Alabama-Tuscaloosa.* Suzuki, composer.
Rix, Beth  
Berea, OH 44017.  

Rizner, Emily  
Toronto, ON Canada. Hamilton Phil Orch, pr, c1968.  

Rizzo, Fiori  
B.k  
*Curtis Inst of Mus, 1925*. William Kincaid.  

Roark, Amy  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
Rebecca Tryon Andres, Jack Wellbaum. Public Sch. Northern Kentucky Symph, 2.  

Roba, Gary  
New England Cons, comp.  

Robbins, Karen  
[LK]  
Quincy (MA) Symph, pr.  

Robbins, Mary  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
McLeary, Ronald Lee Waln.  

Robbins, Steven  
B.k,b  

Robert, William  
B  
*Juilliard Sch, 1939*. Arthur Lora.  

Robertello III, Thomas J.  
M/B,k,b  

Roberti, Ruth  
North Highland, CA 95560.  

Roberto, Richard  
M  
*Montreal Cons*. Jean-Paul Major, Robert Langevin.  

Roberts, Carol C.  

Roberts, Cheryl  
[see Hale, Cheryl Roberts]
Roberts, Clare  
UK. Editor PAN magazine.

Roberts, Eleanor  
[I Beichl]  
[same as below?]

Roberts, Eleanor  
[see Mitchel-Roberts, Eleanor]

Roberts, Fay  
[C Chen]

Roberts, Jan  
[NFA92]

Roberts, Jennifer  
B.k,b  
[AB]  
Great Falls, MT. Roberta Lindstrom. Great Falls Symph.

Roberts, Karla  
[K Patterson]

Roberts, Penelope  
[see Gerschefski, Penelope Roberts]

Roberts, Rachel  
L/M/B.k,m  
[NFA01]  
Rochester, NY. *BM, Eastman Sch of Mus, compl?* Gerald V. Carey, Bonita Boyd, Marcia Korb, Laura Paarmann.

Roberts, Sue  
[AB]  
Syracuse, NY 13210. Syracuse U, c1968.

Robertson, Carol  
[see Slocum, Carol Villerreal Robertson]

Robertson, Dennis  
[C Fehler]

Robertson, Jackie  
[see Aronowitz-Robertson, Jackie]

Roberts-Wilson, Mary  
M/B.k  
[NFA90, JLHall]  

Robesman, Walter  
[B]  
[NT]  
Georges Barrère.

Robinov, Paul  
L/B.k,m  
[NFA77]  
USC. Roger S. Stevens.
Robins, Abby  

Robinson, Jean  
San Antonio Symph, 2.  

Robinson, Jenny  
Rae Ellen Yeager, Simon Channing, George S. Pope.  

Robinson, Kiann Lee  

Robinson, Paula  

Robison, Paula  

Robison, William H.  

Rockley, Liane Pieffer  

Rockstro, Richard Shepherd  
(b. 06/26/1826, England; d. 02/27/1906) Richard Carte. Guildhall Sch of Mus. Flute developer and treatise author.  

Rockwell, Rex  
Pennsylvania St U.  

Rodemann, August H.  
New York Symph, 1919-26; Philadelphia Orch, pr, 1902-07.  

Roderick, James  
Potomac St Coll of WVU. Allegany Co Band.  

Rodgers, Norma Grobman  
Nashville Symph, pc. [same as Norma Rogers?]  

Rodgers, Robert  


Rodrigues, Jennifer [Coll] U of Waterloo, 1996-.


Rodríguez, Jose Pablo M/B,k,b [GG Dondi] Gabriel Goni Dondi.

Rodriguez, Maria Pia M/B,k,b [GG Dondi] Gabriel Goni Dondi.


Rogers, Anya [NFA82]
(b. Bellevue, WA?) Carolyn Stinson.


Rogers, Norma G. [NFA90]
Vanderbilt U. [same as Norma Grobman Rodgers?]

Rogers, Rebecca Carson M/B,k,b [NFA96,98-99] *Swarthmore Coll; MM, Queens Coll*. Michel Debost, Marcel Moyse, Renee Siebert.

Rohler, Richard

Roitstein, Matthew  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA02]
Steven Kujala, Rosalina R. Sackstein, Gary Woodward.

Rojas, Victor  M  [NFA97,99]

Rolfe-Dunham, Wendy  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA84,86,89-90,93,95-98, LK, KBJ]

Roll, Karen  [see Perone, Karen Roll]

Rolls, Richard  L/M/B,k  [NFA91]

Roman, Rodolfo  [AB]
Baltimore, MD 21234.  Gettysburg Symph, c1968.

Romanello, Emily  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Romanishin, Janet  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA01]
DMA, USC.  Philip J. Swanson.  Duquesne U.  Tucson Symph; Missouri Symph Society.

Romano, Charlene Baughan  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Romans, Carol  [LK]
Stockton Symph, 2.

Romeo, Judy  [Coll]
San Diego Mesa Coll, 1997-98.

Romeo, Pamela DeSimone  L/M/B  [NFA97-99,02]

Romeo, Peggy  [see Russell-Romeo, Peggy]
Romero, Allison  
BS, Grand Canyon U.  [NFA98]

Romilda, Marisa  
[see D’Sylva, Marisa Romilda]

Rondinelli, Cassie  
L/M/B,k,b  [L Leach]
Lindsay Leach.

Rongo, Lauren  
B,k,m  [NFA97, LK, Coll]  
*Michigan St U; Manhattan Sch of Mus.*  Alexander Murray, Walfrid Kujala, Paige Brooke, Harold Bennett.  Saginaw Valley St U, c1975-.  Midland Symph, pc; Germania Symph, pr.  Jazz.

Ronis, Amelia  
[see Vidmar, Amelia Ronis]

Roodeburg, John  
New York Phil, 1897-1908.  [NY]

Roos, Joy  
L/M/B,k,m  [P Preusch]  
Peggy L. Preusch.

Roose, Joannes  
cond Frankston Sym Orch.  [E Kinder]

Root, Marten  
Utrecht Cons.  [J Harders]

Root, Shannon  
L/M/B,k,m  [P Swanson]  
Philip J. Swanson.

Roper, Tia  
L/B,k,b  [NFA95]  
*Juilliard Sch, prep.*  Bradley Garner.

Roquemore, Tana  
[E McClung]

Rose, Donna  
NW St U of Louisiana, 1982.

Rose, Ellen  
Tempe, AZ 85281.  [AB]

Rose, Eugene C.  
New York Symph, pr, 1902-03.  [JW, NY]
Rose, Jessiana  L/M/B,k,b,m [LP Whatcott]
Lisa Poll Whatcott.

Rose, Miriam [see Fishbein, Miriam Rose]

Rose, Susan C. [AB]
Stockton, CA. Stockton Symph, ex, c1968.

Roseman, Jacob [LK]
Green Bay Symph, pr; Wausau Symph.

Rosen, Carol [NFA88]
San Diego, CA.

Rosenbaum, Betty L [NEC]
New England Cons. Lois Schaefer.

Rosenbaum, Sidney L [NEC]
New England Cons. Lois Schaefer.

Rosenblatt, Helene L/M/B,k [PS]
(b. 06/05/1953 - Manhattan, NY) East Hampton, CT 06424. Fred William Heim, James Pappoutsakis, Barry Titone, John Mungo, Marcel Moyse, Christopher Krueger.

Rosenblum, Jean L/B,k,m [NFA91]

Rosenfeld, Jayn Siegel L/M/B,k [PS, NFA83,86,89,92,94,96-99,02, AB, LK, I68, Coll]

Rosenfeld, Malke L/M/B,k,b [P Lambert]
Patty Lambert.

Rosenfeld, Melinda [Peabody]
Mendocino, CA 95460. Peabody Cons.

Rosenfeld, Mindy L/M/B,k,m [PS, LK]
Rosenwein, Tom
Skokie Valley Symph.  [LK]

Rosenzweig, Norman
(b. 03/26/19??)  [PS]

Rosinski, Jessi
L/M/B,k,b
U of Hartford. John Wion.  [JWS]

Ross, David
L/M/B,k,m
Adam Kuenzel, Julia Bogorad-Kogan.  [NFA02]

Ross, Francine
[see Pancost, Francine C.]

Ross, Judith
[see Schoenfeld, Judith Ross]

Ross, Martin
Shawano, WI. Green Bay Symph, ex, c1968.  [AB]

Ross, Willis Ann
L/B,k,m
Omaha, NE 68132. BA, Washington U; MM, Eastman Sch of Mus. Joseph A. Mariano, Frederick Wilkins, Roger Mather. U of Iowa, 1985; U of Nebraska-Omaha. Omaha Symph, 2, c1968.  [NFA87-88,90-91,94, AB, LK]

Ross-Buckley, Beth
San Diego St Coll. San Diego Chamber Orch, pr.  [NFA92, LK]

Rossi, Jamal
N St U, 1986-89.  [Coll]

Rossi, Spartacco

Rossman, Kathy
Grand Junction Symph, cp.  [LK]

Rossow, Brenda
[J Brown]

Rotaver, Denise
Pottstown Symph.  [LK]

Rote, Susan
[see Buckwalter, Susan Rote]

Rotella, Geraldine "Geri"
Pasadena Symph, ap/pc.  [LK, J Hoffman]
Roth, Francois-Xavier  [Traversiere]

Roth, Laura J. Walter  [PS, Coll]
Westmont Coll, 1994-; Wright St U.

Roth, LuAnn  [see Liston, LuAnn Roth]

Roth, Nancy Joyce  [C Folkers]

Rothchild, Ronnie  [PS]

Rothenberg, Ned  [NFA86]
Oberlin Coll.

Rothermel, Natalie  [see Meidel, Natalie Rothermel]

Rotholz, Susan  [NFA96, LK]

Rotman, Toby  [NFA91,97]
B,k,m  Parker Taylor.

Rott, Sydney  [PS]
B,k  Emil Opava.

Rotz, Tamara  [NFA02]
L/M/B,k,b,m  BM, Central Washington U; MM, Indiana U; PhD (musicology), U of N Texas. Eva Legene, Jed Wentz, Janet See, Hal Ott, Lee Lattimore.

Roullier, Pierre  [Traversiere]

Roullier-Freitag, Shelly  [PS, NFA02]

Rousseau, Michel  [Traversiere]
Roux, Catherine
Paris Conservatoire. Jean-Pierre Rampal, Alain Marion.

Rowe, Elizabeth  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA90,97,02, LK, Coll, D Cherry]
Baltimore Symph, ap, c2000-; Fort Wayne Phil.

Rowe, Page Grosenbaugh  B  [NT, Juil]
BS, Juilliard Sch, 1942. Georges Barrère.

Rowland, Howard  B  [Juil]

Rowlands, Don  [G Eichman]

Royal, Douglas  L  [NFA79,87, LK]
Williams Coll. Georges Laurent. Garden State Phil, pr; Berkshire Symph, pr; Harrisburg
Symph, pr; Main Line Symph, pr. Lawyer.

Royal, Susan  M/B,k,b  [NFA77,92,94,96,99,01-02, LK]
BM, Ithaca Coll; Yale U; SUNY-Stony Brook. Hanoch Tel-Oren, Kenneth E. Scutt,
Trevor Wye, Julius Baker, Samuel Baron, Thomas Nyfenger. SUNY-Fredonia. Main
Line Symph; Elmira Symph Orchester; Buffalo Phil; Erie Phil Orch, pc/3.

Royer, Randall  L/B,k  [PS]
(b. 02/19/1953 - Huron, SD) Spearfish, SD 57783. BA, S Dakota St U, 1980; MA, U of
Black Hills St U, 1997-.

Royer, Ruth Dunning  L/B,k  [PS, Coll]
(b. 04/29/1923 - Richmond, IN) Brookings, SD 57006. BM, U of Cincinnati, 1945; MM,
U of Cincinnati, 1949. Robert Cavally, James J. Pellerite. Huron Coll; S Dakota St U,
1974-93. Cincinnati Symph, pc/3; Dayton Phil Orch.

Rozat, Nathalie  [Traversiere]
Marion.

Rozelle, Sylvia  [AB]
Tyler, TX 75701. East Texas Symph, c1968.

Rozsnyai, Imre Joseph  [AB]
Spartanburg, SC 29301. Dipl, U of Toronto; MM, Yale U; Grad work, Boston U.
Rubino, Felix

Rubinoff, Kailan L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA01] (Toronto, ON, Canada) BA, U of Pennsylvania, 1996; Fulbright, Amsterdam Cons; PhD (musicology), U of Alberta, compl? Jed Wentz, Kelly McDermott, David DiGiacobbe, Eldred Spell. Baroque flute.


Ruby, George C.


Ruck, Sandra [J Widman]

Rudall, George [AF]

Ruderman, Martin [W Hullinger?] William E. Hullinger.

Rudi, Lisa [NFA88] BA, CSU-Fullerton. Public Sch.


Rudy, Gerald B.  [AB, NT, Juil, NY, N Toff]  

Rudy, Linda  M/B,k,b,m  [NFA80]  

Rugolo, Cynthia  [NFA01-02]  
*BME, U of Kansas; MM, U of N Texas.*  US Marine Band, President's Own; East Texas Symph; Dallas Wind Symph.

Ruhemann, Ileana  [Traversiere]  
*Paris Conservatoire.*  Alain Marion.

Rullman, Marsha Hirth  L/M/B,k,m  [PS]  

Rumer, Sarah  M  [PS]  
Felix Dorigo, Gunter Rumpel, Dieter Flury.

Rummel, Rebekah Mencer  [K Miller]  

Rumpel, Gunter  M  [NFA93, S Rumer]  

Rundlett, Jennifer D.  [F Stroscio]  

Runk, Patti  [AB]  
Pittsburgh, PA 15213.

Running, Timothy  [S Hammann, L Patterson]  

Ruoho, Liisa  M  [NFA86]  
*Sibelius Academie; Staatliche Hochschule für Musik-Freiburg.*  Severino Gazzeloni, Aurèle Nicolet.  Sibelius Academie.
Ruotolo, ? [AB]
flutist or conductor?.

Rupel, Fedja [AB]
Ljubljana, Yugoslavia. U of Ljubljana.

Ruperd, Theresa [PS]
L/M/B,k,b,m

Ruppe, Elizabeth Ambler [NFA86,96-99,02, Coll, C Rugolo]
L/M/B,k,b,m

Rusch, Marjorie L.

Rush, Bonney [see Ansell, Bonney K. Rush]

Rush, John Phillip [PS]
L/M/B,k,b,m
(b. 06/06/1973 - Marion, OH) Rochester Hills, MI 48306. MA, Louisiana St U, 1999; DMA, Indiana U, compl? Joanna Cowan White, Jeff Zook, Ervin Monroe, Clement Barone, Jr., Katherine Kemler, Penelope Peterson Fischer, Kathryn Lukas, Eleanor Lawrence. Indiana St U, baroque flute. Columbus (IN) Symph, sub.

Russ, Laura [NFA99]
(b. Pittsburgh, PA?) Lida Kim.

Russell, George [M Bishko]

Russell, Marion Widowson Gatts [PS]
L/M/B,k,m
(b. 05/05/1922 - Cleveland, OH) Avon Lake, OH 44012. Oberlin Coll, 1944. Maurice Sharp, George Waln, Robert Willoughby, Michel Deboest, Kathleen Chastain Deboest. Cleveland Women's Symph, pr, 1949-03.

Russell, Roberta [AB]
B,k

Russell-Romeo, Peggy [NFA90-92, LK, KBJ]
L/B,k,m

Russo, Mark [Juil]
B,k,b
Russo, Michel
Georges Laurent. [NEC]

Russum, Christine
Georges Laurent. [NEC]

Rutherford, Maude
[RP Terpenning]

Rutkowski, Sue
[D Morrissey]

Rutland, Dallas Kate
M/B.k.m
Indiana U. Susan McQuinn, Kathryn Lukas. [NFA95,98]

Rutter, Jane
M/B.k.b
Australia. Sydney Cons of Mus. James Galway, Julius Baker, Jean-Pierre Rampal, Alain Marion. Sydney Cons of Mus. [NFA99]

Rutter, Janet
[T Eisenhauer]

Rutters, Matthias
[L Asbjornsen]

Ryan, Catriona
M
Doris Keogh, Trevor Wye. National Symph of Ireland, pc/3. [W Halpin]

Ryan, Ruth Ann
[Peabody]
Long Branch, NJ 07740. Peabody Cons.

Ryang, Michelle
B.k.b
(b. Buffalo, NY?) Laurence M. Trott. [NFA87,89]

Rydall, Margot (Onodera)
U of Toronto. [N Nourse]

Ryder, Andrea
[NFA00]

Ryerson, Ali
L/M/B.k.b
U of Hartford, 1979. John Wion, Harold Bennett. [NFA97, FLMotW]

Ryker, Pamela
[N Tietje]

Saabel, Eleanor
[see Boda, Eleanor V. Saabel]

Saba, Bassam
L/M/B.k.b
BA; MA. Rene LeRoy, Monica Zakaris, Emmanuel Burlet, Yahudi Hoffman, Michael Koshirsly, Samuel Baron, Dave Valentin. [NFA96]
Sabina, Evelyn M  [Coll]
St Bonaventure U, 1991-.

Sabo, Sally  [see Scott-Sabo, Sally]

Sackett, Maurice  B  [AB, Juil]

Sackman, Marc  [A Farrington]

Sackstein, Rosalina R.  L/B,k  [NFA82,92,95,98]
*Calif Inst of the Arts; BM, U of Miami.* Kathleen Gronning, Orvid Eugene Johnson, James Pappoutsakis, Thomas Nyfenger. Fort Lauderdale Symph; Florida Phil Orch.

Sadilek, Elizabeth Ann  L/B,k,m  [PS, NFA87-88,97,99-00,02, LK, RWS]

Sadowski, Lara  M/B  [NFA90-91]
(b. Mukwonago, WI?) Cynthia Stevens.

Saeger, Marilyn  [NFA85]
ALRY Fl Choir.

Saeki, Takao  [NFA82]
Musashino Academia Musicae.

Sagan, Auggie  [AB]
Valley Stream, LI, NY.

Sager, Marisela  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, LK]

Saghaard, Jean-Noel  M  [R Wolf]
Roger Bourdin, Christian Larde.

Sagnier, Andre  [AB]

Sagul, Edith  B.k  [PS, AB, NT, Juil]

Sahlin, Kay Bjornstad  [PS, NFA90,98, AB]
Sahm, Michele  M/B,k,m  [NFA87]

Saito, Yoshio  [K Aiba]

Sakitani, Sunao  [NFA82]
Musashino Academia Musicae.

Sakofsky, Brenda  B,k,b  [LK, Juil]

Sakuma, Yumiko  [NFA88, Traversiere]

Salley, Jennifer  [LK]
Paducah Symph.

Salm, Andre  [G Fazakas]

Salopek, Stacy  L/M/B,k,b  [L Leach]
Lindsay Leach.

Saltzman, Sue  [see Kahn, Sue Saltzman]

Salyer, Donna  L/B,k  [NFA89]
Sam Houston St U.  Byron Hester, David Colvig, Shirley Justus.  Corpus Christi Symph, 9yrs; Galveston Symph, pr.

Salzmann, Lucile  [Traversiere]

Samarotto, Robert  [Coll]

Sammel, Judy  L/B,k,m  [FLMotW, FLUTE]
(b. Long Island, NY?) Baltimore, MD.  Kathleen Henry Clarke, Robin McKee Day, Sara (Landgren) Nichols.

Sample, Philip  M/B,k,b  [NFA87]
Ball St U; U of Illinois-Champaign/Urbana.  Paul C. Boyer, Charles Delaney, Paula Robison, Albert N. Tipton.  Indianapolis Symph, 2, 1985-?
Sampson, Janese  M/B,k,m  [PS]

Sampson, Susan  [see Walker, Susan Sampson]

Samson, Blandine  [Traversiere]
Paris Conservatoire.  Jean-Pierre Rampal, Alain Marion.

Samson, Mary Jane  [AB]
Hastings, NE 68901.  Hastings Symph, ex, c1968.

Samuels, Isabel  [see Gallagher, Isabel Samuels]

Samuelson, Miriam  [AB]

Sanborn, Holly  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Sanchez, Ana Maria  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00]
Philip Dunigan, Linda Chesis, Mary Karen Clardy.

Sanchez, Rene Orea  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA97]
Venezuela.  Jose Garcia, Glenn Michael Egner, Nicolas Real, Jose Antonio Naranjo.

Sand, Mary Novak  [N Daley, W Thirtle]

Sandberg, Jennifer  B  [NFA82]
(b. Grants Pass, OR?) Marjorie Broer Gallagher.

Sandell, Julie  L/M/B  [NFA99]
(b. Pittsburgh, PA?) Wendy Webb Kumer.

Sandeman, David  [A Murray]
Charles Stainer.

Sander, Marie  [Coll]
Concordia U-Wisconsin, 1995-.

Sanderson, Laurie  [N Nourse]
London Symph, pc.
Sandor, Gyorgy
[see Fazakas, Gyorgy Sandor]

Sandor, Kathryn
U of Wisconsin-Superior, 2000-.

Sandow, Linda
B

Sandvik, Gro
M
Marcel Moyse.

Sanford, Lance
L/B.k.b.m
Debra R. Youngblood.

Sangler, Oscar

Sano, Esturo
Musashino Academia Musicae.

Sanroma, ?

Santa, Lisa Garner
L/M/B.k.b.m

Santarelli, Mary
L/B.k

Santiracco, Paula
M/B.k.m
Jan Angus. Ohio Chamber Orch, pr.

Santos, Kara DeRaad
L/M/B.k.b,m
DMA, U of Iowa, compl? Tadeu Coelho, Jeff Zook, Leone Buyse, Claudia Anderson.

Saracino, Lyn
[see Priegel, Lyn Saracino]

Sardina, Renee

Sarge, Ann
L
Sargent, LaVerne  
Shenandoah U.  

Sarkin, Ellis N.  
Baltimore, MD 21234. Gettysburg Symph, c1968.  

Sarver, Julie Johnson  
Malone Coll, 2001-. Canton Symph, pc/3.  

Sasaki, Chikatsuna  

Sass, Alisha  
Wartburg Symph, pr.  

Sasseman, Kathy  
M/B,k  
BME, De Pauw U. Anne Bither Reynolds, Mary Louise Poor. Carmel Symph.  

Sato, Mayu  

Satterfield, Sarah  
MM, San Diego St Coll; PhD (music hist), U of Florida. Beth Ross-Buckley.  

Saucier, Gene Allen  
L/B,k  

Saudek, Victor  
Pittsburgh, PA.  

Sauer, Monica  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
(b. 10/09/1979 - CA) Tempe, AZ 85282. BM, Arizona St U. Elizabeth Buck, Brian Gordon, Trygve Peterson, Kortney James, Monica L. Daniels.  

Saunders, Alicia  
B,k,b,m  
Montgomery Jr Coll. Vanita Hall Jones.  

Saunders, Anne  
M/B  
BM, N Park U. Mary Louise Poor.
Saunders, Mary B.  [AB]

Saurini, Albert  B,k,m  [AB, I68, I72]

Sauer-Monnig, Dorothy  [NFA90]
MN. BA, Macalester Coll; MFA, U of Minnesota-Duluth.

Sauve, Jeanne  [see Pizzuto-Sauve, Jeanne]

Sauvegeot, Phillip  [AB]

Savant, Stanley  [P Kark]

Savitz, Rachelle  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00]
Stacey Steele.

Savoy, Kim  [J Fielder]

Sawyer, Elisa  [NFA78]
(b. Fort Worth, TX?) Pamela Erich, Sallia McNeil.

Sayles, Ellen  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA85]
MM, U of Michigan, compl? Judith Bentley.

Scalfari, Staci  [LK]
Rogue Valley Symph.

Scalzi, Agostino  [AB]
Astoria, NY.

Scandrett, Claire  B  [Juil]

Scanlon, Regina  L  [L Adams]
James Pappoutsakis.

Scarazzo, Deborah  [E Beard]
Scarborough, Kathy L/M/B,k,b,m [PS]

Scelba, Frank L/B,k,m [AB, N Raphael]
East Paterson, NJ. Joel Behrens.

Schaberg, Gail [AB]
Lexington, KY 40504. Lexington Phil Orch, c1968.

Schade, William [JW, NY]
New York Phil, 1890-99; New York Symph, 1890-99.


Schaefer, Patricia M. [AB]
Kalamazoo, MI. Public Sch. Kalamazoo Symph, pc, c1968.

Schaeffer, Francis [M Okamoto]

Schaeffer, Franklin [met in Columbus, OH]
Columbus, OH 43202. Ary vanLeeuwen.

Schantz, Jennifer [NFA86]
(prep) Juilliard Sch.

Schattschneider, Adam L/M/B,k,m [PS, Coll]

Schattschneider, Melanie L/M/B,k,b,m [Peabody, A Kosack]
Baltimore, MD 21207. Peabody Cons. Mark Sparks, Timothy Day, Laurie Sokoloff.

Schatz, Yasemin L/B,k,m [NFA00]
Danielle Boudrot.

Schaub, Gerhard M [AB, G Marcusson]
Schaub, Kathryn
[see Prestia-Schaub, Kathryn]

Schauer, Eve Weiner  B  [NFA00]
Ruth Freeman Gudeman, Milton Williams, Jack Cohen.

Schaul-Yoder, Dana  [LK, S Goldberg]
Newton Symph.

Schawacker, Erwin  M/B  [PS]
(b. 05/25/1934 - St. Louis, MO) West Chester, PA 19382. BS, U of Illinois-Champaign/Urbana, 1956; PhD (english lit), 1972. Charles Delaney, Joachim Starke.

Scheck, Gustav  [AB]
(b. 1901; d. 1984) Freiburg, Germany. Richard Rohler. Staatliche Hochschule für Musik-Freiburg.

Schecter, Margaret “Peggy” Strum  M/B,k,b  [NFA83,86,89,93,96, I68, Juil]

Scheffer, Linda  [see Jonas, Linda Scheffer]

Scheftel, Eugene  B  [Juil]

Scheidler, Renate  [orch survey]
Newark Symph, 1994-95.

Schelling, Anne  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]
U of Hartford. John Wion.

Schenck, Robert  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA96]

Scheneman, Jeanne  [V Mascaro]

Schenker, Irving I.

Schenkman, Judith  [S Byrne-Calvert]
Schepps, Linda  L/M/B.k [NFA96]
NJ. MA, Brooklyn Coll-CUNY. Eleanor Lawrence, Frances Blaisdell, Karl Kraber.
Public Sch. Bergen Phil Orch.

Scher, Naomi [LK]
Phil Orch of S New Jersey.

Scherr, Paul  L/M/B.k,b,m [NFA99]
Selmar Janson, Bernard Brauchli, Ethan Stang, Christina Smith.

Schick, Diane  L/M/B.k,b,m [PS, LK]

Schietroma, John A. [AB]
Greensburg, PA 15601. BME, Duquesne U; MME, Duquesne U. Seton Hill Coll, fl/ob.

Schild, Debra C. [see Markert-Schild, Debra C.]

Schilling, Korin [LK, Coll]
St Mary's Coll, 1999-. South Bend Symph, ap.

Schimmel, Ellen [see Burr, Ellen Schimmel]

Schimmelman, Mary [LK]
DuPage Symph, pr.

Schindler, Maxine [see Shernit, Maxine Schindler]

Schlabach, Christine  M/B.k,m [NFA87]
BA, W Illinois U. Gerald V. Carey. Murray St U. Paducah Symph, pc; Owensboro Symph, pc/4; Orquesta Siffonico del Estado de Mexico, pc/3; American Wind Symph, pc.

Schlabach, Robert [Coll]
Dyersburg St Comm Coll, fl/cl/sax.

Schlabbaugh, Erroll  B.k [Coll]

Schlefer, James R.  L/M/B.k,m [NFA90-91,93,96]
BFA, City Coll-CUNY; MA (musicology), CUNY-Graduate Center. Samuel Baron, Patricia Spencer. Shakuhachi, koto, shamisen.
Schlehr, Angela  L/M/B,k.b,m  [NFA00]
Thomas Rainey, Stacey Steele, Nancy Etris.

Schlein, Janet  B.k.m  [AB]
Ithaca, NY 14850. BA, San Francisco St U. Gary E. Gray, Paul Ernest Renzi. Cornell Symph, pr.

Schlemmer, Karen Ruth  M/B.k.m  [AB]

Schlesinger, Heidi  [NFA90]
(b. Lake Forest, IL?) Sally W. Bowers.

Schmacker, Fay  [K Farmer]

Schmalz, Jeffrey  [NFA91-92]
Concordia Coll-Ann Arbor; BM, U of Iowa. US Army Band, pr Heidlbg.

Schmeiser, Hansgeorg  [L Hertel]

Schmid, Adolph

Schmidt, Carol  L  [NEC]
Georges Laurent, James Pappoutsakis. [alternate spelling: Smith]

Schmidt, Heather Hughes  L/M/B,k.b,m  [PS, Coll]

Schmidt, Kenneth  B  [AB, Juil]

Schmidt, Laura  L  [NEC]
Georges Laurent. [alternate spelling: Smith]

Schmidt, Linda  [LK]
Bismarck-Mandan Symph, pr.

Schmidt, Mary  [LK]
Kansas City Civic Orch, pr; Princeton Symph, 2.
Schmidt, Rie  
B.k  
[NFA86,90,93,96,99,02, LK]  
_SUNY-Purchase._ John R. Wummer, Thomas Nyfenger, Jean-Pierre Rampal. American Symph, 2; Westchester Phil.

Schmidt, Shari  
[K Hansen]

Schmidt, Tracy  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA97, LK]  
_U of N Texas; MM, NW St U of Louisiana, compl?_  Dennette Derby McDermott, Mary Karen Clardy, Jacob L. Berg, Judy Adams Hand. Rapides Symph, pc. [alternate spelling: Tracey]

Schmidtmann, ?  
[AB]

Schmied, Katrina M.  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA97]  
_BM, E Illinois U._ Diane Boyd Schultz, Nancy Neidlinger.

Schmit, E.E.  
[JW]  
Houston Symph, pr, 1931,35.

Schmit, Gustav A.  
[JW, NY]  
New York Phil, 1908-15; Saint Louis Symph, pr, 1911-12. [alternate spelling: Gustave Adolph Schmitt]

Schmitt, R.  
[AB]  
Brooklyn, NY.

Schmitz, Hans-Peter  
[CK Kim, L Vakkilainen]  
(b. 1916; d. 1995) Gustav Scheck.

Schmitz, Jessica  
L/M/B,k,m  
[NFA00,02]  
_Manhattan Sch of Mus._ Kathleen Goll-Wilson, Linda Chesis.

Schneeloch-Bingham, Nancy  
[PS, Coll]  
Appalachian St U, 2000-.

Schneider, M. Christine  
[NFA97]  

Schneider, Michael  
[H Barradas]

Schneider, Robert W.  
[AB]  
Buffalo, NY 14226. Niagara Falls Phil, pc, c1968; Amherst Symph, ex, c1968.
Schnelle, Cindy  [AB]
(b. Oakley, KS?) Hays, KS 64601.

Schnepp, Gayle L.  [NFA96]

Schnerer, Ellen  [AB]

Schnizer, Jean  [NFA86]
L/M/B,k (b. Cincinnati, OH?) Ann Marie Johnson.

Schnizlein, Heidi  [NFA98]
(b. AZ?) Jerry McDaniel.

Schnyder, Daniel  [NFA02]
(b. 1961 - Zurich, Switzerland) NY. (sax/composition) Berklee Coll of Mus. Flutist, composer.

Schober, James V.  [PS]

Schochow, Klaus  [T Beamer]

Schocker, Gary  [NFA78-79,81,86,93,96-00,02, Juil, Coll]

Schoeler-Killman, Eileen  [orch survey]
Newark Symph, pc, 1989-93.

Schoenfeld, Judith Ross  [NFA76,78]
L/M/B,k,m BA (music/psych), Bradley U; MM, Illinois St U. Mary Louise Poor, Ehrling Hansen, Albert N. Tipton, Max Schoenfeld, Richard Graef. Peoria Symph; Bloomington Symph; Civic Orch of Chicago.

Schoenfeld, Max  [NFA90, AB, 168, M Subleewski]

Schoenheit, Brown  [NT, Juil]
Schoenthal, Charles F.  
Philadelphia Orch, pr, 1900-01.  

Scholl, Gretchen  
Oregon Chamber Players; Oregon Symphonic Band; Willamette Falls Symph.  

Schonfeld, Friedrich  
(b. 1895) Ary vanLeeuwen.  

Schott, Rebecca Bath  
L/B,k,m  

Schotter, Max  
B  
Georges Barrère.  

Schow, Deneice Gugler  
Chattanooga, TN 37401.  Peabody Cons.  

Schrader, Frank W.  
Rochester, NY.  Public Sch.  tch Monroe HS (Rochester, NY).  

Schrader, Kimberly  
(b. Beaverton, OR?) Darren Cook.  

Schrandt, Michelle  
Wichita Falls Symph.  

Schraum, Wilbur  
L  
Georges Laurent.  

Schrier, Max  
Roslyn Estates, LI, NY.  

Schrock, August  
(b. 1779, Berlin; d. 07/1854) Christian Gottlob Krause, Sr.  

Schroder, Laurel  
[CC Mueller]  

Schroeder, Carol Wang  
[M Clay]  

Schroeder, Fred George  
Appleton, WI 54911.  BME, U of Wisconsin-Madison; MAEd, Northwestern U; Paris Conservatoire.  Lawrence U, ww, c1968.
Schroeder, Janet
Bemidji, MN 56601.

Schroeder, Raymond
Georgetown, TX 78626.  U of Cincinnati; Boston U.  SW U, ww, c1968.

Schuberg, Margaret Lund "Maggie"  B.k

Schubert, Lynn
[see Clausen, Lynn Schubert]

Schudel, Jane
U of Regina, 1964-.  Regina Symph, ap.

Schuelein, Rainer
Chalk Farm, NW3 England.  Geoffrey Gilbert, Severino Gazzeloni.

Schulich, Sean
Juilliard Sch.

Schulich, Sean
Juilliard Sch.

Schultz, Diane Boyd  L/M/B,k,b,m

Schultz, Edward A.
Exeter, NH.  BA, Colby Coll; MM, SUNY-Stony Brook.  Samuel Baron, Marcel Moyse, Eleanor Lawrence, Paige Brooke.  Manhattan Sch of Mus, prep.

Schultz, Jerold
Newark Symph, pr, 1966-95.

Schultz, Lucia Yates

Schultz, Peter
Exeter, NH.  BA, Colby Coll; MM, SUNY-Stony Brook.  Samuel Baron, Marcel Moyse, Eleanor Lawrence, Paige Brooke.  Manhattan Sch of Mus, prep.

Schultz, Rosemary Vecere  L
Claude Monteux.
Schultz, Sophie  [see Sollberger, Sophie Schultz]

Schultz, Stephen  [NFA94, LK]
BFA, Calif Inst of Tech; MM, San Francisco St U; Royal Cons-Hague. Franz Vester, Barthold Kuijken. UC-Davis; UC-Los Angeles. Philharmonia Baroque Orch. Baroque flute.

Schultz, Susan S.  [NFA88]

Schultze, Lincoln  [Juil]
Juilliard Sch, 1940. Clarinetist, flutist.

Schulz, Wolfgang  [L Hertel]
Vienna Phil, pr.

Schulze, Richard  [AB]
Recorder.

Schulze-Johnson, Virginia McGann  L/B,k  [PS, NFA96,00-02, NEC, Coll]

Schuring, Gail Pilling Cameron  L/B,k,m  [NFA91, Peabody]

Schutty, Tracy  [LK]
York Symph.

Schwartz, Claire  B  [Juil]
Juilliard Sch, 1941. Ray (Ralph Freundlich) Friendly.

Schwartz, Frank  B  [NT, Juil]

Schwartz, Morris  [AB]
Brooklyn, NY.

Schwartzman, Joan Ramee  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA79]
BM, Oberlin Coll; MM, U of Arizona. Marcel Moyse, Harold Bennett, Nelson Hauenstein, Robert Willoughby. Tucson Symph, pr; Long Island Phil.
Schwarz, Jody  
**B**  

Schwegler, ?  

Schweitzer, Vineeta Boalton  
**B**  
Flushing, NY 10058. Georges Barrère.

Schwoebel, Sandy  
**L/M/B,k**  
(b. 05/27/1956 - Bryn Mawr, PA) Tucson, AZ 85719.  
William Hebert, Frances Blaisdell, Alexander Murray, Maurice Sharp. Central Washington U, 1983-84; Pima Comm Coll; 1971-. Tucson Symph; Jackson (TN) Symph, TN or MI?; Aspen Fest Orch; Ohio Chamber Orch. Tucson Pops.

Sciarini, Susan M.  
**M/B,k,m**  

Scimeca, Natalya K.  
**L/B,k,m**  
(b. Latham, NY?) Norman Curtis Thibodeau.

Scimone, Clementine Hoogendoom  
Cons of Padua.

Scocozza, Michael  
**B**  

Scoones, Victoria L.

Scott III, Charles Leslie  
**B,k**  

Scott, Ardyth Corliss  
**L/B,k,b,m**  
*U of N Texas.* Mary Karen Clardy. South Arkansas Symph; Shreveport Symph.

Scott, Austin Alan  
**B,k**  
Victoria, BC Canada.  
*BA, Guilford Coll; Juilliard Sch; MA, Columbia U-Teachers Coll.*  

Scott, Caryl Mae  
**AB, LK**  
(b. 08/12/1933 - Livermore, CA) Brentwood, CA. Murray Graitzer. U of the Pacific, c1968. Stockton Symph, pr, 1949-.
Scott, Isabelle
Lansing, MI 48910. Lansing Symph, pc, c1968.

Scott, James Copeland  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA81,89, AB, Coll]
New Brunswick, NJ. BM, Oberlin Coll; MM, Peabody Cons; PhD, Peabody Cons.
Robert Willoughby, Britton Garrison Johnson, Murray W. Panitz, Marcel Moyse. U of
Illinois-Champaign/Urbana; Rutgers U-New Brunswick, 1967-94; Indiana U. Atlanta
Symph. Dir. School of Music, U IL.

Scott, Janet Sillars  B,k  [NFA79,87,89, AB]
(b. 02/11/1936 - St. Louis, MO) St. Louis, MO 63130. BA, Washington U; MM,
Washington U, c1968; U of Missouri-Normandy; S Illinois U-Edwardsville, 1970-.

Scott, Jim  [Coll]

Scott, Lorie  [NFA92]

Scott, Michael  [F Griffin]
Gaston Crunelle.

Scott, Susan  [see Norton-Scott, Susan]

Scott, Suzanne  [LK]
Alton Symph.

Scott-Sabo, Sally  [NFA99]

Scripps, Sharon  [AB]
Grand Rapids, MI 49506.

Scruggs, John  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]
(b. 08/07/1962) W. Columbia, SC 29107. Lesley Greaves Oakes, Constance G. Lane.

Scudder, Mary  B  [NFA89, LK]
Clement Barone, Jr. Toledo Symph, pc.

Scutt, Kenneth E.  B,k  [PS, AB, I68, 172, Curt]
c1968-72+.

Seacrist, Julie  L/M/B,k,b,m  [P Hester]
Phyllis Hester.
Seagroves, Lindsay L/M/B,k,b,m [T Dunn] Tish Dunn.


Seaman-Novak, Patti [A Engelsdorfer]

Searl, Anne M.

Sears, Cheryl L/B,k [LK] Olympia Symph, 2.

Sears, Mariellen L/B,k [LK] Cape Symph.

Sease, Cathleen L/B,k [LK] Boulder Phil, 2.


Seay, Nicole [LK] Pikes Peak Phil, pc.

Sebeika, Jeffrey L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA80] Marjorie Cipriano, Judith Bentley. American Legion Band.

Sechet, Pierre [K McClure, J Turska]

Seddon, Elisa L/M/B,k,b [JWS] U of Hartford. John Wion.

Sederstrom, Beth [LK] Northwest Iowa Symph.

Seefeld, Sandra L.  M/B,k,b,m  [NFA87,97,00, Coll]  

Seeley, Mary  [LK]  
Danbury Symph, 2.

Seelig, Laura  [NFA82]  
(b. Bellevue, WA?) Carolyn Stinson.

Seeve, Brian  M/B,k,m  [NFA98]  
(b. Amherst, MA?) Marianne Gedigian.

Seftick, Julie  [LK]  
Haddonfield Symph Society, 2.

Seibert, Renee  B,k  [C Hummel]  
Catherine Curran.  New York Phil.

Seibold, Laurie  M/B,k,m  [PS]  

Seidler, Jo Louise  [AB]  
Marquette, MI 49855.

Seife, Shirley  B  [Juil]  

Seifert, Libby  [AB, I68]  
Gig Harbor, WA.  Bremerton S Assoc, c1968.

Seigel, Katherine  [NFA99]  

Selby, Nancy  [see Spidel, Nancy L. Selby]  

Selders, Raymond E.  B  [JW, NT]  
Georges Barrère.  Houston Symph, pr, 1932.

Self, Susanna  [see Huppert, Susanna Self]  

Seliger, Bryce  [Coll]  
Columbia Coll, 1999-.
Selland, Roxann  [see Berry, Roxann Selland (Davis)]

Sellards, Doris M. Shoush  B,k  [AB, LK, I68, I72, D Wirth]
Kansas City, MO 64129.  *Eastman Sch of Mus.*  Donald V. Peck.  Kansas City Phil, pr, c1968-?.

Selleck, Johanna  [A Day]

Sellers, Cathy  [NFA97]
*BME, Wayne St Coll; MS (admin), Central Michigan U.*

Seltenrich, Charles P.  [AB]

Semenov, ?  [J Alvas]
tch St. Petersburg.

Sennett, Johanna Beth  M/B,k,m  [NFA98]
*Northwestern U, 1988.*  Shaul Ben-Meir, Walfrid Kujala, Michel Debost, Geoffrey Gilbert.  Detroit Symph, sub; Flint Symph, sub; Michigan Opera Theater, sub.

Seo, Kazunori  [Traversiere]
*1st prize, Paris Conservatoire, 1998.*  Alain Marion.

Sessler, Karen Kay  [AB]
Lincoln, NE 68901.  Hastings Symph, c1968.

Sestan-Berg, Sandy  L/B,k,b,m  [G Langguth]
Gayle Langguth.

Sevcovic, Donna  [SS Walker]

Shackelford, John  B,k,b  [Juil]

Shade, Frederick  [NFA98]

Shadrick, Julie  [NFA02]
*Winthrop U.*

Shaffer, Alexander  B  [Juil]
Shaffer, Helen Elaine Kurtz  B,k  [AB, JW, Curt]
William Kincaid. Kansas City Symph, 2; Houston Symph, pr, 1948-53.

Shaffer, Kathryn  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, Longy]
(b. 01/23/1970 - San Jose, CA)  *BM, San Jose St U, 1992; MM, Longy Sch of Mus, 2001?*  
Maria Tamburrino, Isabelle Chapuis Starr, Robert Willoughby.

Shaffner, Dale S.  L  [AB, I68]
(b. 05/05/1924 - Middletown, PA)  Rossville, GA 30741.  *BSEd, BM, U of Cincinnati; MM, U of Cincinnati.*  
Alfred Fenboque, Eric I. Evans.  Cadek Cons; U of Tennessee-Chattanooga, c1968; U of Georgia; E Carolina U.  Chattanooga Symph, pr, c1968;  
Chattanooga Opera Orch, pr.

Shahdad, Sara  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA97]
(b. Richardson, TX?) Andrea Redcay.

Shaneman, James  L  [NEC]
*New England Cons.*  James Pappoutsakis.

Shang, Chung  B  [Juil]

Shank, Bud  [NFA82,85]
Los Angeles, CA.  *jazz.*

Shanley, Gretel Yvonne Andrus  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA77,79,82,86-88,92, AB]

Shanley, Helen Ann  L/M/B,k  [NFA79,84,91,94,96,98, S Yeamans]
*BS, U of N Texas; MM, U of N Texas.*  George Ellers Morey, Jr., Marcel Moyse.  Baylor U.  Waco Symph, pr; E Paso Symph, pr; Fort Worth Symph, pr.

Shansky, Carol  M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA96,00,02, FLMotW]

Shansky, Marjorie  [LK]
New Haven Symph, ap.
Shapira, Ela  [Y Amoyal]

Shapira, Hanna  [I Carmi]

Shapiro, Ellen  B  [PS]
Ruth Freeman Gudeman.

Sharp, Harold  [L Priegel]

Sharp, Maurice  B.k  [AB, JW, 168, 172, NT]
William Kincaid, Georges Barrère. Cleveland Inst of Mus, c1968. Cleveland Orch, pr,
1931-45, 1946-82.

Sharrard, Lisa  [see DiTiberio, Lisa Sharrard]

Shaw, Candace  [see Glendening, Candace Shaw]

Shaw, David  [LK]
Lewisville Lake Symph, pr.

Shaw, Sharon  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA87]
(b. Willingboro, NJ?) Beverly Joan Pugh-Corry.

Shaw-Liva, Jennifer  [LK]
Flagstaff Symph, Fl/pc.

Shaybrazian, Leon  [NEC]
Arthur Brooke.

Shayegan, Marilyn  B  [Juil]

Shea, David  [Coll]
McMurry U, ww. [not flutist?]

Shea, Kelly  [C Jones]

Shearer, Greig  L/B,k,b  [NFA98, LK]
BM, New England Cons; MM, Manhattan Sch of Mus. Julius Baker, James Pappoutsakis,
Harold Bennett. Central Connecticut St U; Trinity Coll (CT). Hartford Symph, pr, 1993-.
Sheary, Leslie  B,k  [AB, B Herbert]  

Sheely, Karen  [LK]  
Carmel Symph, pr.

Shekerjian, Tor

Sheldon, Susan  [J Hunt]

Sheldone, Lisa  [NFA92,02]  
Beach Cities Symph, pr, 1997-98.

Shelley, Frances K  M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA91, LK]  

Shelly, Jane  L/B,k,b,m  [NFA88, LK]  

Shelton, C. Chip  B,k,b  [NFA94-96,00]  
Julius Baker, Jimmy Heath.

Shelton, C. Warren  [AB]  
[same as C. Chip Shelton?]

Shelton, Jennifer Lynn  [PS]  

Shemancik, David  [Coll]  

Sheon, Nicolas  B  [Juil]  

Shepherd, Linda  B,k,b  [NFA76]  
(b. Racine, WI?) Frank Suetholz.
Shepherd, Zoe  
Winona St U. Winona Symph, pr.  
[LK, FLUTE]

Shepler, Lianne  
L/M/B  
(b. Pittsburgh, PA?) Wendy Webb Kumer.  
[NFA96]

Shepley, Carla  
B,k  
William Kincaid.  
[DB Cherry, A Zoloth]

Sheppard, Alice  
[see Groch, Alice Sheppard]

Sheridan, Peter  
Juilliard Sch; Mannes Coll of Mus; MM, U of Arizona, compl?  
[NFA98, Juil]

Sherman, Ann  
Michigan St U. Greater Lansing Symph, 2.  
[LK, FLUTE]

Sherman, Jonathon  
L/B,k,m  
(b. Baltimore, MD?) Sara (Landgren) Nichols.  
[NFA02]

Sherman, Richard  
L/M/B,k,m  
[NFA95-99, JW, LK, Eman]

Shernit, Maxine Schindler  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
Cleveland, OH. MM, Cleveland St U. Susan Fries, Marcel Moyse, Barbara E. Peterson, William Hebert, Martha Aarons. Ashland Symph.  
[NFA92-93,00]

Sherwig, Martha  
B,k,b  
[Juil]

Sherwin, Sally  
B,k  
[NFA89,98]

Shetler-Witczak, Laura  
[J Diebel]

Shibata, Yuko  
B  
[Juil]

Shields, Crystal Marie  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
Brigham Young U-Hawaii; U of N Texas. Mary Karen Clardy, Elizabeth Ruppe.  
[NFA92,94,98-99]
Shields, Karen
San Antonio Symph, c1968.

Shigeyzawa, Ruth
[NI95]

Shigley, Janeen Field
L/M/B,k,b,m
Scott Goff.  Bellevue Comm Coll, 1990-.

Shik, Erno
UC-Los Angeles.

Shiman, Rita F.
Elizabeth, NJ 02708.

Shimizu, Nobutaka
B,k,b

Shimizu, Rie
BM, Toho Music Acad; MM, Boston U.

Shin, Donna
L/B,k,m

Shin, Emily
(b. Rochester, MN?) Kay Sahlin.

Shin, Seungha
Juilliard Sch.

Shinehouse, Patricia
L/M/B,k,m
Claude Monteux, James C. Scott, Samuel Baron, Thomas Nyfenger.  Drake U.

Shipley, Katrina
L/M/B,k,b,m
Kyle Dzapo.

Shipley, Lori R.
[NI02]

Shipman, Betty
[see Bennett, Betty Shipman]

Shiraishi, T.
[NMizu]

Shirey, Susan
Natchitoches, LA 71457.
Shirk, Beth Ann L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA00] Nancy Etris, Joel Behrens, Paula (Hutchinson) Nelson.

Shiyomura, Judy [see Hoffman, Judy Shiyomura]

Shodoff, Elsa [see Newburger, Elsa Shodoff]


Shoham, Uri [I Carmi]


Shook, Penny [AB] Peoria, IL. Peoria Symph, pr, c1968.


Short, Leslie [LK] South Bend Symph, pr.

Shortridge, Nancy [see Sowers, Nancy Shortridge]


Shotola, Marilyn [NFA95,97-98, Coll] Portland, OR. MM, U of N Texas; DMA, U of N Texas. Portland St U, 1981-.

Shoush, Doris [see Sellards, Doris M. Shoush]

Showers Michaud, April L/M/B,k [NFA87,93,96] New England Cons. Frances Blaisdell, Maurice Sharp, Lois Schaefer.

Shpack, Barbara [R Farnsworth]
Shubert, Sandra       L/B,k,m        [KBJ]

Shuler, Mary Ellen    [AB]
Hastings, NE 68901. Hastings Symph, c1968.

Shulman, Nora         L/M/B,k,m       [NFA92,97, I72]
(b. Los Angeles, CA?) Toronto, ON Canada. BA, CSU-Northridge. Louise DiTullio, 
Luella Hinkle Howard, Sheridan Stokes, William Bennett. U of Toronto. Denver 
Symph, c1972; Toronto Symph, 1974; pr, 1986-.

Shulman, Suzanne      L/M/B,k,b       [NFA80]
(b. Toronto, ON, Canada) Nicholas Fiore, Robert Aitken, Jean-Pierre Rampal, Christian 
Larde, Michel Debost, Marcel Moyse. U of Toronto.

Shultz, Ed            [Coll]
Dickinson Coll.

Shuput, Olivia Jane   L/M/B,k,b,m     [NFA98]
Brooks de Wetter-Smith, Joyce Bennett, Cindy Henderson.

Shure, Leonard        [AB]

Shuter, Cindy         [FLUTE]
McGill U.

Shutt, Amy            [see Melton-Shutt, Amy]

Shuttleworth, Janet   [LK]
Butte Symph, pr.

Shwartz, Benjamin     M/B,k,b         [Curt, J Baker]

Shylayeva, Olga       [LK]
Boulder Phil, pc/3.

Siber, Ignazio        Vivaldi's Pieta Sch, 1728.

Sibley, Susan         [see Novak, Susan Sibley]

Sidhom, Samuel        [J Davis]
Sidley, Diana  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00]
Kathleen Chastain Debost, Kathryn DeJongh, Deidre McGuire.

Siebeneichen, Paul  B  [NT, Juil]
*Dipl, Inst of Musical Arts, 1928; Juilliard Sch, 1932.* Georges Barrère.

Siebert, Renee  B,k,b  [NFA77,85-87,94,97,02, LK, Juil]
*Dipl, Juilliard Sch, 1975.* Mark Thomas, Julius Baker, Jean-Pierre Rampal. Juilliard
Sch, 1978-80. New York Phil, 2, 1974-.

Sieburg, Philip  M/B  [AB]
Symph.

Siegel, Irwin  [AB]
New York, NY 10025.

Siegel, Jayn  [see Rosenfeld, Jayn Siegel]

Siegel, Merrie  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA02, Coll, R Pagan]
*BM, Eastman Sch of Mus; MM, Rice U; DMA, Rice U.* Leone Buyse, Adeline Tomasone,
Bonita Boyd. U of Idaho, 2000-.

Siegel, Rebecca  M/B,k,b,m  [NFA02]
Greensboro, NC. *U of S Florida.* Martha Rearick, Louis Moyse.

Siegelman, Vicki  [LK]
Northbrook Symph.

Siesel, Barbara  M/B,k,b,m  [NFA93,96,00, LK, Juil]
*BM, Juilliard Sch, 1979; MM, Juilliard Sch, 1980.* Samuel Baron, Julius Baker, Thomas
Nyfenger, Gerardo Levy. Greenwich Symph.

Sigal, William  [AB]
Brooklyn, NY.

Sigurdson, Gary A.  L/M/B,k  [NFA76-79, AB]
*Manhattan Sch of Mus; Michigan St U.* Frances Blaisdell, Frederick Wilkins, William
Kincaid. U of Wisconsin-Whitewater. Kansas City Phil, pr; Royal Danish Ballet Orch,
pr; Chicago Little Symph, pr. tch Interlochen; VP Carl Fischer Co.

Sikorski, Patty  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA88]
(b. 10/04/1955 - Alhambra, CA) *BM, Immaculate Heart Coll, 1978; CSU-Los Angeles,
1987.* Floyd Stancliff, Anne Diener Giles Zentner, David Shostac, Gretel Shanley, Susan
Palma-Nidel.
Silberstein, Robert I.

Silecchia, Ermenegildo [AB]
West Babylon, NY.

Siletechnik, Mark [AB]
Newport, RI.

Silfies, Nancy [LK]
DuPage Symph.

Sillars, Janet [see Scott, Janet Sillars]

Sillers, Ann M [NFA76]

Sills, Jonathan [LK]
Adrian Symph, pc.

Silver, Cindy Hendricks L/M/B,k,m [NFA88,99]
BM, Northwestern U, 1986; MM (music hist), U of Akron, compl? Walfrid Kujala, Susan Klick, George S. Pope. Tulsa Phil; Civic Orch of Chicago.

Silverman, Abe [AB]
Elmhurst, NY 11373.

Silverman, Kara Elise L/M/B,k,b [NFA02]

Silvers, Herman [AB]
Brooklyn, NY 11235.

Silverstein, Deborah L/M/B [NFA00]
Georgetta Maiolo, Bernard Goldberg, Lois Schaefer.

Silverstein, Harry B [NT]
Georges Barrère.

Silvert, Debra [Coll]
Valparaiso U, 1994-96.

Simard, Barbara Todd [see Todd, Barbara (Simard)]
Sime, Jane  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA77]

Simmons, Geri  [NFA82]
(b. Seattle, WA?) Linda Kraft.

Simmons, Rita  [see George-Simmons, Rita]

Simms, Kris  B,k  [NFA00]
Burnett F. Atkinson.

Simon, Erica Jo  [LK]
Greater Trenton Symph. pr.

Simon, Francis  [Traversiere]

Simon, Judy  [AB]
Massapequa, NY 11759. Massapequa Symph, pc, c1968.

Simon, Patrick  [Traversiere]

Simon, Rebecca Bonney  M/B,k  [Peabody]

Simonds, Edna  [see Commerchero, Edna Simonds]

Simonetti, Winnifred Andrew  L/M/B,k,b,m  [AB]

Simonsen-Davis, Irene  B,k,b  [PS, NFA99]

Simosko, Valerie  [see Lampo, Valerie Simosko]
Simpig, Rolf
Chicago, IL. Chicago Businessmen's Orch, pc, c1968.

Simpson, Brenda
Pikes Peak Phil, pr.

Simpson, Leonore
Glens Falls Symph, pr.

Simpson, Mary Jean

Simpson, Mary Leigh

Simpson, Mrs. James
Canton, MS 39046. Jackson (TN) Symph, pr, c1968.

Sims, Linda Wooding

Sinatra, Spencer

Sinclair, Elaine
L/M/B,k,b [NFA99] Harriet West Peacock LeJeune, Paula Robison, Peter Middleton.

Sinclair, Elmer M.

Sincoff, Alison Jane Brown (Freedy)

Sindelar, Virginia

Singer, John
[AB, NFA92]
Singer, Marjorie  
*New England Cons.* James Pappoutsakasis.

Singleton, Elizabeth "Sam"  
M/B,k,b,m  

Sinis, Phaedon  
L/B,k,b  

Sipes, Diana Tiffany  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
*(b. Aiken, SC)* Kingsville, TX 78363. *BM, U of S Carolina; MM, U of S Carolina; DMA, Louisiana St U*. Katherine Kemler, Constance G. Lane, Glenn Riggin. Texas A&M U, 1994-. Victoria Symph Society, pr; Corpus Christi Symph, pr.

Siple, Audrey  
M/B,k  
Joyce Bennett.

Sippey, Margaret  
L/B,k,m  
Wendy Hohmeyer. Akron Symph, pr.

Siracusa, Frank

Sisk, Joanna  
L/M/B,k,m  

Sisson, Sharon  
(b. Little Rock, AR?) Carole Baker Martin.

Sites, Lauren  
L/B,k,m  

Siu, Joanne  
L/M/B,k,b  
*U of Hartford*. John Wion.

Sivard, Jim  
Washington, DC.

Six, Cheryl  
Eastern Connecticut Symph, pc.
Skala, Emily Controulis  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA86,91,00, JW, LK]


Skallerup, Susan  [see Stokes, Susan Skallerup]

Skidmore, Dorothy Louise  M/B,k  [NFA81, AB]


Skidmore, Julie  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA98]

(b. Grand Rapids, MI?)  *Brigham Young U.*  Tyra Gilb, Elizabeth Ruppe.

Skinner, Harold  B,k  [AB, NFA attendee]


Skitch, Todd  [LK]

Memphis Symph, 2.

Sklar, Pamela  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA91,96]

*Mannes Coll of Mus.*  John R. Wummer, Karl Kraber, Samuel Baron, Julius Baker.

Skoczynski, Nancy C.  [Peabody]

Baltimore, MD 21211.  *Peabody Cons.*

Skoglund, Ann  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00]

Joan Luehrs, Joanna Cowan White.

Skowronek, Felix E.  B,k  [NFA76-78,81-87,89,92,94, AB, JW, I68, Curt, Coll]


Skrable, Christopher  M/B,k  [NFA91]

(b. Fairfax, VA?) Susan Cummings Todenhoft.

Skul, LeeAnne  M/B  [NFA95-96]

(b. Waukesha, WI?) Cynthia Stevens.
Slack, Lise Friisbaastad  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]
(b. 01/12/1962 - VA) Fullerton, CA 92835. BA, CSU-Fullerton, 1993; Teaching Cred, CSU-Fullerton, 1995; BS (biology), Virginia Tech. Cynthia Ellis, Alice Kogan Weinreb, Mary Ellen Trefrey, Philip J. Swanson, Anne Diener Giles Zentner. Public Sch, 6yrs.

Slater, Deana  [LK]
Phil Orch of Indianapolis.

Slater, Janet  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Slater, Joseph Emile  [Fitzgibbon]

Sleeper, Jennifer  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA00]

Sleeter, Pauline  [AB]
Fresno, CA 93726. Fresno Phil, pc, c1968.

Sligh, John  B  [Juil]

Sligh, Lewis  B,k,m  [LK]
Beverly Bradley. Florida Orch, pc.

Slikkerveer-Sullivan, Amy E.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA94]

Slimm, Pollee  [see Lloyd, Pollee Slimm]

Sloan, Dena  [NFA96]
Darron Moroney.

Slocum, Carol Villerreal Robertson  L/B,k  [I72, M Stoune]
Slocum, Earl A.  

Slocum, Kathy  
Des Moines Symph, pc.

Slupsky, Shirley  
Walla Walla, WA 99362.  Mid-Columbia Symph, pr, c1968.

Sluyter, Mike  
L/B,k,b,m  
*Manhattan Sch of Mus; MM, U of N Texas.* Mary Karen Clardy, Ransom Wilson.

Small, Heather  
Midland-Odessa Symph, pr.

Small, Karen  
Wilmington, DE.  *Peabody Cons.*  Newark Symph, pc, 1989.

Small, Martin  
L  
Georges Laurent.

Small, Priscilla  
B  
*BA (spanish), Whitworth Coll; MA (linguistics), UC-Berkeley.*  Lillian Porter.

Small, Shannon  
Winona Symph, pc/2.

Smeallie, Marie  
M/B,k  
Joyce Bennett.

Smethurst, Emily  
L/M/B,k,m  
Brenda Fedoruk.  National Arts Centre Orch, 2.

Smit, Michael  
L/M/B,k,b  
Kathleen Trahan.

Smith, Andrea Lee  
B  
(b. OK?) *Pennsylvania St U.*  Eleanor Duncan Armstrong, Feodora DeGrasse Steward.

Smith, Angie  
Idaho Falls Symph.
Smith, Anna Ayres  
L/B,k,m  [NFA99]  
BM, Columbus St U; Georgia St U. Warren Little, Natalie Kruger, Beverly Bradley, Paul D. Brittan. Columbus (GA) Symph; Raleigh Symph; Albany (GA) Symph, pr.

Smith, Arthur C.  
[AB]  
Glendale, CA 91207. Glendale Symph, pc, c1968.

Smith, Brooks de Wetter-  
[see Wetter-Smith, Brooks de]

Smith, Carleton Sprague  
L?  [NFA83, AB, AF]  

Smith, Carleton Sprague  
L?  [NFA83, AB, AF]  

Smith, Carleton Sprague  
L?  [NFA83, AB, AF]  

Smith, Carleton Sprague  
L?  [NFA83, AB, AF]  

Smith, Carleton Sprague  
L?  [NFA83, AB, AF]  

Smith, Carleton Sprague  
L?  [NFA83, AB, AF]  

Smith, Carleton Sprague  
L?  [NFA83, AB, AF]  

Smith, Carleton Sprague  
L?  [NFA83, AB, AF]  

Smith, Carleton Sprague  
L?  [NFA83, AB, AF]  

Smith, Carleton Sprague  
L?  [NFA83, AB, AF]  

Smith, Carleton Sprague  
L?  [NFA83, AB, AF]  

Smith, Carleton Sprague  
L?  [NFA83, AB, AF]  

Smith, Carleton Sprague  
L?  [NFA83, AB, AF]  

Smith, Charles W.  
[NFA95-96, LK, Coll]  
BM, U of Wyoming; MA, New York U; DMA, Peabody Cons. W Kentucky U, 1989-. Billings Symph, pr; Winston-Salem Symph, pr; Bowling Green Chamber Orch, pr. Composer, theorist, flutist, pianist.

Smith, Christine Marie  
L/M/B,k,m  [PS]  

Smith, Christine Michelle  
L/B,k,m  [NFA76-77,88-89,91-98,00, LK]  
U of Oklahoma; Michigan St U; Grad work, U of N Texas. Alexander Murray, Joseph A. Mariano, George Ellers Morey, Jr., Jean-Pierre Rampal, Geoffrey Gilbert, Roberta Brokaw, Britton Garrison Johnson. W Michigan U; U of Oklahoma; Shenandoah Cons; N Park U. Lansing Symph, pr; National Symph; Kankakee Valley Symph; Kalamazoo Symph, pr.

Smith, Christopher  
[see Hyde-Smity, Christopher]

Smith, Dale  
[AB]  
Mansfield, OH. Mansfield Symph, pc, c1968.
Smith, David  [S Byrne-Calvert]

Smith, Diane E.  [LK]
Rochester Phil Orch, 2.

Smith, Don  [AB]

Smith, Donald  [C Lane]
Alfred Fenboque, George Ellers Morey, Jr. U of Cincinnati.

Smith, Elizabeth  [Juil]

Smith, Emily  [NFA94]
Kansas City, MO. BME, Kansas St U; MME, U of Kansas.

Smith, Fenwick  [PS, NFA87,89-92, LK]
(b. 01/03/1949 - Boston, MA) Roslindale, MA. BM/Cert, Eastman Sch of Mus, 1972.
Joseph A. Mariano, Doriot Anthony Dwyer, James Galway. Boston U; New England
Boston Symph, 2, 1978-. Producer, former flutemaker.

Smith, Frances  [AB]
Lindenhurst, NY 11757.

Smith, Frank  [NFA79]
Arizona St U.

Smith, Helen  [AB]
Ontario, CA. West End Symph, c1968.

Smith, Janice Morgan  [PS, NFA79,87,89,97, LK, 172, Coll]
(b. 07/10/1935 - Kingston, PA) St. Louis, MO. BME, Eastman Sch of Mus, 1957.
Joseph A. Mariano, Julius Baker, Doriot Anthony Dwyer, James Pappoutsakis. Washington U,
1985-; U of Missouri-St Louis. Saint Louis Symph, ap, 1968-; Boston Pops Orch, tour;
Quebec Symph.

Smith, Jen  [K Risinger]
Kimberly McCoul Risinger.

Smith, Jill Coady  [NFA88, Coll]
Point Loma Nazarene Coll, 1997-.
Smith, Joan  
New England Cons.  Lois Schaefer.

Smith, Joan Templar  
[U of Kansas; MM, Eastman Sch of Mus; PhD, Eastman Sch of Mus.  CSU-Long Beach, theory; U of Texas-Austin; U of Colorado-Boulder.  North Carolina Symph; Austin Symph; Jacksonville Symph Society.

Smith, Joseph  
Georges Laurent.

Smith, Joshua  

Smith, Julia  
[see Graham, Julia Smith]

Smith, Karen M.  

Smith, Kelly  
Constance G. Lane.

Smith, Kenneth L.  

Smith, Kristin Lia  
[see Stoner, Kristin Lia Smith]

Smith, Lena W.  
Georges Laurent.

Smith, Linda  

Smith, Lisa  
[see Brakel, Lisa Elaine Smith]

Smith, Lori  
[see Parnickey, Lori Smith]

Smith, Louis  
Georges Laurent.
Smith, Lucien
Alexandria, VA. Alexandria Symph, pc, c1968. [AB, I68]

Smith, Marcie
Valley Symph. [LK]

Smith, Maurice
Brooklyn, NY 11213. [AB]

Smith, Mauricio
Herbert H Lehman Coll-CUNY; City Coll-CUNY. [NFA96]

Smith, Mercedes
M/B,k,b
Ronda M. Mains. [NFA99]

Smith, Nancy Caroline Danielle
L/B,k,m

Smith, Richard
B

Smith, Richard Donald
M/B,k

Smith, Shaun
M/B,k,b
Jacqueline Hofto. [NFA84]

Smith, Sue Ann
[see Bugg, Sue Ann Smith]

Smith, Susannah
L/B,k,b
Juilliard Sch, prep. Bradley Garner. [NFA97, Juil]

Smith, Wally
[M Goble]

Smith, Walter
U of Iowa. U of Iowa, TA, c1968. [AB]

Smithen, Johnnie Beth
[N Hamff]

Smith-Kayler, Christine Ann
Mahopac, NY 10541. Peabody Cons. [Peabody]
Smithson, Karen Suzanne Weisgarber  B.k  [NFA88,01, FLMotW]  

Smith-Watts, Victoria Elizabeth  L/M/B.k.b.m  [PS]  
(b. 10/01/1957 - St. Louis, MO) Florissant, MO 63033.  Janice Smith, Steven R. Geibel.

Smolowitz, Laura  
*BM, Mt Holyoke Coll.*  Adrienne Greenbaum.  New England Cons, library.

Smyth, Kimberly  [NFA88]  
(b. Las Vegas, NV?) Mary Walters.  Las Vegas Civic Symph, 2.

Snee, Alicia  [K Miller]  

Snel, Sharon  [LK]  
Port Angeles Symph.

Snell, Charlet  [AB]  
St. Petersburg, FL.

Snell, Lucille Johnston  M/B.k.m  [PS, NFA91-92,97]  

Snider, Vada  L/M/B.k.b.m  [NFA91,94]  
KS.  Janet Ferguson, Robert Lovasich.

Snodgrass, Laura Deann  L/M/B.k.m  [NFA96-97]  
John Bailey.

Snopek, III, Sigmund  [NFA94]  
fl/ob/keyboard.

Snow, Frances  [see Drinker, Frances Snow]  

Snow, Janet  [NFA98]  
(b. Phoenix, AZ?) Sharm Wendt.

Snow, Leonor  L/B.k.b  [PS]  
Snowden, Jonathan
England. London Phil.

Snyder, Elina
(b. 1985) Chevy Chase, MD 20815. Sharon Woster.

Snyder, Elizabeth
Newark Symph, pc, 1969-79.

Snyder, Libbie Jo

Snyder, Marla
BA (music therapy), SUNY-Fredonia; MA (counseling), Marymount Coll.

Snyder, Mary D.

Snyder, Robert Charles

Snyder, Sarah
Kathleen Chastain Debost, Norman Curtis Thibodeau, Shelley Bogausch-Webb.

Sobala, Malgorzata
(b. Warsaw, Poland) *BM, U of Florida; MM, Florida St U.* Sarah Baird Fouse, Charles Delaney, Grzegorz Cimoszko.

Socall, Mary Jackson

Socarras, Alberto
New York, NY 10019.

Soeller, George G.
New York Phil; Cincinnati Symph, pr, 1918-23.
Soellner, Daphne M/B,k,m [NFA89, LK]  

Sokoloff, Laurie M/B,k [PS, NFA91,93,95-98,00,02, LK, I72, Curt, FLMotW]  

Sokoloff, Pauline [AB, L Sokoloff]  
New Orleans, LA.  

Solfest-Wallis, Cynthia B,k,b [NFA89,00]  
Milwaukee, WI.  MM, Michigan St U.  Israel Borouchoff.  Lansing Symph.  

Solfronk, Caroline [see Vacha, Caroline Solfronk]  

Solinsky, Lana [AB]  
New York, NY 10025.  

Sollberger, Harvey D. L/B,k [NFA82-88,97,00, AB]  

Sollberger, Sophie Schultz [AB, I68]  

Sollecito, Vito N. [AB]  
Bronx, NY 10458.  

Soller, Jessica [NFA92]  

Solt, Stephanie [NFA88]  

Solum, John H. B,k [NFA83-98,02, AB, Coll]  

Somerville, Siobhan L/M/B,k,m [NFA78]  
(b. Vienna, VA?) Penelope Peterson Fischer.
Somerwitz, Jennifer  
B,k,b  
[L Carlini]

Louis A. Carlini.

Somogie, Rachel  
M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA00]

Melissa Allegra Mielens.

Son, Yoo-Bin  
L/B,k,b  
[NFA01]


Soncini, Rose-Marie  
M  
[NFA90,92]

(b. Berne, Switzerland) Dipl, Cons of the City of Berne. Marcel Moyse, James Galway. 
Orch Sinfonica Siciliana, pr; Municipal Orch of Metz; Orch Society of Biel.

Sone, R.  
[N Machinaga]

Song, Alice  
[NFA89]

Song, HyeSeung  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA95]

(b. Houston, TX?) Catherine LeGrand.

Song, Young-Ji  
B,k,b  
[Juil]


Song, Young-Ji  
[Traversiere]


Soo Yun, Kim  
Juilliard Sch, prep.  
[NFA97]

Soo, Julie A. Walters  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS, NFA94,99-00, Coll]


Sopata, Kim  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS]

Walfrid Kujala, Richard Graef, Jeani Muhonen-Foster, Pamela Jackson Youngblood, 
Gavin Tate. Milwaukee Symph, ex, sub; Charlotte Phil Orch, ex/sub; Elgin Symph, 
ex/sub; New World Symph, ex/sub.

Sorensen, Gitte  
M  
[B MacDougall]


Sorenson, Wayne  
[A Richards]
Sosa, Kim  L/M/B,k  [NFA80]
_U of N Texas; Del Mar Coll; U of Houston; Richard Strauss Cons-Munich._ George Ellers Morey, Jr., Shirley Justus, Byron Hester, Jochen Gartner. Corpus Christi Symph, Fl/pc.

Sothen, Misty  L/M/B,k,b,m  [P Hester]
Phyllis Hester.

Soukhotski, Alexandre  L/B,k,m  [Longy]
_Longy Sch of Mus._ Robert Willoughby.

Soule, Richard L.  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA87-92,94-98,00,02, LK]

Souper, Charles Alexander  [AF]
(b. 1879, Limerick, Ireland; d. ?) A.P. Vivian, William Lucas Barrett. _Royal Cons of Mus-London._

Soussman, Heinrich  [AF]
(b. 01/23/1796, Berlin; d. 05/1848, St. Petersburg) August Schrock, Christian Gottlob Krause, Sr.

Southard, Robert G.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA95]

Southwick, Richard  [AB]
Raleigh, NC. Public Sch; Meredith Coll, c1968.

Southworth, Clare  M  [NFA81,86,95,97]

Sowell, Kathie  [LK]
McLean Symph.

Sowers, Nancy Shortridge  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA96,98]
AZ. _BM, U of Arizona; MM, U of Arizona._ Philip J. Swanson.

Sox, John R.  L/B,k,m  [AB]
Spackey, Carol Riggs  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA01]
Cleveland, OH. BM/BME, U of Cincinnati; MM, Cleveland St U. Kyril Magg, William Hebert, Barbara E. Peterson.

Spademan, Mary Elizabeth  [Peabody]
Little Rock, AR 72204. Peabody Cons.

Spadola, Jenny  B.k,b  [Juil]

Spalding, Mary E.  [see Peck, Mary E. Spalding]

Spangler, Monica  [LK]
Carmel Symph.

Spano, Robert  [KE Walker]

Sparks, Joan  L/B,k,m  [NFA88,91,96-97]
Greenville, DE. Murray W. Panitz.

Sparks, Mark  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA81-82,85,91,94,96,02, JW, LK, KBJ]

Sparrow, Sharon  B.k,b  [NFA84,96,00-01, LK, Coll]

Spartaro, Susan  [Coll]
Sweet Briar Coll, 2001-02.

Spector, Jacquelyn  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA97]
Joanna Bassett.

Spector, Lisa  M/B,k,m  [NFA89]
Albuquerque, NM. U of New Mexico. Alan Zoloth, Frank Bowen.

Speeg, Wendy  [NFA83]
(b. Cincinnati, OH?) Miami U.

Speer, Bryn  L/M/B,k,b,m  [A Henry]
Anna Whitlock Henry.
Spell, Eldred  M/B,k,b  [PS, NFA85,89,91-92,94-95,97-98,02, Coll]
(b. 05/14/1953 - Charleston, SC) Cullowhee, NC 28723.  BM, Furman U; MM, E Carolina U; PhD, Michigan St U.  William Bennett, Clement Barone, Jr., Israel Borouchoff, Geoffrey Gilbert.  W Carolina U, 1988-.

Spencer, Bomnica  [NEC]

Spencer, Patricia  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA79,86-93,94-98,00, AB]

Sperry, Julian  [Traversiere]

Sperry, Susan  L/B,k,b  [LK]
Mary Jean Simpson.  Helena Symph Society.

Spicher, Barbara  [Coll]
Hood Coll, 1997-.

Spidel, Nancy L. Selby  L/B,k  [NFA92,95,97-01]
Longmont, CO.  BS, Indiana U of Pennsylvania; U of N Colorado; Colorado St U. Sylvia Greenfield, Eugene Kushner, Walter Stitt, John E. Manner.

Spielman, Helen  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA97-02, FLMotW]

Spier, John  L  [NEC]
New England Cons.  Lois Schaefer.

Spindler, Julius  [AB, NY]

Spirawk, Erica  M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Spirk, Frank  [AB]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>[see Graham, Miriam Spiro]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spiro, Miriam</td>
<td>[NFA02]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England Cons.</td>
<td>Alexandria Symph; Rochester Phil Orch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spoonamore, Patricia</td>
<td>[NFA98]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS (eng), Moorhead St U.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spooner, Janice</td>
<td>[LK]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Phil Orch of Irving; Fort Worth Civic Orch, pr; Northeast Texas Symph, pr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spoto, Dianne Estelle</td>
<td>[NFA93]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L/M/B,k,b,m</td>
<td>BM, New England Cons, 1993; MM, New England Cons, compl?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leone Buyse, Julius Baker, Lois Schaefer, John W. Oberbrunner, Paula Robison, Deborah Coble.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spratt, Kirsten</td>
<td>[NFA95,97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring, Natalie</td>
<td>[LK]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodlands Symph, pr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring, Peter</td>
<td>[NFA92]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springfield, Jamie Ann</td>
<td>[NFA97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L/M/B,k.b.m</td>
<td>BME, Central Michigan U, 1999?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darlene R. Dugan, Joanna Cowan White.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprinkle, James</td>
<td>[M Yates]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L/M/B,k.m</td>
<td>Mary Oren King, Charles Delaney, John Meacham, Marjorie Yates, James C. Scott.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprouls, Harold</td>
<td>[NFA00]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L/B,k.b.m</td>
<td>Mary Karen Clardy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spurlock, Joe William</td>
<td>[AB]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srinivasan, Leela</td>
<td>[see Breithaupt, Leela Srinivasan]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.Clair, Carl</td>
<td>[KE Walker]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.Clair, Nicole</td>
<td>[JWS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L/M/B,k,b</td>
<td>Glenview, IL 60025. U of Hartford. John Wion.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
St.Jacques, Marcel  
Quebec Symph, c1972.  

St.John, Penelope  
L/M/B,k  
(b. Athens, GA?) Julie Stone.  

St.Jules, Jean  

St.Martin, Colin  

Stachow, Frank  
L/M/B,k,m  

Stachowski, Cynthia  
[see Decker, Cynthia Stachowski "Cindy"]  

Stackhouse-Sydow, Holly N.  
L/B,k  

Stadler, Edna  
B  
Juilliard Sch, 1942.  Georges Barrère.  

Stafford, Karen  
[FLUTE]  

Stagnitta, Nancy A.  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
Sparks Glencoe, MD 21152.  BM, Peabody Cons; MM, Peabody Cons.  Robert Willoughby, Timothy Day, Mark Sparks, Carole S. Bean.  Wilkes U.  Annapolis Symph, 3; Harrisburg Symph, act pr.  

Stahel, Pamela  
[C Genewein]  

Stainer, Charles  
[G Morris]  
(b. 1874; d. 1947) A.P. Vivian.  

Stajevic, Vladislav  
[Cakmak]  

Stallard, Dean  
M/B,k,b  
Stallman, Robert  [NFA86,98-99, AB, NEC, NFA attendee]

Stalzer, Frank  [EN Walker]

Stamell, Emmie  [NFA98]
(b. Arlington, MA?) Susan Jackson.

Stamm, Robert E.  [AB]
Stamford, CT 06902. Norwalk Symph, pr, c1968.

Stamp, Andrew  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA87,90,98]

Stancliff, Floyd  [P Sikorski]
Whittier Coll, c1970.

Standaart, Peter  M/B,k,b  [PS, NFA98, Coll]
N Carolina Sch of the Arts; Yale U. Emil Medicus, Charles Delaney, Philip Dunigan, Thomas Nyfenger. Wesleyan U, 1975-.

Standio, Marilyn  [AB]
Winfield, IL 60190.

Stanek, Alan E.  [AB, Coll]

Stang, Ethan  B  [AB, I68, I72, NT]

Stang, Stephanie  [see McCusker, Stephanie Stang]

Stanley, Burton  [AB]
Potsdam, NY 13676. BS, Ithaca Coll; MS, Ithaca Coll. SUNY-Potsdam, ww, c1968.

Stanley, Michelle  [NFA99]
Stanley, Vivian DeLaCruz  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA93]

Stanley, Walter C.  [AB]
Staten Island, NY.

Stansbury, Jane  [see Measel, Jane Stansbury]

Stansell, Cynthia D.  L/B,k,m  [NFA90]

Stanzione, Carmine  [NY]
New York Phil, 1907-08.

Stapleford, Carol Ann  [orch survey]
Newark Symph, 1989.

Staples, Alison  [NFA01]
(b. Waukesha, WI?)

Star, Cheryl  B.k,b  [PS, NFA95, K Lutgens]

Stargardt, Lori Jayne  L/B,k,m  [NFA96-97]
Cynthia "Cindi" Mahan-Isenhower.

Starin, Stefani  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA96]

Stark, Jessica  [LK]
Livingston Symph.

Starke, Joachim  [E Schawacker]
Staatliche Hochschule für Musik-Mannheim.

Starkweather, Jennifer  [NFA91]
(b. Wenatchee, WA?) Beth Jensen.
Starr, Isabelle Chapuis  M [NFA87, LK]
(b. Dijon, France) 1st prize, Paris Conservatoire. Jean-Pierre Rampal, Gaston Crunelle, Michel Debost, Christian Larde, Marcel Moyse. San Jose St U, 1974-. San Jose Opera Orch, pr.

Starr, Jacquelyn Field  L/B.k [E Kutz]
Elizabeth Kutz.

Starreveld, Harrie  [H Bledsoe, J Zoon]

Stathos, Stephanie  [LK]
Concord Orch, pc; Cape Ann Symph, pr.

Staudt, David W.  B,k,b [NFA01]
(b. Washington, DC?) Amy Thomas, David Lonkevich.

Staunton, Madeleine Berkeley  M [W Halpin]
Andre Prieur. National Symph of Ireland, 2.

Stavash, John  [B Walden]

Steage, R.  [K Oshiro]

Stearns, Susan Byrd  L/M/B,k,b,m [PS, J Slater]

Stebner, Don  L/B,k,m [met in Akron, OH]
OH. Raymond DeMattia.

Steele, James  [AB, I68]
Norfolk, VA 23507. Norfolk Symph, pc, c1968.

Steele, Jennifer A.  B,k,b [J Baker]
Julius Baker.

Steele, Stacey Graham  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA89,93-95,99-00, Coll, C Geibel]

Steelman, Lee Trobaugh  B,k [Curt]
Steenhoven, Gwendol  M/B  [NFA85]
Millikin U; MM, American Cons. Mary Louise Poor. Millikin-Decatur Symph;
Springfield (IL) Symph, pr.

Steensland, Douglas  B  [NT, Juil]
Juilliard Sch, 1940. Georges Barrère.

Stefanescu, Ion Bogdan  [NFA94]
(b. Romania) Acad of Mus-Bucharest.

Stefanoff, ?  [I Borouchoff]
Sofia (Bulgaria) Acad.

Stefansdottir, Margret  [V Jayne]
Alexander Murray.

Steffen, Christina  [see Millhouse, Christina Steffen]

Stegani, ?  [AB]

Stegemann, Esther Ann  B,k,m  [AB]

Steig, Jeremy  [AB]
New York, NY 10014.

Steiger, Virginia  L/B,k  [NFA00, LK]
William Hebert, Maurice Sharp, Donald V. Peck. Ohio Chamber Orch, pc/2.

Stein, Beverly  L/M/B,k,b  [PS, Juil, Coll]
(b. 09/01/1959 - Los Angeles, CA) BM, Juilliard Sch, 1981; MM, Yale U, 1983; PhD,

Stein, Daniel  [NFA97,00]

Stein, Mark  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA attendee]
Boston, MA. Oberlin Coll; U of Maryland-Coll Park, 1969. Robert Willoughby,

Stein, Maryellen  [AB]
Lima, OH 45805. Lima Symph, c1968.
Steinbeck, Kate Haemmel  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA98-99,02, LK]

Steinberg, Barbara  [see Lawrence, Barbara Steinberg]

Steinberg, Ilana  [PS]

Steinbrink, Beth  [see Kupsco, Beth Ann Steinbrink]

Steiner, ?  [AB]

Steinquest, Eugene  [Coll, D Cherry]

Stelson, Audrey  [LK]
Oak Ridge Symph, pc.

Stelter, Laurie  [NFA90]
MN.  BS, Mankato St U; MM, Ohio St U. Mankato Symph.

Stelter, Mary  [see Garrison, Mary Stelter]

Stenberg, Patricia  [AB]

Stengle, Heather L.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Stenseth, Hans  [P Oien]

Stenstrom, Susan  M/B,k,m  [NFA99]
BM, SUNY-Fredonia. Donald H. Hartman.

Stephenson, Debbie  [J Glendinning]

Stephenson, Patricia  L/M/B,k,b  [AB, NEC]
Stephenson, Sue
Marquette, MI 49855.

Sterios, Leanna Marie
Beverly Hills, CA 90212. Peabody Cons.

Sterman, Andrew
Thomas Nyfengener, William Bennett, Keith Underwood.

Sterman, Ann
[see Cecil-Sterman, Ann]

Stern, Sara

Stern, Wendy

Sternstein, Adria

Sterrett, Kama
Cadillac Area Symph.

Stetson, Jane
Windsor, ON Canada. Windsor Symph, pc, c1968.

Stevens, Angeleita
[see Floyd, Angeleita Stevens]

Stevens, Charles C.

Stevens, Christine
Colorado Springs Symph, pc.

Stevens, Cynthia
Stevens, John  L  [NEC]  
Georges Laurent.

Stevens, Lillian  [see Armstrong, Lillian Stevens]

Stevens, Meg  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA91]  

Stevens, Roger S.  L/B,k,m  [NFA77,84,89, AB, JW, I68, I72]  

Stevenson, Roxanne  [Coll]  
Chicago St U, ww, 1992-.  Saxophonist.

Stevenson, Tara  [K Miller]

Steves, ?  L/M/B,k  [NFA98]  
(b. AZ?) Catherine Melick Johnson.

Steward, Feodora DeGrasse  B  [AB, I68, I72, Coll]  

Stewart, ?  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA98]  
(b. Phoenix, AZ?) Nancy Shortridge Sowers.

Stewart, Cheryl  [LK]  
New Phil Orch of Irving, pc.

Stewart, Douglas  [FLUTE]  
U of Toronto.

Stewart, Gail Elizabeth  [Peabody]  
Vienna, Austria.  *Peabody Cons.*

Stewart, John Walter  [AB]  
Montevallo, AL 35115.  *BME, Louisiana St U; MME, Louisiana St U; EdD, Florida St U.* U of Montevallo, ww, c1968.
Stewart, Julie  
*Paris Conservatoire*. Alain Marion.

Stewart, Kathie  
[see Lynn, Kathie Stewart]

Stewart, Linnae  
M/B,k,b,m  

Stewart, Megan  
M/B  

Stewart, Susan Trainer  

Stickner, Patricia  
[NFA00]

Stickney, Lee Ann  
L/M/B,k,m  
[Riverside, CA. *BM, U of Redlands; MM, U of Redlands*. Philip J. Swanson, Karlin Wiley (Coolidge) Rhees. La Sierra U, c1993. Redlands Symph; Riverside County Phil; Inland Valley Symph.]

Stierli, Ann Dale  
B,k,m  
*Eastman Sch of Mus*. Joseph A. Mariano. Miami Phil; Florida Phil Orch.

Stilgebauer, Marcia  
[H Stengle]

Still, Alexa  
B,k  

Stillman, Mimi  
L/M/B,k,b  

Stimson, Ann  
L/B,k,m  
[b. 09/06/1962 - Anaheim, CA] *BM, Chapman U; MM, USC; PhD, USC-Santa Barbara*. Arthur Hoberman, Roger S. Stevens. Kenyon Coll; Ohio St U, theory.

Stimson, Betty  
[AB]  
Roswell, NM 88201. Roswell Symph, pr, c1968.
Stimson, Carolyn  [AB]
Roswell, NM 88201. Roswell Symph, c1968.

Stingley, Mary-Christine  L/M/B,k,b,m  [V Jicha]
Mary T. Klingelhoffer Stolper, Victoria Jicha.

Stinson, Carolyn  [A Rogers, L Seelig]

Stitt, Walter  [N Spidel]

Stizza-Ortega, Nancy  [LK]
Oklahoma City Phil Orch, pc/3.

Stocke, Laura  L/M/B  [NFA85]
Wendy Webb Kumer.

Stocker, Marc Bernard  B,k,b  [Juil]

Stockhammer, Susan Martha Cohn  B,k  [AB, Juil]

Stockton, Lynne  [NFA99]
Flutist, oboist.

Stodd, Janet  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA88-89,91,93-95,97,99-02, LK]

Stoddard, Diane  [M Walker]
Charles E. Osborn.

Stoeckert, Otto  [JW, NY]
New York Phil, 1883-92; Metropolitan Opera Orch, active 1909-13.

Stoefs, Francis  [AB]
Brussels, Belgium. Royal Cons-Brussels.

Stokes, Cynthia  L/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA90,98, N Toff]
Stokes, Jane
Oak Ridge Symph.

Stokes, Sheridan  L/B,k,m  [PS, NFA76-77,79,82-85,88,92,98,00-01, AB]

Stokes, Susan Skallerup  L/M/B,k  [PS]
David Tessmer, Britton Garrison Johnson.

Stolar, Jay  [AB]
New York, NY 10021.

Stolarz, Michal  [Coll]
The King's U Coll, 1992-.

Stolfa, Frank R.  [AB]
Cary, IL 60013. Chicago Businessmen's Orch, pr, c1968.

Stolfo, Susan

Stolff, Mary T. Klingelhoffer  M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA77,88,94-95,97,00, LK]

Stoltie, James Merle  L/B,k  [AB]

Stombres, Debra Carlson  M/B,k,b  [NFA02]

Stone, Carla E.  [LK]
Topeka Symph, pc.

Stone, Julie  L/M/B,k  [NFA87,91-93,98,00]
Stone, Susan L.  [Coll]  

Stonefield, Toby  [see Caplan-Stonefield, Toby]

Stoner, Kristen Lia Smith  L/M/B.k,b  [NFA98-99,01-02]  
*BA, U of Texas-Austin; MM, U of Cincinnati, 1997; DMA, U of Cincinnati, compl?*  

Stoner, Nora  [Peabody]  
Trenton, NJ 08690.  *Peabody Cons.*

Stonestrut, Frank  [NEC]  
Arthur Brooke.

Stopazzolli, Bettina  [PS]  
(b. 08/08/1981) Florianopolis, SC Brazil.

Stordahl, Kristin  [LK]  
Timberline Symph, pr.

Storer, Evelyn M.  [see Tyrrell-Storer, Eveln]

Stornant, Rachel  L/M/B.k,b,m  [J Huips]  
(b. 08/06/1974) Ervin Monroe, Jeff Zook, Mark Sparks, Laura Gilbert.

Storni, Ugo  [C Genewein]

Storti, Kara  B.k,b  [JB Hayes]  
Jean Brand Hayes.

Stoughton, Sarah  L  [NEC]  
*New England Cons.* James Pappoutsakis.

Stoune, Michael Carl  L/M/B.k,m  [PS, NFA77,85,87,89-92,94-98,01-02, AB, LK]  
[cont’d: FLMotW] (b. 10/29/1940 - Austin, TX) Lubbock, TX 79413.  *BM, U of Texas-Austin, 1962; MM, U of Texas-Austin, 1965; Paris Conservatoire; Boston U; DMA, U of Michigan, 1972.*  
Stoup, Jo
Pasadena City Coll, 1996-.

Stout, Glennis Metz  M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA81-82,84,86-90,93,97,00, AB]

Stout, Sara Jones  M/B,k,m  [NFA76,80,99, S Fouse]
(b. Lake Park, FL) BME, U of Florida; MM, Ohio U. Sarah Baird Fouse, Maxence Larrieu. Palm Beach Atlantic Coll. Palm Beach Pops Symph.

Stowe, Samuel P.  [NFA99, LK, Coll]
BME, Illinois Wesleyan U; MA, Appalachian St U. Gardner Webb Coll, 1998-. Western Piedmont Symph; Charlotte Civic Orch, pr.

Stoyles, Lynette  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]
U of Hartford. John Wion.

Straubinger, David  [NFA94-00,02]
Indianapolis Symph.

Straughn, Marcia Rives  L/M/B,k,b,m  [B Rives]
Barbara Sunderland Rives.

Strauss, Tami  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA00]
Nancy Etris.

Street, David Lamb  L/B,k  [S Kamalidiin]
Saïs Kamalidiin.

Streich, Heather  [NFA98]
(b. AZ?)

Stringfield, Lamar  B  [NT, Juil]

Strohman, Thomas  [D Dixon, J Lazzaro]
Lebanon Valley Coll.

Strong, Cindy  [see Broz, Cindy Anne Strong]
Strongin, Theodore  
B  

Stroot, Charlotte  
[AB]  
Quincy, IL. Quincy (IL) Symph and Muddy River Opera, pr, c1968.

Stroscio, Frances  
[PS]  

Stroup, Tom  
[AB]  

Stroutsos, Gary  
[AB]  
[c1968]

Strum, Margaret  
[see Schecter, Margaret "Peggy" Strum]

Strumpf, Jon  
[AB]  
University Park, PA 16802.

Strzyzewski, Jennifer Lynn  
M/B,k,m  
Robert Goodberg.

Stuart, A. Benton  
[E Lenicheck]

Stuart, Robert C.  
[AB]  
Newton Highlands, MA. Worcester Symph, c1968.

Stuckey, Barbara  
[LK]  
JCC Orch of Greater Washington.

Stucki, Marianne  
M/  
St Gallen Orch, pr.

Stuckien, Susan  
B,k,b  
Julius Baker.

Stukart, Lynne A.  
L/M/B,k,m  
George S. Pope, Walter Haedrich, Walfrid Kujala, Peter Lloyd.

Stumpf, Suzanne  
[A D'Auria]  
New England Cons, prep?
Sturgis, Beverly  [AB]
Marquette, MI 49855.

Sturms, Arnold  [AB]
New York, NY 10003.

Stutzman, Nina  [LK]
Binghamton Phil.

Subatin, Sebastian Pablo  [PS]
(b. 03/26/1958) Buenos Aires, Argentina. Alfredo Iannelli.

Subke, Walter  [Juil]

Sublewski, Michael  [PS, FLMotW]

Suetholz, Barbara  [NFA88-89,93, AB, LK]
Racine, WI. Samuel Baron, Israel Borouchoff, Mary Louise Poor. Waukesha Symph, c1968; Kenosha Symph, pr; Racine Symph.

Suetholz, Frank  [NFA93, AB, LK]
Racine, WI 53402. Samuel Baron, Israel Borouchoff, Peter Kern. U of Wisconsin-Parkside, c1993. Waukesha Symph, pc, c1968; Racine Symph, pr.

Sugawara, Sanae  [NFA82, 88,92]
Tokyo Nat'l Acad of Arts.

Sugrue, Jane  [NFA99]
Roswell, GA. Greensboro Symph.

Sullivan, Amy  [see Slikkerveer-Sullivan, Amy E.]

Sullivan, Joseph  [AB]
Rochester, NY 14616.

Sullivan, Kay  [NFA98]
(b. MA?) (psychology) McGill U.

Sullivan, Michael  [C Giannini]
His teacher was a clarinetist.
Sulman, Rachel Lena  
L/B,k,m  

Sulpizio, Pasquale  
Astoria, NY.

Summers, Richard  
L  
_New England Cons._ James Pappoutsakis.

Summersgill, Bethany  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
Christine Cleary.

Sumrow-Volkman, Kathie  
B,k  
[NFA78-79,86, LK, Coll, NFA attendee]  
_BM, New England Cons; MM, Yale U; Accademia Chigiana._ William Kincaid. U of Bridgeport; Wesleyan U, pre1974. _Metropolitan Opera Orch; New York City Ballet; Greater Bridgeport Symph; Norwalk Symph, pr._

Sundberg, Shirley  
B  
_Juilliard Sch, 1948._ Arthur Lora.

Sundberg, Terri  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS, NFA98-01]  

Sunderland, Barbara  
[see Rives, Barbara Sunderland]

Sundstedt, Oscar  
Davenport, IA. _Tri-City Symph, pc, c1968._

Sundt, Kei  
Safford, AZ. _BM, U of Arizona._

Suniewick, Nancy L. McLean  
_Eastman Sch of Mus; Northwestern U._

Sunnus, Reinhard Walter  
Baltimore, MD 21230. _Peabody Cons._

Suokko, Ulla  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
_DMA, Juilliard Sch, 1998._ Carol Wincenc, Julius Baker.

Supplee, Lisa Anne  
(b. AZ?) Kim Nelson.
Surman, Patricia
Redlands Symph.

Suslak, Howard
Dipl, Juilliard Sch, 1941. Georges Barrère.

Susman, Edna
[FLUTE]

Sutphen, Sheryl Marie
Dallas, TX 75209. Peabody Cons.

Sutton, Ashleigh
L/M/B,k,b,m
(b. 08/06/1987 - Chicago, IL) Woodbridge, VA 22191. Charlene Baughan Romano.

Suveges, Melanie
L/M/B,k,b,m

Suzuki, Meg
L/M/B,k,b

Suzuki, Takayo
M
Tamagawa U; Toho Music Acad. Chikatsuna Sasaki, So-Ichi Minegishi.

Svedin, Rebecca
L/M/B,k,b,m
(b. Bluffdale, UT?) Brigham Young U. Laurel Ann Maurer, Elizabeth Ruppe.

Svendsen, Oluf
AF
(b. 04/19/1832 – Christiania, Denmark; d. 05/18/1888 - London, England) Brussels Cons. Nils Petersen, Mattheiu-Andre Reichert. Royal Acad of Mus-London, 1867-?

Svetlick, Bonnie

Svitzer, Henrik
M/B,k,b
Royal Danish Acad of Mus. Poul Birkeland, Marcel Moyse, Julius Baker. Royal Danish Opera Orch, pr, 1975-.

Swack, Jeanne
L/B,k,m
USC. Roger S. Stevens.

Swafford, Donna
Wichita, KS 67213.

Swagler, Erica Day
LK
Alton Symph.
Swainson, Roger  [L Bulmer]

Swan, Cindy Jo  [NFA00]

Swann, Rebecca B.  [E Chang]

Swanson, Diana  [see McCleary, Diana Swanson]

Swanson, Erik  L/M/B,k,m  [PS]

Swanson, Marjorie  B,k,m  [S Rodgers]
Eastman Sch of Mus.  Joseph A. Mariano.

Swanson, Philip J.  L/M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA76,79,83-95,98, AB, Coll]

Swartley, Emily  [see Newbold, Emily Swartley (Trefz)]

Swarts, Donna  [see Bath, Donna Swarts Doty]

Swartzlander, Amanda  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA99]
Amy K. Porter, Mary T. Klingelhoffer Stolper.

Sweeney, Kevin M.
Jackson Heights, NY 11372.  [AB]

Sweeney, Megan  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]
U of Hartford.  John Wion.

Sweet, Alfred  L  [NEC]
New England Cons.  Lois Schaefer.

Sweet, Melissa  [J Lazarro]

Sweets, Nancy  [Coll]
Hannibal-LaGrange Coll, ww.  Oboist.
Sweger, Keith  [Coll]  
N St U, 1985-86.

Swersey, Sarah  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA86,00, KBJ]  

Swetnam, Jill Claire  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA87,89, LK]  

Swilley, Wanda Sue  L/B,k,m  [PS, AB]  

Swinchoski, Margaret  B,k,b  [NFA96,98-99, D Powell]  
BA/BFA; MA.  Edward V. Powell, Trudy Kane, Thomas Nyfenger, Sophie Schultz Sollberger.  Westchester Phil, pr.

Swindell, Susannah Ward  [PS]  
(b. 11/21/1945 - Liverpool, UK) Nottingham, England.  ANSM; ARCM.  Atarah Ben-Tovim, Cecil Cox, Geoffrey Gilbert, Stephen Preston.

Swinfield, Ray  [NFA80]  

Swing, Carrie Pevarnik  L/M/B,k,m  [PS]  

Swinsick, Richard  [AB]  
Kalamazoo, MI 49007.  Public Sch.  Kalamazoo Symph, ex, c1968.

Swire, Roseanne  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA91, JWS, Longy]  
Longy Sch of Mus.  Robert Willoughby, John Wion, Judith Mendenhall.

Switzer, Amy  [LK]  
Powder River Symph, pr.
Swope, Becky
L/M/B,k,b,m
[K Prouty]
Kate Prouty.

Sybrant, Ruth
L/B,k
[NFA00]
Holly N. Stackhouse-Sydow.

Sydow, Holly
[see Stackhouse-Sydow, Holly N.]

Sybrant, Ruth
L/B,k
[NFA00]
Holly N. Stackhouse-Sydow.

Sylvan, Laura Isabella
L/B,k,b,m
[NFA00]
Kay Sahlin, Cynthia Stokes, Dawn Walker.

Syring, Natalie
L/M/B,k,b,m
[PS, NFA89,92-98,01]

Sytsma, Camilla
[see Hoitenga, Camilla (Sytsma)]

Szor, Marjorie
B,k,m
[NFA99, AB, LK, I Harrison]
Toledo, OH 43606. Nelson Hauenstein. Toledo Symph, 2, c1968-.

Ta, Jin
M/B,k,m
[NFA94, F Smith]

Taavola, Kristin
L/M/B,k,m
[NFA94]
U of Iowa; PhD (theory), Eastman Sch of Mus. Richard Sherman, Betty Bang Mather.

Tabackin, Lew
Philadelphia Cons.
[NFA86]

Tabak, Michael
B
[AB, FLUTE]
Cambridge, MA 02138. Juilliard, prep; Harvard Coll; Yale Law School. Ruth Freeman Gudeman. Lynbrook (NY) Phil, pr; Phil Symph of Westchester, pr; Fine Arts Symph.

Tabata, Yoshihiro
[NFA92]

Tabb, Bruce
L/M/B,k,b,m
[NFA86]

Tack, George
[AB]

Tacoma, Melanie
[LK]
Cadillac Area Symph.
Taffanel, Claude Paul  

Taft, Stuart  
M/B,k,b,m  
U of Florida. Sarah Baird Fouse, Mary Ellen Potter.

Tague, Melissa  
[see Greenfield, Melissa Tague]

Tait, Rebecca  
[orch survey]  
Newark Symph, 1992.

Tajer, Sara Lee  
[S Barna Ayoub]

Takagi, Naoki  
[R Hirata, N Oda]

Takahashi, Toshio  
M  

Takahisa, Susumu  
[NFA82, 88]  
Musashino Academia Musicae.

Takai, Kiho  
Juilliard Sch.

Takano, Shigeyuki  
M  
Toho Music Acad. So-Ichi Minegishi.

Takebayashi, Hidenori  
[NFA88]  

Takeda, Michiko  
[NFA92]

Takemoto, H.  
[K Oshiro]

Takeuchi, Yoko  
[NFA88]

Tallaksen, Fred  
[AB]  
Scranton, PA. pr, c1968.

Tallan, Bertha  
L  
Georges Laurent.
Talley, Sarah  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA02]
James Madison U. Beth Chandler, Carol Kniebusch Noe, Mary Kay Adams.

Tallieu, Carol  [L Barber, L Hage]

Talmi, Erella  B,k,b  [Juil]

Tamagawa, Megumi  [NFA92]

Tamburrino, Maria  M/B,k,b,m  [AM Yasinitsky]
Berkeley, CA. John W. Oberbrunner. San Jose Symph, pr.

Tamosianas, Albin  L  [NEC]
Georges Laurent, Raymond Orr, James Pappoutsakis. [handwritten entry: name spelling uncertain]

Tampa, Lufricia  L/M/B  [W Dobbs]
Wendell Dobbs.

Tan, Daniel  [PS]
(b. 03/23/1984 - Singapore) Singapore. Peter Ader, Terry Ang, Jason Tan, Wong Sing Lee.

Tan, Jason  [D Tan]

Tan, Mary M.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA90]

Tan, Mi-Zi  [NFA88]
Shanghai Symph, pr.

Tanaka, Shuichi  M  [NFA01]

Tanaka, Uri "Susie"  B,k,b  [L Carlini]
Louis A. Carlini.

Tanda, Naoko  [NFA92]

Tande, Kalin  L/M/B,k,b,m  [JK Vasquez]
Julia Kurz Vasquez.
Tang, Soon-Ping  
L/M/B,k,m  
[NAF94]  
BM, U of Alabama-Tuscaloosa; CSU-Hayward; Duquesne U.  Roberta Brokaw, Jim Walker, Sheryl Cohen.

Tangeman, Jennifer D.  
L/B,k  
[NFA02]  
(b. Cedar Rapids, IA?) Margaret Linnan Kegel.

Tanguy, Jean-Michel  
M  
[NFA84,99]  

Tanner, Brenda  
[NK]  
Symph of Southeast Texas, pr.

Tanner, Joanne L.  
M/B,k,m  
[NFA85,87, Coll]  

Tanzer, Stephen  
L/B,k  
[PS, NFA88,91,93,96,99-00,02]  

Tarabour, Diane  
[NFA98]  
Gainesville, FL.  BM, U of Miami; MM, U of Miami.  Orvid Eugene Johnson.  U of Miami; Salisbury St U.  Central Florida Comm Orch; Miami Phil; Fort Lauderdale Symph.

Taratoot, Rachel  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA00]  

Tardif, Mary  
[see Hunt, Mary Tardif]

Tardy, Olivier  
[Traversiere]  

Targonski-Cisneros, Lisa  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA92,97,99]  

Tarr, Dorothy  
[AB]  
Public Sch, Hobart HS (IN).
Tarrant, Jeanne  B,k,m  [NFA93,95,02, LK]  
Fl. *MM, Memphis St U*. Samuel Baron, Walfrid Kujala. US Army Band; Florida Phil Orch, c1985-.

Tarrer, Hope  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA91]  
(b. Auburn, AL?) Nancy M. Vinson.

Tarver, Mitsy  [AB]  
North Little Rock, AR.

Tassinari, Arrigo  [S Nelson]  
(b. 1889) *Bologna Musical Acad.*

Tassinari, Gastone  [AB]  
Milan, Italy.

Tate, Christine  [LK]  
Memphis Symph, pc/3.

Tate, Elda Ann  L/B,k  [PS, AB]  

Tate, Frances L.  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA02, RWS]  

Tate, Gavin  [K Sopata]  

Tatman, Linda  [see Crisafulli, Linda Tatman]

Taub, Paul  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA83,92,97,99]  

Taube, Kim  [LK, Coll]  
McMurry U. Abilene Phil, pc.

Taubele, Rose  B  [Juil]  
Tauber, Linda

Taublieb, Diane
MM, SUNY-Stony Brook. Samuel Baron, Trudy Kane, Thomas Nyfenger, Julius Baker.

Taxin, Melissa
Juilliard Sch. Bonnie Lichter.

Taylor, Alison
(b. PA?) Wittenberg U, att? Holly N. Stackhouse-Sydow.

Taylor, Angela
[see Revis-Taylor, Angela Lynn]

Taylor, Bruce
Douglas Worthen.

Taylor, Christine
(b. 02/02/1980 - Dayton, OH) Columbus, OH 43214. BM, Ohio St U, compl? Katherine Borst Jones.

Taylor, Christopher
[K Bell]

Taylor, Dotti Anita
Juilliard Sch, prep; BA (math), Queens Coll; MA, Queens Coll. Math teacher, flutist, pianist, composer, arranger, copyist.

Taylor, Heather
[see Earnhart, Heather Taylor]

Taylor, Joy
Shannon Cutshaw.

Taylor, Laurence D.

Taylor, Marcella G. Patterson

Taylor, Sandra  [R Wilson]

Tcherepnin, Suellen  [see Hershman-Tcherepnin, Suellen]


Telford, Nancy  [Coll]  Bellevue Comm Coll, 1982-.


Tempas, Laurel  [Coll]  Lewis U, c1999-.

Templar, Joan  [see Smith, Joan Templar]


Teng, Suzanne  M/B,k,m  [NFA88,00]  Leone Buyse.

Tenney, Kirsten  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA88]  (b. Winter Springs, FL?) U of Central Florida?  Sandra B. Olson.
Tenny-Fudala, Cynthia L/M/B,k,b,m [PS, Coll]  

Tennyson, Hal [H Young]  

Tepper, Emily [see Mazur, Emily Tepper]  

Teramoto, Yoshiaki [NFA88]  
Kyoto Municipal U of Fine Arts and Music. Hiroshi Mochida.

Terasawa, Seiji M/B [NFA81-82]  

Terpenning, Rae Palmer L [PS, NFA82,89,92,94,97-01, NEC, Coll]  

Terrado, Tina [NFA91]  
(b. Vienna, VA?) Norma Radoff.

Terranella, Timothy L/M/B,k,b [PS]  

Terry, Kenton F. B,k [NFA76,78-79,83, AB, I68, 172, Curt]  

Terwilliger, Dorothy [AB]  

Teskey, Nancy L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA99]  
BM, U of New Mexico; MM, U of Texas-Austin; DM, U of Colorado-Boulder. Samuel Baron, Frank Bowen, Susan J. Glaser, Karl Kraber, Maralyn (Denekas) Prestia. Lewis & Clark Coll; Metro St Coll of Denver.

Tessmer, David L/M/B [S Stokes]  

Tew, Marcia [AB]  
Marlow Heights, MD.
Texeira, Teresa  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA99,02]

Thacker, Julie  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA91,93]
(b. Austin, TX?) *U of N Texas.* Meagan Meisenbach, Mary Karen Clardy, Helen Ann Shanley.

Thackrah, Carla  M/B,k,m  [NFA97]
Australia. *New South Wales Cons; Guildhall Sch of Mus.* Kathryn Lukas. Sydney Symph; Queensland Symph.

Thalheimer, Peter  [NFA90,93]
*flute/recorder* Staatliche Hochschule für Musik-Stuttgart; *musicology* U of Tubingen.

Tharp, Lisa  [LK, J DePetro]
Sun Cities Symph, pc.

Thaves, Darrin  M/B,k,b  [NFA02, LK, L Panfili]

Thayer, Debra  [see Morris, Debra Thayer]

Theall, Cathy  [LK]
Symph of Southeast Texas, pc/3.

Theros, Helen  [AB]
Flagstaff, AZ 86001. Flagstaff Symph, pc, c1968.

Thesen, Anita Mei-Ling  L/B,k,m  [NFA96, LK, RWS]

Theuns, Frank  [NFA99]

Theurer, Walter  [E Galante]
Hochschule für Musik-Munich.

Thibodeau, Norman Curtis  L/B,k,m  [NFA89, Coll]
Thiel, Cheryl  B.k.m [NFA82]  (b. Bellevue, WA?) Washington St U. Felix E. Skowronek, Frances Risdon.

Thierry, Suzanne  L/M/B.k,b,m [PS, NFA95-96,99-02]  Sheryl Cohen, Judith Bentley.


Thirtle, Wendy  [NFA80]  (b. Huntington, CT) Mary Novak Sand.

Thoma, James  [NFA87]  (b. St. Louis, MO) U of Missouri-St Louis; Manhattan Sch of Mus; BM/MM, Juilliard Sch. E Suffolk Sch of Mus.

Thoman, Pamela  [see Ellzey, Pamela Thoman]


Thomas, Cherie  [LK, FLUTE]  NE St U-Tahlequah. Signature Symph, pc/2.

Thomas, Emily  B.k.b [NFA02]  Tyra Gilb.

Thomas, Jennifer  L/B.k,m [NFA02]  (b. Alexandria, VA?) Lynne A. Hertel.


Thomas, Joy  [see Laird, Joy Thomas]

Thomas, Judith  B.k [NFA76,78-80,83-86,99]  BA (eng), Lebanon Valley Coll; American U; BS (nursing), Mesa St Coll. Mark Thomas, Britton Garrison Johnson. Indiana U-South Bend; Goshen Coll; U of Notre Dame; Andrews U. National Symph, sub; National Gallery Orch; South Bend Symph; Elkhart Symph. Nurse, writer.
Thomas, Kathryn
[see Umble, Kathryn Thomas]

Thomas, Mark
B.k [PS, NFA76-88-99,02, AB]

Thomas, Susan
[LK, E Ko]
Rhode Island Phil, pr.

Thomason-Readus, Caen
[LK]
Evansville Phil Orch, pc.

Thomassen, Jill Ellen
L/B,k [NFA80]

Thompson, Ann Howard
M [NFA99]
U of Florida. Nancy Clew.

Thompson, Anne
M/B,k [NFA89, Coll]

Thompson, Carol V.
[AB]
Scarsdale, NY. Westchester Phil, pc, c1968.

Thompson, Donna
[AB]
(b. Russel, KS?) Hays, KS.

Thompson, Jacqueline
B.k,b [Juil, J Baker]

Thompson, John
[PS]
Wilmington, DE. Frances Morley.

Thompson, Joyce
[see Bottje, Joyce Thompson]

Thompson, Lisa
M/B,k,b [NFA85]
BM, U of N Colorado. Wally Smith, Larry Jordan.

Thompson, Paul
M/B,k,m [NFA96,01]
Rainer Schuellein, Alain Marion, Robert Goodberg. SE Missouri St U; Murray St U; Colgate U. Modern and baroque flutist.
Thompson, Phil [L Back]

Thompson, Prakriti Catherine L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA95,97-98,00, L Back]
Rock Hill, SC. Patti Adams, Arthur Lora, Ornulf Gulbransen, Murray W. Panitz, William Bennett, Dean H. Miller. Winthrop U.

Thompson, Rebecca B,k,m [R Fellows]
Robin B. Fellows.

Thomsen, Janne M [NFA93]
Royal Acad of Mus-London; Paris Conservatoire, c1993. Alain Marion, Maurice Bourge, Toke Lund Christiansen, William Bennett.

Thomson, Patten L [NEC]
Georges Laurent.

Thorne, Harry F. B [AB, NT, Juil]

Thorne, John M/B,k,b,m [PS, NFA93, LK, Curt, J Baker]

Thorne, Melissa L/M/B,k,b,m [LP Whatcott]
Lisa Poll Whatcott.

Thornton, Dolores L/M/B,k,m [Coll]
Philip J. Swanson. Casper Coll.

Thornton, Julie Duncan L/B,k,m [NFA93,95,97, LK]

Thorsheim, Rhoda [AB]

Thorson, Kathryn Webb L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA93]
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Thow, John  B,k  [NFA00, FLMotW]

Threatte, Linda Krebs  L/B,k,m  [AB, LK, KBJ]

Thurlby, Richard  [Traversiere]
Paris Conservatoire. Alain Marion.

Thurman, Betsy  [see Reeds, Betsy Thurman]

Thurston, Heidi  [LK]
Richmond (IN) Symph.

Thweatt, Tamara Leigh  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA87,89,94,98, LK, C Goodman]

Tibbals, Eleanor  [NFA92]
Oceanside, CA.

Tichi, Julia  [NFA96]
Norma G. Rogers.

Tichman, Herbert  [Juil]

Tickton, David  L  [PS, J Colman]
Robert Stallman.

Tiemens, Sandy  [Coll]
MM, U of N Texas. Arapahoe Comm Coll, 2001-.

Tietje, Nancy  [PS]

Tiffany, Diana  L/B,k,b,m  [LK, T Williams]
Constance G. Lane. Texas A&M U. Corpus Christi Symph, pr.

Tigue-Young, Mirissa  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]
Tilbury, Sharon  [see Winton, Sharon Tilbury]

Tillack, Darlene  B  [Juil]

Tillis, Lisa  [see Bable, Lisa Tillis]

Tilson, Anne  [see Coppola, Anne Tilson]

Timberlake, Brenda  [LK]
Kansas City Civic Orch, pc.

Timlin, Francis  M/B,k,b,m  [NFA82,92]

Timm, Everett LeRoy  B,k,m  [NFA87,89, AB, NT, Coll]
(b. 01/08/1914 - Highmore, SD) Baton Rouge, LA 70803.  *BM, Morningside Coll, 1936; MM/PhD, Eastman Sch of Mus, 1943; MB, Juilliard Sch; PhD, Eastman, 1948.*  Donald A. Lentz, Georges Barrère, Daniel Groth, Donald MacDonald, Parker Taylor, Arthur Lora, Joseph A. Mariano, Leo Kucinski.  Louisiana St U, 1942-7; Louisiana St U, Dean, 1955-79.  Sioux City Symph, pr; Baton Rouge Symph, pr; New Orleans Orch.

Timm, Jeanne Anderson  B,k,m  [NFA87, AB, I68, Coll]

Timmons, Edwin  [JW]
Chicago Symph, pr, 1895.

Timmons, Leslie  M  [NFA86,94,98,00-01, Coll]

Tingey, Christie  [NFA98]

Tingey, Katie  [NFA98]

Tipton, Albert N.  B,k  [NFA76-77,79,83,87,95, AB, JW, Curt, Coll]
Tipton, Janice  
[R Fruehwald]

Tipton, Vena  
[A Lesueur]
Tulsa, OK. U of Tulsa. Mostly self-taught.

Tirey, Peg  
[AB]
Anna, OH 45302. Lima Symph, c1968.

Tischhauser, Andreas  
[Coll]
Fort Lewis Coll, 2000-01.

Titone, Barry  
[H Rosenblatt]
W. Babylon, LI, NY. Doubler.

Titus, Laura  
[AB]

Tobar, Michael  
[Coll]
*PhD, Ohio U, compl?* West Virginia U-Parkersburg.

Toch, Ernst  
[L Lewis]

Tocy, Arthur  
[NEC]
Georges Laurent. [handwritten entry: possibly Tacy]

Todd, Barbara (Simard)  
[PS, I72, KBJ]

Todd, John Harvey  
[AB]
Mansfield, OH. Mansfield Symph, pr, c1968.

Todd, Martha  
[see Blaine, Martha Todd]

Todenhoft, Norman  
[W Hedrick]

Todenhoft, Susan Cummings  
[NFA91]

Toeplitz, Uri  
[I Carmi]
Toff, Nancy  L/B [PS, NFA81,86-87,89-02, FLMotW]

Togashi, Karen  M/B,k,b,m [NFA98, LK, Coll]
Anne Diener Giles Zentner, Louise DiTullio.  UC-Riverside, 1991-; Calif Baptist U.
Pacific Symph; Israel Phil Orch; Long Beach Symph; Redlands Symph, pc.

Tokito, Kazuo  L/B,k,m [NFA92, LK, KBJ, R Jeffreys, L Herbine]
Sigurdson.  Indiana U.  Philadelphia Orch, pc, 1981-; CBC Orch Winnipeg, pr;
Vancouver Symph, ap/pc.

Toland, Adah  [see Jones, Adah Toland Mosello]

Tolbert, Campbell  [S Kamalidiin]

Tolman, Judith  [NFA00]
Nathan E. Jones.

Tolman, Ray  [NFA00]

Tomasek, Sarah  L/M/B,k,m [NFA88, LK]
(b. Lawrence, KS?) Betty Bang Mather, Roger Mather, Michel Debost, Donald V. Peck,
John B. Boulton, Rod Garnett, Evelien Hoogstraten.  Longmont Symph, Fl/pc; New
Philharmonia Orch, 2.

Tomasone, Adeline  L/B,k,m [LK, Coll, M Siegel]
Rowan U, c1988-.  Opera Co of Philadelphia, pr.

Tomicek, Katie  [K Lebow]

Tomimura, Fernando  [NFA00]
Wilson Resende.

Tompkins, Sue  L/M/B,k,b [JWS]
Bloomfield, CT 06002.  U of Hartford.  John Wion.

Tompson, William  B,k [PS]
Sydney, NSW 2073 Australia.  James Kortum.

Tonahill, Rachel  L/B,k,b [NFA91-93]
Tone, Cheryl  
Davenport, IL. **BA, Augustana Coll.**  

Toone, Nancy **B**  
Anita Haines Foster Exline. Utah St U, 2000-.

Toote, Linda **L/M/B,k,b**  

Topash, Catina  
[see Wise-Topash, Catina]

Torgerson, Carrie  
Northwest (IL) Symph, pr.

Torgow, Louis  
Miami Beach, FL.

Tori, Amy **M/B,k,b,m**  
Anne Diener Giles Zentner.

Torke, Susan **L/M/B,k,b**  

Tormey, Alan **L/B**  
*_Juilliard Sch,* 1953. Frederick Wilkins.

Torno, Laurent **L/B**  
(b. 10/31/1902 - Boston, MA; d. deceased) St. Louis, MO. **Boston U; Paris Conservatoire.** Georges Laurent, Georges Barrère. Washington U, c1968; Cleveland Inst of Mus; Illinois Wesleyan U, c1968; St Louis Inst of Mus, c1968. Bloomington Symph, Cond; Boston Symph; Cleveland Orch; Saint Louis Symph, pr, 1932-46.

Toro, Jennifer **M/B,k,b,m**  
Paula Kasica.

Torres, Caryn Lyn  
_Central Michigan U; MA (literature), Central Michigan U, compl? Public Sch._

Torres, Nestor  
_Mannes Coll of Mus; New England Cons._
Torrey, Richard C. II

Tortelier, Pomone
Paris Conservatoire. Jean-Pierre Rampal, Alain Marion.

Toulson, Diane [see Gold-Toulson, Diane W.]

Tousey, Joanna B.k.m
Eastman Sch of Mus. Joseph A. Mariano.

Toussaint, ? M

Touzet, Vincent L/M/B,k,b [NFA98]
Dipl, Royal Cons-Brussels; Staatliche Hochschule für Musik-Freiburg. Barthold Kuijken, Robert Aitken. Baroque flute.

Tova, Jennifer L/M/B,k,b,m [RK Werner]
Rachel Kacos Werner.

Towles, Keron M/B,k,b [PS]

Townsend, Richard Ernest B.k

Townsend, Winifred B.k

Townshend, Douglas [J Rayworth]
Halle Orch.

Tozu, Kiyomi [Traversiere]

Traba, Betsy Hudson [LK]
Florida West Coast Symph, pr.

Trager, Corey L/M/B,k,m [PS]
Wilmette, IL. Emily Davis.
Trahan, Kathleen  
L/M/B,k,b  
[PS, NFA76,79,83-84,86-87,91,97,01]  

**Trainer, Susan**  
[see Stewart, Susan Trainer]

**Trapani, Rena**  
[see Urso-Trapani, Rena]

**Trautman, Brenda**  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS, NFA02, FLMotW]  
(b. 08/10/1967 - NC) Chagrin Falls, OH 44022. *BS (eng), Case Western Reserve U; MS/PhD, Case Western Reserve U; PhD (materials sci/eng), Case Western Reserve U, 1998.* Heidi M. Ruby-Kushious.

**Trautman, Sarah**  
B,k,m  
[Hannah B]  
*U of Michigan, 1974.* Keith W. Bryan.

**Travis, ?**  
[AB]

**Treat, William Phelps**  
[NFA96]  
*Florida St U; Columbia U-Teachers Coll; DMA, U of Washington.* King's Coll; Mt St Mary's Coll-Emmitsburg.

**Trees, Lyle**  
[see Barkhymer, Lyle Trees]

**Trefrey, Mary Ellen**  
[NFA95]  
37yrs; CSU-Fullerton, 1975-91. *Long Beach Comm Orch.*

**Trefz, Emily**  
[see Newbold, Emily Swartley (Trefz)]

**Treister, Michael Roy**  
[NFA95-99,01-02]  
*MD.* Amateur flutist, healthcare professional.

**Tremblay, Nora Nausbaum**  
[R Billington]

**Trent, Joseph**  
L/M/B,k,b  
[NFA98]  

**Tresider, Beth**  
L/M/B,k,m  
[P Preusch]  
Peggy L. Preusch.

**Tresko, Renee Andersen**  
L/B,k,b  
[PS]  
(b. 05/13/1957 - Minneapolis, MN) Escondido, CA 92026. William Hebert, Eleanor Tibbals, Cindy Broz. 2yrs. *Inland Valley Symph.*
Tretick, Clifford Stone  L/B,k,b,m [NFA81,88-90,93,95, LK]  

Treupe1, Marion  [NFA98]  
(b. Munich, Germany) *Mozarteum; Koninkijk Cons.  Barthold Kuijken.

Trevisani, Raffaele  M [PS, NFA93,97]  
*Scuola di musica "G Verdi".  James Galway.  Milan Cons.

Treybig, Carolyn  [M Lyons]

Trimble, Cynthia Ann  L/M/B,k,b [NFA91-93]  
*Baylor U, ??; City Coll-CUNY.  Helen Ann Shanley, Keith Underwood, Julius Baker.

Tripetsky, Eugene  B,k,b [Juil]  

Tripp, Judy  L/M/B,k,b,m [PS, K Prouty]  
Gerald V. Carey, John Wion, Lyra Pringle-Pherigo, Kate Prouty.  US Army Band, fife/drum.

Tripp, Krysia  L/B,k,m [NFA82, LK]  

Tripp, Werner  [AB]

Tristaino, Luciano  [NFA99]  
Mario Ancillotti, Paul Meisen, Rein deReede.

Tristano, Barbara  [LK, Coll]  
U of Wisconsin-La Crosse, c1995-.  La Crosse Symph, ap.

Trobaugh, Lee  [see Steelman, Lee Trobaugh]

Trolier, Kimberly Ann  L/B,k,m [LK, RWS]  

Tromblee, Max R.  [AB]  
Trombley, Richard  
B.k,b  
[PS, NFA83, AB, Juil, Coll]  

Tromlitz, Johann Georg  
[b. 02/09/1726 - Gera; d. 02/04/1805 - Leipzig]  
[A Powell]

Trosen, Jenny  
Holland Symph, alt.  
[LK]

Trotier, Carolyn  
Festival City Symph, pc.  
[LK]

Trotter, Laurence M.  
B.k,b  
[NFA83,86, AB, I68, I72, Juil]  

Trotter, Rosalyn "Roz"  
L/M/B.k,b,m  
[PS, NFA88,92]  
(b. Mason City, IA)  BM, U of Iowa; MA, U of Iowa; MM, USC.  Julius Baker, Roger S. Stevens, Marcel Moyse, Albert N. Tipton, James Galway, Samuel Baron, Louise DiTullio, Betty Bang Mather, Trevor Wye, Anne Diener Giles Zentner, Jim Walker.  CSU-Bakersfield; CSU-Northridge; CSU-Fullerton.

Trotzmuller, ?  
[AB]

Troup, Rebecca  
Main Line Symph.  
[LK]

Trovarelli, Domenic  
[ND Firszt]

Troxell, Jerry  
Albion, MI 49224.  Albion Coll, c1968.  
[AB]

Troxler, Rebecca  
M/B.k,b  
[NFA86,91,93,98, Juil, Coll]  

Troy, Phyllis  
Eau Gallie, FL.  Brevard Symph, ex, c1968.  
[AB]

Trudell, Lauren  
L/B.k,m  
[P Trudell]  
Pat Trudell.
Trudell, Pat
L/B,k,m [PS]

True, Linda
L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA96,99-02]
_Bs (art educ), U of New Hampshire_. Douglas Worthen. Merrimack Valley Phil, pc; New Hampshire Phil Orch, sub.

Trumbull, Wilmont
L [NEC]
Georges Laurent. [handwritten entries: possibly Turnbull]

Trumfio, Dominic
L/B,k,m [NFA95-96]

Tryon, Robin Long
L/M/B,k,m [PS, NFA02, Coll]

Tsai, Chien-Yi
_U of Chinese Culture_. Howard Niu.

Tsai, Chuen-Jing
_Taiwan Nat’l Acad of the Arts_. Hsiao-Hwa Niu, Man-Ling Kuei.

Tsai, Jessica
(b. MA?) Suzanne John.

Tse, Joel
L/M/B,k,m [NFA95, LK]
_Bm/Cert, Eastman Sch of Mus; Dipl, Royal Acad of Mus-London; MM, Northwestern U_. Bonita Boyd, William Bennett, Walfrid Kujala. Toledo Symph, pr.

Tuck, Sarah
[LK, Coll]

Tucker, Carl
B,k [NFA77-78]
(b. Philadelphia, PA) William Kincaid, Leo Ornstein?. Atlanta Symph; Birmingham-Bloomfield Symph, pr; National Symph, pc.

Tucker, Sally
[see Cole-Tucker, Sally]

Tucker, Sondra
_U of Arkansas-Fayetteville_. Beaumont Symph, pr; Salt Lake City Symph, pr.
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Tuckwell, Barry  
M/B,k  
[ NFA98 ]
DMA, Florida St U. Albert N. Tipton, Marcel Moyse.

Tudman, Cathi Graves  
B,k,b  
[ PS, LK ]

Tuley, Belen  
[ see Palos-Tuley, Belen ]

Tulou, Jean Marie  
[ AF ]

Tung, Tiffany  
L/B,k,m  
[ PS ]
(b. 02/06/1988 - Fairfax, VA) Brookeville, MD 20833. Linda Tatman Crisafulli.

Tunstall, Julia  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[ NFA99, Coll ]

Tupin, Jane  
L/B,k,m  
[ PS ]
(b. 02/24/1954 - Philadelphia, PA) Newark, DE 19711. Joan Sparks.

Turcano, Constantin  
[ AB ]
Terre Haute, IN.

Turetsky, Nancy  
[ NFA88, AB, I68 ]
Hartford, CT 06105. Hartford Symph, c1968.

Turicchi, Thomas  
[ AB ]

Turk, Lori  
B,k  
[ L Goodman ]
Youngstown, OH. Maurice Sharp.

Turk, Sally  
L/B,k  
[ Coll, L Garner ]
William Hebert, James J. Pellerite. W Texas St U, 1978-.

Turner, Allison  
[ NFA92 ]
Turner, Beverly  
[see Bradley, Beverly Turner]

Turner, Cora  
[C Hays]

Turner, George L.  
Brooklyn, NY 11213.  
[AB]

Turner, June  
BA, Stanford U; U of Missouri-Kansas City; U of Texas-Austin. 26yrs. Suzuki.  
[NFA01]

Turner, Lois  
BA, Stanford U; U of Missouri-Kansas City; U of Texas-Austin. 26yrs. Suzuki.  
[NT]

Turner, Marion  
[WW Kumer]

Turner, Michael  
[orch survey]

Newark Symph, 1969.

Turner, Robert  
U of Virginia, baroque flute. Self-taught.  
[NFA78,02]

Turner, Sally  
BM/Cert, Eastman Sch of Mus; MM, Indiana U. Robert Cavally, William Kincaid, Joseph A. Mariano, James J. Pellerite. Public Sch. Kensington Symph, pr; Delaware Symph, pr.  
[NFA87]

Turner, Sally  
BM/Cert, Eastman Sch of Mus; MM, Indiana U. Robert Cavally, William Kincaid, Joseph A. Mariano, James J. Pellerite. Public Sch. Kensington Symph, pr; Delaware Symph, pr.  
[L/B.k,m]

Turpin, Alexa  
Guildhall Sch of Mus.  
[FLUTE]

Turska, Joanna  
[PS, NFA84]

Tuthill, Ann  
[see Reynolds, Ann Tuthill]

Tutland, Sara  
BM, U of Montana; U of New Mexico. Frank Bowen, Max Schoenfeld, Mary Jean Simpson, Charles W. Bolen, Marcel Moyse. Santa Fe Symph; New Mexico Symph, pc/2.  
[NFA77, LK]

Tutt, Dorothy  
[see Lee, Dorothy Tutt]

Tuttle, Jessamyn  
(b. Peshastin, WA?) Beth Jensen.  
[NFA90]
Tuttle, Lynn
M/B,k,b,m
John W. Oberbrunner.

Tuxbury, Whitney
L/M/B,k,b,m
(b. Missoula, MT?) Julia Kurz Vasquez.

Twichell, Sarah
M/B,k,b
Rebecca Carson Rogers.

Tyers, Kathy
[orch surv]
Bozeman Symph, 2/sub pc.

Tyler, Amelia R.
L

Tyler, Kim
[see Ashwell, Kim Tyler]

Tyler, Kyra
L/B,k,m
(b. Richton Park, IL?) Susan Levitin.

Tyrrell-Storer, Evelyn
L/B,k,b,m

Tyson, Liana
[Coll]
Boise St U.

Ubaldi, Margaret
L/M/B,k,b,m

Ubertone, Isabella
L/M/B,k,b,m
Angeleita Stevens Floyd, Claudia Anderson.

Ucan, Esra
L/B,k,b
(E Frechette-Foster)

Uecker, Marti
[C Oliva]

Ueda, Kenichi
M
[NFA86-87,93,02]
Uemura, Yasukazu  
M  
[NFA80,82, 88]
Tokyo Nat'l Acad of Arts; Paris Conservatoire; Staatliche Hochschule für Musik-Freiburg. Masura Kawasaki, Gaston Crunelle, Aurèle Nicolet. Tokyo Nat'l Acad of Arts.

Uffleman, Nancy  
L/B,k  
[AB]

Uhey, Martha  
L/B,k,m  
[PS, LK]
Los Osos, CA 93402. Luella Hinkle Howard, Roger S. Stevens. San Luis Obispo Symph.

Uhlik, Rudolph  
[AB, I68, I72]
Oconomowoc, WI 53066. Milwaukee Symph, pc, c1968-72+.

Ulehla, Ludmila  
B  
[AB]

Ulmer, Mardee  
[see Reed-Ulmer, Mardee]

Ulrich, Caroline J.  
M/B,k  
[NFA87-89, LK]

Ulrich, Karl Heinz  
[D Forster]

Ultis, Karen  
AZ. BA (history). Eileen Johnson.

Umble, Kathryn Thomas  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA84,00, T Reed, G Lees]
Youngstown, OH. U of Michigan; Bowling Green St U. Judith Bentley, Sebastian Bell.

Umeki, Ann  
BME, Lawrence U; MM, Northwestern U.

Umemoto, Nobuko  
[NFA92]

Umiker, Robert  
[AB]
Underhill-Lee, Melissa  
Orch Seattle/Seattle Chamber Singers.

Underwood, David  
[see Reinhardt, Doris Underwood]

Underwood, Doris  
Underwood, Keith  

Underwood, T. Jervis  

Unfug, Birch  
Fort Collins Symph, pc/2.

Uno, Koji  

Unruh, Patricia A.  

Unterecker, Ann  

Urbach, Mary  
Peninsula Symph, pc.

Urban, Esther

Urbane, Ilze  

Urbani, Kathy  
Manchester Symph.

Ursin, Karin  
Urso-Trapani, Rena

M/B,k,b,m

Vacha, Caroline Solfronk

B

Vagts, Peggy

M/B,k
[NFA80,92-93, Coll]

Vakkilainen, Liisa

[HP Schmitz]
Hans-Peter Schmitz.

Valasek, Marion

L/B,k,m
[AB, NEC]
Joseph A. Mariano, James Pappoutsakis. Potsdam St Teacher’s Coll.

Valderrama, Natalia

[PS]
(b. 07/01/1957) Xalapa, 91000 Mexico. Royal Cons-Hague. Ary vanLeeuwen. U of Veracruz, 14yrs. Morelia Symph, pr; Guanajuato Phil, 2/pc.

Valedez, Katie

L/M/B,k,b,m
[K Scarbrough]
Kathy Scarbrough.

Valente, Rachel

L/M/B,k,b
[NFA01]
(b. San Antonio, TX?) Julie Luker, Rita Linard.

Valentin, Dave

L/M/B,k,b
[NFA96]
Hubert Laws, Harold Bennett, Harold Jones. Jazz flutist, Latin percussionist.

Valenza, Helen

L/B,k,m
[NFA87]

Valenzuela, Zachary B.

B,k,b
[NFA92, Juill]
Juilliard Sch. Julius Baker.

Valero, Kimberly

[LK]
Annapolis Symph, pr.
Vales, Albert  
New England Cons. Lois Schaefer.

Valin, Aimable  

Valley, Patricia  
[see Kendel, Patricia Valley]

Valovick, Caitlyn  
Traverse Symph.

van de Bogart, David  
B.k.b  
Julius Baker.

Van de Walker, Rebecca  
Hope Coll, 1998-.

van den Hurk, Peter Johannes  

van der Vart, Marieke  
L/M/B.k.b,m  
Judy Tripp.

Vanarsdel, Lisa Read  
L/M/B.k,b,m  

Vanasse, Guy  
Jean-Paul Major. U of Quebec.

VanBronkhorst, Carol I. Bogen  
B.k.b,m  
PS, NFA87, AB  

VanBuren, Susan  
[see Phelps, Susan Van Buren]

Vance, Beverly Elliotte  
L/B.k,b  
BME, U of Memphis; MM, U of Memphis. Paul B. Eaheart, Bruce Erskine.

Vance, Michael  
Utah Symph, pc/3; Salt Lake City Symph, c1972.
Vander Scheer, Jill Lynn  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00, LK]
Leone Buyse, Mark Sparks.  Evansville Phil Orch, pr; Owensboro Symph, pr.

VanDusen, Lisa  B,k,m  [PS]
Mardele Marcellus, Eleanor Barnes.

VanEerd, Elizabeth M.  [Peabody]
Hayward, CA 94541.  Peabody Cons.

Vaneman, Chris  [Coll]
Presbyterian Coll, 1998-.

VanEven, Stijn  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA99]
(b. Belgium) Boston, MA.  Douglas Worthen, Jacqueline DeVoe.

VanGraas, Janet E. Houston  L/B,k,b  [NFA95,00, LK, Juil]

vanHulst, Wim  [FLMotW]

vanLeeuwen, Ary  [AB, JW, F Schaeffer]
(b. 1875 - Arnheim, Holland; d. 1953) Fort Myers, FL.  Carl Joachim Anderson, Albert Fransella, Jacques DeJong.  Vienna Cons, 1913-14.  Berlin Phil, pr; Philadelphia Orch, pr, 1901-02; Cincinnati Symph, pr, 1923-38; Vienna Phil?.

VanLier, Jacques  [AB]
Vienna, Austria.  Vienna Acad of Mus.

vanLoben Sels, Julie  [NFA98]
(b. Sacramento, CA?) Vicki Bell.  fl/pn.

VanNess, Caitlin  [NFA00]
Conrad Manhoff.

vanOoyen, Anne  [AB]
Grand Rapids, MI 49506.

VanRavensway, Robert  [AB]
Swarthmore, PA.  Lansdowne Symph, pr, c1968.

VanRiper, Sylvia  B  [NT, Juil]
VanSickle, Brian
Newton Symph, pr. [LK]

VanSlyke, James K.

VanTroostembergh, Beth
L/M/B,k,b,m Joanna Cowan White. [NFA00]

VanVactor, David

VanWagner, Diana
M/B,k Joyce Bennett. [J Bennett]

VanWingerden, ?
Recorder. [AB]

VanWinkle, Lisa
L/B,k,b,m (b. 01/24/1959 - Midland, TX) Las Cruces, NM 88011. BME, New Mexico St U; MM, New Mexico St U; DMA, U of Arizona, compl? Jean-Louis Kashy, Helen Blackburn. New Mexico St U. [PS, NFA01]

Vanwolleghem, Paul
Belgium. [E Winkler]

Varelli, Dana
M/B,k,b,m BM, CSU-Long Beach; MM, Mannes Coll of Mus, compl? Judith Mendenhall, John Barcellona, Anne Diener Giles Zentner, Frances Blaisdell, Eleanor Tibbals. [NFA91-92]

Varuzzo, Lauren Jean
B,k,b Julius Baker. [J Baker]

Vasquez, Julia Kurz
L/M/B,k,m (b. Dekalb, IL) Missoula, MT 59808. Luther Coll; BM, New England Cons, 1978; N Illinois U, 1979. James Pappoutsakis, John Heiss, Bonita Boyd, Peter Middleton, Rosalyn Trotter. Cornell Coll. Cedar Rapids Symph, pc; Missoula Symph, pc/2; Montana Power Symph; Montana Chamber Orch. [PS, NFA92-93,00, LK, FLMotW]
Vaughn, Randy
Canyon, TX 79015. Amarillo Symph, c1968.

Vecere, Rosemary [see Schultz, Rosemary Vecere]

Vedders, Cindy [LK]
Holland Symph, alt.

Veenstra, Renee [LK]
Waterloo-Cedar Falls Symph, pc.

Vega, Rebecca L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA97,99-02]
John Barcellona, Anne Diener Giles Zentner, Julie Stone.

Velasco, Gigi [see Mitchell-Velasco, Gigi]

Veleta, Marge [I Gross, PO Holt]

Veltre, Vanessa L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA00]
Wendy Webb Kumer, Stacey Steele.

Verbarg-Maile, Gail [E Gilligan]

Vercace, Frank B,k [AB, L Herbine]
Philadelphia, PA 19126. William Kincaid. [alternate spelling: Versaci]

Verdile, Barbara Bulger [Peabody]
Purcellville, VA 20134. Peabody Cons.

Veremeychik, Mary Louise Brecker L/B,k,b,m [PS-F, AB, I68, P Swanson]

Verheul, Koos [A deQuant, J Zoon]

Verhoyen, Peter [NFA95,98]
(b. Belgium) 1st prize, Royal Cons-Brussels; Conservatoire Marcel Dupre, 1990/91; Koninklijk Cons. Yves Gazelle, Ida Ribera.

Vermeij, Hermine [NFA98]
(b. CA?) Maquette Kuper.
Verrier, Lisa  M/B,k,b,m  [NFA85, see comments]
Manchester, England.  *Royal Northern Coll of Mus.*  Elizabeth A. Dubois, Timothy Hutchins, Lynda Coffin, Trevor Wye.  [**Linda in NFA89, or different?.**]

Verroust, Denis  M  [NFA88,90,99]

Vespa, Gina  [NFA02]
(b. MD?) Joan daSylva Heit.

Vester, Franz  [NFA80, AB, A Murray]

Via, Kelly  M/B,k,m  [PS, NFA99-02, Coll]
*BM, Drake U; MM, E Carolina U.* Nathan E. Jones, Beatrice Arlene Chauncey, Paul D. Brittan.  Agnes Scott Coll, 1999-.

Vick, Jackie  [LK, orch surv]
Bozeman Symph, pc/3, 1997-.

Vickers, Carlton  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA94]

Vickers, Mark  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]
*U of Hartford.*  John Wion.

Victor, Thomas Fucci  [AB]
Brooklyn, NY 10027.

Vidmar, Amelia Ronis  L/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Vienet, Christine  [Traversiere]

Vigil, Barbara  [FLUTE]
Columbia Inst of Fine Arts.

Vigorito, Mark  [NFA98]
*U of Arizona.*
Villarreal, Abby [NFA01]
Public Sch, Carpenter MS, PlanoTX.

Villele, Hubert de [Traversiere]
Paris Conservatoire. Jean-Pierre Rampal, Alain Marion.

Villerreal, Carol [see Slocum, Carol Villereal Robertson]

Vincent, Laura L/M/B,k,b,m [PS]

Vinci, Jan Flickinger L/M/B,k,b,m [PS, NFA93,02, Juil]

Viner, Nellie L/M/B,k,m [NFA94-95]
(b. Iowa City, IA?) Claudia Anderson.

Vinograde, Barbara L/B,k,m [KBJ]

Vinson, Kim L/M/B,k,b,m [PS]
(b. 09/03/1956 - Los Angeles, CA) Los Angeles, CA 90089. BA, CSU-Northridge.
Patricia Cloud-Kauffman.

Vinson, Nancy M. L/M/B,k,b [PS, NFA89,93,95]

Viren, Leslie [LK]
Powder River Symph, pc.

Vitus, Margaret Anne B,k,b [NFA82-83]

Vivanco, Cesar [NFA92]

Vivian, A.P. [AF]
(b. 01/01/1855, England; d. 12/12/1903) Oluf Svendsen. Royal Coll of Mus-London.
Voelkel, Margaret

Vogele, Katherine [LK, Coll, D Cherry]

Vogt, Jennifer B,k,b,m [NFA85]
Nora Kile.

Voisin, Etienne [A Dampt]
Alain Marion.

Volckhausen, Lee [see Humphreys, Lee Volckhausen]

Volet, Richard B,k [FLMotW]
Victor Harris, Thomas Nyfenger, Samuel Baron. Victoria Symph Society, pr, 13yrs.

Volkman, Kathie [see Sumrow-Volkman, Kathie]

Volman, Martha Lynn L/M/B,k,b,m [PS]
Atlanta, GA. Memphis St U; U of S Carolina. Connie Beach, Paul B. Eaheart, Bruce Erskine, Constance G. Lane.

von Holck, Ingrid B,k,b [Juil]

Von Huene, Friedrich [NFA78,87,89-91,93]

von Lier, Jacques [C Wanausek]
(b. 1881; d. 1934) Vienna Acad of Mus.

Voorhees, Joan M/B,k [NFA76,91, LK]

Voorhorst, Lucius [WvHulst]

Vornholt, David [AB, I68, L Hunt, NFA attendee]

Voscinar, Louise M.
Vosloo, Helen [NFA00]

Voss, David L [NEC]
New England Cons. Lois Schaefer.

Voss, Irene [J Ouimet]

Vosskuhler, Beth L/M/B,k,m [PS]

Voth, Laura Abdalla L/B,k,b,m [PS, T Williams]

Vought, Linda Evans

Vowels, Chloris B,k,b [Juil]

Voyer, Francine [Coll, A Papillon]
Jean-Paul Major. U of Montreal, c1980-.

Vrbsky, Rudolph [AB]

Vreeland, Albert [NFA98]
BA (math), USC. Past Pres. Tucson Fl Cl.

Wacha, Sandra Jo Moore L/M/B,k,m [PS, NFA93-95,97,00, LK]

Wacker, Sarah [J Melinkovich]

Wacker, Theresa L/M/B,k,b,m [PS, Coll]

Waddell, Leslie [LK, orch surv]
New Haven Symph, pc.
Waddell, Rachel Lynn  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA98,00,02]
(b. 09/27/1970 - Richmond, VA) Hillsdale, MI 49242.  BM, James Madison U, 1992; 
MM, Peabody Cons, 1994; DMA, U of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2002.  Carol Kniebusch Noe, 
John Bailey, Emily Skala.  Hillsdale Coll, 2002-.

Wade, Jr., Archie  [AB, JW]
Angeles Phil, pr, 1944-45.

Wadenpfuhl-Gay, Kathy  [FLUTE]
Lamar U-Beaumont.

Wadsworth, Jane  [see Lyman, Jane Wadsworth Morrison]

Wadsworth, Linda  L/M/B,k,b,m  [JWS]
Scandia, MN 55073.  BME, U of Hartford; MM, U Minnesota.  John Wion, Julia 
Bogorad, John Thomas, Sidney Zeitlin.

Waechter, Sophia  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA98]
Elizabeth "Sam" Singleton, Sharon Muller-Ho, Kelly Drant.

Waelkins, Robert  [NFA91-94]
Royal Flemish Music Cons.

Waery, Camille  [AB]
Canoga Park, CA.  COTA Symph, c1968.

Wagenaar, Bernard

Wagman, Cindy  [C Leake]

Wagner, Elizabeth Waterloo  L/B,k  [PS]
Sylvia Greenfield.

Wagner, Ernest F.  [AB, N Toff]

Wagner, Julie  B.k,b,m  [NFA97]
Nora Kile.  Chattanooga Symph; Chattanooga Opera Orch.

Wagner, Krista  [K Conners]
Wagner, Leah  L/M/B,k  [NFA00]
Julie Stone, Genie Hollander.

Wagoner, Deana K.  B,k,b,m  [PS]
Kansas City, MO. Thomas Hurst, James C. Hamilton.

Waguespack, Jill  L/M/B,k,m  [PS]

Waha, Rudolph  [AB]
Detroit, MI 48202. Clarinetist.

Wahl, Christine  L/B,k  [LK]
Ruth Dunning Royer. Omaha Symph, pc.

Waite, Cheri  [LK]
Mississippi Symph, pc/3.

Waite, Max  [T Edwards]

Waitzman, Daniel  L/M/B,k  [NFA86,88,91,93,96]

Wajda, Susan  [NFA82]
(b. Santa Maria, CA?) Alice McGonigal.

Wakabayashi, M.  [H Takebayashi]

Wakefield, ?  [C Delaney]

Walck, Vera  [AB]
Teaneck, NJ 07666. Teaneck Symph, pc, c1968.

Walckiers, Eugene  [AF]
(b. 1793, Avesnes, Flanders, France; d. c1865) Jean Marie Tulou. Flutist, composer.

Waldeck, Mary T.  [AB]
Elmhurst, NY 11373.

Walden, Barbara  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA90]
John Stavash, Maurice Sharp, Jill Mayberry, Janis Weller. U of Minnesota-Duluth, library.
Walder, Christine [H Bloch, V Freemann]

Waldrop, Karen [NFA88]
(b. Anchorage, AK?) Roxann Seland (Davis) Berry.

Walker, Angela [see Loring, Angela Walker]

Walker, Barbara Buffington [LK]
Tulsa Phil.

Walker, Christine [NFA81,95]

Walker, Claudia [NFA83,86, Juil, Curt, J Baker]

Walker, Dawn [LK, RP Ayres]
*New England Cons.* Claude Monteux. Monterey Symph, pr.

Walker, Edith Nichols [AB]

Walker, James Bernard [NFA87]
*BM/Cert, Eastman Sch of Mus; Manhattan Sch of Mus.* Joseph A. Mariano. Texas Tech U, 3yrs. San Francisco Opera Orch, pc, 1981-; San Francisco Ballet Orch.

Walker, James R. "Jim" [NFA77,81,84-85,87,89,92,95-00,02, JW, I72]
(b. Greenville, KY?) *U of Louisville.* Harold Bennett, Francis Fuge, Sarah Baird Fouse, Claude Monteux, James J. Pellerite. USC; Duquesne U. Pittsburgh Symph, c1972-c76; Louisville Orch; Los Angeles Phil, cp, 1977-84; New York Phil, tour.

Walker, Jane [NFA99, LK, H Ide]
*MM, U of Iowa.* Betty Bang Mather, Tadeu Coelho. Luther Coll. Cedar Rapids Symph, pr, c1974-.

Walker, Kerry Elizabeth [PS, NFA94,96-00,02]
Walker, Megan L/M/B,k,b,m [PS, NFA00]

Walker, Rebecca L/B.k,b.m [NFA94]
(b. Flower Mound, TX?) Mary Karen Clardy.

Walker, Susan Sampson L/M/B,k,m [PS]

Walker, Suzanne [NFA91]
Seattle, WA. U of Washington.

Walklate, Audrey
Victorian Symph, pc.

Wall, Marin M. L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA98] Brigham Young U. Anne Kreft, Laurel Ann Maurer, Elizabeth Ruppe, Susan Goodfellow. Salt Lake City Symph, pc/2.

Wallen, Rebecca Boyd [HT Earnhart]

Waller, Marguerite [AB]
Ithaca, NY 14850.

Waller, Susan L/M/B,k,m [PS, NFA79,82,83,89,91-95,02]

Wallis, Cindy [see Solfest-Wallis, Cindy]

Waln, George M/B.k [MWG Russell]
Frances Blaisdell. Oberlin Coll, 1929-69; USC; Chapman U. Clarinetist.

Waln, Ronald Lee L/M/B,k,m [NFA76-81,83-84,86-87,89, AB]
(b. 1932 - Cedar Rapids, IA) Athens, GA 30601. BME, Oberlin Coll; MA, U of Iowa; PhD, U of Iowa. Betty Bang Mather, Maurice Sharp, Robert Willoughby, James J. Pellerite, Nelson Hauenstein, Marion Widowson Gatts Russell, Ruth Freeman Gudeman. U of Georgia, c1968; Florida St U. Detroit Jewish Symph; Brooklyn Symph; Jacksonville Symph Society; Tallahassee Symph, pr. NFA Past Pres.
Walsh, Dawn  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA02, A Loewy]
U of SW Louisiana; U of Louisiana-Lafayette. Andrea Kapell Loewy.

Walsh, Kerry Elizabeth  B,k,b  [Juil]

Walsh, Lisa  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00,02, A Loewy]

Walter, Forrest  [M Koharski]

Walter, Laura  [see Roth, Laura J. Walter]

Walter-Clark, Kimberly  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA96,01]

Walter-Lakes, Laura  [O Malone]
Wright St U.

Walters, Amy Beth  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA91]
Minneapolis, MN. Gerald V. Carey, Catherine D. Papish.

Walters, Edward  M/B,k  [NFA85]

Walters, Julie  [see Sooy, Julie Walters]

Walters, Mary  [K Cole]

Wamberg, Maude T.  L  [NEC]
Georges Laurent.

Wanausek, Camillo  [AB]
(b. 1906 - Vienna, Austria) MD. Vienna, Austria. Jacques von Lier. Vienna Cons. Vienna Phil, pr, 50yrs; Vienna Radio Orch; Berlin Phil, tour Japan; Bayreuth Fest Orch.

Wanausek, Gertrude  [AB]
Vienna, Austria. Camillo Wanausek.

Wang, Carol  [see Schroeder, Carol Wang]
Wang, Chiu-Ting

Wang, Denise  L/B,k,m  [NFA95]
(b. Susquehanna, PA?) Joel Behrens.

Wang, Hsio-Wen  [Y Chen]

Ward, Ryan  B,k,m  [NFA99]
(b. NC?) Deborah Egekvist.

Ward, Susannah  [see Swindell, Susannah Ward]

Ward-Bamford, Carol Lynn  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA02]
*MM.* Robert Stallman, Brooks de Wetter-Smith.

Ware, Bettine Clemen  M  [NFA88]

Ware, Jennifer  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00]
Karen Matthews, Ervin Monroe, Joanna Cowan White.

Warhoftig, June  [AB, I68]
Charleston, WV. Huntington Symph, pr; Charleston (WV) Symph, c1968.

Waring, Nancy  B,k,m  [LB]
Joseph A. Mariano.

Warkentin, Lenora  L/B,k,m  [NFA77]
Sheridan Stokes.

Warner, Allen R.  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA81]
*U of Michigan.* Glennis Stout, Gary A. Sigurdson, Keith W. Bryan, Ervin Monroe. Windsor Symph; Plymouth Symph; Detroit Symph, sub.

Warner, Roland  [JW]
Utah Symph, pr, 1939-45.

Warner, Susan  [NFA97]
Chicago, IL. *U of Iowa; Eastman Sch of Mus.* Rochester Phil Orch; Chicago Symph, sub; Montreal Symph, sub.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Warnke, Karla</td>
<td></td>
<td>[see Flygare, Karla Warnke]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren, Amy</td>
<td></td>
<td>[see Ritsko-Warren, Amy]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren, Lisa</td>
<td>M/B,k,m</td>
<td>[NFA83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b. Ann Arbor, MI?) Glennis Stout.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren, Marny Low</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>[NEC]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New England Cons. Lois Schaefer.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren, Shelley</td>
<td></td>
<td>[LK]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grand Junction Symph, cp/pc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren-Acosta, Jessica Hope</td>
<td>L/M/B,k,b,m</td>
<td>[NFA97,99, LK]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BM, S Methodist U; MM, SUNY-Purchase; DMA, Manhattan Sch of Mus.</td>
<td>Carol Wincenc, Jeffrey Khaner, Jean Weger Larson, Lamar Hunt, Jr., Linda Chesis. New World Symph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren-Font, Shelly</td>
<td></td>
<td>[C DeMeo]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washburn, Judy</td>
<td></td>
<td>[see Kriewall, Judy Washburn]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, Ruth</td>
<td></td>
<td>[R Rohrer]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washio, Mana</td>
<td></td>
<td>[LK]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New England Phil, cp.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wasson, Thomas</td>
<td></td>
<td>[Coll]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mississippi St U, ?-1989.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watada, Leslie</td>
<td></td>
<td>[NFA78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b. McLean, VA?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watanabe, Mihoko</td>
<td></td>
<td>[see Burton, Mihoko Watanabe]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterloo, Elizabeth</td>
<td></td>
<td>[see Wagner, Elizabeth Waterloo]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waters, Jackie</td>
<td></td>
<td>[Coll]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virginia Tech, ?-1983.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waters, Liberty</td>
<td></td>
<td>[NFA89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b. Las Vegas, NV?) Garvin Bushell.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Watkins, Linda | L/M/B,k,b,m | [PS] (b. 1974 - Baltimore, MD) BM, Brigham Young U, 1997; MM, Arizona St U, ?. Brian Gordon, Trygve Peterson, Elizabeth Ruppe.

Watkins, Pamela Sue | M/B,k,m | [NFA76] (b. Gainesville, FL?) Sarah Baird Fouse.


Watrous, Patricia | L/M/B,k,m | [T Edwards] Philip J. Swanson.

Watrous, Patricia | L/M/B,k,m | [T Edwards] Philip J. Swanson.


Watson, Jeanette | [LK] Shoals Symph, pc/3.

Watson, Kelly | L/M/B,k,b,m | [NFA98,00] Rita Linard, Mary Karen Clardy.


Watson, Tony  L/M/B,k  [PS, NFA99,02]

Watson, William  [NFA86, AB]
New York, NY.

Watt, Amy  [see Michaels-Watt, Amy]

Watters, Patti  [NFA02, Coll]
BM, U of Texas-Austin; MM, U of Texas-Austin.  Santa Clara U, ?-1978; Old Dominion U.

Watts, Camille  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA88-89]

Watts, Valerie L.  L/B,k,m  [PS, NFA92,01, LK]

Watts, Victoria Elizabeth  [see Smith-Watts, Victoria Elizabeth]

Wavrek, Dick  B,k  [H Houdeshel article (FT)]
Bethlehem, PA.  William Kincaid.

Wax, Anja  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA99, SB Fouse]
BM, Louisiana St U; U of Florida.  Sarah Baird Fouse, Katherine Kemler.

Way, Janet  [K Hill]

Weatherly, Albert  B  [NFA78, AB, NT, Juil]

Weaver, Anne Castle  L/M/B,k,m  [P Swanson]
Philip J. Swanson.

Weaver, Gretchen Moore  L  [NEC, J Landell]

Weaver, Katheryn Nicole  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA99]
(b. Auburn, AL?) Nancy M. Vinson.
Weaver, Marianne Gruhn  B.k,m  [AB, Coll]

Weaver, Mary Lou  [AB]
Wichita, KS 67208.  Wichita Symph, ex, c1968.

Webb, Jr., Stanley George  [AB]
Wayne, NJ.

Webb, Kathryn  [see Thorson, Kathryn Webb]

Webb, Kristin  L/M/B,k,m  [AB]
(b. 12/09/1938 - Quanah, TX) Normal, IL 61761.  BM, U of N Texas.  Doriot Anthony Dwyer, George Ellers Morey, Jr.  Illinois St U, c1968; Bradley U, c1968; U of S Mississippi; Lawrence U.  Wichita Falls Symph; San Angelo Symph; Fort Worth Symph; Fox Valley Symph.

Webb, Rebecca  L/M/B,k,b,m  [A Henry]
Anna Whitlock Henry.

Webb, Robert Karl  M/B,k,m  [NFA79,82,88,92-93]  

Webb, Shelley  [see Bogausch-Webb, Shelley]

Webb, Susan  [AB]
Toms River, NJ 08753.  Garden State Phil, ex, c1968.

Webb, Wendy  [see Kumer, Wendy Webb]

Weber, Gail  [orch survey]
Newark Symph, 1965.

Weber, Linda  L/M/B,k  [NFA82]  
U of Saskatchewan.  Randi Nelson.  Saskatoon Symph, pc/3.

Weber, Vendla Koljonen  B,k,b  [NFA76, Curt]  
Curtis Inst of Mus, 1972.  Albert N. Tipton, Julius Baker, William Kincaid, John C. Krell.  Birmingham-Bloomfield Symph, pr; Bolshoi Ballet Orch; Atlanta Symph; Santa Fe Opera Orch.
Weber, Yaada

**Webster, Cathy**
Midland Symph, pc.

**Webster, Nancy Howe** L/M/B,k,m [NFA87, AB, JW, I68]

**Wechsler, David** L/B [NFA86,96, LK]
*BS, Brooklyn Coll-CUNY; MM, SUNY-Stony Brook; New England Cons.* James Pappoutsakis, Samuel Baron. Brooklyn Phil.

**Weeks, Alice** [AB]
Santa Rosa, CA 95405. Santa Rosa Symph, c1968.

**Weeks, Dick** [AB]
Sioux Falls, SD. Sioux Falls Symph, pc, c1968.

**Weeks, Margaret** [see Redcay, Margaret Weeks]

**Weger, Jeanne** [see Larson, Jeanne Weger]

**Wehner, Carl** [JW, NG, NY]
Theobald Boehm. New York Phil, pr, 1886-91, 1892-00; Metropolitan Opera Orch, pr, 1885-87, c1903-? New York Symph, 1877-92. [NG s.v. “Barrère, Georges”]

**Wehner, Ruth Elizabeth** B,k [Curt]

**Wehner, Walter L.** [AB]
Wichita Falls, TX 76308. *BME, U of Wichita; MME, U of Wichita; EdD, U of Kansas.* Midwestern St U, 1963-68+.

**Wei, Jane** [NFA92]

**Wei, Margaret** L/B,k [NFA99]
(b. NJ?) Virginia McGann Schulze-Johnson.

**Weichbrodt, Eunice** [AB]
Oshkosh, WI 54901. Oshkosh Symph, pc, c1968.
Weidenfeller, Kathleen  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS]
U of Hartford. John Wion.

Weigel, Jane Marie  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA98-02]

Weil, Robert  [PS]

Weiland, Alice  L/M/B,k  [PO Holt]
Jennifer Bailey, Priscilla Ochran Holt.

Weinberg, Alan  [N Barker]

Weinberg, Sharon  L/B,k,m  [NFA96]
BM, Eastman Sch of Mus; MM, Manhattan Sch of Mus, compl? Bonita Boyd.

Weiner, Eugene  [JW, NY]
New York Symph, 1880-84.

Weiner, Eve  [see Schauer, Eve Weiner]

Weiner, Jerome  B  [AB, Juil]

Weinhoffer, Kristin Lynn Brooks  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, Peabody]
(b. 03/09/1970 - Falls Church, VA) McMurray, PA 15317. BM, Peabody Cons, 1992. Mark Sparks, Bonnie Lake, Marlene P. Winnauer, Susan Royal.

Weinreb, Alice Kogan  L/B  [PS, NFA91,95,02, LK]

Weinstein, Stanley I.  [AB]
Los Angeles, CA 90008.

Weintraub, Michael  [A Menczel]
Weir, Alice J.          L/B,k  [PS]
(b. 03/05/1952)  BME, Indiana U, 1974.  James J. Pellerite, William Hebert.  Central City Opera Orch, pr; Colorado Springs Symph; Denver Symph; Colorado Ballet Orch.

Weir, David          L  [NEC]
Georges Laurent.

Weisberg, ?          [AB]

Weiser, Ann Gehret   M/B,k  [PS, AB, LK]
(b. 04/17/1939 - Plainfield, NJ) Douglassville, PA 19518.  Robert F. Cole, John R. Wummer, John C. Krell.  Reading Symph, 2; Reading Pops Orch, pr; Pottstown Symph, pr; Reading Symph, librarian.

Weisgarber, Karen Suzanne  [see Smithson, Karen Suzanne Weisgarber]

Weiss, Alan          L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA80,93]

Weiss, David          B,k,b,m  [NFA96]
NY.  BM, Manhattan Sch of Mus.  Andrew Lolya, Harold Bennett, Erich Graf, Harvey Estrin, Janet Kristensen Weiss.

Weiss, Dawn          [NFA94, LK, E Rowe]
Oregon Symph, pr, 1980-94+; Orquesta Sifonico del Estado de Mexico, pr; Oregon Symph, 2; Miami Phil, 2.

Weiss, Janet Kristensen   B,k,b,m  [NFA84,86,89,94, AB]

Weiss, Lori          [A Bauman]

Weiss, Susan          L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA94, FLUTE]
Chicago, IL.  Barbara Klipp.  Author.

Weisz, Sara Orme  [LK]
Pasadena Symph.

Weitzman, Jerene B.

Welans, David          M/B,k,m  [NFA97]
Boston, MA.  BM, Boston U; MM, Boston U.  Doriot Anthony Dwyer.
Welber, Jack
Englishtown, NJ 07726.

Welch, Paul
Juilliard Sch, 1940. Georges Barrère.

Welker, Gerald

Wellbaum, Jack Harved

Weller, Janis
L/M/B,k,b,m
Luther Coll; U of Minnesota-Duluth. Roger S. Stevens, Carol Wincenc, Adele Zeitlin Lorraine, Elaine Eagle.

Welles, Jessica L.
L/M/B,k,b,m

Wells, Benjamin

Wells, Carolyn Gill

Wells, Carrie
Tulare County Symph.

Wells, Dorothy
Canyon, TX 79015. Amarillo Symph, pc, c1968.

Wells, Marcail Rennie
Mary Santarelli.

Wells, Victoria
Newark Symph, pc, 1984-87.
Welsh, Besse L/B,k,m [NFA87]  
BM, Wichita St U; Yale U; Hochschule für Musik-Hamburg. Samuel Baron, Edward J. Callan, Thomas Nyfenger, Maurice Sharp, Albert N. Tipton, Frederick Wilkins, Karlheinz Zoeller, Gertrud Zoeller, Marcel Moyse, Jean-Pierre Rampal. Music Sch Region Thun; Teacher's Coll-Spiez, Switzerland.

Welsh, Nora [NFA98]  
BM, U of S Mississippi.

Welton, Roger [AB]  
Birmingham, MI. Pontiac-Oakland Symph, pc, c1968.

Wen, Joanne [NFA97]  
(b. IA?) Kimberly Bachelder Helton.

Wendells, Debra [see Cross, Debra Wendells]

Wendt, Donald B. [AB]  
Cedar Falls, IA 50613. BM, U of N Iowa; MA, U of N Iowa. U of N Iowa, ww, 1958-68+.

Wendt, Sharm [J Snow]

Wenger, Amelia [Coll]  
Amarillo Coll, 1998-.

Wentland-Landmeyer, Catherine B,k,b [Juil, J Baker]  
Juilliard Sch. Julius Baker.

Wentz, Jed L/B,k,m [NFA98,02, KBJ]  

Wenzel, Andrea [see Kodner-Wenzel, Andrea]

Wenzel, Gustav [NY]  
New York Phil, 1877-78.

Werner, Laura L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA92,00]  
Pamela Bertoluzzi Endsley, Katherine Kemler, Felix E. Skowronnek, Zart Dombourian-Eby.

Werner, Moritz [NY]  
New York Phil, 1877-78.
Werner, Oscar

[Werner, Rachel Kacos]  
L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS]  
(b. 02/27/1974 - Grand Rapids, MI) Ann Arbor, MI 48103.  BA, Michigan St U, 1996.  

Werrell, Patricia

[Coll]  
Longwood Coll, 1979-.

Wess, Frank

[AB]  
Jazz.

Wessler, Anna

L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA99-02]  

West, Elizabeth Anne

L/B,k,m  
[KBJ]  

West, Harriet

[see LeJeune, Harriet West Peacock]

West, James

[AB]  
Peoria, IL.  Peoria Symph, c1968.

West, Jean Ohlsson (Rickman)

L/M/B,k,b,m  
[PS, NFA80,89,94-95]  

West, Kay

[NFA98]  
AZ.  Flutist, saxophonist, pianist.

West, Louisa Virginia

L/M/B,k,b,m  
[NFA00]  
Karl S. Barton.

West, Rebecca

M/B,k,m  
[NFA93,95]  

West, Sara

L/M/B,k,m  
[C Herman]  
Colleen Herman.
West, Susan
[Y Hansbrough, LB Johnson]

West, William
Illinois Wesleyan U.

Westbrook, James
L/M/B,k
[PS, NFA77,79]
U of S Mississippi; U of Mississippi; U of Wisconsin-Madison. Robert F. Cole, Bernard Goldberg, Donald V. Peck, Frederick Wilkins. UC-Los Angeles, 1977. Jackson (TN) Symph, pr; Mobile Symph, pr; Memphis Symph, pr.

Westcott, Courtney
L/M/B,k,m
[PS, KBJ]

Westerberg, Marsha
[LK]
Concord Orch, 2.

Westergaard, Peter
L
[NEC]

Westlake, Renee
[LK, orch survey]
Bozeman Symph, 2, 1974-.

Weston, Cheryl
L/M/B,k,b,m
[NFA98]
(b. AZ?) Susan Norton-Scott.

Wethe, Wallace
[AB]
Elsah, IL. Alton Civic Orch, c1968.

Wetherill, Linda
M/B,k,m
[PS, NFA87,92,96,99,02]
(b. 03/02/1950 - Milwaukee, WI) NY. BM/Cert, Eastman Sch of Mus, 1972; MM/ABD, SUNY-Stony Brook. Joseph A. Mariano, Samuel Baron, Marcel Moyse. City Coll-CUNY; SUNY-Purchase; Adelphi U. Rochester Phil Orch; Frankfurt Radio Orch.

Wetherill, Susan
[AB]
Radnor, PA. Lansdowne Symph, pc, c1968.

Wetmore, Marsha
M/B,k,m
[AB]
Macomb, IL. Gerald V. Carey. Knox-Galesburg Symph.

Wetzel, Erin  M/B,k,b,m  [NFA98] Cindy Henderson.

Whaley, Anne  [see Laney, Anne Whaley]

Whaley, Carolyn B.

Wharton, Anne  [LK] Peninsula Symph, pc.


Wheater, Timothy  M  Guildhall Sch of Mus. Marcel Moyse, James Galway.

Wheeler, Jennifer  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA00] Mary Karen Clardy, Jim Walker.

Wheeler, John  [KJ Teal]

Wheeler, Robert  [P Grubbs]


Whippie, M. Elizabeth T.

Whipple, Jean Hausknecht  [LK] Olympia Symph, pc; Olympia Chamber Orch, pc/2.

Whitcomb, Carol  [AB] Fort Collins, CO. Fort Collins Symph, pc, c1968.
Whitcomb, Helen  

White, Claudia  
Duluth Symph, pr.

White, Constance  
Lincoln, NE.  Lincoln Symph, pr, c1968.

White, Frederick  

White, Gail  
White Plains, NY.  Chappaqua Chamber Orch, c1968.

White, Jennifer Baigent  

White, Joan Lynn  
BME, Youngstown St U; MA, Appalachian St U; DMA, N Carolina A&T St U.  Walter S. Mayhall, Donald E. McGinnis, John R. Wummer.  Appalachian St U, 1960-2000; Lenoir Rhyne Coll.

White, Joanna Cowan  
Northwestern U.  Janet Woodhams, Judith Bentley, Leone Buyse, Clement Barone, Jr., Walfrid Kujala.  Central Michigan U.  Saginaw Symph, pr; Midland Symph, pr.

White, John Wiley  

White, Judy  
Philip J. Swanson, Jennifer Regan.

White, Kathy  
AZ.

White, Mary Jo  
Truman St U, early 1980s.

White, Melissa  
Dickinson Coll.  Mary Hannigan.
White, Minta  L/M/B,k,b [JWS]  
_U of Hartford._ John Wion.

White, Nat  B [AB, S Nelson]  
Oklahoma City, OK.  Vena Tipton, John R. Wummer.  U of Oklahoma.

White, Rosemary  L/B,k [P Zent]  
Byron Hester.

White, Sabina  L/M/B,k,m [LK]  
Kimberly McCoul Risinger.  Muncie Symph.

White, Ted  [Coll]  

White, Tineka  [LK]  
Fort Smith Symph, 2.

White, Zendra  L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA97]  
Dennette Derby McDermott.

Whiteman, Maureen A.  B,k [NFA92-98]  

Whitendale, Patricia "Trish"  [NFA77, LK, C Tudman]  
_Stephens Coll_; BS (nursing), CSU-Fresno; BA, CSU-Fresno, compl?  Howard Klug.  
Tulare County Symph, pr.

Whitener, Maxine  B [Juil]  

Whiteside, David  M/B,k,b,m [NFA02]  
_MM, Eastman Sch of Mus._ Jean-Pierre Rampal, Julius Baker, James Galway, Walfrid Kujala.

Whitford, Trudy Daniels  [Coll]  
_James Madison U._ Taylor U, 1990-.

Whitlock, Anna  [see Henry, Anna Whitlock]  

Whitlow, Pamela N.  [AB]  
Shreveport, LA 71104.  Shreveport Symph, c1968.

Whitman, Cynthia  M [NFA95,98,00]  
Michel Debost.
Whitman, Ernestine  M/B.k.b [NFA79, AB, I68]
Atlanta, GA 30306. DMA, U of Wisconsin-Madison. Robert F. Cole, Paula Robison,
Michel Debost. Lawrence U. Atlanta Symph, c1968.

Whitton, Jean Overman  B [NT, Juil]
Juilliard Sch, 1940. Georges Barrère.

Whittaker, Douglas  [J Wion]
Leslie Barklamb. London Symph, pr.

Whitter, Marcia  L/B,k [NFA79, Coll]

Wible, Thomas James "TJ"  L/M/B [PS, NFA01-02]
(b. 03/08/1987 - McKeesport, PA) Port Vue, PA 15133. Wendy Webb Kumer.

Wicker, William  [Coll]
Bellevue Comm Coll, 1980-.

Wicks, Steve  [FLMotW]
(b. 1941) San Diego, CA.

Widder, Roger H.  M [AB]
(b. 09/09/1923 - Milwaukee, WI) Fayetteville, AR. Eldrich Meyer, Andre Jaunet. U of
Arkansas-Fayetteville, oboe; Oklahoma St U, ww. Fort Smith Symph, Dir.

Widder, Wendy Gilbrech  M/B [PS]
(b. 11/29/1950 - AR) Neosho, MO 64850. BSEd, U of Arkansas-Fayetteville, 1972; MS,
Orch.

Widman, Josephine  L/B,k,m [NFA02]
Wheaton Coll. Anita Miller-Rieder, Myrna Babbit, Sandra Ruck.

Widowson, Marion  [see Russell, Marion Widowson Gatts]

Wiehe, Beth A.  L/B,k,b.m [NFA85,00]
BME, Sam Houston St U; U of N Texas. Geoffrey Gilbert, Mary Karen Clardy, Aralee
Dorough, Albert N. Tipton, Jan Cole, Patti Mills. Sam Houston St U.

Wiener, Marjorie  B,k,b [AB, Juil]
Wienhold, Lisa J.  \(L/B,k,m\)  [LK, RWS, Coll]
Alabama Symph, pr.

Wieringa, Rosanne  \(B,k,m\)  [KB Rudolph]
Kathleen Berens Rudolph.

Wies, Constance  \[LK\]
Hendersonville Symph.

Wiesenbach, Herman  \[S Nelson\]

Wiesinger, Carrie  \(L/M/B,k,b\)  [NFA00]
Julie Stone, Nanette DeJong.

Wiesler, Manuela  \[G Birgisdottir\]

Wight, Theodore  \(B,k,b\)  [NFA83]

Wilcox, Jessica  \(L/M/B\)  [NFA90]
(b. Denver, CO?) Maralyn (Denekas) Prestia.

Wilder, Joyce Anne  \[LK, Coll\]
SW Coll, 1980-. Wichita Symph.

Wildman, Lisa  \(L/B,k,m\)  [PS]

Wildman, Lissa Hepner  \(B,k\)  [NFA90,98]
Britton Garrison Johnson.

Wiles, Karen  \[AB\]
Tyler, TX 75701. East Texas Symph, c1968.

Wiley, Gary  \[K Anders\]

Wiley, Karlin  \[see Rhees, Karlin Wiley (Coolidge)\]

Wiley, Laura  \[NFA01\]
(b. Bloomington, IN?) BM, Columbia U; MM, Holy Names Coll.
Wiley, Marie
York Symph. [LK]

Wilhelm, Julia
Gardner Webb Coll, c1994-98. [Coll]

Wilhelmi, Wendy
L/M/B,k,b,m

Wilhelms, Jennifer
L/M/B,k,b,m
(b. Effingham, IL?) Diane Boyd Schultz. [NFA96-97]

Wilkins, Ernie
Jazz. [AB]

Wilkins, Frederick
L/B
(b. 1907 - Yonkers, NY; d. 04/17/1968 - Ft. Wayne, IN) Juilliard Sch, 1936. Anthony Linden, Meredith Willson, Georges Barrère. Juilliard Sch, 1946-59; Manhattan Sch of Mus. San Francisco Symph; Radio City Music Hall Orch; New York City Opera Orch, pr, c1950-57; Voice of Firestone Orch; Honolulu Symph. [AB, JW, NT, Juil]

Wilkins, Leola

Wilkinson, Denise
MM, Cleveland Inst of Mus. National Symph, 1982-. [NFA91]

Wilkinson, Fiona
M/B,k,b

Wilkinson, Maury
M/B,k

Wilkinson, Sharon
Kankakee, IL. [AB]

Willay, Rachel

Willett, Natalie Parcells
Loganville, GA 30052. Peabody Cons. [Peabody]
Williams, Alexandra  [see Hawley, Alexandra Williams]

Williams, Arthur "Art"  [LK, Coll]

Williams, Averil  [FLUTE]
Geoffrey Gilbert.  Guildhall Sch of Mus.

Williams, Bethaney  L/M/B.k.b.m  [NFA98]
(b. AZ?) Susan Norton-Scott.

Williams, Betsy
BM, U of Tennessee-Chattanooga.

Williams, David M.  L/B.k.b.m  [NFA92,94]

Williams, Denall  [NFA84]
Charlotte Wuepper.

Williams, Diane  [see Frank-Williams, Diane]

Williams, Frances  [see Blaisdell, Frances Williams]

Williams, Franklin  [AB]

Williams, Heidi Kohz  L/M/B.k,m  [P Swanson]
Philip J. Swanson.

Williams, James Morgan  [Peabody]
Huntsville, AL 35803.  Peabody Cons.

Williams, Jeannette  [NFA02]
Beth Kruper.

Williams, Jessica  L/M/B.k,b.m  [PS]

Williams, Judy  [see Moore, Judy Williams]

Williams, Julie  L/B.k,m  [NFA90]
(b. Omaha, NE?) Willis Ann Ross.
Williams, Julie (2) [see Ditzel, Julie Williams]

Williams, Julie (3) [see Hill, Julie Williams]

Williams, Marsha [LK]
Camellia Symph, pc/3.

Williams, Milton [EW Schauer]

Williams, Monica L/B,k,m [NFA97]
Susan Levitin, Bonita Boyd.

Williams, Morgan B,k,b,m [NFA01, LK, FLMotW]

Williams, Norma [LK]
Clear Lake Symph, pc.

Williams, Raymond E. B [NT, Juil]

Williams, Robert E. [AB]

Williams, Sandra L [NEC]

Williams, Sara [LK, Coll]
Boise St U. Boise Phil, pr.

Williams, Shirley

Williams, Trey L/M/B,k,b,m [PS]
Charlotte, NC 28202. U of S Carolina; MBA. Constance G. Lane, Martha Lynn Volman. South Carolina Phil, 1988-98.

Williams, Wendy L/M/B,k,b,m [NFA82-83,90,96, LK]
Williamson, A. Dent  L  [AB, I68, NEC]
(b. 1931 - Mansfield, MA) Trenton, NJ 08638.  BM/MM, New England Cons; Columbia U-Teachers Coll; DMA, Combs Coll of Mus.  Georges Laurent, James Pappoutsakis.  Coll of New Jersey; Trenton St Coll.  Greater Trenton Symph; San Antonio Symph; Boston Pops Orch; Radio City Music Hall Orch; Chautauqua Symph, c1968.

Williamson, Adna  L  [NEC]
New England Cons.  Lois Schaefer.

Williamson, Elizabeth  M/B.k,b  [PS]
(b. 12/19/1960 - Houston, TX) Grapevine, TX 76051.  BME, U of Texas-Austin; MEd, U of N Texas.  Torkill Bye, Claire Johnson, Jan Crisanti.  Public Sch.

Williamson, Vicky L.  L/M/B.k,b  [PS]
(b. 01/03/1955 - Shreveport, LA) Spring, TX 77389.  BM, U of N Texas.  George Ellers Morey, Jr., Arthur Ephross, Albert N. Tipton, Judith Mendenhall.  26yrs.  Richardson Symph; Clear Lake Symph.

Willinghans, Mary  [K Andreola]

Willis, Barbara F.  [AB]
Natchitoches, LA 71457.

Willis, Diane Holtje  B.k,m  [NFA79,90,92]

Willis, Morya  [see Harrison, Morya Willis]

Willis, Robin  L/M/B.k  [NFA90]
(b. Roanoke, VA?) Shari Barbour.

Willis, Wendy Diane Fritz  L/M/B.k,b,m  [PS, NFA85,87,90,93,95,99, Coll]

Willois, Kevin  B.k,b  [NFA01]
MM, Rutgers The St U-Camden.  Bart N. Feller.
Willoughby, Robert
L/B,k,m
[PS, NFA76-80,82-87,89,91-92,95-96, AB, JW]

Wilson, Meredith
B
[AB, NT, Juil]
(b. 05/18/1902 - Mason City, IA; d. 06/15/1984 - Santa Monica, CA) Inst of Musical Arts, 1921. Georges Barrère, Henry Hadley, Mortimer Wilson, Bernard Wagenaar, Julius Gold. New York Phil, pr; Sousa Band. Flutist, composer.

Wilmore, Sharron
L/B,k
[NFA85]
BM, U of N Texas; MA (psych), U of Colorado-Boulder. George Ellers Morey, Jr., Claire Johnson.

Wilson, Candace
[AB]

Wilson, Carla
B,k,m
[NFA94, LK]

Wilson, Curt
[Coll]
Ashland U, early 1970s; Texas Christian U, jazz.

Wilson, Jane
M/B,k,b,m
[NFA02]
(b. WI?) Cynthia Stevens, Joan Marie Bauman.

Wilson, Jeanne
[LK]
Hartford Symph, pc.

Wilson, Joyce
[NFA99, LK, L Brakel]
BM, Oberlin Coll; DMA, U of Wisconsin-Madison. Indiana St U. Terre Haute Symph, pr.

Wilson, Kathleen
[see Goll-Wilson, Kathleen]

Wilson, Keith
[Coll]

Wilson, Keri-Lynn
B,k,b
[J Baker]
Julius Baker.

Wilson, Mandi
L/M/B,k,b,m
[P Hester]
Phyllis Hester.
Wilson, Marilyn  [AB]
Midland, TX 79701. Midland-Odessa Symph, c1968.

Wilson, Mary  [see Roberts-Wilson, Mary]

Wilson, Melinda Jean  [NFA01]
Dallas Wind Symph, pr; East Texas Symph; Fort Worth Symph; Boise Phil.

Wilson, Melinda Peterson  [K Meyers]

Wilson, Mortimer

Wilson, Nancy R.  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]
(b. 02/24/1949 - Atlanta, GA) Snellville, GA 30039. BM, Georgia St U. Marion Valasek, Warren Little, Amy K. Porter, Robert Cronin, Angeleita Stevens Floyd. Public Sch.

Wilson, Ransom  B,k,b  [NFA78,82,86,94,00, Juil, Coll]

Wilson, Rick  [FLMotW]
Ohio St U, math.

Wilson, Rosalie  [AB, I68]
Alexandria, VA. Arlington Symph, c1968.

Wilson, Sarah Andrew  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA98,02]

Wilt, Lois  [Coll]

Wilt, Thomas Jefferson  [AB, Eman]

Wimmer, Sarah  M/B  [NFA98]
(b. WI?) Cynthia Stevens.

Wimunc-Pearson, Barbara  B,k,b  [NFA98]
Winans, Laurie
Sacramento, CA 95819.

Winans, Melanie  B,k  [NFA98]
Phoenix, AZ.  *BM, U of Arizona; MM, U of Arizona*.  Jean-Louis Kashy.  Mesa St Coll.  Midland-Odessa Symph; Tucson Symph; Phoenix Symph; New Mexico Symph; Mesa Symph; Arizona Opera Orch.

Wincenc, Carol  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA78,84-86,88,91-92,96-98,00 Juil, Coll, J Schober]

Winchell, Katherine  L/B,k,b,m  [NFA94]
(b. Aurora, IL?) Tyra Gilb, Susan Levitin.

Windsor-Lovely, Megan  [LK]
Abilene Phil.

Wine, Kathryn  M/B,k,b  [C Hummel]
Catherine Hummel.

Wing, Mary  B,k,m  [LK, KB Rudolph]
Kathleen Berens Rudolph.  New World Symph.

Wingard, Gail  [orch survey]
Newark Symph, 1974.

Winker, Stephanie  M/B,k,b  [Juil]
*BM, Juilliard Sch, 2000*.  Jeanne Baxtresser.

Winking, Charlann  [AB]
Quincy, IL.  Quincy (IL) Symph and Muddy River Opera, c1968.

Winkler, Anton G.  B,k  [AB, Curt]
Minneapolis, MN.  *Curtis Inst of Mus, 1942*.  William Kincaid.

Winkler, Edith  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Winship, Scott  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA97]
*BME, Central Michigan U*.  Joanna Cowan White.
Winsor, Dianne  
[D Powers]

Winston, Jacqueline  
[see Giat, Jacqueline Winston]

Winston, John Sebastian  
B,k,b  
[NFA88]

BM, Manhattan Sch of Mus; MM, Manhattan Sch of Mus; PhD, San Diego St Coll,  
compl?  Pierre-Yves Artaud, Julius Baker, Harold Bennett, Thomas Nywenger, Harvey D.  
Sollberger.

Winston, Joseph  
B  
[Juil]


Winston, Sherry E.  
L/M/B,k  
[AB]

Moskovitz, John Dennis.

Wint, Susanne  
L/B,k  
[E Kutz]

Elizabeth Kutz.

Winter, Kristin  
B,k,b  
[NFA85, Juil]


Winterbourne, Allison  
L/M/B,k,b  
[L Leach]

Lindsay Leach.

Winter-Jones, Kirsten  
[LK]

Baltimore Chamber Orch.

Winters, Miriam  
L/M/B,k,m  
[P Swanson]

Philip J. Swanson.

Winton, Sharon Tilbury  
L/M/B,k  
[PS]

(b. 06/05/1959 - Urbana, IL) Crofton, MD 21114.  BM, Indiana U, 1981; MM, Indiana U,  

Wion, John  
L/M/B,k,b  
[PS, NFA76-77,79-87,89,92-93,95-98, AB, JW, LK]  
[cont’d FLMotW]  (b. 01/22/1937 - Rio de Janeiro, Brazil) New York, NY.  Trinity Coll-  
?; Melbourne U Cons.  Leslie Barklamb, Julius Baker, Stanley Baines, Dorothy Jelbart,  
Claude Monteux, William Kincaid, Marcel Moyse.  U of Hartford; Mannes Coll of Mus.  
New York City Opera Orch, pr, 1965-02.  NFA Past Pres.
Wirt, Ellen  M/B,k [PS]

Wise, Debra  L [NEC]

Wise, Jane  [AB]
Ocala, FL 32670.

Wiseman, Mildred Northrop  [AB]
Niagara Falls, NY. Niagara Falls Phil, pr, c1968.

Wise-Topash, Catina  L/M/B,k [NFA98]

Wistrom, LeAnne  L/B,k [PS, NFA02, LK, Coll]

Witzczak, Laura  [see Shetler-Witczak, Laura]

Witek, Tanya  L/M/B,k,m [Juil]

Witnauer, Marlene P.  B,k,m [Coll, J Schober]

Witt, Jeanne  [Coll]
Des Moines, IA. Graceland U, 1980s-90s.

Witteborg, August  [AB]
Detroit, MI.

Witter, Bethany  [LK]
Pensacola Symph, pc/3.

Wittgenstein, Milton  B [AB]
(b. 1900 - New York, NY) City Coll-CUNY. Georges Barrère.
Wittig, William Petree  L/B,k,m  [AB, KBJ, Coll, J Schober]

Witzler, Karl  [AB]
Athens, OH. Ohio U.

Woempner, Carl  B,k  [JW, Curt]

Woempner, Henry  [JW]
Minnesota Orch, pr, 1919-34; San Francisco Symph, pr, 1935-45.

Wofford, Faith  [NFA02]

Wohlsen, Eleanor Landt  [orch survey]
Newark Symph, 1970-77.

Wojtysiak, Adam  B  [Juil]

Wolf, Anthony  L  [NEC]
Georges Laurent, James Pappoutsakis. [alternate spelling: Wolfe]

Wolf, Laura  [see Groshong, Laura Wolf]

Wolf, Patricia  [see Zuber, Patricia Wolf]

Wolf, Rogerio Zerlotti  M  [PS, NFA00]

Wolf, Thomas  [AB]
Swarthmore, PA. Swarthmore Coll, c1968.

Wolfe, Amy  [LK]
Princeton Symph, ap.

Wolfe, Judith  B  [Juil]

Wolfe, Marjorie  M/B,k,m  [NFA76]
Wolfe, Sandra  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA94, LK]
*BM, Capital U; MM, U of SW Louisiana.* Andrea Kapell Loewy, Katherine Borst Jones.
U of SW Louisiana. Acadiana Symph Assoc, 2; Tuscaloosa Symph, 2.

Wolfersheim, Linda  L/M/B,k,b,m  [D Fair]
Huttonsville, WV. *BM?, Davis & Elkins Coll.* Nancy Powell Leroy, Rosemary Gano,
Demetra Baferos Fair. Davis & Elkins Coll.

Wolfgang, Jeanne  [A Rich]

Wolfman, Jennifer  L/B  [NFA86-87]
*Williams Coll.* Andrea Mori, Daniel Riley.

Wolford, Kay  [see Hardesty, Kay Wolford]

Wolfson, Greer Ellison  [see Ellison-Wolfson, Greer]

Wollenburg, Kate  L/B  [NFA91]
(b. North Olmsted, OH?) Deidre McGuire.

Wolper, Judith  L  [NEC]
*New England Cons.* Lois Schafer, James Pappoutsakis. [alternate listings: Walper,
Wolpe]

Woltzenlogel, Celso  [NFA92,95,99]

Wolverton, Carol  [AB]
San Bernardino, CA 92405. San Bernardino Symph, pr, c1968.

Wolvington, Sandra  L/M/B,k,b  [NFA88]
(b. Chantilly, VA?) Randi Jean Bly, Mary Louise Poor.

Womack, Ardelle  [C Hoberman]

Wondolowski, Beth  L/M/B,k  [NFA00]
Julie Stone, Karen Matthews.

Woo, Susie  L/M/B,k,m  [V Atherton]
Virginia Atherton.

Wood, Barbara  [LK]
Traverse Symph.

Wood, Betty  L  [NEC]
Georges Laurent.
Wood, Christina  B  [NFA98]
(b. Bountiful, UT?) Nancy Toone.

Wood, Daniel Sykes  [AF]

Wood, Kathryn  M/B,k,m  [NFA96]
Wichita St U. Leone Buyse, Michel Debost.

Wood, Lisa  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA86-88]
(b. OH?) Rebecca Tryon Andres, Virginia Miller, Jill Felber.

Wood, Rose-Ellen  M/B,k  [J Bennett]
Joyce Bennett.

Wood, Rosemary  [L Richmond]
OR.

Wood, Sharon  [see Sparrow, Sharon Wood]

Wood, Sheila  [FLUTE]
Lewes, E Sussex, UK. Early flute music specialist.

Woodall, Andrea  [NFA83]
(b. Trumansburg, NY?) Florence Flumerfelt.

Woodbury, Carol Ann  [see Knoles, Carol Ann Woodbury]

Woodhams, Janet  [JC White]

Wooding, Linda  [see Sims, Linda Wooding]

Woodlock, Marion  B  [Juil]

Woodman, Nancy  [AB]
Menlo Park, CA. Peninsula Symph, c1968.

Woods, Arthur  [NFA85-86]
(b. Edmond, OK?) John L. Edwards.

Woods, Debbie  [NFA01]
Flutist, pianist.
Woods, Lorilyn [NFA99]
(b. Orlando, FL?) Maria Busch.

Woods, Melissa L/M/B,k,b,m [T Williams]
Trey Williams.

Woods, Sharon B,k,b [Juil]

Woodward, Albert [I72]
National Symph, c1972.

Woodward, Bonnie Blaszcyk L/B,k,m [A Murray]

Woodward, Gary L/M/B,k,m [NFA92, LK, Becky ?]
Chapman U; USC. Edna Simonds Commerchero, Arthur Hoberman, Roger S. Stevens. Los Angeles Chamber Orch, visit, 1995-96.

Woodworth, Sally [see Buffington, Sally Woodworth]

Woolard, Evelien [LK]
Richmond (IN) Symph, pr.

Woolf, Kathlyn B [NT]
Georges Barrère.

Woolston, Helen [see Anderson, Helen Woolston]

Woosley, Jodiene M. Griffin B,k [PS]
(b. 11/25/1958 - Trumbull County, OH) Cabool, MO 65689. BME, Youngstown St U. Walter S. Mayhall, Kay Hayes.

Workman, Judith

Worman, Harold L. B,k,m [AB]
(b. 02/26/1924 - MS) Jonesboro, AR 72401. Edward J. Callan, Russell Friedewald. Arkansas St U, cl, c1968.

Wortham, Bridgette L/B,k,b,m [PS]
(b. 07/01/1979 - Lubbock, TX) Louisville, KY 40205. BME. Sally Brink, Richard Bromley.
Worthen, Douglas  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA93,95,00, LK]

Worthing, Michelle  L/B,k,m  [PS, AB]
(b. 05/15/1942 - Cleveland, OH) Kent, OH 44240.  BSME, Kent St U; MM, Kent St U.
Maurice Sharp, Russell Friedewald, Raymond DeMattia.  Public Sch; Baldwin-Wallace Coll.  Lansing Symph, c1968.

Woster, Sharon  [E Snyder]

Wray, Suzanne  L/M/B  [PS]
PA.  Bernard Goldberg, Ethan Stang.

Wren, Lorna  [see Brittan, Lorna Wren]

Wriggins, Arthur

Wright, Ruth  B,k,m  [E Spirawk]
Eastman Sch of Mus.  Joseph A. Mariano, William Kincaid.

Wu, Dorothy  [NFA96]
(b. Demarest, NJ?) Bonnie Kim.

Wuepper, Charlotte  [D Williams]

Wummer, John R.  B  [AB, JW, NT]

Wummer, Mildred Hunt  B  [AB, NT]

Wunch, Katherine  [AB]
Fredonia, NY 14063.  SUNY-Fredonia, c1969.

Wunderlich, Johann Georg  [AF]
(b. 02/1755 – Bayreuth; d. 1819 - Paris, France) Félix Rault.  Paris Conservatoire, 1795-1816.
Wunderman, Jehudit [P Moller]


Wyatt, Jennifer [LK] Paducah Symph, pc.


Wynn, Elizabeth [LK] Ridgewood Symph.

Wynn, Janice L/B,k,b [NFA86] (b. Bernards Township, NJ?) Jill Crawford.


Wypych, Joseph L/M/B,k,m [P Swanson] Philip J. Swanson.

Wyton, Richard
[NFA95-99,02]

Xou, Xue Mei (L/M/B,k,b)
U of Hartford. John Wion.

Xu, Jun-Jun
[JK]
Conway Symph.

Yamagata, Yumi (M)

Yamamoto, Kyohei (M)

Yamamoto, Shirley Mochizuke (L/B,k,b,m)

Yamane, Takanori (M/B,k,b)
Toho Music Acad; Dipl, Juilliard Sch, 1983. Ririko Hayashi, So-Ichi Minegishi, Julius Baker.

Yaney, Tara Levings (L/B,k,m)

Yang, Fu-Chai
(b. Terre Haute, IN?) Joyce Wilson.

Yang, Hana (L/M/B,k,b,m)
Susan Moser.

Yang, Jenny (L/B,k,m)
(b. 10/19/1984) Ellicott City, MD 21043. Ginna Eichman.

Yang, Li-Chia (L/M/B,k,b)
Mary B. Barto.

Yanofsky, Carole (M/B,k,m)
(b. Washington, DC?) Janese Sampson.

Yarbro, Don
Abilene, TX 79603. Abilene Phil, pr, c1968.

[727]
Yarbrough, Stephen
Norman, OK.

Yarrington, Susan
Idaho Falls Symph.

Yarrison, Eileen
L/M/B,k,b,m
BME, U of New Hampshire; MM, Pennsylvania St U; DMA, U of Nebraska-Lincoln, compl?

Yasinitsky, Ann Marie
L/B,k,b

Yates, Lucia
[see Schultz, Lucia Yates]

Yates, Marjorie
M/B,k,m
Alexandria, VA 22312. Eastman Sch of Mus. William Kincaid, Joseph A. Mariano, Marcel Moyse. Arlington Symph, pr, c1968; Santa Fe Opera Orch; San Antonio Symph; Toronto Symph, c1972.

Yaxley, Donald Charles
DeLand, FL 32720. BA, Stetson U; MA, Stetson U. Stetson U, wind/perc, 1949-68+.

Yeager, Marian R.
Washington, DC 20006.

Yeager, Rae Ellen
L/M/B,k,m

Yeager, Susan
Tahlequah, OK 74464.

Yeamans, Spencer
L/M/B,k,b,m

Yearwood, Sally
L/M/B,k,m
Yeaton, Jennifer  M/B,k  [NFA83]
(b. Atkinson, NH?) Peggy Vagts.

Yeazell, Carole Ann  L/M/B,k  [RL Paluzzi]
Rebecca Lile Paluzzi.

Yela, Gabriel  M/B.k,b  [GG Dondi]
Gabriel Goni Dondi.

Yelvington, Robert  [NFA92]

Yeon, Hye Ri  B.k,b  [Curt, J Baker]
Julius Baker.

Yerecic, Angela  M/B.k,m  [LJ Snell]
Lucille Johnston Snell.

Yerkes, Anne E.  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA93]
(b. Iowa City, IA?) Claudia Anderson.

Yeschke, Theodore  [JW]
Chicago Symph, pr, 1926-28; Detroit Symph, pr, 1921-23.

Yetter, Shelley  [NFA00]

Yi, Jane  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA91-92,00, Juil]
*Juilliard Sch.* Bradley Garner, Jack Wellbaum, Samuel Baron, Carol Wincenc.

Ykelenstam, Henk  M  [AB]

Ykelenstam, Priscilla Bailey  L/B,k,m  [AB]

Yoder, Dana  [see Schaul-Yoder, Dana]

Yonovitz, Karen  L/M/B,k  [NFA85-93,95, Coll]
Yoo, Jaeshin
Juilliard Sch.

Yoo, Peggy
B.k,b (prep) Juilliard Sch. Bonnie Lichter.

Yoo, Sandra
Juilliard Sch.

Yoo, Sung Woo
(b. Korea) Karen Reynolds.

Yoon, Hye Ri

Yoon, Suhnyoung
L/M/B.k.b,m (b. 09/25/1973 - Seoul, Korea?) BM, Oberlin Coll; MM, Yale U; DMA, SUNY-Stony Brook. Michel Debost, Ransom Wilson, Carol Wincenc, Julius Baker.

York, Julie
B.k,b.m Nora Kile.

York, Mandy Christine

Yoshida, Asako

Yoshida, Masao
Tokyo, Japan.

Yoshikami, Miyuki
Koto.

Young, Alison
USC; Cleveland Inst of Mus. Memphis Symph, pr; Toledo Symph, pr; Houston Symph; Atlanta Symph, pr; Houston Ballet, pr.

Young, Amy
[see Rice-Blumenthal, Amy (Young)]

Young, Ashley Marlene
(b. Southlake, TX?) Amy Goss.
Young, Diane  [LK]
Gulf Coast Symph, pc/3.

Young, Frederick  [AB]
Bowling Green, OH 43402. BME, U of Wichita; MM, Oberlin Coll. Bowling Green St U, clar, 1961-68+.

Young, Herman  [NEC]

Young, Horace-Alexander III  B,k,m  [PS, NFA86]
Hal Tennyson, Albert N. Tipton, Frances Risdon. Washington St U; Sonoma St U; Rutgers The St U-Camden.

Young, Jane  L  [NEC]
Georges Laurent, Lois Schaefer, James Pappoutsakis.

Young, Lorraine  [AB]
Claremont Symph, c1968.

Young, Mirissa  [see Tigue-Young, Mirissa]

Young, Rodger  B,k  [PS]

Young, Schery  [AB]
Knoxville, TN 37902. Kingsport Symph, pr, c1968.

Youngblood, Debra R.  L/B,k,b,m  [PS]

Youngblood, Pamela Jackson  L/B,k  [NFA79,99, LK, NFA attendee]
BM, Union U; MM, U of N Texas; DMA, U of N Texas, compl? George Ellers Morey, Jr., Lynne Hadley, Gerald Welker. Texas Woman's U; Brookhaven Coll. Wichita Falls Symph, pr, 1980-.

Younge, Shelley  L/B,k  [L Nelsen]

Youngs, Patricia  [LK]
Northwest (IL) Symph.
Younker, Betty-Ann
U of Prince Edward Island.

Yu, Ji-Xue  L/B,k  [NFA88]
*Shanghai Cons.*  Arnost Bourek, Betty Bang Mather, Roger Mather.

Yuhas, Michael  M/B,k  [J Bennett]
Joyce Bennett.

Yukimura, Noelani  [NFA01]
[entry unclear]

Yungclas, Jean  [SJM Wacha]

Yuroko, Rachel  [NFA01]
[entry unclear]

Zabel, Ami  [LK]
Columbus (GA) Symph, pc.

Zadro, Michael  [NFA78]

Zagelow, David  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA02]

Zagnoni, Giorgi  [E Galante]

Zahm, Cheryl L.  [NFA92]

Zakaris, Monica  [B Saba]

Zalkind, Joy  L/M/B,k,b  [JWS, LK]

Zamore, Esther  L  [NEC]
*New England Cons.*  James Pappoutsakis.

Zangerle, Helmut  [EA Downing]
Mozarteum.

ZanZeen, John  [I72]
Quebec Symph, c1972.
Zarba, Anthony  L  [NEC]  
New England Cons. Lois Schaefer.

Zaslaw, Neal  B,k,b  [AB, Juil]  

Zawisza, Gwyn  [NFA97]  
(b. Lafayette, IN?) Harriet Coppoc.

Zayets, Daniel  [NFA00]  
Leonard Mironovitch.

Zawisza, Gwyn  [NFA97]  
(b. Lafayette, IN?) Harriet Coppoc.

Zayets, Daniel  [NFA00]  
Leonard Mironovitch.

Zebley, Charles S.  [Peabody]  
Deia, Mallorea Spain.  Peabody Cons.

Zeitlin, Adele  [see Lorraine, Adele Zeitlin]  

Zeitlin, Gregory  B  [AB, NT, Juil]  

Zeitlin, Sidney  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA78,90, AB, JW, I68, I72]  
(b. 1935; d. 1992) Seattle, WA. Roger S. Stevens, William E. Hullinger, Winifred Fall, George Drexler, Aurèle Nicolet, Julius Baker. Minneapolis Symph, pr, 1969-90; Los Angeles Phil, age 18; Seattle Symph, pr, c1968; Santa Fe Opera Orch.

Zelk, Virginia  [AB]  
Kansas City, MO 64134. Independence Symph, ex, c1968.

Zellers, James  L/M/B,k,b,m  [NFA98,02, LK, Juil, M Thomas]  
Indiana U; DMA, Juilliard Sch, 1995. Judith Thomas, Mark Thomas, Carol Wincenc. U of Georgia; Georgia St U. Augusta Symph, pr; Florida West Coast Symph, pc.

Zenger, Tessa Ivy  M/B,k,b,m  [NFA98]  
Cindy Henderson.

Zent, Penny  L/M/B,k  [PS, NFA02, LK]  
College Station, TX.  U of Houston. Byron Hester, Shirley Justus, Richard Cole. Texas A&M U, ?? Corpus Christi Symph; Brazos Valley Symph, pr.

Zentner, Anne Diener Giles  M/B,k,b,m  [NFA77,86,90,98, JW, LK, I72, Juil, Coll]  


Zeppenfeld, Peggy Munro  B,k [H Sydow] Holly N. Stackhouse-Sydow.


Zhen-Shu, Ying  [L Keh-mIng]


Zick, Claire  [LK] Bellevue Phil Orch, 2.

Ziegelbaum, Amy  L/M/B,k,b [NFA96] Barnard Coll; Columbia U-Teachers Coll.  Samuel Baron, Karl Kraber, Julius Baker.

Zieger, Andrea  B,k,m [R Fellows] Robin B. Fellows.


Zielinski, Jen   L/M/B,k,b,m          [NFA00]
Stacey Steele.

Zilberburg, Ksenia  M/B,k,m          [NFA96]
(b. Macomb, IL?) Gerald V. Carey.

Zimmer, Catherine          [NFA00]

Zimmerman, Jesselyn

Zimmerman, Mara

Juilliard Sch.

Zimmerman, Natalie  L/M/B,k,b,m          [NFA97,99-00]

Zimmerman, Tsuya  L/B,k,m          [NFA81, S Swilley]
(b. Rogersville, TN?) Wanda Sue Swilley.

Zimmerman-Bell, Lynn Ann  M/B,k,m          [NFA02]
U of Michigan. Toshiko Kohno, Trevor Wye, Geoffrey Gilbert.

Zinn, Helen  B          [Juil]

Zinninger, Heather  L/B          [NFA02]
(b. Louisville, KY?) Donald Gottlieb.

Zipp, Elssa          [see Green, Elssa Zipp]

Zirkle, Patricia Powell  B          [NT, Juil]

Zitman, Sam          [AB]
Teaneck, NJ 07666. Teaneck Symph, c1968.

Zlotnik, H. Henry  B          [AB, Juil]

Zoeckler, Gretchen Lockner  B          [AB]
New York, NY 10024. Eastman Sch of Mus; MM, Manhattan Sch of Mus. John R. Wummer. West End Symph, pr.
Zoeller, Gertrud

Zoeller, Karlheinz [AB]
Berlin, Germany.  Berlin Phil.

Zohn, Steven D.  M/B,k  [NFA90,95,98]

Zohn-Je, Hang [L. Keh-Ming]
Studied in Leningrad.

Zoloth, Alan  M/B,k,m  [NFA78-79,92]

Zook, Jeffery Allan  L/M/B,k,b,m  [PS, NFA85-86,90,95,97-98,00, LK]
(b. 04/16/1964 - Jackson, MI) BM, U of Michigan; Royal Northern Coll of Mus; Post Grad Dipl, Royal Acad of Mus-London.  William Bennett, Trevor Wye, Jacqueline Hofto, Judith Bentley, Clement Barone, Jr., Emily Tepper Mazur.  U of Michigan, 1998-; Oakland U.  Detroit Symph, pc, 1992-.

Zoon, Jacques  M  [NFA94-95,97, JW, LK]

Zornig, John  B,k,m  [LK, FLMotW]

Zoro, Eugene Serge  [AB]

Zuazo, Augustin S.  [AB]
New York, NY.

Zuback, Amy  L/M/B,k,m  [NFA98,00-02, Coll, FLMotW]

Zuber, Patricia Wolf  L/B,k,m  [NFA86, AB, LK]
Zucker, Laurel       M/B,k,b        [PS, NFA80,92-94,96-98, Juil]
Rancho Murieta, CA 95683.  New England Cons; BM, Juilliard Sch, 1978; MA
(composition), New York U.  Paula Robison, Samuel Baron, Marcel Moyse.  CSU-
Sacramento, 1988-.

Zukerman, Eugenia Rich   L/M/B,k,b     [NFA86, AB, Juil]
b. 1944 - Cambridge, MA) New York, NY 10025.  Barnard Coll; BS, Juilliard Sch,
Assoc; American Symph.

Zupan, Matej       [NFA98, FLMotW]
(b. 1970 - Slovenija) U of Ljubljana.  Fedja Rupel, Mario Ancillotti.  U of Ljubljana,
1993-.  Slovenian Radio Symph, pr.

Zuppiger, ?                 [AB]

Zverow, Joe        [AB]
Evanston, IL 60202.  Sherwood Cons, c1968.  Chicago Lyric Opera; Chicago Chamber
Orch, c1968.

Zwannenburg, Jos     [NFA88]

Zwerdling, Marilyn   [Juil]
Juilliard Sch, 1946.
APPENDIX B:

STUDENT ROSTERS

The following entries are sorted alphabetically by flute teacher, and include listings of all flutists (where teacher is known) submitted to the *Flutists’ Family Tree* project through January 1, 2003. To obtain more information about individuals noted within these rosters, please consult related entries in Appendix A.

Additions or corrections may be sent to the author at any time via the website <http://www.geocities.com/demifair>. 
?, Anthony
Winona Richards Grant

Aarons, Martha
Kristin Bacchiochci
Christine Bailey
Jane Berkner
Justin Berrie
Josue Casillas
Mary Kay Ferguson
Phyllis Hester
Amy Likar
Julie Renee Long
Lisa R. McArthur
Bethany Pflueger
Maxine Schindler Shermit
Jan Flickinger Vinci

Abeln, Melissa Colgin
Kimberly Gandrup

Abramson, Edware
Randi Nelson

Achilles, Michael
Cesar Peredo

Acuna, Alex
Hugo Alcazar

Adams, Carl
Jamie Littlefield

Adams, Gail V.
Cynthia "Cindi" Mahan-Isenhower
Cynthia D. Stansell

Adams, Mary Kay
Jesse C. Argenziano
Sarah Frank
Carol Geltz
Sarah Talley

Adams, Monty
Shanna Pranaitis Gutierrez

Adams, Mrs. Harry
Ruth Leak Ewigleben

Adams, Patti
Kate Haemmel Steinbeck
Jill Claire Swetnam
Prakriti Catherine Thompson
Lisa Read Vanarsdel

Adamus, Betsy
Nicole Hunter

Ader, Peter
Daniel Tan

Adorjan, Andras
Donna Elaine
Angeleita Stevens Floyd
O’Ann Fredstrom
Tomas Janosik
Amy King
Yuko Maeda
Denis Verroust
Jacques Zoon

Ahlgriinn, Isolde
Judith Cook Bentley

Ahmad, Patricia
Alexis Frankel
Hanna Catharina Gustafsson
Ellen L. Redman

Ahmad, Paula
Denise Reburn

Aitken, Robert
Dianne Aitken
Huascar Barradas
Teresa Beaman
Roxane Hreha
Karen Johnson
Suzanne Jordheim
Doug Miller
Vivian Minden
Aitken, Robert cont’d
Bernard Phillips
Suzanne Shulman
Vincent Touzet
Kathleen Trahan

Akers, Susan
Cassie Luke
Melissa Procopio

Akins, Alice
Erinn Frechette-Foster
Elizabeth McNutt

Akira, A.
Nobuo Fukuhara

Albee, Mary
Christina Oliva

Albrecht, Peg
Flora Lim

Allard, Joe
Bob Ackerman
E. Edwin Bingham
Victor Morosco

Allen, Janet
Jessica Lander

Allen, Oscar
John Gillam

Almarza, Alberto
Nicole Esposito
Jessica Hull
Lindsay Leach

Almond, Rita
Carolyn Armstrong

Altes, Joseph Henri
Georges Barrere
Adolphe Hennebains

Altes, Joseph Henri cont’d
Andre Maquarre

Alvas, Juho
Mikael Helasvuoh
Ilpo Mansnerus

Amadio, Henry Antonio
John Amadio

Amadio, John
Leslie Barklamb
Denise Pringle Brookes
Victor McMahon

Ambs, Robert
Rebecca L. Carroll

Ancillotti, Mario
Luciano Tristaino
Matej Zupan

Ancker, David
Alicia R. Lindsey

Andersen, Carol
Sarah Marchuk Bebow
Heather Nurmi
Sara Potter

Anderson, Carl Joachim
Jay Plowe
Ary vanLeeuwen

Anderson, Christian Joachim
Carl Joachim Anderson

Anderson, Claudia
Kristin Bacchiocchi
Kelly Jepson Covert
Betsy Cuffel
Lindsay Gearhardt
Christopher Goddard
M.J. Haworth
Sarah A. Holstein
Anderson, Claudia cont’d
  Hal Ide
  Sarah McCaffrey
  Kara DeRaad Santos
  Isabella Ubertone
  Nellie Viner
  Anne E. Yerkes

Anderson, Dennis
  Sara Potter

Anderson, Norma F. Brainard
  Nora Kile

Andon, Sara
  Ta Yeon Kim

Andres, Rebecca Tryon (Magg)
  Scott Daniel Cook
  Betty Douglas
  Amanda Friedhoff
  Stephen Goacher
  Jennifer Ann Jordan
  Ann Konopinski
  Deanne Reeve
  Amy Roark
  Lisa Wood

Andrews, Kenneth
  Vanessa Breault-Mulvey
  Betty Douglas
  Deborah Beth Graham Gibson
  Jessica Hull
  Linda Innes
  Rebecca Jeffreys
  Amy King
  Linda Lukas
  Cynthia "Cindi" Mahan-Isenhower
  Lisa R. McArthur
  Valerie Potter
  Cynthia D. Stansell
  Pamela Watson

Anfinson, Rollie
  Teresa F. Collins

Ang, Terry
  Daniel Tan

Angus, Jan Harbaugh
  Lisa Evangelista
  Wendy Hermes
  Erin Hunt
  James Lyman
  Hailey Malbon
  Adrienne Miller
  Paula Santiracco

Aoki, Akira
  Yumiko Iwama
  Seiji Terasawa

Apalian, Ann
  Leslie L. Hunt

Archer, Hal
  J.D. Parran

Archer, Mary Ann
  Jesse C. Argenziano

Arista, Deanna Johnson
  Cathy Collinge Herrera

Arita, Masahiro
  Kanae Kikuchi

Arizpe, Marielena
  Alejandro Escuer

Arlington, Charles
  Louis A. Carlini

Arma, Paul
  Lynne Caroline Bulmer

Armer, Robert J.
  Charles Leslie Scott III

Armstrong, Donald
  Dwain M. Mitchell
Armstrong, Eleanor Duncan
Amy Moore
Ai Morii
Parthena Owens
Thomas Reed
Andrea Lee Smith
Jessica L. Welles
Eileen Yarrison
Amy Zuback

Armstrong, Roger
Lynn Lasser

Arnegard, Virginia Hicks
Philip J. Swanson

Aronowitz-Robertson, Jackie
Cyndi Pennington Fehler

Aronson, Stanley
Pauline Mancuso

Arrensen, Rebecca J. Price
Kathy Borgmann

Artaud, Pierre-Yves
Dianne Aitken
Jose Ananias
Joan Marie Bauman
Gundrun Birgisdottir
Catherine Bowie
Veronique Csillag
Ashildur Haraldsdottir
Jose Ananias Souza Lopes
Emmanuel Pahud
Jane Rigler
John Sebastian Winston

Arthur, Melissa
Karen Kriz

Asin, Nadine
Betty Douglas
Rebecca Meador
Kathryn A. Prinz

Asplund, Bernt
Matti Andersson
Goran Marcusson

Atherton, Virginia
Susan Rote Buckwalter
Laura Fry
Caryl Hill
Amy K. Porter
Susie Woo

Atkinson, Burnett F.
Paulie Inslee Davis
Jan Gault
Phyllis Avidan Louke
Margaret Lund "Maggie" Schuberg
Austin Alan Scott
Kris Simms
John Thow

Atys, ?
Antoine Hugot

Auld, Carla
Aileen Chang

Averitt, Frances Eugenia Lapp
Bridgett Andrea Crocker Emerson
Emily Gerace
Katherine E. Reetz Riddle
Charlene Baughan Romano
Nancy M. Vinson

Avouris, Alice
Sandra Chan

Axelrud, Renato
Rogerio Zerlotti Wolf

Ayres, Rebecca Pollock
Deborah Powers

Ayscue, Ronna
Helen Campo
Emily Gerace
Ayscue, Ronna cont’d
Alicia R. Lindsey

Babbitt, Myrna
Josephine Widman

Bacchus, Peter
Esteve Cardus

Badollet, Frank
William E. Hullinger

Bagin, Francis
Christophe Brandon

Bailey, Jennifer
Alice Weiland

Bailey, John
Betsy Bobenhouse
Ronda Benson Ford
Alison Jane Brown Freedy
M.J. Haworth
Kortney James
Erica Johnsen
Deborah Johnson
Deena Reedy
Laura Deann Snodgrass
Sandra Jo Moore Wacha
Rachel Lynn Waddell
Eileen Yarrison

Baillargeon, Marcel
Jean St.Jules

Baines, Stanley
John Wion

Baird, Peter
Gyorgy Sandor Fazakas

Baker, Frederick
Harvey E. Boatright
Diana (formerly "Diane") Gee
Randall Hester

Baker, Fritz
Tallon Sterling Perkes

Baker, James Earl
Ellen Wirt

Baker, JoDee
Alicia Bell

Baker, Julius
Martha Aarons
Patti Adams
Myung-Joo Ahn
Angela Allen
Linda Allen
Alberto Almarza
Mary Ann Archer
Janet Arms
Stanley Aronson
Nadine Asin
Rebecca Pollock Ayres
Don Bailey
Elizabeth Baisley
Deborah Baron
Mary B. Barto
Lybi Bauer
Jeanne Baxtresser
Jean Benson
Judith Cook Bentley
Carl Bergner
David Bloom
Randi Jean Bly
Juliet M. Bobrowsky
Shelley Bogausch-Webb
William S. Bomar
Kathleen Bondurant
Cynthia Bonny
Israel Borouchoff
Vieri Bottazzini
Teresa Bowers
Randolph Bowman
Judith Sherry Braude
Barbara Jean Bernhard Breedon
Deborah Breedon
William Brice
Baker, Julius cont’d
Don Griffis
Viviana E. Guzman
Barry Haines
Jennifer Haley
Kim Haley
Gordon Reuben Halligan
George Hambrecht
James C. Hamilton
Lisa Hansen
Gertrude Hartman
Catherine Hayes
Regina H. Helcher
Julie Williams Hill
Susan Catherine Hoeppner
Eunice L. Hofer
Jacqueline Hofto
Camilla (Sytsma) Hoitenga
Ingrid Holck
Li-Chi Huang
Jeong-Eun Nadine Hur
Patrick Hurtado
Hidemi (Ebina?) Ichiki
Nancy Mae Iden
Rochelle Itzen
Barbara Dinger Jacobson
Victoria Poullette Jicha
Debra Johnson
Angela P. Jones
Harold Jones
Katherine Borst Jones
Vanita Hall Jones
Larry Jordan
Elaine Jorgenson
Yoomee Jung
Svjetlana Kabalin
Sue Ann Kahn
Joy Kairies
Gertrude "Trudy" Kane
Hyun-Jung Kang
Brenda Kann
Andrea Kaplan
Susan Kaplan
Paula Kasica
Fumiko Kawasaki

Baker, Julius cont’d
Katherine "Penny" Kemler
Marie Herseth Kenote
Jeffrey Khaner
In-Sung Kim
Sung Kim
Sung Yoon Kim
SungYun Kim
Linda Kirkpatrick
Suzanne Kirton
Mary Beth Kiss
Phillip Klein
Melissa Knight
Joan Koenig
Trix Kout
Abbe Krieger
Renee Jeanne Krimsier
Jun Kubo
Deborah Kuick
Sherry L. H. Kujala
Susan Kurian
Lisa LaCross
Michael Laderman
Constance G. Lane
Hubert Laws
Jennifer Lawson
In-Tiffany Lee
Karen Davidson Leech
Lyon Leifer
Martin Lerner
Gerardo Levy
Mary Beth Lewandoski
Elaine Lewis
Bonnie Lichter
Roberta Lindstrom
Carlyn Lloyd
Christine Anne Locke
Andrea Kapell Loewy
Adelle Zeitlin Lorraine
Denise Lozano-Healey
Jane Wadsworth Morrison Lyman
Kyril Magg
Joseph Maggio
Timothy Malosh
Elizabeth Mann
Baker, Julius cont’d

Deirdre Manning
Linda Ann Marianiello
Juliet Marsat
Laurel Ann Maurer
Valorie Mays
Katherine McClure
Katheryn McElrath
Demarre L. McGill
Alden C. McKinley
Lyn McLarin
John McMurry
Margaret Meta
Andrew Mikita
Janet Millard de Roldan
Brian Miller
Lynne Miller
Gigi Mitchell-Velasco
Emma Moon
Pamela Mooney
Teddy N. Moore
Katherine Mueller
Jean Muholen-Foster
Kanichi Nagahara
Miriam Lynn Nelson
Carol Neuleib
Karen Newman
Leslie E. Newman
Nili Merle Newman
Hsiao-Hwa Niu
Barli Nugent
Patricia Nuss
John W. Oberbrunner
Alex Ogle
James Ogle
Per Oien
Elizabeth Anne Ostling
Anthony J. Pagano
Helba Pahl
Overda Paige
Soo Hyun Paik
Peter Palasota
John C. Palumbo
Louis Papachristos
Hyun Cheong Park

Baker, Julius cont’d

Min Sang Park
Soo Kyung Park
Brenda Patterson
Theresa Patton-Pope
Steven Paul
Robin Peery
Jeffery Pelletier
Curtis Pendleton-Caron
Trygve Peterson
Marina Piccinnini
Elissa Pohorily
Lisa Noele Poll
Elissa Poole
Mary Posses
Lynne Power
Katherine Menefee Price
Beverly Joan Pugh-Corry
Gretchen Pusch
Kevin Quinn
Sandra Ragusu
Bruce Rankin
Julie Ranti
Martha Rearick
Andrea Redcay
Margaret Weeks Redcay
Mardee Reed-Ulmer
Catherine H. Reijans
Steven Robbins
Thomas J. Robertello III
Paula Robison
Leslie "Les" Roettges
Susan Royal
Heidi M. Ruby-Kushious
Mark Russo
Jane Rutter
Brenda Sakofsky
Margaret Peggy Schecter
Diane Schick
Gary Schocker
John Shackelford
Greig Shearer
Jane Shelly
C. Chip Shelton
Martha Sherwieg
Baker, Julius cont’d
Nobutaka Shimizu
Debra Shorrock
David Shostac
Benjamin Shwartz
Renee Siebert
Barbara Siesel
Winnifred Andrew Simonetti
Irene Simonsen-Davis
Mary Jean Simpson
Virginia Sindelar
Pamela Sklar
Christina Smith
Janice Morgan Smith
Joshua Smith
Young-Ji Song
Jenny Spadola
Sharon Sparrow
Dianne Estelle Spoto
Cheryl Star
Stefani Starin
Jennifer A. Steele
Stacey Graham Steele
Beverly Stein
Patricia Stephenson
Sara Stern
Wendy Stern
Adria Sternstein
Mimi Stillman
Marc Bernard Stocker
Susan Martha Cohn Stockhammer
Susan Stuckien
Ulla Suokko
Henrik Svitzer
Erella Talmi
Diane Taublieb
Jacqueline Thompson
John Thorne
Cynthia Ann Trimble
Eugene Tripetsky
Richard Trombley
Laurence M. Trott
Rosalyn "Roz" Trotter
Rebecca Troxler
Julia Tunstall

Baker, Julius cont’d
Evelyn Tyrrell-Storer
Zachary B. Valenzuela
David van de Bogart
Carol I. Bogen VanBronkhorst
Janet E. Houston VanGraas
Lauren Jean Varuzzo
Carlton Vickers
Jan Flickinger Vinci
Nancy M. Vinson
Margaret Anne Vitus
Ingrid von Holck
Chloris Vowels
Claudia Walker
Kerry Elizabeth Walker
Kerry Elizabeth Walsh
Vendla Koljonen Weber
Alan Weiss
Janet Kristensen Weiss
Catherine Wentland-Landmeyer
David Whiteside
Marjorie Wiener
Theodore Wight
David M. Williams
Morgan Williams
Keri-Lynn Wilson
John Sebastian Winston
Kristin Winter
John Wion
Sharon Woods
Takanori Yamane
Ann Marie Yasinitsky
Hye Ri Yeon
Suhnyoung Yoon
Neal Zaslaw
Sidney Zeitlin
Anne Diener Giles Zentner
Miles F. Zentner
Amy Ziegelbaum
Eugenia Rich Zukerman

Baker, Kathy
Rhian Kenny
Balik, Jan
Zdenek Bruderhans

Banks, Marci
Trisha Iwamoto

Barber, Jeannie
Sarah Elsa Linne

Barbour, Shari
Lynn Bangle
Kristen Blalock
Stacy Colvin
Kristen L. Frioux
Julia C. Hales
Rebecca Hall
Caroline Hanes
Whitney Hanes
Julie Houghton
Anne Meador
Robin Willis

Barclonna, John
Dede Andrus
Kathleen Beld
Cheryl Bowman
Kathleen Dyer
Tabatha Easley
Melissa Haisten
Linda Lancaster
Brian K. Logan
Danilo Lozano
Andrea Maurer
Janis Molendyk
Heidi M. Ruby-Kushious
Darrin Thaves
Rena Trapani
Dana Varelli
Rebecca Vega

Barklamb, Leslie cont’d
Dorothy Jelbart
Linda Evans Vought
Douglas Whittaker
John Wion

Barklamb, Leslie
Dorothy Jelbart
Linda Evans Vought
Douglas Whittaker
John Wion

Barna Ayoub, Susan
Jennifer Arseneault

Barnard, Mary K.
Sarah Barnard

Barnes, Eleanor (Boot)
Iris Gross
Lisa VanDusen

Barnett, Patricia Dunten
Kay Kaiser Borkowski

Baron, Deborah
Lee Lattimore

Baron, Samuel
Patti Adams
Koichi Aiba
Lisa Allen
Trudi Anderson
Nancy Jean Andrew
Asaka Arai
Mary Ann Archer
Janet Arms
Laura Barron
Nina Barwell
Evan Bauman
Jonathan Baumgarten
Teresa Beaman
Wendy Bergin
Carol Brown Beste
Deborah Blake
Kathryn Blocki
Ardith Bondi
Barbara Jean Bernhard Breedon
Kareen Britt
Elizabeth Brown
Elizabeth Buck
Baron, Samuel cont’d
Julie Ranti
Susan Royal
Kathleen Berens Rudolph
Bassam Saba
James R. Schlefer
Gary Schocker
Peter Schultz
Virginia McGann Schulze-Johnson
Jody Schwarz
Nicolas Sheon
Yuko Shibata
Patricia Shinehouse
Barbara Siesel
Irene Simonsen-Davis
Elizabeth "Sam" Singleton
Pamela Sklar
Harvey D. Sollberger
Wendy Stern
Alexa Still
Mary T. Klingelhofer Stolper
Barbara Suetholz
Frank Suetholz
Jeanne Tarrant
Paul Taub
Diane Taublieb
Seiji Terasawa
Nancy Teskey
Rosalyn "Roz" Trotter
Jan Flickinger Vinci
Richard Volet
Daniel Waitzman
Marianne Gruhn Weaver
David Wechsler
Besse Welsh
Linda Wetherill
Jane Yi
Amy Ziegelbaum
Laurel Zucker

Barone, Jr., Clement cont’d
Doris Bruckner Edrington
Marianne Gedigian
Lynne Green
Gail Griffore
Colleen Herman
Wendy Hohmeyer
Jennifer Keeney
Janet M. Doser Kinmonth
Laura Larson
Julia Larson Mattern
Hubert Laws
Eliot Lee
Kimberly Lorimier
Cynthia "Cindi" Mahan-Isenhower
Julie E. McClung
Susan McGinn
Barbara Ogar
Christine Perea
Deanna Perich Popielarz
Deborah Lee Brown Ragsdale
John Phillip Rush
Mary Scudder
Frances K Shelly
Emily Controulis Skala
Eldred Spell
Cynthia D. Stansell
Melanie Suveges
Rena Urso-Trapani
Jane Marie Weigel
Joanna Cowan White
Wendy Diane Fritz Willis
Jeffery Allan Zook
Patricia Wolf Zuber

Barone, Sr., Clement
Clement Barone, Jr.
Fernando Morrone

Barrere, Georges
Anthony ?
Joseph Abrams
Albert Affeld
Pasquale Amerana
Chester Anderson
Barrere, Georges cont’d
James Andrews
Louis Babst
Frederick Baker
Samuel Baron
Clement Barone, Sr.
Harry John Baugh, Jr.
John Weston Bell
Bernard Birnbaum
Frances (Williams) Blaisdell
Robert Bolles
Israel Borouchoff
Joyce Thompson Bottje
Will Gay Bottje
Joseph Henry Bove
Ardelle Hookins Bowers
Marion Jordan Bridgman
Anabel Hulme Brief
Lorna Wren Brittan
Paige Brooke
Elsie Brown
Eleanor Allen Buck
Walter Campbell
Leo Cannon
August Caputo
Marie Mountain Clark
Walter Barton Coleman
Simone Condosta
Violet A.B. Conklin
Joanne Hertel Conviser
Carmine Coppola
Ellen Daugherty
Johnny Dee
Julia Drumm Denecke
David DeVol
Valentine "Miss" Dike
Anthony DiLascia
E. A. Dobson
Ruth Cubbage Dorsey
George Drexler
Doriot Anthony Dwyer
Ralph Dye
Charlotte Dykema
Karl Dykema
Bernard Elbaum

Barrere, Georges cont’d
Gwyneth Duane Emery
Anita Haines Foster Exline
John Fabrizio
Rex Elton Fair
Cecil Fattey
Francis Fitzgerald
George F. Ford
Eugene Foster
Frohmann Foster
Sidney Foster
Ray (Ralph Freundlich) Friendly
Marjorie Broer Gallagher
Frederic Garinger
Norman Gifford
Bernard Zionist Goldberg
Ruth Freeman Gudeman
Stephen Gulbransen
Genevieve Hall
Don Hammond
Victor Harris
Mary Elizabeth Miles Haydu
Elias Hecht
Fred William Heim
John Hein
Mary Henderson
Florentino Luciano Herrera
Byron Hester
Homer H. Honeyman
James Hosmer
Carl Blair Hutchings
Domenico Iasconi
Mary Johns
Victor Just
Phillip Kaplan
Emmet Keller
John Kiburz, Jr.
John Kiburz, Sr.
William Morris Kincaid
Harold Kittelplan
Rudolph Klenik
Marjorie Klughers
Robert Klump
John Koockogey
Clarence Kraum
Barrere, Georges cont’d
William Kruskal
Gioia Labate
Alice Lambrix
G. Merritt Langdon
Elladean Lebow
Edwin Lennig
Donald A. Lentz
Charles Lesh
Kate Levenson
Herbert Levy
Ernest Liegl
Arthur Lora
Quinto Maganini
Margaret Marsh
Mary Charlotte McClung
Edward Victor Meyer
Alex Michetti
Paul Miller
Samuel Miller
Julius Modesti
Otto Monnard
Carl Wilbur Moore
Jean Klussman Morehead
Carolyn Grant Morey
George Ellers Morey, Jr.
Alec Moroshan
Robert Evans Morris
Harry H. Moskovitz
Adolph Muhlenhalter
Duncan Murphy
George H. Neitzert
Edwin Nelson
Emil J. Niosi
John Norris
Warren Ross Norwood
Lesley Greaves Oakes
James Patrono
Chester Perry
John Alexander Petrie
Christine Howells Pfund
Elaine Pippin
Leonard Posella
George Roscoe Possell
Sarah Lillian Possell

Barrere, Georges cont’d
Francis J. Prand
Bruce P. Price
Gerald Quinlan
Morty Rapfogel
Morton Reibman
James Reynolds
Walter Robesman
Fred Rogers
Jeannette Rogers
Page Grosenbaugh Rowe
Howard Rowland
Walter Rubsamen
Gerald B. Rudy
Maurice Sackett
Edith Sagul
Lois Schaefer
Brown Schoenheit
Max Schotter
Frank Schwartz
Vineeta Boalton Schweitzer
Eugene Seaman
Raymond E. Selders
Maurice Sharp
Irving Shoichet
Paul Siebeneichen
Harry Silverstein
Elmer M. Sinclair
Edna Stadler
Ethan Stang
Douglas Steensland
Lamar Stringfield
Howard Suslak
Rose Taubele
Parker Taylor
Harry F. Thorne
Everett LeRoy Timm
Laurent Torno
Lois Turner
Caroline Solfronk Vacha
Sylvia VanRiper
Albert Weatherly
Paul Welch
Frederick White
Jean Overman Whiton
Barrere, Georges cont’d
Frederick Wilkins
Raymond E. Williams
Meredith Willson
Joseph Winston
Milton Wittgenstein
Adam Wojtysiak
Kathlyn Woolf
John R. Wummer
Mildred Hunt Wummer
Gregory Zeitlin
George Zepf
Patricia Powell Zirkle
H. Henry Zlotnik

Barrett, William Lucas
J.L. Geary
Eli Hudson
George Monks
Robert Murchie
Charles Alexander Souper
Daniel Sykes Wood

Barron, Laura
Emily Bierden

Bartholomew, Charlotte
Angela Rich

Bartlett, Loren
Sharon Elaine Lebsack

Barto, Mary B.
Lisa L. Johnson
Aki Kasuga
Allison M. Loggins
Brent Register
Li-Chia Yang

Barton, Karl S.
Louisa Virginia West

Barwahser, Den Heer Hubert
Robert Aitken
Franz Vester

Barwell, Nina
Lindsay Carroll
Elizabeth Davis
Denise Gaz
Laura Katz
Jessica Lizak
Elizabeth McGlinchey
Yulia Musayelyan

Barzenick, Walter
Wanda Sue Swilley

Bassett, Joanna
Michelle Clark
Daniel Grodzicki
Walter Knox
Jacquelyn Spector

Bauer, Robert
Johanna Hansen Gray

Bauman, Joan Marie
April Diane Clayton
Kristen Gygi
Barbara Klipp
Jane Wilson

Bauman, Nancy
Bridgett Blose

Baumgarten, Jonathan
Matt McCarthy

Baxter, Harry
William E. Hullinger
Archie Wade, Jr.

Baxtresser, Jeanne
Alberto Almarza
Jonathan Bayley
Carolyn Christie
Claude David-Kahan Cobert
Jennifer Conner
Patricia Creighton
Julietta Curenton
Baxtresser, Jeanne cont’d
Elizabeth Davis
Joan E. Edelstein
Christine Ertell
Nicole Esposito
Hillary Feibel
Anna Garzuly
Margaret Geller
Robert R. Gifford
Rebecca Gilbert
Laurie Glencross
Jessica Hull
Timothy Hutchins
Dionne Jackson
Kortney James
Rachel Jenkyns
Christina Jennings
Jung-Wan Kang
Jeffrey Khaner
David Lonkevich
Hilary Lynch
Nancy Maloney
Laurel Ann Maurer
Adi Menczel
Doug Miller
Clarissa Nolde
Donna Orbovich
Soo Kyung Park
Amy K. Porter
Dilshad Posnock
Sandra Ragusa
Thomas J. Robertello III
Adria Sternstein
Terri Sundberg
Laura Vincent
Claudia Walker
Fiona Wilkinson
Wendy Williams
Stephanie Winker

Beaman, Teresa cont’d
Lisa Booker
Julie Goehring
Sandy Heinrichs
Beverly Noell
Nancy J. Reeves

Bean, Carole S.
Maria Luisa DeLa Cerda
Nancy A. Stagnitta

Beazley, Janet
Chiwei Chen

Beckerman, John
Roberta Lindstrom

Beckett, Edward
Dave Heath
Yumi Yamagata

Beer, Hans
Danilo Lozano

Behrens, Joel
Lisa Chautilis
Georgia Dimaano
Gillian Frankford
Leslie Minnich
Lana Jean Mordosky
Tracey Pullo
Nan Raphael
Kathy S. Ream
Frank Scelba
Beth Ann Shirk
Denise Wang

Bell, Martha
Evelyn Leohrlein

Bell, Mary Holzer
Jessica Crowder

Bell, Sebastian
Hannah Lang
Bell, Sebastian cont’d
Lis McNamara Lewis
Kathryn Thomas Umble

Bell, Vicki
Christine Lee
Julie vanLoben Sels

Ben-Meir, Shaul
Susan Barna Ayoub
Judith Sherry Braude
Sandra Chan
Darlene Drew
Shelley Gilbert
Roberta Gillette
Rosemary Pilling Parks
Kiann Lee Robinson
Johanna Beth Sennett

Bennett, Betty Shipman
Cathy (Perin) Hancock

Bennett, Bob
Karen M. Smith

Bennett, Harold Marsh cont’d
Tacy Edwards
Ann Ewing
Lawrence Feldman
Melvin Flood
Mary Carolyn Gilkey
Shirley Gilpin
Laurie Glencross
Scott Goff
Miriam Spiro Graham
Laura Gustavsen
Jennifer Haley
Lisa Hansen
Sally Ann Celmer Hart
Eunice L. Hofer
David B. Houston
Thomas Houston
Don Hulbert
Catherine Hummel
Lee Volckhausen Humphreys
Harold Jones
Gertrude “Trudy” Kane
P. Jean Kershaw-Cantor
Mary Beth Kiss
Moe Koffman
Eleanor Baker Lawrence
Andrea Kapell Loewy
Leonard E. Lopatin
Patricia S. Mann
Debra C. Markert-Schild
Nancy Mentch
Charles Millard
Ervin Monroe
Theodore Mordoff
Victor Morosco
Florence Meisels Nelson
Barli Nugent
Alex Ogle
Anthony J. Pagano
Lori Smith Parnickey
Caroline Pittman
Beverly Joan Pugh-Corry
Ellen L. Redman
Lauren Rongo
Roberta Russell
Bennett, Harold Marsh cont’d
Ali Ryerson
Max Schoenfeld
Joan Ramee Schwartzman
Janet Sillars Scott
Charles Leslie Scott III
Greig Shearer
Winnifred Andrew Simonetti
Emily Controulis Skala
Holly N. Stackhouse-Sydow
Glennis Metz Stout
Elda Ann Tate
Dave Valentin
Daniel Waitzman
James R. "Jim" Walker
David Weiss
Janet Kristensen Weiss
Diane Holtje Willis
John Sebastian Winston
Sherry E. Winston
Miles F. Zentner

Bennett, Joanne K.
Pamela A. Miller
Tex Richardson

Bennett, Joyce cont’d
Hannah Mahon
Alex Ossola
Olivia Jane Shuput
Audrey Siple
Marie Smeallie
Diana VanWagner
Rose-Ellen Wood
Michael Yuhas

Bennett, William
Patti Adams
Shaul Ben-Meir
Michie Bennett
Amy Rice (Young) Blumenthal
Wissam Boustany
Teresa Bowers
Gerald V. Carey
Camille Churchfield
Barbara Lee (Perry) Clement
Geoffrey Collins
Lynn Nicole Cunningham
Gabriel Goni Dondi
Jane Durbin
Angeleita Stevens Floyd
Debora Harris
Dave Heath
Betty Austin Hensley
Jacqueline Hofto
Suzanne Jordheim
Susan Klick
Walter Knox
Tim Lane
Grace LaRayne
Kathryn Lukas
Janice MacDonald
Julie M. Maisel
Katherine McClure
Lorna McGhee
Manuel Morales
Karen A. Moratz
Elizabeth “Betsy” Nelms
Michael Neumann
Nili Merle Newman
Carol Kniebusch Noe
Bennett, William cont’d
Naoyuki Nozu
Wendy Pender-Cudlip
B. Keith Pettway
Rosamund Plummer
George S. Pope
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Diane Spitalny
Robert Stallman
Beverly Stein
Cynthia Stokes
Rae Palmer Terpenning
Kathryn Webb Thorson
Nancy Toff
Nancy Uffleman
Marion Valaschek
Julia Kurz Vasquez
David Wechsler
Alice Kogan Weinreb
Alan Weiss
Brooks de Wetter-Smith
A. Dent Williamson
Martha Woodward
Eugenia Rich Zukerman

Parado, ?
Paul Camus

Parasky, Daniel
Sha Jin

Parker, Evelyn
Donna M. Carpenter-Bertolini

Parker, Kristine
Lisa Poll Whatcott

Parker, Sherrie
Dede Andrus
Pamela Mandelbaum

Parloff, Michael cont’d
Vanessa Holroyd
Suzanne Lord
Wendy Williams

Parmickey, Lori Smith
Jennifer Paull

Parodi, E.
Roberto Dillon

Paschedag, Theodore
Tammy Sue Kirk

Pashev, Stefan
Arto Artinian

Patrick, Robert
Deanna Perich Popielarz
Rena Urso-Trapani

Patrone, Joseph
Lisa Lawrence

Paubon, Pierre
Philippe David
Denis Verroust

Pauchet, Raymond
Martial Nardeau

Paulson, Jenny
Kassey S. LeBow

Payne, Catherine
Nicole Esposito
Carin Pearson

Payne, John
Lindsay Carroll

Peck, Donald V.
Joanna Bassett
Jean Berkenstock
Jason Bladzik
Peck, Donald V. *cont’d*
Linda Tatman Crisafulli
Robert Cronin
Nanette DeJong
Zartouhi "Zart" Dombourian-Eby
Heather Taylor Earnhart
Nancy Estrin-Perlman
Ann Fairbanks
Kathleen Goll-Wilson
Steven Haaser
Richard R. Hahn
Polly Hansen
Cathy Collinge Herrera
Rebecca Kleinmann
Susan Klick
James Kortum
Judy Washburn Kriewall
Sherry L. H. Kujala
Anne Whaley Laney
Marlee Lindon
Kathryn Lukas
Janice MacDonald
Heather Lynn Mandry
Elizabeth J. McGraw
Susan Moser
Lori Newman
Elaine Oldberg
Christine Lee Oler
Marsha Hirth Rullman
Doris M. Shoush Sellards
Mary D. Snyder
Virginia Steiger
Sarah Tomasek
James Westbrook

Peerles, Liz
John N. Rayworth

Pellerite, James J. *cont’d*
Robert Billington
Helen Blackburn
Kathryn Blocki
Harvey E. Boatright
Julia Bogorad-Kogan
Kay Kaiser Borkowski
Betsy Adler Brauer
Judith E. Britton
Roberta Brokaw
Elizabeth Bruner Castelvecchi
June W. Clarkson
Lynn Schubert Clausen
Judy Conrad
Anne Marie Pilarski Dawson
Ladonna Dingedline
Rochelle Draizar-Doepke
Jane Elliott
Ann Marie Fenlason
Angela Fratturo
Michele Frisch
Sean Gabriel
Mary Stelter Garrison
Susan J. Glaser
Katherine Kitzman Glauser
Stephen Goacher
Kathleen Goll-Wilson
Richard Graef
Sharon Davis Gratto
Don Griffis
Paige Guertin
Christine Gustafson
Amy Hamilton
Regina H. Helcher
Amy Hughes
Sally Foreman Humphries
Victoria Poullette Jicha
Tom Kennedy
Jan Kocman
Andrea Kodner-Wenzel
Matthew Krejci
Rita Linard
Janet Gardner Maestre
Kyril Magg
Pellerite, James J.  cont’d
Cynthia "Cindi" Mahan-Isenhower
Rochelle Mann
Joan Marshall
Lisha McDuff
Anita Miller-Rieder
Linda M. Mintener
Carol Kniebusch Noe
Christopher Mark Norman
Lori Smith Parnickey
B. Keith Pettway
Valerie Potter
Beverly Joan Pugh-Corry
Anne Bither Reynolds
Ruth Dunning Royer
Sally Sherwin
Catherine Parsons Smith
Robert Charles Snyder
Holly N. Stackhouse-Sydow
Cynthia D. Stansell
Norman Todenhoft
Kazuo Tokito
Sally Turk
Sally Turner
Janet E. Houston VanGraas
Mary Louise Brecker Veremeychik
James R. "Jim" Walker
Ronald Lee Waln
Pamela Watson
Alice J. Weir
Sharon Tilbury Winton
LeAnne Wistrom
Shelley Younge
Miles F. Zentner

Pellito, Glennda Dove
Ann M. McCracken

Penshorn, George
Arthur Ephross

Perazzoli, Thomas
Christopher Buckler
Saul Charles Cornell
Richard Dalton

Perazzoli, Thomas  cont’d
Kathryn Hutchins Daniel
Debbie Gilbert
Andrea Granato
Sharon Davis Gratto
Preston Holl
Toshiko Kohno
Margo Kujat
Morgan Williams

Percival, Samuel
John Radcliff

Peredo, Cesar
Pablo Acosta

Perkins, Carol
Rachel King

Perkins, Karen
Laura Evans
Jared Gunnerson
Andrew Stamp

Perrone, JoAnne
Sandra Chan

Perryman, Emily
Holly Sanborn

Peters, Harry
Betty Bang Mather

Peters, Kenneth
Leslie D. Gregg

Petersen, Marna
Linda Kirkpatrick

Petersen, Nils
Oluf Svendsen

Peterson, Barbara E.
Maxine Schindler Shernt
Carol Riggs Spackey
Peterson, Mary
Andrea Artley
Rachel Chacko
Elizabeth Cody
Nancy J. Reeves

Peterson, Pat
Jonna Newcomb-Carter

Peterson, Trygve
Julie Avallone
Anne Parry Bernabe
Ann Choomack
Stacy Colvin
Jessica DePetro
Theresa Eade
Lisa Garland
Kimberlee Goodman
Kortney James
Tina M. Kuenzel
Carol Mellis
Virginia Miller
Susan Norton-Scott
Tereasa Payne
Jeanie Pierce
Kiann Lee Robinson
Monica Sauer
Kathy Scarbrough
Linda Watkins
Jessica L. Welles
Carolyn Gill Wells
Sarah Andrew Wilson
Edith Winkler

Petkoff, Carl
Frank Bowen
Mary D. Howell

Petrucci, Oro
Gian-Luca Petrucci

Phelps, Susan VanBuren
Christine Burdick

Phillips, Ronald
Monica Phillips

Piccinini, Marina
Christine Bailey

Piccuci, Yalanda
Leslie Burrs
Alan Zoloth

Pierce, Jeanie
Jessica Brown
Debby Mink

Pineda, Kim
Shelley Collins

Pinschof, Thomas
Denise Pringle Brookes
Derek Jones
Alison Mitchell
Patrick Nolan
Elizabeth Pring

Pintner, Heidi
Myra Rainey

Pisendel, Johann Georg
Johann Joachim Quantz

Pitts, Ramona V. Dahlberg
Deborah Rebeck Ash
Joseph Edward Lapinski

Platonov, Nikolai
Oleg Kudriashov

Plowe, Jay
Archie Wade, Jr.

Pohl, G.
Kyohei Yamamoto
Politis, James
Michael George Finegold
Karl "Fritz" Kraber
Vivian Minden

Poor, Mary Louise Nigro
Laurie Benson
Karen A. Betz-Griewahn
Rich Breitstein
Elizabeth Brightbill
Sue Calebaugh-Makeever
Anne K. Carlson
Chiwei Chen
Margaret "Peg" Cornils
Laura Flanigan
Ruth Ann Flanigan
Mary Stelter Garrison
Lynne Green
Adriana Mandel Greisman
Julianne Johnston
Kimberly Ann Jones
Amy Levernier
Margaret Neuhaus
Sandra Hillman Pahl
Kathy Sasseman
Anne Saunders
Judith Ross Schoenfeld
Gwendol Steenhoven
Janet Stodd
Debra Carlson Stombres
Barbara Suetholz
Karin Ursin
Sandra Wolvington

Pope, George S.
Karl S. Barton
Janet Becker
Mary Holzer Bell
Jane Berkner
Martin M. Davis
Elizabeth Diener
Janet Baker Dubbs
Mary Kay Ferguson
Dianne Frank-Williams
Jennifer Hackett

Pope, George S. cont’d
Amy E. Hansen
Gordon C. Ivens, Jr.
Kortney James
Christina Jennings
Amy Joy Jolley
Kathleen Joyce-Grendahl
Katie Partain Patterson
Peggy L. Preusch
Thomas Reed
Kimberly McCoul Risinger
Jenny Robinson
Cindy Hendricks Silver
Christine Marie Smith
Lynne A. Stukart
Robin Long Tryon
Rae Ellen Yeager

Porter, Amy K.
Emilija Cakmak
Nicole Esposito
Jennifer Hooker
Fran Johnson
Julie E. McClung
Jessica Ann Raposo
Amanda Swartzlander
Rachel Taratoot
Nancy R. Wilson

Porter, Ann
Jessica Lander

Porter, Lillian
Sally Hansen
Priscilla Small

Posses, Mary
Virginia Carol Dale
Adrienne Garstang
Linda Lancaster
Angela McComas
Pamela Allen Morris
Susan Moser
Liane Pieffer Rockley
Theresa Ruperd
Posses, Mary cont’d
Spencer Yeamans

Potter, Christine
Linda Sue Doughty Lasansky
Helba Pahl
Barbara Phillipson

Potter, Mary Ellen
Stuart Taft

Potter, Valerie
Jenna Calixto
Jerome Jim
Kassey S. LeBow

Powell, Edward V.
Joe Allard
Jeanne Baxtresser
Susan Montgomery Grout
Margaret Swinchoski

Powell, Gwen C.
Karen Lynne Deal
Deirdre Z. Fotescu
Rebecca Gilbert
Teri Lowther
Angela McComas

Powell, Verne Q.
Edward V. Powell

Prather, Belva
Betsy Thurman Reeds

Preble, Elinor
Liselyn Adams
Judith Lovecchio
Lea Pearson

Pressing, Jeff
Samantha Cooke

Pressley, Pam
Greg Patillo

Prestia, Maralyn (Denekas)
Lisa Dormer
Deirdre Z. Fotescu
Tanya Haley
Laurie Halgren
Ginger Hedrick
Jan Helgeson
Lisa Jelle
Wendy Webb Kumer
Kathryn Prestia-Schaub
Brenda Craig Reinicke
Nancy Teskey
Jessica Wilcox

Prestia, Ross
Maralyn (Denekas) Prestia

Preston, Stephen
Naomi J. Barker
Peter S. Bloom
Janice Dockendorff Boland
Sonja Boon
Beth Bullard
Carol Codrescu
Susan Grimm
Betty Austin Hensley
Ardal Powell
Susannah Ward Swindell
Teresa Texeira
Joanna Turska

Preusch, Peggy L.
Kate LaBrie
Katie Miller
Joy Roos
Beth Tresider

Price, Katherine Menefee
Diana Charos
Mandy Crane
Ian Ladd
Clarissa Nolde
Prieur, André
Edward Beckett
Patricia Dunkerley
Evelyn Grant
Anne Kinsella
Madeleine Berkeley Staunton

Prill, Emil
Alfred Lichtenstein
Georg Muller
Jay Plowe

Pringle-Pherigo, Lyra
Judy Tripp

Prins, Jan
Abbie de Quant

Pritchard, Jerrold
Deanna Johnson Arista
Janice Dockendorff Boland
Cathy Collinge Herrera
Deanna Kaenzig
Sarah Messerly

Pritchett, Margaret
Steve Owens

Prouty, Kate
Amy Ciufoletti
Natalie Lipa
Becky Swope
Judy Tripp

Pugh-Corry, Beverly Joan
Katherine Andreola
Laura Diesl
Sharon Shaw

Pusch, Gretchen
Walter Knox

Putnik, Edwin
Richard Blanchard
Judy Conrad

Putnik, Edwin cont’d
Jose Corral
Mary Margaret Dockendorff
Kitty Lopez
Joan Marshall
Phyllis Pearce
Gwen C. Powell
Mary T. Klingelhofer Stolper
Francis Timlin

Quantz, Johann Joachim
King of Prussia Frederick the Great
J.Jos.Frd. Lindner
Augustin Neuff

Rabinovitz, Abby
Markus Bishko

Racine, Philippe
Claire Genewein

Radant, Jacque Cook
Beth Ann Steinbrink Kupsco

Radcliff, John
J. Warner Hollis

Radin, Beverly
Lisa Lawrence

Radnofsky, Ken
Mary Kennedy

Radoff, Norma
Amy Cavazos
Jennifer Cook
Theresa Le
Tina Terrado

Ragsdale, Kay
Tom Paynter

Rainey, Thomas
Angela Schlehr
Rampal, Jean-Pierre
Andras Adorjan
Robert Aitken
Rebecca Tryon (Magg) Andres
Nina Barwell
Marc Beaucoudray
Shaul Ben-Meir
William Bennett
Catherine Biteur
Genevieve Blanchard
Amy Rice (Young) Blumenthal
Annick Bonaventura
Marian Bordt
Anne Briggs
Gilles Burgos
Emmanuel Burlet
Ellen Schimmel Burr
Leone Buyse
Torkill Bye
Catherine Cantin
Joyce Catalano
Ann Cecil-Sterman
Cleon Chapen
Kathleen Chastain Debost
Linda Chesis
Claudine Cloutour
Sheryl Cohen
Jan Cole
Margaret Crawford
Erzseber Csik
Richard Dalton
Lise Daoust
Chrystel Delaval
Jean-Michel Demigne
J.W. Downs
Rochelle Draizar-Doepke
Donna Elaine
Paula Kelch Elliott
Janette Erickson
Nancy Edella Eaton Etris
Patricia Farrell
Jacqueline Faulkner
Penelope Peterson Fischer
Angeleita Stevens Floyd

Rampal, Jean-Pierre cont’d
Benoit Fromanger
Diane Frossard
Elzbieta Gajewska
Patrick Gallois
Laura George
Kathleen Goll-Wilson
Erich Graf
Marco Granados
Gail Grimstead-Michaud
Viviana E. Guzman
Francoise Gyps
Alexandra Williams Hawley
Robin M. Hendrich
Jacqueline Hofto
Thomas Jensen
Jo Ann Johnson
Adah Toland Mosello Jones
Suzanne Jordheim
Karl "Fritz" Kraber
Deborah Kruzansky
Shigenori Kudo
Tetsuo Kugai
Bonnie Lake
Jonathon A. Landell
Constance G. Lane
Jean Weger Larson
Annick LeGall
Nels Lindeblad
Peter Lloyd
Kathryn Lukas
Irene Newcomb Maddox
Kyril Magg
Dominique Marcel
Alain Marion
Camille Carlson Martin
Betty Bang Mather
Katherine McClure
Meagan Meisenbach
Michel Moragues
Jeanne Motley
Jean-Michel Moulinet
Francois Nerini
David Nicholson
Rampal, Jean-Pierre cont’d
Yoko Owada
Roseline Passelande
Wendy Pender-Cudlip
Pascale Pierlot
Philippe Pierlot
Jean-Bernard Plays
Thomas Prevost
Jane Edith Rasmussen
Pascal Ravez
Martha Rearick
Patricia L. Rentner
Mary Roberts-Wilson
Victor Rojas
Pierre Roullier
Catherine Roux
Jane Rutter
Blandine Samson
Margaret Peggy Schecter
Karen Ruth Schlemmer
Rie Schmidt
Gretel Yvonne Andrus Shanley
Suzanne Shulman
Renee Siebert
Patrick Simon
Christine Michelle Smith
Robert Stallman
Isabelle Chapuis Starr
Jean-Michel Tanguy
Pomone Tortelier
Kiyomi Tozu
Rebecca Troxler
Christine Vienet
Hubert de Villele
Brooks de Wetter-Smith
David Whiteside
Ransom Wilson
Douglas Worthen

Rampal, Joseph
Leopold Jean Baptiste Lafleurance
Maxence Larriau
Alain Marion
Jean-Pierre Rampal
Ransom Wilson

Rateau, Rene
Edna Simonds Commerchero
Conrad K. Morgen

Rauch, Ralph F.
Rebecca Danner Remley

Rault, Felix
Francois Devienne
Antoine Hugot
Johann Georg Wunderlich

Raushebault, Elise
Hannah Bitterman

Rautenberg, John
Donna Swarts (Doty) Bath
Erica Lewis
Karl Lutgens
Veronica Mascaro

Rayworth, John N.
Benjamin MacDougall

Rea, Stephanie
Megan C. Murphy

Reagen, Jennifer
Tina Pavnik

Real, Nicolas
Rene Orea Sanchez

Rearick, Martha
Carmen Bannon
Marjorie Bollinger
Lisa Marie Bryington
Sandi Dorsey
Katherine F. Farmer
Carl Hall
Walter Knox
Rebecca Siegel
Elizabeth "Sam" Singleton
Redcay, Andrea
Martha Conner
Sara Shahdad

Redcay, Margaret Weeks
Kathleen F. Carrico
Maria K. Harding
Anna Whitlock Henry
Deidre Huckabay
Betty Powell McGhee
Pam Pace
Andrea Redcay

Redel, Kurt
Bonnie Lake
Paul Meisen
Mary Louise Nigro Poor
Leslie Timmons

Redman, Carol
Rodger Young

Rees, William Mercur
Jennifer Lynn Pray Hall

Refell, ?
Anahid Nazarian

Regan, Jennifer
Marsha Hirth Rullman
Judy White

Register, Brent
Kylie Anderson

Reichert, Mattheiu-Andre
Oluf Svendsen

Reijns, Piet
Sue Ann Bartchy Reinisch

Reinke, Virginia
Ellen McGowan

Remley, Rebecca Danner
Katie Partain Patterson

Renggli, Felix
Marcelo Alvarez

Rentschler-Curtis, Sally J.
Jean Brand Hayes

Renzi, Paul Ernest
Rebecca Pollock Ayres
Tod Brody
Sharon Louise Brooks
Camille Churchfield
John E. Davis
Jan Gault
Diane Grubbe
Courtney Hardy
Elizabeth Marshall
Peggy Mather
Janet Millard de Roldan
Polly Moller
Janet Schlein
Carol I. Bogen VanBronkhorst

Resende, Wilson
Fernando Tomimura

Reynolds, Anne Bither
Eleanor "Elly" Ball
Elizabeth Brightbill
Tammy Sue Kirk
Juliana Overmier
Kathy Sasseman

Reynolds, Karen
Sung Woo Yoo

Reynolds, Roger
Bun-Ching Lam

Rhees, Karlin Wiley (Coolidge)
Jan E. Gippo
Lee Ann Stickney
Rhum, Delia
Kenneth L. Smith

Rhyne, Jennifer Lynn
Emily Romanelllo

Ribera, Ida
Philippe David
Tomas Janosik
Victor Rojas
Peter Verhoyen
Denis Verroust

Richard, Marianne
Kristen Jansen

Richards, Ann
Donald L. Bailey

Richards, Jeanne
Elizabeth Hoffman

Richardson, Joseph
Benjamin Wells

Ries, George Anne
Linda Bailey

Riggin, Glenn
Diana Tiffany Sipes

Riley, Daniel
Kristin Ezbicki
Alyce M. Johnson
Andrea LaRose
Mimi Stillman
Jennifer Wolfman

Riley, James
Laura Heiss

Risdon, Frances (Boyd) cont’d
Cheryl Thiel
Horace-Alexander III Young

Risinger, Kimberly McCoul
Christina Barnes Bayes
Jen Smith
Sabina White

Rispoli, Pasquale
Enzo Caroli

Rives, Barbara Sunderland
Debra Byrd
Peggy Cox
Denise Hillston
Lynda Marcomtel
Marcia Rives Straughn

Robbins, Karen
Laura Nolan

Robertello III, Thomas J.
Amanda Lee Bone-Markwick
Susan Rote Buckwalter
Kerry Clinton
Regina H. Helcher
Nobuko Miyazaki
Catherine Payne
Kathryn Prestia-Schaub
Rachel Taratoot
Natalie Zimmerman

Roberts, Eleanor
Isabel Beichl

Roberts, Fay
Chiwei Chen

Roberts, Karla
Katie Partain Patterson
Robertson, Dennis
Cyndi Pennington Fehler

Roberts-Wilson, Mary
Trudi Anderson
Jeanne Baxtresser
Rhondda J. Dayton
O’Ann Fredstrom
Mary Carolyn Gilkey
Jennifer Lynn Pray Hall
Catherine Ransom
Philip J. Swanson

Robison, Paula
Markus Bishko
Rebecca J. Price Arrensen
Orlando Cela
Beth Chandler
Mary Leathers Chapman
Natalie Debikey
Margaret Geller
Abraham Gonzalez
Lisa M. Hennessy
Gaspar Hoyas
Joy Kairies
Joan Koenig
Rita Linard
Carolyn Riedell May
Stephanie Stang McCusker
Judith Mendenhall
Holly Mentzer
Katharine Flanders Mukherji
Amy Catherine Nelson
Leslie "Les" Roettges
Philip Sample
Elaine Sinclair
Dianne Estelle Spoto
Stefani Starin
Joseph Trent
Ernestine Whitman
Laurel Zucker

Rockstro, Richard Shepherd
William Lucas Barrett

Rockwell, Rex
James Earl Baker

Rodon, Mel
Michael George Finegold

Rogers, Norma G.
Teri Bante
Julia Tichi
Jill Waguespack

Rogers, Rebecca Carson
Abigail Mueller
Sarah Twichell

Rohler, Richard
Gustav Scheck

Rojas, Victor
Juan Manuel Ardila
Javier Montilla
Andres Eloy Rodriguez

Rolfe-Dunham, Wendy
Julie Averill
Theresa Dovydaitis D’Errico
Marian Heller
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Romano, Charlene Baughan
Sarah Cox
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Rongo, Lauren
Jennifer Diebel
Tina Donze

Roose, Joannes
Elisha Kinder

Root, Marten
Jobst Harders
Running, Timothy
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Lisa D. Patterson

Ruoho, Liisa
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Lea Pearson
Sandra L. Seefeld

Rupel, Fedja
Matej Zupan

Ruppe, Elizabeth Ambler
Megan Bartholomew
Kristin Clawson
Kristie DeRoque
Laura Evans
Rachel Farnsworth
Laurie Halgren
Christy Hill
Jennifer Hillam
Sarah Jones
Patricia Lynn King
Sarah Ellen Meehan
Kristi Meyers
Emily Morris
Lisa Noele Poll
Angela Rich
Crystal Marie Shields
Julie Skidmore
Rebecca Svedin
Marin M. Wall
Linda Watkins
Lisa Poll Whatcott

Russell, George
Markus Bishko

Russell, Marion Widowson Gatts
Gretchen Burmeister
Deborah Gatts Farace
DiAnne L. Gatts
LuAnn Roth Liston
Gail Morey Paine
Ronald Lee Waln

Russell-Romeo, Peggy
Lauren Sites
Kimberly Walter-Clark

Russo, Mark
Jean Brand Hayes

Rutherford, Maude
Rae Palmer Terpenning

Rutkowski, Sue
Diane Morrissey

Rutter, Janet
Tamara Eisenhauer

Rutters, Matthias
Lars Asbjornsen

Ryerson, Ali
Anna Berry

Ryker, Pamela
Jessie Kindig
Nancy Tietje

Saeki, Takao
Yumiko Iwama

Sackman, Marc
Annette Farrington

Sackstein, Rosalina R.
Patricia Lynn King
Suzanne Kirton
Julie E. McClung
Matthew Roitstein

Saeki, Takao
Yumiko Iwama

Saghaard, Jean-Noel
Jose Ananias
Jose Ananias Souza Lopes
Rogerio Zerlotti Wolf

Sagul, Edith
Gretel Yvonne Andrus Shanley
Sahlin, Kay Bjornstad
Lauren Panfili
Emily Shin
Laura Isabella Sylvan

Saito, Yoshio
Koichi Aiba

Sakofsky, Brenda
Alejandro Escuer

Salm, Andre
Gyorgy Sandor Fazakas
Emmanuelle Reville

Sample, Philip
Barbara Klipp

Sampson, Janese
Carole Yanofsky

Sand, Mary Novak
Nancy Daley
Wendy Thrtle

Sandeman, David
Alexander Douglass Murray

Sanderson, Laurie
Nancy Nourse

Sandvik, Gro
Gabriel Goni Dondi

Sangler, Oscar
Rex Elton Fair

Santa, Lisa Garner
Julia Maria Aguilar
Tammy M. Disharoon
Kimberly Gandrup
Kimberly Hudson

Santarelli, Mary
Marcella G. Patterson Taylor
Marcaril Rennie Wells

Sarda, Renee
Jennifer Binney

Sarver, Julie Johnson
Christine Cleary
Dianne Frank-Williams

Sasaki, Chikatsuna
Takayo Suzuki

Saucier, Gene Allen
Nancy M. Vinson

Saudek, Victor
Joseph Mariano
Robert A. Wykes

Saurini, Albert
Donna Swarts (Doty) Bath
Mimi Carlson
Linda S. Cykert
Shawn Marsh
Pamela Ruth Nelson
Nancy Howe Webster

Savant, Stanley
Pieter R. A. Kark

Savoy, Kim
Jaime Fielder

Scalfari, Staci
Liz Jaeger

Scanlon, Regina
Liselyn Adams

Scarazzo, Deborah
Elizabeth Beard
Scarbrough, Kathy
   Amanda Cadger
   Katie Valedez

Scelba, Frank
   Nan Raphael

Schaefer, Lois
   Dominick Andranaco
   Rosemary Bartlett
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   Robert [Richard?] Bird
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   Ralph Chauverini
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   Charles Cushing
   Anthony D’Amico
   Cynthia Stachowski Decker
   Kenneth Drake
   Robert Dunn
   Kyle Kosgharian Dzapo
   Stanley Eames
   David Edgell
   Nancy Louise Evans
   Hillary Feibel
   Conrad Flake
   Catherine Folkers
   Vincent Francescone
   Jan E. Gippo
   Katherine Kitzman Glauser
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   Myrtle Haff
   Richard Hagen
   John Haines
   Dorothy Antoinette Handy-Miller
   Donald Hayward
   Robert Hirst
   Patricia Holden
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   Catherine Melick Johnson
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Schaefer, Lois con’td
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   Harold Jones
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   Edith Kongshoj
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   Frederick Langenbach
   William Lohman
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   Thomas MacCracken
   John Maines
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   Sally McCarty
   William McKnight
   Robert Merrill
   Iva Milch
   Daniel Miller
   Catherine Payne
   Richard Payne
   Francis Perry
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   Elaine Phelps
   Nancy Pierce
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   Jane Peters Rikhart
   Daniel Riley
   Wendy Rolfe-Dunham
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   Sidney Rosenbaum
   Robert Schenck
   April Showers-Michaud
   Deborah Silverstein
   Joan Smith
   John Spier
   Dianne Estelle Spoto
   Alfred Sweet
   Stephen Tanzer
   Elda Ann Tate
   Albert Vales
   Laura Vincent
   David Voss
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   Elizabeth Watson
   Alice Kogan Weinreb
Schaefer, Lois con’td
Peter Westergaard
Adna Williamson
Judith Wolper
Jane Young
Anthony Zarba

Schaeffer, Francis
Michael Okamoto

Schaub, Gerhard
Jonas Augustsson
Jan Bengtson
Goran Marcusson
Michael Neumann
Robert Schenck

Schaul-Yoder, Dana
Sasha Goldberg

Scheck, Gustav
Jochen Gartner
Walter Haedrich
Hans-Martin Linde
Betty Bang Mather
Chikatsuna Sasaki
Hans-Peter Schmitz
Dorothy Louise Skidmore

Schecter, Margaret Peggy
Marjorie Koharski

Scheneman, Jeanne
Veronica Mascaro

Schenkman, Judith
Sarah Byrne-Calvert

Schick, Diane
Frances Kilborne

Schmacker, Fay
Katherine F. Farmer

Schmeiser, Hansgeorg
Lynne A. Hertel

Schmidt, Kenneth
Richard E. Cahn
Gerald V. Carey

Schmidt, Shari
Krista Hansen

Schmitz, Hans-Peter
Chang-Kook Kim
Liisa Vakkilainen

Schneider, Michael
Huascar Barradas

Schochow, Klaus
Teresa Beaman

Schocker, Gary
Angela Fratturo

Schoenfeld, Max
Ronda Benson Ford
Debbie Gilbert
Andrea Granato
Polly Hansen
Robin Kani
Katherine "Penny" Kemler
Jennifer Merrill
Carol Neuleib
Juli Powers
Kimberly McCoul Risinger
Judith Ross Schoenfeld
Michael Sublewska
Sara Tutland

Schoenheit, Brown
John Gillam

Schrader, Frank W.
Donald MacDonald
Schrock, August
Christian Gottlieb Belke
Johann Wilhelm Gabrielski
Heinrich Soussman

Schroder, Laurel
Cynthia Cairns Mueller

Schroeder, Carol Wang
Marian Clay

Schuberg, Margaret Lund "Maggie"
Ann Bennett Edwards
Jeanie Pierce

Schuelein, Rainer
Paul Cheneour
Paul Thompson

Schultz, Diane Boyd
Stephanie Drake
Sara Eubanks
Scott Grady
Susannah Marie Happ
Katrina M. Schmied
Jennifer Wilhelms

Schulz, Wolfgang
Gabriel Goni Dondi
Christine Gustafson
Lynne A. Hertel
Patrick Nolan

Schulze-Johnson, Virginia McGann
Karen Benson
Christine Page
Jill Ellen Thomassen
Margaret Wei

Schuring, Gail Pilling Cameron
Betsy Hill
Kathy Scarbrough

Schwartzman, Joan Ramee
Sally Cole-Tucker
Laura Gustavsen
Susan Loewe
Debra C. Markert-Schild

Schwoebel, Sandy
Barbara Eberhart
Kirsten G. James McNamara

Scimone, Clementine Hoogendoom
Marzio Conti

Scott, James Copeland
Deanna R. Hahn
Katherine McClure
Miriam Lynn Nelson
Patricia Shinehouse
James Sprinkle
Paul Taub

Scott, Janet Sillars
Linda Antas
Kathleen Gabriel
Laura George
Carolyn Hoyer
J.D. Parran
Charles Leslie Scott III

Scott, Michael
Frances Griffin
Keith Griffin

Scutt, Kenneth E.
Marilyn Garbisch Carlson
Susan Royal
David M. Williams

Seaman-Novak, Patti
Amy Engelsdorfer

Sechet, Pierre
Katherine McClure
Joanna Turska
Sharp, Maurice cont’d
Gene Meyer Hall
Sally Ann Celmer Hart
Randall Hester
Holly Hoffmann
Jacqueline Hofo
Nancy Mae Iden
Bonnie Lake
Valerie Simosko Lampo
Constance G. Lane
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Wendy Rolfe-Dunham
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Sosa, Kim
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Stefanoff, ?
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Katherine Hoemann
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Brian K. Logan
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Jane Shelly
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Min-Pao Hung
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Sullivan, Michael
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Sundberg, Terri con’td
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Sarah Ortiz
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Evelyn Parker
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Kathy Ripley
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Erik Swanson
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Daniel Maquarre
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Susan McGinn

Takagi, Naoki
Ryn Hirata
Naoko Oda

Takahashi, Toshio
Eugenia Aizaga
Joyce Bennett
David Gerry
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Terra Judge
Deborah Kemper
Laura Larson
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Peggy L. Preusch
Stephanie Rea
Shuichi Tanaka
Kenichi Ueda
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Takemoto, H.
Keiji Oshiro
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Tamburrino, Maria
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Rachel Lumsden
Kathryn Shaffer
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Daniel Tan
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Tanner, Joanne L.
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Tarr, Dorothy
Sarah Baird Fouse

Tassinari, Arrigo
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Robert Billington

Tate, Gavin
Kim Sopata
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Linda Antas
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Taylor, Christopher
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Taylor, Parker
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Taylor, Parker cont’d
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Brenda Patterson
Caroline Pittman
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Everett LeRoy Timm
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Ransom Wilson
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Heather Nurmi
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Mary Kay Fink
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Tennyson, Hal
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